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PREFACE

Advances in information technology have revolutionized aspects of shipbuilding, from preliminary
design to assembly and shipyard management. This technology will continue to be an important factor
in future productivity and performance. ICCAS '99 at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
brought together a broad cross section of the international academic and industrial community to
address these issues. The papers presented ranged the full spectrum, from reviews of operational
experience with exi, ting computer applications to discussions of emerging advances in information
technologies destined to become the basis for the next generation of shipyard computer systems.

Papers were grouped into the following areas:

CADICAMICIM Systems
Operation a'td Management
Product Mulelli ng
Emerging In formation Technologies
Informati on Technology Injr astructure
Detailed and Production Design
Preliminary Desi'
Assembly and Construction

In all, 86 papers we> e presented at ICCAS '99, and they are all published in these three volumes.

We deeply appreciate e the efforts of the committee members, contributors and participants, all of whom
have helped this conference to be a success, We also thank the Ofhce of Naval Research for their
generous support.

C. Chryssostomidis
K. Johansson

June l999
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COMPASS SMART PRODUCT MODELIIVG KNVIRONNIENT FOR
SHIPBUILDING

Dominique Payannet, Intergraph Corporation, Huntsville, Alabama, U.S.

Introductioo

The Problem
The DARPA/MARITECH Commercial Object Model of Products/Processes for an Advanced

Shipbuilding System  COMPASS! Program completed research and performed work in developing a
Smart Product Modeling  SPM! Environment for shipbuilding. Some of the problems faced in this
program included:

~ Scalability � Applications need to be same, whether used by one or one hundred
designers.

~ Reusable design components � From a structural bracket to a complete bulkhead, the
user needs the ability to "cut and paste" elements of the design, similar to a Word
document.

~ Managing change over the design process � Ships can have up to 50 million
component. that need to be tracked throughout the entire life cycle.
Multiple o-rthogonal views from a single logical object model � A component can
belong to a system, design, zone, construction unit, and a sub-assembly at the same time.
The user must be able to "see" that component in any view, change the view on the fly,
and redefine what views the component belongs to as the ship design matures,

~ Open information model � Shipyards have multiple systems that must interact with ship
design data on a daily basis as the design evolves. It is no longer acceptable to get data
"download<." or translations to business, planning, and production systems. There must be
an open, extensible repository of ship information.
Concurrent engineering � Since shipbuilding is low-volume manufacturing of highly
complex products, the industry needs a concurrent, multi-user engineering design and
production environment where engineering and manufacturing activities happen
simultaneously.

The Solution
The COMPASS SPM Environment provides support to build applications without worrying

about the underlying technology. This platform provides a three-tier Windows NT Microsoft
Distributed interNet Architecture  DNA!-based architecture. Each task is developed independently
from other tasks, which takes advantage of:

~ Business rules supported by binary relations
~ Relations described in UML and editable by UMI. visual modeler
~ A transaction context allowing short and long transactions
~ Concurrency and locking
~ A versioning capability
~ Independence from the data store
~ A set of CAD objects  Active Xs, controls, scriptlets, beans!
~ All commands are just COM objects that can be written in any language and plugged in at

run time



This pape:. will review the research and show how the problems were solved in developing
this COMPASS platform for the shipbuilding industry.

Current CAD Systems I.imitations

Generally, traditional CAD systems are not designed to handle large projects such as those
found in the shipl:uilding industry. This evolution stems from mechanical-based file systems. Those
systems that were applied to shipbuilding projects werc hampered by lack of specific shipbuilding
functionality, limited in regard to external database structures and manageinent, and lacked the
necessary technology that allowed concurrency to be applied to the process. The ones that did meet
the functional reqiiirernents were monolithic entities that made usage cumbersome.

Data Problems

Mechanical applications are "inodel oriented." Geometry is the critical data and other data
associated v ith the project  production, maintenance, price, and history! are added when required.
The workflow is driven by the modeling capability of the CAD system, while data management is an
externalized workflov . Consequently. the data management product serving production and
maintenance duplicates some modeling data in order to provide query and versioning capabilities,
Traditional CAD files are used as objects referenced by the data management system,

Initially. CAD systems did not provide complex relationships; the data models were static
geometry. Model changes invariably meant a remodeling of the coinplete part. Many mechanical
systems eventually added parametric relationships that allowed individual parts to be modified
through 'simple' parameter edits. Nevertheless, since these systems are file based, the boundaries of
the files imposed severe limitations within the relationship tree. Although it is possible to manage
relationships within a single file for a specific part or a set of parts, the management of relationships
across thousands of files is nothing short of a pipe dream.

Mechanica. systems were first designed to create and edit parts, It is only during the past few
years that CAD vendors have became interested in assemblies. Progress in this field was again
hampered by file boundaries limiting the size of the assemblies, A ship requiring millions of parts is
not suited to file-based assembly processes.

Traditional CAD systems are evolutionary. 'I.'his evolution turned these systems into
monolithic applic;itions because of the demand for more specific requirements and "how-to'
interjections. In order to provide a complete solution amid an evolutionary system, the re-
programming of existing standard components  printing, text, GI ll! had to be considered within each
framework. The result of these changes produced complex applications that were difficult to learn,
use, and customize~

Through th: evolution of geometric data. vendors required their own data format in order to
enhance their tools. Too much freedom in the evolutionary process of a CAD system can generate
integration problenis at the data extraction level when dealing with external processes such as data
management and ri:porting. To alleviate these problems, vendors and customers agreed to formalize
initiatives for data standards like STFP'. Although this rriay resolve the fundamental data exchange
problems, the comlilete schema remains very much hidden in proprietary data formats of individual
CAD systems. These systems, having been handicapped over the years by proprietary formats, can
only expose public domain schemes through translation. This equates to loss of information and
duplication of data.

' STEP "Standard for tive Exchange of Product Model Data.' hop;/~www.nisi.govtsc4 wwmvstepdocs,htm.



Concurrency Probleni
Working in a concurrent environment is restricted with file-based applications, since this

allows only long transaction processes into the database,  i.e., only one user working on one file!. The
ensuing dilemma involves two problems. First, if the CAD system is able to handle asseinblies, then
only a handful of users will access and manipulate the "higher level assemblies." Second, if the files
have "part" granularity, the relationship across parts is very limited and re-computation of other files
becomes necessary� thus returning to the old problem. With file-based systetns, access control catuiot
be managed at smaller granularities than a single file, again inducing the problein of relationships
across parts and conctirrent access,

Evolution
CAD systems have evolved for many years and have been ported to different systems

 mainframes, Unix, NT!, Backward compatibility was achieved only by providing a proprietary
framework that shielded all the compatibility problems. Cruaranties for upward compatibility ineant
that the learning curve for developers, as well as for end users, became prohibitive. The development
of applications on these proprietary systems necessitated costly training and high consultancy fees.

Scalability ali,o became an issue. Customers requiring a single workstation for a small
specific project would be offered a lov er-level CAD system that would be cost effective, but not
necessarily technically productive. At the same time, the vendor would offer that customer who
required a much larger number of workstations a higher performance system at a higher premium.
These disparate systeins could possibly work by exchanging data via translation and data duplication.
However, the scalabi. 'ity of a system is a key factor in its successful acceptance in the market. More
importantly, it addresses directly the concerns that the industry has for many years had to contend
with,

CO1VIPASS Architecture

Notwithstand ng the problems described above, the DARPA/MARITECH COMPASS
research program was launched to develop an SPM environment for shipbuilding. The thrust of this
research project was to ultimately develop a set of tools that encompasses past lessons learned,
incorporates the latest technologies, and is built on a Windows framework and tool set, The bottom
line is to create majo. productivity inducements within the shipbuilding engineering design,

The first issu: was to remove proprietary frameworks in order to limit the learning curve of
application developers, Scalability and component re-use prompted the move towards the standard
DNA from MicrosoA,

DIVA Architecture
The DNA architecture is based on scalability and binary object re-use, The design of

applications using DNA provides seamless scalability from a single workstation to a fully distributed
network of computers by making use of all the binary components available on the market. All
applications are split into three logical tiers  See Figure I'!:

Server tier that handles the data access.

Windows DNA "Building Windows Applications for the Internet Age," Stephen Rauch. Platform Strategy and
Architecture, PDC, September '98, Denver, USA.



~ Middle tier that handles all the business objects and rules, and ensures data
consistr ncy before committing any transaction to the server tier.

~ Client tier that contains the Graphics IJser Interface  GLJI! and all the commands
accessirig the rniddle tier.

Client

Tier
Aetjona tO
pehrCMhhh:

OUI e
ChhmmIhh de

dlSPtliy

PCa

Figure 1. Three-tier Architecture

Each of the:he tiers can be distributed over several machines depending on the configuration,
It can run on a single machine as well as with X clients driving M rniddle tier machines, accessing P
servers. Microsoft tools provide load-balancing sofbvare as well as object caching and resource
pooling for the nriddle tier machines. ln this way, the development framework becomes the standard
DNA model and the development tool is Microsoft Visual Studio. Within this framework, the
COMPASS SPM tijolkit becomes just a toolbox containing a sei of binary re-usable components  as
well as external components! that can be plugged in to build applications that handle large data sets.

Moreover, 's the DNA model is Component Object Model  COM !-based, the components
offer another degr'ee af scalability. The inlerface granularity provides a way to downsize
applications. For example, a single application not requiring any access control does not contain
components that dc not call on the access control interfaces in the middle tier, hence skipping the
relevant algorithms One other major asset of this technology is the variety of client types  'rich' or
'thin'! that can be plugged in without impacting any existing application,

Componerr f Model
In order to rjvoid the 'monolithico application problems  where all the environments have to

be released at the same time by the same provider. deciding the eventual schema evolution!, the
COMPASS Program selected the more successful component model. With this schema, complex
shipbuilding applications are made of numerous environments such as Catalogs, Structural,
Outfitting, Planning, Preliminary Design, Dram ing, or Analysis, and can bc acquired individually and

' COM "C mmoo Objet Model,"~hn:r/wm lcroe doom«



released separately. For the first time, customers can easily create and integrate their own
applications into this single environment.
In this manner, a shipbuilding application is made up of independent environments that can be
plugged in or removed at any time. Each
environment can also be completely independent
&om the others and have its own GUI, schema, Emlnnngg

and data store. Each independent environment can
reference other environments in a Direct Acyclic
Ciraph  DAG! fashion.  See Figure 2.! Hence the
COMPASS platform handles transactions across a. -''
several data stores,

In order to provide independent design for /
each environment, there are no imposed
constraints. This allows each environment to
have: I! a specific data store that corresponds to
its requirements, and 2! its own schema and
evolution. This enables users to write their own
integrated environments without iinpacting the
existing data model.

Figure 2. DAG Dependencies Between
Environments

Server Tier
As stated earlier, the server tier is responsible for data access. COMPASS adds an insulation

layer between the business objects and the persistence schema by traversing the layer. In this way,
the data store can be anything as long as there is an available driver for it. I'he following data stores
can be used in the COMPASS platform;

~ Object databases: ODI, Versant, Objectivity.
~ All OLEDB providers: SQL7.0, Oracle, flat files.
Each data store provides functionality for persistence, query, transaction support, and locking

inechanisin. Since it is a COM model, some data stores might not support all of this functionality,
However, the system will downgrade seamlessly. For example, a data store that does not support
query will prevent this functionality from being exposed,

Middle Tier
The middle tier is the heart of the environment as it exposes the object model  logical schema!

to all the possible clients.  See Figure 3.! The middle tier's role is to:
~ Provide a transacted model for editing data.
~ Insure data consistency of

business objects particularly
relevant with models containing
large numbers of business rules.

~ Be responsible for keeping
object or server connections
cache.

The data stores running on the
server tier are connected as standard

resources for MSDTC  Microsoft Figure 3. Middle Tier Overview
Distributed Transaction Coordinator!.



They all expose a set of interfaces insulating the data access from the implementation of the data
stores. Each 1!usiness object in the middle tier only accesses this set of interfaces, keeping the
business object's logic completely independent from the data stores.

Data Consisted, cy
As the Environments use separate data stores, I.he middle tier has an active short transaction in

which each data store part of the data edition is automaticaHy enrol.led. This is perforined by the
standard MSD C, which implicitly enrolls all the resources  data stores! in the current transaction.
When there are multiple independent data stores involved in the application. there is automatically a
function of trtultiplc schemas. The "active" schema is the union of all the schernas exposed for a
specific operat on. Since the environment can only have DAG dependencies, the corresponding
schema will al s a have DAG included,

Data Models

There ai e two types of schernas for applicatiorts: I! the physical model corresponding to the
physical impletnentation for the data store, and 2! the logical model corresponding to the COM
model. Middle and c.lient tier objects access the latter since the business rules are only enforced by
the business rules stored in the middle tier. Nevertheless, for read-only operations  i.e, reporting!
clients might b able to access the data store model directly, The logical model is a public UML'

5schema entered with a visual tnodeler and stored in Microsott Repository . The business logic refers
to the Repositoty's public cache to create and maintain the business Iogic.

Business Rules

Binary relationships enforce all business rules across objects. 'Ihese can handle direct
dependencies or non-linear constraints. Each relationship can have semantics for every complex
operation such as evaluation or copying. Every time a business object is edited and an update is
requested, the graph of dependencies described by the relationship is captured and ordered. Then the
corresponding .emantics  e.g., evaluation semanticsl iue triggered and modify the dependencies. If
all the semantics succeed during the update process, then the current transaction can be committed.
Otherwise the c current transaction is aborted.

The rela'.ionship and its semantics are described in the UML model. Changing a semantic can
be done by just:diting the schema -- instead of requiririg a new release of software. as is common for
traditional CAD systems. The mechanistn is also impacted by the access control delaying some tasks
across access control boundaries.

Transaction

The CCMPASS platform supports two types of transactions: short and long. Long
transactions are simple to handle since data is insulated from concurrency before editing is executed,
Only short tran: actions make sense for concurrent environments, since the data is locked for very
small periods  railliseconds!. Short transactions are driven by commands, but their duration is not
dependent on th: GUI. An end user can take several minutes to perform a complex comtnand while
the data might be locked only for a few milliseconds. Combining optimistic locking during the GIJI
operations with pessimistic locking  during the last data consistency check! provides this capability.

' UML "Unified M<ideling Language Resource Center," hatt://www.rationahcom/umh
' Bernstein, P,A, at id U. Dayal, "An Overview of Repository Technology," International Conference on Very Large Data
Bases, Morgan Kat<fmann Publishers, San Francisco, 1994, pp. 70~-713.
' Patem US56921S<: Object relationship management system.



No objects remain betv een transactions; the only possible data left are object caches or connection
pools.

Query
Business objec.s do not have geometric constraints,

Geometry is treated as any other attribute for the data
management such as provider name, creation date, and price.
Query becomes the main selection mechanism to work with
data  i.e., 'locate" in traditional CAD systems!. Query is based
on the Active Data Object  ADO! model. It is performed by
SQL statements agains', the logical schema exposed through the
UML model and retunis a list of business objects.  See Figure

5.!

COMPASS 8usiness Objects
Typically, application writers build their business

objects, but the COMPASS toolbox provides several generic
objects that can be re-used as is, These include:

~ Relations  allow the creation of any business rule!,
o References  to external 3' party objects supporting

OI.E for Design k. Modeling !.
~ Symbols  a. low sharing of parametric definitions of parts!,
~ Proxies  allow creation of relationships across data stores!.
~ Basic 3D geometry  usually aggregated by applications business objects!.

Figure 5. Open UML Schema

Versioning
There are a nirmber of reasons why a shipbuilding CAD system must efficiently handle

versioning of objects. Two of the inost notable include supporting what-if' trade-off studies in the
early stages of design. and allowing multiple ships to be built from a single class design without
having to duplicate anil separately maintain copies of the database for each ship.

Traditional CAD systems do not deal with multiple versions of many objects. They depend
on an external PDM system to perform this function. This requires copying portions of the product
model into working files used by the CAD system, and then copying the data back into the PDM

OLF. for Design and Modeling Apptications, Microsoft, January 24, 1995, Redmond, USA.

Access Control
Workflow and s curity must be controlled on large projects, Each business object is subject

to access control rules before f>nding its way into the rniddle tier, l'his is done by a two rule-based
system that can be altered at run time. The first rule set assigns ihe objects according to logical
groups; these rules cari be as simple as the notion of an active group' to rules based on any
information exposed in the UML schema  i,e. type, interface, attribute value! ln the latter case. the
rules are re-evaluated before committing the edited data.

The second set of rules grants users. groups, or roles certain operations such as Create, Read,
Update, or Delete on certain logical groups. These pre-compiled, optimized rules are run every time
a business object is instantiated in the rniddle tier  creating or loading business objects!. The business
logic takes into account the access control to delay or prevent the editing of data. This provides full
flexibility to organize a dynamic data partition  static in the case of files!.



database when ihe work was completed. This approach works for items such as automobiles, with a
inoderate number af objects, but does not scale well to the ship design problem where the database
may house inillions of objects and a user will reference tens of thousand» of parts in a typical design
session.

The COMPASS design has a very clean solution to this problein that takes advantage of the
N-tier distributed «bject architecture. In this approach, the physical model on the disk stores multiple
versions of abject<, while the logical business object model is kept simple by ignoring versions. A
thin layer of safttvare "filters" through the physical versions and delivers the single appropriate
version of each object to the in-memory business object tier.

Figure 6 shows haw this approach provides each user with immediate access to the shared
product model while presenting a logical view of a particular configuration.

I he COMPASS

design also suPPorts many Logical Model Physical Model
relationships betw en abjects
in the logical ard physical
models. These ri:lationships
may also have multiple
versions in the physical
model. The software layer. :Business
that filters the objects also

Selection
filters the relationships. This Filter
insures that the appropriate

Objectversion of each object
presented to the in-memory
business objects and their
interrelationships are
consistent with the view of
the physical mod:I selected
by the user.

In-Memory
Workspace

Configuration

Figure 6. l.,ogicaj Model is Consistent with the Physical
Model

Client Tier

The client tier contains all the GUI and commands specific, to applications and environments.
It accesses the basines» objects. For read-only operations, the connections can be accessed through
the standard ADO inodel. Applications can support many types of different clients, from thin clients
 that might be Web-centric reporting tools! ta rich clients providing real time 3D-model
manipulation. I hi» clients can be written with market-available tools such as DHTML, controls,
ActiveX", applets. scripts, and through the eventual re-use of the components that form part of the
COMPASS toolbo<. Although the market provides many standard components  tree controls,
GRIDs!, there ar= s;iII few re-usable binary objects for building rich 3D clients �D views, command
control!.

The COMPASS toolbox provides the most useful components for a 3D CAD system: view
sets, 3D views, locators, highlighters, menus, working sets, transaction manager, command manager,
units of tneasure, session manager, trader, view printers, element lists, select sets, project
management, stai.us bar, style manager, and MDI contro1. From these components, only the working
set and the transacti in lnanager access the middle tier.

With the traditional framework, there is a rigid model made of hardwired subsystems like
views and docurrients. Developers override as much as they can of the standard presentation model



in order to custotnize their specific applications. This requires a thorough understanding of the full
model as well as all the hard-coded behaviors.

The COMPASS platform provides a unique way to design environments without this
drawback. Instead of trying to re-shape a fixed framework, each environment describes the set of
components that it requires, including the layout with an XML' page. Once the environment is
selected, its XML page is parsed, loading into memory the objects described in the page, The layout
information is used for OUI initialization. All the loaded components are accessed through a trader
object that becomes the root of a flat automation model, that is the list of components described in the
XML page. If the components have interdependencies, they are loosely connected once the
framework is fully compiled.  See Figure 7.!

This unique technique allows
Environment

people to dynamically create
environments froin any COMPASS Descri tion
component, as well as re-usable Dynamic
components from third-party vendors Framework
 ActiveX, controls, applets!.  See Figure
8.! The environments load only the
necessary components and do not require
detailed knowledge of any proprietary
framework. Note that each environment Client Client Client

can be persisted in sessions files  i.e., Component Component Component
saved in the client space! retaining the
status of the components when a change
in the environment is executed if the
session is save .

'ss d. Figure 7. Dynamic Component Framework
In this schema, commands are just

standard ActiveX DLI.s running against the flat automation model described by the XML page.
Commands can be written easily with any language supporting COM objects  applications example
delivered with the toolbox shows command examples in VB, 5++, and C++!. In the same way, all the
GUI components, toolbars, ribbon bars, and forms, are just standard controls that can be created with
Visual Studio.

Large applications such as shipbuilding can
be split into separate environments. The screen is
uncluttered with full sets of GUI tools, showing
only the specific environment commands. There is
also full re-use of components since commands
 being components themselves! can be shared
across environments. When the end user switches
between environments, the corresponding XML
pages are compared and the common elements are
kept in memory, allowing a smooth change over of
the dynamic framework, The COMPASS toolbox
also contains 2D controls that are able to
parametrically edit 2D profiles. In this way, any 3D
application allows the editing of 2D shapes  i,e.,

Figure S. Re-use of Components

' XML "Extensible Markup Language," h://www.w3.or TIUPR-xmhhtmi.



profiles for extrusions, revolutions, drawing generation!.

Con CluSion

Having exposed the problems that traditional CAD systems have in handling complex
applications such as shipbuilding, the COMPASS Prog>ram demonstrated the following research
conclusions:

~ Moving from 3D geometry file-based applications to general applications storing
data in databases is key to handling large projects efficiently,

~ The DI'lA open architecture is key to controlling and reducing development costs,
learninll curve, and scalability.

~ An ope ~, logical schema is critical for third-party vendors in order to interface their
existin~, applications into this architecture.

~ Foitnal.zing the relationships for business rules ensures a full data consistency
without burden for the application writers,

~ The notion of independent environments simplifies the GUI and facilitates the
integration of multiple modules as building blocks.
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OVERVIEW OF ADVANCED CIM FOR SHIPBUILDING PROJECT

� VISION AND REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE

Ken /to, Masahiro Sonda, A tsushi / trodi ta, Satoru Enc4
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Abstract

The Advanced Coinputer Integrated Manufacturing  ACIM! for shipbuilding project
sponsored by the Nippon Foundation and participated by seven major shipbuilders in Japan, was
launched in 1997 with a planned duration of three years. The goal of ACIM project is to enable highly
effective, efficient and flexible collaborative engineering t'or shipbuilding based on knowledge sharing
among multiple disciplines by developing practical product/process model and promoting network
based software integration environments. To achieve the goal, we have developed a CORBA-based
reference architectui'e that enables integration and management of distributed objects and systems
including newly developed applications and existing legacy systems. The aspect of the construction of
the future virtual nterprises has also been considered in the development of the reference
architecture. In this paper, we provide an overview of the ACIM project and present the ACIM
reference architecture.

Introduction

Since 1989, a series of research and development projects on the CIM for shipbuilding has
been carried out by Ship and Ocean Foundation together with seven major shipyards in Japan, aiming
at drastic increase of productivity in shipbuilding industries. Figure 1 shows the history of CIM
projects. The concept of CIM for shipbuilding, which is rather different from mass productive
industries such as automobile industries, was established in the first project. The importance of ship
product model was recognized and has since been emphasized throughout the CIM related projects
The specification of product model was established in the second project. Object oriented technologies
have been widely applied for the system analyses as well as system implementation since the first
project. In the GPME project, the preceding project of AClM, the general product model environment
was developed for tne efficient development of product model. The results generated from these R&D
activities have been transferred to the Japanese major shipyards. All seven shipyards have established
their own CIM systems based on the results of the CI1Vl research projects.

The ACIM project was launched in the spring of 1997 with a planned duration of three years.
The vision of ACIM project is to enable highly effective, efficient and flexible collaborative
engineering environment for shipbuilding based on knowledge sharing among engineers from
multiple disciplines. Developing product and process models is one of the major R&D tasks in this
project since they are the basis for knowledge sharing. Another important task is to establish a
distributed object md system environment based on CORBA  Common Object Request Broker
Architecture!. Other emerging information technologies such as agent technology is also introduced
for better engineering work support and information exchange through network.
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Figure 1. History of SOF CIM Project

Goal and Objectives

As stated abt>ve, the overall goal of ACIM project is to develop a system framework to support
the collaboration atriong engineers in design and productiort in shipbuilding,

The specific goals of the project include:
1. To develop a CORBA-based ACIM reference architecture that enables integration and

managenient of distributed objects/models in the network and supports concurrent
engineer. ng of shipbuilding

2. To conslruct a practical product Fnodel through the extension of the Frame Library
developed in the preceding GPME project

3. To define a process-driven collaborative engineering work paradigm
4. To deve13p a process model for engineering support that can adapt dynamically changing

actual engineering process
5, To develt!p intelligent agent based collaboration support mechanism
6. To test the system infrastructure using real shipbuilding case scenarios

Needs for Knowledge Sharing

Shipbuilding is a typical exatnple of concurrent engineering where the infonriation is exchanged
intensively between engineers at different stages and continuously updated by multiple disciplinary
engineers. The iriaiii goal of ACIM project is to develop a system infrastructure to support this

12

The deliverables generated by this project, such as product model and applications, are not
prototype systems but are practical application systems and will be used in actual ship design and
production. oPractic;ii",� i.e., real � is one of the key words in this project. Therefore, the issues related
to deployment of the deliverables to the shipyard are also included in the project scope.



collaboration by using advanced information technologies and to achieve information and knowledge
sharing for high efficien-y.

To share the knowledge and information about shipbuilding among multiple engineers and
furthermore between engineers and computers, one needs both product and process models. Sharing
engineering information through a common product model has been proven to be an effective way for
engineering team memoers to identify inconsistencies and generate timely information flows. By
accessing a logically centralized product model database, an engineer can retrieve the latest engineering
information generated by other engineers and pass his or her task results ta others through the database.

While shared product model can be used to facilitate information flows among engineers, it
contains only the results generated by engineers. The information of the process through which the
results were generated is not part of a product model. Another important aspect of engineering
knowledge is about engineering processes, Engineering tasks are not carried out in a random way.
Rather, they are well p!armed and managed based on the planned processes. An engineering process is
composed of a set of inierrelated activities that collectively realize certain engineering objectives.

Furthermore, there are many applications prepared for the engineering support for design and
production. These applications are developed based on shipbuilding specific domain knowledge. lt can
be said that the specific knowledge of design and production of shipbuilding is expressed by product
model, process model and applications that are distributed in the network.

The information technology about distributive objects is emerging nowadays. This technology
secures interoperability and adaptability between software systems. lnteroperability means how easily a
software can be integrated into various other systems and adaptability denotes how one system can be
upgraded following the latest technology. This information technology of distributed objects enables us
to construct a network-~ased collaborative environment for ACIM.

Common Object request Broker Architecture
OMG is a software standardization organization that promotes Object-Oriented technologies for

integrating heterogeneous and distributed computer systems. OMG's system building concept is
described as OMA  Object Management Architecture!, the architecture aiming at global network
oriented software linking environment. The standard defined by OMG is called CORBA  Common
Object request Broker Architecture!. It is natural way to adopt CORBA standard to realize above
mentioned ACIM collaboration support environment, The specification of CORBA defines how to
make interface which is compliant to OMA's architecture. CORBA enables OMA concept in the
following four mechanisms.

~ OMG !DL  Interface Definition Language! is used to define software interface
gratnmaticall y,
ORB  Object Request Broker! is incorporated to simplify the transaction in
heterog:neous and distributed computer system environment.

~ OMG I.Df written interface facilities called Basic Object Service and Common Facility
are defined.
CORBA Object-Oriented approach enables interoperability and adaptability.

CORBA basic object services are itnplernented by software venders as CORBA product,
Software components with interoperability and adaptability can be developed by use of CORBA
product. CORBA can mask the discrepancy of computer systems  i.e. hardware platforms, software
language, data access mechanisms, compiler versions, component module interfaces, network protocol
etc.! and there are several wrapping methods to accomplish it.
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ACllVl Reference Architecture

As described above, CORBA, the distributed object technology, is an important information
technology to buil I the systeru infrastructure for AC1M since we want to achieve knowledge and
information sharing through the integration of applications and data without worrying about hardware
or software platforr ts.

This COI<BA-based system environment enable» tn continuous extension of ACIM through the
addition of the new software components and the integration with existing systems. In order to construct
the ACIM based on distributed objects environment, it is required to define reference architecture as the
system developme!tt framework. The architecture is basically designed by referring to the OMA
proposed by OMG, The specific requirements that cornea from the concept of the advanced CIM for
shipbuilding system has been taken into consideration for construction of reference architecture.

1. Product model that represents knowledge and information about ship product and process
model tItat represents knowledge and information about ship engineering process are two
core mot]els for knowledge description.

2. The efft:ctive services/facilities to support collaboration of engineers, which can be
commonly used in ACIM environment, have to be provided,

3. It shoulc be described in the architecture that the ACIM can be enhanced according to the
preparat!on for the domain specific services concerning ship structural design and pipe
design.

4. From tht; practical view point, special consideration must be paid to the integration with
legacy s rstems used in the shipyards.

GPME
Foci!it!os tGF!

,ppllca ttous
 APP!

ew CAD

LegacyAppticaVttous
 LA!

Domain FanCtlon Foci!tttes  uFF! Wartrttsm Mauaaarasor
Fsctttrtes  WtMF!Struct. Design Piping Diagram

Memher Design Piping Layout Product
Modelac. Planning

Parts Design Machinery Layout

'rod. Planning Access Support Access SupportRule Calc. Etc. Space Design
Wrapper

Object Request Broker

PDMLifccycte N tming
Schedule Mgmt Agent Support

Events Persistency

Security Q tery
Desktop Support Document Management

Simulation Soft.

Relationship Etc. Product Model Management Etc.
Etc,

ACIM Common Facllltlcs  ACF! COTS PrOductsCQRBA Otri ect Scr vices  COS!

Figure 2. ACIM Reference Architecture
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The ACIM reference architecture is shown in Figure 2. In this architecture, eight  8! interface
categories are defined according to the functionality of software components which provide necessary
facilities and services to support concurrent engineering of engineers. ORB plays an important role to
associate these softwa.:e components included in these categories.

In the followirig, we describe the functionality of each category and implementation of these
categories.

CORBA Object Services . COS
This category is corresponds to the Basic Object Services, one of architectural components of

OMA described in previous section. These services are the basic services to construct distributed object
system. The specifications on functionality of each service are defined by OMG and software venders
implements its functionality based on these specifications. There are several commercial CORBA
products available nowadays. The specification of object services has been already defined by OMG
and published. At the moment, there are sixteen �6! services defined as specification, such as "Naming
service" for linking object's name and real object, "Event service" for asynchronized communication.
In the ACIM project, we adopted "Orbix" from IONA Technology as the CORBA product.

GPMF. Facilities: GF
GPME facilities provides the access facilities to the product model which is implemented in the

previous GPME project and extended to the practical level in the ACIM project. The versatile access to
the product model is available through open natured IDL interfaces. The instantiation and retrieval of
instances from product model are performed through this services. The important point is that we have
adopted the late binding method for implementation, so all the class methods which have been already
implemented in Frame Library and also new methods which may be added in future are available as a
CORBA objects in Al IM environment through this access facilities. The late binding enables to specify
dynamically the functions or method when application is executed. This means it is not necessary to
define the IDL interfaces and irnplernent it one by one. Even in the case that extension or modification
of certain method is <xA:urred, only the recompilation of source program has to be done,

8'orkflow Management Facilities: WfMF
As was described above, we regard the process model as one of core model to express

knowledge about shipbuilding process and to realize collaborative engineering environment. In ACIM
project, we propose a process-driven work paradigm for collaboration support, The paradigm will be
briefly described in the succeeding section and the details are presented in another paper submitted to
ICCAS.

This category provides the necessary functions to realize process-driven work paradigm, Two
important servers have been identified as system components of work support system. The components
are Process Server and Enterprise Resource Server. The functions of Process Servers include capturing
process models and managing process execution based on the process models. For process execution
management, Process Server generates activation signals, control the real process by reasoning based on
the given rules. On the other hand, Enterprise Resource Server centralizes resource information
logically. To manage engineering processes, resource information is very important. It has also process
templates and journal information about the results of engineer's operation or cornrnunication. The
services corresponding these functions are provided by WfMF facilities.
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Domain Function Facilities: DFF
DFF is the category which includes shipbuilding specific functions necessary to develop

applications. The DFF facilities provide the services based on the shipbuilding ontology. The
applications are de reloped mainly on the basis of these DFF facilities. The functions are dependent on
the kinds and funciions of applications to be developed, Theses DFF facilities are sometimes used for
several applications, and furthermore one DFF function may be used bv other DFF facilities as the
primitive services. fhe DFF facilities provide functions Iar application development by combination of
GF services such a. assessor and methods which GF provides.

As mentioned before, the services provided by GF are implemented by late binding method.
This means all the methods provided by product mode! are available as the CORBA facilities. The
methods included iii the GF category contains rather higher level functions such as calculating the weld
length and weight calculation about intermediate assembly products. Due io the late binding method,
these functions are provided by the GF facilities. The examples of DFF are shown in the another paper
submitted to ICCAS.

Applications: A PI.'
ln this ref rence architecture, applications are defined as the new applications used in

shipbuilding desigr and production which has been developed on the basis of the ACIM reference
architecture and adapted to the CORBA-based ACIM open environnient, i.e, distributed object
environment. In A  IM environment, applications are developed efficiently combining the services and
facilities provided by software components included in other categories of ACIM reference architecture.
In this project, tivo �! applications for production planning are developed in a practical level for the
purpose of the verification of ACIM product model.

Legacy Applications: IA
This categoi'y contains all the applications, such as CAD systems and other domain specific

applications to support design and production work, currently used in the shipyard, These applications
does not have the adaptability to the CORBA environment, So it is iinpossible to communicate with
other applications through CORBA, However, from the practical view point, it is very important to
exchange information between these legacy applications and software object developed under the
AClM open environment. So these applications have to be;idapted to the ACIM environment. CORBA
enables to make these legacy applications adapt to the ACIM open environment. The software added to
the legacy applicat ons in order to make it adaptable to CORBA environment is called wrapper.
Through the wrapper, legacy applications can communicate with new applications or COTS products
adaptable to CORllA environment. On the contrary, it is also possible to make the functional
coinponents included in the legacy applications as a software component that can be used by other
applications. CORDA provided the great advantage thai makes the legacy application adaptable to
distributed object. environment. This means that the a part of legacy application can survive as a
software component for a long time,

ACIM Common Fa."ilities: ACF

Software coinponents in this category provides the general services commonly used in other
software components. These components are independent froin the domain specific ontology, so these
are widely used from many applications. Commercial software components not compliant with
CORBA environmeiit can be adapted to the ACIM envirorunent by adding a wrapper and added as the
new service. In this vay, the new software components can be added easily to ACIM services,

On the other hand, the native services are developed and prepared as the ACF services in this
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project. These are agent facilities and product model management facilities, As theses facilities are
independent from shipbuilding domain ontology, services are categorized as ACF.

Example of services provided are schedule management, agent supported functions that may be
used in the process-driven ACIM collaborative environment, product model management facilities that
is indispensable for operational phase in a shipyard. Furthermore, ACIM desktop, work environment for
ACIM users, is develo->ed in this project. Services necessary to develop ACIM desktop are provided as
ACF,

COTS  Commercial-Cg-The-Shelfl Products
This category includes the COTS products which provide CORBA compliant services. The

concept of integration of distributed systems based on CORBA is widely accepted. Software venders
such as PDM Product Data Management! and ERP Enterprise Resource Management! are now moving
to adapt their software products to CORBA. Furthermore, the consortium of PDM venders are trying to
define the standardized IDL interfaces aiming at the information exchange between different PDM
products. Also it is expected that the software venders which are specialized in development of software
component will emerge in near future according to the progress of the distributed object technology
progress. By using best-breed COTS and/or combining effectively commercial software components,
the application development environment will be much improved.

On the other hand, in the world of Microsoft Windows, distributed object linking mechanism
DCOM Distributed Common Object Model! has been formalized. Many software component products
are available nowadays. For example, Microsoft Transaction Server can be easily customized by
selecting and combini ag software components implemented as the DCOM objects. As will be explained
later, it has already bren infirmed through the prototype test that the information exchange between
CORBA and DCOM can be realized with ease by use of CORBA/DCOM bridge provided by CORBA
commercial products. This means that the libraries compliant for DCOM can be used from CORBA
world. Therefore it is expected that increase of commercial software components compliant with
DCOM enable efficient application development even in CORBA environment.

As was described above, the Advanced CIM system which enables highly efficient collaborative
engineering can be realized on the basis of CORBA-based ACIM reference architecture, The flexible
exchange of information and knowledge through network can be realized by CORBA, Services
physically distributed in the network can be used regardless of the hardware/software platform. The
information exchange between applications become possible over the enterprise.

Verificatioa of CORBA Based System Through Prototyping

In order to clarify the technical issues prior to the actual development we have carried out the
verification of CORBA-based system by prototyping. The scenario of prototype system is as follows,

~ Firstly, a test application access to the product model to get all parts from specified
assembly block

~ Secondly, the calculation of weight and welding length of specified assembly block is
carried out by using services included

~ Display the results to a screen in graphical way by Java applet

The prototype scenario is very simple one, and it includes services of several categories such as
CORBA Object Services COS!, Domain Functional Facilities DFF!, GPME Facilities GF! and
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Applications APP i, and it is enough to verify the possibility about the CORBA based systems. Figure 3
shows the prototype test environment,

We have confirmed through this prototype system that there is no specific technicaJ issue for
developing the CORBA-based system, The performance overhead is not so big in case that the
granularity of service is not so small, We have also carried out another prototype test concerning about
CORBA/DCOM linkage. The testscenario is to get information from product model on the EWS and to
transfer it to the spread sheet on the PC. The functions provided by commercial CORBA products as a
CORBA/DCOM bridge was used in the test. We have confirmed that the data exchange between
CORBA object an t DCOM object can be realized without any problem, This means that the services
implemented as DCOM object can be utilized in ACIM environment.

Product Model A

GPME Facilities
 KNS Server!

Domain Function Facilities
 EWS Server!

t Prototype Application
 PC Client!

Figure 3. Prototype Test I'.nvironment

Des'elopment of Practica} Product Model for Shipbuilding

Now, we wiII explain another important issues in the ACIM project, In the ACIM project, it is
recognized that product model which expresses knowiedge and information concerning ship as a
product plays key role for the knowledge sharing, Thus, the product model should have enough ability
to express informatIon and knowledge on actual ships and should be practical, One of thc important
R8rD tasks in the project is to establish the practical product model for shipbuilding, which express
ontology of shipbuilding, When developing the workable product model, maximum usage is made of
GPME  General Product Model environment! which has been developed in the preceding CIM project.
In the GPME project, CFL Common Frame Library!, the information model to express common
ontology for asser;tbly industries has been extended to EFUS  Extended Frame Library for
Shipbuilding! which includes the ontology for shipbuilding. However, it was a relatively small
extension only for vi;rifying the usefulness of GPME as a product model development software tools. In
the ACIM project, extension of EFUS is being carried out to much more practical level, The product
model is realized Ly combined use of CFL and EBS and becomes the base for the engineer's
collaboration. EFljS is now being extended in two directtons as shown in Figure 4. One is to enhance



the product model so «s to be rich in the modeling flexibility; this lead to the easy design alteration and
simulation. Another i., to extend the expression capability so as to express most of the hull structures
including details and almost all outfitting of actual ships. The details of the practical product model
construction is referred to paper submitted by other authors,

Figure 4. Extension of EFUS in Two Directions

Deve!opmt.nt of Process Model To support Collaborative Engineering

While knowledge about engineering products captured by product models is important for
engineering support and needs to be shared among distributed engineers and systems, another important
aspect of engineering knowledge is about engineering processes. In ACIM project, the process model
that represents the knowledge and information about engineering process is one of the core models for
collaboration througl. knowledge sharing. Engineering tasks are not carried out in a random way. Rather,
they are well planned and managed based on the planned processes. An engineering process is
composed of a set o~ interrelated activities that collectively realize certain engineering objectives. A
process model is a representation of a engineering process in a form which supports automated
manipulation or enactment by a process management system. Process model includes the control
information that defines how engineering activities should be carried out and how they relate to each
other.

In ACIM project, we propose a framework based on a process-driven and agent-supported
approach to collaborative engineering support called Active Process. The process model developed in
Active Process has a capability to describe 'how engineering tasks should be done' in order of
precedence. It is po|verful but still not sufficient because engineering task procedures will be often
changed according to situation. To meet this problem, agent-supported approach is introduced to Active
Process. Each participant in the system has its own agent who is interested in negotiation with others to
acquire information.

Figure 5 illustrates how process information represented as process models can be used to
support engineering work and collaboration. The details of the proposed framework is presented in
another paper submitted by other authors.
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Figure 5. Process Model and its Application for Engineering Support

Verification tif Product Model and Collaborative Engineering Environment

Verification of Enhanced and Extended Product Model
As was stated in the previous section, product model  mainly the El 4'S! is now being extended

in two directions.. i,». one for enhancement on the functions such as modeling flexibility and the other
for the extension of expression capability. We take different verification approach for these two
extensions,

As for the verification of enhancement of functions such as modeling flexibility, we take an
approach to verily t through the development of applications and their execution for the enhanced
product model. The application is being developed by using the class methods provided by enhanced
product model. Th: application must be a practical one, not a prototype, in order to evaluate
functionality of product model more correctly. Two applications are now being developed for this
purpose. One is an pplication to support initial production design so-called block breakdown  ACIM
IPD: Initial Produciion Design!, while another is an application to support process planning  ACIM
CAPP; Computer Aided Process Planning!. These applications are developed on the basis of the ACIM
reference architecture. The services provided by GF, DFF and COS of ACIM reference architecture are
used to develop these applications. Details of the applications are described in the paper submitted by
other authors.

As for the verification of the extension of model expression capability, we take an approach to
verify it through the exchange of model information for aclual ships generated by CAD system being
used in th» shipyard, As the model data of shipbuilding   AD system now in practical use can express
inost of the hull strui:tures including details and almost all outfitting of actual ships. Therefore, if these
information can b: transferred to the ACIM product model and successfully stored, it is confirmed that
the extended product model has enough coverage to express actual ship structures and outfitting items.
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In order to exchange data between product model and CAD system in shipyards, we are now
developing the dual-direction data transmission application, This application is also developed on the
basis of the ACIM reference architecture. The data exchange test will be carried out using this software.
As the software is so developed as to be able to exchange in dual direction, the results obtained from
ACIM IPD and CAPP described above is transferred to the existing CAD system in shipyards and
continuously used in the practical design, This means that this data exchange software can be used in a
actual ship design process.

Verification of Collaborative Fngineenng Environment
The goal of At IM project is to establish the system infrastructure using advancing information

technologies which enable efficient and flexible collaborative engineering environment for shipbuilding
on the basis of the knowledge sharing. We plan to verify it based on a set of test scenarios, In the test
scenarios, all the deliverables obtained from the project such as practical product inodel, applications of
ACIM IPD and CAPP and process model are taken into consideration. In the project, we are planning to
propose the ACIM desktop which is newly developed user's work environment with enhanced
graphical interface. The process-driven and agent-supported mechanism for collaborative engineering
support mentioned iri the previously section will work on this ACIM desktop. The verification of
collaborative engineering environment will be carried out through this desktop according to the test
scenario.

Conclusions

In this paper we presented an overview of our on-going ACIM project, focusing on the ACIM
reference architecture. The vision of ACIM project is to enable highly effective, efficient and flexible
collaborative engineering environment for shipbuilding based on knowledge sharing between multiple
disciplines by developing practical product/process model and promoting network based software
integration environments.

In order to aclrieve our goals, we have developed an OMG CORBA-based reference architecture
that enables integration and management of the distributed objects, models, and systems including
newly developed applications and existing legacy systems currently used in shipyards,

Our proposed ACIM reference architecture represents a framework of the advancecl CIM
systems. This architecture is open to the outer world and adaptable for the emerging information
technologies. The product model and process model are defined as the core components of knowledge
sharing ACIM environment. The practical product model is developed in this project, This product
model is used in the shipyard after this project is completed.

We propose a framework based on a process-driven and agent-supported approach to
collaborative engineering support called Active Process.

The verification of the enhanced product model and collaborative environment is carried out
through the newly developed applications.

The progres: of information technology is being accelerated nowadays. The ACIM reference
architecture based ort the distributed object oriented paradigm is very flexible enough to incorporated
the new technologi:s. We believe that the ACIM reference architecture provides a platform for
continuous improvement of CIM for shipbuilding,
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H.IGH LEVEL LANGUAGE FOR SHIP DESIGN

F. Aionro. Sener, 1ngenieria y Sistemas, SA., Tres Cantos, Madrid, Spain
R. M Tronstad. Sener, Ingenieria y Sistemas, .S.A., 'Tres Cantos, Madrid, Spain

J. Subias. Sener, Ingenieria y Sistemas, S.A. Tres Cantos, Madrid, Spain

INTRODUCTION

The CAD/CAM Systems currently used in shipbuilding are powerful tools, essential nowadays to
perform in an efficient and precise way all the design and manufacturing processes of a ship.

The evolution of these Systems over the last 25 years led from an initial situation, covering in a
limited way the desigr. and manufacturing processes  basically naval architecture and N.C cutting!, up to
the present situation, »overing most of ship design and production tasks.

There has beeri also a big change, from the initial applications, basically in batch mode or with
limited interaction  mainly alphanumeric!, to the present graphic interactive applications, working with
3D models and with a high degree of interaction between the user and the application.

As a result, the applications have become very complex, requiring a high degree of customisation
and flexibility in their operation.

Afl this has generated new user requirements to achieve a greater efficiency and flexibility in the
use of the CAD/CAM Systems.

These new user requirements can be summarised as the need for a macro language allowing the
users to perform reperitive tasks, to define their own standard constructive solutions, and in general to
create 'intelligent" programs able to access the functions and commands of the System.

As an answer to this important requirement of the users of its FORAN CAD/CAM System, SENER
decided to develop th» new FORAN Macro Programming Language  FMPL! as a general tooI to be added
to all the modules of the System.

The new FORAN Macro Programming Language has been developed using the Tcl/Tk scripting
language, extended with the capability of executing commands and other utilities of the System.

OMKCTIVKS OF THE PAPER

This paper int nds to describe the main characteristics of the new FORAN Macro Programming
Language. making sp=cial emphasis on the characteristics relevant to a user of ship design. applications,

With this objective in view, the paper has been structured in the follov ing parts:
~ A short introduction to TcVTk, the basic language used for the development of the FMPL.
~ A description of the objectives, main characteristics and structure of the FMPL.
~ A presentation of some practical cases showing the application of the FMPL to different areas of ship

design,
~ An analysis of th» future developments of the Tcl/Tk language and the FMPL.
~ A suinmary of the results obtained up to this moment, with an estimation of the savings and advantages

that the users car. expect from the normal use of this Macro Programming Language in their daily
design tasks.
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A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO Tcl/Tk

Tcl is one of the most widely known scripting languages f'reely available through the network. A
scripting language, as opposed to a system programming language  such as C or C++!, is designed to
integrate, connect cr "glue" basic coinponents, commands or applications, [30'98], Tk is an extension to
Tcl, a toolkit to build Graphical User Interfaces.

Tcl/Tk is ar. interpreted language with many features available in standard procedural languages
 variabl» assignment, procedure calls, flow control structures, etc!. 1'he basic data types are strings. lists
and arrays. To speed up the process, a coinpiler is also available with the latest Tci/Tk version.

Among the many advantages that Tcl/Tk offers, w» can note the following:

lt is easy to learn,
It allows rapid development of applications.
It is available in many platforms  Windows/NT and UNIX, including LINUX!.
It strongly facilitates the einbedding in the language of new functions or commands developed in
other languages like C or C++.
It is free, as well as many of its extensions,

All these advantages, as well as the availability nf tools to build Graphic User Interfaces  the
toolkit 1 k!, induce<I SFNER to select Tcl/Tk among other scripting languages  Perl, Visual Basic or
Python! as the basic language to develop the FORAN Macro Prograinming l..anguage.

On the othe.. hand, although Tcl/Tk provides many useful tools and capacities, the power and
flexibility of a Macro Programming Language built on top of a scripting language like Tcl will mainly
depend on the components, functions or commands of the basic application fin this case FORAN! made
available to the users through the scrip ing language.

THE FORAN MACRO PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

The FORA' Macro Programming Language is a new macro language build on top of the Tcl/'I'k
scripting language, io extend and complement the interactive command capabilities of FORAN.

The Macro l.anguage uses all the power of Tcl/Tk extended with the possibility of executing
FORAN comniands and other utility functions.

The Macro Erograrnming Language has been developed to fulfil different objectives:

~ To allow the users to repeat sequences of commands, to facilitate the execution of repetitive tasks
during the desigii activities.

~ To generate geometry macros for the 3D definition nf geometric models of equipment units, and
outfitting and ac:ommodation components.

~ To develop morc powerful macros accessing all the capabilities of the FORAN command language.
and a set of specific FORAN functions for each design discipline.

To achieve the first objective, normal users of the System do not need to know anything about the
Macro Programming Language or about prograinrning in general. More advanced users trying to reach the
two last objectives need some more knowledge of Tcl/Tk and of the FMPL,

A schema showiiig the integration of FMPI. inside the I-ORAN modules can be seen in Figure l.
Macros can be executed in the same way as other interactive cominands of FORAN, and also can
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be added to the standar d menus of FORAN as commands or icons,

Macro recorder utility to generate sequences of commands

Using this utility, users can generate macros containing sequences of commands. The utility opens
a console to add interactivity and control to the automatically generated macro.

The recorder r,'onsole permits the user to decide which actions should be interactive when
reprocessing the macro. The console has also functions for displaying user messages, adding pauses,
storing the current viewing attributes or storing the scene.

For more advar iced users, this utility can be used for the creation of skeletons of new rnacros to be
completed or modified later on using the text editor.

Generation of geometry macros

A geometry macro is a user defined program which performs a 3D object layout based on the rules
described in the macro,

 reornetry macros can be used to define 3D representations of pieces of equipment, piping and
ducting components,;accommodation elements and outfitting structures  supports, hangers, ladders, etc!
making it easy to adopt different shapes and dimensions.

The parameter of the macros can be standard values stored in the database or can be given by the
user or directly measured from the ship 3D model.

Macro programming for advanced users

A complete use of the capabilities of the FMPl. allov s advanced users to combine all the power
of Tcl/Tk with all the existing FORAN capabilities.

By extending tee script interpreter with new FORAN functions  libraries!, the macro language will
not only be able to process FORAN commands but also to call library functions that will allow to
implement new capabilities not covered by the existing commands.

To facilitate u. er interaction, specific functions for text prompting and graphical input have been
added to the Macro L.Mrguage.

APPLICATION FIELDS

The Macro Programming Language has not been conceived as a macro language for a specific ship
design area, but as an open and complete language for all the design activities covered by the FORAN
CAD/CAM System.

As a consequence, the language incorporates general functions that can be used in all disciplines
and specific functions for each design discipline,

To illustrate the capabilities of the Macro Programming Language, we have selected some examples
of rnacros in the diff:rent areas covered by the System. These rnacros have been created using a first
prototype of the Maci o Programming Language.

Two of the examples  Hull form import and Definition of standard loading conditions! use
application functions developed in C, called from the 1 cl scripts. The other niacros call directly different
FORAN interactive commands from the Tcl script.

The prototype will evolve in the near future, incorporating more functions and cornrnands that will
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allow adding more "intelligence" or "expertise" to the macros,

Definition of the ivorking environment

As we have already indicated one of the simplest uses ot the Macro Programming Language can be the
repetition of sequences of commands  with or without interaction!,

One example o l'this use can be the definition of the v orking environinent when a user starts a new
working session,

To establish thi,' environinent, the user needs to enter a set of interactive commands to read the whole
information of the vorking area  including hull structure. equipment. ducts, pipes, foundations and cable
ways!, to change the visual parameters and to define the default technological attributes,

All these commands and other common initial tasks can be replaced by a siniple macro performing all
these tasks  See the result in Figure 2!.

As was me»tioiied before, an important advantage is that the macros or scripts with sequences of
coinmands can be; utomatically generated during the interactive sessions of the modules of the Systein.

Hut/ Form Import

'I his exarnp e shows the results of a macro to import a complete hull form, defined by means of
DXF lines, into the System,

In this case he macro is a Tcl script using the following basic functions:

Opening a f le
Readmg a si;t of DXF lines
Creation of a boundary curve
Creation of,i knuckle

Creation of,i grid of waterlines
Creation of;i grid of frames
Closing a file

The macro  an be used to import any hull form del i»ed by means of any set of DXF lines. The
results of the use of this macro to import the hull lines of a catamaran can be seen in Figure 3.

Naval Architecture

To create thc macro shown in this example the following basic functions have been used:

Definition o; a new loading condition.
Obtaining cc inpartments with some specific, contents,
Definition oi a load in a compartment.
Storing a loading condition.

Combining tliese basic functions, a macro for the creation of standard loading conditions can be
easily created. The n<acro and some loading conditions created with the macro are shown in Figure 4. This
example shows how easy the preparation of a macro can be. The complexity of the macro  and its power!
can be increased according to user requirements,
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Hull Structure

This case consists of a macro for the definition of all the shell plates of a central zone of a ship.
The macro rnak=s use of the following individual commands of the FORAN Shell and Deck. Plate

l!evelopmerrt modu! e:

Butt definition.

Topological point definition,
Seam definitiori.
Panel definitioiu
Plate definition.
Some measureinent commands, like distances in development.

'1 he input paraineters for the macro are the following:

~ Limits of the zone  they can be given interactively!.
~ Keel width.
~ Plate width.

~ P late length.
~ Height of seam above double bottom deck.

The macro also establishes some default parameters required for the plate generation, like thc
material quality and ihickness of the plate  they also could be given interactively! and takes some
"decisions" dependin~, on the geometry of the shell.

The result of tlie application of the macro to a bulkcarrier of 182 metres of length can be seen in
Figure 5.

The macro aliows the creation of 11 butts, 15 seains, 30 panels and 150 plates, and the
corresponding symmetrical elements, with a single command, producing a considerable saving of time.

This macro can be considered of medium/high complexity, requiring not only a good knowledge
of TcVTk but also of the FORAN command language.

The result of the application of the same macro to a different ship  in this case a chemical tariker
of 133 metres of lengrh! can be seen in Figure 6.

Piping

To show the possibilities of the Macro Language in piping, a inacro for th» automatic generation of
different layout alternatives, following the main ship directions between two points, has been created.

The macro makes use of some standard available piping layout commands, including clash detection
between the new pipe and the other elements, The macro takes into account sonic constructive constraints
 e.g, bending constraints!. The macro also inserts flanges at the ends of the pipe.
The macro builds cor.secutive layouts in a sequential way and the user may select interactively the most
adequate layout,

Starting with the ivorking environment shown in Figure 1, a first piping layout alternative built by the
macro can be shown in Figure 7. This alternative presents a clash that is also v isualised in the same figure,

Another alternati~ e piping layout built by the macro and without any clash is shown in Figure 8.
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Piping supports

Piping . upports can be generated using geometry macros with standardized values of the parameters
that can be hard coded in the same macro.

The pipin~ support generated by one of these macros is shown in Figure 9, including the parameters
of'the macro.

Macros cai also be used to position the piping supports in piping lines, as can be seen in Figure 10,
The nominal dianteter will be taken directly from the piping line.

3 ccominorlati 'on

Accotruno iation is another example of the use oi macros. I'he result of'a very simple macro for the
generation of sets of acconunodation components is shown in Figure l l. 'I he only parameter in this case
is the number cf chairs

FUTVRE EVOLUTION OF THE FORAN MACRO PROGRAMMING
LANG VAGE

The future of the FMPL will depend, ttrstly, on the evolution of the scripting language on top of'
which it has been built,

TI>e future of TcbTA

Tcl/'Ik is l>econ>ing onc of thc most popular scripting languages available through the web.
According to the latest estimations there are about 50,000 new users each month.

One key fa:tor in this dramatic increase of Tcl users has been the constitution of a new contpany
by the Tcl creator,,I. Ousterhout. The aims of this new company are to develop the free Tcl core and to give
commercial suppott to Tci/Tk, creating new development tools, like debuggers, compilers and source code
checkers, and prontoting the development of new Tcl extensions [Tcl'99].

Among these extensions, because of their interest tnr future developments of the FMPL, we can
point out the folio>ving:

[incr Tcl], i incr Tk] and [incr Widgets], which are object oriented programming extensions,
OraTcl, to l>rovidc access to ORACLE databases.
'1 cl Browser Plugin, to run 1 cl/Tk scripts inside web Browser pages,
TclDP, to provide distributed programming features, including socket access.

New capabilities o/ the FORA!V Macro Prograrnnung Language

1 he l MPL has to follow a continuous process of development. incorporating new funct ons as a
result of the requirements imposed by the users of the System.

In addition:o this, two important developntcnts are foreseen for th» near future:

1he extensi<>n of'the language with a set of functions to generate tailor made reports, including text.
tabular infcrmation and graphics. Functions to extract information from the product model,
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including SQL calls will be available.
A new Programming Environment to create new modules that will use all the functionality of the
FMPL.

CONCLUSIONS

As has been shown in the practical cases presented in this paper, the use of a Macro Programming
Language integrated in a shipbuilding CAD/CAM System can produce significant savings in many ship
design tasks, not only for detail design, but also for ship conceptual and basic design.

The main advantages overed by a Macro Programtning Language of this type built on top of Tcl/rk
can be summarised in two points:

+ Simplicity o f use.
Easy access to the commands and functions of a powerful ship design and production system like
FORAN.

However, the savings and advantages that can be expected from this new FORAN Macro
Programming Language will be determined to a large extent by the degree of compliance of the following

goals: High adaptability of the Macro Programming Language to the real requirements of the ship design
users
Availability and accessibility from the Macro Programming Language to most of the basic functions
and coinmands of the CAD/CAM System

To achieve these goals, a joint project between ASTILLEROS ESPANOLES and SENER has been
established. The aims of this project are to identify the design tasks performed with the CAD/CAM System
that can be improved by means of the introduction of macros and to specify the corresponding additional
functions to be included in the language. The project started the fourth quarter of 1998 and it is foreseen
to finish at the end of 1999.
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Figure 1 - FORA%" Macro Programming Language Schema

Figure 2 - Working environment defined with a singie macro
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I i~'ure 5, 1'anel anti plate defn!ifion. Bulkcarrier

Picture 6. panel and plate definition.  't>emical carrier
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Fig. 7 - First piping layout alternative. Detail of interferenee

Figure 8 - A different piping layout alternative
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Figure 9 - Piping support defined with a macro

Figure 10 - Positioning of supports
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Figure 1 1 � Definition of accommodation elements by means of macros
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COMPACT PRODUCT MODELS AS A VEHICLE FOR EFFICIENT DESIGN
MANAGEMENT

Dr. Mals Wesrenius, Kockums Compurer SysIems AB, Malmo, SWEDEN

Abstract

A Ship Product Model is constituted by complex and integrated sets of information. To be used
productively in the Shipbuilding Process Management, it must be concurrently accessible to all
relevant parts of the organization, throughout the design, manufacturing and assembly phases.
Furthermore, it must contain numerous types of data whereof the resulting geometry information is an
essential but limited part,

Figure 1. Part of a typical arrangement with several related objects in TRIBON. Courtesy of van der
Giessen-de Noord,
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The time aspects of the development of the Ship Product Model defines a clear need for
efficient, rapid and continuos, in context, design review. During such a review, the navigation in the
Ship Product Model can be performed through the structural inforination inherent in the model,
Another way is through the 3D graphical representation itself, irrespective of whether the emphasis of
the review is on the geoinetrical iinplementation of the individual parts or not.

An efficient design review requires direct access to the, at the specified tiine, complete Ship
Product Model with an adequate response time. Traditional approaches have been focussing on the
display of the 3D graphical representation of the large assembly often involving pre-processing of the
original Ship Product Model information into formats optimized for graphics. However, to maintain
the direct contact with the Ship Product Model, the graphics information must be generated completely
transparently and with high speed, directfy from the model and thereafter be treated only as cached
information.

Advances in computer technologies have been tremendous regarding CPU power and graphics
perforinance as well as the performance of local networks. However, for complete Ship Product
Models, the total bandwidth will continue to be a bottleneck, especially when the Internet is
considered. Although the individual Product Model objects must contain complete information they
still need to be very compact to reduce the total data transfer. This can be achieved by avoiding
redundant geometry data in the Ship Product Model objects, keeping only enough for an able client to
create the coniplete, full-blown 3D geometrical information on demand,

This paper discusses a inethod for Design Manageinent, using the TRIBON shipbuilding
system and its implementation of the Ship Product Model.

Product Model Contents

Although the Product Model concept itself sets no liinits, the primary purpose of the Ship
Product Model, so far, has been to be one of the main sources of information during the definition,
construction and assembly phases of a shipbuilding project l I ], Typical examples of its use are e.g.
cross-discipline design planning, space management, materials requirements definition, and as a source
for all parts manufacturing and assembly inforination, Accordingly, the content of the Ship Product
Model is very often sub-divided into the corresponding areas.

Structural 1nformalion

This is the core of the Ship Product Model, which results in geoinetrical iteins that can be
inodeled and visualized on a coinputer screen. The structural information includes the shell with its
plating and seain definitions, all the decks, bulkheads, web-frames, girders and stringers sub-divided
into design panels with stiffening, brackets, flanges, cut-outs, notches, holes and other features. A very
important fact is that it contains the topological and associative information which e.g. through the
definitions of typed connections manifests itself in the instantiation of specific profile end-cuts and
bevels.

In order to make a clear connection between the virtual world of the Ship Product Model and
the real world in which the ship is to be built, all physical features like steel grade, profile types etc.
have to be accounted for.

Finally, the hierarchical sub-division of the structural information into design units is an
integral part of the Ship Product Model, At the top level of the Ship Product Model, the different
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disciplines form individual groups in which further sub-divisions, often in the forin: geographical area
� functional unit � parts, are defined  Figure 2!,

Figure 2. Typical examples of hierarchies in the TRIBON Hull and Outfitting disciplines.

Naturally, all outfitting items like pipes, pipe-hangers, valves, cables, cable-trays, pumps and
other equipment as well as their topological and associative connections to each other and to the hull
structural members needs to be included in the total picture.

Nanafacturing information
The manufacturing information is, of course, based on the previously discussed structural

information. However, the focus is on production or manufacturing properties. This means that the
geometry of the parts has been compensated for weld shrinkage and excess material, bevels and
surface treatment have been defined etc. Curved plates have been developed and bending templates
and jigs have been defined accordingly, Plate and profile nesting results in marking and cutting
information for cutting-machines, panel lines and robots as well as profile sketches etc. Again, the
corresponding information for the outfitting disciplines should not be forgotten. Production dates,
status and workshop routing are just a few examples of additional data.

Assembly Information
The assembly phase defines the cross-discipline inforination needed to support the cornpletc

erection of thc ship, Hull and outfitting parts are collected into sub-assemblies, which in turn are



arranged into larger assemblie». Typical examples of'int'ormation acccsscd through these hierarchic»
are assembly drav, ings and parts-lists, calculations of weights and centers of gravity and assembly
sequences. Work content calculations, welding delinitions and welding sequence», with corresponding
information for assembly welding robots are other cxainples.

Product Model Access Scenarios

All in all, the Ship Prodiict Model repro»cnt» an ctiormou» source ot'information, v.hich is accesse l for
dif'f'crcnt purposes in ilif'ferent situations. From an application development'» point ol' view, it has to be
realized that. these difterent tasks define quite di llerent access scenario» regarding client/server
capabilitic» and «hilities as well as reiluirentcnts on ihit;i tr;in»ter r'ites and total rc»ponsc tirnc.
Although a traditional sct-up is concentrated on communication betwccn co»iputers all conncctcd in a
high-speed network, thc cooperation with design agents and the emerging of' virtu;d, distributed
shipyard», the Internet a» iin iiltcrnativc inform ition carrier has to be taken into 'iccoutit.

Figure 3. Small panel f'rom TRIBON Hull viewed a» a VRML object.
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Single Part'Access
Since ITiost modeling applications no longer are to be considered as part programming tools,

bui. rather define larger structures from which the parts are automatically derived, single part access i»
insufficient in thc Ship Product Model definition phase, However, in the manufacturing phase, or morc
specifically, in the workshop it inay still bc productive to access individual parts to ex imine their
geoinetrical features and to extract manufacturing inforination.

The total data-set for one single part is fairly liinited which makes it possible to transform its
geometrical definition into formats e.g, like the Virtual Reality Modeling Language  VRML! which
can be handled by generalized viewers. A thin client application with very limited functionality e.g.
like a Web browser with an embedded VRML viewer could, in this case, very well serve its purpose
 Figure 3!.

In Context' Modeling
During the Ship Product Model definition phase, the context in which the modeling is done sets

the rules and requirements for the tool~ [2]. In other words, the structures being modeled depend
heavily on the surroundings i,e. other structures already in place, Highly specialized tools tnay even
require information not directly visible in the current context in order to fulfil the complete sct of
modeling rules. One exainple of such a case would be a rule that prevents a pipe from being modeled
in a fashion, which makes it impossible to nianufacture in thc defined pipe-bending machine in the
workshop,

In this case, the clients need to have the ability to interpret and define Ship Product Model
information according to the rules and requirements set by the current context. The size of the context
may vary significantly but the data sets are generally much larger than in the case of single part access.
The niimber of designers, concurrently working on the same project may be several hundreds, which
means that the total workload should be distributed over the clients rather than concentrated to the
server. The demand for good performance and short response times is high which requires the data sets
to bc slim in order not to bog down the server. This scenario favors a set-up with a thin and fast server
and thick and able clients.

Specified Product Model Queries
This i» a type of access that might include very large portions of the Ship Product Model hut for

which the rcsuli. still represents a linuted set of data. Typical examples could bc to sunntiarize the total
amount of steel with a spccilied material quality, generate a parts-list for a named sub-assembly,

arts Lest 42'5A 878PTB 8 %3

425A-870P1 8-8.1 1 ERW 6T. PIPE 76.1 x 5 873 rrrm
425A-67OP1 8-8.2 2 ERW BT. PIPE 761 x 5 1169 mm
4254-870Pi B-8 -3 3 ERW ST. PIPE 76.1 x 5
4 25A-870P1 8- 8 - 4 4 PN16 PL. WELD FL 185x145x4x18
425A-670P1 8-8-5 5 PN I 6 PL. WELD. FL, 185x145x4x18 1 pcs
425A 870P18-8-'6 6 PN16 PL. WELD, FL. 185x145x4x18 1 pcs
425A-870P1 8 B. 7 7 PN16 PL WELD FL 1'85xl45x4x18 1 pcs
425A.870P18-8-8 8 PN16PL WELD. Fl 185x145x4xl8 1 pcs

e««6�''«�.«;,"ui«««l!r«"�«- «+r"iti ««r«�"" n««rr ««�r«'@"«�"" « "ti«" «««««i'««,««�'�«", r««t««�',

Figure 4. Parts list example.
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Typically, this sort of access could be a simple data extraction or involve more or le»s
computing on the server side, but the rc»ull i» always in the form of listed textual information. The
requirements on the client are simply that it should be able to define thc query and lo handle thc
resulting list of information. A fairly thin client working with an able server would be the set-up of
choice,

Overall and General Access

In a situation where the overall features of the coniplete Ship Product Model are to bc
cxarnined, there arc no obviou» restrictions in the access scenario that might reduce the requiremciits.
This mean» that the set-up ha» to be tuned to handle the transfer of massive amounts of'Ship Product
1VIodel inforination, boih geometrical and non-geometrical and with adequate response times.

Having in inind that onc of the major remaining bottleneck» in a computer»y»tern environment
i» the total available bandwidth, it bcconics very important to rnininiize lhe total amount of data needed
for each of the Ship Product Model part definitions. When this i» pulled to its extreme, thc trade-off is
that the client must even be able to create geometrical representations on thc fly from lopological and
associative information.

This i» truly a scenario where the optiinurn»et-up i» with a thin and fast server and a thick, very
able client.

Compact Product Model

It i» clear that the storing capacilies of modern computer discs and databa»e» are not a limiting
factor for a Ship Product Model, However, as scen from thc last access scenario, reasons still remain to
keep the Ship Product Model sire to a rninimuni.

Thc ohviou» way is to avoid redundant data but the data that can be considered;i» redundanl is
largely defined by the ability of the client. For a phy»ical item the design intent» and the non-
geometrical attributes have to be stored. However, it» geometrical representation may bc generated hy
the client application froin thc design inlents and the defined»ct of applicablc design rules.

As an example, endpoint a»sociation» to connecting objects and the profile type sufficiently
defines the main geoinctry of a stiffener, The connection type» and their as»ocialed rules define thc
geometry of the end-cut» and cut-out types for inter»ecling stiffeners define thc inner feature» of lhe
»tiffctier geometry. Another exaniple could be the geometry of a pipe, which is given by it» ccntcrlinc
definition and reference» to the components from which the pipe is to be built.

Another important issue i» to have an appropriate container object definition. Too»mall objects
result in to many database accc»»c» where each round-trip consumes overhead time. However, if the
container object» are loo big, the ratio between requested data and the total amount of data transferred
becomes unfavor;ibly small. Reconinicndalions for application» in general are hard to give since this
depends significantly on the implementation client/»crvcr configuration but for the TRIBON I lull
application the panel object ha» turned out to be very well balanced. Such an object. define a slructural
elenient comprising one to a few plates with hole», flanges, cut-outs, clip» and notches, thc complete
sliffcning and all associated brackets. The»ize of'a panel object is typically 5-10 kilobytes and very
rarely more than 100 kilobytes. Figure 5 shows one panel with 14I parts and a smaller one with 13
parts.
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Conclusion

For a developer of shipbuilding applications, DesiIFn Management represents;i re'iil challcn gc.
lt ll'ls to <'orlriecr <lirectly to thc Ship Product Model and not through prc-processed. optirn<7cd graplrics
diil'i. otherwise it will hc impossible to show the current state ol tlic Ship Prodrict Model it each
ir>stiince. '1 hc clienl must hc able to devel<!p thc individual p;iris ar>d structiir 's from lhc dcsigir inter>ts
;ind to cre;uc and handle the I;icctte<l representation ol very liirgc;issernhlies with adc luatc gt'at>l>ics
pcrfor>nance I3J. All design data must hc iivailahl  for e> it<i>in;ttion through a n! >use-click. Fiin<Ily it
must bc rc dizcd Ilr;it the Design Managcnrcnl may liikc pl;ice in a loc;ition gcogtraphiciilly distant t'r<>rrr
wlicrc tile Liclliiil design work is done, '1'his incan» that it shor>1<i hc nol <!nly tccliniciilly possihle, hul
also feasible to connect t<> Ship Product M<>dcl» over' lov handwidth iiclv orks like dial-up c<>nnccli >ns
or the internet.
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The requirements are hard but with a consciously developed basic sof'tware architecture
regarding a compact Ship Product Model implementation and taking advantage of the rapid evolution
of computer speed and graphics perforinance, there is no doubt, it. is possible.
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APPLICATION OF COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY AT

MHI SHIPBUILDING, LLC

Sotiris G, Emrnanuel, MH1 Shipbuilding, I.LC, guincy, MA
Ki-Hee Kirn, MHI Shipbuilding, LLC, Puincy, A&l

I. Inrroducrion

MHI Shipbuilding  MHI! was formed for the purpose of reactivating the Fore River Quincy
Shipyard  inactive since I987!. The objective was to develop a workforce and shipbuilding
infrastructure capable of competing to build commercial vessels on the world market and to do so
without subsidies. The infrastructure for adequate dry docks, cranes, outfitting piers and land
existed when it was purchased. However, the existing facilities and implied processes for
producing steel and pipe, were outdated and incapable of achieving world market cost levels. All
equipment in these areas was disposed of, allowing a "clean sheet of paper" approach to the design
of process, facility and computer applications.

However, in order to achieve a leadership position for producing commercial vessels in the
United States, MHI Shipbuilding has adopted highly advanced computer aided design and computer
integrated production system.

MHI also has equipped new state-of-art production equipment and facilities so that it will be
capable of providing the best quality vessels to its customers and establish an undisputed
competitive position in the international marketplace with skilled and experienced workers.

We knew that other advanced shipyards have experienced many diNculties in the begimung of
the yard operation even though they had experienced workers. However, having no experience and
no skilled workers in building commercial vessels, MHI must avoid the trial-and-error situations as
other advanced shipyards have experienced when they began operations. In order to minimize the
risk and problems, it is better to maintain close relationship and have support from Halla
Engineering & Heavy Industries, who has previous been involved with constructing various kinds
of vessels, has similar modernized shipbuilding equipment and facilities as MHI.

Furthermore, MHI has a plan to dispatch a core group of MHI workers including foreman tn
Halla to obtain hand-on-experience training for the various fields of commercial shipbuilding and
constructing sections of its own vessels, in order to have a successful business and yard operating in
the future,

This paper will describe MHI's company history, shipyard modernization tasks and goals,
layout of the shipyard and shipbuilding process as a new born shipyard, Further it will show
application of Tribon and implementation of automated Robotic Production System.
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2. Company History  Fore River Shipyard!

1! 1884 � 1914: Fore River Shi ard

~ First all-steel and Navy ships in 1900
~ Submarines for Japan, UK, Canada and Spain

2! 1914 - 1964: Bethlehem Steel
~ First turbine drive battleship
~ 350 Navy ships, 80 submarines
e Navy's first nuclear surface ship
~ Passenger liners, Tankers

3! 1964 � 1986: General D namics

~ Warships and nuclear submarines
~ Lash Ships
~ LNG Carriers

~ Maritime Prepositioning Ships
1200 Ton Goliath Crane

4! 1986 � 1997: Mass Water Resources

5! 1997-: MHI Shi buildin LLC

~ Shipyard modernization in 1998-1999
~ Shipbuilding started in 1999

3. Shipyard Modernization

1! Modernization Tasks
~ Environmental cleanup
~ Facility cleanup and deinolition
~ Build new modernized shops
~ Renovate old shops, dry docks, office, electric, water and gases
~ Equip new state-of-the-art production equipment and facilities
~ Automate / Robotize the production lines k process
~ Adopt highly advanced computer aid design and computer integrated production system

2! Overall Shipyard Modernization Goals
~ World-class shipbuilding facilities featuring
~ State-of-the-art production technology
~ High production efficiency modeling, most productive world class shipyard
~ Adopt Tribon 4.0 software for computer aid design and advanced integrated production

system

~ Build ships faster, safer, better and lower cost than other U.S. shipyards
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4. Shipyard Layout

Overview of shipyard is show on the Figure 1.

1! Concept of yard operation
~ Integration of design, production and MIS
~ Computerized Automation System for indoor production
~ Escalation of pre-outfitting ~ Flexible Dock Operation
~ Optimize the production process

Developing production design from well proven licensed design in Tribon, to suit
MHI's production process

2! Production Facility
~ Total Area: 6,000,000 fl �57,400 m !
~ Fabrication Shop; 600,000 ft'�5,740 rn !, capable of processing 4.5x20rn plates
~ Pipe Shop . 200,000 fl'�8,580 m'!
~ Five Dry-docks with size ranges 870ft - 950' �65m � 290m! long and 132ft - 150ft

�0.2m - 45.7m! wide
~ Goliath Crane: 1200 Tons

3! Shipbuilding Process: MHI adopt modernized shipbuilding process as shown on
Figure 2.

All steel received will be shot-blasted and coated with weldable primer, The fabrication
process creates an assembly-line sequence coinplete steel blocks that are in turn blasted,
painted and pre-outfitted. Completed blocks are then pre-staged for all additional pro-
outfitting and partial or full system testing prior to erection. Blocks will then be moved into a
pre-erection site to create "grand blocks" for subsequent Goliath crane lift into position,

5. Relationship of MHI and Halla Engineering & Heavy Industries Ltd.

5.1,1 Basic Agreement
~ Transfer of Design, Engineering, Production Experience and Technology for

Commercial Shipbuilding
~ Fine-tune shipyard modernization
~ Partnership agreement for 5 years
~ Share know-how so Halla design is built properly, on time and within budget
~ On site work training in Korea and U.S. for key persons

5.1,2 Migration of Tribon database and drawings between Halla and MHI

Halla utilizes Digital Alpha Open VMS type hardware platforin but MHI adopted HP-Unit
version for the future, Thus, in order to prepare for Technology transfer between Halla
and MHI shipbuilding, LLC, Halla provided Tribon software on HP hardware for
migration of Tribon database and drawings.
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The Procedure of database conversion

1! Tribon migration tool
~ Tribon V.30 P. 4.0 SA009 for DEC Alpha and HP Unix Version

2! Migration working procedure of database
~ Conversion of index database to ASCII file with SA009 in DEC
~ ASCII file transfer from DEC to HP with ftp command
~ Conversion of ASCII file to index database with SA009 in HP

3! Procedure for conversion of sequential database
~ Conversion of scqueritial database to index database with DBUTIL in DEC
~ Conversion of index database to ASCII file with SA009 in DEC
~ Data file transfer to HP with Itp command
~ Conversion of ASCII file to index database with SA009 in HP
~ Conversion of index database to sequential database with DBUTIL in HP
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S,3 Design Data Transfer Procedure

After migration of Halla's Tribon database and drawings from Digital Alpha Open VMS to HP
IJnix Version, all kinds of Halla's design information will be proceed for production as below:

Halla Design Data

CJVC
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6, Application of Tribon and Implementation of Automated Robotu' Production

MHI adopted Tribon 4.0 software for computer aided design and advanced integrated
production system.

A distinguishing feature of the Tribon system is the focus on the rnanageinent ot' thc
underlying design and production information. All data including Halla's well proven design
data can be stored irr the Tribon Product information Model, v hich consists of data objects,
organized in structures natural to thc shipbuilding process.

All kind of design information including logistics will be forwarded to production via
MHI Network Systent as shown on Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows shipyard rietwork
configuration.

In order to achieve high productivity, MHI adopted faster and highly tlcxibl»-
manufacturing technologies using automated robotic production system as below;

~Cnttin Line
~ 4 sets of MG CNC plasma cutting machine with Beveler and marking torch
~ 1 set of MG plasma and Oxy-fuel CNC cutting> rnachine with triple torch Bevel Rotator
~ I set of Koikc Stripping CNC machine with 24 Oxy-fuel torch and plasma cnd cutter
~ 1 IGM profile cutting Robot

Subassembl Line

~ 1 IGM Welding Robot with Roller Conveyor
~ 1 lGM Welding Robot with Skid Conveyor

Panel Line

Ogden panel production line with conveyor system consists of:
~ Magnet Bed with Input and Output conveyor
~ Seam Welder

~ Stiffener Fitter and Transfer car
~ Stiffener Welder

~ Web Fitting Gantry
Web Service Gantry and Load-out Beam

Double Bottom Line

~ Slitting system for threading wcbs through stiffener
~ 2 sets of ABB Egg-box Robot Welding Gantry ~ Load Out Station

Final Block Assernbl

~ 200 ton hydraulic lifting train transport system ~ Load Out Station

~Form>a Area

DNC control 2000 ton x 17m> Roll-Press. 1000 ton v 5m portal press, 400 to»
frarnebender, 500 ton press and 300 ton bender
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6. 2 Overvietv of the Hull CAD/CAN System

Tribon Hull is an application for the design o f main Hull structures.
All kind of hull production information will be produced through Generation of Ikull form,
modeling, automatic parts developtnent to production information as below.

Generation of
Model Reference
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Generation of Hull
Form and Fairing

Long. Landing & Seam
Arrg't, Offsets

Curved Panel

 Panel & Long.!



6.3 Overview of rhe Onlfitring CADJCAM Systent

All outfitting production inforInation will be provided using Tribon Pipe, Tribon Cable. 'I'ribon
Structure, and Tribon Equipment with Tribon General Design as following steps.
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6.4 Aatomated Robotic Production System

I! Robot Operating System
All welding robots, including profile cutting robot, are Tribon interfaced with oA'-line
prograrnrning.

1OPS, ICiM Of'f-line Programming System  ROBCAD! which is 3D-CAD/CAM tool for off-
line progratnming and simulation is provided to process automated robotic production.

'I'he ROBCAD consists several modules of ROBCAD/Base, ROBCAD/Arc, Auto planner,
OLP Interpreter, Calibration IJ»it and Tribon interface.

ROBCAD/Base
Mechanical and kineniatics modeling work cell layout, simulation, data management. and
task description language and draAing module.

ROBCA D/Arc

ARC welding process module,

Auto Planner Module
Vor profile cutting robot.

Controller language IOM2, nieasured robot, communication controller.

Robot Control Procedure
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Robots, slides and manipulators are modeled in IOPS. Fixtures are also modeled.

Workpieces can be modeled in IOPS through Tribon interface using piece parts data in 3D
Product Model.

All welding process can be simulated in real time by 3D representation. Accurate simulation
of programs and the robot motions allow the operator to view and analyze the production
process, program flows, I/O signals, cycle times and eventual erroneous work can be checked
in advance.

The robot line is controlled by a number of computers and all information given to the s> stem
in the Work Preparation Phase is saved and used by the different sub-control-systcnis
contained in the production line.

7. Conclasion

MHI Shipyard is outfitted and engineered to optimize the use of fully automated and semi-
automated production process and work station.

The chosen equipment and its arrangement assure safety, quality and minimum work content for
each value-adding step in the shipbuilding sequence. Their features reduce time and cost and raise
quality and safety.

Through an integrated computer-aided design and computer-aided tnanufacturing system using
Tribon and modern accuracy control robotic equipment, MHI will bc capable of providing the best
quality vessels to its customers and establish and undisputed competitive position not onlv in thc
United States but also in the international market place
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APPLICATIONS OF CAD/CAM VR IN SHIPBUILDING

Dr. Oskar LFF. Kwok Lum
Shipbuilding 4 Offshore Fngineering Department

Ngee Ann Polytechnic of Singapore

Abstract

In recent years, Singapore marine industries have to compete in world market with escalating
cost in manpower and fixed assets, To solve the problem, some shipyards have started investing in
regional production and repair facilities in the Asia Pacific to improve profitability. By sub-contracting
some of the labour intensive hull assembly work overseas in lower cast countries, shipyards are able ta
remain profitable and competitive on the world market. However, the need to plan production and train
workers overseas has called for new methods in planning assembly procedures and training manual
workers to erect ship hulls. One of the many solutions explored is the application of Virtual-Reality
 VR! to Computer-Aided-Design/Manutacturing  CAD/CAM! techniques.

This project started with an idea to facilitate VR based digital assembly techniques ta our
shipbuilding industries, The basic objectives are firstly to assist shipyards to train overseas worker»
wha may have relatively low education level and also very little shipyard experience. Secondly,
precise planning of overseas production may help to reduce the capital investment and implement just-
in-time manufacturing techniques. Existing CAD/CAM techniques and capabilities of the aerospace
industries, which have billion dollar development budgets, also help to shape our ideas. Feasibility
studies on a low budget lead to the adoption of much lower cost PC based system with little
compromise in performance, The ideas have been presented to and well received by the local society of
naval archilects and marine engineers, although the recent Asian economy crisis has somewhat diluted
future development interests.

The paper starts with a short summary of the application of PC-based CAD/CAM techniques in
the local shipyards. The implementation af an integrated CAD/CAM production system will trace
through the change in manufacturing processes undertaken by a local shipyard. The paper ends with the
definition of development work in software programming in order to have a more interactive VR tool
for planning ship productian, Further work is directed towards the development of fully interactive VR
techniques to overcame some of the difficulties experienced in this feasibility study,

Introduction

The BackgroundIn the last few years, Singapore has progressed from a developing nation into an industrialised
and cosmopolitan city in Southeast Asia. Whilst the population enjoys the higher standard of living,
the local industries have to deal with the rising cost of asset and labour as a result of a buoyant
economy. Many shipyards in Singapore have ventured into the Asia Pacific region to establish
factories and production facilities. The intention is to counter the escalating asset and unit labour cost
back at home as the marine industries have to remain competitive in world market. To solve the
problem, shipyards have started investing in regional countries where the cost base is much lower.
Both production and repair facilities have been established in various countries in the Asia Pacific.



With proper planning and management, such strategic deployment of production and repair facilities
will contribute to improved profitahili y and long term growth of the otherwise labour intensive and
slower growth marine industry,

Problems in Venturing Overseas
In sub-contracting»orne of the labour intensive hull assembly works over»ea» in lower cost

countries, shipyards can hope to  ncrease prof tability and remain competitive on the world market.
However, new ventures also create ncw problems in production, logistics and planning in general,
Whilst the use of CAD/CAM production techniques in head-quarters for design and fabrication is well
established as described previously[I], the implementation of complete production in some countries i»
not so practical. By the nature of the stage of development, the lower cost countries also imply a les»
efficient infrastructure and a less educated workforce. Also, these countries generally have less
political and social stability, so one ha» to be cautious to balance risk and returns in long term capital
investment, By and large, the husincs» strategy will be one of limited investment to start up an
offshore assembly facility to service the main shipyard back in Singapore. Complete assemblies and
construction blocks can be produced and assembled in the lower cost countries and t.owed hack by
barges for final assembly of a complete vessel. Such a strategy involves limited inve»trnen  in yard
facilities and tends to lower the risk of business during the infancy of the overseas venture. However.
the infrastructure, logistics and labour f'orce problems still need to he handled carefully in order to
achieve a viable and profitable opera ion.

Possible Solutions via VR

Most of the infrastructure problem can he solved by careful logistic and fabrication planning to
ensure smooth production of the vessel overseas. However, the problem of a less educated workforce
highlights a need to train overseas worker» specially to cater for their lower education level and thc
lack of shipbuilding and repair experience. Both problems have called for new method» in planning
assembly procedures and training manual workers to erect ship hulls. This paper centre» on»ornc. of
the many solutions explored by  he researchers of this institution together with the assistance of
shipyards and computer software developers, Two CAD/CAM based techniques have been identified
as potentially beneficial in solving  he above problems. Both methods make use of the concept of
Virtual-Reality  VR! based Computer-Aided-Design/Manufacturing  CAD/CAM! techniques. 'I'o
ensure full compatibility of the emerging VR technology with the existing CAD/CAM production as
described in [2], feasibility studies arc made with some existing off-the-shelf VR orientated software.
These feasibility s udies allow  he shipyard» to appreciate the effect of the end product without a major
capital investment in software development hy either the industry or this education institution. The
development of these feasibility studies culminated in the bulk of this technical paper.

Techniques in Brief
One technique is the widely explored simulation of "walk-through" of three dimensional�D!

spaces within structures. This technique is considered to he u»eful for owner and classification»ociety
plan approval» a» one can then identify both global and minor interface errors by taking a walk through
the actual internal structures of a vessel, The second technique is by simulation of 3D digital a»»embly
of all the structural parts of a ship within thc computer prior to any in situ problem being encountered
on the shop floor, This technique has been applied in ar'rcraft engineering [3] and is very effec ive in
production planning and potential trouble shooting. Of course, the VR technique deployed herein
cannot match the same sophistication of that used in the aircraft industries which have the luxury of
heavy investments in main-frame computers and dedicated software. However, sufficiently powerful
PC and software is used in the VR feasibility studies to ensure potential users can appreciate thc cnd-
effect of digital assemhly.



Figure I. Feasibility Study taking CAD/CAM into the Virtual Reality Environment
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Figure 1 is a summary of the software integration processes and gives a clear outline of the
production CAD/CAM tools in use for the projects concern. In the central column of the figure is a
listing of the software tools given in the sequence of the CAD/CAM production processes. A key
feature is the use of Microsoft Access as the common database which helps to track all the key
dimensions, weights and CG of all parts used in manufacturing and also the virtual reality applications.
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CAD/CAN implemenfa6onThe shipyards concerned generally have some existing CAD/CAM production processes in
place and there is little incentive in making changes to the current practices in view of the capital
investment and worker re-training required, Full details of the typical CAD/CAM processes have been
described previously i I k 3], only a summary is outlined below for completeness in this paper. All the
CAD/CAM design and production techniques are already implemented via PC networks without the
luxury of workstations and mainframes. Most, if not all, of the CAD/CAM software are used by local
shipyard workers with little or no formal qualifications and minimum training, One of the importattt
criteria of these projects is to ensure all software utilised are PC-based and user-friendly enough to be
readily learnt by the average worker who already has some PC-based knowledge due to the wide-
spread usage of PC's.



Mould Loft Activities
Starting at the top of the central column in figure I, ShipCAM is the complete fairing and

lofting tool which essentially replaces all design activitic» from the mould-loft shopfloor by mean» of
computer lofting. For the vessels studied. ShipCAM ha» been used to fair the complete hull of I.he
vessel by means of manipulation of 3D splines in the computer. The computer-generated hull of the
vessel is a 3D surface model at full scale stored and further manipulated by the software. ShipCAM
then generates internal stiffener cutout», individual expanded shell-plates, plate-forming template».
inverse-bending template» for»tiffcner», pin-jig assembly offsets and other e»sential dat.a for thc
downstream CADl'CAM production proce»»cs.

3D Structural Detailing
Following on from ShipCAM is CAD-Link, which is an AutoCAD based drat'ting tool u»cd for

detailing all of the intern il »tructural parts of the vessel». CAD-Link is a critical aid in detailing all
parts of the ship as it has full 3D error-checking characteristics built-in. While the designers may draw
in 2D, the software automatically assembles the 3D internal structures by extruding the 3D solid»
within the computer. The detailed part can be tested for form, fit and tolerance and its CNC machine
cutting path is checked even before the profile cutting codes are created for the machine used on the
shopfloor. Again, one of the bigge»t benefit of using CAD-Link is associated with the databa»e which
helps to track all the»tructural part» used later in production and also the VR project activitic».

Nesting and CNC-cutting
Downstream from CAD-Link are the stock plate nest>ng and CNC machine code generation

activities. Some yards use the »em<-automatic nesting facility within CAD-Dnk software whilst other»
make use of a fully automatic parts-nesting software called AutoNEST. The latter i» a well-proven
tool originally destined for the huge electronics PCB nc»ting industries; hence some 3000 liccn»cd
users of AutoNL;ST cxi»t worldwide. Nesting with either sof'tware i»  'airly straight forward»»tcc both
operate within AutoCAD; the definitive»tandard for PC based computer drafting in Asia. The C'NC
machine codes are generated from NC-Pyros, another user-friendly PC-based software which takes thc
drawing from AutoCAD and convert thc lines and arcs into machine usable codes. ESSI and G-codc»
have been employed for the projects concerned. However, both the negating and CVC coding operation
are well-proven and do not form the ba»i» of future development, further details of these activitic» and
software are available in the references [I, 3].

Piping System Design
Another downstream activity in parallel with CAD-Link i» the de~ign and layout of the systems

of pipes, plants and acces»ories. G-Pipe is a dedicated software developed solely for the purpose ol'
piping design and operate» within the AutoCAD environment to take advantage of the already drawn
internal ship structures, It has a very comprehensive library of valves and fittings approved by
classification societies and it generates shop drawing» from»implc piping isometrics. More recent
development of CAD-link is aiming to overtake the G-Pipe lead by incorporating piping as part of the
ship structural design software package, The immediate advantage derives from the u»e of a
concurrent database, which can then reflect. »imultaneous modificatr'on of pipes and ship structure and
vice versa. There is msufficient titnc and computing capacity on this project to take into account the
piping walkthrough and assembly simulation. Further work may involve complete ship structures and
full piping system assemblies although tnuch will depend on the availability of full piping facility
within CAD-I~nk as well a» the future funding situation.
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Virtual Reality Applications

Simulation ProjectsAs shown in figure I, the ship design details for virtual reality  VR! development proIccts are
derived directly from the output of ShipCAM and CAD-Link, both of which store all structural parts
details in the Microsoft Access databases  referred as ShipReport by the software developers!. This
arrangement is intended to rninimise the re-training of designers and draftsmen in the shipyard if and
when VR activities are introduced into the mainstream CAD/CAM engineering and planning office
environment. An additional aim of this project is to demonstrate to the shipyards concerned that
relatively unskilled students can learn the production software and apply it to the design of fairly
complex parts of ships. In all, four students are involved in each of the VR feasibility study projects;
all have little or no shipbuilding working experience.

For each project, two students are deployed to do the ship structure detailing using CAD-Link;
one is in charge of lofting the shell plates using ShipCAM. The team leader is in charge of
experimenting with VR effects via software such as Walkthrough and 3D Studio Max, both of which
are AutoCAD compatible and ue products of Autodesk Inc. No effort has been directed towards Parts
Nesting and Computer Numerical Control  CNC! plate cutting as these operations are thought to gain
little from VR simulations, In all, two ships and one oil-rig designs have been used for the feasibility
study, The vessels in the study are either under construction or are proven designs previously
delivered, so full CAD/CAM details are already available and proven. The designs of two ship
sections have been used, one is a double-skin section of a supply vessel and the second is the complex
stern structure of a tanker. The oil-rig design is a standard jack-up type with a triangular platform
supported by three legs constructed from tubular trusses. Only parts of the oil-rig are used in the
simulation due to time constraint for the study as well as limited availability of high-end PC'i for the
processor intensive simulation project.

The project team» have taken care not to venture into the area of ergonomics of design, which
is also the major area of current VR applications around the world. Common VR applications are
similar to the work reported by Dai k Reindl �], most of which centre around human movements in a
VR environment. The projects described below are more akin to those outlined by Jayaram �] with
the intention of combining the power of VR to existing CAD/CAM implementations. Ultimately, one
would target future development towards the same goal as envisioned by Costea [7] in designing VR
around knowledge based system. For now, the Asian economic crisis is looming and project resources
are few, so one has to be more down to earth in the VR approaches, The project teams look for ways
to achieve the result with minimum addition of both hardware and software to the existing CAD/CAM
implementations, The objective is simply to investigate if the VR environment will help shipyards to
bc more productive and profitable in planning the logistics towards building the ships for timely
delivery.

3D Space Walk-throughThere is very little work involved in preparing this part of the project since Walkthrough is an
established tool developed by Autodesk inc. for use with AutoCAD based drawings, The use of
Walkthrough software is relative simple and straight forward as long as a 3D CAD drawing has been
prepared. Once the drafting of 2D structural drawings in CAD-Link is complete, the full scale 3D
model is readily built by the standard CAD-Link functions. This 3D model is then used for the walk-
through exercise after rendering by the Walkthrough software  which is the only time-consuming part
if one i» waiting for a low-end PC to render a large complex structure!.
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The physical effect demonstrated by the software is fairly good, considering the miniinal
amount of work required to prepare the model. The user can literally move into every known space
within the 3D structural model by manipulation of the PC-mouse in association with the software tools
menu. However, the navigation within the 3D structural model requires some experience and prior
knowledge of the structural design as one can get dis-orientated quickly after moving through the
"maze" of ship structure. One possible improvement of the software would be via the incorporation ol'
two additional view ports to include a floor plan and elevation indication. This arrangement wi11
enable the user to navigate more effectively and eliminate the potential confusion and getting lost in a
large 3D structural "Maze". Further discussions and development with the software are now underway
via the local authorised training centre for AutoCAD and Autodesk Inc in general.

Overall, the users find the software effective and also fits the low budget dedicated to this
study. There is therefore no need to develop separate software to enhance the performance of walk-
through of 3D structural model. Although the experience of this technique is limited to a short study.
users have appreciated miniy of the. potential benefits. In a plan approval situation, owners and class
surveyors can readily discuss desired modification right at the spot ot interest within 3D structural
inodel. For design optimisation exercises, operators and designers can walk through the 3D structural
model together and discuss the aesthelics and ergonomics of the overall space and cabin partition. One
must bear in mind th;it any ship structural changes arrested at design stage is seven to ten times cheaper
to iinplement than one ordered at the production stages, The benefits to owners, surveys, designers
and shipbuilders should culminate into tremendous savings in man-hours and work stoppages.

Digital Assembly
The existing software market is short of low cost tools for this application and the project team

has to make do with the limited 3D multimedia and animation tools available. The complete
assortment of parts for the 3D model of a vessel is taken from CAD-I.ink together with the database
stored in Shipreport so that the whole assembly process i» driven by the database. All thc parts of the
3D inodel readily huilt by CAD-I ink are sequentially assembled in the digital shopfloor within 3D
Studio Max. The feasibility studies in the digital assembly process turned out to be extremely tedious.
and soine initially planned processes have been ruled out due to the time. constraint.

Within 3D Studio Max, every part used for the digital assembly process is sorted and rendered
accordingly. The parts are then positioned according to a pre-defined path so that they meet each other
in 3D space in an ordered sequence. The teams literally have io "stage and shoot a movie." based on
their knowledge and plan of thc intended production assembly processes, As described above, the
objective is to deinonstrate the end-effect oI digital asseinbly, the lack of a fully interactive and user-
friendly piece of software is not the critical consideration compared to cost and availability. A nuinbcr
of digital assembly movies of various parts of the above two ship sections have been created via 3D
Studio Max and production time decreases with the experience of software usage. Figure 2 and 3 are
computer screen shots of the assembly sequences of an oil-rig, Figure 2 shows the assembly of the
bottom structure and the strengthening bulkheads, starting from scratch and finishing with all tank-tops
and bulkheads in place. Figure 3 is a continuation of the assembly processes with the shell plates and
bottom reinforcement ring segments being "hoisted" into place. The compartment thus completed
forms only the supporting structure for one of the three "jack-up" legs of the oil-rig.



Figure 2. Digital assembly of internal structures of a Jack-up compartment

Figure 3. Digital assembly of external structures of a Jack-up compartment
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Figure 4. Digital assembly of the stern section of a 7000 DWT oil tanker

'Ilf,;- by 3rd year s

For completeness, some snap-shots of the digital assembly of a tanker are also included herein.
Figure 4 shows some screen shots of the digital assembly of the stern section of a 7000 DWT oil
tanker. The main challenge and differences in assembling a ship are the need to cater for plate forming
and line-heating of the curvaceous shell plates of the stern area of the ship. However, the tedium of
checking plate forming and plate edge allowances is well taken care of by the ShipCAM software in
this case, The many solid floor construction in the stern area of the ship only adds to the value of thc
feasibility study as accessibility for welding and ease of construction become feedback parameters in
the development work.

Overall, the 3B Studio Max software performed the tasks as intended and the experience
gained has prompted the team to define the software functionality of future software development for
digital assembly. Apart from providing a platform for shipbuilders to train shipyard workers overseas,
the digital assembly study has demonstrated more benefits, Some shipyard planners believe they can
now plan the crane utilisation, jig usage and other production tooling so accurately that they can save
the capital investment of some of these facilities overseas. Finally, the digital assembly processes also
highlight to them the potential manpower and equipment deployment when assetnbling more difficult
sections or building blocks.
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Figure 5. Future development of fully interactive VR software for shipyard digital assembly
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The feasibility studies of 3D digital assembly and 3D space walk-through of two major ship
structural sections and an oil-rig has been successfully completed by relatively inexperienced workers
 students!. The study reveals the potentially great benefits to shipbuilders by applying these VR based
CAD/CAM techniques, In the case of 3D walk-through of ship structures, the techniques and soitware
exist and it is a simple rnatter of applying it within a CAD/CAM environment. For digital assembly of
ship structures, the desired software tools do not exist on the market and further research will be
necessary to develop dedicated software. This study has provided the team with an in-depth
knowledge of the desired functionality and processes in truly user-friendly digital assembly software.
In the coming months, some further application studies of digital assembly of offshore oil production
vessels will be made in response to the needs in this buoyant market, Meantime, the definition of new
software functionality and features are underway to develop the desired digital assembly software.
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Future DevelopmentMuch of the follow-on work originally intended would have to depend on funding and support
of the various industries described below. The Asian economic crisis has certainly blown a big hole in
the balance sheet of many industries, the marine industry included. The last year has seen a couple of
medium shipyards consolidating and re-aligning the respective business activities. The economy
turmoil has devalued the currencies of many developing nations around Singapore; in turn making the
labour cost of these countries more attractive for labour intensive industries, On the other hand, the
political and social instabilities in these countries have aggravated the investment risk. At this point, it
is unclear whether the economy crisis will drive the Singapore shipyards towards accelerated
development in CAD/CAM and VR in order to counter the effect of much higher unit labour cost as a
result of greater currency stability in Singapore. This period of economy uncertainty has caused the
delay and curtailinent of many projects and one can only hope that technological advancement for the
sake of better business profitability will prevail.



With the addition of these new CAD/CAM techniques, the original intention of a simple but integrated
PC-CAD/CAM process for the marine industries [4] has truly come a long way.

Further work is aimed at the definition of development work in software programming in order
to have a truly interactive and user-friendly VR tool for planning ship production, Figure 0 is u
summary of the software requirements development currently taking place and gives a hint of' the
multitude of parameters which determine the course of assembly sequences. The left side of the figure
is the all important CAD/CAM database which stores all the essential details of the parts to be used in
the VR shopfloor. Although the type of software viewer has not been decided, it will have to contain
multiple view-parts which give supplementary information on the actual layout of the shipyard. Some
form of Artificial Intelligence  Al! will be ideal in the feedback loop which determines the best course
of action. The right hand column of the figure outlines the output essential to the management of ull
the shipyard resources, whether machinery or human. The operation of a shipyard may be a far cry
from the existing practices in Singapore, but then we are at the cross-road of progress in these
changing times.
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ABSTRACT

Sumitomo Heavy Industries, Ltd. have developed a production management system 'PDOS'
for Yokosuka Shipyard and have started to apply it for they' re manufacturing of merchant vessels.
'PDOS', which stands for Production Digital data Operation System, is a sub-system of Sumitonto
CIM system 'SUMIRE', and aims at production process closely connected to planning product
design, That means, the production process is planned concurrently with the product design based on
its detail information, Therefore. it could contribute to less lead time throughout building vessels.

Outline of PDOS system is shown in this paper.

INTRODUCTION

Sumitomo Yokosuka Shipyard has been building mainly merchant vessels since 1971. We
have always carried out many various improvements with the intention of providing for a customer
with a best vessel.CIM system's development is one of improvements for manufacturing of vessels. In oui
Shipyard, 'Cl-Project' was carried out from 1989 to 1994. 'Cl-Project' which studied next-
generation advanced computer system.After 'Cl-Project', we have developed 'SUMIRI.' which stands for Sumitomo
Manufucturing Innovation and Re-engineering, Ship manufacturing is complex and large-scale
project. It generates enormous volumes of information for each ship at short lead times. Hence
SUMIRE system is aiming for an information management systent for design and production fields.
It is required that design and production stage have to be carried out concurrently and consistent.
SUMIRE system has been resolved those problems,

SUMIRE system is consists of the sub-systems. We have already reported several sub-
systems which is mainly CAD system. i i!This time, we have report production iield sub-system of SUMIRE system. This sub-system
of SUMIRE is called 'PDOS'  Production Digital-data Operation System!.

We developed PDOS with thc intention of a productivity increase and a reduction in the
overall duration of a ship product, We have always carried out for that purpose of many various
improvements in each job stages,  IE. TQC etc,! Though we would not obtain a real productivity,
only those improvements. In order to rise in production throughput, we must mange consistency
schedul ing and planning.
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OUTLINE OF SUMIRK SYSTKM

SUMIRE system consists of the sub-systems shown in Figure I with some other
miscellaneous sub-systems.

Basic Design System
Basic Design System mainly manages initial specification data of vessel, such as particulars

of machinery and equipment, material of piping, painting, etc.

Conventional CAE Systems
Conventional CAE Svsteins, such as propulsion analysis, stability calculation, stress and

fatigue analysis, etc.

IDOS  Initial Design for Optimization, by Simulation! System
IDOS System is a simulation based design system to define satisfactorily optimum basic hull

structure at an early design stage. Materials data of first planning stage for PDOS are produce from
IDOS. IDOS model is also utilized as an initial model for H and F systems.

H  Ilull! System
H  Hull! System inanages detailed hull structure model. Hull-parts data for PDOS are

produce from II model. Also data for CAM systems are produced from II model.

F  Fitting! System
F  Fitting! System inanagcs detailed fitting model include machinery, equipment, pipes,

electric cables, etc. Fitting-parts data for PDOS are produce from F model. Also data for CAM
systems, data for procurement system are produced from F model,

Steel material Procurement System
Steel Material Procurement System manages purchase order and receipt of steel material.

Steel material data for PDOS are produced from 'Steel Material Procurement System. Also this sub-
system controls delivery of stccl material from stockyard to fabrication shop.

Fitting & Equipment Procurement System
Fitting & Equipment Procurement System manages purchase order and receipt of fittings

and equipment. Fitting & Equipment's parts procurement data for PDOS are produced from Fitting &
Equipment Procurement System.

H and F are advanced modeling systems that have been developed together by lshikawajima-
harima Heavy Industries, Ltd,  IHI! and Sumitomo.
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Figure 1. Outline of SUMIRE System

PDOS CONCEPT

In the following, the main characteristics influencing the required production total
information system,I, Ship manufacturing is complex and large-scale projects. Hence only a few planner can not control
actual schedule, Therefore a production-planning system consists of several planning layers. Such
systematization aims not only realization of flexible scheduling. but also the promotion cf
decentralized control such as independent platming

2,The system's function as exchanging each layer's information. Also member of production
planning group can operate own scheduling each layer. Hence they have been realized in high
productivity plan and scheduling under the constraint of other layer's schedule and other stage's
schedule.

3. The system is handled parallel progress projects.
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4, The system can be managed on parts and materials data by the design system and by procureinent
system.

5.The system can be managed process flow diagratn, relation between process and design parts,
materials,

6.The system is set up on integrated data base for centralize information. But functional distribution
while trying to maintain compatibility and easy operations.

Considering those situations. PDOS system consists of some concept module, which describe
as will be shown later.

Manufacture Control Vnit Definition Module
Marnifacture control unit is defined as a group of works and parts, 1'roduction

process/schedule etc. is detined by each unit, l'hose units in PDOS arc proposed as "Bird model".
which consists of process v,ing, parts wing, and unit body.

Figurc 2. Bird Model

Process Planing Module
Process plan consists of work sequence and description of each work. Also process plan has

some layers. Process-information of these layers has been inherited on upper-class layer's process
information. Hence process planning is easy operated.

Scheduling Module
Production schedule is closely related to process plan. Scheduling inodulc has several layers.

similarly to Process Planing Module.

Linking Nitlt CAD Data module
The whole parts data is designed by SUMlRE system, and transferred to PDOS. Each

process in PDOS is managed linking with CAD parts data.

Linking with Actual Results of Work module
Managers have to check actual results of work, such as schedule. cost, efficiency, etc., to the

plans at any time. Fach process in PDOS is managed linking with such actual result data,
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8'orA Order Sheet nrodute
Work order and its description are issued based on PDOS process plan data. Work order

description consists of' schedule, assembly details, assembly sequence, and 3-D view.

System arch>teetureAll data of PDOS is integrated in RDB on EWS, Editing of production process network.
scheduling and estimate of resource functions covers a PC. Execution of optimizing of scheduling etc.
for to be demanded by PC is covered by the FWS.

PDOS SYSTEM

Figure 3. Application modules of VDOS

Long term p1anning and sclredulingLong-term plarunng is carried out before the initial design. lt covers over 2 years. This system
has empirical parameters/values to estimate man-hours of each production stages. This system is
operated in shipyard management Dept, PDOS is received milestone date  launching. delivery, etc.!
from this system.
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Figure4, I.ong-term planning

Parrs Tree
Basic planning u»it is a block, which means a finished good by assenibly stage. Design

section is defined to only parts as parts-name, sub-block-name, production-stage-name and block-
»arne. Though at detail planning. planner must be defined various unit of parts. This unit is said an
interim-product. For instance prc-assembly unit is consists of several sub-blocks. That unit is not
defined by design stage clearly. From this, the system is easily defined to an interim-product on Parts
tree editing screen. Naturally enough, the system is received parts-name etc. from SUMIRE-H F.
Figure 5 shows an exatnple of Parts tree editor

Figure 5. Parts Iree for Blocks
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H os 1nstraction Drawing
On the other hand, 3-D assembly drawings are called up easily on display by SUMERE-H, F-

system. Let us recall that we have defined the in crim-product already. Hence the systein can be
obtained some product information at each interim-product. The information is as follows: weight,
dimensions, specifications, weld length, standard man-hour each work, etc. Also the 3-D assembly
drawing are can be made use of a work instruction sheet for worker.

Figure 6,7 shows an example of 3-D assembly drawing and Parts list.

Figure 6. 3-D Assembly drawing
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Figure 8. Erection schedule

Figure 9. Principal milestone schedule
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Basic Prodaction planning and schedtdittg
This module supports basic production planning for a ship. When using this system, desigri':.'

information not supplied by SUMIRE-H, F only supplied by IDOS system and empirical value:;
This system purpose as follows: principal milestone of production schedule  block erection schedul~",:
start time of fabrication, main engine erection date, main inspection of every kind date, etc.!, flat,:
stage receipt date of materials, fittings and equipment, basic production process each block.

This modules is consists of some sub-modules, which is erection schedule, principal';:
milestone schedule and macro-schedule. Following as shows an example of those schedules.





/fanning and scheduling
This module supports actual production planning for each shop, When using this system';;

design information already supplied by SUMIRE-H, F. This module can be made schedule suppoii;
that real a mount of parts, standard man-hour, etc. is computed at SUMIRE-H, F,

Let us assume that the production process and the part tree are defined on this level."!
beforehand.

On the other hand, actual production planning is practiced under a production constraint thsI
means as follows: amount of worker, restriction on production plant, principal milestones, date of thI ,.
front and the rear work process, etc. PDOS is integrated all data on database. Consequently it can b'$' 
check easy the schedule in charge of shop that is maintained proper under the constraint,
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Figure 12. Scheduling for a shop

In a similar way, the system supports the scheduling of tact time of a conveyer line. It catt '
easy scheduling simulation automatically.
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Figure 13. Scheduling for a conveyer line
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ig; 1 '
j'~',", Progress Control
,~>~1,;,'.",'':,".'After it makes scheduling for a shop, an instruction sheet at each work are supplied to the workers.
><!i;%very day, all foremen input actual man-hours and progress of work of this instruction sheet. The
< '",".,',,',.'�:,'$g'stem can be managed progress of work and a production index.

 i'l':;,::::.

Figure 14. Outline of Progress Control;hi;,',::.



CONC LUSlON

S HI's production information system "PDOS" has been introduced. PDOS has realized to::::,
support production information database, SI]MIRE total-system are accelerating the further:,"!
improvement of productivity in both design and production stage, and this system has bceuf',3
proceeding successfully with satisfactory results.

!
However, the author thinks that the development of PDOS has not yet been completed. Now'.

the author thinks, that PDOS is not only caused the movement on the re-engineering of productiof1';'I I
process, but also have to be simulation and estimation system of total productivity at initial desigrI::;:
stage. This systems' concept is shown in Fig. I 5,

Sumitomo Heavy Industries, Ltd. will continue to improve SUMIRE system.
IDOS sys p Svh il E-H. P ~st~em

PDOS system

+Baste design sysCsm I Parts tree !nodule
Vfortc! cfccatauea

Process network module I ruodelcEsclutate scscs

Schedule module
Pt e c ilr c

Purchase
puce ocu

econelata of 2 Models

Logistics Model for itthcttts, Flcttatfs, ddsdpmeatc ia Shipyard
 Logistics simalatscu!

COSt-et!in!ate Madel
 Predltlon of predurtioii rest dt purchase price!
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Figure 15. Concept of simulation & estimation system
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OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS IN COMPUTER-AIDED SHIP
DESIGN: MODELING THE REQUIRED "VIRTUAL SOLIDS"

lViekolas S. Sapi<lis* L. Gabriel Then<erosion
National Tedivucal University of Atherxs, Athens, Greece

Abstract

Current Caxuputer-Aided Design/Engiuccring  CAD/CAE! technology offers sophisticated
cuuiplete pro<juct, modeLs for a ship's structure and systexns  propulsion plant. electrical power gen-
eration, ctc!, yet it ignores tlie free space inside a vessel's compartments< the single most important
commo<iity for every-day operations like cargo management, service and repair of xnachinery.. etc.
Thus, CAD/CAE systcxas offer not much help to the designer who must coufirxu that a. particular
configuratio rueets operational co7<strair<ts related to standard operatioxxs that will be perforuxed
inside the vessel he/shc designs. Virtual reality techniques cannot solve this problem as, at liest,
they only significantly enhance th< visual perception of 3-D niodcls, This paper demonstrates tl<at
operatioxxal constraints relate priruarily to modeling and managing «irtual solids represeutia "r<-
quired Bee spaces" that must exist at specific locations inside the ship, Various instances of virtual
solids related to engine-rooax layout arc identified aud a model appropriate for all of thcxu is pro-
posed, This model is based <in state-of-the-art. solid modeling techniques< thus it produces objc<ts
dire<.tly usable by a. CAD system. Finally, geoxuctric-ruodeling problexus are identifie related to
e&cieut virtual-solid manag<ixucnt/interrogation, and solutions are proposed. Iuxplernentations in
the AutoCAD systexu are presented and cxaxuples are discussed,

l. Introduction

CAD/CAE software has reached a remarkable level of maturity offerin robust techniques
for <iefining au<i uiaxiipulating the <xixnplcx 3-D objects involved iu ship- and mechaaical-design
[11] [16] [20]. Sculptured surfa<cs< like a ship's hull axxd decks, are designed using the Surfa«.
Modeler of thc CAD system. based on B-spliuc techniques that allow automation of many design
steps [20]. The structural elcuxents axxd mechanical subsystems of the ship are designed using thc
second major coxuponcut of any CAD system, the Solid Modeler  S.vl! [4]. In order for thc S4'I
to support thc uxany xuodcliag- aud analysis-operatioas involved in ship design, it offers a variety
«f representatioxxs for s<ilids. ranging &oxu exact  but complex! constructive solid gcoxu<try and
boundary representation, to simple  but approxixxxate! triangulation models aud bounding boxes.
Cnustrx<ctive solid yevxuetry applies regularized set operations  regularized union g', iutcrse<:tion
g', difference �, etc! to primitive. i.e, simple, solids to create mxuplcx objects [10]. Aeqxxlar-
izatiou  indicated t>y the superscript *! exxsures that the result of the set operations applied <in
n-D solids is either an x<-D obje<.t or the null sct, i.e.. regularization disallows the result to lie
an ex<tity of low< r dimensi<uxality, On thc other hand. box<ndar<j representation  B-np! defines a
solid by maintaining a mathexuatically complete description of its boundary, coxuposed of vertices,
edges. and faces [4]. S<x<eept<x<j is often required by applicatioas, refering to the solid produced by
ux<iving a 2-D or 3-D obj<.ct Ci'  " generator" ! along a trajectory l = l t!, t e [t,, t,] [20], Thus, the
xnathematical definition of a 'swept solid" is i,v{C', l! � O',=," C~' t!< where N is the dixueasioxxaliry
of  ~ [18] [20]. Alth<iugh many researchers have studied sweeping since the early days of CAD, still
uo satisfactory sohxtiou for the 3-D prolilem is available, Mxd thus, only 2-D sweeping, .s2  ~, l! is
available in thc xuajority of current CAD systems [18]. The special c~se where the trajcctorv is a

Also with: Afari<i<: T«::lar<ulu<ay De«elupn<ent Co., I'. Fahru, Gmeee
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straight-lixze segnxeut  i.e.. a vector'J perp udicular to th  plane of C»' is called au eztcuuion.
Approximate solid-models are used for ac el rating graphics and interrogation op .ratiox».

Thc niost useful one is also th«six>�>lest on<.. the bou,n.dinq box: given au object C»' and any <.oordi-
nat ' system   zy= !. the 1>o xx <liixg i><>x D ' is defixte<l t<> i>e the sxiiallest parallelepiped x<".tlx fac 's
parallel to  my=! such that C»'   BG. 13ounding boxes Are used by "prelizninaxy tests" 1 adiug
to cost-eSectivk algoritlxnxs for soli<1-solid iutcrf<rcxxc< au l <>th r op<.rations. Subdivi ling re<ur-
sively thc boixuding box <if a complex CAD model into s>xbbox '» prod< ces another approxix xat«
solxd-model. thk <>ctree m»>dred [1]. whicli divi<l<'s tlie givex  xxi<><lel iut<> siibxxxod<'ls corresponding to
u dividual subboxcs. Thus. a spa.tially spe<ific operat.iou need only consider appropriat< siibxiiod<.ls
identifixe<l ruxtoxnatic< lly using th< octr« x> >d< l.

The present rcscar .h deals <r dth tlie application area of "obj <.ct layout". rcfcriug to desigx 
techniques for a lughly co<i plex s< eue with th<»isan<ls of o1>je< ts, like a ship's interior strii i ur< ax d
cngixxc-rooux �] [3] [1 ,. Th«parti' ular <ixaxnpl« that w . will lxave ixi xnind. ixx tliis paper, is a ship's
engine-room  ER!, which <orresp<>nds to the w<>rst-<aie s~t<xation. Altho<xgh the solid-nxodeliug
tools. bri 'Hy <kscrib<'d ab >ve. it <prov   x>xitixxuously. thi~ i! iiot. tri  ' for o1>j ' t-lay<>ut t <'hui<tu<'s,
thus "obje< ts are <Lsixally laid oixt �, mth careful mouse nxanipulation, or by nunxerical1y spe<.ifying
traixsforzxxatious ... 'This is a tixxic-<.oxxsuzuiug axxd error-prone proces!" [17], Publislxcd wvxks arc
scarce  see references abov<.! and have focused only on th< genrnetrte ennstisten y of a lay<>ut. >vlii<'h
relates to  x>llisiox -avoidaxxcc aud positional coxxstraixxts. Our research considers also op > rt <r»r<rl
ccrzistr<zitxts related to oper itious lik«argo maxxagemkut  for  <>xnmcrcial ships!, nfissiou c<>xxxl>leriox>
 for naval ships!. <'xxxcxgcx cy operatiozxs  fir< extinction!. ax d especially service axxd zzpait of
mechanical systexns. whi< li is tl«su1>j  t of this paper. I'hese operational c<>nstraiuts relate
priuxarily to xiiod< ling <»r'ztu xl solids rcpi s<.utiug 'Ere  spaces" that xuust  wist at specifi locatiox s
inside the ship so that th< >vork-st ps ixx>1>lied by au operati<>n may 1>c perfornied [6]-[8]. S«1i<ux
'! of this pap«r  liscusscs CAD-m<>dkIing of & e-spac< rcquirkmcxxts for ship <~xgizx<s. S« tiou 3
focuses ou a, xdtal si bpr rbl< ni <>f &«-spac< xrxo<l< ling: sin plifi<«ti<>n of planar  loxnains. Tlic
<x>xx piete Free-Space Xfo l< 1 is <les<.zi1>e<l in Sectiou 4. followed by ixitroduction of th<. xcquir .d
CAD-proc 'ss accelerators  f<>r the c<>xiii>in«1 Ship- ax«l Fr<~-S1>a«-M<><leis! ix  Se<:tiou o.

2. Free-Space Requirements in the Engine Room

KH>iie th<. layout of a slxip's exxgixx<>-room  ER! is prixnarily thc shipyard's cou«rn. <x rtaiii
denxaucls nxade. e.g., by the exxgixx< l><zild r nxust 1>k c >usider«1 to eusitre that, all mechani< al sys-
t<>xns can properly fux>ctiox>. Ixxiportazit cxtuipxxx«ut, like punips,  x>ol rs. anti xnonitoring stations.
should be readily accessible tor servicing. Cleaning of cooler elexxxents or filtkrs, worl or> s<'para-
tors, <uxxptying tanks xx>ust, 1>< possil>l«at auy tiui  vitho>xt lfindraiic . Th< rc should 1x siifii i< i t
free Hoor-area for texnpoxarv storage of pistons, tixning shafts, exhaust txxrbochargers. md also for
the xxxaix tcxxaxxcc personnel. htd«.<lr xxxax uf ctur<>r's do< uzxxcxitatiou  "pr >j<.ct guides"! axid draw-
ings always specify &ee-spare requirczxxents for dismant]ixxg a system and performing n>aint .nan«
axxd/or parts-r plac nxent operatioxis [Gi-[8].

The present research i>as fi>ciised on &e .-spa e requirements related, to the ship's xuaiu
cngiuc s! and auxiliary engines. 0<xr study has  x>xxsidercd zxiaz ufacturers' sp<.cifications. literature
and drawings for nxrrent systems as v ~ll as tlxose availabl ' in the last ten years. The encouzxt< red
d s< riptions of required Fr«Spaces  FSs! xuay 1>< c]assifi d into three categories:

Case j. Complete geoxxi tric definition of FS as a generalized cylinder of giveu base  a polxgoxi,
or inore generally, au arbitrary planar donxain! and keight/lengtlx. Ez xmplc: Fig. 1 A! pres«uts
the FS for znaintenanc<. of an kngiixe: both the base aud the length of the FS ark. fullv d<fiu d by
the engine xnauufacturcr.

Case 2. Partial definition of F'S by a, "height/distan< e' &oxii a s<>lid's face or "principal plane'.
Herc. the nianixfa< tur< r's d< s< ripti<rx  is, lxl g<'x <'x'Kl, lz<<'ozx pl<>to Bxld Ixxilst 1>e «'> lit>1<'11 <'L<t<'<1 «'ltEI
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additional information by the designer, Example: Fig. 1 B!  which was copied Rom [7]! shows
that thc space required for removal of piston/liner of the main engine is specified by thc height E
from the crankshaft <x.xiterliru to the lower edge of the deck beam  above the engine!.

 A!

Figure 1; Required Free Space of Case 1  A! and of Case 2  B!.

Case 3. Coxxiplete geometric definitioxx of FS by specifying movexnent of a 2-D or 3-D object
aloiig a. trajectory  which is a planar curve or polygon!, Erampte: In Fig. 2, all dismantlixig spaces
are define as movements of the corresponding mgixie mmponents along straight-line paths,

The manufacturers' FS xequirexnents are implemented ixi a CAD system as 3-D 'virtual
solids" called Free Volumes  FVs!, whi< h the designer can model/ixiterrogate using standard CAD
techniques. User intervention is unavoidabl~ for all cases of FSs, as explained below.

2.1. User Interaction in Free-Space ModelingThe designer must interact. witli the CAD systexn to complete the definitions of case-2 FSs,
For this purpose, the svstem should make available to him/her:  a! appropriate 3D view s! of the
related part of the ER, and  b! sections of the objects, in that part of ER, where the sectioning
plane is identical with the principa! face or plane used in the definition of the FS, On these actions
the designer will draw appropriate base s! which in combination with the manufacturer's 'height
requirement." fully defines axi FS.The designer miist also add to all FS definitions important. nongeometric information ad-
dressing the issue that. FSs are not always completely Bee of ixxtrusioxxs. Indeed, some of them
are allowed to interfer with specific objects. For example-., in Fig. 1 B!  see also case 2 above!,
the nianufacturer's incoinplcte FS definition will be complemented by a base to fully define the
required FS, which is clearly not completely free of interferences. At least the objects main enyirxc
and craxe hook must be allowed to interfer with this particular FS, information that must. be
specified by the designer. This exaxuple makes also obvious that forcixig all FSs to be mmplctcly



Figure 2: Re<piir< 1 Fr«Spa« s <if Case 3 f<ir <h<- %LAX Hh.AV L16/24 Engine [6[,

&cc of iiitrusions would re<luire d fining th«orr<.sponding ~irtual solids using a "general purp<is<"
solid-model, like the 11-rep. inst< ad of th<' lugliiy econoniiral extrii»i<in need below,

2.2. Bee-Volume Definition in a Solid Modeling System
Since the fice-voium<;s are 3-D geometric»<>lid». the m<ist appropriate compon<.nt of a. CAD

syst<'ni to define th»ni is th» the Solid I<'Iod»l<rr  Shl!. Alth<iugh SX1s arc dcsigncd to liandle "real
solids" like stru.ctural elements and niechanical components, their kernel te<hniques are pur<ly
g<omctrical and thus ilircctly applicabl» also to lice-voluincs as»virtual-solids. i.e., o'lij« ts <if zero
mass-density.

It i»»traigiitf<irwar<l that FX» <if <a»<. 1 or 2 <raii lic directly <i»scribed as extruded»<>lid»,
which i» also the case for the FVs of case 3 defin«l by a, nioring 2-D object. FVs dcfincd as ~li<1-
sweeps <azinot be <lir« tly ir<ipleiiieiite<1 in a CAD systein. <hie to unavailability of a 3-D sweep
operation [18!, Thus. we use the following procedure to approxirnatc th» solid-swccp»q R.w!
dcfiiniug thc solid produced by thc solid 8 niovcd a, vector w � AB  see Fig. 3!:
Step A. A new coordinate»vstern c�. =   O,iy«i ! is defined. whicli is compatible witli w ui<1
has its origin 0 at thc point,l. Th< bounding box BR�. of 8 i~~th respect to c�, is calculated
 Fig. 3 B!!.
Step H. The»<iiid Ii' i» pr<ije< to<i <nit<i th< plane sy u»ing. ».g., the proj ect-nr<to-p/<irie tool eni-
ployed also by the CAD-component creating standard engineering <lrawings. Thc cxtcrior bound-
ary of the projection is iclcntifi<'d and transforiii<d into a. plaiiar doiriain DR   ig.   !!.
Step C. If h, is the height of BR�,  aloiig the w direction!, let w' = AB' be a vector parallel to
w with length [w'[ �  w[9 A�,  Fig. 3 C!',. Tli»n, th» <'x'trilsioii 'iq Aa, u'! i» obviously a siilierset,
of,4'a R, w! an<I ala<i a, g<i<i<l aplir<ixin<ati<iu of that. »olid.
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 A!

Figure 3: Approximating a Solid-Sweep with an Extrusion.

2.3. Approximate Free-Volumes for an Economical Free-Space Model
Even if one isolates tlie ship's errgine room, the number of objects/parts involved in the

a>oriel i» extremely }iigh. resulting in significant requirements on memory 5 disc space as well as
on efficienc of modeling/interrogating algorithm» and data-management techniques I9I. 4%!<!el-
uig FV» as solids can significantly increase the number of objects in the CAD data,-base. thus
this proposal is amiable only if FVs are guaranteed to be economical regarding required storage.
Although the ~trusion is a highly ccon<miical model, as it can be stored as a couple of   generator.
height !, still it may produce an FV with a large number of faces when the generator has many
c<lges  note that the number of faces in FV is equal to the iuimber of edges in the. generator plus
two!. Indeed, the generating planar-domain D often inchidcs many small edges  especially for FS»
of case 2 and 3! as D is obtained &om a system-manufacturer's final, i.e., detailed CAD-model or
drawings. In conchision. efficicnt FV-modeling requires solution of the following planar-dnrrrain
siinrplification problem.  see Figs, 4 k; o!.Problem 1 Let D be a domain in the plane. and C'r D, D ! a. criterion ensuring that the domain
D is an acceptable approximation of D. Specify a neur domain I!', suck th<it  i! D is a subset
of D', urhich in turn, is a subset of the convex hull of D,  ii! 0' satisfies the above criterion, and
 iii! the number of edqes in I!' is as sr<rail as possible.

The next section clarifies statement of the above problem by introducing the necessary
not,ation for describing planar-domains bounded by line-segments or convex-arcs. Afore complex
domains have n<>t been identified in our study of engine manufacturers' 'Iree space requireinent»"
 oj yet both the theory and the algorithm proposed below may easily be extended to the case
of arbitrarily-shaped domains bounded by spline curves. Regarding the approximation criterion
C r D D'!, it is obvious that. the space occupied by S>s D', w! beyond the boundary of .>i D.w!
should be niininiized, Indeed. the criterion used below ensures that the additional occupied space
is either not usable  for layout purposes! or tc>o smail. Finally, a robust simplification-algorithni
is proposed and implemented in the AutoCAD system.

3. Planar-Domain Simplification

The planar doriiain l!, to be siiuplified, i» a two-diniensional �-D! solid without holes,
define by a 2-D Boundary-representation, B-rep D!, as specific< by standard solid-modeling
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tlicory [4j [20]. 8-rep D! gives an infnrmationally-<.<complete description of the boun<lary <>f I!.
the 'polyline" A c<insisting of a. finit<. iiuinbcr of linear or convex <dgcs. A is defined by it»
verti<'es I P,.; j = 0. 1,..., X � 1! and nig«s f E',; !' � 0, 1,... > .'7 � 1!, where each ~lg< is define<
parametrically E'> = L> t!, t E [<r,. I>,], with E, <r~! = I', and F~, b,! = P~+i  Fig. 4!, X'<.rticcs and

Figur«4: Planar Doniaiii D Defined by a. Single Polylin<. I'>Ps i» a Fence of I!.

edges are numbered seqii«niially correspoiidiiig to a count<r<lockwisc  ccw! traversal of A. Every
point P C A is associated to its neighborhood.t<'tq P! sp<cifying where thc interior of I!, Int I!!, is
with tes1>c ct to A [11'>J.. <'i> P! i» defin<'d to be <gual to the int«r»ection of a disk A F', p!. <vnt< ri d
at P with radius p ~ 0. ~iith D. Curr<nt solid mod«ls o6'er very «Eici<nt representations f<>r
neighborhoods cniployiiig <u>ly tangent-vectors to thc <dgrs of D [10]. AVe coinplctc thc notation
used here witli F P, Q!, where P and Q are two points on A with I' preceding  !  foi a ccw
traversal of A!: f I'. Q! will de>i<it< th<. 1>art, or s«bpolylir>,e, of A that starts at. I and <~id» at t'!:
each one of tlie points P, Q niay bc <ither a. ~cortex or aii "int<.rior poiiit' <>f aii edge.

3.1. A Strategy and Criterion for Demain Simplification
hi order for the siniplified <ioinain I>i'  se< Prohlein 1! to contaiii as few edges as possibl«.

tin simplification algorithin miist employ only the following mmplificattor> operation:
 a! identify couples of vertices jP,. Pt! such that thc liiic P<Pj docs not intcrfcr mth I»i D! an<1
approxiina.tes satisfactorily the subpolylinc F I'i, I'>!. and
 b! replace F f'y, II'! by I'q Pi.
This requires introduction of the f<>llowing  see Fig. 4!:
Definition 1 If l>i.> P<  u»'th. >t.   l! are vertices of D, the Iin<-segr»er>t P>.,Pt i~ called a f< face of D
if and only if P>,Pj does nof. intersect Int D!, 17ie subpolyline S I'>,, I'<! = E>, U E>+> L ... U E,
nhich <<rill be replaced by I <.Pj  i'f I i P> i» incliided ir>. a .~rr>plifi<afior>!, is called t!ie f subpolyliiie
f P>;R

Regarding th< criterion for acceptable approximation  see  a! above and Problein 1!. this
iiiust refer to the 'error volume",4i D',w! � .!i D.w!. Titus, for a single fence Pi,.P| and the
<rirresponding subpolyline F P>,> Pt! thc error is iiieasured by a g«neralized-<.ylinder H'i > wreath ba»i»
.4>;,i, dcfincd by the closed polyline 8 I'<, P~! U II I'q, and height iw. Aiming at minimizing loss of
usable ER spa<.e> w«propose;
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Criterion 1 Th,e fence PiPi is a satisfactory approximation of F Pr,, P~! if and only if
YRII,IARY: the vrolume Vol Wg r! is not accessible,

or

RIioOP'DARY: Vol R'z r ! is accessible but too small.

The above two conditions should preferably be quantified in terriis of quantities related to D only.
As Vol H'q r! may be accessed only through the parallelogram generated by PqP~, we measure its
accessibility lry the length Pr Pr~!. Also, the straightforward choice to measure the size of Vol lk'r, r !
is the area Ar,. r of its basis. Thus, an alternative statement for the above criterion is:
Criterion 2 Given a domain D, a fence Pg l'I is considered to approziniate satisfactorily D  i.e..
die .vibpolyline F Pr,, Pr!!, if arr,d only if

PRIMARY: [ Fi I r, '  Lq �!

or

SL'CO%DARY: �! is not true and Ai.  ~   A, .u,

nrhere L,,n and A, �Ir define minimum Pa.-sage-ioidth and mirrivnum nsable area, resPectively.
Both liniit-values A,,rr and L,,rr niay be automatically set as follows: A, �I~ is the ratio of the
"smalkst usable volume"  e.g. = "volume of smallest object in the ER"! over the length w,
while L�-�,n could be set equal. e.g., to the largest dimension of the smallest object in the ER.

Every fence satisfying Criterion 2 is characterized as a candidate simplification edge or
rs-edge � the corresponding subpolyline F Pr�Pi! is called a. cs-subpolyline and it may br
included in a, siinplificat,iou of F!. Criterion 2 does not suffice for the development of an optimal
domain-simplification algorithm. Ouc must further deal with the problem that often Criterion
2 will identify two or more cs-edges   P,P�P P�, P,F'�...! whose cs-subpolylines partially
overlap. hi this c~se, only one of these cs-edges will be included in the simplification, whicli
reqiiires answering the question; "which one of the cs-edges   Pr,Pi, P P�, PsP�
best siinplification edge?" For tliis purpose. we associate to each cs-edge PiP~ a measure of its
appropriateness-for-sim.plification, the quantity rT~ r.

if � ' �,
Lsnr su

Pr,Pr i

Lsrrrarr

4r�r]1 + ', otherwise.
A small

3.2. The Domain Simplification AlgorithmThe algorithm described below accepts as input B-rep D!, i.e.. the % edges of A, along
with F�,a, A,,or. The output, of the algorithiii's main part  Step~ A aud 8! is again A, but
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Tlie quantity oq r may be usrd for many purposes, e.g., to differentiate between m-edges and other
edges, yet, its principal purpose is to differentiate among cs-edges: clearly, the smaller ar.- r is, the
better Pr,Pt fits Criterion 1. The above chscussion is summarized by thc following criterion, which
characterizes siniplifications produced bi the algorithm proposed below.
Criterion 3 Given a domain D, a cs-edge PiPr rs a siTnplification-edge  or s-edge! of D rf and
only if for every other cs-edge. P~P�urith F P~, P ! overlapping nontrivially urith F Pr,, I'~! either
the number of edges in F P�, P�! is Larger than tJ<e number of edges in E Pt., Pr!, or a�, �! rr, r,
Definition 2 If A is tFre br>undary of D, a simplification A' is a closed polyline, each, edge of
ukich is either identical uritlr, an edge of A, called unsimplified edge or u-edge, or an s-edge nf A.



mth some of its subpolyliru s nrark<!d as "si ruplific<rtiot> subpolylitras" or s-st<bpolylines, The B-rep
definition of thc sirrrplification D" is built in Step C. where s-subpolylines are replri<ed by th<'
corresponding straight-liiie edges.
Algorithm SiMPi.iFY 13<!rxriAI<Y{input: A. I.��,u, rt, �n. Output: A'!
sTFP A I>>Jark all <xiges as u-edges.
s'I V.P B For t =,V,,'<< � 1, .7 � 2, .... 2

 
B.l, Consider th< s< t bled.' of all s»bpoly]ines of A with i consecutive u-e<lg<.s
8.2. If BF is cinpty. th< ir yo/o <.'oy Tix I' F., < lsc:
B.3. For each subpolylirrc F P,. I',+,1 in ldll; If Pr Pr~,, fits Criterion 2, tlren mark
P,P,+,  i'esp., F I',, I',+,!! as cs-erige  resp�<s-subpolyline!.
B.4. If no cs-edge is forru<l. their goto <. <>i'Iqs r I', else:
B.5.  B.5a! Air><>i>g all <s-edges; find the cs-e<lges that fit Criterion 3.
 B,5b! %lark tires«xiges  resp. subpc1ylines! as s-edges  resp. s-subpolylines!,
{I3.5c! For all remaining cs-s>ibpolylines; iiiark again their eclges as u-edges.
�3.5d} Empty the sets <>f cs-edges and <s-subpolylincs.
<."Oi'I'[XI I,

!
!>'i'El' C Create tire B-r< p of tli< siir>plifi< atioir A' as follows:

C.l. For each u-edge I,: traiisfer its th< I3-r<p description f'rom B-rap l!! to B-rep D'!.
C.2. For <ach s-subpolyline Z I'~, P,.!: add to B-rcp D"! tlie new straight-liiie cdg<r P>P'�.
C.3. Ider>tify straight.liri< orig< s in B-rcp D'"! that arc <o»seqrrti<re an<1 <rrllir<s<rv ru«l
rrr< ige their> int.o a singl«xige.
C.4. Complete B-rep .K'! by s1>ecifying neighborhoods of nevi linear edges.

End Algorithm
Notes. About St<.p B.X irnplem<.nting Definition 1 as given above would result ir> an

inefh< ient algorithm hrvolving niany applicatiorrs of the Iit>,e-Dnm<r>t>;intersection I'< I'r O'I l »I { !!
opera.tion, [15] describes air alt<;rnative iriiplcirientation <>f Defiiiition 1 that determines if Pg.F'i
intersects D, by classifying Pr. P< with respect to the n<.ighborhoods of the two vertices I'< an<1 I',.
which is a, very cost-effective solution. involving only two vector inner-products.
About Step B,a: This is p<rforni«1 as foll<>ws. First. all ~-subpolylincs are ordered in a list
according to an increasing o, ~ul»e. Then, the following iterative proc<.ss is performed: Consider
the r>ext <s-arrl>p<>lylirr< K{I', I',! <>u the list, with <rz �< 2  in th< first iterati<>n. this is tlie first
itcnr on thc list!. 'clark ' P~, P,.! as an s-subpolyline and. in the. reinainder of tire list. find <dl
cs-s>rl>I>olylines partially ov<rlapping with f P~. P,! and ru>mark them.
Ab<rut, Step C,g: Th<i neighborhoods of tlic ncw edges arc obtained from the neiglrborh<><><is <>f thc
<orresponding s-subpolylincs using the lV<ighborkoo<I Information, B<rnsfer �2].

3.3. An Example of Domain Simplification
The SIMPLIFY BOL iDARY algoritlrm has beers iinpleinente<l iii the current AutoCAD so s-

tem and in particular in I!bjc<.tARX. th< C++ object-oriented programming environruent where
also AutoCAD is developed. Irrrpl< rrr< rrtation of tl«algorithni of Section 3.2 r<.quires standar<1 sol-
id modeling f>rrr<>ti<>ns/tools readily available either in core AutoCAD libraries or in ACIS, whi<h
is used by AutoCAD as its geometric-modeling kernel, The current implementation eiiiploys a
nrimber of acceleration techniques which arc detailed in [15!. Thc hardware platform is a standard
PC: Pcntium�66 MHz! witli 64 '>IB RA'>I> 256 KB Cache.

Fig. 5 depicts tw<> differerrt s~rrrplifications  bold lines! prod»<ed for a domain  fine line!
with 47 <ages. The fiirer sirrrplificatiorr  Fig. 5 left!! <x>rresponds to smaller values of the <1<rarrtiti< s
L���rr, A,,<r. This simplifi< ation has 18 edges and required a total CPU time of 1.36 secs. The
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Figurc o: Example of Domain Simplification.

coarser one  Fig. 5 right!! has 10 edges and required a total CPIT tirn< of O.GG secs.

4. Free Space Model: The Data Structure

The main p»rp<>se of the Frc<. Space <fo<lel  FSM! is to collect and efhciently represent all Fre<
Spaces required by an ER c<>nfiguration, This model will be built in-parallel with the ship's 3-D
CAD n>odel anrl will requir<. a varying arno»nt of user intera<.tion, which depends on the degree
of completeness of the systen>-manufacturers' &ee-space specifica,tions as well as on the <lesigner's
willingness to get involved in detailed free-space modeling. As far as we are concerned, FSM is a
vital addition to the ship's 3-D CAD models to bc used/updated throughout the ship's life-<ycle
to ensure that service and repair worl. can be performed even after, eg., the structure of the vessel
is modified or some mechanical systems are added replaced.Having these in mind, wc propose a»ser-friendly data structure for FSM, where the main
<x>mponent is an ar>oy of ta~ks: see Fig, 6. Each element of this array is a task, well-define by
current ship technology. c.g,, 'main <~gine: piston removal', 'auxiliary engine: pulling the charge
air cooler dement", etc. Each task carries a pointer to the ER I>art s! it refers to. It is noted that
as each part may point to more than one tasks, also each task nmst be allowed to refer to n>ore
than one parts. This is required, e,g., by a. configuration where the task "maintenance of a»xiliary
engines" must point to two parts  auxiliary engines!. This is also refiected in the example of Fig.
6, where Task-3 points to Part-1 and Part-2,Although the strict majority of tasks c~n be performed in exactly one way, for fcw of
them some manufacturers offer two or three alternatives. Typical <sample is the task "main
engine: piston ren<oval"; sec, e.g., alternative procedures proposed in �], which are refiectcd iu
thc alternative values imposed on the distance E in the related drawing  copied in Fig. 2 I3!!,
As a designer might want to record  e,g., for future reference! in FSM all these alternatives, we
associate each task to a list, of alternative procedures that can serve this particular task; e.g., in
Fig. 6, Task-1 is associated to three procedures and Task-2 t<> two. Each procedure corresponds
to a. list of FVs all of which are required for implementing this procedure,  Again. we note that
although znost procedures c<>rrcsponrl to one FV. there are examples, like the task/procedure
'vnaintenance work on main engine", where a procedure corresponds to more than one FVs.!
Since some procedures are possible <>nly after one or more other procedures are performed, we
must add t<> the "procedure' data structure also two kinds of pointers: incoming pointers from
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Proc-l.l �,FVl FV2 FV3
Proc-1.2 ' FV4

Proc-1.3 FVl � FV5
T

Task-1
Part-1 Task-2 � proc-2.1-' FV6.,
Part-2

Part-3

Part 4 v
Task-5 Proc-3.] FV8

P oc-3.2. FV7. FV4

Figure 6: Frve Space  s»Iodeh thv Data Structure..

other proeedur<.s tliat arv r<.quizvd for thv present procedur< to lie applicable, arid outgoiii ~ ~x>intvrs
to proccclurcs presuming thv present on<'. c..g.. in Fig. 6, Proc'edure 2,1 carries two su<h point ,rs.

Regarding the data structure describing each FK', we  iotc that. iu addition to a 1x>intvr
to a -virtual solid in th> CAD data-base. r<ot .-.kn  m in Fig. 6. this miist include pointers  o
parts that arv allowed to interfere with thv Fs»', Lsually, intc.rference is allowed only for very fev 
parts like tlic part served by the proccclur< csri1>loying the F'>>'; se    2,1, Finally, the FS' I iiiust
record exceptions to the rulc "rack FV may be intersected by ar y other FV" which g n< rails
holds in ER layout. For exaniple, for pro« <lures that niust be vxe<utvd always simultanvoush., it
inay be necessary to vnsur<. that. thv corresponding FVs do not intersect {aiiother case v h<.r< user
interaction is unavoidablv!. This purposv is served by pointers added to each W' and pointing
to FVs that must not intersect it, In Fig. 6. FV7 <arrivs both a 'part-interfcrencc > aud au
"FX'-non-interf .rene " point<.r {iiiark< d srith a wliite and bla 'k diamond. r spv tivvly!.

5. Accelerating Model Interrogation Using Spatial Oecompositions

Introduction of Free Volumes further increases the already huge iiuinber of objects/parts
involved in a sliip mo lvl, necessitating the development of sophisti<.ated accvl ration techniques for
model interrogation op<.rations and  ispecially for fast mllision detection  FCD!. A part's bouiiding
box is the standard tool for accelerating <xillision dete<tior , Beyond that. numerous techniques
have appeared in the CAD and voriiputer-graphics liteiatur<. ainiing at the above objcctiv ' [1!.
During the last few i 'ars. the problem of FCD drew in reased interest from many researchers d iv
to its relevance to new te<hiiologi»s lik  virtual r<. ality and scientifi< visualization {sev,, v.g., [1!, [19!
and rvferences therein!. Liifortunatvly, these new results are not dizectly usable for acc lerating
CAD-operatioiis as they d<.al oiily with triangulated models as opposed to <ompletv product
models based on exact soli l niocleling. Our literature search has concluded that, especially for
the problem of ship-model management arid interrogation, the classical model of rvcursive spatial
decomposition {RSD! using octrevs [1! [14! [19] continues to be the best available tool to ac vlerate
operations like collision detection. Here are the i iajor reasons:

~ RSD is easily understood by nc>u CAD-experts, not hard to implement, and very fiexible to
aclapt to different CAD ar<.hit -< turvs.
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o RSD is independent of the particular CAD-model and application, and it is able to transform
into local" even the ns>st complex "global" problems.

~ RSD ofi'ers, in addition to a secondary CAD model for the ship structure k layout, also a
geometric model for the hm spaces in the ship's compartments. that may be useful also for
other purposes lik» cargo management. etc,

~ RSD's only major disadvantage, dependance on the coordinate-system used  which creates
problem» when RSD is applied in mechanical CAD!, is "elnrwnnted" in the field of cornputer-
ai<ied ship design as ship»tructnres and modules have unique '<natural coordinate systems".

5.1. Spatial Decomposition Using an Octree ModelThe first part of our proposal consists of constructing the following variant of the standard
0<:tree Model: Let S be the complete model of the engine-room  or of the whole ship! incorporating
CAD-models of structure», as»emblies of mechanical systems, as well as the corresponding Be<-
»pace model. The bounding i~x of S is translated into a parallelepiped II defined as a solid. Thi»

subdivided into eight equal parallelepiped»  octants! II, . Iiq, ..., IIs, by planes perpendicular
to II's faces. Each II, is 'solidified" and intersected with S, ~, where S; q is obtained fr<un S
by rem<iving those»ubas»emblies. parts and FVs identified to lie wholly inside one  or»<nue!
of II>, Ilz < - . Il< t  Sp .'� S!. Each II< that intersects "too many' elements of S, i is furtln.r
»ubdivided into octants, to which the above process is applied; see Fig. 7. The result is the

Figure 7: Constructing au Octree-Model for an Engine Room.

Octree OS. i.e., a recursive d< composition of II, where each octant carries complete information
regarding objects inside it, objects intersecting each face of it, etc [14], It is emphasized that th<.
geometric structures required for bnilding OS, in particular thc solidified octant.s, are removed
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Rom the CAD data,-base after 0>' is completed, Thus, 0.'> is a higlilv economical structure. wh rv
each octant is fully descril>ed by a singlv iriteger nuinbcr, the octant's i.d. � sirnpl< forxnulas
produce &om this i.d. all geometric an<i topological prop<.rtics of the octant, including tin i.d.s
of its rivighbors, parvil't,  't ' � - > Ild poiiif 'ls to tlie objects it, inchrdvs/ixrtersects.

Having completed the constriiction of 0,'>'  introduction of a new obj .<.t F.' is followed by
d rssific<rtion [13 j of E with respect to 0<', i.c., id .ntificati ur of a xninimal set of oct ants completely
enclosing i",. Thus, detection of a p<>ssiblv  v>llision. between E and +', is pcrfornicd by consid  ring
oiily thv sinall niinib r of obj  .ts intvrfvriiig with tli   xtants identifiv<l above.

5.2. Improved Borxrxding Volumes Using arx Octree
Availability of the 0  tree 0<' anal of the relate<1 <ools <locs not, coml>letvly solve thv probl ni

of FCD. as vvvn a single application of the Solid-Solid Intersection procedure SSI . olid,. 'olid.,!
may be very  x>stly. This is du» to th» lugh  x>rrrpl xity of niany ER solid-models  in tvrrris of
thc volume of data stor<d!. as they often fully-describe even xrunor shape details of parts. iii
accordance to cixrrerrt trends towards coxxiplctr product rriodels, Tlius, it is vital to miniinize
applicatioris of SSI iising prvlirninary tests tliat rapidly identify nonixitersecting solids by v rifyixrg
that xio overlap c~sts betw<en 'bounding vr>lurrr»s"  x>inplet< ly ericlosing respective solids.

Standard pra .ti .e in c>xrr< nt CAD systems is to use as bounding volume of a 3-D part P the
bounding box DP. always iricluded in the solid-xrn>dclixig description of P, This is often. in»Ri  ivut
as BP is generally a poor approxiniatiori of a. complex part P. In rivw of th.e availablc o tr »-
creation procedures dhscrib xd above. it is straightforward to se» tliat a iiiu .h l> ttcr altcrnativ 
is thv uriion of a sriiall nuiribvi oI' iioii-ovvrlapping "bounding o 'tants'. 0,,! = 1. 2,.... <t, with

~ 0 0 P, mnstrrrcte I by applving th  pr<><edure of  o.l to BP; see Fig. 8. This is done

Figure 8: Extra< ting an hnprovcd Bounding 'volume from the 0< tree Plod»i.

only for a, solid /' n >t w ll appr >xiniat .d 1>y 8/' ac<or<ling to some criterion: the fact that
Sltls offer scient. calculation of parts' nrass prop»xties allows us t > to nieasure at rniniinal <'ost
the approximation error between P and BP using the quantity 1'r~lr rue BP! � 7 crlum<. P!.
EV<'. conclude this section by xuentioiiing a variation of thc above proposal: n>rrstruct 'boiui ling
octants' of P by continuing sub livisi<>n of the EH octree-model O~' only at the terminal o< tarit
containing P. Although plausible, this approach has two iiiiportant disadvantages: it requires
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more memory and always produces significantl inferior "bounding octant" approximatioas.
6. Implementation of Free-Space and Octree Moclels in AutoCAD

This research is currently irrrplcmented in the ObjectARX enviroament of AutoCAD using
tire C++ language and the ACIS geometric-modeling kernel. It is noted that, some form of Octree
nrodcl has been already available ia AutoCAD t th' ' d 1- f di 1, ye is is use on y or 'sp ay accelerati<>n and
it is aot availablc to users/developers as secondary geometric model. Fi . 9 de ict 1,

auxi iary-errgirre mth free voluraes: this is a. solid arodel of the lvLXV E5zW L16/24 engine

Figure 9: Solid M<>del of the >IAIDO BOW L16/24 Engine Equipped. with Three Free Volumes,
created by the authors on the basis of drawings provided by MAV B k W. Three of this engine's
FVs  see also Fig. 2! are shown as virtual solids ararked with "VS".

7. Conclusion 8c Comparison to Current Virtual Reality Systems
Existing Virtual Reality systems use CAD models of 'teal ob ects" like the t
.ry ia a ip, and at. tempt to 'insert' the designer into the CAD <varied, so that he/she

can irrspect thc models aad virtually perform tasks. Surely, such techaiques are beneficial as tlrey
improve visua perception of complex 3-D nx>dels, yet they crffcr ao robust tools to the desi ne
who rrmst. verif - that a mod 1a a model meet.s its engineering and operational constraints.

o ro us oo s e esigner

This paper offers an alternative approach where tasks aad constraints are traasforrrr< d
into mqrrr'v'ed Pse vohrmes, which are inserted into the CAD .Id '"v, I
vir ua soids may be used either irr conventional CAD systems or VR-enhanced systcn>s. Ihc
coital improvement is that required free spaces are defined explicitl ' in the CAD d 1 . 1'd
 ; - . ' .ir ua" u with only onc difference, compared to other solids, that they have uro
mass-density! <r>existing with the "real" surfaces aad solids of the ship. Thus, oae can develop
algorit nrs/tools to autorrratically verify, eg.. feasibility of maintenance operations, which forra a
concrete foundation for the dcsigrrer to base his design-validation work.
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ON APPLICATION CALS AND CAD/CANI SYSTKMS IN RUSSIAN
SHIPBUILDING

Alexander N. 3'rrnikov, Alexander M Plotnikov,
CRIST- Central Research Institute of Shipbuilding Technology,

St, Petersburg, Russia

Introduction

The Russian shipbuilding  design bureaus and shipyards! employs dedicated
shipbuilding systems Foran  Spain!, Tribon  Sweden!, the Russian system «RITM-
Sudno»  CRIST � Central Research Institute of Shipbuilding Technology, St.
Petersburg!, and universal systems Catia  IBM!, Pro/Engineer  Parametric
Technology!, EDS Unigraphics, CADDS 5  Cornputervision! etc.

The relevant issue today is that of system application of CAD/CAM to build a
full-fledged electronic model for ship, to support this model at all stages of ship's life
cycle, and to transfer the relevant information to other systems combined in one
corporate system of an enterprise.The corporate system is created by employing contemporary automated
systems  CAD/CAM � Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided Manufacturing,
PDM-Product Data Managing, PM -- Project Management, ERP/MRP II - Enterprise
Resource Planning/Manufacturing Resource Planning! combined in one system on the
basis of the contemporary information technology CALS and corporate computation
network of shipyard.

CALS Teehnolo~ or Ship Life Cycle Support

One way to raise the efficiency in the Russian shipbuilding is to employ
contemporary information technologies in order to integrate the processes that are
implemented during the ship's life cycle in terms of CALS-technologies  Continuous
Acquisition and Life cyc! e Support!.

Employment of CALS in the shipyard environment makes it possible.
~ to expand the shipyard market niche and reduce the design and building

time through cooperation with partners in real time processing at the stages of ship' s
life cycle. In fact, contemporary telecommunications have already made irrelevant the
geographic location of partners. New opportunities of information interaction allow
for cooperation in terms of virtual enterprises operating during the ship's life cycle.
Cooperation becomes possible not only at the level of finished components�
completing materials and articles, but also at the level of separate stages and tasks in
the processes of designing, manufacturing and operation;

~ to raise the efficiency of business-processes through integration of
information and reduction in costs for paper document circulation, re-entry and
processing of data, to ensure continuity of efforts in complex designs, such as a ship' s
design, and to allow for changes in the makeup of parties without losing the results
that have already been obtained;
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~ to raise the attractive and competitive capacity of ships that have been
designed and built in the integrated environment by employing contemporary
computer technologies and are provided with information support facilities at the
operation stage;

~ to ensure the specified quality of products in the integrated system of life
cycle support through electronic documentation of all processes and procedures etc.
CALS application ensures not only «internal» information integration in terms of the
corporate information system of shipyard, but also «external» integration for all
parties involved in the ship's life cycle  shipowner � ship designer � shipyard�
suppliers of materials and equipment, ship operation and reclamation! Thus, CALS is
a global strategy intended to raise the efficiency of the Russian shipyards.

Integrated Information Models
CALSis based on a set of integrated information models for the ship's life

cycle that are implemented in the course of its business-processes.
CALS is based on application of the following integrated information models.
1! Ship model;
2! Business-system model.
The ship model is generated by employing CAD/CAM, PDM, and special

support facilities � CALS.
The business-system model includes models for the business-processes

implemented during ship's life cycle, and data on the production and operation
environment The business-system model is generated by MRP/ERP, with Baan,
SAP/R3, Symix, Oracle Application and other systems belonging to this class, and by
project management systems MP � Microsoft Project, Time Line, Artemis Project,
Prestige, Primavera Project Planner, Cresta etc

CALSstandards
CALS standards determine the format and content of information models for a

product, its life cycle and environment

~ IDEF, ISO 10303 AP208  STEP!, ISO of 9000 series, 1SO 15531
MANDATE � information description of product life cycle and business-processes
implemented.

ISO 10303  STEP!, ISO 13584  PLIB! the product design and
production model;

~ ISO 8879  SGML!, ISO 10744  HyTime!, MIL-PRF-2000...2003,MIL-
PRF-28003, MIL-M-87268, M I L-D-87269 the product operation model;
The ISO 10303 STEP standard  Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data!
determines a "neutral" format for product data representation as an information
model.

Application of Nnv Infonnatt'on Technologies in the Design of a New Shipyard
An investment project is current! y developed in St Petersburg for the purposes

of building a contemporary compact-shipyard in the southern part of the city which is
provisionally entitled «St Petersburg Shipyards» to replace three irieRicient
shipyards � «Baltic Shipyard», «Admiralty Shipyards», «Northern Shipyards».

The design of the shipyard corporate system allows for implementation of
CALS technologies  Fig. l!
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Fig.1 I.ayout of Shipyard Corporate System

Automated CAD/CAN System Ritm-Sitdno

The Ritm-Sudno system is an example of the Russian automated CAD/CAM
system intended for shipbuilding applications. Conceptually, the Ritm-Sudno system
incorporates the fallowing modules. Hull, Mechanisms and Pipelines, and Outfitting.

This system may support the full cycle of technical preproduction engineering,
including the design, technological preparation for production, and output of relevant
data to production process management systems.

For the hull section the Rltm-Sudno system may ensure the entire design and
technological preparation of ship hull manufacturing. This preparation includes
creation of three-dimensional models of ship structures, development of nonflat
components of ship plating, creation of a database for hull plates and shapes, nesting
of material, calculation of control programs for NCU machines, output of relevant
design and technological documentation. Integrated in the system are the prograins for
designing and calculation of data on the manufacturing of universal and special jigs
and fixtures, some of them mechanized,

Support is provided for simultaneous work on di6erent projects. When the
designer turns from one design to another during one-run operation, the environment
and relevant system settings are automatically readjusted. The user's settings for
applied problems  calculation options, installation flags, control parameters, design
catalogues, etc.! are also a function of the design processing and automatically
reassigned. User's settings can be altered at any time.
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To follow up changes in the ship series of the same design the database
parameters incorporate attributes, such as current order number and range of orders
applied, Employment of these attributes permits a reduction in the physical volume of
database and allows the designer to work with different versions of a ship model,

Provision is also inade for cutting out a part of hull structure at any level
 module, section, unit! and for independent designer's work with this patt.

Ship Specification
The Specification database contains detailed information on aII components

of ship structures This information includes requisite data on a component, mass-
weight characteristics and overall dimensions, coordinates for the component centre
of gravity in the ship coordinate system, and parameters determining a technology for
treatment of this component in a shop. The specification permits an output of the
whole set of technological shop documentation Special tools ensure adjustment for
the form of "out" documents

The system offers a variety of ways to replenish the specification. The most
preferable way is automatic generation of specification during isolation of a
component froin a three-dimensional model of a ship structure. In this case the
corresponding window setup options provide a means to control generation of
separate parameters and features of the component

Automatic communication is provided for the databases of nesting charts and
the standard databases of the materials employed Any change in the materials
employed  brand of materials, thickness, overall dimensions of ordered plate!
automatically entails readjustmems in the specification and pattern card

Information about Specification is stored as a relational database. An access
to the database is provided through a standard SQL-interface. The system, however, is
provided with a direct access to the database through special high-level language
programs

Some of the data stored in the database of this specification, are directly
related to graphic information With any change in graphic information, this permits
automatic modification of the data contained in the relations of the relational

database.

Three-dimensional madel af ship srraetur es
Three-dimensional modelling of ship structures solves the whole set of

problems to set up ship surfaces and generate a design and technological database for
ship structures. The main tasks performed at this stage are as follows:

~ design of a lines model for hull as based on the main ship dimensions,
calculation and output of the required documents in compliance with the lines
drawing,

~ calculation of actual frames, waterlines, and buttocks;
~ generation of a three-dimensional design model for ship structures;

breaking of a structure into construction units;
~ calculation of butts, seams, and structural lines;

determination of the system of bending and assembly allowances,
~ setting of the welding by relevant lines;
~ generation of all types of holes and cutouts.

Ship's huII !ines can also be shaped in this system by the V-spline tools or
they can be imported from the hull lines generation system developed by some other
organization
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In building a three-dimensional model for ship's structures, provision is made
for simultaneous isolation of hull plates and shapes and generation of a database for
components. As this takes place, all technological parameters are determined,
Communication with the specification and database of materials and standard designs
is maintained automatically. Components are isolated from the model interactively,
semiautomatically, or autoinatically. Automatic isolation of components is effected
through a special soAware developed in terms of high-level languages or by the
procedures developed in terms of a special problem-oriented language,

For nonflat surfaces, components are developed. During the developinent the
calculations are made for all the data required for manufacturing the bending
attachments and for effecting the bending itself. In calculation the values of
longitudinal and lateral bending strains are controlled. The allowable values are
empirically set in the system for the main ship's hull steels. If the bending strains
exceed the allowable values, the system automatically offers acceptable designs  e.g.
to set a bending allowance, or to set apart a component!. During the development the
overall dimensions of the component outline obtained are automatically checked for
conformance to those of the order material.

Primary technological documents  technological cards, flowsheets, sketches,
bills! can be produced at the stage of three-dimensional model generation.

Ship purametrigationThe ship paramefnzaiion tools are designed to parametrically describe and
generate the elements of ship's structures in the hull three-dimensional model, and
hence to calculate hull components and processes for their treatment, Complete
internal communication is provided for the design process model of ship's structures.
The ship parametrization device can be employed in two modes: interactive operation
and calculation per procedures.

The ship parametrization device is based on a problem-oriented language so as
to effect ship's geometric constructions which ensure generation of ship's structure
components, including plate elements with all their constructional and technological
parameters, Geometric constructions can be effected both in a plane and directly in a
three-dimensional model. The problem-oriented language includes statements for
shaping the geometry of plate components and ail technological operations therein.
Furthermore, the problem-oriented language also includes statements for
manipulation of lines and other objects of the three-dimensional constructional and
technological niodel of hull, logic statements, and statements for computation of
arbitrary arithmetic expressions.

A wide range of statements in the problem-oriented language permits
development of parametric procedures. In this system the process of preparing data
for such procedures is completely automatized, Allowance is made for various types
of data, including the logic type, and references to the enumerated objects of the
three-dimensional model. The text of the procedure, description of its parameters and
initial data for calculation are held in the database The required calculation procedure
is selected from the procedure library through the list of current design components,
the list of available procedures, or through a standard selection dialogue window.

There is a set of service functions for data manipulation. The group data
assignment method and "default parameter" prInciple have also been developed. The
filter system has a data sampling support and direct interface with the Specification
database
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The interactive mode of operation is accompanied by automatic generation of
language description, which substantially simplifies development of procedures and
yields a powerful rollback system. Interactive debugging of user's procedures can also
be effected. In the procedure binding of cutouts and scuppers to the relevant lines of
the three-dimensional model, the framing cutout expansions are automatically allowed
for.

Window setup parameters make it possible to modify and readjust user's
dialogue dynamically, which maximizes incorporation of special design features and
raises the efficiency of designer efforts.

Material nesting
A set of problems is solved to nest the plate and section material and generate

an associated database for a nesting chart simultaneously. Charts can be generated in
the system framework automatically and interactively If the charts for nesting of
plates are to be generated automatically, two programs are used

One program implements original heuristic algorithms for obtaining
automatically intricate patterns on a metal plate These algorithms take proper account
of the geometry of ship's components and special technological requirements that the
shipyard may establish for location of parts in the charts.

The other program is based on the procedure of cutting out plates to produce
arbitrary patterns automatically and irregularly. Theoretical developments that are
known as the Lipovetsky zone method are also employed here. This algorithm is
most efficient nesting of components with the form factor dose to I  the form factor
is the ratio of the component area to the minimum area of the enclosing rectangle!,

In nesting, commercial wastes on a plate are automatically defined and taken
into account for the purposes of further processing. By setting up relevant options and
parameters in setup windows one may choose a strategy for location and spacing of
smail parts in cutouts, and to control the locations of long and narrow parts in a chart
Overall dimensions of a minimum contmeicial waste are adjustable values. By default
the vriluinetrAc commercial ~aste is taken as a waste whose total area is at least I m

2

with the width of at least 400 mm.

Upon completion of nesting the path is automatically generated for cutting out
plates on NCU machines  Fig. 2!. If required, it can be adjusted in the interactive
mode. A wide spectrum of postprocessors is provided to generate control programs
for gas- and plasma-cutting machines.

Technological requirements for location of components in a chart and
parameters of process facilities are set up in the relevant setup windows.
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Fig. 2 Nesting chart Indicating a Path for Cutting out Parts

The main program for automatic nesting of section material or shapes is the
procedure of linear optimal pattern cutting of bar material. In solving this class of
problems, the classical approach developed by L.V, Kantorovich and V A. Zalgaller,
is to reduce these problems to a linear programming problem that can be solved by the
column generation method. The efIiciency of a problem depends on column
generation algorithms that are based on the branch and bound methods, dynainic
programming methods, and heuristic methods. Development engineers offer
algorithms for application of methods of dichotomy to a broad class of combinatorial
optimization probleins. One of the algorithms that avow the hnear pattern cutting
problem to be solved by the method of dichotomy without linear programming is
implemented in the system discussed here.

Design of speciulj igs and fix@>res
Besides control programs for NCU machines, the system allows for the design

and calculation of data on manufacture and application of the general-purpose and
process jigs and fixtures, including mechanized accessories, in shipyard shops, These
programs permit the calculation of data for manufacturing both the bending and the
assembly and welding jigs and fixtures. Additional data are produced to adjust and
check the fixtures for proper application in the technological process, These fixtmes
may include bending templets, bending frames, assembly and welding jigs, both
standard and universal  coke! beds, At the same time the drawings are developed for
marking plates when the framing is to be installed during section assembly. Data are
calculated for checking the sections during assembly and welding, Furthermore, data
are also calculated to check the position of the ship huH in the shipbuilding berth.

Carper of fVorking Drawings
The user's fundamentally new software � inscription constructors and rempler

constructors have been developed for generation and output of shop drawings on the
basis of the three-dimensional model of ship structures. Constructors make it possible
to autoinate the output of text information, special symbols and designations into a
drawing and ensure automatic enumeration of components, Software tools permit
generation of the library of inscriptions and special symbols to be entered in the
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drawing. The system of setup windows allows for the control of the form and amount
of the text and graphic information on drawings as well as the control of its separate
elements  size, extendable arrows, underlining, etc.!. The standard inscriptions and
templets held in the library can be changed at any time.

The drawing can be developed in two modes: the automatic generation of the
Specification database and the application of the text database that has been created in
compliance with the specification  Fig. 3!,

Fig. 3. Development of Ship Drawings and Specification
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Laying-out af Faci%ti es and Routing of PipelinesThe problems to be solved at this stage are as follows: location and spacing of
machinery and facilities in the three-dimensional model of ship's hull, routing of
ship's pipelines and preparing technologically the production facilities for
manufacturing and installation of ship's pipelines  Fig.4!

The three-dimensional ship's structure model is generated for pipelines and
machinery. Pipelines are routed and located in the ship's space. At the same time the
standard reference text databases are generated for ship's machinery and equipment
that are automatically related to their three-dimensional models.

The three-dimensional model permits the partitioning of pipeline routes into
pipes and the generation of the article database for the system of pipelines. Primary
technological documents  sketches and control programs for pipe bending! are issued.
The partitioning of routes into pipes is effected by a special optimization program
automatically.The work with pipeline elements has been appreciably automated and
simplified. 1nstallation of these elements in the model complies with the parametric
description of their dimensions. Support is provided for the following types of
pipeline elements. separate flanges and their connections in assembly, unions, T-
joints, welded pipe joints, valves of various types. Pipeline elements are all related to
the text databases through parametric description of their dimensions. Besides the
setting of these elements in pipeline routes, provision is made for their independent
installation in a given point of space.

Fig. 4. Detail of a Location Model for Machinery and Pipelines
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interactive Three-dimensiona! Modeling of Ontfitting Elements
The problems to be solved at this stage are as follows:

~ generation of a database for outfitting elements;
selection of equipment, hull fittings and furniture by the predetermined
parameters from databases,

~ setting the selected equipment in the three-dimensional hull model,
modeling of the units and parts of furring ceiling and enclosure,
modeling of paint coating, insulating covers, etc,;

~ checking of the elements of hull, mechanisms, equipinent, and furniture for
interference with due regard for service zones after they have been installed in
the model.

Fig, 5. Detail of Hull with Functional Elements, Individual Outfitting Elements.

Adaptation of System to Shipyard and Design
The Ritm-Sudno system has flexible tools for setting the forms of "out"

documents to meet the shipyard requirements. User can independently design the
form and text data to be placed in the "out" document.

To raise the efficiency of User's efforts the system embodies the tools for
dynamic control of instructions. The dynamic control is in effect the possibility to use
window adjustment and dynamic readjustment of the execution algorithm for separate
system instructions  Fig. 6!. The dynamic control is most efficient where the three-
dimensional modelling requires operations of the same type or when the input
requires determination of the repeated series of data.
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Fig. 6. Detail of Window Setup of System Instructions to Design

Elements of data management and control have been developed and installed
in the system. These elements include the tools for fast scanning of text databases
with the extended systein of user filters. Implemented are the possibilities to obtain
statistics on the database for drawings / sections / brands / profiles. Tools are installed
to search for details through layout cards, and vice versa. Provision is made for ail
possible ways to enter instructions  screen and panel menu, plotboard, dialogue
windows, keyboard entry, batch files!. The system has an integral user aid and
context-dependent hints, Provision is made for an integral reference system and
process tracing, The window setup provides an easy way to readjust the file system
and change the modes and control parameters for calculation. The developed interface
ensures a fast and simple setup for the required configuration of technical aids, and
for the design and special features of shipyard building and equipment technologies.
The system software modules employ one database supporting both graphics and text
data.

Contemporary development aids
The Rite-Sudno system employs AutoCAD-14 graphics editor and FoxPRO

type database management system as a general system basis. In the development of
application software the system implemented contemporary tools for development of
user applications. The capabilities of AutoCAD-14 Mechaitical Desktop applications
are extensively used to model intricate ship surfaces.

The Ritm-Korpus system is oriented to application of personal computers,
such as IBM PC of 486 and Pentium models.
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PLANNING AND CONTROI OF THE "COMPACT SHIPYARD F000"

H Anders, oker MTW Achiffswerft GmbH, 8ismar, Germany
C, Massow, unique informalionslogistik GmbH, Bremen, Germany

Abstract

The shipbuilding of Aker MTW Werft CimbH can look back on a tradition of more than 50
years, More than 350 ships of 27 different types had been delivered. That is a result which is being
successfully continued with the modernisation of the shipyard completed in 1998 to the "Compact
Shipyard 2000".In 1998 the MTW started a joint project to develop a prototype of an integrated planning and
control system, It will base on the overall concept of the compact shipyard 2000.

With respect to the project results this paper will describe the characteristics of the compact
shipyard approach, It wil.l deal with the requireinents towards planning and control. The integrated
planning and control architecture and the approach of using reference inodels for planning will be
outlined. Finally will imroduce the software, which was developed in the project to transfer the
approach into action.

The Compact Shipyard

'I he strength of M'I'W is the capability to manufacture special and standard vessels like tankers,
gas. shuttle and chemical tankers, passenger vessels, containerships, ferries and offshore-coinponents
and steel components with outside hull production.By the modernisation of MTW to the "Compact shipyard 2000" the shipyard has developed into
an ultra-modern and productive shipbuilding location of strong competence in the field of technical
product innovation. Efficient manufacturing plants and a consistent orientation of productivity
according to the world standard have opened the entry to new markets, After a building period of' 4
years and with an investment volume of DEM 600 tnillion the "Compact Shipyard 2000" was
completed in 1998.  I!To give an idea of the complexity of the planning and control we will start with a brief technical
specification of "Coinpact Shipyard 2000".The plate stock is fully automated and controlled and inonitored by a stock manageincnt
coinputer, The plates are delivered with a degree of cleanliness of 2,5 and in primed condition.   I'!

Cutting halL The code of plates and of the individual parts to be cut is applied by means of a
marking station with the help of a master computer. 3 underwater plasma cutting plants  WIPC plants!
working with plasma cutting torches with pollutant gas exhausters ensure cutting. The plants are
provided with plasma marking devices to apply reference marks and markings as a prerequisite for
subsequent assembly processes  accurate manufacture!. Plate edge milling machine  CNC or DNC!.
P]ates up to 16 m length are inilled to finished size here with the corresponding preparation of welding
edge  tolerance +0,2 mm on 16 m plate length!. 3 driverless transport vehicles connect a total of 23
work-stations for the rnaicrial transport of plates, profiles and completed individual parts on pallets by
remote control  control computers for driverless transport system!.  I!
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Any standard profiles of 16 m rnaxiinurn length are cut in the profile cutting hall with a proiil»
edge milling rnachine. two robots with air plasma arc cutting plant in DNC operation and
corresponding interlinking equipment. Panels and subassemblies are manufactured in the hull
component production. The construction of small units from plates and profiles cut as welt as sniall
panels serves as a prefabric ition station for voluminous unit construction.  I !

Straight and bent panels are manufactured on flow lines in the panel construction halt. Panels
and double skin sections up to 240 i weight and 16 m x 22 m dimensions can be inanufactured on th»
16 rn panel line. Voluminous units of' flat and bent panels up to 320 t weight are welded in the
voluminous unit construction hall. The hall is equipped with a unit turning and transport crane of'320
t as well as 2 assentbly cranes of 32 t each and has flexible building sites. �!

All hull sections are coated to a large extent in environinent-friendly procedures in the coating
hall. 'I he coating of scctioiis comprises separate boxes for blasting and for cleaning!coatingidrying of'
panels and voluminous units.   I!

The centre-piece of ihe "Conipact Shipyard 2000" is the dock hall with the building dock. 'I'he
block assembly and final assembly are carried out here. It consists of the areas for block construction
and th» Building Dock f' or fina assembly work. Block units are asseinbled in the Block construction
area from volumiitous units and panels up to a maximum weight of 800 t. In the building dock vessels
are assembled Irom block iinits equipped beforehand. The trestle crane operating above the building
dock has a lifting capacity ol 800 t  I.000 t max.! with 143 in span. Thc dock can be subdivided into
two b! an intcrrnediate gate.  I !

The basic philosophy of the compact shipyard concept is:
~ Innovative ship's concepts
~ Roofed production areas
~ Short inanufacturing tiines with precise observance of dates
~ Short distances in production
~ Minimum intermediate storage of sub-products
~ Automatic production lines
~ Manufacturing meeting quality standards

Planning and control of manufacturing processes, inclusive design and technological process
planning, as exact as possible is a pre-requisite to inake use of the high potential of manufacturing
ships in a compact shipyard. Basis for that is an integrated planning and control system, which covers
the preparation and perforinance of thc whole value adding process. The goal is to reach an overall
optimisation of the order processing,

Therefor the Aker MTW initiated in 1998 a joint project to develop a prototype of such aii
integrated planning and control system for the coinpact shipyard 2000. The project named "PI  .'S"
 Planning and Control Systent for an Compact Yard! is supported by the Gerinan Government. Because
of available results of previous work was it possible to keep the project duration within 20 month.

The project partners are:
~ Aker MTW shipyard GmbH, Wistnar
~ Fraunhofer Institute Manufacturing I'ngineering an Automation  IPA! Stuttgart
~ Project Group Rostock of IPA, Rostock
~ unique information logistics GrnbII, Bremen
~ IMAWIS GmbH. Wismar

~ Scheller System Technique GrnbH, Wismar
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Integrated planning and control architecture

'I he PLUS planning and control architecture consists of 5 levels.
Table 1. PLUS Planning Level Description

MethodsS stemHoriz. GoalOb'ectLevel Area
Multi-project
planning using
Relerence
Modules, Spatial
resource Planning

GIGROSShips
c onsisting of
big units
 Rings!

1-3
Years

Meet customers
needs  especial
delivery date!;
Dock utilisation
Balanced load of
resources

Perspective
Planning

Dynamic,
' hierarchical
network
scheduling; Mutti-
project planning
using Reterence
Modules

GIGROSShipbuilding: l Year
Sections;
outfitting; Big
units, systems

lvleet customers
needs  especial
de!ivery date!;
Dock. util isation
Balanced load of
resources; Minimise
Costs

Rough Pianning l Halts

Dynamic,
hierarchical
network
scheduj ing; Multi-
ro ect lannin

GIG ROSShipbuilding:
Units;
outfitting.'
Systems

Manu facturi
ng Areas
incl, indirect
Areas  e.g.
desi

'li to 1
Year

Rough Planning 2 Minimise
Performance Costs

MRP: capacity
planning�Material
Flow Sunulat.on

Meeting interna1
delivery dates,
Balanced Capacity
Load

GlC ROS;
4PM; SMC-
"P an eel-Line"

Shipbuilding;
Units;
outtitting:
S stems

Detailed P tanning Work-
Shops;
Design
Grou s

3
Weeks

MRP; capac ity
planning; Material
Flow Simulation;
Network
schedulin

umque
Production
Control SMC
"Paneel-lutie";
4PM

l. Meet schedule, 2,
Week Balanced Capacity

load

Materials
from Single
Part up to
Sections

Foreman
Areas

Control
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Tlie system will serve as common planning and control iitstrument for all parties involved in the
process trom strategic cotnpany planning to shop floor control. It will also cover the integration of
suppliers and co-operating partners. To enhance reliability of plans and to accelerate the planmng
process a set of measures will be created using as-is-values as ittput far planning and simulation tools.

The projects main objectives are.
~ 13evelopment ot an integrated planning architecture for the compact shipyard
~ ltttegration of all planning activities for both shipyard recourse planning and customer order

management.
~ Definition of a hierarchical set of so called reference moderns for planing, simulation and

cori trol.
a Specification and implementation of methods to capture and calculate the actual data for the

reference models.
~ Specification and implementation of a software tool to manage reference models and their

application in planing and simulation.



The approached architecture basis on the concept of'hierarchical production co-ordination. In
this concept, the harmonisation of production and its activities with respect to time and content is given
priority. Customer orders are handled as projects and the simultaneous production processes, their
activities and the resource requirements are harmonised with multi-projects in mind. Based on this, a
two-layered production co-ordination and control concept was developed. The concept consists ol to
layers. A decentralised independent planning and control layer for autonomous manufacturing areas  in
this case Rough Planning 2 and Detailed Planning!. A centralised planning and co-ordination layer
 here Perspective Planning and Rough Planning I!. This integrated concept enables the devolution of
decision making to the lowest possible level of operational responsibility. Therefore, the planning
activities of autonomous production areas arc supported hy decentralised shop floor monitoring and
control  SMC! systems.

Figure 1. Co-ordination concepts for one-of-a-kind production

The vertical integration of the planning levels is realised by joining the co-ordination level with
the production area control level via closed control loops. This integration process is supported hy a
revolving planning concept. That means, planning and control activities will be started not by time
intervals but by events. In figure I the chosen harmonisation approach is arranged in the order of co-
ordination concepts for one-of-a-kind production.

Supporting IT

The planning system architecture is build out of the following systems  see Table 2!.Table 2. Elements of the System Architecture rver

rver

cess
erver
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The planning and control of complex manufacturing processes such as shipbuilding requires
support of the reuse of knowledge during order processing. Therefor all involved planning systems are
designed to handle this kind of information. The concept to gather and reuse such experience and
feedback data is called reference modules.

Figure 2. Approach of Reference Modules

The reference modules support the planers creating a new planning model by providing them
with standard objects. The classification of a reference module is done according to certain product
attributes which lead to different process parameter. The reference modules library is a hierarchical set
of inodules with respect to the common product structure

~ Reference model s

AS MRS

Reference m

assembledReference module

Reference module single-

Reference module pan

Figure 3. Reference Module Hierarchy

Therefor the system architecture must also follow an hierarchical approach to be able to mak»
use of the different reference modules of different levels.
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The definition of a reference module for a new project is done by, first selecting one from the
library according to selection attributes, and then describing it using parameterise attributes, l-.ach
reference module is linked to standard planning elements in one or more of the planning systems.

Table 3. Matching of Reference Modules and Planning Elements

Reference
Module

Standard Planning Element

Project co-ordinatiorr system ~ Project-Version; Capacity Demand. Network; Sub-
"Ci IG ROS m ' Network; Part-Nclwork, Activity, I'ype-Curve

Ship; Ring;
Assembled
Section
Single Section;
Pancel

lvi RP-sysrern "PS-Syste m"

Assembled
Section; Single
Section

: Product-Activity Relations' ,Work Order
Responsibilities

i Production Control System
' "Production Control"

Paneelmonitoring and
em 'Panecl-Line"

Processes

A ssemb led
Section: Single
Scctron

a p meet system Task, Type-C:

ent
Selection Attributes

< Type of Ship  Tank

e Class  Ice-class,

rk: Type of part   Ring

z Sub-modules  Typ

Ly Form  Plan, Curve

raParameter

  rra!eec Geometry

E Weight

Figure 4. Reference Modules and Project Items

The GIGROS system is designed to handle this kind of hierarchical approach because of ils
internal data structure. Product data, process data, and resource data are structured in such a vvas to
support the Top-down approach which is typical for one-of-a kind-production.
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As an example hosv to use reference modules we would like to describe the scheduling and
resource allocation on the perspective planning level of a new ship to build, The responsible planer
selects an appropriate reference module for the ship in question using the configuration managcntent ol
the GIGROS system. This leads to related big units  ring!, which then have to be parameterised.
According to the selected reference inodules the rough planning system creates a project ~ith all its
elements.



The next step is to adopt the automatically created project according to the actual shipbuilding
project. Order processing in the shipbuilding industry requires project models with at least hundreds
production activities and their corresponding technological and chronological inter-dependencies.
Therefor the GIGROS Network Editor allows the representation and the definition of a selected project
in an activity-oriented network.

QTTAW ~ !3M'
~3 iriiiC@,'e v,coact-io-. +-:

~ Pr4«AIO
� gl 275

Vo ««4«
g$276I
gg 275.2

~ 5474
~ ~0
~ I
c «'2

3
136 2753

~ M 276
TTI 2761
Til 7762

~ Icg 276.3
~ 1«6 277

IH 2771
7 03 BN«
263
432
43207KB
'143
434
~ 35
510
M40
551
552
loc 275
444 276
A 27T
FA 550

MIw 472
IOTWO33
MTWO34
M!WE 35
IIM 551

!} 05 510

BB2 444
OO «4 lONI ÃI c«4«44

~ N N. * « ~,'«444 I«JTM~
Figure 5. Networkplan Editor
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In order to guarantee a clearly arranged representation  essentialJy defmed by the number of
crossings of interdependencies! an heuristic for the arrangement of activities has been integrated
through which the number of crossings are minimised. �!With the help of this module the planer adds and removes activities and activity relations or
creates new sub-nets to detail the reference project.After building the project structure it must be scheduled, To cope with complex one has to
determine the start- and due-dates for activities. This is supported by our hierarchical network
scheduling approach. Activities on higher levels provide time-fraines for the sub-nets on a lower level.
Scheduling of sub-nets is possible only within this given frame. Thus a support of partially autonomous
and decentralised production areas is provided.The deterministic scheduling is a prerequisite to the consideration of a project in the decision
supporting modules. In order to achieve an event-driven production co-ordination, the function
"scheduling" can be performed both project oriented and under consideration of the feedback data. If
there are project inconsistencies i,e. not allowed loops or time limits the function "fault analysis"
undertakes the error search process. �!



The planning of the ncw ship also have to consider the resource availability and allocation in
thc multi-project situation of a shipyard, Capacity demand as well as available capacities are morc or
less subject to change in course of time. Thc task of thc resource plattning is to align capacity demand
and available resources. G1GROS supports to determine the availability of resources as well as the
estimation of demands and its temporally distribution with its interactive capacity planning module. �!

Osa~ ~on V~ Svl EN!>e,>>~9t+T F" ' ! '>>'.P ' X 2!'. 45'
lkpOI ! >> ISING ! >> > Rl!>ISIf,>P I, ' ! !!Fthm ! >! I ! >>S IS>!

>>I!I! 1>>> 0! 199l C !>I $1218%!

Figure 6. interactive Capacity Planning

'Ihe planner uses the resource demand profiles derived from the reference modules and adopt
them according to the actualsituation  e,g. decreasing budget because of the learning effect!. Analysing
functions identify time periods  days, v,eeks, or months! werc critical over- or underloads are occurs.



Whereas the Capacity Diagram supports capacity-oriented overviews and analysis the Dynamic
bantt Diagram offers functionality for time-oriented decisions. The diagram presents each tiine the
production activities of the momentary capacity level, their current time positions, "current" buffers
and total buffers. The diagram assists graphically and interactively the shift of activities and the
modification of activity duration.

The short example showed, that the planning expert is able to integrate a new shipbuilding
project into the yards master plan in short time and reduced effort when using the reference modules,

Conclusion

The described approach and the tools developed the PLIJS project are currently in the status of
pilot installation and testing and the Aker MTW Shipyard. The results so far are very promising
because the tiine to prepare plans and their reliability has increased since the implementation of
reference modules. The shipyards management expects the planning quality to be enhanced through
this experience and knowledge feedback method,

'Ihe crucial point is the clustering of the reference modules and the definition of related
planning data. The suitable mechanisms for that are implemented and the quantity of relevant data and
therefor the quality of the reference modules will increase in the course of time.

The PLUS project focuses on the scheduling and resource planning. The potential ot' the
reference module approach should be used to enhance the cost budgeting and controlling also.

The same goes for spatia1 resource planning. In contrast to human and rnachine resources.
production activities can have a two-fold assignment to spatial resources  i.e. production premises such
as halls!, Between spatial resources and production orders time assignments are necessary such as those
between orders and machine resources. An additional assignment is required to fix the location of the
order within the production premises. In order to support these kinds of planning activities the Spatial
Resource Manageinent Module was developed and unique will enhance it with reference module
functions in the near future,
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A SIMULATION BASED SCHEDULING FOR AN INTEGRATED HULL,
OUTFITTING AND PIPING WORK AT DOCK STAGE

Duck-Young Yoon, J IV Park, I Y Yang

College ofEngineering, Chosun University, Kwangj u, Korea

Abstract

A simulation based scheduling algorithm for pre-erection stage and erection stage has been
proposed. in v hich three dimensional spatial scheduling problem is converted to two dimensional
one and thereby two dimensional nesting algorithm can be utilized.

Introduction

In shipbuilding industries, design. process planning and scheduling works are performed
concurrently and are highly inter-related as shown in Fig l.

SchedulingProcess PlanningDesign

Fig l. Inter-relations among Design, Process planning and Scheduling
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In order for the dates of key events such as keel laying, launching and delivery to be kept, the
master schedule should be evolves to schedules at dock stage, pre-erection stage block assembly
stage and cutting/fabrication stage as soon as practical. Especially those at dock stage and pre-
erection stage are necessary to set due dates for assembly blocks. Schedules at dock and pre-
erection stage are prepared based on initial design information and the block division.
Scheduling at dock and prc-erection stage involves spatial scheduling problem and has three
decision variables:



- 'I'he locations of pre-erection blocks in the pre-erection area  Spatial Allocation Issue!

- The start times and completion times of pre-erection work  Temporal Allocation Issue!

- The resources used b! work  Resource Allocation Issue!

Since these three decision variables are highly interdependent, it is necessary to deal with ihesc

variables in one frainework.

The objectives these scheduling system persue are due-date satisfaction. maximum utilization of

spatial and non-spatial resources and minimization of waiting time,

Typical constraints include crane availability. man-hour availability, physical adjacency of coupled

objects for operational eITiciency and minimuin required clearance between blocks

Network representation ot'erection sequence

In our modek nodes represent erection activities of blocks and arcs are used to represent

physical joints between blocks, Therefore the attributes of arcs are joints length and possible status

of joints such as fitting, welding or inspection.

Some of the arcs used to represent the sequence of erection are directional and pitch, which is the

minimum period of time io accommodate next erection block, is added to attributes additionally.

Keel laying activity and laiinching activity will be added to block erection nodes.

Erection sequence generator

The role of erection sequence generator is to determine the directions of directional arcs and

to calculate the earliest starting time  EST! and the latest starting time  LST! of erection of each

block. Scc Fig 2.

Spatial scheduling at pre-erection stage

Most of pre-erection block which consist of cargo holds have same length and relatively

short working period of time coinparcd to those v hich consist of engine room, aAer body and fore
body, In addition, their shapes are rectangle, Furthermore their orientations are fixed since the

Goliath crane has no rotational function. This facts hints us to design bays with same v idths to

accommodate the length of pre-erection blocks and the spatial load of each bay at a given time can

be represented by one variable, occupied length. This simplifies spatial scheduling from three-

dirnensional problem to two-dimensional one, See Fig 3. As we can see, spatial scheduling problem

now converted to two-dimensional nesting problem of rectangles on the rectangular working plates.

one dimension is length and the other is time.

$20



Fig Z. Erection Sequence Generation
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~ Occttpied for other project

LST Lsr
30m

Working Period

IG'L -35 � 30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 k/I 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 k/I.
L/C L/C L/C

Time  Unit: day!

Fig 3. 'Iwo Dimensional view of spatial scheduling

Nesting strategy

Nesting strategies v e adopt are:

-Nesting order is based on not time but area  width x time!. It is natural to place a bigger rectangle

first,

-Maximize free rectangular space. The concept of the fice rectangle set is similar to the prinie

convex area used for finding a good path in robot path planning�, 2!. For the simple understanding

of maximal free rectangular space, see Fig 4, where maximal free rectangular spaces are defined as

 R 1+R2+R3!,  R2+R4+R6 � RS!.  R2+R3+r4+R5! and  R7+RS!.

Scheduliag procedure

Scheduling procedure we propose involves the following steps:

.~  /-. /L/ 1
Generate a erection sequence based on process planner's requesl,s and rriajor inile stones imposed bv

production planner.
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Fig 4. An Illustrative Free Rectangular Space

't~:p
Calculate ENT and LNT for pre-erection work based on those for erection and standard working
period of each pre-erection block at pre-erection stage.

. f~. jt!

Assign rectangles to the appropriate bay

~  gp
On each bay, nest the rectangles according to the nesting strategies,
Whenever the placement has been occurred, ENT and LNT of each shall be updated.

Example

In order to explain the algorithm proposed, let's take a simple example.
The process planner determines a block division shown in Fig 5.

Zone t Zooe2 Zooe3

Fig 5. Block Division
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ln addition, A, and C, arc assigned as the keel laying block and the final erection block.
respectively. Fig 2 shows the initial input network model. where seven erection blocks are modeled

as nodes, Joints J ��J»,»�J 2», and Jc «, are to be directed arcs and their directions arc pre
determined due to the topological relations.

Joints J�,~, J»~«�J,u�and J»�, are also directed arcs since they represent erection method, which
directions v ill be determined by erection sequence generator.

The constraints iinposed by process planner are:

- The docking period is 40 days.

- The latest dates f' or the constructions of zone l. 2 and 3 are 30 days, 20 days and !0 days
resp«ctivcly.

Fig 2 shows th«proposed erection sequence, where I.'ST and LST of each erection blocks are

assigned to each erection block.

Table l shows information for prc-erection scheduling,

Fig 6 shows a final result.

Table 1. Input data Pre-erection stage for Scheduling,

K/L -35 � 30 -25 -20 � 15 - 10 -5 K/I 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 K/I,
L/ L/C L/«

Time  Utiii: aay!

Fig 6. Final Scheduling Result
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Conclusion

This paper proposes the way of converting three dimensional spatial scheduling problem io
two dimensional one and thereby provides the possibility of ininimizing scheduling failure.
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Abstract

This paper describes a planning methodology and its application to a repair shipyard. The
method includes an hierarchical model of the shipyard's resources and their workload. The model
including an assignment logic of the workload to the shipyard's resources has been implemented in a
software system. The system simulates the operation of the shipyard and produces a schedule for the
resources and a set of performance measures, which enable the user to evaluate the created schedule. A
set of scheduling experiments with data coming from a shiprepair yard have been conducted in order to
validate and test the approach under different conditions.

Introduction

A major difficulty of planning the operation of shiprepair yards is that between the start and the
completion time of the repair work there are typically many work changes which include added,
cancelled work and priority changes. Ship repair jobs are often done to a fixed budget and is therefore a
"Fixed Cost" exercise. Therefore the major requirement for the planning of a shiprepair yard is the
ability to produce quickly a good schedule with a system that is flexible and adaptive to changes of
production data.

The most commonly adopted approach to the planning of repair shipyards, is modeling the
problem as a resource constraint project scheduling problem". This paper proposes a difFerent
approach which is based on an hierarchical manufacturing model, adapted to the characteristics and the
requirements of repair shipyards. This approach is proposed as an alternative which may be more
flexible and configurable than the rigid rnathernatical models used in the literature.

The Planning Model of the Repair Shipyard

The work described in this paper is based on the operation of an actual repair shipyard. The
Production System of the shipyard to be modeled consists of six sections: the Supervisor Engineers, the
Mechanical, the Naval Works, the Riggers & Painters, the Technical Support and the Quality
Management Section  Figure 1!. The Supervisor Engineers supervise the shiprepair activities, The
Mechanical Section involves two groups of fitters with difFerent responsibilities, one group responsible
for the interior of the ship and one responsible for the exterior of the ship. This section also includes a
group of workers specialized in chemical cleaning, and the two floating docks. The Naval Works
section consists of five groups; the platers, the welders, the pipers, the boilers and the carpenters, The

1, Professor, Director of the Lab for Manufacturing Systems, University of Patras, Greece
2, Research Assistant, Lab for Manufacturing Systems, University of Pairas, Greece
3, Project Manager, Lab for Mauufacturirig Systems, University of Pairas, Greece
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jiggers k Painters Section includes three groups: the riggers, the painters and the vehicle drivers and
operators. The Technical Support Section includes the electricians, the firemen and the people
working on the piers of the dockyard and the tugboats, Finally, the Quality Management Section
includes the chemist the found' of the shipyard and the Quality Control section.

I'rom a planning point of vicv, thc important parts of the sections of the shipyard arc the docl s.
the fitters, thc plater», the welders the pipers the riggers, the painters «nd the electricians. Therefore
the modeling and planning appro;ich has been concentrated on these parts which are shown in boldface
characters in I:igurc l.

Figure I. The sections of the repair shipyard

ln this work un hierarchical model with four levels has been adapted to the repair shipyard'»

planning problem  Figurc !. Figure 2. The four-level hierarchical model
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Figure 3. The model of the shipyard

Table 1. Elcrnents of the shipyard model

ResourcesProcess Descri tion Work CentersJob sho

Fitters
8  each of these 8 resources
includes 5 workers!

l'ittingFitting Jobs  interior
ofthc ship!

2 docksDocks

Piping 5  each of these 5 resources
includes 4 workers!

Piping JobsPipers

5  each of these 5 resources
includes 6 workers

Blasting-PaintingBlasting-I'ainting-
Rigging Jobs

Painters - Riggers

5  each of these 5 resources
includes 12 workers!

Rigging

}4  each of these 14 resources
includes 6 workers

Plating-Welding Jobs Plating

Welding

Platers � Welders

9  each of these 9 resources
includes 4 workers

5  cach of these 5 resources
includes 5 workers

F lectricalFlectrical JobsElectricians

53 Resources8 Work Centers5 Job Sho s
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'1'he Factory corresponds to the entire shipyard and includes a number of Job Shops. l':ach Job
Shop consists of a number of Work Centers, which in turn consist of a number of Resources. Job
Shops correspond roughly to the sections of the shipyard, while Work Centers correspond, to some
extend, to departments of the sections. 'I he Resources included in each Work Center are a sort of
nparallcl processors", namely they can "process" identical Tasks. Depending upon the assignment logic
or dispatching rules. a Task is assigned to one of the Work Center's Resources. In this particular
application the term Resource is used for a group of workers v ho are typically working, according lo
the shipyard's rule». to a patticular Task. froln the beginning to thc end of the Task.



8'or A Release and Assigamenr
Corresponding to the facilities' hierarchy there is also the workload's hierarchical breakdown.

The Orders consist of Jobs which in turn consist of Tasks. The Orders correspond to the Factory and
they are divided into Jobs which are released to Job Shops. A Job, based on its specification, can be
processed only by one Job Shop and is thus released to the proper Job Shop. The Tasks that are
included in a Job can be again processed only by one Work Center and are therefore released to the
corresponding Work Centers. However. the Tasks can be processed by more than one of the Work
Center's Resources and the assigmnent of a Task to a Resource is done with the help either of a
complex decision niaking logic or a siinple dispatching rule.1-3

An Order corresponds Lo the entire work that has to be done for the repair of a ship. 'I'he release
of Jobs to Job Shops is based on the Job specifications. Similarly Tasks are released to the Work
Centers  Figurc 41. 1 or example, all the blasting and painting work on the ship is one Job which is
assigned to the blasting-p;iinting Job Shop. The Job consists of a number of specific blasting and
painting 'I'asks, such as sand-blasting the ship's hull. painting the hull. repainting the ship's name etc.
The blasting Tasks are assigned to the blasting Work Center, whereas the painting Tasks are assigned
to the painting Work Center. In each Work Center there are Resources which could perform the same
Tasks. Therefore the Tasks have to bc dispatched to the Resources according to an assignment logic,
using dispatching heuristics or a multi-criteria planning mechanism that formulates and cvaluates
resource allocation alternatives . An iinportant constraint in releasing and dispatching of Jobs and1-3

Tasks is the precedence relationships among them.
I hc assignment of the shiprcpair tasks to the shipyard's resources results in a schedule for each

resource of the shipyard «nd thus a detailed plan and schedule for the critical parts of the entire

shipyard is produced. Figure 4. Work release and assignment
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Results and Discussion

Software Implerrr err1ari onThe approach discussed above has been implemented in a software systein with the help of
Visual C++ version 5.0  Win32 API! and it operates under Microsoft Windows 95 and Windows NT
on a PC.The system allows the user to construct an hierarchical model of the shipyard's facilities and
their workload. The facilities model includes the definition of the Factory, the Job Shops, the Work
Centers and the Resources. 'l he user Nfttsp the workload model io the factory model, by specifying the
Orders, the Jobs and the 'I'asks. Furthermore, the system allows the user to specify which Resources
are suitable for performing each Task, the precedence relationships, the processing times and the sel-up
times. The system could include informatiorr on the cost for pcrforrning each Task and the processing
quality. 1'he graphic user inlerface is menu-driven, with win32 dialogues for guiding the user througrh
the modeling process  Figures 5 and 6!.
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Figure 5. System's user interface: Facility data input screen.

A simple coding scheme could be used  based on the practice of the yard! for specifying the
elements of the facilities and the workload model. As an example for the purpose of this work, the
Pipers section is m<!deled as a Job Shop named JA'PIPER, including one Work Center named
O'CPIPER which includes five Resources named RPII'ER-xx where xx takes values from one to five.
'I'he workload for the Pipers' Job Shop consists of one Job named,lBPIPER which includes three
Tasks: TP3I IO, /P3$'0 i, and TP380I The four-digit nuinbcrs in the task codes are the actual codes
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Figure 6. System's user interface: Selection of dispatching rule,

In case of a change on the workload or on the status of the facilities of the shipyard, the user can
feed the systein with the new data and reproduce an updated schedule and plan. Since a simulation run
for a planning horizon of a few months takes a few minutes, it is very easy for the user any time that
something unpredicted occurs, to reproduce efficiently an updated plan for the entire shipyard,
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used by the shipyard inodeled in this work,
The system uses event driven simulation to simulate the operation of the shipyard and the

execution of the workload by the shipyard's resources, Thc simulation mechanism releases the
workload to the Job Shops and Work Centers, respecting the precedence relationships which are
defined by the user, In each Work Center an assignment mechanism decides v hich Task is going to b»
assigned to which Resource. Consequently, a dispatching decision is required when a Resource
becomes available for processing. Thc assignment mechanisin allocates the available Resource to a
pending Task. The system simulates the operation of the production facilities either for a certain
period of time  user specitied! or until all the Tasks have been processed by the Resources. In either
case, a detailed schedule for each Resource is produced in graphic or alphanumeric format  Figure 7!.

The user has the option to se/ect among a set of dispatching rules  Figure 6! and a multiple
criteria decision making method. Furthermore, the system has the ability to consider planned
maintenance in the production schedule and unexpected interrupts such as resource failures, which are
statistically siinulated. The schedule produced can be used for the planning of the activities of th»
shipyard.
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Figure 7. Schedule produced by the system: a. Alphanumeric format, b. Gantt Chart format
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Experiments and Results
A set of experiments have been conducted in order to check the model's feasibility and produce

realistic schedules for the repair shipyard. 'I'he quality of the schedule can be evaluated by the user via
a sct of pcrforinancc measures, which are calculated by the system based on the produced schedule.
'l'he performance measures include job flow time, job tardiness, number of tardy jobs, capacity
utilization etc. The job-related performance measures are calculated for each job and as mean values
for all the jobs included in thc entire workload, The capacity utilization is calculated for each Resource
and as a mean value for each Work Center, Job Shop and the entire Factory,

For the experimentation a set of orders with different arrival times has been defined. The job
due dates for the experiments have been calculated as follows;

DD =A.7' i k*P.T

>Vhere DD = Due Dales

A. T � zfrrival Time
k -- Constant

p. T � Pvoeesring 7'ime of the.Job
'I'hc constant k equals to k-21.3, This value of the constant results in a set of relative tight due date f' or
the jobs, For the processing times. work and facilities related data were received from the shipyard.

A number of dispatching rules have been used for the experimentation with the model, The
rules were applied for the allocation of Resources to pending Tasks for each Work Center, Each
experiment includes one simulation run with the same facilities and workload data but with a different,
dispatching rule. Fach simulation run produces a particular schedule and a set of performance
measures specific to this run  Figurc g!,

As was expected thc EDD rule produces very good results for the mean tardiness, but performs
poorly with respect to the capacity utilization. The SPT rule on the other hand, performs well with
regard to the utilization, An interesting observation is that the EDB and FONPR rules produce similar
results for most of the performance measures. This can be explained, considering that most of the jobs
have comparable processing times and, since their due dates are calculated as functions of their
processing times. the jobs with the fewer operations are the ones with the tighter due dates. Therefore
the two rules result in similar assignment patterns.
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Coaclstsio22 S
The results of this work show that the method applied to the planning problem of the repair

shipyard produces adequate and easy to use results. The method requires the modeling of the
shipyard's facilities and workload with the help of an hierarchical model, The results show that
depending on the dispatching rule used a schedule with different performance measures is produced.
Thus the user can select the appropriate rule in order to produce a suitable plan.
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SHOP FLOOR CONTROL IN A PLATE CUTTING AREA

Hans Jorgen Lynggaard, Cell Control Centre, ODENSE STEEL SHIPYARD, Denmark

Abstract

The paper describes the information system for handling all steel plates through a cutting area
at ODENSE STEEL SHIPYARD. During the last years OSS' robot cell control system, ROB-EX, has
been transferred to all automated and manual processes in sandblasting, primer painting, plate
marking, cutting and sorting processes including material handling between operations. Equipment in
numerically controlled processes are linked to a shop floor control computer for data exchange with
machine programming systems, and manual processes use wireless terminals with bar-code equipment
for distribution and collection of information on the shop floor. The paper describes the information
system which is located in the workshop and describes how it is used step by step in the plate cutting
factory logistics. The shop floor control system handles all transactions involved in producing steel
elements, i.e. it supplies production inforination for each element in each processing step and it
registers each element as it passes through an operation. The system also automatically updates the
production management system with status information from the workshops and it generates
production reports about machines and parts. The implementation started a few years ago and now the
complete system has been running in production for more than one year with good results. The
benefits achieved is a more accurate planning and control of the operation on a horizon of one or two
shifts. The results have been achieved without creating extra production management procedures, and
even by eliminating some procedures. The system not only provides benefits for the area it controls
and monitors, but also the assembly areas, which receives plates form the cutting area, are now able to
check the status of each individual element on-tine. The system has been developed by Odense Steel
Shipyard and The Technical University of Denmark.

Introduction

Background
This paper describes development of information systems for the shop floor. It is a further

development of the introduction of automated production facilities at ODENSE STEEL SHIPYARD.
Computer applications for ship design an planning are now widely used by many shipyards and
numerically controlled machines and robots are a natural part of some production workshops,

In the present context, some information systems today found in shipyards are of particular
interest. Machine programming systems, or off-line programming systems, generates information for
e.g. cutting machines and for welding robots. The information, including NC-programs and additional
data needed for the production, is generated on beforehand, according to the production plan, and
stored on data servers for later distribution to individual machines.

Another type of application of special relevance in this context is the production planning and
management system. It specifies the production orders for each workshop including which input
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material is used for producing output parts. In addition it registers the status of all raw material,
elements and assemblies.

These two types of systems have in common the dynamic exchange of information with the
production activities on the shop floor, Depending on the parts being produced they deliver the data
for the numerically controlled processes and they receive information about completed operations.

This paper focuses on information systems on the shop floor. One of the tasks of the
information systems on the shop floor is to establish the interaction with the two types of systems
described above. In addition the information systems on the shop floor shall support shop floor
operations, i.e. support the production activities in the workshops.

The need for shop flloor information systems
The need for information handling on the shop floor includes two main functions. First each

workshop needs to interact with its surroundings and secondly the operation of each workshop can be
supported by computer applications for managing and carrying out activities. Operators and foremen
must retrieve the data they need for the current or upcoming production shift and they need to
distribute data to individual machines, During the production run they need to collect information and
generate reports for local use or for registration in a central production management system.

In a large production facility like a shipyard, and with a large number of unique parts being
produced by difl'erent workshops, it can be difflcult to obtain the actual status regarding each part.
However, in many situations it is crucial for the planning and operation of one workshop to know the
status of material produced by other workshops.

The approach for accommodating the needs
At ODENSE STEEL SHIPYARD, over a 6 year period, we have introduced so called cell

control applications in different areas of the production, A system called ROB-EX has been developed
originally for welding robots but has now also found its use for cutting machines and other automated
and partly automated processes. Each cell controller is connected to the production management
system, Since not all processes are numerically controlled, a bar-code system has been introduced for
manual production processes. This is complementary to the cell controflers in order to collect data
from all processes in the plate cutting area. Today the result is, that the status of all elements is
collected by cell controllers and bar-codes and made available on computer terminals in the workshops
which will be using the elements to produce assemblies.

The ROB-EX Cell Control system

The shop floor control system described in this paper is constructed by several cell control
systems. Each cell control system serves an area of the production and thus includes functions which
are mainly used locally These functions will be briefly outlined in the following. However, the main
topic in this paper is the effect reached by introducing several cell control systems in the production
which will be described after this section.

Functionality of a ROB-EX ce/l controller
Each cell controller can link operators and machines to other areas and departments in the

company. It provides information which is needed in the workshop. Also functions are needed in the
workshop in order to enable local decision making. As an example, the production during one shift
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involves many NC-programs to be executed on several machines. In this case the cell controller assists
the operator to decide the allocatio~ and sequence of jobs to the individual machines and it transfers
the right NC-programs in the right sequence to each machine. In the event that it is necessary to
change the allocation and sequence, this is easily done on the cell controller.

During the operation the cell controHer automatically registers events by each machine. A
machine log is created for extraction of different reports as well as some of the event may immediately
be forwarded to e.g. the production management system.

The technology elements in a cell controller
A cell controller is constituted by several different technologies. The cell controller is

connected to different host systems and to the production equipment. For the communication, local
area networks are used as well as different types of production equipment interfaces.

The cell controller uses a database to manage large amounts of production data. Often it also
connects to other databases, e.g. it can be directly connected to the database of the production
management systemThe cell control system is used by operators and foremen in their daily work. Therefore the
user interface is based on either graphic terminals placed in the workshop or handheld computers
which are wireless connected to the network.

The cell controller may contain calculation programs for e.g. machine calibration. In general it
can be used for any type of information processing or analysis which is needed on the shop floor,
Typically the operator needs some analysis or calculation in connection to the daily work, or a large
amount of data is collected and analysed on the shop floor, and only the analysis result is forwarded to
other departments.

The cell controller can also be used for manual and automatic control of production activities.
E.g. some operations for setting up a machines and downloading the NC-program may be completely
automated or the cell controller can be used for manual remote control of several production
machines.Not only production equipment is found on the shop floor. Different types of identification and
measurement systems may also be found. Therefore the cell controller also integrates e.g. bar-code
systems and vision measurement systems.

The users of cell control
The philosophy of ROB-EX cell control is to make a system for the shop fioor workers. It is a

system specifically made for operators and foremen, see Figure 1.
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Figure I The ROB-EX cell control systems is used by operators in the workshops

Results acheived with cell control

The ROB-EX cell control system has been in use at ODENSE STEEL SHIPYARD and other
shipyards for several years. The first version was installed in production in I993. Since then new
functions have been added as well as new computer platforms and production processes are
supported.

The system has brought several benefits to the users. First of all the cell control systems have
enabled local decision taking and increased the possibilities for local action taking. By collecting
information automatically the operators use the cell controller to form a general view of the situation
very rapidly. In effect they are able to make decisions right when it is needed and based on the right
information. Furthermore, the functions on the cell controller also mean that carrying out the new
actions, following the decision, is done very rapidly. The cell controller assists the workers in the
workshop to achieve high responsiveness to changes and disturbances. As a result, they are able to
make the reality meet the goals due to the increased manoeuvrability.

The result can also be seen on the increased utilisation of production equipment. In a
production environment where many different parts are produced, a significant fraction of time is used
for changeover and setting up for a new production run, By quickly arranging and starting the work,
the cell controller is able to make more efficient use of the equipment. A cell controller may in some
degree be an alternative to investment in new machines and production space due to increased
uiilisation of existing equipment,

Finally, one of the consequences on introducing cell control on the shop floor is that the
operators becoine more involved in the complete production process - which in itself has a positive
effect on productivity and quality

further developments of cell control

The ROB-EX cell control system is a result of development by ODENSE STEEL SHIPYARD
and by a research collaboration with The Technical University of Denmark. This approach coinbines a
practical side with a theoretical side - and we continue to use an approach where academic research
and industrial development joins efforts in the realisation of new systems. ODENSE STEEL
SHIPYARD works with universities on improving the cell control applications and also in new areas
such as the coordination between multiple production cells.
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Deployment to other processes

The development of ROB-EX cell control started in connection with welding robots, ROB-EX
means: robot execution system. Its main task was to support the execution phase of the robots in the
production when the planning and programming had been performed in the technical departments.

The new processes
These so-called new processes was only new with respect to cell control. The production had

been using numerically controlled equipment for plate and profile cutting for years. From 1995 to
1998 the ROB-EX system was introduced in the plate and profile cutting area at ODENSE STEEL
SHIPYARD.

However, this area contained also a number of manual processes for post-cutting operations
and material sorting. Therefore a new bar-code system was introduced in all non-numerically
controlled operations for data collection.

Material floe tnanagement and monitoring
The introduction of cell control and bar-codes in the plate cutting area took place over a

period of time. During this period the systems were mainly used for distributing NC-data to each
machine or machine group and for generating production reports. Similarly the manual operations
used the bar-codes for reporting progress of the production.

The manual operations and the numericaHy controlled operations are interconnected in terms
of the material flow. The steel passes through several of these operations. Once each operation is
equipped with either cell control or a bar-code system it is possible to monitor the progress of the steel
on its way through the operations,

The plate ctttting facility at OSS

The plate cutting area is producing steel plates and profiles for several assembly lines, see
figure 2. It is receiving raw plates and profiles from the steel stockyard and it produces elements which
are delivered in a sorting area or directly to the assembly lines.

The elements produced in the plate cutting area
The elements produced in this area are all contours which are cut out of the raw steel plates

from the steel suppliers. Out of each raw steel plate one or several elements are cut. Figure 3 shows a
typical element. Note that the element also contains a marking consisting of an identification code
including a bar-code,
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Figure 2 Plate ciitting area

Figure 3 A plate element pi od iced in the cutting area



The processes in the plate cutting urea
The processes and the material flow of the plate cutting area are shown in figure 4. The

diagram shows the main processes only. In total the area includes some twenty processing stations.

Figure 4 The main material flow and processes of the cutting area

Stee I from

stockyard

Elements to

assembly

Figure 4 shows how the steel from the stockyard passes through a steel entry line and
continues through one or more cutting machines. Some elements must pass through a post cutting
operation. Eventually the elements ends up in the sorting area. From the sorting area the material is
delivered to the assembly lines,

The steel entry line consists of several steps. First the steel plates are sand-blasted and surface
treated with primer paint, Following that each plate is marked with identification code and a bar-code.
Finally the plates are transported and stacked automatically to an area where they can be picked up by
cranes depending on the cutting process the plates must undergo.

The cutting operations are manually or numerically controlled and the process used is either
plasma or flame cutting. During the cutting operation the elements are inarked with new unique
identification codes including bar-codes. Figure 5 and 6 shows the cutting machines.

Some elements have to undergo post cutting operation, either because the cutting machine was
unequipped to perform the complete process or because the process failed. The post cutting operation
includes additional cutting or machining. Finally the elements are gathered and sorted by assembly in
the sorting area,
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Figure 5 Numercally controlled plasma cutting of plates

Figure 6 Manually controlled cutting machine
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Information system overall architecture

This section describes the main systems involved in the shop floor control, Figure 7 identifies
the systems and shows how they are connected.

Production management system
The production management system holds a record on each element and assembly of the ship.

It also defines that elements are cut from raw plates and that the elements are joined in assemblies.
The production management system defines the process plan for each element. Similarly it can

keep track of the status of each element.

Off-line programming
The off-line programming system generates NC-programs for the cutting machines. The NC-

programs may be executed on different machines, however special post processing of data from the
off-line programming system may be required for certain machines, The NC programs generated also
contains data which controls the marking equipment mounted on the cutting machines,

PC for reporting
From any PC on the local area network it is possible to obtain production reports from the

plate cutting area.

ROB-EX Cell Controller for numerically controlled machines
The ROB-EX cell control system has already been described in an earlier section of this paper

The control system for the plate cutting area described in this paper involves two cell controllers. One
cell controller is used to control the steel entry line and another is used to control all the cutting
machines. Each of the cell controllers are connected to the equipment for direct communication with
the equipment controls.

The bar-code system
The bar-code system consists of a base station and a about a dozen bar-code terminals. These

terminals are battery powered and are using wireless communication to connect to the base station
The handheld terminals consist of a visual display, a small keyboard and a bar-code reader.
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Figure 7 Information system overall architecture

Operation scenario

This section demonstrates a typical operation scenario of the cell control and bar-code
applications in the cutting area. It explains how the systems, described above, work in different stages
of the production process, also described above. The description focuses on how different transactions
are handled by the cell control and bar-code systems as the steel passes through the processing steps.

Steel entry

The foreman uses the cell controller to define a list of plates to be introduced &om the steel
stockyard to the cutting area through the steel entry line. The cell controller keeps track of aJI the
plates currently being processed on the entry fine.

As this stage each plate is identified and the cell controller for the steel entry line automatically
notifies the cell controller for the cutting area that plates are on their way. Then, the cutting cell
controller automatically retrieves the NC-programs needed for each of the plates. In this way the cell
controllers coHaborate and coordinate activities according the actual status on the shop floor.

As the steel undergoes sandblasting, primer painting and marking with identification code, the
cell controller makes sure that the processes are adjusted to each plate and that the plate is marked
with the correct identification code.
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Finally the cell controller also supervises an automatic material handling system, and it controls
the automatic delivery from the steel entry line to a certain position in the cutting area, depending on
the further processing.

At this stage the plates are changing status from being 'in stock' to be 'ready for cutting'. This
is automatically reported to the production management system which then can generate reports on
the status of individual plates or on the total amount of plates entered to the cutting area over a period
of time.

Cutting
The plates are transferred from a plate stack to the cutting machine by crane. The plates are

identified by the code applied in the steel entry line, According to the plate identification the NC-
program for cutting the plate is transferred automatically from the cell controller to the cutting
machine controller. The cutting process may now begin. The cutting machine is equipped with
marking equipment and during the cutting process the raw plate is marked with new identification
codes for each of the element cut out if the raw plate.

The cell controller continuously monitors all the plates being processed on the cutting
machines and the progress of the work. Once a raw plate has been cut into one or more elements the
cell controller automatically registers the completion. At this stage, the raw plate no longer exists and
may be marked as such in the production management system Instead each of the elements cut out of
the plate are now registered as having completed their first operation.

Some of the elements just produced have post cutting operations to be performed. Either
because the process plan requires that they undergo manual processing aAer cutting or because the
cutting process failed and the element must be reworked or repaired. In this case the bar-code systems
is used to identify these elements and register their next operation.

Post catti ng
Typically the post cutting operation is a manual process. Therefore the bar-code systems is

used for data collection. Once the post cutting process is completed each element is identified and
registered as completed in the production management system.

Sorting
After the elements have been produced they are gathered in the sorting area. Elements are

sorted by assembly. Once all the elements for a particular assembly are checked in the sorting area by
bar-code, they are registered as 'ready for assembly' in the production management system. At this
stage the elements are ready to be transported to the assembly areas.

Production reports

Throughout the process described above the cell controllers and the bar-code system collect
information on each element as they pass through the operations. The collected data is stored in a local
database on the cell control system. Some of the information is immediately reported also to the
production management system.

The collected information is used to produce production reports of different type Typical
reports contain information about the number of plates processed by a machine or a group of machines
over a specified period of time. The foreman responsible for a machine group needs to know the
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amount produced on his machines during his shiA, whereas the production manager typically want a
day-by-day report with a weekly summary of the total production.

Other reports may be used to analyse the logistic in terms of work in progress levels and lead-
tirne of the elements. Also the quality performance may be indicated by the number of redirected
elements to unplanned post cutting operations.

In terms of the machine utilisation the collected data also shows the distribution of work

between the individual machines and the accumulated processing time of the machines,
Finally, specific enquiries on particular elements are possible. Perhaps an operator want to

locate an element or want to find out which machine produced the element.

Benefits achieved by using the shop floor control systetn

The introduction of the shop floor control system described in this paper has had a significant
impact on the daily operation of the cutting area. In addition the system has also provided a much
better service for the areas which receives the elements produced in the cutting area,

Benefits for the operation of the catting area
One main benefit achieved is the automatic data collection and report generation. Without

adding any extra work procedures  actuafly some manual procedures have even been eliminated! a
number of high quality production reports are now created automatically. In addition these reports are
generated immediately as events in the production occur. The presence of detailed information with no
delay provides a good base for more efllcient management of the plate cutting area.

As an example, ii is very easy to keep track of work in progress, element by element, and
based on that decide on how to organise the production activities within a shift. And during a shift it is
possible to see the status and progress, take action accordingly and see the result in the reports

The shop floor control system has also been able to eliininate some paper based procedures by
handling the information electronically. The electronic handling of the data also incan that more
flexibility is achieved e,g in re-distribution of NC-programs between machines when production
changes require cutting operations to be moved from one machine to another.

Benefits for the assembly areas

One major benefit for the area which receives elements froin the cutting area is that the
responsible foremen in the assembly areas can be notified immediately when the elements are
produced. Elements needed for a particular assembly are reported ready in the sorting area without
delay, Furthermore, the foreman can also check for each element, i.e. find out their progress in the
cutting process and thus take the actual status of the material into account when planning the assembly
operations,

This feature of the shop floor control system saves time for the preparation of the flowing
assembly operations because they very quickly can obtain the information they need about the
elements for each asseinbly.

Conclusion

This paper has described an information system for control and management of production
activities on shop floor level in a plate cutting area at ODENSE STEEL SHIPYARD. The shop floor
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control system handles the exchange of information between the shop floor and the technical and
administrative systems, It also supports the operation an the shop fioor.

The shop floor control system is built up by several cell controllers, as used by e,g, robot cells
elsewhere in shipyards. By using the same concept and open technologies it has been possible to reuse
the technologies from the robot systems. For the same reason it has been possible over a period of
time to build a highly integrated and homogeneous system.

By combining several ceH controllers and a bar-code systems a shop floor control system
covering the entire plate cutting area has been established, The results achieved are increased
efficiency in the plate cutting activities and less disturbances in the coordination of the delivery of steel
elements to assembly areas.
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PIPEFA8

WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT FOR THE PIPE PRODUCTION

Walter H Thomsen, CARETRONIC Ingenieurburo GmbH, I.iibeck, Germany

Rationalization in Shipyard Industry and Equipment Engineering

It can be observed for quite some time now that strict realization of technical innovations
in working processes and tools contributes greatly towards rationalization, which in turn affords
significant coinpetitive advantages for both shipyards and shipyard suppliers.

In the field of Pipe production, integration of design, preparation, fabrication and
installation has furthered great potentials in saving costs and finally led to �industrial"
prefabrication of pipelines.

The success of such efforts has become visible now and the experiences gained can be
evaluated and summarized as follows.

The consequent integration of virtually all working processes for realization of a pipeline
system, whether it is in the field of shipbuilding, in chemical or petrochemical plants or in
underground installed supply lines, is the decisive way towards rationalization. To this end,
computer-aided data processing systems are equally important as direct processing tools.

Nature, extent and the time of data collection play an important role with respect to the
cost-saving potentials. This applies in particular to equipment engineering, a field that is yet
dominated by handicraft.

EDP systetns suitable for shipyard industry and equipment engineering mast:

start early in the production process and

be easy to operate and

be of sturdy design and

be able to store data strictly structured and

be flexibly adjustable to changing requirements and

be based upon accepted and future-oriented standards
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Thefundamental configuration of a .system can be derived from these requirements:

PPC cyst
Accounting

Materi aIman

others

This system is realized by the PipeFAB- ProductfamilyI

On Site Work Preparation Design
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Iso FAB

Software Isometrics: Easy, fast and wherever you want!

� The Straight Way To Create Isometrics!

One way is the automatic production of pipeline
isometrics from a constructed product specimen by
means of a CAD system and the subsequent processing
of data in PipeFAB.

But the immediate computer-aided input of the Pipe course by the designer is frequently
required.
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IsoFAB supports the design hy
~ very easy and fast handling
~ complete independent in use
~ automation of routine functions

~ direct database support
~ with PipeF AB automatic creation of all fabrication data inclusive material- time- and cost

information

1soFAB - functions  8 indows Version!
~ Sketching of non-scaled isometry by clicking pixels with the mouse within a pre-selected

drawing frame, or by direct input of coordinates.
~ Assignment of Pipe class, diameter and semi-finished products by selection from the

components'data base.
~ Insertion of fittings and other components by selection from the data base, and clicking the

point of insertion with the mouse.
~ Completion of isometry by semi-automatic dimensioning of lengths and angles.

ln addition

~ Processing the display by Zoom / stretch and compress functions.
~ Insertion of auxiliary geometry by drawing with the mouse
~ Completion of text with or without relation to individual eleinents of isometry

Input of additional information  name of operator, date of preparation etc.!
~ Automatic sectioning of line isometry into single isometry

lsoFAB is available with the waterproofed and shockresistent UniDAT OutdoorPC.
It can be used in all conditions on site.

PipeFAB

8'orkflow Management For Pipe Production � Creation Of
Isometrics, Calculation Of Production Costs And Management Infortnation

PipeFAB was developed to rationalize the application and organization of
production data for piping systems. All information are held in a relational databases. Pipe
geometries are keyed in or taken directly from a CAD system: everything else is done virtually
automatically. Connections to NC machines are available.

PipeFAB organises your materials and working times, calculates costs and
provides our workshop with all the production documents required.

PipeFAB can not only be integrated into existing CAD and PPC systems, but also
functions fully independently,
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Pipe production
Fabrication in the part lists, sawing and flame cutting lists, bending lists, working

schedules, manufacturing lots, disposition lists etc. are made available at the outputs. A bending
collision check is carried out. All outputs are also available as machine-readable files.

PipeFAB makes the main functions, and in particular those for preparation and
output of manufacturing data available in a complete system.

A calculation of all costs of material and productioning time is done!
While information on material and geometry is first linked in a data base with IsoFAB or
an integrated CAD system, these linkages are evaluated by PipeFAB.

IsoFAB is useable being a stand-alone systemand offers all funktionalities for
creating isornetries founded on the database. It also includes the datatransfer to PipeFab and
printing of the bills of material.

PipeFab is useable being a stand-alone system too an includes the entire
functionality of IsoFab. In addition to that PipeFab offers all logical conditions for fabrication
 working processes and organisational processes, advance times, prices of material and times,
available machinery, order and optimization criteria, information on tools etc.!

PipeFAB contains all logical requirements of the production process  workflow
information, working times, avialable maschines, criterias for optimazation, tools information
and many more!. All needed results are created automatically by calculations on the base of
these inforinations and cataloques.

As a result all required data are to be printed out as lists or NC programs.

The Data Base
According to program technology, all modules of the FABRICATION product

family are based upon a relational data base  preferably ORACLE!, where all required
information is stored.
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The PipeFAB products are prepared to be integrated with all other ORACLE-
based applications. This is the more important, the more comprehensive the existing EDP
environment  PPC, CAD, accounting software etc,!.

Utilizadon of existittg data
If a relational data base if already available, it is possible to connect all PipeFAB

modules directly. Any missing partial information can be subsequently added if required.
It is a rule that almost any enterprise holds great parts of required data available:

They are stored in different formats  ASCII, text files, Excel tables, Word documents
etc.! are distributed over a number of departments/workplaces, or they are stored in different data
bases

Experience has shown that by far the greatest part of these data can be
automatically transferred into the relational data base by means of minor auxiliary
prograffls,

Such auxiliary programs  scripts! are, in part, already available, or they can be
easily established and adapted to individual requirements by CARETRONIC or by a staff
member of the enterprise  system administrator!,

Every kind of material cataloque can be transfered to the database.
Customers pipe class definitions can be intergrated.
All information of customers cataloques  material, fittings, indentification nuinbers,
prizes and many more! are useable.

PipeFAB is prepared to read the IsoFAB data and to calculate the coinplete
range of fabrication data of these isometrics.

3D Measuring And RohoFIX Are Parts Of
The Overall Strategy Of The PipeFAB System

Advantages of the method are,
~ Considerable savings in time because repeated transports between plant and

workshop are no longer necessary
~ The preparation of production models  basket, box, wire! can be dispensed with
~ Saving of the entire inaterial for the preparation of models  avoidance of scrap!
~ Continuous and consecutive processing of any number of pipes on board ship and

direct data transfer to the workshop
~ Inclusion of the fitting pipe data into the shipyard's general EDP processing

 material inanagement, time, costs, etc.!

Resttlt:

Considerable rationalization in the complete
pipe production process

2. A speedey return of investment realizable
already after having built less than 3 ships
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3D Pipe Measuring

Treatment Of Fitting Ptpes
As is the case with any type of fabrication, it can happen in the fabrication of

piping systems that the manufactured and assembled system differs from the theoretical design.
This may result from dimensional inaccuracies in pipe production  sawing, welding, bending,
flanging, etc.!, installation, as well as from the environment of the system  walls, ceilings,
foundations, etc.!.

As a rule, so-called "fitting pipes" are provided to compensate the overall
dimensional inaccuracies by summing up all individual tolerances. Their task is to compensate
differences between the design and the reality of a piping system. To this effect, their geometry
is deterinined taking into consideration the real conditions in the ship. This means in fact that the
course of the fitting pipe is only determined aAer the remaining part of the piping system has
already been inanufactured and fitted.
In principle, there are several methods available for the processing of fitting pipes.

The pipes already designed are:
manufactured on site taking real conditions into account. Should documentation
be required, it will be prepared subsequently on the basis of the sketches and
charts established on site,

~ manufactured in the workshop according to a model made in the plant, and
documentation is prepared subsequently,

~ prefabricated following inanual determination of the situation in the plant and
input of the data into the EDP, and being provided with extra length, adapted in
the plant and completed. Here, the "as built" documentation is prepared
subsequently as well,

~ directly corrected to the dimensions which are automatically determined by means
of 3D ineasuring and integrated into the normal process of workshop fabrication. The
required documentation is prepared automatically.

Stale Of The Art
Until now it has been common practice for a steel model  either wire model or

box model! of the pipe course to be made, which also demonstrates the positions of the flanges
which are to be connected.

These are transported from the plant to the pipe workshop for further processing
and/or manufacture. Or individual pipe components  partially prefabricated! are transported to
the plant where they are cut, bent, if required, and completed by tack welding.

Both methods have a great number of conilnon negative characteristics".
~ Welding within the plant,

transportation of welding equipment and residual materials,
~ increased expenditure due to work regulations  flying sparks, ventilation, accident

preveiition, etc.!,
partly multiple transport of the material,
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~ accumulation of waste material  scrap!,
~ hardly avoidable distortions of the pipe, missing "as built" documentation.

Altogether, these methods are therefore too time-consuming arId too expensive.
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SCOPELINK

SCOPELINK is an electromechanical
device for the determination of pipe course
coordinates. It allows automatic measurement
of all pipe coordinates within a plant,
manufacturing of the pipe in the workshop and
preparation of the "as built" documentation
with reproducible accuracy.

To this end, the course of the pipe
to be manufactured is modeled directly in
the plant between two connection points
 e.g. between two flanges!, using plug-in
components. This model is then evaluated
on site by means of a portable computer.

.Special features of the patented system

are; easy three-dimensional modeling of
the piping course immediately on board
ship by means of plug-in components,
simple shaping of fitting pipes of
different noininal widths using the same
components, including direct control of
the actual outer pipe diameter,
universal use of the system for
differing pipeline courses by different
combination of only three types of
components  fixed and variable length
components, variable angular
components!,
quick connection to existing fixed
points  flanges or the like! by means of
universal adapters,
easy handling by locking the
components with bayonet catches,
extremely sturdy design of all
components as well as of the portable
computer for use on board ship
 humidity, knocks, temperature, etc.!,
undisturbed integration of the
measuring transducers for lengths and
angles into the device and direct output
of the processed values to the coinputer,
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~ immediate judgement of the measured values directly on site in a connected
computer, including a suitability test for construction  usability of the available tools,
bending cllision, selection of materials, etc.!

This ensures that a simultaneous visualization of planned Pipe courses and computer-
aided measuring of the associated Pipe coordinates can be realized directly within the plant to be
piped

The systems to be piped can thus be defined right within the ship taking into
consideration the existing marginal mechanical conditions and manufacturing tolerances in terms
of suitability for fabrication, and the required manufacturing data can be transmitted to the
workshop.

Brief Description Of The System

The measurement of lengths and angles is performed by means of integrated measuring
transducers which are mechanically connected
with the device, and transmit the required
individual values for section lengths and individual
angles via an internal bus system to a portable
computer for evaluation.
The connection of the device to the fixed
points  fixed Pipe ends, machine connections, etc.! to be
considered in the plant in each case is made by means of
universal adapters, which are rigidly
connected to the existing fixed points  e.g. fianges or
sleeves!. To this end, twisting angles  flange position! and

angles of departure ¹ 90' within the range of+ 5 degrees are taken into consideration.
The Pipe course between the fixed points is built up by facility segments.

The following types of segments are available for Pipe laying; transition Aanges for the
range DN 40 to DIN 400, straight segments
of fixed lengths, straight segments of
variable lengths and bent segments with
adjustable angles.

The segments in each case are
plugged together as required by the planned ' piping
course. During plugging, the segments are mechanically interlocked by means of quick-acting
couplings. This is performed in defined positions to each other, so that unambiguous values are
measurable both for lengths and angles.

Connection of the necessary seginents and adjustment of the bent segments to the
required bending angle are made inanually.
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The measurement of the lengths and angles
is performed automatically by means of the integrated
measuring transducer Variable straight segments are fitted
with linear displacement transmitters and variable bent
segments with angle transmitters. Each of the segments
used processes the measured values by calibration and
transmits the actual lengths and angles via a bus system to
the standard output interface.

The required hardware is integrated in the
individual segments  " intelligent segments"! and is also
electrically interconnected by simple plugging of the
components.

Clip-on segment
rings facilitate

a direct collision check of the planned piping course by
comparing its actual outer diameter with the surrounding
pipes, components or other parts of the plant.

Consideration can be given to branching pipes
 fittings! by using additional devices.

Once the measurement is complete, the device is dissembled
and is again available for the next measurement.

Further Measuring Methods

Further measuring methods can be used, varying and depending on the individual
case. These are 3D laser scanner for model wires or model pipes or photometric inethods, which
can be supplied by Caretronic as well and be integrated into the shipyard's system.

VniDAT OutrIooI PC
The further processing of the actually measured Pipe data is performed by a

connected portable computer, the outdoor PC UniDAT. This computer combines the
functionality of an efficient o6ice
PC with the protection from
humidity and knocks and blows
occurring during harsh daily
operation  work environment in
the plant and/or ship!.

The computer is protected
according to IP 56 and can be
operated without keyboard and
mouse. The database as well as
the respective measuring software
is installed on the operating
system Windows 95 and/or
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Windows NT, Isometrics can be prepared everywhere, independently and directly
supported by the database

The data are transferred via network and radio telephone
into the company's own system environment.

Availability of the PipeFAB soAware in the shipyard's EDP system is the
prerequisite for the calculation and output of data meeting the manufacturing requirements and
for triggering the machines

RoboFix Tackirtg Device

General
1t is the task of the tacking device to define the flange positions required for Pipe

production, so that prefabricated Pipe sections can be connected in the device with the
flanges by means of tack
welding. tn addition, the
tacking device allows checking
of the Pipe course.

The tacking device can
directly use the Pipe
coordinates calculated by
means of PipeFAB or ':. k; ' ' tg,-
determined by one of the 3D
measuring systems. ~ ' F 'R$~'~%8

8'orki ng Process
The Pipe data are

loaded into the control

computer of the tacking device either by means of a disk or via network connection. The control
computer verifies that the permissible geometrical data are observed and performs a collision
check in comparison with the device

The 3D flanges of the as yet unloaded tacking device  without Pipe and real
flanges! are then moved by means of an electric motor into such position to each other as if
measured in the ship! at the building site. At the same time, the screen of the control computer
shows the course of the fitting Pipe in a 3D display.

THE SCREE% DISPIA Y SHOfVV:

~ The spatial course of the Pipe in the device
~ The designation and position of the Pipe sections
~ Reference dimensions to verify the Pipe course in the device

The "real" flanges of the Pipe are now screwed by means of the quick acting
couplings onto the 3D flanges of the device. Subsequently, the prefabricated Pipe sections are
positioned and fixed according to the screen display, The Pipe course can then be checked
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against the reference diinensions and corrected if required, The weight of the Pipe sections is
held by external supports so that the acruracy of the system is not impaired.

Basic Frame
The basic frame is intended to accommodate the tilting frame and the electrical enclosure

as well as the tool cabinet It is a welded steel construction. The passable areas are covered with
checkered plates or gratings. Alignment is effected by means of leveling feet.

The working area before the tilting frame is safeguarded by side rails. The front and rear
side of the workroom are fitted with light barriers which signalize the presence of persons in the
danger zone to the control and activate the safety stop as soon as the area of the device is
entered

Tilting Fraine
The tilting frame accommodates the 3D flanges as well as the linear guides with the

movable cross beam. The actual working area is located within the tilting frame.
ln order to make for an unhindered access to the workroom, the tilting frame can be tilted

by 2 30 from the vertical. 'I'his ensures that the fitting Pipe sections can be positioned in the
device, even though geoinetry may be unfavorable. Fixing is made by means of two locking
bolts, the position of which is monitored by the control. The tilting frame is supported by means
of ball bearing pillow blocks on the laterally arranged stays.
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The final

step is to connect
the Pipe sections
by tack welding.

ln order

to make for better

accessibility, the
tilting frame can be
tilted manually by
+ 30'

ln rase of
overload of the 3D

flanges, e.g. due
excessive

overhanging lengths,
the flanges give in
without being
destroyed, and a
message is given.
Once the overload has been removed, the 3D flanges are repositioned by the control electronics.

Technical Description of the Components



The U-shaped horizontal carriers of the tilting frame hold the linear guides of the cross
beam. The channel section is open on the side away from the workroom, so that the guides are
protected from mechanical impact

The control ensures that the positioning of the flanges and cross beam as well as entry to
the working area are possible only when the tilting frame is fixed,

A safety circuit ensures that both the tilting frame and the Range can be readjusted only
while in unloaded state.

3D FIanges
Essentially, the 3D Ranges serve two purposes:
~ Alignment of the Range level in each direction of an imaginary hemisphere
~ Location and centering of the Ranges to be tacked
The 3D Ranges consist of rotary plates mounted one behind the other. The rotary plate on the
Inlet side is connected with the tilting frame and/or cross beam, while the rotary plate on the
outlet side is fitted with the adapter plate which receives the Ranges

The rotary plates are equipped with drive mechanism for the rotary movement as well as
with angle transmitters. The drive mechanism use automatic overload protections and are self-
locking

The control ensares that

positioning can only be eA'ected when the brakes are released
the workroom can only be entered when the brakes are applied  otherwise alarm!

~ the brakes are applied in case of failure of the AC mains supply.
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PipeFAB-
The Production Management System

Iso FAB
Isoinetric input

ke.the office on a PC
or portable via

OutdoorPC Tacking, welding of flanges
on bencfeci pipes
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Abstract

The shipyard master schedule is a base plan for three to tive year terin shipbuilding processes
that occur in all shipyard docks. The master schedule consists of a master action schedule and a
master plan schedule. The master action schedule encompasses all projects that are already con-
tracted as well as those in the process of heing contracted. The master plan schedule plans for long
terin candidate projects based on the forecasted market demand. the company's production capability,
and dock capacity, In this paper we present a heuristic approach to optimizing the master plan
schedule. The master plan schedule deals with a large number of ships of various sizes and types to
be constructed in docks of different capacities, with the primary objective of achieving maximum
production efticienc> within certain constraints. To cope with the computational complexity of this
scheduling problem. w'e hierarchically decompose the problem into three subprobleins of product-mix
generation, dock arrangement, and dock-terin adjustment. These are then solved heuristically by a
genetic algorithm, a convex polygon algorithin, and a tabu search, respectively,

l. Introduction

The shipyard schedules are categorized. by their scheduling time and period, into the master
schedule, the long-term schedule, the mid-term schedule, and the operation schedule. The master
schedule is a base plan for coordinating all shipbuilding processes, based on which all the production
process plans and the total work amount are determined, The master schedule also serves as a target
indicator for setting up the long-term marketing strategies and managerial policies. The long- and
rnid-term schedules are mainly used for part ordering and part management, and for balancing the
monthly workloads among various shops. The operation schedule is an executable schedule made
up at production time by taking into account the workloads and the shop status at that time.

The master schedule consists of a master action schedule and a master plan schedule. 'I'hc
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master action schedule encompasses all the projects that are already contracted as well as those in the

process of being contracted, The master plan schedule plans for long term candidate projects based

on thc forecasted market demand, the company's production capability, and dock capacity. In this

paper, we present a heuristic approach to optimizing the master plan schedule.

Master plan scheduling involves a dctcrtrtination of the types and sizes of candidate ships to

be contracted, thc respective docks v herc those ships are to be constructed, and thc lime period re-

quired for each of those constructions. I'hus, a carefully-devised master plan schedule pla>s a criti-

cal role in maintaining stable production and achieving the company's sales goals, Yet, it is difficult

to obtain an optimal master plan schedule because wc must deal with so many ships of various sizes

and types being constructed in many docks of different capacities, while attempting fo maximize dock

utilization and rninirnizc load imbalances among thc different docks and shops and also satisfy vari-

ous constraints[6J.

There have been attempts to optimize th» master plan schedule using mathematical mod-

els[1,71, I'hcsc attempts werc not successful because they demanded an excessive amount of com-

putational resources duc to the problem complexity. Consequently, the master plan schedules con-

tinue to be developed through time consuming manual processes relying on the domain knowledge ot

experts, [f wc can make available an automated scheduling system that runs in a reasonable time,
we can use it to easily derive several different plan schedules based on different possible market fore-

casts and with differen emphasis on various objectives. The comparative results thus obtained

would make a signit>cant contribution to optimal managerial decision-making. Therefore, the aim

of this research is to develop a master plan scheduling system that can produce a near optimal sched-

ule in a reasonable amount of' time, Wc cope with the problem complexity by decomposing the

problem into hierarchically organized subprobicms and solving each of' them heuristically in separate

stages for computational cfTiciency. The developed system is expected to be used effectivel and
flexibly under various conditions, thus providing increased competitiveness in the shipbuilding busi-

ness.

Z. Problem Decomposition

To develop a mast»r plan schedule, we should consider the target sales volume, the load dis-

tribution status among docks and among lower level assembly shops, Since there are several docks

and asscmblyshops in the shipyard, the master plan scheduling problem is very complex, Therefore,

we hierarchically decompose the problem into three subproblems: the product-mix generation at the

top level, the dock arrangement simulation at the next level, and the dock term adIustrnent at the low-
est level. Each of these problems is solved heuristically in separate stages for computational cffi-

cicncy.
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A product-mix is a combination of ships to be constructed in a certain dock during a certain
dock terin. The dock term of a dock refers to the period froin the keel-laying date to the launching
date in the dock. 'l'he dock terms are determined by experience based on the company's past pro-
duction records of each dock, A product-niix is assigned to a dock term of a dock only when its
constituting ships can all be constructed within the duration of the dock term. The objective of the
product-mix generation stage is to assign product-mixes to the dock terms of all the docks in such a
way that the assignment guarantees both a maximum sales volume and an even load distribution
among the docks and assembly shops.

Sometimes, the ships of a certain product-mix for a certain dock may be impossible to be ar-
ranged in the corresponding dock. The objective of the dock arrangement simulation stage is io
verify whether or not the ships of each product-mix can all be arranged simultaneously in the corre-
sponding dock, If it turns out that the ships of a certain product-inix cannot bc arranged iii the re-
spective dock, usually one ol the constituting ships is replaced by a smaller ship so that the new mix
fits into the dock. I'his replacement is currently made by the experienced expert.

The last stage of the master plan scheduling is the dock term adjustment. Its objectives are
to smooth the load distribution among the docks and also among the preceding assembly shops, and
to keep the number of launch time duplications within certain limits.

3. 1Vlaster Plan Scheduling System

3. I System Overview
Figure 1 shows the flow diagram of the overall system. First, the system starts by loading

necessary data containing standardized ship types crude oil tankers, bulk carriers, pure car carriers.
container carriers, etc.!, and ship classes, Each ship type has distinct work characteristics and
resource usage patterns. The ship classes define ship sizes, such as e.g., 30,000 dead weight tonnage
or 100,000 dead weight tonnage. For each ship type and class, we keep a database for standardized
dimensions and resource requirements.

Then, the systein determines dock terms for each dock and generates the product-mix
candidates based on the company'» past production records. A product-mix candidate consists of a
group of ships that can presumably bc physically arranged in a dock simultanesouly. Using those
candidates and the standardized ship data, each dock term is assigned a product-mix. In this stage
we apply a genetic algorithm[4J to find an optimal assignment which maximizes annual sales volume
and at the same time minimizes load imbalances among the various shops.

Next, the system checks il' the ships of each product-inix can really be physically arranged in
the corresponding dock. For this purpose wc use a convex polygon algorithmt5,8,10J. '1'hi»
algorithm effectively cheeks whether the priority rules of arrangement are followed and the technical
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constraints are satisfied. When there are product-mixes found that cannot fit into the corresponding

docks, they must be replaced by other product-mixes which can maximally satisfy our objectives of

sales volume and worklo id balance. However, since the search for optimal replacement at this stage

is too demanding, v,e fix this problem in an easier way although not optimal; one of the ships of a

problematic product-mix is replaced by a smaller ship but still considering the sales goal and load

balance. This replacement is currently not done automatically by the system but by interaction with

the human expert.

Finally, after thc product-mix is deterniined, the system makes an adjustment of the dock

terms in order to further smooth the load distribution among the shops and to keep the iaunclr

duplications under a certain limit. In this stage we use a tabu search algorithm[2,3! to find aii

optimal adjustment of'the dock terms.

Figure 1. Flow of the overall system,

3.2 I'rod@et-Mix Generation

The product-mix problem is how to determine the list of planned projects, 'I he annual

product-mix is not easy to define because the construction period of a project spans more than one

year. We assume that each project is keel-laid at the cycle start, The number of dock-term of each
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dock in the planning horizon should be determined. Other key events are determined by the
standard lead times froin the keel-laying date and the launching date for each project type and class.
The number of projects for a year is counted on the basis of the keel-laying dates. The dock-term
can be determined from the actual data, such as No. l dock is 60 net days or No. 3 dock is 55 nct days.
ln this system. we are able to determine the period by a planner and calculate the calendar dates of
each dock-term. Once the number of dock-terms is calculated into the planning horizon, the
product-mix generation is to assign a combination of projects in a dock-term which can also meet the
managerial performance objectives, such as the annual sales target or market demands. For each
type and class of projects, we v ish to have a desirable product-mix in terms of technical feasibility of
construction in the yard, demand and price, and resource requirements and capacity.

ln this paper, we usc a genetic algorithin as an optimization tool to find a product-mix oi each
dock term. Genetic Algorithms GAs! are heuristic search and optimization techniques that imitate
thc natural selection and biological evolutionary process. GAs coinbine the notion of survival of the
fittest, random and yet structured search, and parallel evaluation of points in the search space. GAs
operate by mamtaining and modifying the characteristics of a population of possible solutions over a
suitable number of generations. A generation algorithm consists of a string representation genes! oi
points in search space, a fitness function to evaluate the search points, and a stochastic assignment to
control the genetic operators. A solution is represented by a string of symbols, and is analogous to
an individual. An objective function value called fitness is associated with each individual. The
GA assimilates knowledge about the problem doinain hy iteratively producing and evaluating the
individuals. ln each generation there exists a subset of solutions referred to as the population.
Some of these solutions are selected to be parents by a selection function. 'I'he selected parents are
then recombined by the genetic operators of reproduction, crossover, and mutation to create an indi-
vidual called the offspring. The set of all offsprings together with a subset of the parents constitute
the next population. One nf the advantages of the GA over traditional searching techniques is thai it
searches many points in ilie search space in parallel. 'I'he size of the parallel search is called the
population size, which is equal to the number of strings in every generation. The population size is
typically problem dependent and needs to be determined experimentally[4,9J.

Figure 2. Encoding scheme of a candidate product-mix assignment.
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To solve any optinuzation problem using a genetic algorithm. a coding scheme is necessary to

encode the parameters of the problem into a string. In our product-mix problem, an individual is

represented by a series of candidate product-mix for dock terms as shown in Figure 2. In the ligure,

P-, is an index numbet' that implies a product-mix which is constructed at the j-th term in dock i.
And also, the number indicates when and where a product-mix is constructed. The count of the

index that can be made in dock i is determined by physically counting possible arrangcmcnts of the

ships that make up thc product-mixes. In each generation, individuals are decoded to the workload

and the annual sales by the resource data connected to the ships that make up thc rclcviint product-

rnix P�, such as standard roan-hour, working duration, model-curve, and etc.. Results of this stage, i
product-mix and a distributed nian-hour for each shops, arc provided to dock arrangement and dock-

term adjustment. I'o search for the optimal solution in rational time, we decided to use 40-

populations and 200-generations experimentally.
We evaluate the suitability of an individual by annual sales target, workload, and markci

demands. I he annual sales target is a managerial goal to achieve. The workload is levels of hull

assembly. outfitting, and painting man-hours, and the market demands is a strategically cstirnated

value that is determined for ship classes and types. Our objective is to minimize the workload

imbalance ainong different docks and shops, and to rnaxirnize annual sales while satisfying market

demands. We irnplcment this multi-objective function using weighted factors within each objective.

The annual sales target and market demands are reflected in this stage and the workload is optimized

in the dock-term adjustment stage. A suitable solution I' or annual sales is evaluated by the deviation

of the annual sales target and the system result sales, I'he lower the deviation, the better the solution.

Of course, giving a penalty to an individual solution should not violate market demand conditions,

3.3 Dock 3 rrangement Simulation

It couId not hc guaranteed that all the ships composing each product-mix generated in the pre-

vious stage can actually bc located in a corresponding dock. 'I'he dock arrangement simulator tries

to search for a feasible locatable space satisfying both the physical constraints and the efficient pro-

duction constraints. The physical constraints refer to the constraints such as the location of crane

and related equipment, the location of already arranged ships, the minimal free space for operation,
and the capacities of dock and equipinent, ctc., which should be satisfied. Efficient production con-

straints guide production «fticicncy. All the constraints related to the productivity such as the num-

ber of floating, the existence of a pre-erection area and the minimal dead space are included in the

c l assi f ication.

Wc have adopted the convex polygon algorithm that is used for spatial scheduling. I'o find

the feasible locatablc positions of a ship within a dock that does not overlap with already arranged

ships, we can utilize the notion of configuration space[5,8,IO]. Configuration space is the space



through which the reference point of an object with fixed orientation can possibly pass without col-
liding with obstacles that are present. There are two kinds of configuration space: the obstacle-
avoiding space and the inner locatable space. In the obstacle-avoiding space, the reference point of
a ship can be located without colliding with the already located ships that are regarded as obstacles.
ln thc inner locatable space. the reference point of a ship can be located within the boundary of a
dock. Thus. the feasible locatablc space can be derived by intersecting the previous two kinds of
space.

Figure 3 illustrates the spaces where the object 3, is to be located within a rectangular space,
in which two objects 8, and 8, arc already located. Because the feasible locatable space is a con-
tinuous space, it is impossible to fmd all the points in it. To extract a sct of meaningful discrete
points out of the continuous space, we define the distinctive locatable point set, which consists of the
vertexes of the feasible locatable space. Theoretically speaking, the distinctive locatable point set
does not guarantee finding an optimal location. However, the points have empirically provided sat.�
isfactory locations with the advantage of computational efficiency [5I.

Figure 3. I'easible locatable space and distinctive locatable points,
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The distinctive locatable points can be classified into four categories: ]! the union of th»

feasible vertexes of each obstacle-avoiding space; 2! the feasible vertexes of the inner locatablc

space; 3! the union of the feasible intersection points betv een the boundaries of each obstacle-

avoiding space and the iriner locatable space and; 4! the union of the feasible intersection points

between the boundaries of each obstacle-avoiding space. 'I'hese points are illustrated in Figure 3.

The categorized points ca» be used to reduce the search space by identifying a special category of th»

distinctive locatable point. set contingent to the situation. Antong these points, wc have selected one

considering the various constraints nientioned earlier.

3.4. Dock Term Adj uslmen 

fhe purpose of dock term adjustment is twofold. The one is to smooth the load distributioii

among the docks and also amoiig the preceding assembly shops. 'l'he other is to keep thc number ol

launch time duplications within a certain limit. When ton inany launches take place simultaneously

in a certain period  i.c., on the same weekend! they cannot all be finished with the given manpower
and equipinent. Too ma»y sir»ultaneous launches are also likely to entail v'orkload bursts in certain
preceding assembly shops. Theret'orc, there arises the need for adjusting the start and cnd dates  i.e.,
the kee -laying date and thc launching date, respectively! of the original dock terms through carefuI
examination of the launch events and thc overall workloads imposed by the product-mixes dctcr-

rnined in the previous stages by the product-niix generator and the dock arrangement simulator.
Wc adopted a tabu search algorithm to search for an optimal adjustrncnt of the dock t»rins

Tabu search, like thc usu,il local search, begins from one candidate solution and moves to its neigh-

borhood, proceeding iteratively until a given terinination condition is mct. Ilowever. tabu search
goes beyond focal search by eniploying strategies tor avoiding being caught in a local optiniuin
When it tnovcs from one solution to another in its neighborhood. it always takes the best move avail-

able even though thc ntove gives a solution worse than the previous one. '1'his is a diversification
move for getting out of a local optirnuin. But since the search might quite possibly get back to that
local optimuin in th» subsequent moves, there inust be a means to force diversification for a fcv inore
rnovcs. For this purpose. iabu search records its last m moves in a short term memory called the
tabu list and prevents thein to be repeated while they remain in the list. The tabu list is usually
inaintained on the first in first out basis! 2,3,9!,

Figure 4. Representation of a candidate solution for dock terin adjustment.



ln our dock tert» adjustment problem, a candidate solution is represented by a series ot' dock
term end dates as shown i» Figure 4. In thc figure, E, is the positive or negative amount of adjust-
ment made to the original cnd date of thc dock term of the i-th product-mix P,. evince launch events
can take place only at weekends, the amount of adjustment is in the number of weeks. When the
end date of thc dock term of P, is changed, the start date of the product-mix that is scheduled next to
P, in the same dock is accordingly changed, Thc maxirnuin amount of adjustment that can bc made
is determined by referring to the maxinium and rninirnum possible dock durations of the ships that
»take up thc relevant product-mixes. Initially, thc search starts from all zeros which means no atl-
justment. It is a reasonably good start point because the original dock terms of thc entire product-
niixes are determined based on thc company's past production records. Froni that start point, each
of the n neighboring candidate solutions is generated by replacing each I:, by a ra»dorn arnoum oI
adjustrncnt within thc allowed limit. 'I'hen, the best of these n candidates is selected as the next. cur-
rent solution, and that move is recorded in the tabu list, From this new current solution, the search
moves again to its best neighbor and continues iterating in this way until a good enough solution is
found or an iteration limit is reached,

Although the tabu list provides a means to diversify the search to get out of a local optimum,
wc can further improve the search performance by introducing a stronger diversification strategy
based on a so called frequency-based memory[3j, 'I'he frequency-based memory reflects a long-
term search history by recording the number of changes made to each i;; in the moves selected so far
during the search. When the rate of finding new best solutions falls below a certain threshold. the
frcquency-based memory is referred to in order to make a jurnp or a compound inovc so that a rela-
tively less investigated part of the search space can be brought into attention, In our implementation
of making a compound move. the least frequently changed 30'Io of all the E,'s are selected and then
60'r'o of them are randomly selected. Those selected E,'s are then changed simultaneously to get thc
next carididate solution. this solution is used to restart the search.  !ur experiments show that thc
quality of the candidate solution reached by this jump usually worsens. Quite often, however, tlic
proceeding tabu search finds a new best solution in a relatively short period of time.

'I'he evaluation of each candidate solution is made by measuring the degrcc of load balance
among the docks and the preceding assembly shops as well as by examining the number of launch
events that are duplicated. The appropriate weights to be given to these two objectives are deter-
mined experimentally. V'he»ever a new neighboring candidate solution is generated from the previ-
ous one, the evaluation can be made incrementally rather than from scratch because in the ncw solu-
tion only a single E, is difl'erent I'rom the original solution. This incremental evaluation saves a lot
of computation time and ihus makes the tabu search nnich faster than is possible using other search
iricthods such as genetic algorithms,
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4. Implementation Results

We have impleinented a master plan scheduling system using the algorithms explained in the

above sections. During the irnplernentation of each algorithm, we have performed various exper!-

ments to choose adequate value of parameters.

In the product mix generation stage, we have tried to find the proper parameter values of a ge-

netic algorithm. Figure 5 shoes the results of experiments to compare fitness values of differeiit

combinations of population size and number of generations, the execution times ol which do not ex-

ceed 2 hours. In thc tigurc, for example, the case 'pj.oogso' seen around the rniddle of the horizon-

tal axis indicates an experiment where the population size was set to !00 and the GA was allowed to

run until the 50-th generation. With that setting, thc graph roughly tells us that it took R00 seconds

to give the final population in which the evaluation of the best individual was 395, thc «vcrage 4l ~,
and the worst 440. We hiivc chosen thc combination of 40-population and 200-generations p4«g20c'I

since the fitness value of that combination is fairly good while the execution time is reasonable.

Average � Worst - - Res  � - Execution Time
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Figure 5. Effects of different population sizes vs. the number of generations.
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,';:l',:: Atnong these combinations, we have chosen the combination of 0.99-crossover rate and 0,01 muta-

«It,"tion rate since the titness value obtained from that combination is satisfactory considering the execu-
!« i':tton 'tittle.

Figure 7 illustrates the results of dock arrangements;  a! shows a snap
!«',."!bust status of ships in each dock for a certain day and [h! shows a snapshot of t
 ","~rtf ships in a dock during a time interval. Ships that fail to be arranged c
'ti,;;slxtips of similar size, price, and assembly loads,

For the dock term adjustment stage, we have derived proper values of
,;~,".4trough various experiments. Figure 8 shows how the load balance and
~34>I'troves as the search proceeds. We can see that the evaluation significantly
'tt::
',;,:ijll!'e search diversification but it quickly discovers new best solutions.

The eduling system has been tested using real world d
'~ %'ttperts in th periments have revealed that the output of our sy
~l,'tire processi easonable. Figure 9 is an exemplary snapshot s
',,';Le master pl
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 a! Arrangement of a few docks on a certain day.

 b! Spatial layout status of ships in a dock during a time interval.

Figure 7. A screen snapshot of dock arrangement simulation.
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Figure 8. Improvement of load balance and launch duplication as the tabu search iterates,
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5. Conclusion

The master plan scheduling is a problem of high computational complexity. To cope wi h

the complexity, we have»ystematically decomposed the problem into hierarchically organized sub-

problerns solving each ot them heuristically in separate stages for computational efTiciency. '1hc

niastcr plan scheduling problein is composed of three subproblcms: thc product-mix generation, thc

dock arrangement sirnulatIon, and the dock term adjustmcnt, each of which are solved heurisiically

by a genetic algorithm, a convex polygon algorithm, and a tabu search, respectively. Wc have de-
veloped a inaster pl;in»chcduling system and it has been tested using the real world data, Thc cx-
perimcnts reflecting various rnanagerncnt strategies have revealed that the output of our systeni is
satisfactory and the processing time is reasonable. By using this system we can significantly reduce
the planning efForts and planning lead time. This make» it po»sible to easily derive several different
schedules with different einphasis on various objectives, and to usc the comparative results to make

an optimal managerial decision.
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1. The Cycles of Ship Engineering

As is v ell known ship design is performed in cycles. In the case of merchant, fishing or service
vessels the following cycles can be identified;

Contract Design is intended to support the Building Contract technically. It is based on the
Owner's requirements and on the Yard's Bid and deiines precisely the performance, quality arid
cost of the ship.
Class Design is intended to obtain the approval of the Regulatory Bodies and the Owner. It is based
on the Contract Design and on basic documents from suppliers, Its output is a set al approved
documents and of main material specificatians.
Detail Design is intended to procure, fabricate, erect and test all the elements and systcnis of the
ship. It is based on the Class Design and on detail documents from suppliers. Its output is a set af'
additional specifications and of production documents,

From the point af view of their relative importance on the cost and perforinance of the ship, the
rating of the above three cycles coincides with their developinent in time. Contract Design is the most
critical, followed by Class Design and Detail Design.

However, fram the point of view of the amount of information, the rating is reversed. I!etaiI
Design contains an enormous amount of information; Class Design contains much less and Contract
Design contains only a small amount of information.

As communications problems increase with the amount of information ta be handled this paper
deals mostly v ith Detail Design and, ta a much lower extent, with Class Design. Contract Design is noi
important from the commuriicatians paint of view.

2. Shipbuilding CAD/CAK/CAM. Integrated Systems

Since the time when computer applications to shipbuilding only addressed naval architectural
calculations and structural piece cutting, there has been a tendency towards integrated systems, either
specifically developed for shipbuilding or adapted from general purpose systems.

Integrated systeins should fulfil the following requirements:
Ta cover most ship engineering activities, including concept and contract design, as well as class
and detail design for hull, outfitting and electricity.
To have one single database connecting all application programs, with a management software
controlling simultaneous access of users and information integrity and security.
To have a common user interface far all applications.
To be open, or able to be enhanced with new applications or improvements, while remaining
compatible with databases created with former versions,
To accept a large number of simultaneous users, possibly in different sites.
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2, l 'The 3D Ship Product Moilel
integrated systems are based on a 3D Ship Product Model in which the geometry;tnd the

attributes of the elements of the ship are stored. The model, which is built as an essential part of th»
engineering work. can be visualised at all stages and can be exploited to obtain information for material
procurement and for production, The main characteristics of a typical ship product niodel are discussed
in the following paragraphs.

2, l. Z Hull Struclure
'I'he basis for all ship product inodels is the definition of the main liull surfaces: shell, decks and

bulkheads. The shell is defined by
means of' line or surface

formulations, while other surfaces
are defined by means of simple
niathematica! formulations. 'I'here

is a recent trend to use NUIMS

forniulations both for the shell and

for other surfaces.

The basis for definition of

ihc hull structural inodel is the set

of standards for materials and for

constr uction details.

I'late elements contained in

thc main hull surfaces are defined

by their material quality. thickness
and contour geornctry, while
profile elements connected to main
hull surfaces are defined by their
scantlings and by their landings on
said hull surfaces,

Fig. l - Hull Structure Model

Internal elements are defined by their internal contours and by the intersections of their own
planes with the main hull surfaces. Intersections between internal elements take into account ivhich
elements are coiitinuous and which are intercostal.

An important characteristic of integrated systems is the extent to which structural elements are
defined topologically rather than geonietricaliy. The main advantage of topological definitions, where
geometrical data are not stored, but calculated on-line, is that changes in the main hull surfaces are
automatically incorporated in the modified elenients. just by reprocessing them.

An additional advantage of topological models is that the amount of information to be stored in
the database is much less than is the case for geometrical niodels, This means lower requirements in
storage capacity of hardware and, what is more important, lower bandwidth requirements in I,ocal Area
Networks and, above all, in Wide Area Networks.
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2,1.2 Machinery and Equipment
I he machinerv and cquipmcnt concepts refer mostly to ship systeins distributed through piping

or ducting. Its Class Design work is mostly conceptual. Graphical documents include symbolic
representations, without geometricai content, and inay also include logic content, such as conipatibility
checks. In systems extending over a large part of the ship, items of equipment may be placed, in piping
and instrumentation diagrams  PkID's!, at their approximate position on plan, profile or transverse
views. ln integrated computer systems. machinery and equipment Detail Design work is basically done
in 3D, Previous tn the creation of the 3D model is the introduction of piping, ducting and fitting
standards, including technological and geometrical attributes.

introduction o l machinery and equipment data, which starts in the Class Design phase with the
most important technological attributes. continues in the Detail Design phase with the geometrical data.

Once equipment items are modelled, including their anchoring points and pipe connections,
each equipment model is placed in
position with reference to the hull
structural model or to the main hull
surfaces. Ducting and piping are
then modelled, usually starting
with the largest elements.

2.l.3 Electrical Systems
Electrical aild

instrumentation engineering
basically involves defining
electrical equipinent items,
creating one-line diagrams,
creating and inanaging cable
catalogues, modelling cableways,
routing cables and managing cable
terininations.

Fig. 2- Hull and Outfitting Model

Creation of one-linc diagrams and selection and specification of cables are usually done as part
of the Class Design, while the remaining activities are part of the Detail Design.

Cable selection includes definition of sets of conductors and of insulation and protection layers,
and is based on permissible voltage drop and on allowable teinperature under standard and short-circuit
conditions.

Although traditionally piping and ducting design has been loosely co-ordinated with cableway
design, the use of a 3D model offers an excellent opportunit> to improve the coordination, as duct,
cableway and piping design can be done simultaneously.

Cable routing is usually based on the geometrical configuration of the cableways and on the
permissible use of transverse area and maximuin number of layers at each cableway segment. Due to
the large number of alternatives, automatic and semi-automatic algorithms are used to select the
optimum solution.
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2.l.4 Accommodation

Accominodation design involves basically three types of activities;
General design activities, to define the appearance of each space and the distribution of its
elements,

Material inanagement acti vi ties. io speci h', order and man'ige the specific accominod ation
materials.

Piping, du»ting rnid»lcctrical design activities.
General design activities ar» largely intended to give the Ov ner a clear idea of thc aspect of

each space, Thc hest way to do this is to create a 3D model of each space, during the Class Design
work. This does not call for special modelling requirements but, contrary to inachinery space 3D
models. inaterial textures are needed in accommodation 3D models,

Material managcnicnt activities can be done in 3D or in 2D, as in most accommodation spaces
the vertical co-ordinate is nearly always constant for each tweendcck. These activities are based on sets
of material standards, and on material accounting.

As regards piping, ducting and electrical designs, which are basically performed in space.
betwe»n th» hull structure and the accommodation ceilings and non-structural bulkheads, the tools and
procedures are the same as those used in machinery spaces.

2.2 Con.struetion of tire 3D Modet
Construction of the 3D ship product inod»l can start as soon as the Contract Design is complete.

the Class Design is quite advanced. the final hull lines are almost faired, the breakdown of the hull into
sections is defined and a section erection schedule is available.

Most yards incorporate as many outfitting elements as possible into the prefabricated structuraJ
sections, before they are welded together in the building berth or dock. In this way on board outfitting
work is reduced, thus reducing labour and delivery time. This incans that the time lag from hulJ
structure modelling to outfitting modelling in each section or area must be very short, or even zero in
areas such as double bottoms.

A great advantage of 3D ship product inodels as compared to conventional methods is the fact
that all the people involved in a design have real time access to the complete model  structure and
outfitting! in each area. In this way, provided a set ol rules of precedence is established, interference
control is fairly siinple. This is even morc so with systems with on-line clash control capabilities.

A number of shipyards now obtain some advantages of series production through the use ot
similar proccsscs I' or different ships. 'I'o achieve this th» ship and its production processes niust be
developed simultaneously by using group technology, which basically consists in splitting the ship into
geometrical "zones' and time "stages".

Each combination of zone and stage defines an "Interim Product' with its own production
process and its own process line. Interim products are grouped into families characterised by siz».
material and individual production operations, Each family of interim products is produced in a v,ork
station or process line for all ship types.

When designing each element, during construction of the 3D Ship Model, its production
process must also bc defined. Thus. if the ship is to be built by zones and stages, its detail design must
also be developed by zones and stages.
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2.3 Exploitation of the 3D Model
The ship model is exploited by extracting from it the information and documents necessary for

material procurerncnt and for actual production. Although some documents are extracted from thc
lnodel in the class design phase, most of them are extracted in the detail design phase. 'I'his
documentation includes:

Information for lnaterial lnanagement.
Production drawings for interim products.
Material lists for interim products.
Information for fabrication of structural parts,
Information for fabrication of pipes ducts and cableways.
Information for pipe. duct and cableway penetrations through structural elements,
Information for fabrication of interiln products.
Information for estimating lnan-hours.
Information for painting.
Information for testing.

Duc to the enormous amount of information to be produced. it is most important to b» able to
generate this autonlatically, with a nlinimum need for editing. It is also essential to keep the anlount oi
information in each document to the absolute minilnum. while lnaintaining the formats sufficiently
flexible for all thc possible alternatives.

2.4Auxiliary Toolsin Ship Engineering
In recent years there has been a shift of interest among shipbuilders toward product

development, trying to improve their capabilities as they have been doing in the past with "day-to-day"
operations.

Integrated Product Development  IPD! is the result of applying Concurrent Engineering
techniques, and reflects the participation of shipyard, and other downstream industries in ship
development.

The infrastructure

technology for IPD is
becoming simpler and less
costly. Standardisation in
platforms, netv orking  
software and database 3D
software by system integrators PRQDUcT product Model PRDDVOTIDN &~.
is an impounder part or bthis j Slau Ctuae l.oesTlcs SuppoRT x,

MRP WO RK
trend, VIEW O HANCRRDP ONIRO I

In general, iPD
requires integration of
information technology from PARTS and PROCf Ssf S DATA LBRARIES
three traditional IT areas;  STAND AROS!

Technical, "Office" and
Management applications.

Fig. 3 - Integrated Product Development

Typical tcchnical applications have been referred to before, and a large part of them ar»
included in shipbuilding integrated systems,
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Office applications cross "vertical" disciplines and are usually selected at the deparlrncnt,
division or enterprise level. Office applications include word processing, business graphics and
presentations docuntent creation, spreadsheets and e-mail,

Managcincnt applic;itions used at the departnient to compan> levels include workf low, project
nianagcment. product data.iiid document rnanagenient.

To support requirements for cornniunic ation and data sharing, technical, office and
management applications should bc linked together within their respective domains and across the
three don>ains vvhere appropriate. Applications may bc linl.ed by interfacing or integration. Both I'orins
of connection are usefiil and both have their strengths and limitations.

Interfacing provides a direct connection between tvvo applications at a particular point in time.
iranslating data between applications vvhich have different local data moclels and forniats.

A sh,i.ed, single database between some of the applications containing the "official" data is thc
only route to more complete integration.

Product development is a creative. iterative process requiring human intervention and decision-
rnaking at many points. This is especially true of product developinent cycles for highly complex
synthesis products, such as ships,

3. Characteristics of Integrated Systctns

3. l Datubuses

'A'bile the firsi shipbuilding CAD/CAI;/CAM systeins used files to store information, thc
increasing complexity of the svsterns covering more areas of the desigri, called for new tools to haiidle
great amounts of information in a fast, flexible way.

At the same titne th» increase in thc nuinber of users working simultaneously on the sainc ship
called for concurrcni. access to the ship's information. In response to these requirements databases
started to bc used to store th» inl'ormation, partly or totally.

In the first instances relational databases werc used to store the attributes of ship coniponents.
while in some of the second instances proprietary databases were developed to store geometrical and
topological information of the ship model, as v ell as attributes of its components.

During recent years there has been a trend to replace the proprietary databases of integrated
CAD/CAI./CAM systems with comniercial databases with standard access languages and database
server capabilities. Thc main reason for this change has been the ease with which new applications can
be developed by the users.

Another reason for this change is the possibility to reduce the amount of information transferred
between each user and the database. This is not very important in a LAX. but it is so in a WAh, where
users work concurrently on a project from different sites.

The use of object oriented databases, proposed in the last few years. has not had wide
acceptance, as th» standardisaiion, concurrency and access capabilities ol object oriented databases are
considerably behind those of. current commercial relational databases.

3.2 Topology
Accorchng to the usual terminology, the definition of an element in a 3D ship model is said tn

bc geoinetrical when its co-ordinates are not referred to the ship lines or to other cleinents. On the other
hand an clcmcnt is said to be defined topologically when its co-ordinaies are referred to ship lines or to
adjacent eleinents.

Although. in thc last instance. most data used for fabrication and erection are geometricai.
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integrated CAD/CAE/CAM systems lend to make extensive use of topological definitions, particularl>
in the hull structure.

One inain advantage of topological definition is the ease with which design changes can be
handled. For instance, changes in the hull form are straightforward. By replacing the original data w ith
the new data the geometry of all elements concerned can be automatically recalculated. This permits to
progress in the definition of the 3D structural model before the hull lines are completely faired.

Another important advantage, which has become apparent only recently, is the drastic reduction
in size of lhe database. This involves a strong reduction in bandwidth requirements for WAN's.
faci litaiing concurrent engineering work from various locations.

3.3 Local Area 1VeWorks
The development and use of integrated systems able to create ship product models, has been

closely connecled wilh the development of LAN's and, more recently, WAN's with sufficient
bandwidth to cope with the flow of information.

This flow of informalion in a LAN depends on a number of factors including:
The complexity of the 3D niodel and the number of simultaneous users, which vary throughout
the development ot'each project, While at the beginning the number of users is small and the model
has fcw elements, near the end lhe number of users is still near the maximum and the model is
almost complete,
'1'he volume and frequency of transactions between the users and the 3D model, which depends
on the structure of the database  topological models need sinallcr databases! and on the frequency
of 3D model updates. This, again. depends on software design, on workstation power and on user
working practices.
'I hc location of thc application software when most of the process is done at the workstations, If
the software resides in the server the network traffic is increased.
The switching capabilities of the network. The traffic decreases as the switching capabilities
increase,

From the above considerations it follows that the bandwidth necessary in a LAN and, even
more, in a WAN, is an important consideration when selecting the hardware configuration. lf
engineering work is to be done concurrently from two or more locations, the application must be
configured in such a way that information traffic is compatible with the bandwidth obtainable at an
affordable cost.

4. Evolution of the Ship Engineering Environment

Important changes have occurred during the past decade, both in the industrial environment, in
which ship engineering is performed, and in the field of information technologies, in which the
engineering tools originate.

4.1 Industrial Environment
The following main changes have occurred in the environinent in which ships are designed and

built:� Delivery tiines have shortened, thus reducing the time available to perform the engineeriiig v ork
'I'o inake up for this time reduction, overlaps between Class Design and Contract Design and belv een
Detail Design and Class Design are necessary.
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- The amount of required eagbteering work has increased, as a consequence of the general
acceptance of thc engineering for production concept. which takes into account production
requirements to a much larger extent than heretofore.
- Yard payrolls have been strongly reduced. which means that much enginccring work needs to bc
subcontracted. particularh in Detail Design. This involves the need to co-ordinate several group~ of
people working at different sites on the same project.

4,2 Hanlware anti Operating Systems
During thc la»t three decades th» average cost,' performance ratio of hardware ha» been halved

approximately even one and hall years.
During thc late eighties a trend started in engineering applications to abandon proprietary

operating sy»tern» in favour ot LINIX. 'I'hi» trend wa» accentuated in the early nineties and w=s
ntaintained well into the mid-ninctic».

In the last years the combination ot high capacity IN I'EL Pcntium processors and Windows N I
 or, more recently. I.inux! operating systetn has allowed personal computers. until recently restricted to
limited engineering application», to enter the area of integrated shipbuilding systems. Thi» alternative is
having a wide acceptance and v ill undoubtedly have a cleep inHucncc on the evolution of ship
engineering worl .

The success of the INTEL alternative has not only been due to its very favourable co»t '
performance ratio  in th» region of 50'.~o of other LTNIX aIternatives!. Other inaportant factors have been
the familiarity of many people with thc PC environment> and the possibility of using the same hardware
for engineering and for general purpose applications: v ord processors, spreadsheets and graphic;il
editors.

4.3 Telecommunications

During recent years communication» have improved at a very last pace, mainly in thc followin>
aspects:

The spread of Internet has put at the disposal of everyone a vast amount of technicaI information
and the possibility of transmitting it in a reasonable time and at a very low cost.
The introduction of digital cornrnunications technologies has made possible new techniques such as
remote softv are maintenance and remote supervision of engineering work through public
communication channels  such a» ISDN or Frame Relay! in a Wide Area Network  WAN!
environment.

On the other hand thc deregulation of cotnmunications has introduced, at least in Western
l uropc, a higher level of competition, with th» consequent reduction in costs. For this reason we
believe it vill be possible. in the near future, to perform concurrent engineering work from variou»
remote sites, as wc wiIl discuss later.

5. Ship Engineering in Spain

A common circumstance o  all Spanish shipyards is the inability of their engineering
departments to cope with their requirements, particularly in the detail engineering phase. Many time»
the yards have to use exlernal engineering resources and very often these resources are situated far
away from the shipyard.

To cope with this, the shipyard has to break down the work in zones to be distrt'buted bete een
the shipyard engineering department and one or more external contractors. The shipyards must co-
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ordinate very carefully the geometric interfaces between these zones, which must be as small as
possible and very clearly defined,

Another important characteristic of the Spanish Shipbuilding Sector is that most of the
Shipyards  private and public! are using the same integrated system  FORAN! for ship design and
production, This fact can bc used to facilitate the use of external engineering companies, provided they
use thc same tool as the shipvards,

5.1 Peculiarities of Large Shipyards
All large comtnercial shipvards in Spain are operated by Astilleros Espanoles, S.A.. a State-

owned concern. In general. contract and class designs are done in-house, with some yards doing work
for others and, in some cases, using contracted personnel working at the yard's premises.

On the contrary, a considerable part of detail designs is contracted outside, mostly to local
contractors, but also to contractors remote from the yards. If possible, outside work is done with
FORAN. As engineering for production is widely used by large yards. the amount and complexity of
detail engineering are considerable.

The breakdown of detail engineering work between the yard and its contractor or contractors is
done on a geometrical basis, in such a waz that physical interfaces are reduced to a minimum. 'A'ork
coordination is done by the yard, F'ach contractor builds and exploits its partial 3D model, using
standards defined by the yard. Upon completion of the work the partial 3D models are transferred to the
yard.

The above situation involves complex problems of coordination, which would be considerably
reduced if tools were available to perform remote concurrent work from various locations on a single
3D ship model at a reasonable comtnunications cost.

5.2 Peculiarities of Mediuttr and Small Shipyards
Thc main peculiarity of medium and small yards is their diversity of company size. market and

type and size of ships built. While the largest yards in this group operate in a sitnilar manner to large
yards, the smallest have resource limitations which make them almost totally dependent from outside
engineering contractors.

As a consequence there is a wide range of situations as refers to the yards' ability to perform
contract, class and detail engineering. Almost tv o thirds of the yards perform class design. at least
occasionally. Most yards perform detail design, at least partly, but are not self-sufi>cient to cover their
engineering needs.

Some yards have their engineering resources scattered geographically. Some yards pertorrn
engineering work for each other, and there are some recent initiatives to share engineering resources
among several yards.

Most yards are evolving tov.ards increasing requirements of drawings and information for
production, as well as to tnore exhaustive exploitation of the 3D ship model for management purposes.

In summary, rnediurn and small yards need more and more to supplement in-house engineering
resources with outside personnel working on a single 3D ship model containing more and more
information. For this purpose the availability of toots allowing remote concurrent work from various
locations on a single model. using relatively cheap hardware and with affordable cotnmunications cost.
is extremely convenient,



6. TeIecotnrnunications in Spain. The PISTA Initiative

'I'he following paragraphs describe the environment of telecommunications in Spain. as well;is
a rcccnt Government initiative which is expected to have an influence on the future usc oI
telecommunications in a number of'sectors, including Shipbuilding.

6.1 The Spanish Teiecommunictttions Environment
As in otlier I:.uropcan countries, telecommunications have been, until very recently, a naonopoly

of the State. Currently, data transmission is inainly done via Frairrc Relay or ISDN, depending on th»
bandwidth required. The nurnbcr of Internet users in growing steadily. currently it is slightlv more than
6"10 of the population.

Two years ago ISDN and Frame Relay solutions had a very high cost pcr Mbs of leased line
The progressive cost reductions in recent years have put the required bandwidths within the reach, noi.
only of ]urge yards, but also of medium and small yards, at moderate prices.

6,2 The PISTA Initiative,- PISTA .NAVAL

'Ihc Spanish Admiriistration, through the General Secretariat of Corntnunicatioris of the
"Ministerio dc Fomento', has promoted several pilot projects to use new advanced communicatioii
services. In the industrial area three sectors have been selected: Aerospace, Construction and
Shipbuilding. 'I'his initiative is called PISI A.

The PISTA NAVAI, project is oriented to take advantage of the new communication
technologies in the Spanish Shipbuilding Sector. As already said, this Sector is characterised by the fact
that both the shipyards and the engineering companies working for them are using FORAN as their
main design tool.

As FORAN is based on the definition and exploitation of a 3D ship model, the coherence anrf
compatibility of the work performed by different users is obtained by using a single database to store
one single 3D ship model for all the users. This fact guarantees that the quality of the engineering v ork
is far superior to that which can be reached when a 3D ship model is not used.

This advantage can be obtained when all of the users are working in the same local area
network  I.AN! to access the comnton database containing the ship model. When the workstations are
geographically distributed, it would be necessary to access the model through a wide area network
 WAN! using public resources for data transinission and the necessary bandwidth at a reasonable cost.,

I/util recently, several f'actors have contributed in not allowing the extension of the usc cf
integrated systems such as I'ORAN to this environment in a proper way, One is the high
communication cost associated with the required bandv idth, which is very high in the case nf most
integrated systems. Another is the fact that the database managcinent software used to nianage product
inodels has not been designed to reduce data transmission ratios.

In the case of'FORAN the bandwidth requirements are considerably lower than in the case of
other alternatives, and this for two reasons;

Because of its largely topologic character. the volume of the database is lower by an order of
magnitude. Consequentlv, the amount of information to be transferred and the required bairdwidth
are also much lov cr.

Duc to the reasons mentioned above, the proprietary database of FORAN is being replaced with a
relational database v ith SQL and database server. According to comparative tests already
performed, this reduces the required bandwidth also by an additional order of magnitude.

Because nf tbc above reasons FORAN is believed to Iend itself particularly weII to be used
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concurrently from remote sites.
The main objective of PISTA NAVAL is thus to take advantage of the PISTA initi;itive to

extend the FORAN capabilities in order to be used effectively in these environments. In this way. a
large nuinber of users could be working concurrently from remote locations in the same 3D ship model,
'I'he coordination perforined by the shipyard, which is the ov ncr of thc ship inodek would bc reached
in a very easy and efficient way.

ln order to reach this objective, FORAN is being revised within a re-engineering process
specially oriented to those areas related with the conununication between the inodules and the database.
An optimal data tlow must be reached to reduce bandwidth requirements.

'I'o complete the set of tools necessary to facilitate collaborative work. the integration ol
FORAN with other programs like NetMeeting, chat, shared whiteboard, voice transmission and others
are also considered. In this way, distributed work can be organised in a very similar wav to that in a
local environment.

Tv o database architectures are being considered v'ithin this project, The first one is stroiigly
preferred because it will work in a WAN exactly in the same vvay as current FORAN versions are
working in a LAN. This architecture requires a single database to which remote users will bc connected
via Frame Relay or ISDN, depending on the number of user s.

If thc number of remote users is large enough, the second architecture can be used as aii
alternative to increased bandwidth. This architecture is based on a distributed database, with replication
between the shipyard  niaster location! and the remote locations, In this case, the modifications
performed by the users are updated in real time in the local database and v ith a certain delay  or even
v ithout it! in the other datab'ise s!.

The advantage of this architecture is that, most of the time, the FORAN modules are reading
1'rom the database  local read! and only a fev, tiines are these modules writing to thc database  local and
remote write!. So the network traffic is reduced drastically.

The disadvantages are the complexity  specially in the management! and the soltwarc cost
 because replication requires additions to the basic database softv are!.

'I he Spanish
Administration is very confident
that the PISTA Initiative will
I'ac ili tate the use o f adv anced
corninunications in the above
inentioned industrial sectors. For
this reason, it has insisted that
potential users be involved in the
development of the
corresponding proj ects. In I'ISTA
NAVAL this role is being
performed by AESA,
representing the public sector, by
P YMAR, representing the
medium and small shipyards, and
by CNP Freirc, representing the
private sector.

Fig. 4 - Wide Area Network Architecture
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The objective of the ship>ards, both large and medium or sinall, is to have the tools necessary to
provide CAD'CA!. CAM applications. particularly F !RAN, with thc capabilities to enable users to
worl' locally and remotely i!n a 3D ship iriodels in the same i»armer in which they can work locally.

This would pemiit them, without significant invcstmcnts in hardv are, softv are or personnel
training, to share engineering resources among yards. witliout physicall! displacing personnel,
duplicating information. increasing data processing resources or 'breaking down" the 3D ship model.

lt would also permit
concurrent work on thc same 3D ship model froni various engineering groups of the same company or
from outside engineering contractors at different locations.

6,3 Solutions for Large and for Medi unr I Srnal  Slripyards
Although only actual experience with reinote operation of FORAN will tell which of' the tv:o

above mentioned architect»res is better. both thc large yards and thc medium and small yards in Spain
have shown their tentative choice tor the first period of operation.

Large yards have indicated a preference for installing a inaster database at the shipyard where
each ship is to be built. with replicated database s! at other yard s! or engineering contractor s! working
on the project. Rcinote access will bc done via Frame Relay,

Medium and small shipyards are in favour a single database. to which re»rotc users will access
via IS1!N.

7. The Future of Ship Engineering

The possibility to dn reinote concurrent engineering work on 3D ship niodels will lead
shipyards and engineering contractors to a different manner of co-operation in the future.

As there will be oiie single 3D ship model, coordination of the various engineering groups,
either at the yard s! or at eiigineering contractor s! will be enormously simplified, and the risk of
incompatibilities w ill be almost zero.

When circumstances make ii advisable, perinanent conimunications, via Frame Relay or 1SDN.
will bc established between shipyards a»d engineering contractors.

An interesting possibility will probably arise for small engineering organisations not near to thc
shipyards, and even for individuals working at horne, which, up to nov,. have not been a real alternative
to perform detail engineering worl' for shipyards, as their st»all contribution does not justifv the
coordination work necessary nn the part of the shipyard. This type of organisation will be able to work
reniotely from PC's, via ISDN and using thc yard s software, on 3D ship models in the yard's database.

Due to the tendency ol' shipyards to purchase complete packages rather than individual items of
equipment, many equipmcnt suppliers will act as turnkey contractors, with their own engineering
capacity, This v ill lead ther» to use the same design tools as the yards, and to work remotelv on the
shipyard's 3D ship model.

Regulatory Bodies, which up to now are making relatively little osc of telecommunications in
their work for shipyards, will probably make a more intensive use. In this case bandwidth v ill not
probably be an issue,
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THE APPLICATION OF TECHNOLOGY TO IMPROVE DESIGN,
PRODUCTION AND THROUGH LIFE PROCESSES FOR WARSHIPS

Colin Beames, Director of 1. Z, Vosper Thornycroft, Sotdharnpton, Hampshire, UÃ

Introduction

Vosper Thornycrofi is a designer, integrator and builder of high specification, high quality naval
vessels, These products range &om 30metre patrol craft to frigates. This has been recently augmented
by the acquisition of Halmatic who manufacture a wide range of vessels up to approximately 30metres.
Within this complete range all types of materials are used including composites, aluminium and steel.

Throughout its history Vosper Thornycroft has been known as an innovator of new designs
which have encompassed the available technology. Today is no exception with the arrival of our
recently enhanced stealth design, Sea Wraith II and the Trimaran Demonstrator, RV Triton, being built
for the Defence Evaluation and Research Agency  DERA!.

RV Triton is being designed and built as part of the concept and assessment phases of the Future
Surface Combatant project for the Royal Navy. The Royal Navy's interest in this concept is based
around the benefits that the design provides. These benefits are slender hulls which give reduced drag
figures, improved seakeeping and the ability to locate the flight deck closer to amidships, thereby
increasing the envelope for helicopter operations, greater available deck area, enhanced survivability and
signature reduction.

Sea Wraith II is a 135metre frigate design that incorporates a flight deck, hangar and armament.
The aim has been to incorporate the design changes necessary to enhance its naval capability but at the
same time maintain the low signature of the ship. The essential elements which make Sea Wraith II such
a revolutionary addition to warship technology are masking of infrared signature, cooled emissions from
exhaust systems, masts positioned to counter radar horning missiles, retractable mast and
communications antenna enclosed in the vessel's stealth profile.

Innovation and the ability to design, deliver and support complex naval vessels has allowed
Vosper Thornycroft to supply products and designs to over thirty countries in the last thirty years.

General

The use of technology is critical to any business. Technology is a term which is widely used to
address the marvels that are available today in the computer world. In Vosper Thornycrofl when we talk
of technology we refer to any facility or resource which is being used in a new way. Therefore
constructing structures in a different way, pulling cables more efficiently and the utilisation of our
computer facilities are all ways of exploiting technology.

There are pitfalls that await any business. The main three of these are:-
 a! not all technologies provide the efficiency and quality that is needed today
 b! high tech computer systems can become a burden
 c! new methods not accepted by the employees which mean that they will never be

successful
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If these potential problem areas are not addressed then the introduction of and success of new
technologies will not bring the maximum benefits. The following sections of the paper considers these
three pitfalls in different areas of Vosper Thornycroft's design and production processes. A measure of
success of any new method, whether it be a simple new production process or a new company wide
computer system, is "does it make the jobs of those employees using it easier", If it does then it will be
successful, if it does not then it is likely to encounter problems.

Team Working

Like all companies Vosper ThornycroA is continually addressing its production methods and
facilities in order to meet the challenge of ever shortening delivery tiines and greater demands for
quality, Our approach to meeting these challenges is to review continuously and evaluate our processes
to identify areas where improvements can be made. The key here is the involvement of employees at all
levels and from all areas in the process. Gone are the days of departmental boundaries and demarcation.
The rule today is that all in the process need to be involved from day one and everyone is important no
matter what role they perform. If their role is vital to the process then they are of equal value.

To address this we are now a 'team' orientated organisation which works together to meet the
demands of the task to be done. Wherever possible these teams are co-located with the team members
changing to suit the need of the task at any one time. An example of this is the setting up of a project
office for the Trimaran project. The office currently contains all of those involved in the design and
planning phases of the project. There are, under the direction of an Executive Project Manager,
designers, planners, draughtsmen, procureinent, production staff and through life support staff housed
in the same office sharing the same information and working together ta achieve the same targets. The
tools they use are of course their own knowledge, communication with others and IT systems geared to
providing the information needed at the right time. The scale of the project is such that the oftice is
manned by approximately 50 staff during the design phase and located in the Design and Technical
building. As the project develops the teain will move to the production area so that communication with
the workforce, at that stage, will be easier.

The concept of the project once is not new but this is the first time that all involved have been
co located. Our experiences to date have been reviewed and iinprovements identified for the next
project. Part of this review is considering how we can make people's jobs easier and the environment
right for the task to be done.

The inain benetits gained today, from the people view, are that all the relevant information and
people needed are immediately available and that all have common goals which reduce the individual's
frustration in wanting to get the job done as quickly as possible. The one problem that has been found is
that it takes time for many different people from disparate parts of the organisation to become a team.
To understand this problem we have undertaken a review of all of the issues found and are addressing
the problem areas. Specific team building training is being undertaken to reduce the time taken to blend
the different staff into a single teain. A benefit already seen is improved communications between
members.
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Design Processes

The project team approach has afFected the design areas to a greater extent than some others.
The problem of producing the design information quickly remains but the demands to include
production friendly features and to consider the requirements of minimising through life costs are
growing. Whilst designers have always considered these two requirements, in today's environment they
are much more critical to the overall success of the design.

There are now several areas where Vosper ThornycroA is evolving its capabilities to enable the
best possible overall design to be created, these include:�

Systems Engineering
This includes requirements engineering, system analysis, system design, performance modeHing, etc,
These terms are fashionably associated with software projects but have a direct parallel in ship design
Some of the methods and tools transpose directly from the software world, others need to be modified
to suit the ship environment.

Cost and Operational Effectiveness Assessnient  COK4!
The shiA of emphasis from performance parameter specification to high level operational effectiveness
requirements is encouraging the development of innovative solutions. This can include the development
of partnerships where the shipbuilder becomes responsible for more than the supply of the vessel, taking
on support and even operational roles.

Life Cycle Costing  LCC!
Total cost of ownership appreciation on the part of owners and operators is providing more focus on
LCC during the design phase. To achieve this studies such as Availability, Reliability and Maintainability
 ARM! need to be performed,

The efFect of these growing requirements and greater emphasis on team working is changing the
role and environment of design staIF. Today they need greater amounts of information in an ever
shortening time to meet the agreed deadlines. To achieve this the availability of correct information and
access to the appropriate tools is vital.

Through Life Support

The significant change within this area is the involvement in the project team from day one to
ensure that the overall requirements of through life support are catered for. This early involvement
means that information required can be generated at the same time as that for design and production,
resulting in less work and improved consistency of data., In the past this has caused significant
frustration which the new approach is minimising. In addition the staQ'within the through life support
area have operational knowledge that is aiding the designers in their tasks.
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Production Processes

In the Production areas, again multi discipline teams have been formed to tackle the construction
of the vessel, New methods have been employed which make for greater efficiency but at the same time
make the individual's job easier. Some examples of these are:�
~ The task of pulling cables into the ship is one that requires considerable planning and manual

effort. We now set up a jig in the open sky environment which allows the workforce to lay the
cable in the jig and dress the run prior to the deckhead being installed. This saves considerable
time, dramatically reduces the manual effort required and with appropriate staging allows for the
work to be undertaken in the down hand position. This new way of working came from the
workforce.

~ On our FRP Minehunters for the RN the outer hull is shotblasted instead of being disked prior to
painting, Again this has brought significant efficiencie by reducing the man-hours required by
50'10 and has made the environment better for those doing the task.
In 1992 we invested in a laser cutter for steel preparation, at the time the best method available
for cutting our structure. This was connected to our CADCAM system where the parts were
defined. Part definition included all the marking and numbering required operator to identify the
pieces when cut and all information needed for assembly. Three dimensional keyplans were
introduced to provide the necessary overall view of the unit to be constructed. This approach
produced significant saving throughout the process but it also reduced the frustration of the
individual doing the task as all components were clearly marked Again all that was needed was
provided.

~ In our process of review we identified that Plasma technology was af a stage were it has become
as good as laser as far as quality is concerned and its environment had improved dramatically
from the days of sunken baths and generally messy work areas. We have installed a new plasma
and have linked it with our laser and CADCAM to enhance our capabilities.
Within Vosper Thornycroft we have an Engineering Services company which undertakes project

management work and production work in a variety of sectors including Offshore and Nuclear. The
nature of this business is for smaller projects and shorter time scales than shipbuilding itself, This has
allowed Vosper Thornycron to learn from different market places and those lessons learnt are being
introduced to shipbuilding where appropriate, Our staff are also able to gain experience on smaller
projects, therefore allowing them to develop faster.

A significant part of our RkD programme is devoted to our production processes and this has
led to various method and process changes being implemented. As with all areas we involve those doing
the job to ensure that what is proposed will work. One such development is the use of a racking systein
that can be used at the outfit stage to facilitate the seating of all minor equipment within a compartment
or space,

Vosper ThornycroA have been using three dimensional modelling for the detail design/ of the
ship since the early 1980's, As this technology has developed greater use of pictorial presentation of
information has allowed better understanding of the end product. Having the model as a database gives
a greater variation of presentation, therefore, allowing all those who use the information to gain a better
understanding. Traditionally, the Drawing Office produced the information that they needed to detail
design the vessel. Today whilst this needs to take place, they are able to provide the right information to
build the vessel as well Their role in the actual manufacture of structure and pipes, to name two, has
been transformed from producing a drawing which others interpreted to get the production information
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to providing the toolpaths themselves for the components to be made from, This provides the
draughtsman with a more fuNlling role that gets him involved with production and the necessary high
quality information which dramatically reduces the problems found in the manufacture and construction
phases.

Continuous Improvement

One facility that is open to all employees is our Continuous Improvement Programme  CIP!.
This is a mechanism where anyone can suggest a way which will improve the way they or their
colleagues work. This scheme is aimed at the lower level activities that we all undertake but not
restricted to them. Since its inception 3000 proposals have been made with over 50'lo being
implemented. Such suggestions have been re-hanging a door to allow better access, to producing a jig
for equipment assembly in the shop as opposed to on the vessel. Virtually all of these proposals are ones
which simply make someone's job easier, therefore, making that individual more ef5cient.

Information Systems

Underlying the business processes are systems more and more of which are computer based, The
role of Information Technology  ar Data Processing  DP! as it used to be known! is to provide the
information infrastructure that the business needs to operate effrciently. The world of the computer
boffins within Vosper Thornycroft has changed as dramatically as any other part of the company. Gone
are the days when individuals never stepped outside the hallowed walls of the DP department. Today IT
staff are as much a part of the overall shipbuilding process as those who weld the structure. In simple
terms if the IT system fails then there will not be any components to weld together, if not immediately
then within a very short time.

For IT to provide the required level of support the individuals need to understand the business
process as well as those who use it on a daily basis. Within the greater world of IT there is, somewhere,
the technology to do whatever you want to do. The danger is that too much technology means it is
great fun for the IT specialist but a major headache and, therefore, the cause of much frustration to the
users of the tool. A simple rule of thumb is 'if it is simple then it usually works and does not cost the
earth to use or support'.

Within Vosper Thornycroft we have been implementing a system strategy over the last three
years which has been a partnership between those who need and use the system and those who provide
it. We have moved away from in-house developed systems wherever possible and have purchased
packages which are based on Oracle. The logic here being that we should not try to reinvent wheels and
that by using packages we will stay up to date and learn from others using the package. Using a
common database gives the potential of integration at the data level.

Whilst it is inevitable that some of the systems that we have and are implementing are in
themselves complex the use of them needs to be simple and focussed around the business process. The
challenge to IT is to ensure that all areas use the systems available and not to develop 'specials', which
are just a variant to an existing system, for some areas.

Our system strategy is made up of the following components, these are:�
Project Management  PMS!

2. CADCAM

3. Engineering Data Management  EDM!
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4. Material Management  MS!
5. Finance System  FS!
6. Office Systems
7. Supporting Systems
The role of these systems is to provide the tools and the information that the business needs.

The selection of these has been a business and not an IT decision. With the exception of CADCAM and
EDM, which have been ongoing upgrades of systems we have been using successfully over a number of'
years, the systems have been selected by a team drawn from the areas of the business who will use them
once deployed. This same team has been held together to undertake the implementation of the system
with those user area representatives becoming the 'expert user' in their project or department once the
system has been deployed.

1. Proj ect Management System  PMS!
The soflware used here is Project X supplied from PSDI. Vosper Thornycroft use this system to
manage all activities across shipbuilding. This includes both project and manufacture planning. The main
role of the system is to provide a project management tool based on the earned value concept and the
CSCS standard. In doing so it provides information both on the performance against the schedule and
financial performance of a project in order that the project manager is aware of progress against the
programme and budget. It also provides the business and customer with statistical progress information.

2, CADCAM

Software used is predominantly CADDS supplied by Parainetric Technology Corporation, formerly
from Cornputervision. As stated earlier we have been using the system since the early 1980's and
exploited its three dimensional modelling capabilities fully. The current software inchdes shipbuilding's
specific structural package which was developed with Vosper Thornycroft's involvement. This system is
used throughout the design and detail design phases and provides fly around video sequences at one end
to detailed piece part and toolpath information at the other.

3. Engineering Data Management  EDM!
Software used is Optegra from Parametric Technology Corporation, formerly from Computervision.
The facility which is still being rolled out provides the repository for all engineering information
including component details, document management, drawing management, weights, etc.

4, Matena/ Management System  MMS!
Software used is Control from Cincom. This system which has recently gone live manages all aspects of
material acquisition and logistics from requirement identification and specification through to delivery to
the assembly area. It is integrated into the Finance System so that all costs can be collated and passed to
the Project Management System for reporting.

5. Finance System  FS!
Software used is CODA from Baan. As stated above this system is integrated with the Materials and
Project Management Systems so that ail costs are collated and reported

6. Office Systems  OS!
Microsoft Office and other Microsoft products are used.
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7. Supporting Systems
These include such systems as Personnel and Pay Role, Maintenance System, etc which whilst not
directly used within the engineering process are vital to providing the information that is needed to
support the process.

The systems above are integrated to some extent and work continues to add integration where
needed. For the expert user the systems provided are as close as possible to the standard product but for
the casual user we provide the limited amount of information that they may need either via an icon or
accessed via the intranet.

lt is always a difficult path to tread when considering customising systems to provide greater
efficiency to the user and, therefore, making his life easier and the cost of providing and maintaining the
change together with the irnphcations of the change when the software needs upgrading. With the ever
increasing level of PC expertise of the workforce, because of the use of PCs at home, the demand for all
systems to look like and function like MicrosoA Office continues to grow, but from an efficiency
position and an ongoing maintenance position this is not possible. This, at times, can cause significant
frustration to the users of the systems. The balance can be hard to find. A lesson that we have learnt is
that whilst training in the use of the system is essential, education in the role of the system and how it
fits into the overall business process is critical to its success.

We have experienced a few occasions when the introduction of a system or new techniques has
been seen as a threat to the workforce. This has had the effect that the workforce has responded and
made the current method so efficient that the new way was not adopted. This has proved adequate in
the short term but has not been sustained, the lesson learnt here is that better education and sening of
the new way could have brought greater benefits earlier,

Computer systems have the potential to remove a great deal of the frustration suffered by
individuals when they are unable to find the information that they require. However, once reliant on the
computer to supply the information any probleins seen when the system fails can cause even greater
frustration. The IT supporting organisation must understand and organise for this. If they do not then
the failing system will become a burden and an excuse of all problems suffered anywhere in the process.
Systeins have to be seen as belonging to the users not IT.

The other issue with systems is that they must be appropriate to the business and not be the use
of technology for technology's sake. The issue here is that in general terms there is technology available
to do anything you can think of but if it is not appropriate to the business then it will either become a
burden or will fall into lack of use. What does appropriate mean? Here we can use the analogy that we
use when selecting components or equipments for our ships that is 'total cost'. In equipment terms this
means that the initial cost needs to be considered together with installation and maintenance costs
before a purchase is made. This can oAen result in not buying the cheapest itein. The situation with IT
systems is just the same with the added dimension that we have the ability of 'customising a system to
death'. Therefore very careful use of and customising of system needs to take place to ensure that their
overall cost is less then the benefits the systein provides.

System custoinisation is people driven whether by demands from the users or by exploitation of
the technology by IT. If this is wrong then the level of frustration and the reduction in efficienc of
either the user area or IT staff ran be detrimental to the efficiency and costs of the organisation.
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Lessons Learnt

This is a continual process we must review and evaluate if we are to keep moving forward The overall
lessons learnt are:�

 i! Our people are our biggest asset. The more that we involve those who do the job then the more
we will improve our processes. We must include all those involved in the process, the whole
team and not the individuals. Those supporting organisations such as IT are part of the extended
team.

 ii! We must use technology which is appropriate to the business and not fall into the trap of
technology for its own sake. We must consider the total cost of the technology and not just the
purchase cost.

The Future

The future holds ongoing development of designs that include innovation as well as production
friendly features. The ongoing drive to reduce our design to delivery timescales and reduce the cost of
our products, whilst maintaining and increasing our quality will continue This needs to be achieved by
investing in our people and involving them in improving our processes. We must review and evaluate
what we have achieved to date and be prepared to invest in our future,

We need to spread the knowledge of individuals within the organisation so that we have a
greater number of people with general skills who are able to take up positions within the company
whilst maintaining an acceptable level of specialists. These general and specialist people are of equal
value to the organisation but have a diA'erent role. We will continue to provide as healthy and pleasant
an environment in the workplace, whether it be in the offices or on the berth, as is practical.

We will develop the education part of our training to ensure that all understand the process and
what the next person in the chain needs to complete their task. Our aim is that the overall process
benefits and not just for one area to be better than any other,

In systein terms we will implement the systems that the business needs, making them as simple
as possible to use whilst ensuring that the overall cost is less than the value of the benefits gained,

The overall message is to involve everyone in the improvement process, educate and train them
and implement the appropriate technology that the business needs.
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VIRTUAL MANITFACTURING FOR SHIPBUILDING IN A GLOBALLY
COLLABORATIVE ENVIRONMENT

Thomas K Scar rr>n, Deneb Roboirc~, Inc,,,rv'ew 8ra'urn,  'onneelieu ,  /SA

Introduction

'I he list of ship building related companies that are currently using soine form of Virtual
Manufacturing technologies includes. Avondale, Fincantieri, General Dynamics - Electric Boat,
General Dynamics � Bath trott Works, George Sharpe, John J. McMullen Associates, Newport News
Shipbuilding, M, Rosenblatt & Son, lnc. Companies such as these have customers throughout the
world that continue to demand increased quality, improved performance, shorter purchasing lead
times and lower costs for their highly sophisticated and extremely complex products. Our customers
are also interested in ways io make our products easier to use, even more reliable and maximize the
time of operation before servicmg. The key to successful business is to provide the customer what
he/she wants, in a timely manner, any where in the world, at the lowest possible price. We believe
that Virtual Manufacturing Technology can help your company become much better equipped to
respond to your customers needs.

Virtual Manufacturing is being aggressively implemented across key industries including
Aerospace, Automotive, DoD. DOE, Nuclear, R&D, and other industries to become more competitive,
shorten launch cycles, and improve communications across global enterprises. Companies that have
adopted Virtual Manufacturing technologies for the launch of new products and streamlining of
operations include General Dynamics, General Motors Corp., McDonnell Douglas, Lockheed-Martin,
Caterpillar, Northrop-Grumman, United Technologies and many other industry leaders. Time to
market is being reduced up to 50 percent and lifecycle cost savings of 30 perce~t are being realized
through implementation of Virtual Manufacturing technologies. Seventy to 80 percent ol the tooling
re-engineering and rework dollars have been saved by building the fixtures right the first time.

Virtual Manufacturing

In this paper, our definition for Virtual Manufacturing  VM! is: An integrated set of tools that
provide us with the ability to model products, processes, and factories in an efficient and eAectti e
manner. VM tools serve as an etTective interface with our customers and partners when determining
and verifying the product usability, serviceability and functionality all in the virtual environment
before any components are built. These tools will be used to help us make effective decisions  as we
conceptualize and develop new products'! by showing the impact of design parameters on the ability to
produce the product in a timely and cost effective manner. The product design modeling information
will be used as a basis for the development of the appropriate manufacturing processes and ne~
equipment if necessary. fhe process and equipment models will then be used to determine the factory
production capability requirements to quickly determine an accurate production cycle time and cost.
VM tools will help in the decision making process when it comes to issues such as: "make vs. buy' of
the components, where to build them, how much wil I it cost, can it be built. what is the most cost
effective production process, and how fast can it be provided to the customer? The same models wtlI
be used to develop maintenance procedures and serve as an integai part of the required product
utilization and maintenance training tools. Avi, tifY, vrmI and vrml2 formatted data files are easily
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created for inclusion in product user manuals, manufacturing process plans, and product maintenance
manuals. This information is easily made accessible to the end user via CDROM or %'eb based
formats. The same product data definition data will then be used to determine the factory production
requirements and can be integrated into virtual factory models to determine the most effective
equipment layout and to quickly identify the costs associated to produce the product within this
facility. A single database of product/part information minimizes the potential for an engineer or
process planner to develop design modifications or process plans based on outdated versions of
information. The ultimate goal of successful VM users is to eliminate the need for engineering change
orders from ever occurring because the product functionality, processing, maintaining and
manufacturing concepts were successfully demonstrated and evaluated in the virtual environment
before implementation. In a global business environment VM can dramatically enhance ones ability to
communicate by transcending potential language barriers.

Virtgal Prototypes

In the past, new products v'ere conceptualized by design engineers and then scaled physical mock-ups
were fabricated to determine the fit-up of components. It was not uncommon for unusable parts to be
produced due to an oversight or miscornrnunication during the design process resulting in lost time
and the generation of scrap fn good situations the parts may only have required additional machining
filing or shimming to allover for assembly. This iterative process could take weeks or years on ven
complicated products such as ships. Virtual Prototypes  VP! created during Virtual Collaborative
Engineering  VCE! sessions clearly convey to the customer the functionality of the product. The same
prototypes also show the manufacturing staff what needs to be produced

Deneb Robotics, Inc.'s ENVISION. software provides the user with the following capabilities
which makes it ideal as a tool for Virtual Prototyping;

~ fast, interactive 3D graphics

~ integral, complete 3D CAD system

~ configurable color graphs that display cycle information

~ CAD data translators including IGES, Pro/ENGINEER, Unigraphics, DXF, Intergraph,
CATIA and VDA

~ dynamic viewpoint manipulation, with multiple viewpoints that may be independently
controlled and the ability to attach a camera to any moving or stationary part

~ realistic lighting models that provide the ability to display shadows, colored lights, and part
material surface highlighting

~ advanced file management system featuring a Visual File Interface enabling files to be
selected by either clicking on an image with the mouse or typing the file name

~ a real-time system for collision, near miss, and rninirnum distance checks

For a company that deals in a global business environment we believe that this type of physics based
virtual modeling technology truly enhances ones ability to communicate and to transcend potential
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guage barriers, because it is much easier for the human brain to absorb visual data rather than
bal or paper documentation regardless of your native lan@rage,

General Dynamics Electric Boat Division are currently designing, evaluating, and optimizing
w submarines utilizing this VP approach. Operating under a contract from the Advanced Research
ject Agency's  ARPA! Marine Systems Division, Electric Boat demonstrated the feasibility of
e-of-the-art simulation-based design  SBD!. The objective was to implement an accurate, efficient,
dynamic environment for desilt, rapid prototyping, concurrent product and process development,
sion planning, operation maintenance, and training. Traditional prototyping methods can take
eral months to physically build and test, and at a great expense, As part of this program a
nlnstration model was created to evaluate a proposed torpedo loading mechanical system as shown
igure 1. The geometry files were imported from the Computer Aided Design software into the

Figure 2

lsion VP modeling environment in the assembled condition, Within Envision, EB engineers were
to define the range of motion of the moving parts as weH as the acceleration and velocities at
ch they were to move. The torpedo loading sequence was developed using Envision through a
phical Simulation Language  GSL! to create a simulation of the process. Upon exercising the
ulation, the collision detection capabilities of Envision captured a potential desi~ flaw  Figure 2!
ch would have prevented the ability to use this mechanism as designed. The VP model was used
dentify the colliding parts quite easily by highlighting them in red. Collision such as these will
ee either because the functional sequence order was defined incorrectly or because there was not
ugh clearance designed in the system for the parts to move the necessaty amounts. In this case, we
that it was a spatial limitation. The parts were sent back to the Envision CAD world in the
ding positions, so that engineers could easily see the problem, and redesi~ one of the bulkhead
ctures, and thus eliminate the problem. This could all be done in a matter of a few hours as

IIItosed to how much time and energy it would have required if it had been implemented on the real
, The same inodel could conceivably be used to generate the process sequence programs for the
trolling computer, and to verify that real control system sequence functioned correctly by
o'ecting the model to the controller using digitaI/ana1og interface board. Other projects conducted
his program demonstrating the power of the Virtual Prototype included:
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removal in a maintenance operation. Once the assembly sequence is verified to be correct, tiff images,
avi recordings, vrml and vrml2 files can be generated for documentation of the assembly process as
well as the disassembly and re-assembly for maintenance processes, The use of Deneb ASSEMBLY
provides many benefits including improved communication, improved quality reduced costs, and
reduced time to market.

Virtual Process Models

Ergonomic Task Oeveiopment

Deneb ERGO opnon enables the user to rapidly prototype human motion within a workplace,
then perform ergonomic analysis on the designed job s!. As mentioned above, this might be done
when developing how to use a product, or maintain a product as well as how to build the product and
its parts. The following functions and tools provide the ability to accomplish these tasks:

~ a dedicated human motion programming interface that includes inverse kinematics and
graphical programming for the huinan models

~ 5, 50 and 95 percentile male and female models

~ an energy expenditure prediction model

~ guidelines for two-handed lifting

~ a posture analysis system

a work-measurement standard to estimate time standards for jobs

The features fram ENVJ'SION and Deneb'ERGO combine to give the user a versatile. flexible, and
powerful tool for human factors engineering. ln addition to studying the human element in the
environment, Deneb/ERGO allows human models to interact with other moving entities !ike robots
and conveyors. Figures 5 and 6 show some examples of some ergonomic models.

figure 5 Figure 6
The human model functional activity is developed by the generation of poses that are recorded

in the correct sequence for the operation. Graphical interfaces are created to help with this task by
providing the user with an intuitively easy to understand format, For example when in the teaching
mode, the first action for the human model might be to walk over to a table and grab an object. This
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is done by teaching the position at the table, and the software automatically generates the walking
motion to that spot. Simple selections for reaching and grabbing the part are done via mouse clicks
and then stored. Other poses such as sitting, stooping, kneeling and squatting are a11 generated with a
couple of mouse clicks. Once the sequence of the operation has been completed within the model, the
analysis of the process can then be performed. The output of this analysis will be information like the
energy expended during the process. RUI A  Rapid Upper Limb Assessment! assessment of the motion
performed, NIOSH  National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health! lifting guide]ines based on
the identified mass of the objects being manipulated, and the rime required to perform the task via the
use of MTM-UAS  Methods Time Measurement - Universal Analyzing System!.

Robotic Workcell Development

Fincantieri Shipyards S.p.,4, Monfalcone, Italy, specializes in cruise and merchant ship
construction. Welding stations at the Monfalcone shipyard include large mu/ti-axis gantry systems
provided by Motoman and IGM. The gantry systems support either two or four robots during the
welding of large ship sections. The traditional v.elding method typically required s0 to 100 man-hours
of on-line programming pcr one hour ot robot cycle time. Therefore, a weldment requiring one hour of
welding needed up to two man-weeks to program. As programming was done on-tine, the robot was
out of production the entire time. Shipbuilding is plagued with small weld batches as no two ships
are identical nor are any two ship sections. Each section requires a unique program. In addition, the
robot requires eight hours, or more, to weld one ship section. Ski31ed robot programmers, using the
teach pendant pendent mode of programming, often takes as much as one month of programming time
 two shifts per day! to complete each of the more than 100 sections in a typical ship

A virtual environment from Deneb Robotics, Inc. known as the Interactive Graphical
Programming  IGRIP! provides the user with the ability to test out multiple styles and brands of
robots, as well as how the robots might be integrated with a gantry style auxiliary avis positioning
system. Figure 7 and 8 shows a close up of'two different robotic welding workcell models that are
used for the fabrication of structural sections. In this type ot operation that consists of multiple

Figure 7 Figure 8

identical welding patterns being performed in a matrix like array, it is possible to install the robots in a
master/slave  one robot leads, and the others follow the same process sequence! arrangement to
increase the speed of the process. The workcells shown here were modeled with IGRIP with an
optional software module called the Arc Welding Macro Programming system  AMP!. The AMP
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system was developed jointly by a team of Deneb software en@'neers and Fincantieri process
engineers, technicians, and operators to define the software requirements. It was designed to provide
an easy to use arc-welding robot programming system for welders, not computer or robotic experts lt
is within the AMP system that welding processing parameters are stored for typical types of welds.
These are automatically set during the robot programming process by selecting the type of weld prior
to generation of the robot motion sequence,By developing IGRIP workcell models during the conceptualization phase of the purchase of
the robotic arc-welding stations, Fincantieri was able to verify that the actual system would be able to
gain access to all the necessary areas of the ship components. The actual programming of the robots
was initialized before the real system was installed in the Monfalcone shipyard. Fincantieri now
achieves 100 percent oA-line programming. No touchups are needed and all robot process data is
downloaded, including weld parameters, enabling the robot to maintain constant production. This is
the critical benefit of off-line programming

These same workccll-modeling tools are being used very successfully in aerospace, automotive
and other commercial industries as well. Other specialized option packages are available for painting,
finishing  debumng!, spotwelding and telerobotics.

CNC Cotttrotled Machine Modeliag

Virtual machine models can be created to show the entire machine functionality during the
removal of material in a machining operation. The generation of the NC code is done through the
existing CAD/CAM system. This type of model is very easy to use to verify the functionality of a NC
program prior to downloading it to the actual machine. The models can provide information on the
processing times, collision detection and the etTiciency of the program for processing materials.
Deneb Robotics, Inc.'s Virtual NC modeling software is capable of identifying machining conditions,
which have, been proven to cause chatter, reduce scrap through the detection of undercuts and gouges,
and detect conditions which contribute to tool breakage. Traditionally, machining cycles waste up to
30 percent to 40 percent of the cycle time. This wasted time can be attributed to the use of slower feed

motion when a rapid motion is acceptable,
performing unnecessary motion, excessive
motion, and/or requesting repetitive tool
changes.

Lockheed Marti~ Energy Systems, inc.
 Energy Systems!, Oakridge Y-12 Plant, TN,
successfully modeled an 8-axis Giddings k.
Lewis eight inch boring mill with CNC control
as part of a federally funded project for
manufacturing process development for the
Navy's Seawolf submarine program. The
machine model  Figure 9! was created and

FIgure 9 validated by a team of Lockheed Martin and
GAL engineers as part of the system design

process, The model was used to develop the post-processor and probing routines for the machine
before it was completely fabricated. While the machine was still being fabricated a team of nine NC
programmers were developing and validating the NC codes that would be used to rnachine the parts
required in this program. Using DenebVirtual NC, they significantly reduced setup time and began
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part production as saon as the equipment installation at the manufacturing site was complete. Tooling
and fixture setups were also verified and readied for production during this time. Because simulation
allowed these steps to be done in advance, actual part production could begin the day the machine was
turned over to the production shop.

During the siinulation of a particularly complex Aat-end mill operation. for example, the
software indicated a collision. It was not at the tool/workpiece interface bui at a point about 40 inches
from the tool and outside the operator's field of vision, The manufacturing engineer solved this
problem by extending the tool an additional two inches, and sent the data back through the post-
processor to create a new program. When the new prop+am was simulated, the software detcctcd na
collisions. Prior to machining the part, the machine operator was called to watch the simulation so he
would be prepared for the closeness of the clearances. Virtual NC automatically identifies the
conditions in the cycle when a feed move has been programmed, but no cutting actually occurs. This
information can be used to restructure the NC program to reduce this wasted cycle time.

Energy Systems' experience showed that use of DenebiVirtual NC f' or rnachine tool and
machine process simulation dramatically reduces costs by preventing crashes that can disable the
machine and delay the completion of the project. Simulation also reduced hidden costs by optimizing
machining processes, improving the effectiveness of operators and engineers, and improving process
capability. One of the most significant benefits af DenebtVirtual NC on this project is that 500 8-
axis NC programs have been used on the machine without a single crash. This program dramatically
should how the virtual modeling provided a means to eliminate the risk of mechanical damage io the
machine toot, workpiece, fixturing, and tooling. They were able to develop and debug the post
processors with greater ease and ahead of time. The models were also used to train both NC
programmers and the machine operators before the machine was installed, and as an ofAine training
tool while the machine was producing parts.

Virtaal Factory Modeling

In the past traditional factory modeling tools have been used throughout industry to determine
how many machines were needed to provide some target production level. Once the answers were
provided, the modeling effort stopped, Early factory modeling tools were cumbersome to use and the
accuracy was often suspect because the results were numerical tables which needed to be interpreted
by skilled professionals. Due to the visual nature of Virtual Factory  VF! modeling tools, it is now

Figure lO Figure t t
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uch easier to convince a customer that the model truly represents the facility functionality. Figures
and I 1 show views of a Virtual Factory model generated by United Technologies Research Center
rsonnel of a proposed composites fabrication faci! ity for the High Speed Civil Transport Program,
s also much easier to conduct "what if' scenario analysis because the changes are very clearly seen
d understood. VF models clearly provide the users with an:
~ Improved understanding of factory functionality
~ Identification and quantification of throughput bottle-necks, WJP, equipment/labor utilization,

impact of down time and maintenance
~ More accurate estimates of production costs
~ Continuous improvement "What If. " analysis
~ Evaluation of alternative scheduling approaches
models provide the user with integrated graphical presentation capabilities such as real time strip

harts, pie and bar charts as well as object color changes to indicate resource status. Model summary
ports quickly identify the material flow bottlenecks.

Many companies throughout the world are adopting the principles of Just in Time  JIT! and
aizen"  Continuous Improvement!. Entire manufacturing facilities are being evaluated and re-

ganized to minimize the occupied real estate area, minimize part distance traveled, and minimize the
oduct production cycle, VF models have been successfully used to enhance this process. An "as-
VF model of an existing facility is used to track and show how the material flowed between

sources. Spread sheet data files are used to input information for the part routing through the
ility, as well as processing times, setup times, teardown times, labor, tooling and fixturing

6guirements, The distances parts travel and the time in the facility for the parts are automatically
orded and saved in a spread sheet format By sorting and analyzing this spread sheet information it
comes clear which pieces of equipment need to be moved to mimmize the distances the parts will
vel. This is done in an interactive, iterative manner to determine a more efficient facility layout.
tal part travel distances can be reduced by over 50'10 based on the implementation of equipment
trangement determined by this "Kaizen on the Computer" activity, Virtual Factory modeling tools

ainatically enhance the ability to understand a facilities functionality and serve as a means for
ittinuous improvement in an organized and efficient manner, They should be used as "living"
curnentation of the facility functionality,

For the ship building industry
the scenarios described above still

apply for the land-based manufacturing
facilities that create the components of
the ship that are assemble at the ship
yard, VF models could also be used to
evaluate the functionality of the crew
utilization, onboard shop functionality,
chow line flow, and cargo loading and
unloading. These models could also be
used to evaluate the flow of ships
through the yard to determine the
quantities of dry docks and wet docks,
Because these tools are physics based
in nature, it is possible and necessary to
create the models dirnensionally
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accurate. Distances that ships, parts and people need to travel obviously determine the amount of tinie;:<4j
it takes for material to flow between locations, Figure I2 shows a sample model of the flight deck os;.>jl
an aircraft carrier, and Figure 13 shows a sample of a model of a shipyard.

Figure 13

Virtual Manufacturing Benefits

Besides improved communications across multi-disciplinary product teams, specific benefits
demonstrated and projected for key industries include;

~ 50 percent reduction in time to market based on the increased speed of decision making and the:.>~<
parallel development of product and process designs

~ $1-5 billion life cycle cost savings for new Navy/Air Force Aircraft development and productlolI.::;;:.�
~ Achieve learning curve of third ship set on first ship set for new shipbuilding program
~ Integration of global customers, subcontractors, suppliers and users early in the design and

development cycle i

~ 25 percent reduction in the cost of new products due to the utilization of the Design for Assek!,;';A
and Design for Manufacturing capabilities

~ '70-80 percent reduction in rework costs for tooling and fixtures since they were proven out i6::
Virtual Manufacturing environment before initial fabrication

Conclusions

Virtual Manufacturing is being aggressively implemented across key industries including":;:;"�
Aerospace, Automotive, DoD, DOE, Nuclear, RkD, and other industries to become more competi!
shorten launch cycles, and improve communications across global enterprises. Companies that II@,
adopted Virtual Manufacturing technologies for the launch of new products and streamlining of,::;;:,'"j
operations include General Dynamics, General Motors Corp., McDonnell Douglas, I ockheed-Mat'll
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Caterpillar, Northrop-Grumman, United Technologies and many other industry leaders. Time to
market is being reduced up to 50 percent and lifecycle cost savings of 30 percent are being realized
through implementation of Virtual Manufacturing technologies. Seventy to 80 percent of the tooling
re-engineering and rework dollars have been saved by building the fixtures right the first time,

In the not to distant future we believe that the VM tools described above will provide us with
an easy to use system for enhanced global communication. It will become common place for design
engineering teams and their customers to communicate together while being simultaneously immersed
in the same virtua1 environment mthout leaving their oNce. Vendors and equipment suppliers we'll
provide virtual models of their equipment for NC creation, verification and training tools, as part of
their deliverabte package. We will be able to provide factory tours to people, shov ing them their
components being manufactured without them leaving their oNce. Virtual Factory Models will
become "living" documentation of a faci1ities functionality by the direct connection to the real facility
resources for on-line data collection, tracking of equipment, material and labor status.

We believe that VM Technology enhances our ability to communicate product functioriality.
new concepts for component fabrication and verification of the factory functionality required to
produce these products. The visual nature of VM provides us with the ability to transcend potential
language barriers in a global business environment.
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PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF COMPUTER SIMULATION MODELING
FOR ANALYSIS OF SHIPYARD PRODUCTION PROCESSES

Jeffrey,schaedig, Rational Steel and Shipbuilding  'ompany, Son Diego, CA
John Horiath, &la i >nal Steel and Shipbuilding Covrpany, San Diego, CA

Introduction

ln an effort to build cost competitive ships for the vvorld market, many shipyards are
investigating building methods and equipment that will streamline production and reduce vessel
construction titnes. With simple production process systcrns. this investigation is a fairly
straightforward process. The existing "As-Is" production process is thoroughly analyzed through the
use of flowcharts and performance statistics, then compared to a 'To-Be" process incorporating new
techniques and equipment. lf the "To-Be" process achieves the objectives of management with a
justified return on investment, the new process is implemented.

The construction of a ship consists of thousands of interactions between products, processes,
and resources. All three entities have an effect on each other and a small change to one can cause a
large change in the overall operation of the system. Many of the techniques utilized to analyze sinaller
systems become very labor intensive when manually analyzing ship production processes.
Assumptions are used to break the process down into manageable pieces io be studied by a process
iinprovement teain. In soine cases, the necessity of making these assuniptions can cause problems by
oversimplif'ying the process. 'I hc same details that inakc the systeni difficult to analyze are the details
that contribute to the overall inefficiency of the process, Advances in personal computer processing
speed and the development of user-friendly simulation software, however, now provide shipyards with
an effective tool in perforniing investigations of difficult to analyze processes.

NationalSteel and Shipbuilding Company  NASSCO! in San Diego, California has been using
computer simulation to make these difficult to analy7e processes morc manageable. The
manufacturing simulation software, ProModel, was used as pari. ot' a process improvement initiative to
reduce the cycle time of the yard's Panel Line to 0 Eus!pane l. The variation of the work content in
panels built on the line and the interaction between v orkstations made this a formidable task. Through
the combined efforts of the team members, valuable insight into ihc cverydav operation of the line was
gained, This paper highlights the steps taken by the Process Analysis Teani to analyze the Panel Line,
NASSCO's use of computer simulation software in this initiative, as well as, the results of the analysis.

Description of NASSCO's Panel Line

The layout of NASSCO s panel line is shown in Figure 1, 'I'hc I'anel Line consists of nine
process specilic stations. Plates enter the line at Station 1 where they arc fit and tack welded together,
The fitting and welding of deck sockets also begins in this station. The ships currently being built at
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NASSCO are Roll-On/Roll-Off ships for the Military Sealift Cornrnand. In order to facilitate the
lashing of cargo, thousands of cloverleaf-shaped holes are cut into the deck of the ship,

Figure 1. Layout of NASSCO's Panel Line

Bowls are v,aided to the underside of the deck to prevent water from flowing through the holes. These
bowls are referred to as "deck sockets." Deck socket welding continues as the panel moves by
conveyor into Station 2. For the majority of the panels built on the line, the deck socket welding is
completed in this station.

In Station 2 the plates are welded together with a semi-automatic one-sided welder. If any weld
repairs are needed they are done in a pit between Station 2 and 3. I he welded panel is then moved into
Station 3 where layout of the longitudinals and transverse deck beams is done, The perimeter of the
panel is burned to create a square panel, Longitudinals are manually fit iii Station 4 and welded in
Station 5. A semi-automatic welder is used in Station 5 to do the welding of the stiffeners. The welder
is capable of welding both sides of four stiffeners simultaneously, After the stiffeners are welded, the
panel moves into Station 6 for the fitting of transverse deck beams  webs!. The welding of the webs
and any additional small parts is done manually in Stations 7 and 8. Finally. the completed panel i.
moved into Station 9 where the inspection is done. If any additional welding needs to be completed on
the panel it is also performed here before the panel is lifted off the line by a gantry crane and moved to
the next process location.

Panels are moved into the next station as soon as possible and removed from the line when
complete to make room for new panels. Removal of the panels is done in four locations including the.
end of the line. Blanket plates  panels without longs and webs! are removed after the one-sided-welder
in Station 2, Panels that only require longitudinals are removed at Station 5, In some cases, the
weldout of the webs is completed in the first weldout station  Station 7!. When this occurs, the panel is
immediately removed from this station.

Initiative to Implement the 4hr Line

NASSCO's objective in reducing the cycle time of the Panel Line was to increase throughput
and efficiency. By irnplernenting a line that consistently indexes every 4 hours, it would also be easier
to schedule starts and lift-offs. On average, a crane could arrive at the beginning, middle and end of
every shift ta remove a panel from the line, A process improvement team was formed consisting of a
cross-section of the Panel Line's process stakeholders. The team's task was to recommend the changes
to the process that would be necessary to reduce the line's cycle time to 4 hrs/panel. Cycle time for the
line was defined as the elapsed time between finished panels. The team worked on reducing the cycle
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time primarily through the elimination of non-value-added tasks and replacement of aging and
inefficient equipment.

Process Attalysis of the 4hr Line

I'he first operation of the Process Improv»nient Team v as to flowchart thc existing Panel Line
process. Included in the flowchart was the average time and required manning for each task. Because
of the complexity and scale of the Panel Line operation the 80/20 rule v'as used to determine which
tasks should be included in the flowchart. If the task was performed on RO"lo of the panels built on the
line, it was included in the flow, To further simplify the process a 'standard" reference panel was
created to represent the average work content of the panels run down the line. The work content of
each panel was characterized by the number of plate~. Iongitudinals  siiffeners!, manufactured 'I" s
 wcbs!, and deck sockets used to build the panel. The components were av»raged for an entire ship' s
worth of panels to deterniine thc number of parts in the rcfereiice panel. These averages were used by
the Process Improvement Team for the reference panel and consisted of;

o 5 Plates � Seams! � Average 4.4
~ 12 Longitudinal Stiffeners � Average 11.6
~ 5 Transverse Manufactured T's  Webs! � Average 4.8
~ 120 Deck Sockets � Average 120

After flowcharting the existing process, the Process Iniprovement I'earn reviewed the tasks to
determine which added to thc inefficiency of the panel construction either hy not contributing to the
physical change of the product or because of the use of inelTective equipment. 'Ihese tasks were
eliminated to improve the efficiency of the process. The order of many tasks was changed to
accomplish theni in parallel rather than series. and some v ork v as inov»d off the line to further reduce
each station's individual cycle time, thereby reducing the overall panel c>cle time to 4 hours. The
effects of these changes were quantified in terms of new times and manning and included in a
flowchart of the ' 'I'o-Be" process.

The times for each task on the "To-Be" flowchart were summed along the critical path to
determine the individual station tiines. The station tiines for the 'To-He" Panel Line are shown in
Table I, One of the changes the Process Improvement Team m ide iii the 'fo-Be" process v as the
timing of the panel movcineni on the line. Instead ot moving a panel into the next station when it was
completed, the entire line moved every four hours. 'I'his was done to simplih the manual analysis of
the line. Since the v hole line moved at the same time, each station had ih» same 4 hour average station
span time  Avg Span!. Span time was defined as the duration each panel occupies a station before
being inovcd to  he next one, The amount of time the panel was being worked on during its span time
in the station was defined as the process time  Avg Process!. The process times developed by the
Process Improvement Team were obviously less than the 4 hour span time otherwise the average panel
would have rnovcd into the next station uncoinpleted, The maximum process time  Max Process! for
the stations shown in 'I able 1 is equal to the average station process tiine since all of the panels are the
same 'standard" reference panel. The line span tiinc  Average Line Span Time Per Panel! was defined
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as the titne the panel is on the line from start of assembly to f»iish. The one-sided welding station has
the highest process time �36 tnin!, and thus is the pacing station for the 4 hour line.

Table l. Station Tiines for the "To-Bc ' I'anel Linc E Tiines in Minutes!

Computer Simulation Modeling of the 4hr Lirte

Although the process flow had been completed for the "standard" reference panel, there was a
realization that the reference panel only represented a portion of all of the possible panel types built on
the line. The effect of building different panel types that have varying work contents was unknown. It
was decided that a computer simulation of the panel line was necessary to quantify the effect of
building panels with variable work content on the "To-Re" Panel Line.

Development of the Panel Line Model
ln order to quickly set up a model that would evaluate the "l o-Be' process, the project team

decided to enhance a Panel Line computer model originally developed for NASSCO by a local
consultant, kiran C:onsulting Ciroup, for the purpose of investigating the use of robotics on the line.
The project team needed to modify the computer model so it would be better suited for its new purpose
of analyzing the 'To-Be" Panel Line process. In Kiran's model, a single reference panel, which was
different than the Process Improvement Teatn's reference panel, had a station time associated with it
for each fitting and welding process that took place on the line Some of these times such as the deck
socket and web welding operations were dependent upon the number of people assigned to the task.
The line. therefore, could bc balanced by increasing or decreasing the manning for tasks that were
creating bottlenecks in the line or had low resource utilization, Automation could also be substituted in
place of manpower to determine the overall effect on the system. Manning and automation, however,
were not the key issues in the "To-Be" Panel Line process. The model needed to be adapted to accept
panels of different work contents rather than a single reference panel.

The first step in adapting the Panel Line model v'as to determine the level of detail necessary to
accomplish the objectives of the task. When conducting a siinulation project it is important to
remember that the time and funding necessary to build the model is directly proportional to the detail
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of the model. As the detail of the model increases, so does the cost and «ffort necessary to build,
debug, validate, and use it. Since the model's primary use was to deterinine the effects of building
variable work content panels on the panel line rather than optimizing the line through process changes,
design changes, and manning, it was decided that each individual task and required manning level did
not have to be explicitly modeled. The fact that the inodcl was to simulate the system variation due to
work content and schedule. however, meant that it could not bc inodcled by merely inputting only the
overall assembly times for each panel. The model had to be built in a fashion that captured both
individual panel coinplexity and the effects of overall panel build sequence. These objectives were met
by modeling thc fitting and welding times on a per plate. long. and web basis to capture the variation in
work content, and designing the model to accept a specific panel sequence.

Modeling Process Times
In order to develop the simulation model's ass«nibly times f' or both reference and variable work

content panels. the Process Improvement Team's reference panel and station times  shown in Table I!
were used to determine thc process time per seam, deck sock«t, long. and web. For example, the
Average Process time for the reference panel in Station 1 �80 minutes'! was divided by the number of
reference pan«l seams �! to gct the fitting time per seam at Station 1 �s inin~scam!, This is the only
time need«d in order to capture the processing time for Station 1 when the identical reference panels
are run through the modeh When panels with variable work content are modeled, however, both the
number ot seams and the length of each seam will alter the total fitting time in the station. In order to
represent this variation front panel to panel, the fitting time per seam was divided again by the number
of reference panel wcbs �! which run perpendicular to the seams to capture the effect of differing seam
lengths. This resulted in a processing time per-unit for Station 1 ot q min/seam/web. This same
process was used to develop pcr-unit times for all nin«stations on the linc and captured the work
content of both the reference and variable work content. panels.

Additional time for tasks such as the setup ol equipment. transportation of the panel, and clean
up was not explicitly modeled, but included as part ot the process time on a per plate, long, and web
basis. Downtime was not included in the modeled processes for tv o reasons, First, it would take some
tiine to analyze how it currently affects the process, understand how it would affect the "To-Be"
process. and develop it into a form that could be utilized in the model. Second, it was not necessary to
include it. initially. to m«et the basic objectives of the project. If the results of'the model indicated that
a 4 hour cycle time could not be achieved in a system without downtime, then the project teain could
safely conclude that it would be iiripossible to achieve the goals in a panel line process with downtiine.
I herc was no point in spending the time to include downtime until it was known if the "To-Be"
process could meet its objectives without it.

Modeling Process Flow
Because thc coniputer siinulation model could control the moveineni of each panel into the next

station as soon as possible, it was not necessary to constrain the line by forcing each panel to have the
same station span tim«. As inentioned earlier, the entire line moved every four hours in the "To-Be"
process done by thc Process Improvement Team to simplify their analysis. This restrains the
throughput when variable work content panels are built. Smaller panels with a work content less than
4 hours in duration will not move off the line as quickly as they would if'they were allowed to move to
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the next station when completed. Moving the pan»l as so<at as possible. not only increases the
throughput <if low work content panels, but allows work to begrin Qn the following panel earlier,
creating a more efficient use of the line's limited space. I'his is thc main reason the current practice ori
the actual NASS ' ! panel line is to move each panel into the next station as soon as possible.

Modeling Process 5eqffence
The final change necessary to adapt the existitig P;tii»I Linc mod»l for this project was tc

program it to read in '1 s»h»dul» of'referenc» or variabl» work content panels by ineans of a data file.
'this schcdul», cr»«tcd by  h» Master Planning Dcpartm»nt. included all <it' the panels built on the Panel
Line in the sequence in which they were built. It also detail»d th» number of plates, deck sockets.
longs, and webs on each panel. The information is read in and trtapped io variables in ProModel where
it is used to calculate the process times. The first plate of'the first panel arrives in Station I at the start
of the simulation and fron3 that point, the process times drive the rate «t which panels are completed.
During the simulation, ProModel keeps track of performance st«tistics on location and resource usage,
quantities of par sr «nd pro»»ss times. This iniomiation»«n b» r»vi»<v»<f «i th» cnd of the simulation in
both tabular and graphical Iorrn,

Resale from Model for fife Reference Panel
 !nce the model was adapted to represent the I'r<icess An«I~ sis I'cam's "I'o-Be" process. it was

run to validate that it produced the same perfomtance, In <irdcr to dn this. «schedule of 290 identical
reference panels w«s created and entered into Ihe input data tile. This is the same number of variable
work content panel» that would be tested. The results of'the reference panel model are shown in the
"Simulation -Ref Panel' column in Table 2.

Table 2.  'oinparison Qf the I'rocess Anal> si» 'I'e«m's Reference 1'anel Station
'I'imes and the Model Rel'erence I'an»l 'I'im»»   I'imcs in Minutes!

Process Anal sts-Ref Panel Simulation -Ref Panel
Av S en Av Process Max Process Av S an Av Process Mex ProcessStation

1-Plate Fittin
1 end 2-Deck Sockets

180180 180240 180
ni nie nla 29 28 29

2-Qne-Sided Weldin
3-Le out/Per Bum

36 36 239 236 36
219240 220 220 220 220

2034-Stiffene Fittin
5-Stiffener Weldin

240 203 203 203203
216 217 218218240 218

6-Web Fittin
7-Weld Qut '1

187187 187 187187240
288 143144'1 80 180 143

240 216 360 216 '8-Weld Out 2
9-Ins ection and Shi

180 216
121 121240 121 121 121

Max ouo io S'.arrua Sloaav Siato Max Shown ih eraoaoia

The Average Span times of the model's reference panel are less than or equal to the span times
of the Process Iinprovement Team's reference panel, This is «n effect of moving each panel as soon as
possible into the next station. The Average Process times for both are»qual with the exception of
Station 7 and 8 Weld Out. This is the natural balance of'thc work in these two stations if panels are
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moved into Station 8 v hcn it becomes available in order to make rooin tor additional panels on the
line. The suin of the work done in both stations of the simulation model hov ever, is still equal to the
360 minutes of work done in Stations 7 and 8 of thc "lo-Bc" Panel Line process. Because 290
identical panels were used in the reference panel simulation model, the Maximum Process times are
equal to th» Average Process tintes for all of thc stations.

Thc six hour reduction in Average Line Span time per panel is a minor issue in the comparison
of the times, Because the panels are able to move to thc next station when they are finished, the panels
spend less tinte on thc line, The biggest advantage to this i» that the first panel comes off the line 6
hours earlier in thc modck fhis reduction in span time is important in the scheduling of panels for the
line since there is a 6 hour reduction in time from start to finish, bui it is not an issue in the
performance of the line. 'I'he most important factor in judging the p»rf'orinance of the line is the
Average Cycl» time per panel. 'I his is the rate at which finishccl panel» will come off the line, and is
equal for both the Process linprovement and Simulation results. Because of the close agreement
between the times d»veloped hy the Process Iinprov»ment Team and simulation model, the project
team felt that the model was validated and was a reasonable reprc»entation of thc process. The next
step was to load a schedule of panels consisting of variable work content into the model.

Results of the 4hr Line with Variable Work Content Panels

Two hundred ninety panels with variable work content ~ere input into the model rather than the
identical reference panels. A portion of the data file i» shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Variable Panel Input I ilc

'I he results of the Variable Work Content Panel runs are shown in 'I able 4. The Average Cycle
time per panel is 0,63 hours greater than that for thc reference panel. This indicates that using the same
processes developed for the reference panel will not result in a 4 hour cycle time for panels with
variable work content. The 4,63 hours per panel is an optimistic view since downtime has not been
included in the model. Any disruption in the normal operation ol the line will drive the average cycle
time even higher.

The Average Span time and Maximum Process times arc higher for the panels with variable
work content. The Average Process times are not equal to either the Average Span or Maximum
Process times  since the panels had variable work contents! and most are lower than those for the
reference panel. One would expect that a lower average process tirn» would contribute to a lower panel
cycle time. The larger Average Span times, therefore, must be the cause of the higher cycle time,
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Table 4. Comparison of'the 'I imes for Panels with Variable Work  '.Ontet3t  Times in Minutes!

Simulation -Ref Panel Simufation-VariableProcess Anal sis-Ref Panel
Av S an Av ProcessMax Process Av S an Av ProcessMax Process Av S an Av Process Max PrOCeaaStation

1-Plate Fittin 240 180 180 18C 280 144 378180
1 and 2-Deck Sockets
2-One-Sided Weldin

n/8 n/a 29 28 29 273 30n/a 160
236 277239 236 189240 236 236 496

219220 2753-La ut/Per Burn 220240 220 188 417
203 i 203203 267 1954-Stiffener Pi<tin 240 203 203 396
,7172185-Stiffener Weidin 240 218 218 18 236 436

187S.Web Fitan r40 187 167 I pi 171 356
'43 288 143

360 '2 6i'
7-Weld Out 1
8-Weld Out 2

110 110240 180 360
216 294 290240 180 186

'21 1212409-Ins eolion and Shi 121 121 121 121 121

399h s/2394mi ~ 4 63 hrs 277 8min4 00 h s 1240 minAv Panel e <Xe Time
Avg Line Span Time
Per Panel '02 hrs36 0 hrs 35 3 h/S
Max Die tn Staiane Staany r iaia Maa . nawn in 87acaela

Causes of Higher Span Times In Variable Work Content Model

Vigure 2. Location States f' or tltc Reference f'ancf

The higher span times are caused by block;tgcs in the ltt>e. Tlic l.ocation States for the
I<eference l'anel model «rc shown in Figure, lhe l.oc;iti<ln States l'or th» Variable Work Content
model arc shown in Figure 3. I'hese are the percc»t<gcs ol tituc that <.'ach location was in use
 Operation!, being setup f<ir processing  Setup!, not being used  Id!el. waiting for resources to process
a panel  Waiting!. ut1abfe to move a completed panel into the 11ext location  [31ocked!, or unable to
process a panel due to planned or unplanned downtime  Down!. '1'hc l:igures show that the stations
were either in operati<3n. idle. or blocked during the simttf;ttioti. Seitip;in<i downtime is not seen in the
graphs since tltcy v ere not explicitly modeled, «itd clio<igli rcsotirccs werc used to prevent any wait
time.



With the exception of Station 2, 7, and 9 all ot thc locatioris in ih» Reference Panel model are in
operation for a reasonable percentage of the time. 'I herc is very littl» idle i.ime. Station 2, 7, and 9 have
the lowest process times and therefore, are in operation less than the other locations in the balanced
system.

Figure 3 shows a much lower utilization of the locations in the Variable Work Content model.
The remainder of the tin>e is spent with each station either idle or blocked. 'I he blockage is created
whenever a downstream panel prevents a completed panel upstreain from moo ing into the next station.
Figure 3 shows three major junrps in the amount of bloc  agc in the line. Starting at thc end of the line,
the first occurs between Stations 6 and 7 where the blockage time increases from near zero to a little
more than 5%. 'I'he second occurs between Stations 4 alld 5. and ihc third betv een Sta2 Deck Sockets
and Sta2 One Sided Welding.

Figure 3. Location States for the Variable Work Content 1'anel

These three jumps correspond to the three major bottlenecks in the linc:

~ Station 2 One-Sided Welding
~ Station 5 Stiffener Welding
~ Station 7 and 8 Wcldout

Station 8 is also considered to be a bottleneck due to the shared work and dynamics between
itself and Station 7. When Station 8 becomes available, the pan»l in 7 is moved into g regardless of
work content lett on the panel, The next panel that moves into Station 7 is processed until it is
completed  and then taken off the line! or Station 8 is again available. A possible scenario could exist
whereby panels in Station 7 and g could bc in process while the pane! in Station 6 is complete, Station
7 in this case is not the bottleneck since it is ready to move when g becomes available. Until Station 8
is available. the panel continues to be processed, The blockage in 'Station 6, therefore, is due to the
longer process time for the panel in g.
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Causes of Blockages
The blockage in Sta2 Deck Sockets is primarily due to panels which have either no deck

sockets or a number that can be completed in Station l. If there is no work to be completed on the
panel when it enters Sta2 Deck Sockets it will want to continue on into Sta2 One Sided Welding. If'
a panel is in Sta2 One Sided Welding, this move cannot take place resulting in blockage time. Since
Sta2 Deck Sockets acts as a buffer station, this blocl'age is not necessarily a problem for the line.
Understanding that the blockage exists, however. docs present the opportunity for increasing the
throughput of the line. By reducing the Average Span and Process times of the One-Sided Welder, the
throughput of the line will increase providing that it is not reduced below the span times of the Stations
after the v elder,

Th» blockag» caused by the stiffener welder in Station 5 is due to the variation in the number of
longs that are on the panels welded in this station. Although averages were used to characterize the
variable work content of the panels, the results of the simulation model show that the use of averages is
not the best v'ay to characterize this work. Figurc 4 shows a histogram of the number of longs per
panel built on the Panel I.ine.

Figure 4. Number of Longs per Panel

The average number of longs per panel is 11.6, however. almost 50lo of the panels have 13 longs and
only 5'lo of the panels have l2 longs. The additional long requires one extra pass with the stiffener
welder. This increases the Span and Process time for the station as seen in Table 4, which causes the
blockages shown in I igurc 3. The Process Improvement Team understood that the extra longs would
increase the station span time but felt that the 35'li of the panels which have less than 13 longs, and in
some cases as few as 3 longs, would dram the average process time closer to that of a 12 long panel,
This was difficult to test without using the computer simulation model. Ihe stiffener welder welds 12
longs in 21K minutes in the "To-Be" process. Since 4 longs are welded in a pass during the 218
minutes the average pass takes approximately 73 minutes. It would take 4 passes to complete a 13 long
panel; therefore. the process time would be 292 minutes for this station when the extra pass is made.
Tabl» 4, how»vcr, shows that the average process time lor the stiffener welding station is 236 min. The
model indicates that the assumption made by the Process improvement 'I earn was correct. The average
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is reduced by the 35'10 ot the panels with less than l3 longs. however. it is not enough to bring the
average to that of a 12 long panel.

1 here is a second factor constraining throughput in the rniddle of the linc. The Average Process
time for the tining work in Station 4 is less than the Average Process time i'or the welding in Station 5.
The imbalance in work content be@veen stations causes blockage and iiilc tiine, contributing to the
higher cycle tiine of the line. I'he imbalance is further magniticd hy the sclieduled assembly sequence
of the panels. When very low work content panels follow very high vvork content panels, large
blockages in the line are created in the upstream stations. If high work content panels follow low work
content panels idle tiine develops in the downstream stations. The v;iricd scheduling of panels in such
a sequence produces an "accordion effect" where gaps between panels open and close on the line.
These g;ips increase the cycle time of the line. Therefore, it is not i>nly the variation in work content in
each individual station that is important to understand, hut the v;iriation in work content and
sequencing bc ween all of the stations which influences the dynaniics of the line, Averages were used
by thc Process hnpri>venient 'l earn to overcome the difficulties in manually analyzing this variation,
but the simulation shows that understanding the variation is a necessary part of understanding the line.

'I he sante situation occurs in the Station 7 and 8 weldout stations, These stations also interact
with Station 5 to create block;igcs and higher span times in almost all i>l the stations on the line.

Effecr af Vitri rrlion on .Scheduling
The variation ot' work content created probleins in the scheduling of panel removals from the

line which w;is realized once computer simulation was used to analyze thc "To-He" process. One of
the main objectives in cinploying a 4 hour line was the ability to be able to schedule the removal of
completed panels fiona the line at 4 hour intervals. I'igure 5 shows the tiine between lift-offs for the

variable work content panels. Figure 5. Time Iletween Panel l.ift-Offs
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Figure 5 shows that panels are not being completed at regular 4 hour intervals and that the
spread in lift off times ranges anywhere frotn a few minutes to I 5 hours, The variation of work content
and the removal of panels from four stations on the line make this very hard to analyze manually, The
computer model, however. is quite capable of handling this tasl .

Possible Changes to Panel Line to Achieve 4hr Cycle Time

Once it was determined that the variation in work content resulted in an Average Cycle time per
panel of more that 4 hours, four possible options for further reducing the line's cycle time were
investigated:

~ Change Panel Design/Take Work off Panel Line
~ Reduce Process Times

Add Automation  Robotics!
~ Resequence Order of I'anels

Change Panel Design/Take 8'ork off Panel Line
Because of the timing of this project, it was decided that the design of the panels currently

scheduled to be built on the line could not be changed. I'anels for the fourth of a successful seven ship
contract werc being constructed on the line, so the cost/benefit of utilizing the resources to make the
changes to the last three ships was not very good, In addition. there was an understandably high
resistance to making changes to the product model when every change meant the potential of
jeopardizing an already successful project.

'I'aking panels that had a higher work content than the reference panel off of the line also was
not a feasible option at this time. The panels would have to be built in build locations already heavily
utilized to construct other products. The Panel Line is one of the most efficient build locations within
the yard for building flat products. A penalty in efficiency occurs by moving the panels from the Panel
Line to one of the flat build locations. This penalty is justified as long as the gains in effiiciency from
moving work otf the line offset the efficiency losses due to assembling the panels elsewhere. There is
a point, however, when this tradeoff no longer becomes advantageous.

Reduce Process Times

Reducing the process times was a second option investigated by the Process Improvement
Team. In order to create the "To-Be" process, however, a substantial amount of time had already been
cut out of the existing processes, These cuts in time also came at a substantial cost. In order to assess
the additional reduction in process times necessary to achieve the objective of a 4 hour cycle time for
panels with variable work content the computer simulation model was again employed.

The process tiine per plate, deck socket, long. and web for each station was reduced in
increments of 5/0 in order to reduce the Average Process time per panel. While this was occurring,
resource and location utilizations were being monitored to determine the balance in per-unit process
time reductions that would allow for the best usage of resources and equipment. This is yet another
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advantage of computer simulation. As changes are made. the effects ol those changes on the system
are immediately evident. Table 5 shov s the additional percent decrease in per-unit process times at
every station that would be necessary to achieve the objective of a 4 hour line  with variable work
content panels! and utilize the resources in the best way possible.

Table 5. Additional Per-Unit Process 'l'irnc Reductions Required by Station

The per-unit process time would have to he reduced in Stations 3 through 8, and a 30%
reduction in per-unit process time is necessary in Station 5. Stiffener v elding is a rnachine-based
process. The reduction in time would have to be achieved by speeding up a rnachine that is already
running at its optimum operating level based on the welding parameters of the material, This would be
irnpossiblc with the existing welder and the material used to fabricate the panels.

Even if the further reductions could be made in the process, the results of the simulation show
that the blockages would not be totally eliminated. Figure 6 shovvs the Location States for the 4 hour
variable panel model with reduced times.

Figure 6. l,ocation States for the 4.0 Hour Line with Reduced Process Times
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The blockage is less than that shown in Figure 3, but has not been eliminated. The variability in the
panels still holds up the line. In order to reduce the process times in each station just to achieve the
location states shown in Figure 6, additional manpower and equipment would be necessary. These
resources would be unutilized while the line is blocked. A penalty in resource utilization would be
paid in order to achieve the 4 hour line.

Add Automation  Robotics!
A third option of using robotics to eliminate the bottlenecks in the line is being investigated as

part of another simulation project. The preliminary results of the project indicate that the addition of
robotics to assist in the fitting of stiffeners and weldout of v ebs would provide the saine throughput
rate as the existing systcin, but at a substantial savings in labor costs. The benefit in adding the
automation, therefore, is not a decrease in panel cycle time over inanual panel line processes, but a
reduction in manual labor, Proper balancing of the panel work contents between stations would still be
necessary in order to achieve the best possible panel cycle time.

Resequence Order of Panels
Resequencing the order of the panels is probably the easiest option to implement, but the inost

difficult of the four options to sitnulate. Changing the order of the panels to smooth out the flow of the
work might rcducc the average per panel cycle time to 4 hours without expensive equipment or process
changes, however, many more variables come into play when optimizing the system in the model.
Currently the panels are scheduled for the line by the need date of the next assembly, If the panel i.
late, the start of the next assembly is late. This may cause a ripple effect leading to the late erection of
a block, There is some float in this date, but the amount is dependent upon current workload,
complexity of the products, resource levels of the yard, and available storage space. An estimate of the
amount of float in start and complete dates for the panels is necessary in order to determine the window
in which the panel can be inoved to accommodate work flow. Because of the dynamics of the variables
involved, computer simulation is a necessary tool in the analysis of this window.

The position of the panel on the line over time also plays a role in resequencing the panels. As
mentioned earlier, panels are pulled off the line as they are completed in four places. The lift-off.
between these four areas need to be coordinated in order to make the best use of line space and
schedule. Trying to juggle all of the variables such as work content and process time necessary to
balance the line at the take-off points wifl be difficult even with the use of computer software.

For these reasons, the project team is investigating the use of optimization software to drive the
sequencing of the panels. The optimization package included with ProModel is SimRunner,
SiinRunner takes input constraints from the user and optimizes the model to those constraints through
the use of factorial design of experiments and other optimization algorithins. Once the constraints are
specified, SimRunner works on its own, reducing the time necessary for the user to perform the
experiments. Because of the complex logic involved in determining the possible orders of the panels,
some changes to the model will be needed to interface with SimRunner beyond the normal interactions.
The changes necessary to perform these interactions and the ainount of time required to make the
changes are currently being investigated.
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Conclusions

As the level that shipyards investigate their processes for possibl» iinprovernents becomes more
detailed. the tool» typically us»d to analyze them become more cumbcrsonie to einploy, Assumptions
are used to simplif>' the processes in order to make them mor» inaniig»ab!e to flowchart and
understand. Sonietinics the simplification of the processes can inadi ertcntly lead to a loss of detail that
is nccessiir> to coinpletcly understand the system. C;ipturing the v;iriation in process times and work
content is «iso very iniportant to creating a clear picture of the ntanufacturing process. Increases in
personal computer processing speed and thc developnient ot' user-lricndly computer simulation
software now provide shipyards with an ability to iiot only include a higher degree of detail in their
analysis, but a way to capture the variation in process and work content.

NASSC !'s usc of coniputer simulation proved to b» a v,duable tool in the analysis of the
company s Panel Line. l'irst and foremost, it demonstrated thc complcxit> ot'the dynamic interactions
between stations. products, processes, and schedules. ln order to siniplify the paneling operations for
manual process analysis techniques, the Panel Line iias viev ed as a rather straightforward process.
Panels were moved into;i station, processed, and then moved io tlie next station when it was tinie for
the line to move. The stations with the highest span time deterinined the c>clc time of the line, so the
focus was to optimize the processes in these stations to meet the performance objectives. When
working with averages and constant numbers this happens to be the case. When variation in the
process times. products. and pull locations exists, hov ever, the c> clc titne cannot be obtained using the
same methods. Sub-optimizing the individual processes and line stations often can lead to
performance degradation of the overall system if it is not known hiiw thc individual components
interact tn affect the system's perforinancc. Simulatioii software is ~cry capable of keeping track of all
of the variables and interactions involved in the overall opeiiitioii of the linc. Variance in the products
and process titnes can hc introduced to better underst'ind their role in planning ancl forecasting the
performance of thc system, while changes made to thc model c;iii be inimcdiately quantified. It is
advantages such as these that make computer simulation an iniportant tool in the analysis of complex
shipbuilding processes, and it is the understanding ot' these processes, which will help yards produce
cost competitive ships into thc next century.
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APPLICATION OF ADVANCED SIMULATION MODELING TO
SHIPBUILDING - A DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

Louis E. Alfeid, ScD., Decision Dynamics, Inc., Bethesda, MD
J. Chris White, Decision Dynamics, Inc., Bethesda, MD

Co!!een S. Piliiod, Decision Dynamics, Inc., Bethesda, MD

Introduction

This paper describes the results of a U.S, Navy  USN! Naval Sea Systems Command
 NAVSEA! sponsored project to support a LPD-17 pilot production planning study. Decision
Dynamics, lnc.'s  DDI! simulation tool, ShipBuildtM, was used to evaluate preliminary production
designs by quantifying tradeoffs:

~ between cost and schedule,
~ among alternative design choices, and
~ among alternative production methods.

Results showed that ShipBuild can automatically transform a list of task backlogs and a list of
yard resources into a schedule and manning forecast. Furthermore, the program will do it over and
over again, in just minutes, helping planners discover the optimal task layout and the most efficient
allocation of shipyard resources.

Problem DefinitionPlanning is the most critical and vexing problem in the shipbuilding process. To be successful,
a strategic plan must integrate and manage the multitude of functions that are key to the construction
process. Planners must also learn how to minimize the impact of changes and delays and how to
quantify their contribution to the total cost of a ship. What, for example, is the best construction
sequence for a ship? How can engineers design a ship for affordable construction? How can a
shipyard best utilize its resources during the construction process? How can the negative impacts of
design changes and delays be minimized?

Resoltiiion MethodShipbuilding is a very complicated activity, perhaps the most complicated of aQ construction
undertakings. New management tools are needed to help unravel complicated relationships and bring
new understanding to the control of complex dynamic processes. ShipBuild fully detnonstrates the
capability of dynamic simulation modeling by capturing both the essential physical shipbuilding and
the management decision-making activities that support the physical production process. The
purpose of the model is to provide shipbuilders with a much-needed tnethod for simulating the
outcome of multiple "what-if?" scenarios, thereby allowing shipyard managers to determine the best
work sequence, the most effective use of manpower and equipment and the least-cost solution to
each new ship construction job.
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Research Objective
The objective of this project was to demonstrate how a dynamic simulation model could assist

LPD-17 management in selecting among competing "what-iP," options to help create the most
affordable results. To fulfill this requirement DDI applied its ShipBuild simulation model to I,PD-17
production design issues. ShipBuild is capable of capturing the planned sequence of activities
required to fabricate, asseinble and test a complex product such as the LPD-17. The model is capable
of providing a baseline for exploring the cost and schedule impacts of alternative designs, process
technologies and rnanageinent decisions. DDI worked with participants from Avondalc Shipyards
and the USN design team to develop data for the model and to evaluate the results.

Model Description

A'ey Features
ShipBuild simulates the dynamics of shipbuilding activities and management policies. The

model is capable of simulating both aggregate and detailed elements of the fabrication and assembly
process. By employing the same dynamic feedback structure but using different parameter values, the
user is able to aggregate the work into larger work packages to simulate bigger assemblies and even
an entire ship. ShipBuild also contains a shipyard submodel that provides the user with the ability to
inodify the parameter values associated with the facilities and labor of any shipyard. ShipBuild gives
the model user an unprecedented capability to develop and test alternative "what-if?" scenarios for
the purpose of improving both the productivity of ship designs and the efficiency of shipyards,
ShipBuild can reahstically simulate project performance over time because of several capabilities that
are above and beyond the capabilities of traditional project management tools. Two examples are:

their planned completion dates, unexpected delays cause missed milestones, or when
changes add new tasks to the work scope without compensating increases in the schedule.
Even though a project or task is currently on schedule, if its anticipated future rate of
accomplishment falls below the planned rate, then its projected completion date may miss
the target and schedule pressure can rise. Schedule pressure may also build for a project
or task that has not yet begun but which, because it starts late, will likely finish later than
planned. Schedule pressure pushes managers to act to get projects and programs back on
schedule. Internal feedback mechanisms which mimick management actions can aHeviate
schedule pressure for a task by increasing the rate of work accomplishment by adding
more labor to the task and/or by initiating overtime work. Both actions, however, can
result in productivity losses.

ut- f- uence irn acts. Schedule pressure can also result in out-of-sequence
 OOS! work, particularly when a bottleneck occurs or when work is delayed
Working OOS means that a task is working ahead of its progress dependency
relative to other tasks. OOS can also lower productivity and generate rework.
Often there is a delay between the time when rework is created and the time when
the people working on the task recognize the rework and incorporate it into their
work plans. Rework also represents the unanticipated additional work generated
for a task as a result of poor or imperfect work,
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Schedule pressure and OOS can occur whenever work progress deviates from a baseline plan.
The unique power af ShipBuild allows managers and planners to analyze the consequences of
alternative "what-if?" scenarios. Such scenarios can pose possible delays or work changes, can
impose resources constraints, and can alter production plans. The model can also identify the best
mix ot management strategies and actions to overcome problems.

Data Inputs
ShipBuild simulates project performance based on the following user inputs:

~ Product-oriented work breakdown. The Work Breakdown Structure  WBS!
represents the hierarchy of work tasks, from large tasks down to smaller and
smaller tasks, that make up the larger project. ShipBuild also supports multiple
projects simultaneously,

~ De ndencies amon work tasks. Each individual work task within a project may
depend on the status or completion of one or more other individual work tasks.
Some tasks may work in paralleL while others must work sequentially so that a
later task does not start until the previous task is complete. Still others may start
when only a portion of work from another task is complete.

~ Resources r uired for each work task. ShipBuild classities resources in one of
three categories: labor, materials and work stations. Within each category, there
can be numerous types. Resources are collected within any number of faciTities.

Management RulesThe management functions allow the user to specify how management will respond to various
conditions and situations that may occur during the execution of a project. For instance, what actions
does management take when a project is behind schedule". When is a project considered "behind
schedule"'! Examples of management rules include:

~ Mana ernent rce tion and action times. These variables indicate how quickly
rnanagernent recognizes and responds to certain conditions and situations on a
project. The user can specify the average time it takes to respond to schedule
pressure  days!, the average time it takes to add rework to backlog  days!, the
level of schedule pressure that must occur for a task to begin OOS work, and
when OOS work stops because of decreasing schedule pressure.

~ Indicated schedule ressure, The user can specify how schedule pressure will be
measured for an individual task based on the ratio of work remaining to the days
remaining,

~ Labor multi lier due to schedule ressure, The user can specify how management
will increase or decrease the level of labor working on an individual task in
response to schedule pressure. Labor may be shifted from less critical tasks to
more critical tasks to speed production.
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Productivit los due o over/ nd r- nnin . The user can specify how labor
productivity will increase or decrease based on the ratio of actual to desired labor.

~ Ov ' w rke du t sch d le r re. The user can specify how
management will add overtime hours in response schedule pressure.

~ Prod ctivit l s to fati ue. The user can specify how labor productivity is
impacted by the level of fatigue currently experienced by the labor when working
overtime.

ShipBuild User Interface

The user interface reflects management's need for simple-to-use access to the modeps power,'.::::,'i
and versatility. The interface architecture contains four windows  Figure 1!. The upper left windo4';';>»»~is the Project Explorer, the upper right window is the main Workspace, the lower left window is the',:,:.'::;."qI
Check Model, and the lower right window is the Variable Picker,

Figure 1. ShipBuild User Interface ",i'.,  !j

" '~~%~K'~S~»! >"~» 4

!
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WorkspaceThe Workspace is the main work area in ShipBuild; it always remains open while a Iai
open. In the Workspace, the user defines the WBS and, through various icons and tabs, enterh'';$
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project data as well as the management rules. All data is contained in icons for facilities and ships
which are themselves contained in a "What-If?" folder.

Project Explorer
The Project lixplorer displays a hierarchical "tree" view of the contents of the Workspace for

easier navigation. For instance, the topmost element is a Study. The next level contains various
"What-lf."' Scenarios delined hy the user, Under the "What-If?" Scenarios, the icons show Facilities
 with Labor, Material, and Work Stations defined by the user! and Products  with breakdowns of
Assemblies and Tasks defined by the user! within the "What-If?" Scenarios.

In the Project Explorer, any element at any level of the tree can be double-clicked and its
window wiII appear in the Workspace. Also, at any time in the Workspace, the user can click on the
"Sync to Explorer" icon in the toolbar to highlight the element in the Project Explorer tree that is the
current active window.

Check Model
Check Model is used to verify that a "What-IP.'? Scenario has all necessary inputs to run a

simulation. The user selects the "What-It7" Scenario from a hst and then clicks on Check "What-IP.'
Scenario to have ShipBuild list any data errors and warnings pertaining to the selected "What-If?"
Scenario. For both errors and warnings, the user can douhle-click the error or warning from the list
in the Check Model and ShipBuild will open the proper window in the Workspace to simplify data
inputs or corrections

Variable Picker
When the user highlights an element in the Project Explorer, the list of its variables will appear

in the Variable Picker, If users wish to plot the simulation results for a variable, they can open either
a Time Series Viewer or Ciantt Viewer and click-and-drag the desired variable from the Variable
Picker onto the viewer window. The Save box must be checked for a variable to have its results
saved after simulation. If there is a check in the Results box for a variable, results have already been
saved and are available for plotting on a viewer. If there is no check in the Results box for a variable
and there is a check in the Save box, a simulation must be run to obtain results for plotting.

LPD-17 Data Collection

The data used to populate ShipBuild for the LPD-17 pilot demonstration project included
information on both the resources currently available in the shipyard along with the basic WBS for a
preliminary hull design.

Shipyard Resources DataShipBuild classifies resources in one of three categories: labor, rnateriaLs, and workstations.
For the I.PD-17 modeling effort, data were collected concerning labor and workstations  plattens!
but not for materiaLs, For this demonstration of the model, material resources were not considered a
constraint in the production process.

The following criteria established the data used to model the labor and workstation resources at
the Avondale facility for a Baseline study. When modehng different work schedules, the appropriate
changes were made to the availability of labor in different shifts.
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l! Shifts

~ Shipfitters and Welders � 2 shifts
~ All other labor trades � l shift

~ 8 hour days
5 days a week

2! Labor Trades Available per Shift
~ Welders

~ Shipfitters
~ Laborers

~ Sheetrnetal Workers

~ Electricians

~ Machinists

~ Pipefitters
~ Quality Assurance Inspectors
~ Other

3! Workstations � Plattens. Table 1 lists the facilities, number of workstations and
associated productivity rates used to develop the Baseline study.

Table 1. Facility Definition
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l;j!.,", 'that»

mbly Process
The WBS for the LPD-17 pilot demonstration includes descriptions of each major type of unit

makes up the huH, ShipBuild used second level data that listed the sub assernbhes, assemblies
outfitting that make up the unit  Figure 2!. The dependent relationships for assemblies and tasks
e defined according to the work schedule defined by Avondale's preliminary design plan.

Figure 2. WBS Unit Assembly Fxarnple
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st level in the WBS hierarchy defines the tasks needed to construct the item. Task data

manhour estimate for amount of work,

type of work being performed,
type of labor and amount  maximum, desired, and minimum! necessary for fhe task,
workstation needed, and
dependent relationships among tasks.

The work type, labor type, workstation and dependent relationship input data were
rntined from information provided by Avondale. The desired nuinber of Laborers  per trade!
'tied to each task was based on the number of feet of welding or outfitting and the duration of the
The craft trade labor was assigned according to the normal number of each trade assigned per
'In addition, it was assuined that at least one hborer per trade was required to begin each task.

inaximum amount of laborers that could be assigned to a unit was based on the physical size of
y'Hit.
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Verification and Validation

~ Model structure � is the model's feedback structure representative of real-world, cause- ',
and-effect relationships?

~ Model behavior � is the model's behavior representative of observed real-world system ',
behavior and is the model's response to new inputs robust and reasonable?

~ Model data � is the best data used to populate the model?

initial test cases illustrated that ShipBuild can accurately simulate each major unit type itn.:.'i
ary design plan. Each unit type was validated by comparing model simulation resultS;
1Avondale planned schedule durations. For example, one of the unit's simulation results:,'
ould take 27.188 days to complete as compared to an actual schedule time of 27 dayS.:;::;:

nit simulation was validated, units were duplicated and dependencies modeled accords.'::,.
11 erection sequence. The scenario for the total ship included more than 200 high level:,',.';
ontained over 5,000 tasks.

g
odel testing involved the production of one section of the overall ship. The scena65'::':
of the units that make up the lower sections of the ship hull  Figure 3!.

Figure 3. Test Scenario Assembly Layout
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DDI conducted a wide range of veriTication tests to ensure the satisfactory performance of .
features. Validation of the ShipBuild model required passing three tests:



Baseline Validation
The first test re-created Avondale's planned schedule  Figure 4!. The assembly units were

cannected to each other hy milestone tasks that contained scheduled start work dates as described in
Avondale's preliminary design plan. The scenario simulation results were then compared to
Avondale's planned schedule dates. The simulation results corresponded with t.he actual calendar
dates, thereby validating the accuracy of the model. The Input data reproduced an accurate
representatIon of the actual construction plan,

Note that the output displayed in Figure 4 indicates an early leveling off of manhours followed
by a rapid increase in manhours. This curve does nat reflect the total number of planned manhours
expended in the shipyard during this time period but reflects only the planned rnanhours expended for
just those blacks used in the Baseline Validation scenario. As the slope of the curve indicates, the
majority of the blocks in this scenario are planned to be constructed after the first 100 days of the
project. Figure 4. Test Scenario Output

Model Demonstration

Unconstrained Baseline Scenario � Test Case Description
To test alternative "what-if?" scenarios, DDI used the scenario involving the lower portion of

the ship hull construction. The Unconstrained Baseline study developed for comparison eliminated
the Avondale start work dates. Instead, the Unconstrained Baseline study assumed that  l! each task
cauld begin when the resources were available; and �! there was no constraint an Avondale's
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resource availability. It is important to note for the Unconstrained Baseline scenario, that only
welders and shipfitters worked two full shifts while the remaining labor trades only worked the first
shift.

Figure 5 display» four results. The first reproduces the Avondale planned work schedule
 red!. The second  blue! shows the unconstrained baseline, assuming that all needed resources are
available. Thc third  green! utilizes only one shift and the fourth  purple! uses two full shifts.

Unconstrained Baseline Scenario � Results

When comparing the simulation outputs plotted in Figure 5, it is obvious that the
Unconstrained Baseline scenario tinishes much earher  approximately 45 days to finish! than the Start
Work Order scenario  approximately 170 days to finish!. This is the expected behavior because the
Unconstrained Baseline scenario does not contain the delays imposed by calendar start dates The
tasks in the Unconstrained Baseline scenario begin as soon as resources are available.

By Limiting the Unconstrained Baseline scenario to only one shift, the number of days to
coinplete the project increases  approximately 60 days to finish!. However, the nutnber of total
rnanhours has realized a small decrease. One of the assumptions in this demonstration study defined a
decline in productivity for the second shift of workers. By performmg all the tasks in the first work
shift, where the productivity is highest, a decrease in total rnanhours is realized.

The last scenario applied two full shifts to the Unconstrained Baseline scenario. Thc
comparison of these two scenarios indicates a slight increase in total rnanhours with an even smaller
savings in the number of project days to completion.

Figure 5. "What-iP.' Baseline Comparison
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The model behavior in this "what-if'?" comparison reflected what one would expect in a real-
world situation. To further validate the model, several additional scenarios were developed and
demonstrated to the satisfaction of all participants.

Managernenf Functions Scenario � Test Case Descnpdon
A "What-If?" Scenario comparison was used to demonstrate ShipBuild's ability to simulate

management's response to schedule pressure. Whenever a change or a delay causes the ShipBuild
simulation to deviate trom the planned baseline, tasks that are delayed begin to generate schedule
pressure. As schedule pressure rises, it can trigger a variety of management actions.  These actions
are dependent upon user-controlled settings.! For example, schedule pressure may translate into
adding more workers or adding overtime hours. Alternatively, schedule pressure can be ignored in
order to forecast what would happen without management intervention.

In this scenario, the availability of a critical workstation used to construct several units was
constrained to simulate the impact of parallel work using the same workstation. To compare the
impacts of management intervention in the production process, one simulation was run without
applying any rnanagernent functions and one was run assuming management responded to the
schedule pressure by adding overtime hours. In the comparison displayed on Figure 6, the total
manhours of the Unconstrained Baseline  blue! scenario was compared to both the scenarios with
 grcen! and without  red! management functions applied. I'igure 7 displays the manhour distribution
for this same comparison scenario.

Figure 6. "What-if'?" Comparison with Management Functions  Total Manhours!
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Figure 7. "What-iP,' Comparison with Management Functions  Manhour Distribution!

Management Functions Scenano � Results
As expected, the results in Figure 7 show the Unconstrained Baseline scenario  blue! has the

highest number of manhours at the beginning of the project and finishes the earhest  approximately 4S
days to finish!. The Unconstrained Baseline in this instance has sufficient resources in the form of
workstations and labor to begin each task as early as possible.

The Workstation Reduction scenario  red! does not reflect the same manhour distribution as
the Unconstrained Baseline because of the constraint imposed by the availability of workstations,
The management functions options were not applied to this scenario. Therefore, the simulation made
no changes to the amount of labor applied for schedule pressure reasons during the course of' the
simulation. As the results indicate, the manhours are more evenly distributed at a lower level causing
a major extension in the number ol days to complete the project  approximately 115 days to fuush!.

The final comparison allowed management to apply overtime hours to the tasks to try to get the
project back to the Baseline schedule. As graphs show, in the Management Functions scenario
 green!, the model increased the number of manhours over the course of the project resulting in a
reduction in the number of project days expended  approximately 95 days to finish! in the
Workstation Reduction scenario. However, the physical limitations caused by the workstation
constraint prevent the project from regaining the Baseline scenario schedule.
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Conclusions

It should be clear from the description of these two simple scenarios, that ShipBuild can be used
to explore not only real changes and events but also "what-if?" assumptions and actions. By defining
a series of "What-If?" Scenarios, a model user in the previous exainple could continue comparing the
relative impact of many different variables on system behavior. For exainple, alternative ship designs,
task sequences, shipyard resources, problem areas and additional management responses could all be
quickly tested in a search for the best solution.ShipBuild provides program managers with the ability to successfully develop a strategic plan by
integrating and managing the multitude of functions that are key to the construction process. The
results achieved and the output available from simulating with ShipBuild include:

schedules for aH tasks, work packages, blocks;
~ overall ship schedule;
~ labor manning  by shift and by trade!;
~ labor hours for aU tasks, work packages, blocks; and
~ total labor hours for the ship.

Results showed that ShipBuild can automatically transform a list of task backlogs and a list of
yard resources into a schedule and manning forecast. Furthermore, the program will do it over and
over again, in just minutes, helping planners discover thc optimal task layout and the most efficient
allocation of shipyard resources.

Use of ShipBuild will assist design engineers and shipyard planners in three important ways:

Greater flexibility to plan early, often and more effectively, by permitting users to evolve
plans that best address anticipated ship and yard conditions and by permitting users to
quickly and efficiently replan whenever necessary.
Greater control over work sequence, task activities and resource allocation to ensure that
the most important work gets done first and that manhour cost and schedule tradeoffs are
clearly assessed,
Greater assurance that the plans are correct, that manhour cost and schedule can be safely
predicted and that risks arc reduced to a minimuru.
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Abstract

An insufficient production schedule only results in a loss, Hence, the planning the best
production schedule has been most significant technical issue for a long time, In shipbuilding
industries, the fact is that great experience and intuition of a skilled scheduler are needed to plan the
best schedule because of the complicated nature of scheduling problem, A scheduler has to deal with
huge ainounts of information in a scheduling and consider many kinds of restrictions on production to
plan the best schedule, Far the purpose of supporting a scheduler properly, either the in-house or the
commercial scheduling system has been introduced aggressively, However, most of those systems
have not been used effectively because it is hard to generate and input the necessary data  such as
work time for all needed tasks! for the scheduling system.

In order to support the production scheduling, which is terms of results in more effective
production, this paper discusses the next generation system for the product scheduling. The authors
have been studying the Computer Integrated Manufacturing system  CIM! and have implemented the
prototype CIM named SODAS  System Of Design and Assembly in Shipbuilding!, In this system's
concept, the product information is organized from a design stage through a production stage by using
the product model.Due to using the product model effectively, the authors have implemented the production
planning support. system for the shipyard. The information on production such as operations and
resources is organized, and then the hierarchical operation model and hierarchical factory model are
defined in this system. In addition, the authors have implemented the shipyard simulator that can
simulate the production activity in the shipyard. This simulator has been integrated with the
production planning support system. In this simulator, the Petri Nets are introduced to consider the
restrictions on production. Since this simulator is implemented on the production scheduling support
system, a scheduler can immediately evaluate his/her schedule when he/she fmishes scheduling. A
scheduler can change the variety of production conditions and evaluate the eKciency of the planned
schedule. Furthermore, this paper discusses the effectiveness of a use of a factory simulator.

Introduction

In manufacturing industries, many manufacturing systems have been developed and used to
deal with huge information eAiciently. In design stages, various design systems such as Computer
Aided Design systems  CAD! are developed and used to generate product information. In addition,
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Computer Aided Engineering systems  CAE! have been used aggressively to evaluate information on
products. Recently, information technology gives designers a good design work environment, they can
design the best product easier. Since an effective use of a computer is important for production
planning, various systems that can suggest useful information on production, have been developed'".
Although those systems are useful for a production plannin, it can be understood that they are limited
to the generation of information on production schedules. In fact, a professiottaI skill, great
experience, and intuition of a scheduler are necessary to evaluate possibility and effectively of th
planned schedules, Therefore, if a scheduler should deal with huge information on product planning,
it will actually be hard to evaluate the best schedule. The authors conjecture that a new generation
system is necessary which can support a scheduler more powerfully. This paper discusses the
development the factory simulator. This simulator can support a scheduler to plan the best producti<>n
schedule with the evaluation of the possibility and effectively of the schedule. Since, this gives
him/her much information with consideration various restrictions of production resources. This
paper's objectives are shown as follows:

~ To clarify information that is necessary to simulate production in a shipyard by
arrangement activities of production.

~ To define functions of production in a factory and to develop a factory simulator by Petri
Nets.

~ To organize information that is obtained by the simulation and to evaluate the
effectiveness of the factory simulator in the production planning.

Factory and Production

Characterist'ics in Shipbuilding Production
A shipyard is a class of job shop in which a production route is decided to an individual

product. From viewpoints of "Products Flow" and "Job Flow", the characteristics in shipbuilding
production can be classified Pig. I!.

Figure 1 Products Flow and Job Flow
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the production purpose, and a ship is built by combining various production stages. In those
production stages, the activities change the form of material and products to final products. This paper
calls this activity as "Operation Activity".

Sub-assembled products have to be transported to a next production stage smoothly in order to
assemble with others, Furthermore, they sometimes are stored in a stockyard. In this paper, those
activities  trarisportation and storage! are called "Transportation Activity" and "Storage Activity"
respectively. The "Products Flow" can be recognized between the production stages when a
shipbuilding production is considered as a combination of activities of "Operation Activity",
"Transportation Activity", and "Storage Activity'.

2. I@~low; Each "Activity" has some actual jobs. For instance, "Operation Activity" has some actual
welding jobs. Since each job has job order, the connection  flow! of jobs in a production can be
considered "Job Flow".

Restriction and Constraint on Production
Prior to an actual production, restriction and constraint on production resources have to be

considered as much as possible in a production planning. They are "Restriction by the Ability" and
"Constraint in the Time",

I, i t: At dispatching the job to a production resource, it is necessary to judge
whether job is possible or not by a selected production resource. A physical restriction on a production
resource relates to this judgment. This paper defines this restriction as 'Restriction by the Ability" and
considers this restriction as an absolute requirement to accomplish the flow of products and job.

2 r i: Each schedule of production resources is not independent. Therefore, a
partial change of one schedule affects other schedules. Assuming this relation of schedules is a kind of
restriction, this restriction is defined as "Constraint in the Time" in this paper. This influences the
efficiency of "Products Flow' and "Job Flow",

Characteristics in Production Planning
A detailed content and schedule of a job are planed by a production planning. In general, a

production planning is classified into "Process Planning" and "Scheduling"  Fig,2!.

ability of productive resources. This planning is classified into "Process Design" and "Job Design".
"Process Design" is a planning for sequence of whole production activities and making "Products
Flow" clear. "Job Flow" is a planning for a production scenario by extracting jobs and making "Job
Flow" clear,!n a process planning, jobs and their relations are planned with consideration "Restriction
by the Ability" of production resources. Moreover, the sequence of jobs is planned. A characteristic of
a process planning is that it plans for an individual product.

2. 5~cdMigg: In a scheduling, production schedule is generated from the production scenario with
consideration the etTiciency of working time, workplace, and working facility, The characteristic in a
scheduling is to make schedules of each factory. Since each job is not independent, it is necessary to
consider the context of asseinbly jobs  for example, sequence of assembly!. Froin the viewpoint of
production resources, it can be understood that the schedule of a production resource is planned by a
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scheduling,

Problem in Production Planning
A Gantt chart generally shows job schedules generated by a production planning, and the

impossibility and uselessness of schedules are checked on a Gantt chart. Moreover, a Load chart
shows a distribution of load of jobs for particular productive resources whose schedule are important
to be control, A scheduler corrects an efficient plan with considering of an overall balance of the
performance by finding the problem of the plan.

However, when the planning becomes large-scale, more time and power are needed to take
account of "Constraint in the Time". As a result, hence an increase in loads of a scheduler for
production planning is not avoided, it will be hard to ntake the best plan. It can be expected that the
best production schedule will be planned, if "Constraint in the Time" of production resources could be
considered easily.

Requirement for Factory Model
A job shop has an advantage to produce multiple types of products, However, if a bad

production route is planned, many production resources waste time and productive efficiency become
worse. Therefore, it is necessary to consider how to keep "Products Flow" and "Job Flow" more
efficiently, and it is important to know "State of delay of the Products and Jobs" easily. In order to
develop the system that can support production planning, it is necessary to organize information on
"Products Flow" and "Job How" in the production process. A couple of items are required for factor r
model. One is that the products can flov, in the factory, and another is that the worker can move job
stages and work.

In order to model a factory, some abstract resources for activity have been defined, which
produce the above-mentioned activities  activities in the Products Flow!  Fig.3!. These resources are
called as "Process Resource". In this paper, three classes af "Process Resource" are introduced. First
one is Operation Resource for Operation Activity such as a workplace. Next one is Transporting
Resource such as transporting equipment  including trailer, crane, and etc.!, Last one is Storage
Resource such as a stockyard, In a process resource, there are actual production resources like

Process Planning Scheduling

Figure 2 Process Planning and Scheduling
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Figure 3 The llierarchy of Factory Mode! in Shipyard

"Operation Activity" has some actual jobs. For instance, they are welding machine, crane, worker and
ctc. ln this paper, these are called "Job Resource". By describing productivity in "Job Resource",
production time can be estimated easily.

Representation of Factory by Petri Nets

Elements of Petri /VetsIn a job shop, event of a production facility is concurrency and synchronization. A Petri net is
proposed as a tool which can model such event"' and is a directed graph that consists of Transition,
Place, Arc, and Token  Fig.4!. The event is illustrated by Transition, and the condition and the state of
event is illustrated by Place, Arc connects Transition with Place, and then Token flows in Petri net.

Activity attd Resource

~ Operation Activity: The operation activity is the main activity in which the form of the
product changes in production stage  Processing Stage, Assembling Stage, Erection
Stage, and etc.!.

~ Transportation Activity: The transportation activity is the activity in which the position of
the product changes. Products are transported between various production stages.

~ Storage Activity: The storage activity is the activity which controls the progress in the
time of the product, This is used intentionally to make "Products Flow" better when there
is job waiting in a next production stage. Although this is useful for an effective
production, this activiiy should be as few as possible,

above-mentioned activities, as the factory model. These resources are called as "Process Resource".
~ Operation Resource: Workplace in which Operation Activities are produced,
~ Transportation Resource: Transportation Facility  including Truck, Crane, and etc,!
~ Storage Resource: Stockyard  for temporary stocking parts and sub-assembled modules!
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3. ~o~miJJJ~: In the process resource, there are actual production resources. For instance, they are
welding machine, crane, worker and etc.. In this paper, these are called "Job Resource". Thc
"Restriction by the Ability" is described in this resource, Moreover, due to describing productivity in
"Job Resource", production time can be estimated,

Basic Represert tatinn by Petri Jtyets

start" and another is "Event in the activity end". Each event is modeled and represented by Transititni
 Fig.5 a!!.

2. tate Place: "The state which waits for the activity", "The state for activity", and "The state that
activity ended" are generated by the event. The state of the activity, which exists between events, is
modeled by Place  Fig.5 a!!. Moreover, the condition of an event is modeled by Place also. Fig.5 b!
illustrates the connection of Transition with Place.

3. ' ': In the simulation of the production, it is necessary to consider the progres"
in the time of the activity, Hence, "Titne Petri net" is introduced. A Place trtodeled as "The state for
activity" holds the token until specified time passes.

the event by modeling the: job resource as a token. Information on a worker and a production facility is

 a! Activity Start Actiwty End

State which
waits tcr activity

start

State that
Ac»vity Ended

State fcr
Activity

ce

E I I'In g er
Arc

Figure 5 Event, State, and Condition of Job ShopFigure 4 Petri %lets  Place. T'ranaition, Arc, Token]
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Production Target and Job Resource

represented by a tokenis tnovement. Information on the product model of parts, sub-assembletl
modules, and etc. are linked with a token. A token moves from one Place to another. Since the Place i:
modeled as the state of an activity, a scheduler can know the state of an activity by a position of a
token, In addition, the history of activities can be acquired by collecting the histories of the token
movements.



individually described in a token of the job resource, Moreover, the state of a job resource can be
represented by preparing place, which is modeled the state such as "Under activity" and "Under
standby", ln addition, the working histories of workers and production resources can be acquired by
collecting histories of the token's existence in the place.

Representation af Prodaction by Petri 1Vets
A production process is represented as follows by using basic representation of a Petri net

 Ftg 6!.

r nta ' n n. ivi: This activity can be produced when the products are carried
in the workplace. "Products Flow" between the workplaces is expressed by Transaction firings of
"Transporting in" and "Transporting out" of the workplace. It is assumed that there is no "Products
Flow" in a workplace to simplify the problem in this research,

~ Transition; Events for Transporting in, Activity start, Activity end, and Transporting out.
~ Place: States of Activity  Under standby for Operation Activity, Under Operation

Activity, Under standby for Transportation Activity! and Job  Under Job, Under standby
for Job!.

~ Token: Products, Workers, and Production facilities

2, n i f ' Ar~vy; This activity is for calling a product in and out
workplaces or stockyards. This activity begins by setting a product on a transportation facility.

~ Transition: F vents for Setting on, Transportation start, Under transportation,
Transportation end, and Releasing.

~ Place: States of Activity  Under standby for transportation, Under transportation, Under
standby for release! and Job  Under job, Under standby for job!.

~ Token: Products, Workers, and Transportation facilities  crane and transportation truck!

under standby  worker!

Trans sportation
ut End

ran sition

lace

oken

Figure 6 Petri Net Simulation Model
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I'igure 7 Hierarchy of Petri net Sirnulauorr Model

3. BepresealaM~~orage,MLvvly: This activity is for keeping a product in storage space such as a
stockyard intentionally to produce an eAicient production activity. This activity is modeled by thi
Petri net same as Operation and Transportation activity with consideration the limited storage space.

~ Transition: Events t'or Transporting in, Storage start, Storage end

~ Place: States of Activity  Keeping, Under standby for transporting out!

~ Token , 'Products

h, ' Z
places of Operation and Transportation Activity,. These Places are represented the state of "Under
Activity". Production time is estimated as follows.

~ Operation activity: The production time is estimated by the combination of the
productivity of the production resources  workers and facilities! and products attributes
 position and length of connect line, weight of products, and etc.!. These attributes can be
obtained from information on a product linked with a token.

~ Transportation Activity: The transportation time is estimated due to the combination of
the transportation ability of the facilities and products attributes  weight, size and etc. of
products!. The distance between the workplace is considered also.

Hierarchical Representation of Petri Nets
A Petri net can be grouped in one Place by Petri net's hierarchical structure, The grouped

Places are connected by Transition. In the Petri net expressed hierarchically, an upper layer represents
"Products Flow" in the factory and the lower layer represents "Job Flow" in the workplace  Fig.7!.

Preparation for Simulation

Prototype system for CIM in shipbuilding
The authors have been developing the prototype system for CIM in shipbuilding' '. The system

is named SODAS  System Of Design and Assembling for Shipbuilding! and Fig.g shows its overview,
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C utting Function
Divide Parts Member
io Smai! Parts

Design Function for Room
Design Room and Partition Plates

O. 0

Construct Products in the Compuier

Assembling Function

Figure 8 Overview of SODAS iSystem Of Design and Assembly for Shipbuilding!

In the SODAS, three functions, "Design Function", "Cutting Function", and "Virtual Assembling
Function" are proposed to generate and store i~formation on a product as the Product Model.

and various tanks of a ship. In this function, the closed space is called as room, "Design Function for
Internal Structure" is function for designing internal structures such as the longitudinal members, floor
members, and transverse ring members to reinforce the ship hull structures. The concept of a
parametric design is introduced for this function and it is considered to design the complicated
structure easily,

designed ship hull structure into erection modules or sub-modules. A parts member is pick up and
divided into a lot of small parts. A new connect line is generated automatically at the cutting line
where is a divided parts member, Typically, this function can be used for dividing a hull structure.

: This function is useful for planning of the assembly process. In order to
generate the production information, the assembly order are input by picking out each parts member
from a module that is designed by the Cutting Function.

Extractions of Products and Selections of the Assetnbly Order
In SODAS, the asseinbly module has been defined as an unfinished product by using the

Cutting Function and the Assembling Function, Moreover, the Operation Model, which manages the
information on contents of job, has been defined as Operation Object in SODAS. Therefore a
scheduler  system user! can store and use the information on an operation easily.
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Figure 9 Generation of Operation Mode!

l. Extrachon a&Asse~MMulz: By using the block dividing functions in SODAS, the assemblj':,
modules can be extracted from the ship structure that is designed as a final product. The productioll':
time can be estimated easily by the combination production attributes  weight of the product, length of;:
connect line, and etc.! and productivity of production resources.

2, : After taking account of assembly relation between product @:,
the pre-production stage and the product in the post-production stage, the assembly order can be takBIl,';
out  Fig.9 a!!. The assembly order is input, the graph of the operation ruodel then is genera@:
automatically  Fig.9 b!!. Each node illustrates an operation model, and an assembly module is link@.:
with each operation model.
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production attributes and ability described in the workplace.
workplace is linked with an operation model.

Klc&rtg Txlnspoxtatiorr ~R~t: The operation model of
already been generated. The assembling sequence between t
workplace in an operation model. If a transportation of prod
transportation activity is generated and it is inserted between
 Fig.9 c!!. The transporting equipment is linked with the opera

3 SaMQng 51qgkyat:d: In order to store the product in th
model for storage activity is generated between operation
transporting  Fig,9 c!!. The selected stockyard is described in

By the above-mentioned processing, all operation
Moreover, a selected production resource is linked with an o
an operation model and a production resource is generated. B
an operation model can refer each other, Moreover, products
operation models.
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Function for Simulation

In order to plan an better schedule by trials and errors, this simulator has some functions,
which can show the results of simulation and change various conditions in simulation, are defined as
follows.

Information Acquired by Simulationi ' in" r w": This simulator can show "Products Flow" and "Job Flow" visually,
Products are displayed as moving nodes those are colored by the state of work. A scheduler can
confirm positions and states of products by these displayed nodes.

there is a state that work is not produced. This delay of a job is generated by waiting for worker,
equipment, and products. An actual rate of production time  eliminated the delay! of each product can
be displayed in the graph by schedules, which are managed in a process resource  Fig.10!.

BlockAB

Carry Out

BlockA

BloCarry in
Carry lrl Blcotr.B

t

HERFZZR
Start Finish

. delaywi active ~ delay-M -active -~delay ~

� Operation Ratio � -~

Figure 10 Delay in Job Flow
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Inverse Simulation FunctionThe assembly order generated by the process planning must be the relative order for all
products. However, it is difficult to determine the relative order with consideration to assemble
simultaneously. A scheduler should determine a transporting order of products in a workplace with
consideration to assembling priority and so on. The transporting order of one workplace affects a
operation activity of the pre and post workplaces. Therefore, the assembling procedure that is not
determined in the process planning should be determined with consideration of a whole factory
sc hedule.In this paper, the inverse simulation is proposed to support the determination of the assembling
procedure, which is difficult to determinate by process planning. The inverse simulation starts from
the ship  a final product! and proceeds decomposing a product into a plate steel material. This inverse
simulation is produced by modification the factory simulator that is implemented in this research. The
direction of the arc that connect Transition and Place is set in the opposite direction. The order of the
assembling module can be obtained by arrangement the work order of the inverse simulation. This
inverse simulation function can be used as dispatching of the assembly task. The assembling order is
generated in each workplace by an inverse simulation. As a result, the simulation can be applied
multiple ships.



Function for Modification of Simulation Conditions
l. ' c~~ln ~in ~: A scheduler can change the priority order to assemble a product
at a workplace. There is a possibility that transporting in and out order to a workplace changes a
schedule of the factory. And a scheduler can change a production route of a product by trying to
allocate a product in a di fferent production stage. It means that this function changes "Products Flow".

d:*
equipinent, workplace and stockyard. A layout of job shop is available for changing.

3. M i ' Pr d~c~MdeI: A schedulcr can change a schedule directly by handling the
product which flows in thc factory. This change can be easily done by integration with design support
systein based on the product inodcl, hull structure is then available for changing. A scheduler can
change the positions of the block division and the assembling procedure, And more he/she can change
allocated production resource and production route,

Partial Execution of Sintulation
This simulator can start to simulate partially at any production stages, Therefore, the influence

caused by the breakdown of equipment, the turbulence of the weather, and etc. can be easily shown in
a short time and the plan can be regenerated.

Simulation Example by Factory Simulator

Design of Factory
The factory model can be designed freely with the graphic user interface. As for the process

resource of the designed factory, the Petri net of the process resource is automatically generated. An
individual Petri net are connected by the connection between the process resources. Productivity is
described in the designed workplace, transportation equipment, and stockyard. The restriction on
production resource is represented also.

Plan of Process Planning  Preparation for Simulation!
This simulator is carried out after the process planning. The procedure of the process planning

is shown as follows.

~ The product model of the hull structure is generated with the design support system and
undergoes the block division.
The block division extracts the products  such as erection blocks, panels, parts, and etc.!,
The products are defined as assembly modules.

~ A scheduler inputs the assembling procedure and selects workplace by the production
support systein. S~He inputs then the required number of workers and equipment for
producing each job.

~ The Operation Models are generated, The information on the product and production
resource is linked with them, These model are defined as Operation Object in this system.

~ The operation objects are illustrated as a node and joined each other by arc,

Procedure and Example of Siinulati on
The example of the simulation is shown below. The defined shipyard is shown in Fig.i I.
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Furthermore the designed ship is divided into several modules and the process planning are planned as
shown in Fig.12.

'N '"

the scheduling support system that has been developed in SODAS by the authors'". However in this
schedule, the restriction on production resource is not considered at all, because only the procedure of
work is considered. Therefore, the schedule allows one production resource produces several jobs at
the same time.

Madify the Plan and SirnrdationA scheduler can judge "Which production resource is bottleneck?" from his/her simulation
result, A scheduler can change the simulation conditions by using several functions, simulate again,
and then get another result.

~ To increase the number of the transportation facilities from two to five, which exists in
the route of material stockyard to the assemble place, and allocate the transported product.

~ To find time zone with a lot of workplaces that work is not executed referring to the Gantt
chart of a workplace and the work efTiciency chart of a workplace and allocate jobs of this
place,

erection 8iack

:ere'M. W
i

Figure 12 Hierarchy of Dividing Blocks for SimulationFigure tl Petri Nets for Simulation of Shipyard
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2 x f i la i n; Thc schedule shown in Fig.14 is generated after the factory simulation. 1n
this schedule, restriction on resources is considered and the schedule can be shown in which the
production resource does not produce several jobs at the same time. Animation is displayed to
"Products Flow" in the factorv, and moreover, the bad flow of "Products Flow" and the problem of
planned schedule can be confirmed easily.



It can be understood that work is dispersed uniformity from the chart of loads shown lrt .,',";:.
Fig.14 B! by an above-mentioned changing plan. Moreover, it can be checked that the flows of;:::,:
transporting in and out the block to the workplace become smoothly and operating ratio of the work.:,;:
place become higher from the chart of Fig.14 C! by increasing the number of the transportatinlt ".,:.',
equipment, ';;:;" '1
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This paper discussed the organization of the activity and resource in shipyard and proposed a
simulation system for shipyard by Petri Nets.

In order to implement the shipyard simulator, the basic production function of the shipyard and
production resources have been organized. In this paper, three kinds of activity are introduced. They
are "Operation Activity', "Transportation Activity" and "Storage Activity". The production resource,
which corresponded to those activities, was defined and modeled by a petri net.

The effectiveness of petri net could be confirmed, The petri net is useful for modeling the
restriction on a production resource. Furthermore, due to describing the ability of productive resources
on the model of a productive resource, production time could be estimated easily, so that this
simulator could generate schedule,

The production information has been organized to simulate the processes in the factory and
arranged information that is obtained by simulation, In order to plan the best production schedule, it is
necessary to modify easily a product, production route, and factory. This paper presented that the
Integration of a product model and a factory model are very important to carry out these
mod i ficat i on s.





MATERIAL MANAGEMENT IN SHIPBUILDING,
SVCCKSS CRITERIA

Marianne Mogensen, I.ogitnatic A/S, Denmark

Introduction

This paper focuses on why Material Management in shipbuilding is conceptually different from
material management in other types of industry, e.g. manufacturing cars, TV, mobile phones. The
description is given through a listing of the main characteristics the material management processes
have in shipbuilding,By using these characteristics a set of requirements for the conceptual important functions
needed in a Material Management System are described. Based on these functions reflections are made
on the core functions available in the ERP Systems. Finally general considerations on the use of this
type of systems in shipbuilding are given.

The in formation in this paper is based on more than 10 years experience of implementing a
material control system in different shipyards worldwide. The experience comes from the work on
design, development and implementing of dedicated solutions on systems to support the material
management process in shipyards. No direct reference is made to any of the yards involved and the
paper should be looked at as a 'Pragmatic description of an area of processes in a pragmatic business'.

Why Focus On Material Control?

The price competition in the shipbuilding industry is traditionally strong and has gotten even
stronger during the last fcw years. To keep the market position and gain new contracts every shipyard
is working hard to become more productive, cutting down any possible overhead and not least
reducing the labour cost,

ln all the attempts to become more competitive there is often inuch to little focus on the
importance of effective and accurate control of the materials required although this is probably one of
the most important cost factors. Not only the potential direct savings in purchasing the "right" material
at the right time and thereby reducing the financing cost is important. But also the importance of
avoiding material shortage and interrupting/holding back the production is vital.

As a general thumb rule the split of the cost for commercial new building is as visualised in the
following figure;

Figure 1 Split of costs for New Building

IVote i
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As it should be noted a 10% saving in Labour Cost gives a total saving of 2% whereas a 10%
saving in material costs gives a total saving of 6% of the total newbuilding cost. For navy ships the
niaterial cost is even higher and close to 80%.

The high material cost improves the competitiveness for high labour rate countries while it on
the contrary makes it almost equally important for the cheap labour countries to optimise the material
inanagement routines.

Characteristics of Shipbuilding Business in Relation to Material Managetnent

What inakes it complex and difficult to deal with material control in shipbuilding?
The primary reason is that an essential characteristic of material control in shipbuilding is high

degree of uncertainty, This becomes critical in the light of the early commitment, which the shipyard
has to make. Usually, the shipyard is requested to sign a contractual commitment at a time where the
uncertainties in connection with the considered order are at the greatest e.g. procurement contract has
to be made based on preliminary design detail.

In relation to this it is also a challenge to avoid purchase of material that ends up heing surplus
The goal can be summed up: To ensure:

"The right material,
at the right time

at the right place,
iri the right quarttity"

When reflecting on the shipbuilding business in relation to material management the following
specific characteristics can be highlighted:

~ The project identification is the prime bearer of information.
~ Shipbuilding is an interactive, concurrent time-wise process between design, procurement and

production.
~ Due to short project period the detailing level of the information is rather low in the beginning of

the project.
~ Shipbuilding companies are specialised in design, construction and production of individual

plants where in principle all information except from general stock control is project/order
related.

~ All production is dedicated to a specific order/project
~ The functions of the ship is described through a system breakdown structure
~ Cost control perfoiined up against a system breakdown structure

~ No prototyping
~ Requirements to traceability of material
~ Deadlines for purchase and production controlled by the project plan  activities!
~ The technical design is a basis for the purchase process
~ The purchasing process is technically oriented complex and comprehensive
~ Early purchasing of "key" items
~ Project/order specific material > 80% of total material cost



~ Special routines required for handling of steel material
~ Outfitting process managed by palletising of materials

System Breakdown Structure and Cost Control
For every new building the functions in the ship are described through a system breakdown

structure. The system breakdown is normally  and should be! functional related to support the design
process, which is often done system wise. The different systems are split into smaller design tasks.

The specifications, estiinates, material definition, purchase and material handling is all related
to the different system and the pre-calculation, budgeting and follow up on material costs are based on
systems structure,

Please note that the system structure will normally be totally different &om the accounting
structure used in the financial system.

Design
The design process is to a great extent performed as concurrent engineering with limited  none!

prototyping. The challenge is to build the prototype and then to repeat it in a relatively limited series of
sister project/ship.

The design is performed system oriented where the hull itself represents one systein and the
other systems covers the outfitting of the hull.

For a newbuilding project up to 80'10 of the material is project specific. This means that
tcchnical design is a basis for the purchase process and often the designers are in direct contact with
the suppliers during the design process. For some key-items the designers performs the purchase work
except for the actual commercial detail like payment term and delivery conditions, which are inanaged
by the purchasing department.

Material Definition
For the strategic material needed for a project only a very small part can be considered as

ordinary stock material and reordered based on regular consumption. Most of the inaterial is defined
specifically for each individual project although they might be standard materials. The material
definition is performed as a part of the engineering process and concurrently when building up the part
lists.

When the engineering process is performed as a concurrent process it is not possible to
complete the material definition and material requirements before the purchase process can be
initiated. By reason of this it is important to focus on the right material and quantity rather focusing on
trying to bulk the material requirement which most likely will change at a later stage due to change in
plan and/or design.

Material in a shipyard can be divided into two main categories: Outfitting Materials and Steel
Material. The outfitting material are material like different types of equipment to be purchased. Steel
material are divided into raw material to be purchase  Plates and profiles! and different steel parts,
panels, pre-fabrications for building the hull,

Plannittg
The planning of the work is performed as a building plan defined through the creation of a

work breakdown structure,
Much planning is based on experience and assumptions and requires therefore to be performed

in steps starting with a rough schedule that is refined during the phase for the initial design and more
elaborated during the detail design and production design phase.
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In the final stage where the actual production is performed the plan is often changed caused by
late deliveries or late changes in design.

Procurement

The most difficult procurement processes for shipyards are those related to project specific
components. The process is difficult because:

~ Need for early purchasing of "key" items

~ Information required is created iterative and final information is oAen only available after a
purchase contract is placed.

~ The purchasing process is very technically driven and requires teamwork between designers and
buyers.

~ Purchase of material is often made before the final need-date in production is decided.

~ Steel material  plates and profiles! often need to be treated are project specific material

It is extremely important to focus on the key-items for a project. The key-items are the project
specific material that is defined, purchased and used for a project and are often the materials with the
longest delivery time and are the most critical items for the material handling. Buying in a wrong
quantity will affect the material costs, which is illustrated in the following figure:

Figure 2 The Material Triangle

The figure shows a typically split between the quantities of material in relation to the values
they represent. The figure underlines the importance of being able to uniquely identify and focus on the
project specific materials as these represents up to 80% of the material costs.
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Material Handling
The material flow inside a shipyard is performed according to the project plan. Two different

material flows exist: One for handling the different steel parts for building the hull and one for
handling the deliveries to production of the different outfitting material.
D v al to 11

Thc delivery of the plates and profiles is based on the planned start date for building a steel
section, The materials are delivered to the shops where the planned cutting process is performed, The
building structure and deadlines for each section control the following flows of material between the
steel shop.
D live fmat ri f r in

The deliverics in production consist of packages of material needed for a certain activity,
'palletising of material'. The material flow is not controlled by the use of routing and lead-time
information. The forcinan requests for the delivery of the material, which means that the inaterials are
not pushed into production according to a predefined schedule, but are pulled according to a planned
and confirmed need.The planning of the production is very much dc-centralised. The detailed planning of the
production activities are performed according to the status of other activities, but also to a high degree
of the availability of material e,g, a change of plan because of late deliveries of material,

Practical IT-solution

Based on the characteristics for the ship building industry the work process can be mapped into
general requirements to a conceptually correct IT-solution.

In the following the key-functions needed in a practical IT-solution for a successful material
control process are described.

Work Process Areas
The material control process with special requirements in relation to shipbuilding are:

System structure and cost management
Design and material definition

+ Part Listing
+ Purchase

Material handling

The niain work processes focuses on the material control process. As a result of the
identification of the characteristics of shipbuilding the production planning is performed as a work
break down structure as an acti vity plan.The important issue is that the timing of e,g, deliveries of material, completion of certain parts
of systems can be defined without the plan is made in detail, It is therefore important to be able to
relate thc activities  milestones and jobs! to the material requirements and when a change of plan is
introduced the timing of the delivery deadlines for materials are changed accordingly. The planning
process is therefore not needed to be an integrated part of the inaterial control system but as a vital tool
like the CAD system and financial system, as illustrated in the following figure.
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For other project components the designer concludes that the valves can be purchase as a standard
niaterial. The designer then relates a standard material number to the project component.

Figure 4 Project Component and Standard Material Catalogues

Rclatioti Standard
Mater iaido

As the figure illustrates the project components are placed in a separate catalogue. It is possible
to relate a standard material to the project component. For timing of the requirements of these project
coniponents an activity can be re1ated to each component describing the deadline for usc for purchase
or production.
Earl P r

For some project components it is necessary to start up the purchase process before the design
of the system is completed. Various reasons for this exits e.g, design is dependent on the suppliers
ability to supply, long delivery time, At this stage these components are not yet finally placed in the
final outfitting part list but thc activity related to the components defines the timing of the material
requirement.

The function to support this early start up of the purchase process is the Teclinical Purchase
Order. In the technical purchase orders all technical details on the components to buy are defined.
When technical purchase process is coinpleted the order is transferred to the mercantile handler for
completing the purchase order by adding various cominercial information.

Part I,isting
Thc part listing process in shipbuilding is split in two different areas: Part list for building ot

hull, and part list for outfitting. Both part list types are used for supporting the material control process
in relation to purchase requirements and delivery of material to production.

Part list for Hull

The part lists created for the hull describe a hierarchical break down of the entire steel structure
into elements such as blocks, section, sub-assemblies and panels, This parts list supports the building
of the hull.

Traditionally material like steel plates and profiles has been considered stock material and
purchased in bulk. For supporting the purchase process for buying steel and decrease the surplus
amount, it is necessary to have a separate steel estimating function for defining and reservation of steel
requirements pr, section/block. This estimation is then used when buying steel and when planning the
delivery of plates and profiles to the different shops.

The part listing process consists of building up the material needed lor the different design
units. A design unit can be an asseinbly, a drawing, a pre-fabtication or similar, By relating the
inaicrial from the catalogues to ihc parts list the niaterial list for the design unit are defined,
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It is possible to create a hierarchy of different design unit by relating these to each other.
Example: A part list describes the material needed to fabricate a pipe spool. The part list the pipe spool
is related to is the part list describing the material to install the pipeline the pipe spool is a part of.

The part lists and their relations, together with the activity, describes the material needed and
the dead! ines.

What is important is that by building the part list up in different design units the design and
planning can support the production in a parallel process,

The part lists for outfitting have two main purposes:

~ Defining the material requirements.
~ Support of the outfitting process

For material and components for which early purchase is not needed the part lists defines the
material requirements, which is presented in the material status.

To every part list line an activity is related and the timing of the material requirement is
defined. The start date of the activity defines the date of need in production. By relating the activity to
the different lines it is specified in which activity the material is to be used and a relation between the
system breakdown structure and the work breakdown structure is established.

Procurement

The procurement process is dependent on the category of material to purchase.
For project components and standard project material the purchase process is initiated by the

designers creating the technical purchase orders. The buyer can then decide to perform an enquiry
process.

For other category of material the purchase process is initiated by dealing with requisitions
from designers and by checking the material status.

The overall philosophy is that this process is partly manual performed. The challenge is not
how fancy the tool deals with reordering of standard catalogued items but to focus on the critical items.
The purchase process is seen as a on-going process that collects the information from all different parts
of the inaterial control system, as illustrated in the following figure.

Figure 5 Purchase Process

Data:
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Material Handling
In shipbuilding the production plan is never that detailed that routing information can support a

delivery of material to a specified workshop. Since the production planning is highly decentralised and
performed by the foremen in production the materials are not delivered to production without any
'Request for material' made.

ln the next figure the entire outfitting process is shown.

Figure 6 Outfitting Process

- nrauiugs
- Acti>ities
- Components
� Materials

Procurement
Functions

/

issuing of
Matenats

to Producnon

Before an activity/job is performed the material needed for this job can be identified by the use
of the pallet list. The pallet list is the 'work package' of material for an activity.

The foreman in production request for the material to be delivered. Prior to the actual request
for material the foreman must check the availability of the material in order to make changes to the
outfitting plan. To avoid stops in production the goal is to install/outfit using the material available.

When the foreman in production approves the pallet list is becomes a 'Delivery Request List'
and initiates the stock handling for creating the picking list and the final issuing of material to
production.

When planning the outfitting work often the result is that a job involves material from different
design unit  drawings, systems etc,!, It is therefore needed to be able to relate different activities to
lines in the same part lists. This function is show in the following figure.
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Figure 7 Activities in different design units
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ERP iri ship building

Based on the facts that thc shipbuilding industry demands different type of IT-solutions than
the ordinary inanufacturing industry many shipyards did earlier develop their own IT-systems. Today
this is against the general IT-strategy as most companies try to replace 'home-made' solutions with
readymade systems. This is one of the reasons why general-purpose ERP solutions have experienced
explosive business development, especially within the ordinary manufacturing industry.

For shipyards it might also be easy and in some way attractive to follow the main stream and
implement one of these EPR concepts. Some shipyards have even decided to go that route and have
started up the praCtical ilnplementatiOn proceSS.

The implementation of these systems has often failed and the result has been a burden to tl...e
whole organisation, Further the later operation of the system is troublesome even though considerabje
resources and costs have been spend on adapting the system to the company's working procedure,

The main shortcomings of ERP in relation to shipbuilding can be summarised as follows:

~ Most ERP systems arc based on MRPII theory which is developed for the general manufacturing
industry  mass productions!

~ ERP systems are fundamentally not designed for Project Driven Industry  One of a kind production!
and their data structure will never become suitable for shipbuilding. Consequently the shipbuilding
industry will never become their core business.

~ The data structure of traditional ERP systems presupposes input of comparatively much information
before valuable output can be extracted. This is in contradiction to the work process in a shipyard
that is precisely characterised by an iterative process between design, procurement and production.

~ The material control functions in ERP systems are normally based on a "predefined" and stable Bill
Qf Material  BOM!. This provides the user with information for lead-time for purchasing well
defmed detailed material requirements and leadtime based on detailed and correct information on
each assembly stage in a well defined linc for production. All this information requires the required
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final product to be totally defined up front both from a material view and a construction view when
the order for the product is signed.

~ There is a tendency that ERP systems put a heavy attention on work order generation, stores
handling, stock control and production of standard items. These functions oAen create a lot of
transactions that from a strategic point are less important for a shipbui]ding enterprise.

Going for FRP or 'Best in Class'

Today the demands from the market are changing towards more modularised concepts where
each core process is supported by a "Best in Class" solution,

In contrary to the integrated ERP solution thc objective of the "Best in Class" concept is to
provide the optirnutn ll -solution for each core business process. For thc shipbuilding industry the main
business processes arc:

~ CAD! CAlVf

~ Material k Production Management

~ General Project planning

~ Financial k Human Resource

These systems should bc based on open database technology. Each of them providing the
necessary standard interfaces, which can be adapted to fulfil the need of each particular customer. If
possible they should operate on the same relational database which makes it easier to extract the
necessary management information into an Executive Information System.

Some of the main strengths of the "Best in Class" concept are:

~ It provides optimum solution for each core business in the shipyard
~ No compromises in functionality in order to achieve "one" integrated product
~ Flexibility to upgrade each application as appropriate and required
~ Less depended on one supplier

~ It complies with the requirements to open and flexible systems

After all it is totally vital that the shipyard makes the optimum and correct decision on systems
to support the core busiiiesses which are the processes directly related to buiMing of the ship. The
optimum material k production control system is therefore probably the most important sub-system
within the shipyard IT-environment and no compromises are allowed when choosing that software.
Only the ultimate best functional solution is acceptable.
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CAPTURING AND EXPLOITING KNOWLEDGE IN A
COMPONENT-BASED SHIPBUILDING PRODUCT MODEL

Michael A, Poli ni, Newport News Shipbuilding, Newport News, Virginia
Patrice Hlanchard, Intergraph Corporation, Paris, France

Abstract

During the past five years, significant research has been undertaken by the shipbuilding
industry ro apply object-oriented technology to product modeling information systems so as to cirpture
arid associate behavior with shipbuilding objects. The primary driver behind these efforts has been the
need tr> become globally competitive in the face of a shrinking industrial base. Challenges facing the
industry that must be addressed by the next-gerreration information systems include an agi>rg
workforce, the need to standardize not only the design but the information derived from product
models, and the realization that automating the ship design process contributes to conrpressed
acquisitir>n schedules and lower overall costs. Advances in Information Technologies are rapidly
changing the application development landscape and the current trend is towards user-friendly
upplicatio>rs assembled f'ri>m modular software ct>mponents that adhere to documented protocols, In
addition to the promise of a high level of re-usability, these components are appealing due to their
ability tofunction in distributed, network environments � a necessity for scalable systems and virtual
collaborative design environnients. This paper will discuss the development of an integrated suite of
shipbuilding applications developed using Microsoft's Component Object Model  COM! running
under Windows NT on high-end PC's. It will address how knowledge is captured in the system, how
the system can be customized to meet varied enterprise needs, how this knowledge must be managed in
a collaborative, multi-discipline environment, and how this knowledge can be exploited to automate
the ship desi gn process

Introduction

At one extreme, computer scientists think of knowledge as something commonly associated
with Artificial Intelligence  Al! technology and expert systems and their research concentrates on
expanding the ways computers can use problem-solving knowledge to perform tasks that seem to
require intelligence. From a different perspective, a mother would say that knowledge is not going out
in the cold without a coat on. The Random House College Dictionary identifies information,
knowledge, and wisdom as "terms for human acquirements through reading, study and practical
experience', It goes further to define information as "that which applies to facts told, read, or
communicated that may be unorganized and even unrelated." Knowledge "is an organized body of
information, or the comprehension and understanding consequent on having acquired and organized a
body of facts". Pragmatically, from the shipbuilder's viewpoint, knowledge represents the human
elements that transform the abstraction of a ship concept into the multitude of parts that, when
assembled, produce a vessel that meets its functional, tmancial, and schedule objectives. In a
simplistic approach, shipbuilding knowledge can be represented by the "rules and standards" employed
by an organization through the course ol a design.

Newport News Shipbui!ding  NNS! has been devoting a significant number of resources over
the past several years to studying and optimizing the activities associated with the shipbuilding process
across the entire enterprise. These business process re-engineering efforts have led to numerous and
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Background

Newport News Shipbuilding has been developing proprietary shipbuilding design systeins tor
over a decade. Beginning in l996, it. built on the rese uch efforts NNS had performed in support of the
DARPA Simulation-based Design Program with respect to an object-oriented product modeling
system and developed a design tool that was commonly referred to as the "smart product model". This
UNIX-based system, known a» workstation VIVID., was put into production use for structural design
at the shipyard in the faH of that year. It was a very advanced system that had a rich set of behaviors
associated with a broad spectrum of shipbuildiiig objects and it prototyped many of the re-engineered
processes within the engineering community as well as many of the leading-edge technologies in the
computer science field. Significant progress was made in the areas of design standardization and
automation through the use of rule~.

In 1997, the team of Newport News Shipbuilding and Intergraph Corporation began working
together to develop and deploy systems technology under the DARPA Maritech Program based an
Microsoft's Windows NT operating system, their Component Object Model  COM, today called
COM+!, and their Distributed interNet Architecture  DNA! technology. This project was aptly named
the Common Object Mod»l of Products/Processes for an Advanced Shipbuilding System  COMPASS!.
it was believed that ground breaking shipbuildmg
systems � based on inodern information systems
technology � were required to achieve drastic
productivity gains. In addition, empowerment at the
worker and inanager levels would be enabled when
these new systems were financially attractive, intuitive,
familiar, easy to use, and available at their desktops.
Many vendors of commercial shipbuilding systems are
faced with these same challenges and there are a variety
of avenues that can be pursued to achieving these goals.
This strategic partnership conscious choice to approach
a next-generation shipbuilding design systeni by

~ provide a core set of shipbuilding
components to the industry

~ supply a suite of end-user applications
in the form of custotnized User

Environments tailored to focused task»

in the shipbuilding process

e define processes that reflect the "best
practices" associated with these tools

Figure I - COMPASS Benefits
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far-reaching changes ta the shipyard � the most notable being the establishment of the "Shared Data
Environment  SDE!" project. The objective of this effort is ta link the individuals throughout ih»
shipyard through an information network and provide integrated business and engineering applications
that eliminate redundancy. centralize information, and mininiize "paper-based" data exchanges. One
of the key coinponents of SDE is a next-generation shipbuilding product tnodeling system. Usirg
state-of-the-art technology, this system is being designed to support the optimized shipbuildirig
processes being developed  i.e. the 'best practices" ! and to provide a flexible mechanisni for allowirig
the shipbuilder to define and embed knowledge � in the form of rules and standards � into the system.
This paper will address technology that i» the enabler for this knowledge capture and is deemed to be
fundamental to achieving the productivity gains necessary to attain world class competitiveness.

The issues that will be discussed are symptomatic of the entire shipbuilding industry, a»
evidenced by the recent study sponsored by the National Shipbuilding Research Project  NSRP! in
support of its Maritech Advanced Shipbuilding Enterprise  ASE! Program. The findings are
documented in a Strategic Investment Plan  SIP! for the industry [reference I] that identifies six ma~or
initiative areas that must be addressed to enhance the global competitiveness of the industry. The topic
of this paper and the underlying research is germane to the "Advanced Design, Simulation, Estimating,
and Analysis" and the "Component-based Software" sub-initiatives within the Systems Technalogie.,"
major initiative.



developing a new architecture that utilized the experiences gained from their legacy products, The
rainifications of such a decision led them away from having to worry about porting existing
applications to new platforms, coinpromising the architecture to protect a large installed user-base, or
considering putting a modern Graphical User Interface  GUI! veneer on top of legacy code. Instead,
the teain began building, from the ground up, a solid and sound system for shipbuilders that
represented the first major technological innovation for shipbuilding information systems in the past
decade. Figure 1 illustrates soine of the objectives that the COMPASS program will fulfill,

Component Technology Overview
It is outside the scope of this paper to detail all the technical innovations and issues underlying

the COMPASS program, however, an overview of the technology is warranted. This team is
committed to component technology that is based on a 3-tier client-server architecture. These layers
are commonly referred to as the "client' tier, the "business" tier, and the "data services" tier. This
team follows a formal object-oriented development methodology that begins with Use Cases  the
requirements as specified by the application doinain experts! and progresses in an iterative manner
through the software development activities of Analysis, Design, Code, and Test. For deployable
products such as this, two additional activities are required, namely Training, and lmplernentation.
These activities produce a variety of interim products  e.g. schedules, architecture and design
documents, data models, test plans, implementation plans, and training materials! that culminate in the
software components put in the hands of the shipbuilder.

Terminology in the software industry changes at a pace nearly as rapid as the underlying
technology and those not iinmersed in the details shipbuilders among them � tend to banter these
terms about without understanding the subtleties associated with them, The ease with which some
vendors changed their systems irom "CAD tools" to "product modeling tools" � with no underlying
architectural changes � as the term came into vogue is a case in point. A siinilar phenomenon can be
observed with the terminology surrounding software development methodologies and frameworks,
specifically procedural development, object-oriented development and component-based developinent.
What are the fine distinctions between these seemingly innocuous terms? Taking a definition from an
article in the October 1998 issue of the "Rose Architect" published by Rational Software, a component
is "a non-trivial, nearly independent, and replaceable part of a system that fulfills a clear function in
the context of a well-defined architecture". Components are about interfaces � documented,
immutable specifications to enable consistent and dependable communication channels, Object-
oriented programming focuses on the development of object-based components. Component
development is concerned with deploying these components in such a manner that they can inter-
operate with one another, can be assembled to form more complex, integrated systems, and that they
can be widely distributed in client-server environments with no knowledge of who their clients are. As
implied by the name, it is the software equivalent to the electronic industry's "black box" which, given
soine explicitly defined inputs, produces some defmed outputs. What happens internally within the
black box is of no concern and if one replaces this black box with another that has the same inputs and
outputs, the result will be the same.Component technoiogies can be traced back to a common origin � the Coinmon Object Request
Broker Architecture  CORBA! standard developed by a consortium of industry members known a» the
Object Management Group  OMG!. Shortly after this standard was published, Microsoft created its
own competing standard called the Component Object Model  COM+! and more recently, Sun
Microsystems and IBM joined forces to develop their own competing standard called Enterprise
JavaBeans  EJB!. Each of these standards address the basic problems facing today's application
developers � namely language-independent object definitions and transparent distribution of objects
within a single process, between multiple processes, and remotely over a network  reference 2 provides
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an in-depth trcatinent of this technology from the COM perspective!. It i» the distribution capabilities
of these technologies that has the bigge»t impact on the application architecture separating computer
roles into "client", "business", and "data" categories  i.e. multi-tiered systems! and having enormous
consequences for perforinance. scalability, reliability, security, and co»t.

Intergraph wa» first in the engineering design tools industry to understand and appreciate the
importance of Microsoft, Windows NT, COM+ and coinponent-ba»cd interoperability standards. a»
well a» the general eltectivene»» of the Windows development environment. Consequently, they
moved quickly to create Windows-based graphics capabilitie» and implemented several user interface
innovations specifically lor graphic» environments.

Intergraph further undertook definition of an extension of Object Linking and Embeddiiig
 OLE!, called OLE for Design and Modeling  OLE for DAM! that permits engineering graphics tool»
to inter-operate with one anot.hci and with office automation IOA! tools such as word processors,
spreadsheets, and presentation graphics applications. More recently, Intergraph has created a new,
coinponent-based Enterprise Engineering Environment  EEE! For application development and

Data Services

Tier

Figure 2 � EEE Framework

engineering data rnanagernent. This EEE is designed to address the problems with today's CAD
engine-based appJication», It i» thc infrastructure, integrated tools, reusable software components,
interoperability standards, and other capabilities needed to improve design efficiency, to facilitate early
stage design optimization, and to integrate engineering systems with both the enterprise and operation
and maintenance environinents. Intergraph's EEE system will minimize overall information
technology costs by leveraging Microsoft'» Windov s NT operating .sy»tern, Windows user interface
and application design standards, the COM+-based DNA architecture, incorporation of OLE-compliant
OA applications. and COM+ compliant development tools and capabilities.

The EEE al»o includes user applications. Window» NT and the DNA infrastructure;ue
foundational elements; EEE framework components layer upon the operating system and distributed
computing infrastructure; application components layer on the framework; and numerous small
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applications use the services of the components and underlying infrastructure  Figure 2!. Applications,
known as User Environment~  UE!, developed on this architecture are ~mall, task-focused, and easy-
to-use. intergraph, along with its shipbuilding development partners, envisions a broad slate of these
task-focused and easy-to-u»c ship design and production application».

ln summary, the importance of the preceding section is to highlight the breadth of new
technology that can be brought to bear on the problems facing the shipbuilding industry.

Elements of Knowledge Capture

The ultimate question from the shipbuilder is "what does all this mean to rne in terms of my
day to day business of building ships?" To answer this question, the Molded Form User Environment
 UE! will be studied in detail. This UE has been specifically tailored to enabLe the creation and
modification of objects that represent the acro-thickness curves and surfaces that give the ship its basic
form and will be used by shipbuilders in the early stages of design. These objects live on the middle-
tier of the architecture with numerous objects from other UE's. Collectively, these are cornrnonly
referred to as "business objects". While there are many objects within the system at this level the
majority are necessary to support the application developer and only a few are meaningful and exposed
to the shipbuilding end-user. fn order to effectively create and interact with the business objects,
software must be written at the client-tier level. This software takes the form of the commands and
user-interface components necessary to effect thc task-focused UE that reflects the domain of interest.
Microsoft's Visual Basic  VB! language is commonly used to develop client-tier applications and
components. ln additioir, VB can be used to define "rules" that can be invoked by business objects to
modify and/or create other bu»ines» objects. Fach of these three areas � User Environments, Business
Objects, and Rules � will be discussed in more detail in the following paragraphs,

Figure 3 - User Environments
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User Environments
The 3-tier architecture represents a layered system approach whereby some services build on

other services. Those at the lower level are typically referred to as core services, There is another
partitioning that can take place <hat subsets the application domain space rather than the technology
domain space. This sub-setting corresponds to the User Environments described above. At the most
elementary level, these UE's can be thought of as the roost rudimentary form of knowledge since they
organize the vast amount of data  i.e. information! about the ship into small, well-focused, partitioned
subsets. Figure 3 illustrates this concept.

Basi ness Objects
8usiness Objects are another major element necessary to enable knowledge capture within thc

system. There is a close coupling between the business objects in the middle-tier and the software
written for the client-tier. Trying to deal with enforcing rules at the client-tier ineans that each client
must understand the intricacies of the architecture and implement the rules on a case by case basis.
Obviously, this approach is unlikely to succeed because it will be difficult if not impossibk to educate
all potential clients on the architecture and impossible to validate whether all client applications
correctly implemented the rules. Even if it werc possible to overcome these obstacles, the resulting
system would be prohibitively expensive to maintain as changes to the rules would have to be
accompanied by changes to each of the clients, Concerning the underlying knowledge. there is a
significant advantage in embedding this information into the business objects themselves as opposed to
handling it at the client-tier level, At the business object level, this knowledge need only be captured
once and it is guaranteed to result in consistent behavior for each and every client,
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Figure 4 - UML Data Model
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Data model» of the ct>rnponents are developed as part ot the»oftv are engineering proces».
These data models define the attribute»  >.e. propcrtie»i and relationship» between the variou» objects.
The Unit>ed Model Language  UML! i» used to formally capture this information. Ftgure 4 represents
a sample UML data model. Business object» can be categorized by their expected behavior within the
system and can either be pcr»t»tent � that is»aved from»e»sion to se»sion � or non-per»i»tent living
only for a brief period of time within a»ingle session.

Passive entities are the persistent business objects that rcpre»ent the physical things making up
the ship, These entities»tore the»tatic attributes appropriate to the object. A "p1ate sysre>n" will hc
used a» an example of a pa»»ive entity in our scenario, however. prof'ile »vsse>nr, »can>s, r>pening»,
connec fons. and rrrucrun~l speci fii arions are other bu»ine»s objects within thc Molded Form UE The
business objects in this category are those typically prc»ented to the application user.

Figure 5 - Split Operation

Active entities are the persistent business objects that represent thc operations that man>pulate
and transform the passive entities. The»e entitie» are responsible for identifying the inputs and outputs
of the operation as reflected by relation»hips with other pa»»ivc cntitics. Again, within the Molded
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Form UE, create, split, cur, and hound are operations represented as active entities. These entities are
usually presented indirectly to the application end-user in the form of commands associated with a tool
bar or a menu choice and usually only directly addressed by application developers, Figure 5 is an
example of the split operation,

Semantics are the non-persistent objects that perform the update to the passive entities based on
the relationships defined by the active entities they are associated with. These semantics are triggered
by the relationship support component when any of the inputs to the active entity are tnodified. These
semantics make use of utilities that perform inuch of the actual modifications to the passive entity.
These objects are never exposed to the end-user and are created and maintained by the application
developer.

Figure 6 - Visual Basic Example

Through careful analysis of end-user requirements, appropriate business objects can be
designed and implemented that result in components suitable for the task at hand. These components
can be presented to the user through a narrowly focused, highly customized user interface that has been
optimized for a particular work fiow within some aspect of the ship design process. These business
objects capture and record � either through attribution or via explicit relationships � information as the
design process progresses. This information embodies knowledge transferred from the nund of the
designer into the product model database in a manner that is suitable for exploitation by other aspects
of system.

Rrdes
One means of supporting rule definition that is both flexible and extensible is through Visual

Basic  VB! programs. Some number of these programs could be supplied by the system developers
and serve as teinplates for users wishing to customize their system, Because the data models are
captured within thc repository, the business objects are capable of automatically exposing their
properties and interfaces from within the development environment. Figure 6 is a screen capture of
such a situation.

Given that there exists a means to define a rule, the challenge is then to provide a mechanism
by which the rules can be invoked. The authors propose the concept of a "structural specification"
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business object that can serve as the "dispatcher" for the default rule behavior. This structural
specification can be associated with the plate and profile system business objects and can be divided
into categories that correspond with the common operations acting on the objects. Within these
categories may be any number of situations where a specific rule would be needed. As an operation is
executed, the specification would be queried for the known configuration and the rule invoked to
supply the default behavior, Several categories and common situations are outlined below:

~ Plate face to plate face
~ Equipment to plate face
~ Equipment to profile face

Hanger to plate face
Hanger to profile edge

Narnin

Plate systems
Profile systems
Plate parts
Profile parts
Seams

Openings
Connections

Features

Knowledge Exploitation

Application data models are publicly exposed within the Microsott Repository arid they may be
created and/or modified with graphical editing tools such as Rational Rose or Microsoft Visual
Modeler. These tools present data models as Unified Modeling Language  UML! diagrams. This
eliminates the use of obtuse ASCII file-based "meta-data" definitions typical of many current
generation applications. Application data models may be extended with new properties, which will
display in property dialog boxes. Or, they may be extended with new objects and relationships that
may be implemented as COM objects identified within the meta-data. These can be manipulated with
either modified application components or new commands in client applications. Likewise, new
relationship semantics can be;idded to implement specialized rule-based behaviors triggered by the
framework. Thus, the Repository supports a completely unprecedented level of open applications.
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Connections Rules

~ Continuity
~ Profile end to profile end

~ aligned
~ knuckled landing curve
~ orthogonal landing curve

~ Profile end to profile edge
~ aligned

orthogonal

~ Profile edge to profile edge
~ Profile edge to profile face
~ Profile end to plate face
~ Profile edge to plate face
~ Profile edge to plate edge
~ Plate edge to plate edge
~ Plate edge to plate face

Penetration Rules

~ Tightness

~ Profile penetrating plate
~ Profile penetrating profile
~ Seam penetrating plate
~ Seam penetrating profile
~ Opening penetrating plate

~ Normal Access  e.g. doors!
~ Limited Access  e,g, manhole!
~ Lightening

Pipe penetrating plate
~ Pipe penetrating profile
~ Duct penetrating plate
e Duct penetrating profile

Electrical penetrating plate
Electrical penetrating profile

~ Opening penetrating profile



In addition to the application components described above, a host of framework-supplied reusable
software components are available or under development and include:

~ ActiveX control» for generic application commands  e.g., view manipulation commands,
printing and plotting, etc.!

~ A Relation Support component for change notification and propagation
~ Query and Versioning components
~ A persistent data manager component to provide database isolation
~ A variety of miscellaneous framework services.
As mentioned earlier, the "relation support" component is the key to enabling the exploitation of

the knowledge embedded into the system in the form of all three categories of business objects.
In order to support rule-based design, a "relation support" component has been provided and is

responsible for reading application meta-data  i,e. the information model or schema! out of the
Repository and using it to intelligently propagate the impact of user actions and software-induced
changes to the data. The meta-data contain» knowledge of application logic associated with
relationships between application entities. These so-called "relationship semantics" are intelligently
triggered for execution by the Relation Support component, thereby providing the generic mechanism
required to solve the problems of application editing, reuse of historical data, and change management
described earlier.

Figure 7 - Relationship Graph

Figure 7 is an example of what the internal state of the product model may look like after a series
of user actions. A passive plate system object was created and at some point, a "create" operation
resulted in some geometry being associated with the plate system. At some later point, a "bound"
operation was invoked and the geometry from other plate systems was recorded as input. The
semantics associated with this active entity caused the geometry of the original plate system to be
trimtned by the geometry of the bounding plate systems. !n a similar manner, downstream design
activities can result in cut and split operations that recorded the relationships with the various business
objects. What is important to point out is that it is possible to control the degree of propagation of
change with such a mechanism. For instance, should an attribute on one of the bounding plate systems
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be modified, the relationship support component would not trigger the seinantic associated with the
bound active entity because the plate system was not an input. Only when a change to the geometry of
the bounding plate system occurs will the update take place.

Business Case
To round out the discussions related to embedding knowledge into product inodeling systems, a

high-level overview of the business case behind this effort will be presented. As stated earlier, NNS
has been studying and refining the activities perforined by the engineers and planners over the course
of the ship design lifecycle. These studies have identified three major issues related to product
modeling that have a significant impact on productivity. The first is the need to begin product
modeling in the earlier stages of the lifecycle, the second is the need to standardize the design
products, and the third i» to defer the actual creation of the parts For as long as possible. Using the
illustration in Figure 8, each of these will be discussed in more detail below.

High
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Concept Contract
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Detail
Design

Figure S � Product Lifecycle

Product Models in Conceptual Design
Most traditional CAD inodeling systems use geoinetry as the underlying representation of the

product and then associate attributes with it to enhance its definition. While this approach can be used
to build ships, it comes with one major drawback � one cannot begin to build the CAD model until the
geoinetry is known. In the early stages of design, much of the information is not geometric in nature.
One may know very early that there will be five decks on the vessel, but they may not know where
they are located, whether they will be planar or not, or what their exact shape will be, For this reason,
shipbuilders who use these traditional CAD modeling tools, tend to think of them as detail and
production design tools and use other means to develop the concept and contract design products.
Should the shipyard be successful in winning the work, the CAD modeling effort begins anew with the
detail design activities. Since the concept and contract products are tbc means by which the price and
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schedule are negotiated and established, any discrepancies between the model developed in these early
stages and the CAD model developed during the downstream detail and production design stages can
lead to cost and schedule overruns,

Using an object-oriented product model, geometry is treated as an optional attribute of the
object. With this approach, the shipbuilder works at a higher level of abstraction with objects i.hat
closely represent the physical aspects of the ship, The objects can be created early in the lifecycle,
with or without geoinetry as appropriate. Relationships can be established between the objects at this
stage that are independent of the underlying geometry. As the design progresses, other non-geometric
attributes can be defined and the product model undergoes a gradual refinement throughout the
lifecycle until it fully rnatures into the finished product.

Standard Design Products
The term "standard design products" is used to refer to the re-usability aspect within or across

ship design projects. Several studies have cited the fact that U.S. shipbuilders re-engineer a much
higher percentage of thc ship than our foreign counterparts. In many ways, these efforts could he
simply viewed as wasting engineering tiine and money, however, in the broader sense, they can lead to
serious downstream problems since these newly engineered products have never been validated in;i
production setting. NNS has found that one of the biggest factors affecting the quality of the design
and productivity of the end-user was embedding rules into the product modeling system. One of the
most critica! activities under a "design for production" approach is that of lofting the art or science of
adjusting the part geometry to account for fit-up clearances, weld shrinkage, and/or added  i.e. green!
material. This role was traditionally reserved for the most experienced and skilled designers and
engineers who took the detailed parts when they were completed and performed their magic on them
before sending them off to be manufactured. In many cases, the adlusttnents were made in the I/I6" of
an inch range and were not obvious to the naked eye, More importantly, there was no consistency
between one loftsman and another and there was nothing but the individual's personal discipline that
ensured that all parts had been lofted correctly. This resulted in processes that included activities for
checking and validating the parts on the engineering side, activities for checking the parts at the
manufacturing site, and accuracy control activities for checking and validating the parts after they werc
produced, Indirectly, the processes for procuring material had "safety valves" built into them in the
form of excess material to re-do parts found to be in error and the assembly schedules were padded to
allow for the extra time necessary to correct these errors.

Once the rules were embedded into the product modeling system and validated by ihe
downstream users, many of these extraneous activities became unnecessary. The need for constant
checking at each stage of the design process could be elimiinate, and the focus of accuracy control
shifted from a piece part mentality to an overall process quality mode. The products coining out of the
engineering organization were standardized and consistent with the expectations of the production
organization, were feasible for manufacturing within the confines of the company's facilities, and
represented the best practice, lowest cost alternative, Where there was once a critical skill shortage in
the engineering process concerning lofting, the product modeling tool turned every user into a top-
notch loftsman, The black magic that was once associated with these activities became a well
understood, documented set of rules that became part of the corporate knowledge-base and could be
monitored and maintained at a strategic level,

Deferred Part Creation
There are two other observations that are important about these early design stage activities

based on the figure. The frequency of change is very high early in the Iifecycle, however, the number
of "parts" is very low, The term parts is used liberally in this context and an argument can he made
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that there is a distinction between the business objects that represent the early stages of the ship
product model and the business objects that represent the later stages. The authors have chosen to
address this distinction by referring to the early stage objects as "systems" and the downstreani objects
as "parts". Systems can be equated with the logical or functional definition of the ship, while parts
correspond to the physical definition. Many idealizations are possible at the system level which
simplify greatly the internal data definitions necessary to create an early lifecycle model of the vessel.
Experience with such concepts on a product model of a 40,000 DWT commercial tanker resulted in
several thousand structural plate and profile systems and about 50,000 plate and profile parts � an
order of magnitude difference! The number of geometry objects  i.e. curves and surfaces! representing
these parts nuinbered about 350,000, again another order of magnitude difference. While it may be
possible to effectively keep up with changes in the early stages of design, it becomes increasingly more
expensive and time consuming to do so in the later stages of the lifecycle. Even though the frequency
of change has slowed significantly, the sheer number of parts that may need to be updated can be
overwhelming and configuration management becomes the governing factor, Without the ability to
capture thc knowledge that went into the design beginning in the ear!y stages, it becomes a purely
tnanual, labor-intensive exercise to incorporate change after the bulk of the parts have been created.

Conclusion

The authors have had considerable experience with object-oriented product modeling systems
and the concepts described in this paper, While commercial products built on this technology are not
anticipated to be available in the marketplace until the year 2000, advanced prototypes and internal
pilot implementations have shown great promise in reducing design time, improving the fmal product
quality, and lowering the required skill level of the user. By capturing knowledge through the use of
active entities and semantics at the business object level, and by supporting a mechanism for
automation using rules, the actual creation of parts can be deferred until very late in the design cycle.
The domain experts can shift from a piece-part mentality to a systems engineering mode where they 1!
concentrate their efforts on creating the system business objects; 2! establish the appropriate
relationships between objects; and 3! associate rules with the business objects to drive automation,
The tedious part creation activities can be autoinatically performed by the system following a validated
set of rules, thereby guaranteeing product qua]ity and significantly compressed design periods.
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FOR SHIP MACHINERY SYSTEMS
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Abstract

The paper describes the ship machinery systems design and production process chain, Different
partner involved are identified and their specific function is explained. Coinmunication proces»es
forming the base for the concurrent and distributed production environment are thoroughly analysed
with respect to who exchange» what kind of information and their related interdependencies, Existing
standards, especially tho»e under development for the exchange of product data relevant to thc worked
out communication scenario e,g, STEP AP 217, 226 and 227 are discussed. It is shown that the scope
of these AP» as defined today overlap considerably. The process integration strategy followed in an
ongoing RkD project of a German shipyard and a consortium consisting of engineering subcontractor,
classification society, cominunication technology provider, module manufacturer is described.

Introduction

Until some years ago, almost the coinplete design and production of ship machinery»ystcm»
was carried out at the shipyard building the vessel. Today the situation has changed as shipbuilders
world wide try to stay competitive. In this context, the same strategic approach as in other industries,
like the car industry, is followed by many shipyards: more and more activities of different process
steps are performed by subcontractors. Whereas some traditional relationships exist like ship model
basin doing the power prediction, the new strategy results in a design and production environtnent, in
which engineering subcontractors are assigned overall responsibility for complete onboard systems e.g.
heavy fuel oil, lubrication oil or freshwater system. Based on the functional specification laid down in
piping and instruinentation diagrain», the makers list and additional necessary information on the. gen-
eral arrangement as well as the steel structure layout supplied by the shipyard, engineering subcon-
tractors perform the detailed design like routing of pipes. ducts and cable» and by this generate
fabrication information to be used in the downstream process steps. Beyond this design task, engi-
neering subcontractor» also have to take care for the approval by classiiication societies, the inanufac-
ture of coinponents and modules by subcontractors as well as the installation of the systems onboard
the vessel at the shipyard.

This "virtual enterpri»e environment" for design and production of one-of-a-kind products
which consist of many and complex systems and the very short time to market has resulted into prob-
lems not known before. The necessary transactions of today manly paper based information between
the partners involved ha» partially led in a slow down of thc proce»ses and the necessity to control dif-
ferent product descriptions iii different versions at different sites, To overcame these problems, the
definition of a commonly used product model and the usage of state of the art information technology
are regarded as key factors. The following principal benefits are identified by the maritime industry:

reduction of design and production time which in turn results in the reduction of costs,
eliinination of errors due to inconsistency problems caused by multiple product definitions used by
thc partners involved,
support of version control for dc»ign variants,
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Many research and development resources were and are still allocated for the detinition af
product models suitable to meet the formulated communication requirements. Kcndall and Hasund [1]
give a short overview of the STEP application protocols with an application domain related to ship-
building, Langbecker and Rabien [2] describe the activities under the umbrella of the European Mari-
time STEP Association  EMSA!. The defined business cases worked on in the R8cD projects mainly
focus on the exchange of hull form and ship structural data.

In this paper, the ifesign and production process chain of ship machinery systems is analysed to
identify those business cases with a great potential for an increase of the overall productivity, 'I'hi
technology used will principally be the same as for the above mentioned business cases buf ba~ed on
different product model scope.

Ship Machinery Systems � Design and Production Process

Figure 1. Example of a HFO module
 courtesy of MTE!

Shipyard
In accordance with the owner requirements and rules and regulations to bc observed the ship-

yard creates early stage product information like general arrangement, engine room layout and princi-
ple piping diagrams of the most relevant systems. These and some other documents form the
information set which is called 'classification project' and are sent to the classification society for;ip-
proval.

The approved documents are sent back to the shipyard where they are stored, copied and trans-
ferred together with additional information to the engineering subcontractor. All of these documents
may be called the 'technic il project'.
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The design and production process of ship machinery systems today is performed in a concur-
rent and distributed working environment. This overall situation is better described when focusing on u
configuration as seen in practice. A consortium consisting of shipyard, engineering subcontractor, clas-
sification society and module manufacturer serves as an example. These four partners are involved in a
co-operation scenario working on the fuel oil supply system and major components thereof. The entire
process chain comprises pre-dcsign, schema
approval, detailed design including generation
of manufacturing information, material and
component ordering and logistics parts rnanu-
facturing and assembly and final approval as
well as the installation of coinplete modules
onboard the vessel. Within this situation each
partner serves clearly described functions and
has to take different responsibilities,

A module in this context is an asseinbly
of components which in general belong to one
piping system. The prefabricated unit is in-
stalled onboard and connected via pre-defined
interfaces. For an example of a module, in this
case part of the fuel oil system, please see
Figure l.

In the f'ollowing, the today's situation is
described to some detail. please refer also to
Figure 2,



Ci'assiIication society
At the beginning the classification society receives a classil ication inquiry issued by the ship-

yard. This resu1ts in prescribing a unique registration number to the ship to be built,
The classificaiioii project supplied by the shipyard is directed to the departments responsible.

An analysis and approval follows, The. classification society is utilising its specific regulations as well
as internationally valid laws and restrictions. When the classiiication project documents do not comply
with the rules the classification society is requesting changes and/or improvements from the shipyard.
This results iri an extended communication between classification society and shipyard. In case a1l
documents comply with the tiles thc classification society will docunient it's approval by adding the
approval stamp and signature to the relevant documents. This stage marks the milestone for further
detail work.

Figure 2. Design and Production Process for Ship Machtnery Systems

Engineering subcontractor
Provided with the approved documents and other shipyard specilic information as we11 as

owner specific requiiernents like the makers lists, the engineering subcontractor is carrying out the de-
tailed design of the systenis. These activities are done taking classification and. as necessary further
regulations into account and using additional information from the shipyard regarding other specil'ic
systems. A 3-D model of all components and pipes is generated. In co-operation with the shipyard
module parameter and interini results are exchanged. An other major task is the generation of fabrica-
tion information. This includes pipe sketche~, piece lists and even control data for  C!NC machines
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used by the module manufacturer. Generated data are processed and delivered to the shipyard and
module manufacturer and kept in the own project archive,

Table 1. Partners and Communication I inks

Module

manufacturer

Engineering
subcontractor

Classification

Society
Shipyard

SESCShipyard

CE CMCSClassification society

ESEngineering subcontract.

Module manufacturer MCMS

Business

C«se
Commun icatio»

Link

Partners

Partici atin

Classification society
Engineering subcontractor
Module manufacturer

Classification society
Shipyard
Classification society

I + IV

II

III

IV

Shipyard

Shipyard
Engineering subcontractor

Module manufacturer

Module manufacturer

Engineering subcontractor

I

2 3
4 5
6

SC CS

SE ES

EM ME

MC CM

MS SM

EC CE

According to Table 1, 12 communication links exist, looking at each communication from both
partners involved. In order to generalise 6 different communication scenarios are identified.
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ModuIe manufacturer
The fabrication of piece parts a»d assembly of complete modules starts on the basis of the re:�

sults of the upstream process steps, Out of numerous information sources all necessary documents arc
to be selected, materials and components in accordance to the makers lists and required specifications
have to be ordered. In parallel thc existing resources are checked and capacities are assigned to specific
fabrication steps in the assembly tree  production planning!.

The task do deliver a fully prefabricated ready-to-operate module asks for direct contact be-
tween manufacturer and classification .society. Several built-in components as well as the completed
module need to be approved accord>ng to classification society rules and regulations. These approv mls
have to be carried out by classification surveyors at the manufacturers site, often before the module is
completed  without insulation, painting�,.!.

The delivery af modules and components as well as the complete product documentation in-
cluding all classification certificates has to be agreed upon between module manufacturer and ship-
yard, All hardware is installed onhoard the vessel at the shipyard, the related documents like approval
certificates, operation manuals ctc. are handed over to the shipyard to either be kept in the files or put
onboard.

When looking at the chain of activities it can been seen that different types of co-operatu!a
have to be distinguished. Each is representing a specific configuration, see Table 1,



Comparing these scenarios with the process chain depicted in Figure 2, it can be scen that link
no, 6 does not occur in the actual co-operation activities. Communication links are determined by the
participating partners and their communication requirements. These information exchange scenarios
may be regarded as business bases which are characterised by the parameter described below.

B II
2 Engineering

scbcontrscfor
,/

Shipyard

fsI ~Cl CI

Module

manufacturer

Classification

society

Figure 3. Co-operation Network and Business Cases

Communication Requirements

8C I Design and approval of ship machinery systems
Example link: Shipyard ~ Classification society

CT used
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Data
flow

Information
re resentation

Data
volumeTask

S

internal
Functional design of ship
machinery systems

CAD database,

P&ID
very high

Kxchange of classification
relevant documents

text,

drawings
mailhigh S � +C

C

internal
hightext, drawingsApproval of systcrns

mail, fax,
phone, email

oral discussion,
text, drawings

Change requests
Communication

low - high C~S

Transfer of certificate

 sign and stamp!
mailtext, drawings low
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Business cases as defined above and depicted in Figure 3 represent inter-company corntnuni-
cation processes, in the following each of the identified business cases is described by

the principle partner involved,
the activities to be supported,
the information representation in the data exchange as used today,
the amount of data  qualitative statement!,
the "direction" of infortnation exchange, if applicable,
thc communication technology used today for the information exchange, if applicable.



BC lf Ship machinery modtde detailed design
Example link: Shipyard ~ Engineering subcontractor

BC Ill Ship machinery production engineering
Example link: Engineering subcontractor m Module manufacturer

Task

very high

mail, emailhigh

mail, fax, emaillowtext. drawingsTransfer of as-built data MmE

BC 1V Survey and approval of ship machinery systems
Example link: Module manufacturer m Classification Society

Task

mail, faxtext, drawings low M -+ C

phone, faxvery loworal, text

very ]ow

mailcertificate very low
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The primary information elements of thc four business cases are listed in Table 2. Apart from
the exchange of high volume data, an informal communication exists is many cases. Especially in
those situations when additional ad hoc information is needed by any of the partners involved, the per-
sonal communication is regarded as the most efficient one, This is important to keep in mind when
trying to formalise the communication in a "virtual enterprise ' which is of highly dynamic nature.

Table 2. Primary Information Eleinents

Information elements in scope of
data exchan e

cry systeins Ship machinery specification
Makers list

Functional system design  P&ID!
Connection of components

Instrumentation and control

Material, stream

Catalogue
Approval/change
External references

ign Ship machinery specification
Makers list

Functional system design
Connection of components

Piece parts, assembly
Shape reprc.sentation 3-D, location
Catalogue
A roval/chan e

ing Piece parts, assembly
Shape representation 3-D
Fabrication data  NC!

BOM

Catalo e

Ship machinery specification
Functional system design
Instrumentation and control

Material

Approval/change
Histo

ery systems

Business Cases versus STEP Application Protocols
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Currently there are five application protocols under development which focus on the exchange
of information in shipbuilding: Ship Arrangements  AP215!, Ship Moulded Forms  AP216!. Ship
Piping  AP217!, Ship Structures  AP218!, and Ship Mechanical Systems  AP226!. In the context of a
ship rn ichinery systems application domain, thc, application protocol "Plant Spatial Configuration"
 AP227! which relates to "Functional data and their schematic representation for process plant"



 AP22l! have to be looked at as well. In the following an overview of the scope of the Aps is given.

Ship Piping  AP217!
The scope of the application protocol for ship piping is defined to cover the life-cycle phases:

functional design, detailed design, production engineering, fabrication and assembly as well as testing,
see Figure 4. According to the committee draft for comments [3j, the following are within the scope:

data required to support the definition of the operating flow states of a piping system for the pur-
pose of analyzing flow conditions, computing required pipe sizes, and for documenting the opera-
tional conditions of piping systems for shipboard personnel;
data required [o support the definition of the geometry and rigidity of a piping system for the pur-
pose of evaluating stresses in the system obtained by applying loads;
data sufficient to describe the geometry and location of equipment connected by piping and other
distributive systems;
data that defines the geometrv of piping components, the equipment to which they attach. and en-
velopes surrounding the~e objects sufficient lo enable interference analysis;
data that defines the sequence of bending operations needed to bend a fabricated pipe;
data describing the assembly operations necessary to assemble a piping assembly;
data that defines the test procedures that evaluate the proper operation of a piping system or sub-
systern;
data necessary to support the extraction of a bill of material data for a piping system or piping as-
sembly;
data necessary to document the configuration status of one or more piping components;
data that defines the maintenance requiremenLs, history and status of a piping system or collection
of piping components.

The conformance classes defined are grouped into the subsets:
I'unctional piping design,
detailed piping design,
production engineering design,
piping test data,
piping maintenance and repair data

with additional variations in each subset with respect to shape representation and configuration man-
agement information.

Compared to the other APs described below, this is a very broad scope definition.

Ship Mechanical Sys/'ems  AP226!
In the working draft of this application protocol I4j, the scope is defined as follows. Lifecycle

phases to support are specification, design/selection, approval, installation, commissioning, accep-
tance, operation, in-service inspection and maintenance, decommissioning and disposal.

Systems and components to support are air supply to the engine room, exhaust gas, fuel nil
treatment, lubrication oil and engine cooling, propulsion drive line, main and auxiliary engines,
thruster units, pumps, heat exchangers, air cornpressors, boilers, deck machinery, �. For each of these
systems and components, the product definition information is in scope:

functional and physical connectivity including connectivity to ship structure
functional description such as performance and operational characteristics
geometric representation
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technological information such as material, tolerance, ...
data necessary to track lifecycle and operational history such as specification, inspection and
maintenance data.

Declared out of scope are: piping arrangements, electrical distribution systetns and control systcnts not
integral to the machinery unit. ship's heating, ventilation and air conditioning  HVAC!, cargo refrigera-
tion, ..., data related to the manufacturing of systems and components,

AP 226AP 217 i

Approval Survey

Fabrication,
Assembly,
Installation

i

i

Functional, Detailed
Design Design

i

i.' AP 227
L..

Operation,
Maintenance

Repair

~ Decommission

Generation of
Manufacturing

Information

AP 221

Figure 4. Life Cycle Activity Coverage

A process plant is def'ined as "an assembly of one or more plant systems and plant items that can, or is intended to per-
form, a chemical, physical or transport process. A process plant is identified as a single unit for the purpose ol' managemein
and ownership, A priiccss plant hiis both physical and functional aspects "  definition 3.3.37 in [5j!.
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Plant Spatial Configuration  AP227!According to the introduction in the draft international standard  DIS! docutnent, this applica-
tion protocol [5] is to be used "for the exchange of the spatial configuration information of process
plants', The information includes the shape and spatial arrangement characteristics of piping systein
components as well as the ~hape and spatial arrangement characteristics of other related plant systems
 i,e. electrical, instrumentation and controls, and structural systems! that impact the design and layout
of piping systems. In the design and fabrication of a piping system, the piping layout must be evaluated
with respect to the spatial characteristics and arrangement of these related plant systems, and the re-
quirements for clearances between systems, The complete specification of these other systems is not
needed, but enough spatial inf'ormation is needed to support the layout of the piping system.

This AP specifies additional requirements for the exchange of information required for the de-
sign and fabrication of a piping system. This includes information on the piping material, process
stream fluid, and the piping system functional characteristics. A process and system design specifies
process requirements for a piping system that indudes pipe size, design temperatures and pressures,
and insulation class. The physical design uses these process requirements for the design of the piping
system.The application protocol also identifies and provides a functional specification of the compo-
nents of the plant piping system. The design information for a piping system may specify a pump ca-
pable of maintaining a pressure and flow rate. The design will also specify the shape limitations or
requirements and thc, location of the pump in lhe system, but nol sufficient information for the f;tbrica-
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Figure 5. Scope Overlap Between AP 217 and AP 227, BC I

The application protocol "Functional data and their schetnatic representation for process plant"
 AP221! focuses on the exchange of functional data and their schematic representation for process
plants. It complements AP 227 in that P&IDs in form of a graphical representation, are in scope
whereas the spatial configuration and shape as well as production information of pipe parts arid
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tion of the pump, The principle focus ot the AP is on piping systems and the shape and spatial ar-
rangement of systems including plant items required to ensure the physicaI integrity of piping sys-
tems.

Furthermore, thc functional view on the piping systems, traditionally documented in the piping
and instrumentation diagrams  PklDs! i» supported. The representation of these diagrams  drawings!
however are not supported by the AP. The shape of iteins making up the plant may be represented at
various levels of abstraction, i.e. from an encompassing envelope to a detailed design description, Thc
requirements of the following business cases are to be satisfied by this AP:
1, Exchange of requirements froni a plant owner to an architectural engineering  AE! firm;
2. Exchange of process requirements for the plant piping system from a process engineer to a systcrri

design engineer;
3, Integration of designs created by different engineers;
4. Detection of physical interferences of plant piping system components with cofnponents of o her

plant systems;
5. Exchange of construction specifications between AE and construction firms.

The conformance classes are defined:

Class. 1 - Provides piping system functional information,
Class 2 - Provides equipment and component spatial information,
Class 3 - Provides plant layout and piping design information,
Class 4 - Provides piping fabrication and installation information.

It has to be noted, that compared to the shipbuilding application protocols, this AP has already
DIS status and though can be regarded fairly stable with respect to it's contents,



components are out of scope. Apart from this major difference, the large overlap in scope will result in
a decision to be made on which AP impletnentations for an information exchange wiII be realised.

Comparison of Life-cycle Coverage and Scope
Figure 4 shows how the different life-cycle phases are supported by the APs. Whereas the us-

age of the application protocol for "Plant Spatial Configuration" is principally restricted to thc plant
engineering life-cycle phases, the AP for "Ship Piping" also supports intormation exchange in the pro-
duction and testing pha»c». AP 226 however is planned to support the whole life-cycle of the vessel.
According to the above outli~ed scope. definition, the application protocol for 'Ship Mechanical Sy»-
tern»" differs from the other two in that the level of detail for thc product definition is far less. Another
important difference i» to be seen in the focus on the equipment rather than on the piping component».
In Figure 5 the two AP» with mainly focus on piping systems are depicted, indicating the concepts de-
fined part of the corresponding scope, It can be seen, that there is a con»iderable overlap between AP
217 and AP 227. As one example, the concepts to be used in the first business case, "design and ap-
proval of ship machinery systems" are highlighted.

Conclusion

The analysis of the dc»ign and production process chain for ship machinery systems in a di»-
tributed environment results in tour inter-company communication scenarios with different informa-
tion exchange content», The existing application protocols, namely AP 217 and AP 227, are able to
fullil  tnost of! the formulated requirements. The considerable overlap in scope of the two AP» and the
DIS status of the application protocol "Plant spatial configuration" might lead to the decision to make
usc of AP 227 for the exchange of data of ship machinery»y»tcms. A thorough analysis of this AP with
respect to the requirements of the above outlined communication links will be performed. This ap-
proach is also stimulated by the experience gained in the implementation of AP 217  ARM level!. The
work done by KCS in thc MatiSTEP project has shown that major tnodifications to thc ship piping AP
are necessary as the existing version doc» not allow for an efficient data exchange of pipe cotnponents,

According to the results of the ongoing R&D project, it has to be kept in tnind that for the reali-
sation of an IT based comtnunication infrastructure, the highly dynatnic nature ol the overall scenario
has to be taken care for. The potential for an increase of productivity i» dependent on the amount of
information to be exchanged between the companies involved as well as on the frequency of the com-
munication.
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ELECTRONIC COMMERCE AND EDI
NEW STRATEGIES EOR ENHANCED SHIPBUILDING SUPPLY CHAINS

.Joachim Broddu BALance I'echnology C'onvuhing, Bremen  iermany

I Introduction

Investments in the last 10 years within shipyards world-v,ide lcd to increasing levels ol
automation and process integration v'ith substantial improvements of productivity in "blue collar"
areas. Most advanced shipyards developed from craft-skill-based workshop technologies towards
highly robotised shipbuilding factories, Beside the consequent development of all CAD/  AM
processes the shipyards also improved their organisational and logistical functions. 1his w,as
necessary to serve the needs of those highly integrated production areas, but also to improve the
productivity of "white collar" functions.

Most developments v,ere oriented to improve functions and process»s inside the individual
coinpanies. Whereas, new and advanced Information Society Tecknologies  IST!, namely. I;lectronic
Data Interchange  EDI! and Electronic Commerce by means of Internet and Multiincdia technologies,
open up ncw fields for business improvements through inter-company process integration. 1'hese
technologies will sustainable change and enhance shipbuilding supply chains and co-operative
engineering processes. In thc future, shipyards and their co-operational partners will develop to
pov erful temporary networks, so called Virtual Enterprises  VI',! which on thc basis of integrated
processes by means of information and coinmunication tccluiology  ICT! vvill behave like one large
entiiiy. Since material supplies and external engineering services count for 50-70'r'0 of the ship cost the
potential for irnprovcments in this field is comparable high.

This paper will discuss the state-of-the-art in EDI and Electronic Conimerce technologies and
its application in shipbuilding supply chains. On the basis of actual trends in the shipbuilding industry
towards more co-operative working, outsourcing and system supplies, the potential application areas
of EDI/I.C technologies will be discussed including its commercial intplications on the process. i.e.
cost savings and lead time reductions. Results from I.;uropean research projects, e.g. EDIMAR  IiDI
for the European Maritime Industry! and MARVI;I, OUS  Maritime Virtual Enterprise Linkage�
Open User 'Syndicate! have contributed to the discussion and definition of standards. These projects
have proven the functionalit> in different test scenarios by adapting technology ready for application,
i.e. available products and services, This draws also the scenario for ongoing projects activities and on
tuture development needs.

2 1VI otiv ation

Competition in shipbuilding is constantly increasing in th» shipbuilding industrv tor niany
years. After long phases of re»ession in the 70ies and 80ies the markets are improving. However,
through ncw capacities corning into the market the competitive position of many shipyards has not
improved. Searching for alternative solutions to improve the competitive position the shipbuilding
industry is following v orld wide a trend tov ards further outsourcing of processes and services to
benefit from a better specialisation and cost performance of sinaller and self-responsible companies,
i.e. inarine equipment manufacturers and service companies. Compared to the total cost of a ship this
trend leaves the shipyards today with a share of 50 � 70'r'0 material cost, 20 35 10 manufacturing cost
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 labour and overhead!, 5 � l0% engineering/design cost and 5-10% sales and administration cost:;:
 Figure 1!.

Figure 1. Typical ship cost structure  Example!
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Some of the potential advantages of outsourcing have been bought in for the price O'I'::.::;;
dramatically increasing overhead and management cost. This is because many companies have 1101,'I.
properly prepared themselves to keep control of services and processes which they so far perforntj4i~L
by themselves. On the other hand shipyard personnel often are not used to adequate manageeerft':,;:
techniques and tools to manage external resources and the purchasing process effectively. Therefpi!:.";:,
niaterial and services overhead cost are summing up to 5 � 8 % of the total ship cost not sayItlgict
anything about the time losses through incomplete and inadequate information in the process. ',,:;k~
This substantial share of cost, which is very often not clearly visible, but hidden in other @Ex-,";,",
positions, provide a very good motivation and a large potential for cost savings.

3 Understanding the Maritime Supply Chain

3.l Elements of the Supply Chain ', .'tt"~$!
Elements of the maritime supply chain can be found in almost all processes of sbltIIi�'

newbuilding. The respective work and effects cannot be limited to the work of the purchasi @ji
departinent, but has to be considered as an integrated element in almost all functions throughout ltrl ~~~I
shipbuilding process, It already starts with the suppliers seeking for markets and acceptance of thecal'!j
products and it continuous after the ship delivery through life cycle supporting functions in the area<!;~«
maintenance and repair. Besides the shipyards and the suppliers maritime supply chains involve e@jiy<
external partners directly and indirectly  Figure 2! and requires an extensive communication proce<9!!>g~
including specially applied management procedures.
More specific the different elements of ihe supply chain may be distinguished in the following tijfij$tt
business processes:

Marine Equipnient Type Approval
Before entering into the market marine equipment suppliers have to obtain type approvals fry@'k~

classification societies for their products. This is a major entrance barrier into the market and as vljelj'
time critical, lengthy and expensive process for the suppliers. It mainly involves the suppliers and. 
classification societies. The procedures involve laboratory tests and complex administratI
procedures. For some products testing of the individual products are requested beyond type approvat
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Figure 2. Partners in the Supply Chain

0 BAI shoe Technology Consult ng

Pre-Selectioir of Equipment' and Materials  Fngineering and Design Process!
A process of vital importance fnr the supplier is the engineering and design process nf the

shipyard. The optimal situation for a supplier is to be no. I choice on the ship-owner's maker list,
which requires alter good quality and reliable products continuous marketing and sales «fforts to
maintain the position in the market. I3ut even then it is necessary to bc "at hand" for the d«signer
either in form of good catalogues and I'ast accessible tcchnical information, technical advisory and
support services and maybe through good personal relations.

Procuremert t Process
Often in parallel. sometimes in a sequential order or ev«n before the detailed design process

has started, purchasing activities begin with inquiries in thc market by requesting quotations frnrn
suppliers. This is not necessary for those products where the shipyards have negotiated framework
contracts with the suppliers including fixed price structures. The bidding process is followed by the
order process including sending the fnrmal orders and receiving respective order responses including
contirmations respectively changes to the order, Since shipbuilding is a very dynamic process with
highly concurrent engineering processes order changes are frequently necessary. In some special cases
the purchasing process v ill be handled through trading houses, which may receive better prices than
single shipyards through some special frantework contracts and access to different markets.

Material Delivery Process
'I'h» purchasing process itself is followed by close tracking ol the order, especially with resp«ct

to the delivery date, I'nr some supplies the timely delivery is ot vital importance for the shipbuilding
schedule. Therefore a continuous contact to thc suppliers will be maintained and even shipping and
transport are sublcct oi' close tracking. Ilowcver. all the paperwork including transport data, delivery
notes, despatch advic«s invoices and storage intake control are subject of this process. It may also
comprise thc handling ol certiticates which may accompany thc supplies. These have to be handled
and adrnirustcrcd carefully and becnme later an element of thc overall documentation for the ship,
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On Site Assembly, Functional Testing, Approval
Whoever is responsible for the assembly of materials and components  shipyard or supplier!

will rely on good docuinentation for the assembly procedure. Access to remote information through
direct contacts or advanced media can be important for fast and reliable mounting on site. This is
followed by functional testing of systems v hich inay involve again the classification societies. Beside
the technical testing this is also a very formal procedure v ith excessive ainounts of documentation and
administrative procedure. Again the availability of all required information, certificates etc. is
important for fast and reliable procedures.

Guarantee Process, After Sales Services, Maintenance and Repair
After the delivery of the ship normally all involved parties, i.e. the owner, the ship, ihe

classification society and the shipyard file comprehensive sets of all documentation for the ship. I'or
alt events like potential guarantcc processes, renewing the class, regular maintenance or emergency
repair it is essential to have fast and reliable access to all documentation of the ship. Documentation
needs to be small in size. but comprehensive and supportive in its content.

3.2 The Supplier Base of Shipyards
Depending on the ship-type the relative value of the manifold product groups of ship

equipment may be very differenI.. The cost-share of accommodation for a cruise ship has a totally
different dimension than for a normal cargo ship. Thc cost-share of electrical equipment or electronic
components for naval xcsscls arc incomparable to those for tankers and so forth. Figure 3 gives an
example for a typical distribution of material cost for a container-ship from a North-European
shipyard. The relative value of material and other external cost against the ship total cost depend on
the level of outsourcing and also on the regional employinent cost of the shipyards, i.e. in regions with
]ow employment-costs the total share for material may be relatively higher.

Figure 3. Typical distribution of material cost  Example!
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The total nuinber of suppliers for a large shipyard or a shipbuilding conglomerate may sum up
to around 3.500 companies. For the building of a general cargo ship the shipyard may employ about
1.000 of them, To understand thc structure of the suppliers, their meaning for the shipyard and to
develop suitable v ays to treat them in the right way, respectively to develop strategies for
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Understanding the different supply chain processes and working on the supplier base to deriie
inost valuable information on the meaning of the different suppliers for the shipyard is essential to
develop and evaluate new and advanced strategies. Some shipyards have developed complimentary
strategies to treat different supplier groups differently. This can just be done on the basis of detailed
knowledge. lt must be stated thai many shipyards do not have this knowledge and therefore cannoi
launch appropriate ineasures respectively cannot control the impact af their respective investinents.

4 Actual Trends and Strategies

Beyond outsourcing strong tendencies towards more global sourcing of materials, niore systcin
related purchasing  reducing the supplier base!! and more collaborative engineering can be identilied
within the major shipbuilding groups world-wide. In spite ofhigh potentials for cost reduction in thcsc
strategies, there are risks. which may Ieopardisc the anticipated success. Major concerns are with the
delivered quality of supplies, the timely delivery of ordered inaterials and components and, to carne in
control of the entire process, the need for new and advanced management skills in combinatioii with a
better information and cornrnunication system environinent.

Benchmarking studies in the shipbuilding industry for comparable ship types shaw inargins n '
I 5 '/o and more between prices for external material cost. The shipyards have started to realise those
margins by putting more price-pressure on the suppliers, but also by the standardisation of technical
solutions, teaming-up with other shipyards to achieve stronger buyer-power and by reducing their
supplier base through more system related enquiries.

On the other hand these trends in general require also good strategic concepts from the marine
equipment manufacturers for the future, Since the trend towards outsourcing in the first place effects
the configuration of strategic alliances with inarine equipment suppliers in geographically close
regions, the building of global co-operation alliances with some material/component key-suppliers
and service-providers may be more adequate. The general step-by-step process of autsourcing through
shipyards is shown in Figure 6,

Figure 6. Migration towards a virtual enterprise
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Heneath the effect to achieve commercial benefits through the outsourcing process its«it, ».g.
through higher workloads and relatively lower overhead costs, the availability of new and advanced
information and communication technology allows the cost-effective realisation of those concepts. As
an ultimate consequence shipi ards, theirs suppliers and others integrated into the process may migrate
towards a Virtual Enterprise  VF!. A Virtual Enterprise by definition is a set of temporary linked
individual companies cluster«d to fulfil a timely restricted business process and behaving for that
business process as an integrated enterprise enabled by advanced technologies.

On the basis ot the individual supplier analysis of a shipyard it is essential to apply the right
strategy with the right partners  marine equipment suppliers! and to assign the right technology for th»
implementation of co-operative working solutions. An analysis of the supplier base as shown earlier
 Figure 5! can hc used to niake appropriate decisions. From this analysis indicators and strategic
decisions can bc derived with which partners tcchnical solutions towards papcrless purchasing and/or
collaborative engineering should be developed on high priority. 1 hose suppliers of shipyards which
provid» high value components v,'ith a low amount of purchasing documents. but a high antount of
tcchnical data to be exchanged must be considered for collaborative engineering solutions. Those who
supplv "bulk inaterials" or standard products which require frequent and periodic exchange of
purchasing documents, may be better considered for paperless purchasing procedures  Figure 7!.

Figure 7. I'ypica! Supplier Analysis and Recommended Co-operation 1 ields

New technologies, basically information and cominunication technologies, tremendously
«ffcct the way of working within and between cotnpanies. Since this is true for almost 40 years riov,,
the shipbuilding industry seems still to be at the starling point for an organisational revolution caused
by this. 1'he given background of newly available technology, c.g. internet, ED1, geographically
distributed client server cnvironinents etc., allow far reaching concepts for integrated supply «hain
management for shipbuilding applications. Principle exainples for this can be found in other
industries, c.g. just in time de!ivcry solutions in automotive and aircrafi. industries,
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'I'he technology to be applied is very often described by the name "Virtual Fnterprise
Technology"  VET!. VEI is anticipated to play an increasing role in the support of emerging
collaborative networks. Virtual enterprises are defined as a set of temporary linked individual
companies clustered to fulfil a timely restricted business process and behaving for that busines»
process as a integrated enterprise enabled by advanced information and communication technology.
For example a shipyard and a set of key suppliers team-up to fulfil a ship newbuilding contract.
Virtual enterprises can be build-up for different applications, e,g, supply chains, design chains,
distributed manufacturing and assembly processes. Because ol their temporarily nature arid
heterogeneous portfolio of participating companies the mechanisins applied need to be flexible,
standardised and easv to reconfigure, An open communication infrastructure, openness of software
systems, agreed data exchange slandards. harmonised uorkflow and a dynamic intra- and
interorganisational reorganisation process are vital success parameters for VEs.

To achieve the expected benefits, it is further essential that the shipyards and their supplier»
build up new and powerfulmanagerial skills combined with continuous qualification programincs for
their employees.

In the last ten years the European shipbuilding industry including also suppliers to some
extend started to prepare the baseline for this kind of future working. Within individual project»
international standards for the exchange of data have been always in focus. For example, major
contributions have been made io thc international discussion and development of maritime application
protocols of the ISO standard STEP and to the definition of industrial specific message type»
according to the UN standard FDIFACT. Through the establishment of EMSA  Furopean Maritime
STEP Association! in 1994, Special Interest Groups for Networks, Electronic Data Interchange  FDI!
and Product Data Management  PDM! and many bilateral international co-operations the industry
achieved a better understanding for the needs and benefits of co-operative working. The industry i»
now at the point to show an increasing interest lor putting VE-technology into operation.

Mainstrearns for collaborative electronic based working is highlighted in Figure 8. Most likel~
a hybrid solution combining the advantages of different technologies will be implemented for
individual business process needs. The major challenge is to find the right configuration by using all
enabling technologies and to keep the application flexible for fast adaptation according to a fas-:
changing technological pl;it form.

Figure 8. Mainstreains in I..DI

~ BAUNlCW TcchllOlog/ t.DII8llNpg

The problem is that the structure and the level of technological development may be extremely
different with the co-operaiirig p iriiiers. 'I'he portfolio ranges froni fully developed and computcriscd
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companies which also apply appropriate management abilities to ihe change of the processes to those
companies who have hardly applied any coniputerised solutions for their own process handling. I'bc
shipyards have to think about the right way tn build up solutions which allo~ most of these companies
to be integrated irito advanced co-operative working concepts. The way as chosen by manv other
industries to just put enough prcssure on suppliers and force them into solutions which are f'avnurable
for the customer but complicated. inadequate and expensive fnr supplier cannot be applied h» ih»
shipyards. 'I his is because tbe shipyards arc a very heterogeneous group of conipanies itself v hich
docs not create enough market-power. Lven co-operational agreeincnts between bigger shipbuildirig
group» in Europe are not consequently used to create and us this market-power. Further, the supplier
base is comparable big and consist of many small and medium sized enterprises which arc b» f'ar not
prepared for advanced working concepts.

Nev' very promising technologies v hich have been developed for Internet applications ma>
help to overcome the old problem of too high cost for the application of classical EDI solution» to
sniall and medium sized enterprises. As a result it can be stated that thc availability of technolog> for
all level applications is as such that thc> almost of'fer solutions also for the incorporation of these
coinpanics. DifTcrent projects perforined under the framework of European support programme» e c.
have substaniially contributed to some of these developments. MARVEL OUS  Maritime Virtual
I;ntcrprise Linkage � Open  J»cr Syndicate! draw a baseline to the situation of standards for Maritinie
Virtual Enterprises and edited a basic book on standards. EDIMAR  Electronic Data Interchange for
th» European Maritime Industry! developed some adapted EDIFAC'I' messages to the need of
maritime purchasing applications, contributed to thc definition nf S'I'EP AP 226 and developed arid
adapted workflow tools and concepts to shipbuilding purchasing applications. The new project
MARII I,OW  A Workflovv Manageinent System for the Maritime Industry! is now working on
workflow appli«atioiis to quality data chains including applications of EDI functionality for fh«
exchange of quality certificates I'or steel plates. In these projects and more others functionalii> iuid
potential of different technologies and standards have been proved by setting up demonstratioii
networks and scenarios covering Computer Supported Co-operative Work  CSCW!, Workf low
Managcrneni Systems. Classical EDI and I.xtensiblc EDI  XDI! concepts by means of internet
technology. It is now about time to continue working on these platforms and to create numerous and
manifold reference applications to verify and develop commercial benefits and to create new starting
poinl.s for further dcvelopineiits.

6 Commereia! Potential

As said above the cost involved in the complex functions of supply chain rnanageincni are
substantial and very much worth to s«riously think about an iinprovement. Nevertheless these cost are
very often hidden in other costs and therefore, often not easily to identify or to separate. Overhead
cost by nature the potential for cost reduction is difficult to prove and just bc approached through
consequent managerial efforts and cross-departmental thinking and rc-organisation. However, a
considerable overall cost-reduction for ship ncwbuildings can be anticipated by the application of'nce
technologies and nev ways of collaborative working if the technology is seriously taken and
consequently applied.

The cornincrcial benefits rnayb» generated at both ends of the collaboration. the shipyards arid
the suppliers. In comparisoii to investments in the manufacturing area the risk ratio  ratio nf
investment to potential earnings! is lower, but, to say this again, needs more managerial involvcriient
and consequent renrganisation. The benefits thrnugh the application of advanced Electronic
Commerce and EDl tcchnologv in ihe different processes of'the supply chain may sum up to about s "In
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Materia! Overhead Costs
3% Shipyard! 6% Supplier

Reduction Potentiai 30-50%

2,5-4% I

of the total cost ot the ship. which is a considerable share. The biggest share can be realised througli
decreasing material overhead cost at the shipyard and at the suppliers. However inajor achievements
can be expected in the. design area as well as in the area of Sales and Administration  Figure 9!.

Figure 9. Potential for cost reduction
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At the supplier side sonte more effects can be generated through the use of advanced
multimedia inarketing instruments. i.e. electronic catalogues with technical information elements
either on CD-ROM and1or through sui able Internet representations. This may include product
descriptions in standard formats which arc ready to build in for the designer in his product inodel.
Further the consequent building of organisational interfaces towards the shipyards including building
the ability for the structured exchange of data by means of EDI can also create very positive effects
for the opening of ncv markets and the maintenance of existing one' s.

Potential effects ai the suppliers are the building of a special differential advantage in the
market, possibilities for direct marketing  v ithnut regionalsales agents!, a faster penetration of the
market with new products. a faster'cheaper change of the marketing strategy and a closer link to thc
customer once the ncw links have been positively established

Pilot installation and demonstration cases have shov n that the anticipated targets for cost
reductions could be achieved easily. This is also confirmed by some comparable applications in othei
industries  Figure 10!, However, the full benefit of the investment can just be achieved if new and
EC/EDI based shipyard/supplier relations can bc build up fast and consequently so that as many
suppliers as possible can be linked in a short time frame. Risks can be minimised if shipyards and
suppliers in the starting phase do not invest in own systems, bu!. usc commercial data clearing services
 e.g, BAL.DIS the BAI.ance Data integration Service!. As long as the number of interlinked suppliers
or other co-operational partners is low or the amount of data to be transformed is limited those
commercial services offer the economical solution. By developing more co-operational links one or
all partners can successively migrate into an own systetn which can be slowly build up in parallel to
an already working solution.



Figure 10. Benefits through ED1 based Steel purchasing.

0 BALance Technology Consulting

Other benefits have been proved through tremendous time savings during the entire purchasing
process. but also in other follovv-up processes. Better data accuracy less mistakes through data coding
and a better basis for decision making processes have been reported to hc other major achievements
which can bc forecasted, but just proved through the consequent application and use of ncw and
advanced technology and management methodologies. There is no lack in technology, even if' for
many special applications suitable solutions still need to be developed. But for initial earnings thc
technology is ready f' or application.

7 Conclusions

Thc different anLf manifold business processes with maritime supply chains create a substantial
amount of cost in the entire shipbuilding process. Erncrging advanced information and comtnunication
technology and respective developments from recently performed RID projects allow the consequent
attacking of those cost v ith a high potential for commercial achievements, Especially the
reorganisation of the purchasing process and thc logistica] process between shipyards and their
suppliers through the application of Electronic Data interchange and Electronic lL:ommercc
Technology show promising potentials. Very actual new developments in the area of internet
programming languages  Xlt fL! which are allowing also the exchange of structured data on this basis
are very promising to also overcome cost problems of classical EDI for small companies, which do
not even run own purchasing systetrts. Nevertheless, all applications in this field have to consider the
heterogeneous structure of thc shipyard's supplier base. Therefore all solutions needs to be flexible to
the outside, but streamlined to thc inside, The problem to start respective applications in shipyard» is
not a problem of the availability ot technology. A management decision has to be taken. pilot
applications have to be implemented and necessary re-organisation and qualification programme»
have to be started in parallel to the configuration of the technical solution. Once the technology is in
place and the organisation has learned to handle it the potential to quickly earn commercial hcrlcflts is
very high.
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ELECTRONIC COMMERCE

Than N, Lam, NSWC, Ship Systems Engineering Station, USA

1ntroducti on

The word "Commerce" is combined by the word corn  together! and merx  merchandise!. The
Random House College Dictionary defines that "Commerce" is the buying and selling of goods. The
world "Electronic" pertains to devices, or systems developed through electronics. Electronic
Commerce is interpreted differently by different people. The first thing to understand is Electronic
Commerce covers any form of computerized buying and selling, both by consumers and from company
to company, It is viewed by many to be the technological revolution of the late 1990's and early 21"
century that will likely transform the operations, systems and efficiency of business, industry, and
government.

Here is the other useful description.
The Automotive Industry Action Group in North America defines it as "the enablement of a

business vision supported by advanced information technology to improve efficienc and effectiveness
throughout the trading process."

History
The term Electronic Commerce has really emerged in the last ten years, and can be regarded as a

broadening of the term Electronic Data Interchange  EDI!. However, there have been links between
computers since the 1960's, so the routes of electronic trading lie much further back even than when
EDI became a buzzword during the 1980's.

CategoriZation
With modern telecommunications infrastructures, we have been provided with the means to

exchange data instantaneously, Electronic Commerce is about using these data-flows in the most
effective way. There are commonly three phases of implementation of Electronic Commerce:
~ Replace the manual and paper-based operations with electronic alternatives

Rethinking and simplifying the information flows
~ Using the information flows in the new dynamic ways

Simply replacing the existing paper-based systems will reap few real benefits. It may reduce
administration costs and improve the level of accuracy in exchange data, but it does not address the
questions of whether a business is operating efficiently Electronic Commerce applications can help to
reshape the ways to do business and have often acted as a catalyst for reengineering.

Reengineering is about reassessing the ways to conduct business. It is about looking at the
flows of information through production processes. It is about optimizing the use of resources. Thus,
it is necessary to understand the electronic commerce applications available in order to think about how
they can best assist the existing system. Electramc commerce applications
~ EDI, Hybrid EDI, Interactive EDI
~ Email

~ Internet Applications
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~ Enhanced Fax

~ Voice Applications
~ CALS

~ File Transfer

~ Computer Aided Design Manufaciuring
~ Multimedia

~ Bulletin Boards

~ Teleconfer encing
~ Automatic Iden til i catioii

.Cignificance of E-Cornnrerer.
Electronic commerce is important because it has the potential to advance the global economy by

changing business styles. For business to survive the Information Revolution, business must take
advantage of electronic cominerce

In a souvenir shop in San 1 ranciseo. there are many T-shirts of the Golden Gate Bridge, Cable
Cars, Fisherman's Wharf, etc Most ot those T-shirts are made in China at a very low cost but are sold
at about five dollars or more In an electronic commerce network were established between T-shirt
factories in China and San I rancisco. Chinese T-shirt makers would be able to get orders directly from
tourists by simply displaying their catalog on the Internet.

With those siniple ideas in inind, you may understand the impact of electronic commerce. As
long as you have a good product and a competitive price, you don't need to travel across the oceans to
find retailers and to create inarketing iietworks.

Example of Flectric Conunerce � 2 rrrrrzon. conr
Amazon.corn is reportedly the Internet's largest bookstore. Customer accounts rose from 610

on June 30, 1997 to 3 I million as of'.Iune 30, 1998 The product line was recently expanded to include
music  June '98! and has also expanded into the European market by its purchase in April of
Bookpages, Ltd, Telebook lnc and Internet Movie Database, Ltd.

Most recently in July, I 998, Amazon. corn announced an agreement to participate in
ModaCDA's Virtual Shopping Mall e-business fashion solution ModaCAD's CEO commented that
their virtual shopping expei ieiiee would not be complete without the presence of an established retailer
of books and inusii;.

Amazon.corn is considered a pioneer in the electronic commerce marketplace. For this news
release from Amazon.corn, Ih» following comments were made regarding the agreement which identify
the current considerations t'or e-commerce.

Factors that could actual results to ditfer materially include the following:
~ the timely completion ot the development of the company's software products, including

ModaCAD's e-commerce and consumer soIIware and enhanced or updated versions of the
company's electronic mcichandisiiig and CAD software products
unforeseen technical or other obst;icles in the development or production of such soAware
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acceptance of ModaCAU's e-conii»erce and consumer software by the publisher/distributors of
such software and the release and marketing plans of the publisher/distributor

~ customer acceptance of ModaCAD's e-commerce and consumer software products and updated or
revised versions of the coinpany's electronic merchandising and CAD soAware products

~ the company and its publisher/disiributor's abihty to produce its products on a cost-effective and
timely basis

~ factors not directly related to the company, such as competitive pressures on pricing, market
conditions in general, competition technological progression, product obsolescence and the
changing needs of potential custoi»ers as well as the software textile, apparel, home furnishings and
horne design industries i» eneral

The announcement also contains the following statements regarding Amazon.corn's concerns for
risk and uncertainties that include.
~ Amazon corn's limited operating liistory

The unpredictability of its future revenues
~ Risks associated with capacity constraints, management of growth and new business opportunities.

Strengths nf E-Commerce
E-commerce is another step closer to a goal that has started with grocery stores that stay open

24 hours 7 days a week. the quest to be able to get everything, anything and from anywhere in the
world The electronic marketlilace never shuts down and the number of on-line available goods is ever
increasing. This makes on-line shopping very convenient; no need to leave the house, no need to think
of opening times, no need to remember you can buy what.

In addition, cor»paniex can set up personal profiles of on-line shoppers by tracking their moves
on their web sites and create personalized offers based on previous customer preferences.

Interactively, the abiliiv of the buyer to enter some form of dialogue  e-mail, questionnaires,
etc.! with the vendor is another advantage of Internet based trading over traditional long-distance
trading  e,g. mail order catalo ~ues! I liis way vendors and manufacturers get valuable direct feedback
from their customers

Virtual stores can replace bricks-and-mortar stores and thereby save costs. This in return allows
small companies to compele ~ tI'ectiveli with bigger corporations without the need to set up a wide
system of stores and expensive logistic and distribution systems. E.g, Amazon.coin completely
changed the way the people c«n buy books Being a new company it can effectively compete against
old timers like Borders and Har»es k Noble because of the E-Commerce on Internet/WWW. The old
paradigm "all business is local" does no . hold true anymore. Buyers/sellers are no longer geographically
confined

Finally, E-commerce reduces costs by eliminating traditional brokers or middlemen, thereby
shortening the distribution cli,iin I'hc redesign of business processes forced through the new
technology save money due to the greater effectiveness of the way business is done.

8'eaknesses nf E-Commerce
E-commerce still has a few weal.nesses, too, that should»'t be ignored.
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From a buyer's point of view, the Internet offers an overload of information that can be diflicult
to sort through, especially for the inexperienced user Web browsers provide a good deal of help, but
even with these the hit of 214 site~ coiitaining the searched term can be overwhelming. Therefore the
problem of finding the right site, to navigate in the vast amount of information can pose a problem.
Another weakness is still th» iinsolved security issue  see also next paragraph! that results in a low trust
level when it comes to financial transactions and the exchange of credit card information, for example

From a vendor's point of view, the internet is a diflicult place to grab and hold a customer' s
attention, since it is so easy liir the co xi amer to just click to the next web page. For the same reason it
is difficult to build and keep iip a brand loyalty as it is known from traditional retail. Also, the fact that
buyers can easily find the lovi est prices for a specific product forces the vendors to reduce their profit
margins in order to stay competitive. Lastly, depending on the kind of business there ran be rather high
initial investments for hardware and sottware in a cyberspace business. High up-front costs combined
with low profit margins can therefore pose significant hurdles for market entrance.

Current Limitations

~ Security
i. Customer to Web server security i.e. Web browser to Web server security. This is currently

being addressed by various new technologies like SSL, SET and encryption but this
technology is still evolving, aiid takes some time to mature.

2. Web Server to Merchant's Desktop security. Most sinall businesses don't have their own
web server, they rent web space from an Internet service provider, and those who want to
sell directly on lntcrnet, rent "secure" web space  that is, equipped with SSL! so customers
can communicate securely with their Web server.

~ Bandwrdth and latent tutti tattoos due to vari ous factors including technology
When the Internet v as created 25 years ago, it was called the ARPANET and was used
primarily by 1; S. researchers and scholars for file transfer and E-mail. The bandwidth  measure
of capacity of data traiisfer niediums! deployed from 9.6 Kbps to 56 Kbps, which was sufficient
to support activities, ii that iiiiic Today, individual and corporate users are flooding onto the
Internet via the W% yi in recoi d nun>bers These users demand higher bandwidth-consuming
technologies  such as multimedia and voice! to perform electronic commerce. This usage is
causing serious bands, idth and latency problems.

Technical Challenges to Ad< ress
~ Security

A widely held belief is that security issues continue to hinder the growth of electronic commerce
over the World Wide Web 1 here are a number of technological and legislative efforts
underway to ensure that adequate security measure exists for these Web-based transactions that
include

Encrypti oii
New communications techiiology like secure sockets layer  SSL!, and Secure Electronics
Transactions  S1.1 !

Digital certificates, Xutherit ication
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~ 8andwi dth and I atent. i
This problem can etl'ei.l.ively be addressed by using various new technologies like

Data compression io reduce the amount of data to be transferred
New hardware teclinologics like TV cable modem, fiber optics and satellite links
Better packing roiiiing technology like Resource ReSerVation Protocol  RSVP! and IP
version 6  Ipv6!

~ Connecti vi ~
The currently dominating media TV and Radio will eventually merge with the PC; not
necessarily in the content ottei cd  entertainment on the TV, information of the PC, a mix ofboth
on the Radio!. but at 1casi in tlic point of access. One device will be used to access video, audio
and text-based information and entertainment. This in return will allow for improved
transmission of information and even easier access In order to get their current applications will
have to be easier to connect inid "Plug 'n Play" has to grow from a marketing slogan to reality.

Future Trends

~ Improved market infor ntatton fi u ii lier»
New technology will facilitate expansion of rapidly growing database marketing trends. This
expansion will also be tueled bv developments like more extensive research, which will enable
better understandin< o1 consunicr behavior and coordination of old and new media, which will
enhance an organizatiiiii s abiliiv to communicate with consumers, the ultimate results will be
one-to-one marketiiig

With implementation of new technology future marketers can instantaneously exchange
information and can assess e Ti..ctiveness of marketing strategies, particularly in promotions and
pricing, which is critical to niiiiiitaining a competitive edge.

Sellers will make decisions based on individual or household demographics, responses to
promotions and brand lovaltv Marketers who master this more complicated environment as a
result of the enormous amount ot data available, wiH be rewarded with custoiner loyalty based
on increased custoniei satist'acuon.

~ Emergence of New' mat Aet Inter rta diaries ltke informatton warehouse
With the dramatic inci ease in information, new market intermediaries like information
warehouses will erncr >e, whicli begin by providing storage capabilities and later evolve into
entities which integraic iiiassis c amounts of data and sell them to organizations to enhance their
marketing efTorts 4 parallel e11'urt will be the emergence of intelligent hardware and software
like the search engines which rely on artificial intelligence that go beyond current notation of
keywords. For example, a search for the words "Casua! apparel" will reveal products related to
casual without the word "casuiil' appearing in the title, i.e., the search engines know that
products associated w nh certain activities are considered casual.

Market intermediaries will address the fragmentation of formerly integrated selling and buying
functions. For example, electronic marketers selling at the retail level. Once the sale is made
electronically, they can place ari order directly with the supplier who will ship directly to the
customer fhis specialtv technology-based service is that of a broker having no person-to-



person contacts, nor store atmosphere This will gain importance at the retail level as selling is
separated from other retail functions

~ Expanded and more te< h«alod> - h«»ed channels of physicaL distri buti on
Physical distributiori through «lectronic channels will become widespread. Electronic channels
will distribute any kind of product or service that can be converted to a digital format and
transmitted either through fib«i optic cable or satellites. These products may include movies,
music, newspapers, magazine» and books, money, tickets, stage plays or any other forms of
entertainment or market research information. Thus products that can be digitized will be
available in various f<irmats from a variety of sources.

~ Addi ti onaL technolo~- b«»<. d em<�i� «<ner »erv<ce»
Time management difIiculties will continue as customers seek more control over their lives, both
personal and profes»ional Thi.. will be particularly true at the retail level as baby boomers move
into their 50s and search for wavs to simplify their lives. Obvious services like bill paying, time
and activity organizers. callback reminders, "To Do" lists, trip schedulers and so forth will
emerge first But others, such as food purchases or recommendations on product/service
purchases on the Internet will not be far behind

~ More worldwide»ourc<n<t
National boundaries will fall ei cn f'aster than they have in recent years. Technology will enable
individuals and group~ to byp i»» existing sources of products and services and choose those that
most closely meet their needs   ompetition will be facilitated not only by the Internet, but by
other technologies like lSDN HDTV and interactive voice response. Some traditional channel
distribution will disappear, whereas those that provide service through the Internet will be most
in tune with customei needs aiid desires.

~ Further price reductto«i on ha< dii <<re»<de
The continuing decline of price» for computer hardware will further increase the availability of
communication technologv in the form of PCs, Laptops, Personal Assistants, and will also
support the trend toivards miniaturization Smaller and cheaper devices will be used by a wider
audience for a wider arrav of tasks and therefore, further support the rapid growth of e-
commerce

PRACTICAL USE OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE � CASK STUDIES

Case One< Building <t Custri<ner 8 eh Site
The main objective is to rede»i n business processes to simplify information flow, and replace

manual and paper-based operations with a cheaper and faster electronic alternative. Cost effectiveness
through the reduction of personal coni act based transactions can be re-directed to other business
objectives.  See Appendix S presciiiation slides!.

Background
The Clinical Affairs department at HBOC established a goal to provide the customer base

�00+! with clinical documentation oii the Web in l998. Additionally, a large, influential client
suggested that the company provide the top f 00 client questions with solutions on a Website.
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The Clinical Affairs department has two offices  Cambridge, MA and Malvern, PA! representing
the HBOC business unit - payiir Solutions Group. The Corporate office is in Atlanta, GA. The
targeted information for this i»itiativ» are MS Word documents which describe clinical logic for edits
within the knowledge baseiproduct I he documents are currently provided to clients by Internet email
or VC fax

The Process
The  '.Iinical Affairs»taff must iespond within 48 hours with a solution for 70% of the questions

submitted.  .:lients rely on the compa<'Iv s ability to respond to these questions on time since
reimbursement to phvsicians i» often at stake The remaining questions are answered within l0 working
days. Meeting this response tii»» is It<it related to reimburserneni directly, but does affect client internal
policies regarding reimbur»»in»»i to plivsicians. Any delays experienced with this process create
customer satisfaction issues

Client» typically cali the  'li»nt »ervice organization Call Coordinators who route both product
and clinical questions to Clieni Servic» Coiisultants This group attempts to answer clinical questions
for clients based on their know led«e «I the product and available client training manuals. While some
clinical questions can be a»»wered usi<i maiiuals, the majority requires further review by the Clinical
Staff

The call tracking»ystei» i» ih» front end to this process It serves as both a client call tracking
system and a client invoicing»y»teni. it co»tains a database of customer information which includes
questions asked about products. Ciie»is are able to access the call tracking system to check the
progress of questions This database i» centrally managed at the corporate oSce.

Business units do limiied cu»to<»ization of the call tracking database. Each unit is expected to
import data fi om the systeiii io anoth»i database  e.g. Access!, and supplement it with data and
reporting relevant to bu»ines» unit iiceds Ot'ten, a business unit will duplicate the information from the
call tracking system in order to repori metrics for client and departmental activities.

C1i nical Reslr onses
Clinical questioiis ai <i< e iii tiie Clinicai Affairs group once routed through the call tracking

system  annual volume 2000 2'<00! in order to assure that information is captured on the client and
the date a question is received and ira< ked through completion, the Clinical Affairs group duplicates the
data entry oi key custonier data eleineiii s captured in the call tracking system. This information is
routed to MS Excel for reporting purl<uses I'the cail tracking system does not provide reports specific to
departmental processing!

The status of the question i» nionitored in the cali tracking system which must be updated by
every user assigned i.o the call  'linic il re»iionses are compiled in MS Word documents, stored by
client name, reviewed for quality hy tiie clinical group, and then either faxed or emailed to the client
The caH tracking system i» uiidated tn iiidicate the call is closed



A historical file of clinical responses is stored in the clinical aff'airs directory and researched
when a question is submitted. More t!1;in 40ia of the calls received can be answered with history file
responses which are cross-referenced iii the cail tracking system, but are not available to clients.

Issues

~ Re-creating the 'aff  rack i» database and clinical responses  i e., those in the history file! is
i»eAicient and c,iuses del;ii» in  lie overall processing of clinical responses.

~ These i»efficiencie cau»e iu»tn»ier dissatisfaction with respect to timely turnaround for
solution.

Infrastructure
~ The company h'i» an Internet Web site and customers have capability to access product

information  see nappe»dix 8 HBOC Organization/Departments Horne Page, HBOC
lntralink Home l' age I'roduc  Por folio, EC200 Product Home Page re electronic commerce.
and Customers Only Home Page' !

~ Remote office are client server with communications to and through Atlanta.
~ The company is movin  o MRS Outlook from Lotus' CCMail, and for Intranet applications,

from Lotus Nn c» io MS  !  lice   see attached Monthly CIO Newsletter!.
~ Current technical support operations are problematic for normal einail communications

across remote sites  see at achetl IS Home Page!.
~ Internet communications o through Atlanta and firewalls are in place, as needed.
~ Traffic on pipeline i» heaii
~ Infrastructure eiilia»cemciii. by llie Information Systems group are in the works to improve

timeliness of thc»e conimuiiicatinns.

The company is well pns tioned to provide support to the Clinical Affairs group for the
development of a Website  n house a database of clinical responses/solutions to meet client needs.

Departments Jnvolveil
This initiative is spear headed bv the Clinical Affairs group with representation from key

departments to support the design and iinplcmentation of the Website and to define future
enhancements

~ Clinical Affairs � Drivi»i  lic bu»iness need based on client feedback.
~ Client Services � 1»ierface with client base.

~ Corporate Inforniation Sy» em» - Central developers of the Website.
~ Marketing - Grnup respon»ihle for liaison to corporate for Website development.
~ Technical Support - C~roiip located in Malvern and Cambridge serving as liaisons to the

corporate office  A la»ia l
~ Product Mana ci»e»t - Dni i»g product direction with Clinical Affairs to meet client

expectations
~ Database Tools - Support to Cliiiical Affairs and link to corporate regarding development of

the clinical response datab i»e for the W'ebsite

Procedural Issues
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This initiative requires a revie»» of current processes that will be factored in to the design of the
Website The clinica! Af!'airs directive is to provide a Website with a meaningful set of client solutions
Review and analysis need» to considei' the scope of this effort so that clients will not be dissatisfied with
the result; i e, KISS

Some procedura! issues to ci.>nsider include
~ Text docun>ents - hov will lh»se documents be converted to a database for the Website?

Wh«t is the coinpa»v»tand ii'd'
~ Managing the V eb..it» «nd current call turnaround times
~ Integrating business system»  i.e, call tracking! into the process
~ Resource constr«int»  svsten> and human!
~ Coordination <>I,V«li ei'n «iid Cambridge off>ces
~  update and X! lli>fe>uince  >I Le%I files
~ Rep!«cement of cuir»nt svsi »in i>r is this an adjunct to the existing process, i.e., replace only

the distribution process  fax and email!
~ Priority ot this !>roleci over others
~ Longer term obj»ctivc» of   liiiical Affairs and other departments

Technology l»»ae»
The following issues must be considered «s processes are re-engineered.

~ Dynamic links
~ Updates and m«int»iiai>ce
~ ORACLE d«f«b«»e»tructui c and MS Word
~ Store text in t}1 VIL

~ Search Engine
Object Linking and E>r>bedd>ng  OLE!

~ Client readiness ti> access the !nternet  i.e.. dumb terminals or PC based!
~ Acquisition <>f'i cioui ces to .iipport the initiative
~ Current s!u< ~~i»hue»» of ein;iil «rxl Internet communications
~ Acquisition ofh«rdware or nev software
~ Testing
~ New techno!o< v with uncei t«int>, of expert resources

Seearity an rl C'onfidenti ali t!
The company is di!igei>t about maintaining security for its Intranet and Internet Home Pages.

Security remains one of th» bi~ gest concern» tor Internet users in general. The concerns that are most
pressing with ihc creation i>f'th» c!ii>ical Website component include

~ Comp«ny infi>ri»«t>i>n acce»»ible to competitors  indirectly through existing clients!
~ Defining custoi»»i level of',icces»
~ Overall uncertaintv of li>ternet security

Strengths of /he Ini tiari > e
~ I'he deve!op>neni of the c!iiiical i esponse system Website will reduce labor intensive

processes that gi os inore con>p!icated with increased c!ient volume.
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~ '1'he clients ca»,recess clinrca! reiponses by accessing the Web in lieu of making phone calls
a»d being routetl through two �! customer service staff members

~ Ttie clients will evperie»ce timelier processing for their needs
~ internal re»oui cei corri be re-dii ected to other department/company objectives.
~ C»rrent delays iii laxiri or emailing clinical responses caused by "pipeline" traffic will be

reduced

~ Provides tlie forrrrdatio»/experre»ce for future technology alternatives.
~ Saves human rei»urce dollai s ai process improvements occur
~ Eliminates monr lily iiiailing of client newsletters
~ All clients berielir f!r'or» the initiative vs Those who typically request more solutions

 statistics ihow i hat I" clieiits in the Malvern client list ask the majority of questions year
af'ter year!

I imitations of the Initiati i r
~ Security and co»tidentralits of company information reinains a concern.
~ Communicatio» i»»<re» associated with decentralized crffrces.

~ Stafl traini»g an<! educatiori
~ Avai!abilitv of tlie iecliiiolo v i»r!T

Case Two: l endor Mrtnapr rl /n»entrrrr iirr FDI
Vendor managed ini eiitiirv  V'~11! i. when the vendor  or supplier! provides not only their

products, but also pcrformi the rirverrtor> riiii»agement of those products for the customer, deciding
which products need to be i epleiiiihed, ttie quantities, and at what time VMI focuses on the
manufacturer taking respor.»ibilits for I.lie customer's inventory levels

Vendor managed in en orv mal c» ood business sense and presents a tremendous opportunity
A supply chain partnership bctwee» tradi»g partners normally has two driving objectives, increase sales
and reduce iiperatirig expe»iei in the supply chain VM1 can contribute to both of these goals. With
the customer providirig iiil'i ii»aiiii», a»d the vendor performing the inventory planning, both parties
together can increase»uppli rc!iahility;rnd i educe supply costs.

Elec tronic Data 1»terchiir«e  FDl i ii used to transmit structured data between computer
applications ofbusi»ess pai lire.i» The iiieclia»ism for the delivery of the data depends on which method
the business partners decide ro uic Ciiiiipoier» can be li»ked directly, via modems and phone lines, or
through a private networl 1 he i»os  oriririon communication method for ED1 is to use a private
network, or Value Added Network  VAN! io carry the data. VAN's are run by third party network
operators. Thev provide a '»r»re a»d retrieve' service for busi»ess trading partners. Each user has a
mailbox on the VAN so ili;it rhey can i ciriei c and process mess» es in a batch mode. VAN*s offer
added values such as a hig! !ei el iil »ecurity. a help desk v hen problems arise, an audit trail so that the
sender knows when a me»i,i e lia» beeii received and read They also support most communication
protocols and data formats

In !'�9, the Amerir,rri Naiional Standards Institute  ANS1! chartered the Accredited Standards
Committee  ASC! X! 2 to»es elop u»iliiii» itandards for the use ot'EDl transactions. Committee
members di velop a»d pro»i»re EB!»taiidards that streamlme business transactions. X12 standards
facilitate these transactions by establi»lii»g a common, uniform business language for computers to
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communicate around the «orld Curreiiily iliere are more than 275 transaction sets, that are used to
communicate business to business operations.

The VMI process I sining lii»ent C! iises transaction sets to transmit information to and from the
customer a»d the vendor i iii F I! I Th««ustomer sends product activity  warehouse usage and
withdrawals! data  8i2! to ili« i eiidor oii a daily basis. This i»for»>ation contains the customer' s
current stock keeping unit I SK.C'! inveiitory. as well as any SKU inventory on order  currently in-
transit!. This product actin itv iI ita is do«iiloaded into a VVI software application such as a demand
planning tool Also transi»iii< d»i the ~e»dor to anticipate the expected demand by product. as well as
any deals or pro»iotio» tlii. c»i»»»er»»iv b«planning in the future. This product forecast information
can be provided in weekly. ~»i»»lilv. or quarterly buckets Tliis is also downloaded to the V1VII soffware
application demand planriiii< iiiiil Thi» i»f»i.mation is then used by the vendor in the demand planning
tool  as time-phased DRI'I i» determine when it is necessary to plan and ship inventory replenishment
orders to the customer's distrihutio» ce»ters Once the demand planning tool determines that a
replenishment order is n««deii. ii creates a i!la»ned purchased order A planned PO acknowledgment
transaction  855! is sent fi oi» i lie vend<» to ihe customer, to advise them of an expected PO. The
actual planned order is sent to ihe ve»doi's order management svstem as an order open to ship Once
the order is picked, packed and shipp«d bi the vendor, another EDI transaction is sent to the customer.
lt is called the sliip notic« i»aiiit'esi t8~<'<! I his transaction advises the customer of the contents of the
shipment. as well as prod»«t <lescriptio», packaging marking. and carrier information. This information
is used by the customer's r««i ii iiig loc,iiioii Lastly, the vendor sends the invoice transaction  810! to
the customer for payme»t i ia I=.Dl

Electronic Comm«i «L < i»braces all sorts of data, however it does»ot possess the level of
definition that EDl ha» In I;i.i. EDI h;is tal'en on new lif'e v ithin the broader framework of Electronic
Commerce. and there are niaiii benefiis thai can be achieved by using EDI in an organization

5ummary
Electronic Comi»«ice;is i con«ept is not something new, but just recently caught on fire with

the emergence of World Wid» ' 'i «b World Wide Web, «ith its easy-to-use browser interface, made
interaction over electroi»c net«orI;  th« Inter»et in this case! as practicaland easy as a click on the
mouse button

This paper took a co»iI»'el>ensii «al!I!roach to examirie the evolution of the Electronic
Commerce. We first Iool «ii;ii it Iro»i ii' definition and its history in order to understand where the
concept came from a»d lioii h d«ve!op«d over time to become today's phenomenon We then analyzed
the significa»t role that Elecii oillc   OI»me1 ce was playin< in today's world and how it has changed our
lives and the world around us

Secondly we i»vesti< iiied sev«i;il kev componeiiis of Electronic Commerce, particularly in the
context of tlie Internet a»d 6 iii ld Witi«W«b This includes the technical solutions and infrastructure
required, strengths and «eakn«ss «ui»piii ing to conventional tradiiig methods, and limitations of
Electronic Commerce. Fui ihertmore, ««also looked into the future and gave our best shot at predicting
where the Electronic Con»»«r«e was < o»>g
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Finally, we took twii i c,tl-world examples to shoe how the Electronic Commerce were being
used in today's organizations arid liow it had helped them to gain competitive advantages.
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VLECTROIVIC CONIMERCK FOR SHIPBUII.DING SIJPPLY CHAINS

Thomas Gulledge, Ronil Hira, John Liuzzi, and Rainer Sommer
George Mason University, Fairfax, VA

Irt troduetion

Years ago the international business community embraced the Electronic Data Interchange
 EDI!' as the "wave of the future." The prospect of electronically transferring large volumes of data
appealed to many companies, for it would not only allow them to gain a competitive advantage by
speeding up the delivery of business transactions, but also decrease IT expenditures by standardizing
their information systems on the ANSI X.12 and the UN EDIFACT transaction formats. In theory, EDI
was going ta change the way companies interacted, data was to flow unencumbered between
integrated systems and across international borders. The reality however was soinewhat difl'erent.

By the 1990s, many of the early EDI proponents had to admit that the exuberance demonstrated
during that earlier time was somewhat optimistic. Although EDI had made sigmficant inroads in some
large high-volume businesses, the implementation had not proven a great benefit to many sma! I-and
medium-sized enterprises  SMEs!. We were aware of the problem primarily from our many
interactions with SMEs through our U S. government-sponsored electronic commerce center, but the
problem was also being discussed widely in trade publications [see, for example, Mann �996! and
Smith �996!].The emerging opinion is that the benefits of traditional EDI  from a large supply chain
perspective! are focused on large corporations at the top and the I and 2" tiers of their supply chains
 Table I!. These corporations command significant market share and product volume to gain a
competitive advantage from ED1.

Table 1: EDI Penetration in Supply Chain Tiers

Moving further down the supply chain, EDI provided little or no competitive advantage and the
EDI implementation rates at these tiers were very small. While some may be surprised by this
assertion, it is not surprising to those who work extensively with SMEs. These suggestions are
completely consistent with our shipbuilding supply chain project, and Shunk's �996! supply chain

' Electronic Data interchange is the transmission of business transaction information in computer-readable fortn bct~ieen
organizations in a standard format.' Colberg. ei al.   t995!. prow'des a comprehensive review, ot'EDI and EDl implementation practices.

This project is described in detail in n later section.
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research. The obvious question then follows. What caused this disparate level of EDI acceptance and
what has been its effect~

This analysis is an outgrowth of our experiences obtained from working for two years in
support of a large effort to mtegrate a major supply chain using VAN-based EDI. We reached an
understanding of the extent of EDI penetration after many months of attempting to educate SMEs on
the use of VAN-based EDI, This paper describes these experiences in some detail, explaining why
VAN-based EDI is inappropriate for most SMEs, and also making recommendations for what is more
appropriate: Internet-based Secure Transaction Processing,

The paper is organized as fo/lows. The following section summarizes the basic concepts of EC
that are relevant for our large supply chain integration project. Then, we describe the project and our
experiences from the implementation effort. We also describe, with supporting references, an
alternative to VAN-based EDI that is more likely to succeed with SMEs. Fmally, we describe in some
detail how we are focusing our implementation efforts  Phase I! of this project!, given our experiences
that are explained in this paper.

KDI Architectures

We have used the following basic EDI architectures to understand EDI implementation
impediments and enablers  Figure I !.

~ Standalone: Store-and-Forward � EDI messages are delivered in a Va/ue-Added Network
 VAN! environment that offers 24-7' EDI message transaction handling services between
suppliers and customers. Messages could also be received through an EDI translator
module and printed. The printed orders and the message acknowledgment are oiten
manually processed

~ Integrated EDI: Store-and-Forward - EDI messages are delivered in a Value-Added
Network  VAN! environment that offers 24-7 EDI message transaction handling services
between suppliers and customers Messages are received through an EDI translator module
and routed to a corporate information system, The transaction and the message
acknowledgment are processed automatically by the corporate information system and
electronically forwarded back to the trading partner.

Alternatives to Traditional EDl: A Look at EC-based Business Transactions

Despite the simplicity and stability offered by traditional EDI, attempts to implement these
architectures were not as widely successful as had been envisioned. Many corporations implemented
test case Standalone Store-and-Forward solutions, These were quickly outgrown, but security
concerns and corporate policies prevented corporations from implementing the mtegrated EDI option.
In such organizations, EDI transactions were employed only with those special customers that insisted
on electronic business data; other customers were serviced in a more traditional paper-based manner.
Most small companies who acquired standalone solutions, however, found that the actual transaction
volume could not justify the cost of a Store-aud-Forward solution.

24-7 ajlovvs messages to sent aad received 24 hours a day for seven days per week, The VAN stores messages until
customers and suppliers are ready to receive them
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Figure L. Basic EDI Architectures

By the late 1980s, the EDI service industry was having difficulty positioning software and
services that could meet the needs of many small and medium sized businesses, At the same time,
many large corporations implemented proprietary Electronic Commerce solutions that were often
based on private leased line  X.25 packet switched networks! and transaction standards other than
X.12 or EDIFACT.Factors that influenced this growing trend of EDI impleinentation reluctance include:

Pricing and complexity af EDI software - Users found it difficult to justify the software,
installation and VAN service costs, and

~ SoAware and service interoperability - Users found that the software and VAN service
implementations that were based on the X.12 and EDIFACT standards oBen resulted in
incompatibilities between competing software products and services, Each cotnpany has its
own implementation conventions, and VAN service providers do not automatically
communicate with each other.

Although there are many documented cases of successful EDI implementations across the US
and throughout the world, the impediments are well known. For example, Smith �996! states directly
that "despite !5 years of government and industry advocacy, EDI has been static for years because of
the inflexibility of the technology and the high cost of the dedicated, proprietary value-added networks
 VAN s!."

' Electronic Commerce is tbc secure bi-directional flaw of business data.
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The overall effect of these encumbrances was that many companies had given up on the EDI
standardization process and began to implement their own proprietary solutions. Although this strategy
proved expensive, these companies realized a significant competitive advantage aAer deploying trusted
leased line networks'. By gaining direct access to corporate data, high volume top and first tier
suppliers were able to reduce their delivery cycle time significantly, while top and first tier customers
reaped the cost and customer satisfaction benefits of a Just-In-Time  JIT! inventory replacement
model

Unfortunately, this trusted leased line network option was not cost-effective for smaller
companies, nor was it made available to the lower tier suppliers who were forced to do business with
traditional paper-based methods. It was not until 1993 that emerging Internet technologies would offer
these companies an affordable and efficient EC solution. With the advent of Internet-btised Secure
Transaction Processing small businesses were able to take advantage of "open" World Wide Web
solutions that were cheaper than proprietary leased line solutions, more economical and scaleable than
traditional EDI, and provided reasonable security that could be integrated very easily into existing
accounting and Enterprise Resource Planning  ERP! systems  Figure 2!.

Since 1993, the influence of the Internet and the "open" nature of the TCP/IP WWW protocols
have prompted many SMEs to view Electronic Commerce as a relatively low level distributed secure
transaction processing activity rather than as part of a more complicated EDI solution. This transition
in technologies has opened the door for SMEs to participate in EC, and it has placed tremendous
pressure on suppliers of traditional EDI services and the proponents of the EDI model Even the
largest proponents have not been isolated from the pressures, as evidenced by the rejection of the
federal government's acquisition network  FACNET!, which mandated a van-based EDI solution
through the implementation of the Federal Acquisition and Streamlining Act of 1993 [see, for
example, Deller  l997! and Slabodkin �997!].

In fact, many companies have totally abandoned EDI in favor of WWW based Extranet
solutions that link customers and suppliers to secure corporate Commerce Servers  Figure 2!, This is
specifically the case with Mobil Oil  Mullich, l997!, and the trend in other companies is significant
 Waltner, 1996!. Proxy servers provide a controlled external mirror image of a portion of the actual
corporate data base that allows secure transactions to be processed in real-time without giving
customers  or potential "hackers"! access to internal corporate data. Data on proxy servers is only
posted to the corporate database once it has been analyzed and verified. This verification and posting
process is in most cases automated and invoked at regularly scheduled intervals  i.e. once every 30
minutes!.

Three Emerging EC/EDI Transaction Approaches
As today's business environments become increasingly competitive, firins are required to

rapidly reconfigure their business processes. Traditional enterprise boundaries no longer exist. To
remain competitive and realize lower costs, each enterprise seeks to establish closer relationships with
its partners, customers, and suppliers. Apart from the traditional EDI inechanisms outlined in figure I,
this close relationship with external enterprises can be established through a number of new supply-
chain integration mechanisms. The exponential growth of the Internet along with the well-timed

Many case studies are now appearing in the popular press. For example, when Mobil Oil moved from VAN-based ED1,
the savings were substannal  Mullich, 19971. "Mobil encountered many of the problems that have stymied the growth of
EDI. VAN charges for using the hard-wired networks topped $100,000 a year. Maintenance was burdensome; every time
Mobil changed a business rule, new software had io be sent io each dealer and insial!ed on their desktop."
' Tu*ide  l997! presents the ERP integrauon issue
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advance of integrated Enterprise Resource Planning system software packages is causing many
innovative solutions to appear in the market I Varney k McCarthy �996! and Tucker �997!].

I'igure 2t Internet and Private Network Supply Chain EC Concepts

While it is unlikely that all SMEs will adopt a fully integrated approach, there will be an
increasing variety of implementation options and degrees, Rather than facing a limited choice between
no EDI, stand-alone non-integrated EDI, or Integrated EDI, SMEs may have a choice of varying
degrees of integration, allowing them to choose the one appropriate given their "business case "

The Shipbuilding Supply Chairt Project

In 1997, our project team entered into an agreement with Newport News Shipbuilding  NNS!
to help them integrate their supplier base of 24,000 firms. The initial focus was on electronicprocurement, with an eventual inclusion of technical data exchange. This was a dynamic period for
NNS, as many internal change initiatives were underway. NNS had just separated from Tenneco  their
parent company!, and had once again become the largest private employer in the state of Virginia,
NNS was also in the early stages of implementing major change initiatives, including company-wide
client-server ERP solution, a new Product Data Management  PDM! solution, a new Component andSupplier Management  CSM!, a new CAD environment, and a new Procurement Execution System
 PES!, Our primary focus was not on the internal operations of NNS, but their supply chain. NNS hada plan for bringing all active' suppliers into an electronic procurement environment using VAN-based
EDI. Our task required basic understanding of NNS's internal operations and supply chain interfaces,

" About 4,000 of the 24,000 suppliers were active at any point in time.
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but our primary focus was on the SMKs that supply the prime contractor, and indirectly NNS's major
customer: The U.S. Navy.

Approach
Our team worked with NNS to construct a database of characteristics for their top 1000

suppliers. The geographical location of these suppliers is presented in Figure 3,

Figure 3: Geographical Dispersion of NNS Suppliers

We also confirmed that these 1000 top suppliers represent the bulk of the procurement
transactions that are executed by NNS; i.e., our sample represented about 95'/o of the total purchase
orders, even though it was a small portion of the total number of firms in the NNS database.

Our plan was to develop focused supplier training sessions, and invite all suppliers in targeted
geographic areas to participate. The training, which was designed mainly to promote "awareness,"
detailed NNS's plans for requiring their suppliers to move to VAN-based ED1 for procurement, Given
the dispersion in Figure 3�we focused our e6orts east of the Mississippi river. ln the end, we
personally invited 72'10 of the top 1,000 suppliers; this figure represented 82'lo of the purchase order
volume. This coverage statistic is depicted below in Figure 4.

" Each company was contacted by telephone, and an eff'ort was made to locate the responsible person for electronic
procuretnent within the compan>. As will be seen !ster, we feel that this significantly enhanced our response rate and
attendance at the training sessions.
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POs for Invited Suppliers is Greater
than POs for Suppliers Not Yet Invited

POs for

Suppliers Not
Yet invited,

7,573 � 8'/o!

Pos for Invited
Suppliers,

34,648  82 ~/o!

Figure 4: Purchase Order Coverage for Selected Firms

After the training part of our approach, we planned to offer "Technical Support" to those firms
requesting specific help in the implementation of EDI. That is, the target SMEs were given
information about EDI in general,  and EDI with NNS in particular!. Those firms with the appropriate
knowledge could procure the necessary hardware, software, and services; and enter into certification
testing with NNS on their own. Others could request that we help them, and this service was provided
at no cost to the SME.Of the firms invited, '25'ro attended the training sessions This amount still represented 45'/0 of
all purchase orders. We attribute this high response rate to persistent telephone efforts to identify the
appropriate person within the target SMEs; that is, the manager responsible for electronic procurement
and/or sales to NNS

Evaluation Criteria
To evaluate the supply chain integration engagement, we established a set of evaluation

criteria. We developed the following four broad characterizations for assessing effectiveness:
~ Coverage - Are we reaching both a broad cross section of firms as well as the most

important firins?~ Understanding of SMEs - Do we understand the technology level of the S1VIEs? We
constructed a survey instrument to provide a snapshot of the technological capacity of NNS
suppliers.~ Efficacy of Training - Has the training provided sufficient information to the vendors in
order for them to implement VAN-based EDI with NNS'~ Case Studies also are used as
supporting evidence~ Integra6on to Other Objectives - What technical support leads and follow-up consultation
work resulted from the training sessions with the NNS vendors'i
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Supplier Cuverage
The approach gives some indication of the coverage of our efforts. However, it is important to

make sure that the high volume customers  with respect to purchase orders! are being reached Figure
5 provides a picture of the NNS suppliers. Basically, there are a large number of suppliers that receive
a few purchase orders However, it should be noted that there are a significant number of suppliers at
a second mode who receive a relatively large number of purchase orders. The overlay darker bar in
Figure 5 indicates that these SMEs were eager to attend the sessions, as much as the "many
companies/low POs" group We were somewhat surprised by the attendance from those firms with
small transactions base. AAer talking with them, however, it was clear that they were searching for
ways to increase their business base with NNS, Some in fact made the investment in VAN-based EDI
in anticipation of more business with the shipyard, only to be disappointed when the business did not
materialize. This implications of this phenomenon will be discussed in more detail in a later section,

Attendees Versus Invitees Distribution by ¹ Pos per Cofnpany
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Figure 5; Attendees at Training Sessions by Purchase Order Volume

We were pleased with our coverage. We have certainly learned lessons that would alter our
approach for future endeavors', but on the whole, given the information available before the training
session, we are satisfied that appropriate care was taken in constructing the sample of SMEs.

" These lessons-learned will be presented in a later seeuon.
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Understendirf I the SMFs
To properly assess the en'ectiveness of our efForts, we felt that we must attempt to quantify in a

meaningful way the technological sophistication of the firms encountered. For example, if the training
appeared ineftective  i.e., few firms adopted VAN-based EDI!, it might be argued that lack of SME
technology and IT infrastructure posed an obvious barrier to adoption. To obtain a better
understanding of SME technological ability, we constructed a survey instrument that was distributed to
the firms by fax aAer identifying the appropriate contact person !f the firm attended a training session
and had not completed a survey form, they were contacted again to complete the form.



The firms were asked to place themselves in one of the following categories. I! not using EDI,
2! currently using stand-alone non-integrated EDI, or 3! currently using integrated EDI". The results
of this survey are summarized in Figure 6.

�4o Eol
~ ~int.

EDI
ri Iniegraie

C'
s ~ e ec m

I
C

r.
Z ~  

Related Technaiotties

Figttr e 6; Technological Sophistication of Firms in Sample

Efficacy of Training
The training that we performed was primarily directed toward "awareness" of EDI. In order to

measure the efficacy of this training, we sent a follow-up survey to participants and queried them as to
whether they have adopted EDl and if not, why? While this analysis is not yet complete, initial results
seem to show that after our training nearly all participants were aware of EDI, and some had gone as
far as to adopt it. Those who have chosen not to adopt EDI have overwhelmingly said that it was
because they could not make a "business case" for it, and they were waiting for more cost-effective

" The distinction is as follows: with integrated ED1, incoming and outgoing data is mapped directly fmm thc ED1
translator into the firm's database or the application logic of the ERP system. Non-integrated EDI is where the firm
responds to transactions in a handswu inode through software residing on a PC The incoming and outgoing data require
manual intervennon for processing.
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The results were surprising. Each category in Figure 6 contains a simple question: Do you have
this technology capability in your company? The first bar in each category represents companies
categorizing themselves as not using EDI, the second bar those involves in some basic form of EDI,
while the third bar represents companies with a fully integrated EDI solution. As with any sample,
there are some inconsistencies, but the striking feature is the number of firms with modems and
Internet access. It is also worth noting that a large percentage also maintain corporate web pages.

This evidence points to the fact that technology is not a significant barrier in EDI adoption.
These firms have access to what is currently considered high technology. If they elect not to
participate through VAN-based EDI, then there must be other, more fundamental business reasons for
this choice. While integrated EDI may not be fully achievable for these firms, they should be capable
of at least stand-alone non-integrated EDI.



solutions to present themselves. Our results showed that very few SMEs who use EDI have their
soAware integrated into their other business applications or databases, and there was little indication
that they planned on doing this in the near future.

Integration to Other Objectives
The positive external ities created by our work with this supply chain were numerous. Benefits

included gaining access to a large number of SMEs This is paramount to us as they are often very
busy organizations with few stack resources that can be devoted to conceptual planning and looking
outside the organization for solutions. By working with NNS, we were able to gain meaningful access
to the SMEs without incurring a large marketing expense.

We also gained a much better understanding of the needs, capabilities, and decision-making
processes within SMEs. This knowledge enabled us to better understand and fine-tune our role as
intermediaries in the technological advancement process.

Finally, we accumulated general knowledge on how to understand and approach a large supply
chain. It is clear that particularly with a large prime like NNS, the supply chain is extremely
heterogeneous. The dimensions of size and technological sophistication of indivtdual supply chain
members are obvious, but there are other subtle distinguishing attributes such as the percentage of
sales that are derived from an individual company or industry, or a particular type of firm  distributor,
manufacturer, etc.!. A solid grasp of these important dimensions enables a better understanding of the
business relationships betv een prime and supplier and the leverage and incentives that interplay
between the two

Lessons Learned from the Supply Chain Integration Effort

The average corporate picture that emerged from the self-selected sample of firms is a firm that
has the necessary technology resources available, including internet, to install and run EDI, and has
been educated in the uses and nature of EDl. But they still do not use EDI. The question then is why?

Our analysis of the situation concentrated on two areas:

~ An thorough analysis of the product that was made available to the SMEs; i.e., VAN-based
EDI, and

~ The economics  i.e, the business case! for implementing and maintaining the VAN-based
EDI product.

Mer many discussions with the firms regarding these topics, two clear conclusiotts could be
drawn:

~ The EDI product was not being used effectively in this shipbuilding environment. EDI was
primarily used for trading process management; i.e,, declaring a "winner" in a competitive
bidding process and establishing a contractual relationship. The gains from implementing
VAN-based EDI are primarily from executing routine delivery orders in an integrated
environment,' not the establishment of contractual relationships, which still requires hands-
on intervention

t2

" lt is interesting to note that the U.S. government employs tins satne ineNcient use of EDI. Trading process management
 i.e., the awarding of a contractual relationship! provides some etIicicncics. but it is the routine execution of detivew
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~ The low volume of transactions  see figure 5!, combined with the technology sophistication
required to implement integrated VAN-based EDI, creates a "business case" barrier that is
difficult for the firms to overcome. Economic justification is difficult, even for the non-
integrated environment where the supplier is trying to preserve a business relationship with
the prime

To test the validity of the above conclusions, we searched for similar iinplementation
experiences. Knowing that shipbuilding is a unique environment", we focused our efforts on other
intra-industry attempts to implement EDI in shipbuilding.

The European Erperi ence
The European experience with EDI in shipbuilding provides similar insight into the nature of

implementation barriers discussed in the previous section The views in this section are based on
interviews with participants in a large European Union effort called EDI for the European Maritiine
Industry  EDIMAR! The EDIMAR project is funded by the Commission of the European
Communities under the ESPRIT Program  Project No: EP 20.624!, Its objective is to intensify inter-
organizational cooperation within the maritime industry and to increase productivity through use of
Electronic Data Interchange. Four major European shipyards are participating in the project

~ Astillerso Espanoles  Spain!,
~ Chantiers De I'Atlantique  France!,
~ Ficantieri  Italy!, and
~ Howaldtswerke-Deutsche Werft  Germany!,

The EDIMAR project is focused on the exchange of business and technical data, and it is a two-year
effort that began in January 1997.When the results of our NNS engagement were presented to the EDIMAR irnplementers, there
were not surprised by the data. In fact, they were amazed that we had such success moving SMEs into
production EDI, and in such numbers. This came as a surprise to us, since our Defense Logistics
Agency sponsor had recently expressed a feeling that our NNS numbers were too low and not what
they could be.The EDIMAR implementers noted an interesting characteristic of shipbuilding industry:

A large number of firms receiving a small number of purchase orders means thar the 'auiomoiive industry model
of EDI is noi appropriate. For the automotive industry. the mlume and frequency of orders is much higher than in
shipbuilding. The auiomoiive buyers v en provide a 'preview' of what they intend io order in the future, allowingihe suppliers io quicldy respond once ihe order is released � ibis acconunodaies just-in-time manufacturing. since
shipbuilding purchase patterns are very different  i.e., infrequeni and small numbers of orders with no advanceprevicv s!, it was clear thai ns stinted, was needed that aHowed SMEs to build the business case for participnuon
in ihis market." Personal interview  Februnrv, l 998!I.

Given such an environment, the EDIMAR participants sought to modify traditional EDI to make it
more palatable to SME economic tastes.

 release! orders aller the establishment of a contract that yields the largest benefits io both parties The establishment of the
contractual relationship requires manual inierveniion by one or both parnes. Release order execution requires no
intervention and can be arxomplished in a fully automated cnvironinent." For example. we have detcimrnned that the automotive industry is very diA'erent in its implementation of Eol There is a
larger volume of transaciions. and the focus is on release orders io support jusi-m-lime mnnufactvrirg.
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The participant shipyards adopted an EDI clearing-house approach that makes electronic
exchange easier to implement in SMEs. BALance Technology Consulting, a member of the EDIMAR
project team, developed this approach, known as BAL.DIS. The idea is simple. BAL,DIS is an EDI
broker service, accepting proprietary SME data, translating it into the EDIFACT standard, and
forwarding the data  in any format! to another company. That is, the BAL.DIS service handles aH EDI
mapping and technology issues, allowing the firm to communicate directly from its legacy business
systems. This is accomplished at a cost that is justifiable by the SMEs, since the SME does not have to
invest in integrated EDI solutions.

While this is not the "pure" and perfect technology solution, it is appropriate in situations
where the transaction volume does not support the investinent in integrated EDI. Also, the solution
should not be confused with the services provide by a traditional VAN service provider or an EDl
service bureau. BAL.DIS provides more than the exchange and tracking of transactions. The SME
organizational processes are analyzed as part of the solution, and the SME is relieved of expensive
internal mapping and integration costs.

Figure 7: The Concept of an EDI Broker Service

As a final point, the EDIMAR implementers confirmed our co~tention that, in general, the
problems of SMEs in shipbuilding supply chains, are not technology related. The EDI broker concept
can overcome the technology problems The larger problem is the inter-organizational ability to adopt
to change, Shipyards in Europe have downsized, just like those in the United States. As noted in our
interviews, ' The newly hired and the senior employees have departed. The yards are leA with the non-
technologically sophisticated rniddle." Unfortunately, these are the most difficult employees to adapt
to the new high technology-enabled environment.

Review of I.assorts Learned
Supply chain issues with regard to EC are increasingly important. Understanding the supply

base is crucial to any successful implernenta!ion of a supply chain EC effort. To be sure, one needs to
understand the technological capabilities of the suppliers and the match/mismatch of potential
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technological solutions, however, even more important is sound knowledge of the nature of' the
business relationship between customer and supplier.

Technological solutions that allow for fine degrees of divisibility in adoption may be more
suitable for the wide range of suppliers that are often encountered in a supply chain, The business case
for adoption by the SMEs must be strong if there is any hope for widespread adoption. SMEs are
willing to expend some effort to maintain customer satisfaction, but they are not willing to expend a
large amount of money/time for solutions that that lack a clear, economic benefit.

The success of our engagement was largely due to the openness of both NNS and a large
number of their suppliers. We were able to maintain this open dialogue by clearly stating that we were
an independent organization that was not being paid by NNS. This helped to assure the suppliers that
we were seeking to educate, not indoctrinate

A final lesson learned was that solutions that are industry-specific would probably not be
viable in the end. The technologies are rapidly changing, and any solution that is developed
specifically for the shipbuilding industry will probably not advance at the same rate as general EC
technologies.

Proposed Solutions for SMKs artd Lower Supply Chain Tiers

The reality is that most SMEs at lower tiers will opt not to integrate their business transactions
with their internal business databases. Any potential solution must accommodate this reality by
understanding the economics of those suppliers' choices. They want a solution that has a low cost and
requires little or no training and technology sophistication. These firms are interested in making
money, not implementing technology. However, if there is money to be made by implementing
technology, then SMEs have a much ~eater motivation to participate.

As new mapping technologies, such as Extensible Markup Language  XML!', begin to enter
the marketplace, there are expanded opportunities for viable and cost-effective solutions for SMEs.
These technologies should be directed to some extent by the lessons learned from the EDI experience.
Still, no technologies will be implemented unless the SME can use the technology to expand its
business base.

Conclusions

Our successful engagement with a supply chain illuminated many of the ground level issues
facing SMEs in the movement towards Inter-enterprise supply chain integration. It is clear that the
drivers of EC/EDI adoption are business and cultural, not technological ln order to overcome these
barriers to adoption, the business case must to be articulated by the SMEs

Our research on a large shipbuilding supply chain indicates that the barriers are not
technological. Most of the firms have access to the Internet and many maintain their own Web domain.
While ease of use  or lack thereofj was a big issue, the primary concern was expanding the business
base and making more money. In this supply chain, it was difficult to justify VAN-based EDI as the
key to reducing costs or expanding business Given the level of transactions in shipbuilding, the
additional costs of VAN-based EDI do not exceed the benefits.

' See the article by Drummond and Spears   1 998!.
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Applying STEP Technology to Shipbuilding

Dr, Matthias Grau, KCS Consulting GmbH, Hamburg, Germany
Dr. Thomas Koch, KCS Consulting GmbH, Hamburg, Germany

Introduction

In the last several years, coir!puterisation in the maritime industry has reached a stage ~here digital
product information is created, maintained and explored using a broad range of software. solutions
throuryhout thc product life cycle. This holds for all stages of the design process, from production plan-
ning and controlling to the handling of data during the operational phase and includes the exchange of
data with classilication and on-shore authorities.
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the viewpoint of practical application of STEP, three part families can be seen as the most important:
~ The application protocols  APs! formulate the requirements of the product data to be handled iri

the scope of a certain mdustrial area, These are documented in the Application Rcfcrcncc
Model  ARM!, which is part of each AP. To achieve this, the terminology of the indu»try i»
used. APs provide the basis for the implementation of STEP as they describe what data is to be
exchanged. Part numbers of APs range from 201 to 299.

~ The integrated information resources  IRs! describe a generic data model of a product. Parts of
this data inodel are instantiated in order to fulfil the requirements forinulated in an AP. There-
fore the requirements of APs must be expressed by constructs of the IRs. The process ol
expressing the requirements of an AP this way is part of the AP development proces~ and i»
called interpretation. The IRs can be seen as the 'language that STEP ~peaks'. Parts belonging ro
the IRs are in the range of 41 to 99  integrated generic resources!, 101 to 199  integrated appli-
cation resources! and 501 to 599  application interpreted constructs!.

~ The third important part family within STEP are the implementation methods. These describe
the way an AP is represented in a software implementation. This is either as a binary data re-
pository having a well-defined access interface � the Standard Data Access Iriterface  SDAI!--
or as a human readable ASCII file � the STEP Physical File. APIs formulated in different pro-
gramming languages such as C, C++, Java, or IDL give an application access io the binary
repository. Irnplernentation methods are described in parts ranging froin 21 to 29,
The implementation of STEP means the implementation of an AF into a piece ol' software u»-

ing one or several of the iinplementation methods.

Shipbuilding Application Protocols

The suite of APs currently available or under development covers the requirements of general rnc-
chanical design and draughting, automotive industry, electromechanics and electronics, process plant,
building and construction as well as maritime industry. Six APs represent the area of maritime indus-
try.

Ship Arrangements  AP215!
The AP "Ship Arrangerncnts" [8] describes the requirements

of the spatial subdivision of a ship into zones and coinpartments. In
addition, all design related information like function, geometry, to-
pology as well as data about usage, access and occupancy is covered,
AP215 is currently in CDC stage and will undergo a second wide in-
dustry review this year.

Ship Moalded Forms  APZ16!
The geometric definition of the ship hull is the subject of the

AP "Ship Moulded Forms" i9], This includes the outer hu]l form as
well as the major interior surfaces of decks and bulkheads. This is
complemented by main dimensions and general characteristics such as
building ship yard, classification society and owner designation as
well as hydrostatics data, AP216 is currently under interpretation and
is expected to be out for CD ballot this year,
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Ship Piping  AP2l 7!
All aspects of piping systetn design are provided by AP "Ship

Piping" [10], The main focus i» on the hierarchical breakdown of pipe
systems into pipe parts as well as thc connectivity at the different
hierarchy levels. Both diagram «nd 3d solid model representations are
available allowing different views of the pipe structure. AP217 will he
interpreted likely beginning sometime this year.

Ship structures  AP218!
AP "Ship Structures" [11] deals with everything about the ship

made of steel. This eo~ers thc hierarchical breakdown, from the de-
sign as well «s production viewpoint, into structural parts. The
approval at different stages of thc design process is addressed as well
as the design for manufacturing. AP218 is currently in the process of
interpretation jointly with AP216, and will be circulated for CD ballot
starting later this year.

Ship Mechanical Systems �P226!
Data structures about the rncchanical systems of a ship;ue de-

fined in AP226 [12]. This includes all types of main and auxiliary
machinery, Special attention is drawn to the connectivity of the me-
chanical systems and components. There is a potential overlap with
AP217 that needs to bc «ddre»sed. The AP has passed the wide in-
dustry review and interpretation is planned to start this year.

Operational Logs, Records and Messages  AP234!
The newest AP in the maritirnc area is Operational Logs, Records,
and Messages. Ii defines standard tags related to the operational data
such as navigational and hull stress monitoring data, environmental
observations and tank surveillance. Those are collected and processed
by the ship's onboard control systems and exchanged with for exani-
ple. the ship operator and cl;issification societies ashore. This AP is
approved as a Ncw Wi>rk Item  NWI'! within ISO TC184 / SC4.

Building Block ApproachThe development of all shipbuilding APs is carried out within working group 3 task 23 of ISO
TC184 / SC4. In order to avoid redundancies and to make these APs integrated parts of an overall ship
product model a special inodelling technique has been introduced [13]. The ARMs of rnosl of these
APs are configured from rel itively small data model units written in EXPRESS � thc modelling lan-
guage defined within STEP [I] � and called building blocks. This special niodelling approach was
taken by the shipbuilding AP developers to allow distributed modelling and to share parts of the data
models across AP». The modularization approach that is currently discussed for STEP in general
would be the continuation ol the building block approach as it intends to define data model parts on
both the ARM and AIM level,
Thc AP developers have access to the building blocks via a server that i» operated by the European
Maritime S'I'EP Association  EMSA! [251. While ibis has iurncd out io he «n efficient w«y to develnfi
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The Challenge for STEP

Over the last several years research projects in the shipbuilding area, partly funded by nationiil
governments and international organisations, supported this type of validation by irnplementatiort.
Several of them were also to support the development of one or more of the ship APs so that they acted
as a kind of iteration loop between model development and model validation. Apart from the important
validation momentum, this has given the participating companies the opportunity  o deal with the tech-
nology of STEP implementation and to gain experience in applying the STEP approach.

This approach is niainly characterised by the fact that product information is passed through a
neutral and standardised protocol, As STEP has the capability to address any product-related informa-
tion, its application cannot be compared with neutral geometry exchange protocols. The latter cover an
area of mathematically well-defined data that can be transformed between different types of reprcscn-
tations, sometimes with loss of accuracy.

The big challenge for STEP is that most of the information about a product is generally not cf
geometrical nature, Examples are the hierarchical breakdown of the product, topological relationships
between the parts of a product, configuration management information, material properties, design, and
manufacturing information, etc. Like geometry, such product inforination is represented differently in
different systems � especially at different semantic levels � but here no exact transformations exi» 
between the different representations. An example is a stiffener on a panel whose design can be de-
fined

explicit impecitparametnc

Figure 3: Defining the design nf a stiffener
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~ by explicit geometry � possibly by
referencing geometry on a more
global level like the shape of the
bulkhead this plate is part of,

~ by referencing adjacent structural
elements � by this defining the
boundaries in a inore implicit way,

~ by some parameters � perhaps taken
out of a profile library or

~ even by a combination of these.

The AP that deals with steel structures
for ships has to address all these possibilities

related APs in parallel, it also has the
big advantage that a fully attributed
EXPRESS model of the AP's ARM cart
be generated out of the building blocks
using off-the-shelf tools. Although this
is not required by ISO it allows for pilot
implementations before the AP has fin-
ished its interpretation, i.c. before the
standard data model for the AP exist».
This enables extensive validation of the
APs by implementation projects long
before they becoine a standard.



in order to sa isfy the requirements of a broad range of software systems  hat handle  his data. The rea-
son for the ac nautically different representation of the same piece of information is the independent
developmen  and the distinct nature of the different systems. To stay with this example, the inforrna-
tion about a stiffener is handled

by the CAD system of the shipyard's design department in which it is initially defined,
~ possibly by the different CAD systein of an external design office that got a subcontract to do

the detailed design of the section of the ship containing the stiffener,
~ by a system of a classification society that is applied to check the design against the classifica-

tion rules,

~ hy a production preparation system to define the manufacturing design,
~ by a material stock administration system that handle» the ordering and supply of raw profiles

by the software of nuinerically controlled machines that do the cutting, bending, positiomng
and welding,

~ by a production planmng system that is used to control the manufacturing process,
by thc ship owner's survey and main enance system, that tracks its condition during  hc opera-
tional life of  hc ship.
The practical application of  hese systems when making and operating a ship � especially thc

need to pass inforination between the different steps in the life cycle � creates the input for the rc-
quiremcnts that are documented in an AV. They also define the scenarios that are to be realised by its
implementation.

Implementation History

The various projects mentioned above have addressed several such scenarios in implementing
the ARM inodels of many of the ship APs. Results have been presented by on many occasions, for in-
stance at ICCAS conferences in 1991 [21], 1994 [17, 18, 19], and 1997 [14, 15]. The focus within this
paper is on the aspects of the practical application of STEP by such projects.

Early lnitr'atives and Projects
While the STEP effort i self started as early as 1983, relevant participation of shipbuilding rc-

latcd industries did no  occur before 1986, when the NIDDESC [23] project has started in the USA.
However, this project was not directly targeting STEP in the beginning, but as the PDES standardisa-
tion effort moved towards STEP, NIDDESC started to redirect its activities accordingly. First data
modelling results were presented to the ISO working groups in ]989,

ln Europe, one of thc first. projects to investigate the implementation issues of STEP for ship-
building applications was the CAD-FE project [20]. It was targeting major irnprovernents in the design
and analysis cycles involving the creation of finite Element models from CAD models. The relevance
of validation through impleinentation was one of the key insights which led to the development on
numerous impleinentation support tools, which  id not generally exist at that time [21].

JVEUTRABASThis was the first ESPRIT project, funded by the European Commission which had a scope that
combined the application of STEP  and the underlying technology! with information technology solu-
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tions for shipbuilding [22]. Apart from extensive data modelling contributions for the ISO work, this
project included a range of prototype implementation tasks.

The project used  for the first time in this context! an implementation approach that used a late-
binding interface style on top of a relational database. The complexity of the data model and the proc-
essing overhead resulting from the combination of the generic data storing  due to the late binding! and
the relational technology lead to important conclusions. These have had a strong impact on following
implementation attempts.

ITi S-B and Maritime

The first implementations of ship APs were done in two projects from 1992 to 1995. One of
them ITiS-B � was supported by the German Ministry of Research and Technology as part of the na-
tional ITiS programme. The second project Maritime was funded by the European Commission under
the ESPRIT programme. On the STEP implementation side, they were both looking into the exchange
of steel structure data between a shipyard and a classification society for the purpose of hull cross sec-
tion approval. To achieve this, subsets of the AP218 ARM were identified that were able to
accommodate the hull cross section data. Thi» data included the structural system breakdown of the
hull cross section into plates and pro-
files together with a respective
geometrical representation. In addition,
approval information was instantiated
by the classification society as a result
of the rule checking process.

In ITiS-B, structure information
was exchanged between the former
Bremer Vulkan yard using TRIBON
Hull and Germanischer Lloyd using
their Poseidon system. 2-D geometry
was used to represent the hull cross
section. A pre-processor was imple-
mented to access the TRIBON database

and extract the relevant information

which was than exported into an ASCII
file formatted according to part 21 of
STEP  STEP Physical File!. The gener-
ated file was passed to the GL system that had an implementation of a post-processor able to import it
and put the data into Poseidon's native data storage. Once the hull cross section was checked against
the class rules a report was generated and sent back.

The basic data model was shared between ITiS-B and Maritime. The latter however used a 3-D

geometric representation of the structural parts within the hull cross section, Data exchange was done
between TRIBON Hull used by Bremer Vulkan and the PILOT system, the former rules checking sys-
tem of Det Norske Veritas. Both systems had a pair of pre- and post-processors implemented, allowing
for a round trip exchange; yard � classification society yard. The project had also produced a Visuali-
sation Tool that allowed for an analysis of the received STEP Physical Files before the information
was loaded into the native databases. This allowed to identify which plates and profiles were rejected
by the class society due to non-conformance to their rules. For those parts, information about the re-
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quired changes  e.g, required plate thickness! was sent by the PILOT system as part of the data ex-
change and the receiver could consider updating the original data with the required changes.
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In combining business with engineering
data Edimar � another EU project funded from
1996 tv 1998 � has tried to cotnbine both

t'igurc 6: Itdtmar Scenario
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ShipSTEP and CalypsoThe two research projects ShipSTEP �994 � 1996! and Calypso  Brite/EuRam, 1996 � 1999!
addressed thc exchange of hull form geometry based on AP216  ship moulded forms!. The main ob-
jective was the integration of hull form design systems and systems that are used to perfotrn CFD
analysis. In a typical scenarto a shipyard has
done a hull form design and wants this to be
analysed by a model basin in order to optimise
thc shape for minimal resistance and best pro-
peller current. The resulting optirnised hull
geometry is sent back to the yard where it is
taken as input for the steel structure design as Ioyrfs Register
well as input for a survey system operated by Anal y ~is ol'crane data

the ship owner or a classification society. In the
scope of these projects implementations of pre-
and post-processors were done for systems like
NAPA, TRIHON Ini t i al Design, GMS
 MARIN!, FLOWTECH and SEASAFE  LR!.



EDIFACT and STEP, This was done by transferring STEP based information as the content of
EDIFACT messages. The transported data � a STEP Physical File based on an AP226 subset with in-
formation about a deck crane � was sent from the crane manufacturer to the yard where it could be
used as an externally supplied component during the design process. For that purpose, a post-processor
was implemented to pass the crane information into the component database of the TRIBON system.

Maristep
Maristep is a project sponsored by the US DARPA MARITECH program targeting prototype

implementations of the shipbuilding APs 215 through 218. It started in 1996 and involves the major
US ship yards together with their CAD system vendors such as Electric Boat Corp.  using CATIA!,
NASSCO  using TRIBON!, Newport News Shipbuilding  using Vivid and GS-CAD! and Ingalls  us-
ing CADDS 5!. Over three years significant effort was spent to enable data exchange capabilities
between the yards to improve their ability to co-operate. The main scenario in the project is the joint
collaboration of the shipyards, which requires data exchange at all stages of design and production. For
this purpose all CAD system suppliers implemented pre- and post-processors for subscts of the four
APs.

Seasprite
The latest European initiative is the Seasprite project also funded under the ESPRIT pro-

gramme. As basis for the processor implementation, it uses four exchange scenarios:
~ exchange of hull form geometry between shipyard and model basin  AP216 based!
~ exchange of steel structure carly design data between shipyard and classification society

 AP218 based!

Figure 7: Seasprite scenario
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exchange of steel structure detailed design data between shipyard and engineering or produc-
tion subcontractor  AP218 based!

~ exchange of steel structure "as buil " data between shipyard and ship owner
The European Marititne STEP Association  EMSA! initially deflned these scenarios a» Busi-

ness Process Descriptions before they were temporarily handed over to Seasprite for further
development and application. Their implementation involved several systeins including CAD, cia»sifi-
cation, and CFD»of ware.

The limited Jength of  his paper does not allow for a complete presentation of all STEP appli-
ca ious in the shipbuilding area. It is wor h mentioning that there were. activities in the,1apatie»c
shipbuilding sector  GPME, VCALS! doing irnplenientations of AP203 and AP216. A Korean project
 KS-STEP! has started in 1998 and aims to itr>plement an AP218 subset. Follow-on project» in Europe
 Seanet, Marvin! are currently applying further the results of  he projec s described above.

Imp[ernentation Technalogy

The examination of the STEP technology has offered a deeper insight and under»tanding of the
under!ying mechani»m». Before developing STEP based software, several decisions mus  bc tttade with
respect to thc itnpletneritation strategy. These decisions influenc the toolkit choice because the tool-
kits available today do not support afl possible options defined by the STEP Irnplcrncntation Methods.

Principle configuration uf'a STFP based application
The principle configuration of a STEP based applica-

tion consists of  hree inain component»;

~ thc repository that holds the instances of the data
model  a» defined in an application protocol!

~ the binding to the repository providing the Standard
Data Access Interface  SDAI! functionality as an Ap-
plica ion Programining Interface  API! in a certain
prograinming language [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]

~ thc application that uses thc SDAI functionality in or-
der to manipulate the instances in the repository

Figure O' Principle conf>guration of a STEP
based application

S TFP Implementation Scenarios
Froin the theoretical viewpoint, two different basic irnpletnentation scenarios exist for STEP:

~ data sharing and

~ data exchange
lti thc data-sharing scenario potentially many applica ion» access the »arne repository concur-

rently and share the data model instances. This occurs for example when  he repository acts as the data
storage for these applications.

The data exchange scenario is thc file-based approach, The data node! instances are exported
to or imported from an ASCII file that is formatted according to part 21 of STEP [I]  known as STEP
Physical File! and reside only temporarily in the repository, Due to its nature, this file is rnachine inde-
pendent and can thus serve as an exchange medium between two STEP based applications.
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Figurc 9: STEP Implementation Scenarios

In fact, all STEP based implementations described above read and write STEP Physical Files and thus
follow the exchange scenario.

Persistent or volatile date storage
The second decision to be made is with respect to the type of storage used below the SDAI in-

 erface layer. Basically, two different approaches are available:

persistent data storage and

~ volatile data storage.

P arststent

storage Figure 10: SDAI based application with and without persistent storage
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Today's operating systems provide virtual memory manageinent that allows the allocation of
much more memory than is physically available in the system and already this ranges to hundreds of
megabytes for standard computer hardware. This makes it unnecessary to persistently store data model
instances if they have only a temporary lifetime in the repository. Therefore the second decision
mainly depends on whether the irnplernentation follows the data sharing or the data exchange scenario.

In case a STEP processor accesses a CAD system's database and creates instances of the data
model in order to write thein into a STEP physical file, a persistent storage of this data would unneces-
sarily slow down the process. This would make the processor less handy to use and more expensive.
However, for a solution where the repository is located in the CAD system's database, persistent stor-
age is of course required.

'.. Early or late SDAI binding
Thirdly, the kind of the language binding to the repository is to be decided. STEP defines two

types of language bindings:

~ early binding and

late binding.

Early or late binding refers to the tiine when the relationship between the data structures de-
':; fined in the application protocol and the software is created: either during compile time or during run
:::; time,

Early binding should be used if the application protocol is known and remains the same during
:' the lifetiine of the software or where no dynamic change of data models during runtime is required. In
;::::;: this case the application protocol is 'hard coded' within the application. The advantage of this ap-
:;:: proach is that the SDAI will be implemented as an API that 'speaks' the language of the implemented
i "application protocol as it is completely generated from the EXPRESS model.

Figure 1 l: SDAI based application with early or late binding

The early binding approach does no
pendent browsers, since the API expose
h can be obtained.

t allow to irnplernent generic applications such as model in-
s a specific data model. However, meta-data information as

Late binding, in contrast, offers the
contents of the application protocols i

mpile time, An SDAI late binding is

capability to create software that is flexible with respect to
n use. Here, the application protocol is not known during
a generic API that provides functionality to query for
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meta-model information of the currently loaded application protocol and to create or manipulate I!!
stances of it.

The usage of the late binding technique for a STEP processor development would consequer'Itp
be not really late binding because the processor must have information about the application pratlI'",
in order to be able to create or evaluate instances of it. However, once information about an applicator@
protocol is hard coded, it can't be changed to another one without updating the processor implernerIt;
tion. The flexibility of the late binding approach would be lost.

Implemerrta6on larrgaage
The implenientation language of the SDAI binding layer is the fourth decision to be made. T]irll

is the programming language that is used to access the repository. STEP currently offers four Ia!s
guagcs for the SDAI:

an early C++ binding  part 23 [4]!,

~ a late C binding  part 24 [5]!,

~ an early IDL binding  part 26 [6]!, ' i>!!~

~ an early Java binding  part 27 [7]!.

The development of a Fortran binding  the former part 25! was discontinued in l 997.

The binding decision can therefore influence the implementation language and vice versa.

FXPRFSS-X
Sometimes it can be necessary to transform the information represented by instances of "'

data model into those of another. For this reason, a data mapping capability on EXPRESS level is.' ",.
der development. The mapping language describes the transformation between two EXPRESS moline! 
It works in such a way that once an EXPRESS model is instantiated, another one can be instanhatg'
automatically by applying the transformation rules described using EXPRESS-X.

Possible scenarios are the l',
plementatiOn Of the ARM Of art ','
and a mapping to the AIM or the lirI

p ~ plementation of an  non-stand@5!
EXPRESS model of the native da",,
base of the system and a mappirrg:II[,,
the  standard! application protocol. ':;;;;'

eorrtpiled Apart from the fact that:t[i>,
EXPRESS-X implementations totttl
are often working as interpreters t]l
approach requireS the Same Set rif,!!!y t

0 m formation to be instantiated twice. 'fit>
raises the efficiency question for dltI
models that are not reasonably sag
The future will have to show if the[-:,'Figure 12: EXPRESS-X Approach admittedly interesting � approach %1IIt
become practically relevant for pro'0 !
sor s.
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Conclusions

The participation in the various research projects presented the opportunity to vary the itnple-
"mentation strategy and investigate different configurations. Two binding types, late C and early C++
;:4'ere used for implementations where the authors have been involved,

The iinplementations of AP2IS and AP216 based processors utilised the late C binding ap-
'jiroach. It was combined with the EXPRESS-X methodology to do a mapping frotn the native data
';,i'tructures of TRIBON Initial Design to the implementation subsets of the two APs and vice versa.

Persistent
storage

Figure l3: KCS Implementation using C-late binding SDAI and EXPRESS-X

The early C++ approach was applied for the implementation of AP217, AP218, and AP226
'58sed processors. Both, transient and persistent storage of the repository was used, The persistent re-

Figure 14; KCS Irnplementatton using C++-early binding
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pository based processor impletnentations proved to be significantly slower than those using a volatile
repository.

A mechanism sintilar to EXPRESS-X was tried out for the early binding based irnplementa-
tions providing a tnapping capability between two C++ APIs. One of the APls was the native database
interface of TRIBON, thc other one an early bound SDAI. This approach combines the flexibility of a
mapping language with the performance of a compiled programming language using an early binding
and proved to be very efficient.

This paper has given an overview of the status of the STEP development in the shipbuilding
area as well as different aspects of its application. It has shown that the development of' the standard is
still not finished but in a state where it can be practically applied. Several of the companies that are in-
volved in current implementation projects have recently reported inquiries and requests from their
customers for STEP based data exchange solutions. This shows that a commercial exploitation of th'
technology has started and that the application of STEP in the maritime industry is no longer in its in-
lancy.
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SHIP PRODUCT DATA INTERCHANGE TO SUPPORT SHIP DESIGN
PROCESSES

.John A endall, Lloyd's Register of Shipping, Loridon, I JK

Introduction

The past few years have seen significant advances in the development of the data exchange and
sharing technologies that are available The industry must take advantage of these to enable the
increasing need for co-operative working, concurrent engineering and decision support.

The paper will demonstrate the results of two related virtual enterprise development projects.
The EU funded SEASPRITE project and its successor SEANET not only aim to introduce technologies
to reduce the lead time for design, but also to minimise the cost implications during the design and
manufacturing processes of changes in earlier stages. The systems, which have been developed and
implemented in commercial systems, are all based on open technologies such as the internet, the ISO
Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data  STEP!, CORBA and COM.

The underlying requirement for an efficient implementation is the development of a complete
Ship Product Model to act as the basis for the data exchange. The STEP development work in
SEASPRITE has resulted in considerable advancement of the standard within the shipbuilding domain
to provide a stable basis for implementation. The business case descriptions for these models have
resulted in their publication by the European Marine STEP Association as EMSA Protocols These are
STEP based industry standards for the exchange of information within narrow application domains.

Translators have been built, based on these Protocols, in commercial products, by companies
both within and without the project. These translators have then provided the basis for the work in
SEANET which aims to produce an open data sharing environment based on the storage of
information in a neutral format. The core of the implementation is the PETS TM! Product Data
Management System, which has been configured with the STEp Ship product Model. The project then
provides application views of the data via the STEP translators and interoperability views with other
standards based on EXPRESS-X inapping technology. Workflow and security are also core
technologies in this implementation.

The systems described will enable the efficient management and transfer of ship hull data
throughout the ship lifecycle; from initial design through model basin tests, plan appraisal, detailed
design, production and survey.

Data exchange

STEP Development
The development of STEP within the shipbuilding industry has taken nearly ten years to reach

the current position where the core group of APs are all reaching the first ISO ballot stage. The
majority of this development has been performed by the US NIDDESC consortium, and by several EU
funded research projects. This work has been described in previous papers, and I do not intent to re-
iterate it here [3].

The current project undertaking the work on the development of APs to cover the exchange of
ship hull information is SEASPRITE. It is due to complete in June 1999, and will see the three APs
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for Moulded Forms, Ship Arrangements and Ship Structures nearing the Committee Dry stage of
development.

The recent work to achieve this goal has focused on the development of the Application
Interpreted Model. This requires that the information requireinents that have been developed be
mapped onto the generic resource parts of STEP. This process produces the standardised model and is
known as interpretation. It involves the participation of external experts who not only know the
resource parts of STEP very well, but also know how they have been mapped in the past. This will
ensure the objective of interpretation, that of 'AP interoperability'. That is to say, the ability for APs
from one domain to work with APs from another,

In this way the geometry created by a CAD application for the automotive industry will be able
to be read by an application in the shipbuilding domain. This is important when parts vendors supply
many industries, and also when projects cross industry borders. One particular example is the
manufacture of FPSO  floating, production, storage and offloading! vessels, These are ships that have
oil and gas facilities on the topside. A total data exchange solution for an FPSO would therefore
require data exchange according to AP215, 6, and 8 from the shipbuilding domain, as well as AP221
from the process plant domain.

The majority of the interpretation work to date has been in the generation of the mapping tables
that specify how the information requirements are mapped onto the STEP generic resources  so called
Part 40 series!. The shipbuilding STEP development team have had a distinct advantage over other
groups in the field of STEP development, namely the building block  BB! approach to AP
development and the Ship Common Model  SCM! [I ].

The former allows the mapping table work to be distributed amongst those people who have
developed the BBs. The latter allowed a series of mapping templates to be developed that ensured that
once a construct had been mapped, other similar constructs could use the template mapping

This interpretation process is however still a long one, and will mean that standardised STEP
exchanges in shipbuilding are some years away. However the companies involved in the development
of shipbuilding STEP have adopted an implementation strategy so that they can gain business benefit
from the work immediately.

STEP Implementation
The main STEP implementation efforts at the moment are the EU funded SEASPRITE project

and the US MAMTECH funded MariSTEP project. Both are focussing on the core APs for
Arrangements, moulded forms and structures, with MariSTEP additionally implementing AP217-
Ship Piping Systems, The implementations however are being based on the information requirements
models. In order that these can become stable and internationally accepted, the business cases
supporting the implementation efforts were handed over to the European Marine STEP association and
will be published as EMSA protocols [I].

EMSA protocols are the information requirement s for data exchange within narrow business
case domains. EMSA protocols are base don exact subsets of the official STEP APs and will be
withdrawn when STEP publishes APs covering their scope.

The EMSA protocols currently under development are exchange of ship data to support.
~ Hull form optimisation,
~ Hull design approval;
~ Subcontracting during design and manufacturing;
~ Hand-over of as-built condition;
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These EMSA protocols specifications are explained in greater detail in by T.Turner [I]. The
companies currently implementing these EMSA protocols and the current state of the art will now be
described in the following sections. For the SEASPRITE project we are using as a test ship the Eleo
Maersk built by Odense Steel Shipyard, the first double hull VLCC.

Figure I. Eleo Maersk
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Figure 2. Hull form optimisation scenario

This business case based on AP216 for ship moulded form. The companies who are
imlementing this business case within SEASPRITE and their roles are listed in table X below.
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Hull Form Opfimisafion
The business case behind this protocol is the exchange that is needed between the shipbuilder

or design agent and a test model basin or CFD package during the design of the hull forin.



Table 1. Hull Form Optimisation Implementations

The systems listed above all have working translators to import or export the hull form
specification and associated parameters.

Figure 3 Hull form aAer import in Tribon Initial Design

Once the data has been transferred to the model basin ar CFD analysis package the protocol
allows for the ability transfer any modifications back to the shipyard The transfer of information to
support CFD is being carried out by the EU funded CALYPSO project, who are also using the same
EMSA protocol
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Htll/ Design Approvai
When the preliminary design has been completed, the design is sent to the classification society

for approval against their rules and regulations. This protocol allows for the approval of both the hull
cross section scantlings and the whole ship by direct calculations such as finite element analysis.

Preliminary Structural
Design

1ST. CAD%ip
pupa. A'apa
K4S: 77ih
OSS: Prom

Yau i cu s

Detailed Design

Figure 4. Hull Design Approval scenario

The majority of the business case is based on the AP218 but also includes parts of AP215 to
cover the exchange of compartmentation information The current implementations are listed in table
X below.

Table 2. Hull Design Approval Implementations

The translators developed above have meant that the Classification Societies have been able to
import the hull cross section into their respective systems and can perform rule based and direct
calculations on it. Where irnplernented approval information can then be exported and re-imported
into the originating system, where the design can be amended if the design has not passed the
classification society rules.
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Figure 5 Hull Structures Imported into ShipRight for FEM Analysis

The SEASPRITE project has signed co-operation agreements with several projects that aim to
implement STEP. The Korean Ship STEP project is working in several areas to develop and
implement STEP. In this they are using the SEASPRITE models to develop a STEP data exchange
capability between Korean shipyards and Korean Register. This therefore widens the scope for usage
from Europe to a global capability, allowing the European classification societies to work closer with
the Korean yards.
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Design and Production Subcontracting
The European shipbuilding industry involves more and more participants in the lifecycle of a

ship. The reason for this is that European shipyards cannot compete with the costs of developing
simple ships such as bulk carriers against their Far Eastern rivals, and so the European yards are
focusing on more complex ship types such as passenger craA. The development of more specialised
ships requires more outsourcing of design and production to specialist engineering companies. These
companies will be geographically disparate requiring implementation of virtual enterprises.

At the level of the individual yard the efficient sharing and distribution of product model
information is handled by Product Data Management  PDM! systems. These systems support
concurrent engineering practices by allowing engineers access to up to date versions of designs,
routing information using workflow tools, and protecting against unauthorised changes to data.
However, between collaborating partners, communications are still performed in an ad hoc manner,
details of ship designs are often sent to incompatible systems, which then require manual adjustment of



the data. Version control is very basic and often unstructured, and concurrent engineering involving
multiple firms is hard to achieve

Preliminary Structural
Design
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Figure 6. Engineering and Production Subcontracting scenario

SEASPRITE has aimed to overcome some of these problems by developing a model which
supports data exchange between partners involved in the design and production of the ship. The model
contains the capability to exchange the ship structural details as well as versioning and change control
information. In this way the cost of changes to the design can be minimised by the rapid and
controlled exchange of information,

Table 3. Engineering and Production Subcontracting Implementations

Both the shipyard in this effort a part of a group of yards, which regularly subcontract work
within their respective groups. For example the superstructure and hatch covers are regularly
subcontracted out by the prime yard building the hull.

Handover of As-built definition
Many activities during the operation and maintenance of the vessel depend on information that

is created during the design. ln most cases this information is re-keyed into systems. The business
case for handover of the as-built definition aims to allow the reuse of information through out the life
of the ship, Scenarios that have been identified during the SEASPRITE project are the configuration of
Hull Condition Monitoring Systems for the recording and display of survey data, and the configuration
of stability analysis packages for use during Emergency Response situations. The project has
iinplemented the exchange of as-built condition to configure LR's Hull Condition Monitoring system
 ShipRight HCM!. This can then be used for planning surveys, recording condition data and
producing condition reports.
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Figure 7, As-built hull data in ShipRight HCM with Survey Planning and Hull Condition
Reports
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Figure 8. As-built hull data flows

The implementation within SEASPRITE has successfully showed the transfer of the as-built
definition of the ship. This has been used to configure the HCM system and produce survey planning
reports, and survey reports when condition data has been recorded against it.

Table 4. As-built definition implementations

STEP Kvploi ration
The above STEP development and implementation work has all been carried out in EU and

industry funded research projects, and has been in development for nearly 10 years [1]. In order to
exploit this large amount of work the companies involved are now preparing to implement STEP for
coinmercial use, This is based on the AP subsets that are being published by EMSA as EMSA
Protocols, This exploitation effort is not limited to Furope, there are implementations being developed
in Korea and the USA which are also being based on these EMSA protocols.

The translators which have been developed as part of the SEASPRITE project are now
undergoing business case testing, and wil! be completed by the end of the project in June 1999. At
which time they will have been demonstrated at several relevant exhibitions and conferences. This
will help to publicise that STEP is now ready for commercial exploitation within the maritime
industry,
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Data sharing

Standardised data exchange, however important, will not solve the problems of associative
working. SEASPRITE has addressed this by facilitating the exchange of files between partners This
has resulted in the DEM  Data Exchange and Management Architecture!.

The DEM is a CORBA based system that allows the controlled exchange of packets of
in formation.

It allows version control, project management, data publication and data retrieval. All data
storage and retrieval mechanisms are invisible to the user, so that to all partners in a project it appears
as if information is local. The system is described in tnore technical detail in [3]

The user interface to the DEM architecture is the information browser that allows users to
access information that has been released to a project. This information browser has been
implemented as a standalone Java application and a Java applet, allowing the DEM to be accessed by
participants without the need for lengthy installation of specialist software.
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Figure 9 � The SEASPRITE Information Browser

The DEM, although managing the access and transport of project related data, it only does so
according to the 'packets' of information as they are released, At the simplest level the packet would
be a file, but also could be information resulting from a database query.

There needs to be active management of the information at the lowest level as it is exchanged
between the partners involved ship design and build processes, In other words within the packets
currently managed by the DEM. To this end the SEANET project was started to build on the work
already carried out in SEASPRITE and develop a more advanced product data management system.

The SKCVET Architectttre 42ttd tooLi
SEANET is creating an open and extensible architecture by exploiting existing and developing

new IT tools to enable efficient management, distribution and data exchange between companies in the
ship building industry. The architecture provides a set of interconnected PDM systems, which utifise
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workflow as the means of controlling the lifecycle of the data within an organisation, and how it
interconnects with other organisations in the industry.

The first deliverable if the First Architecture Prototype  FAP! which will be tested and
evaluated against the main business cases. The main software components of this SEANET
architecture are:

PDM Server, a STEP-based tool able to support data vaulting, access permissions management,
multiple navigation methods, data versioning and workflow support.
Conversion Server, a software tool able to translate a source data model mapping a certain base
schema into a target data model mapping a desired view schema.
SEANET Web Server  SWS!, a Web-based tool able to centralise the management of world-wide
spread web-services  concerning data sharing and exchange! and to sequence them to proper
compound services.

Figure 10. SEANET Architecture Modules

Such tools, each supporting only one step of the business processes identified in SEANET, need to be
interlinked and interfaced, in order to be used in real-life applications.

The role to act as an interconnecting channel is played in the SEANET architecture by the
SWS, which will be in charge of applications proper activation and data transfer via the INTERNET
highway. Moreover, the FAP architecture aims at loosely interfacing the CORBA-based SEASPRITE
DEM architecture.
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PDM Server

The PDM capability is based on Qui!!ion Systems PETS and offers a wide choice of
development tools and the ability to access existing data, applications and services with a minimal
amount of development work.

The PDM system will give the members of a product development team the opportunity to
work with an integrated product and project data model, containing all product and project
documentation independent of which system it was created by. The ability to navigate through the data
by many different routes ensures that the correct information can be easily and quickly found. It also
enables a faster and earlier release of information. These features will contribute to a faster product
development cycle and thereby a reduced time-to-market.

A better quality of documentation is achieved when all parties work with one valid version of
the product data. A document must be checked out by a user and is then automatically !ocked for other
users. In this way the work with the correct revision/version of a document is ensured. A para!lel
development of a document is also prevented. An improvement in docuinent quality should lead
indirectly to improved product quality, even though the PDM systems themselves do not protect from
design errors.

The PDM system can be used for an electronic distribution of documents or data, The
advantage of this technique is that information is distributed to the proper people in an efficient way.
The norinal delay of the internal postal service is omitted, and documents are made avai!able for
instances down stream as soon as the document has been released.

Workflow support capability will complement the PDM system by ensuring that work is
distributed in a timely and efficient manner. The workflow support tools will allow routing of tasks
based on ro!es, sequencing of chains of tasks and monitoring and controlling the ongoing/executing
business process with respect to status for the whole process or its individual subtasks.

Conversion Server

An innovative feature of the system will be to create systems capable of generating dynamic
views of the STEP data stored in the architecture using EXPRESS-X as the mapping language between
different EXPRESS schemas This will provide the users with an interface from the ARM level
SEANET environment to external schema based models as well as interoperability with officia! STEP
shipbuilding standards on A!M level.

In ana!ysing the different user views and the needs for mappings the following levels of view
are identified:

1. Application views, These views represent the information requirements of the end-users within the
scope of the SEANET information framework. It should be noted that the models are on
Application Reference Model  ARM! level and are presented according to the Building Block
methodology used by the Shipbuilding information standardisation community. The Ship Product
Model  SPM! used in the SEANET context corresponds to the superset of relevant existing APs on
ARM level, i.e. AP218/ARM, plus AP2! 5/216/ARM as required.

2. Interoperabi!ity views for ensuring conformance and compatibility with other international
standards and information models from closely related application doinains. Candidate
interoperability views include:

~ AP203, which is already an International Standard and therefore has considerable commercia!
implementation support.
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The Oil and Gas centred Standard ISOI 5926. This sister standard to STEP is being sponsored
by the POSC/CAESAR consortium, which includes companies common to SEASPRITE and
SEANET.

~ AP215, 216 and 21 S AIMs. The current implementations are based on the EMSA Protocols.
When the shipbuilding APs become Standard, it will be necessary to conform to the standard
by exchanging AIM based data. SEANET will contribute to an AIM based capability and will
also help to validate the AIM based models in advance.

The information views of interest are illustrated by Fig. 1.  Note: the diagram does not present
any system/implementation architecture, it is an illustration of the information views!.

Figure 11. Candidate Application and Interoperability Views
The application views specified above will all be covered within the project by the current set

of SEASPR1TE translators, there is therefore no need to duplicate this functionality by separate
mapping methods. Although this may be relevant for future implementations where there is no STEP
translation capability.The project is concentrating its efforts on the SPM ARM/AIM interoperability views at this
time. This will give the partners an AIM based exchange capability and will serve to validate the AIM
models as they are developed.

SEANET Web Sen/er
Another innovative aspect of the SEANET system is the possibility given to an authorised thin

client  browser! everywhere located in the net to register, book and execute web-services provided by
the maritime society companies. This is possible thanks to the SEANET Web Server  SWS!, a
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centralised manager able to support both elementary, atomic services  like PDM data navigation,
selection, importing and exporting, STEP-based conversions, applets down-loading, file transfer! and
sequences of them, forming the web-suppori to the SEANET business cases identified.

In particular, the SWS tool in the SEANET prototype shall provide the clients of the
architecture with extensions to create a clear graphical user interface for the PDM and workf1ow
components. The client wilt be kept minimal and ported to all the platforms used by the partners,

In the final SEANET system, the SWS shall at last represent an integration tool, able to
harmonise different web-services under a common three tier architecture  client-SWS-dataserver! and
to support the way for interconnecting workflows running at different sites on different PDM systems.

The feasibility of using XML, as an alternative method of data exchange, will also be
investigated

Secirrity
PETS provides a simple set of mechanisms to provide complete Access Control of all the

information stored in the system. Access to the data is determined by the ownership of the data,
combined with the group permissions of the logged on user. The permissions that can be set are: full
access, read only, no access.

Using this structure it is easy to ensure that even if users from other organisations are allowed
to access the PDM system, they can be denied access to most of the information unless it has been
explicitly inade available. This would be achieved by changing the ownership of the data, that is to be
made available, to a group to which external users have read permission. Because the access
permissions are defined on Groups  to which Users belong! then the addition of new Groups and Users
is a straightforward task as they immediately inherit the access permissions of the Groups to which
they are added. The Client-Server protocol transfers its data using128 bit encryption so that data on the
network is always secure.

It is intended that the interface of final architecture with the web will configure firewalls and
incorporate encryption which will allow partners to feel safe that the machines themselves cannot be
compromised.

The exchange of sensitive data over the Internet requires that a high level of security be
provided, both for user authenticationfidentification and for the data flow itself.

Available technologies supporting secure data exchange are:
l. At the network level, VPN  Virtual Private Network! support  by means of encryption routers or

using ad-hoc software packages! can be implemented for server to server communication.
2. At the transport level, HTTPS can be used in client server or server to server communication,

eventually adopting user identification schemas based on client certificates to ensure safe client
authentication.

3, At the application level cryptography combined with data compression can be used in server to
server or client to server communication.

All the above issues have been only sketched in designing the SEANET Web Server  SWS!
Prototype and will be more deeply investigated for final SWS System.

Cottdusion

The SEASPRITE project has advanced the development of the shipbuilding STEP APs 216 and
218 to the ISO Committee Drafl stage. On top of this it has produced translators targeted at specific
business cases so that the STEP technology can be exploited in the short term. In order that the data
models remain stable the business case specifications are being published by EMSA as industry
standard EMSA Protocols.
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The STEP Ship Product Model, has been built to support data sharing as well as data exchange
so SEANET is building on the work of SEANET by exploring the area of distributed STEP based
PDM.. The tools developed will provide data sharing based on STEP as well as views, based on the
emerging EXPRESS-X standard, to other complementary standards and formats.

These projects together are providing data exchange solutions for today's working and
providing validation for the concepts and technologies required for future distributed electronic
working in ship design and production.
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AN IMPLEMENTATION OF STEP TRANSLATORS FOR SHIPBUILDING
PROTOCOLS BASED ON AN OBJECT-ORIENTED PRODUCT DATA

MODEL APPROACH

Joyce Howell and Cathy Sahatini, Intergraph Corporation, Huntsville, AL
Robin Penley, Pete La,"o, and Rob Lisle, Newport News Shipbuilding, Newport News, VA

Abstract

Intergraph Corporation and Newport News Shipbuilding  NNS! have created a prototypical sei
of data translators for shipbuilding applications as part of the U,S. DARPA MARITECH sponsored
MariSTEP project. Now completing its third and final year, MariSTEP is composed of a consortium
of U.S, shipbuilders and CAD  Computer Aided Design! software vendors. The primary objective of
the project is to create a prototype of a neutral data exchange mechanism using ISO 10303 - the
Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data  STEP!. This mechanism, realized in the form of a
translator, provides a capability to transfer data between product models at the U.S. shipyards. STEP
translator implementations are based on an "object-flavored" information modeling language called
EXPRESS, which became an ISO standard in 1994, ISO 10303-11:1994, STEP, through EXPRFSS,
enables some of the positive aspects of object-oriented design, namely the use of inheritance and
rnodulariz ation.

This paper, based on the authors' experiences within the MariSTEP project, describes how an
object-oriented approach serves as a framework for addressing the implementation requirements of
STEP translators for transferring product model data.

Introduction

Industry constantly seeks ways to improve productivity � to produce a better product at a lower
cost within a reasonable time. The ability to exchange product model data provides a means to that
end. It supports the business case scenarios for exchanges between the design agent, supplier, shipyard,
classification society, and model basin, The exchanged data includes requirements specifications,
preliminary and detailed design information, approvals, and manufacturing data, as well as the "as-
built" information required for maintenance. Data exchange allows collaborative design by which a
user can have access to the most current product model information at any given point in time. Note
that the definition of data exchange is twofold; first, it must define a data model for the exchange, and
second, it must define an interface inechanism between the requestor and the supplier of that data.

STEP has emerged as a leading mechanism of data exchange between CAD systems,
Developed by the International Organization for Standardization  ISO!, STEP provides industry-
specific data models called Application Protocols  APs! which define schemas using the EXPRESS
language  Part 1 I!. Also defined within STEP are interface mechanisms for accessing that data via a
text file or by Standard Data Access Interface  SDAI! using C+-+, C, FORTRAN, IDL, and JAVA.
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Therefore, STEP meets the definition for data exchange; the data model is defined by the APs, and the
access is defined by standard text file manipulation and SDAI.

The ability of STEP to exchange product model data that covers the entire product life cycle.
including both geometric and non-geoinetric data, has given STEP an edge over its predecessor, the
Initial Graphics Exchange Specification  IGES! format. IGES has been an accepted standard foi
exchanging geometric data for many years. STEP now supports not only the geometry constructs
within IGES, but also has added the ability to exchange solids. Most iinportantly, with STEP, product
model data is represented. In IGES, an object is identified by its geometry, i.e., a line or cylinder; in
STEP, it would be defined in its application context. For example, within a STEP Ship Piping  AP217.
see Reference 2! file, the object might be a 2-inch diaineter copper nickel pipe with a pressure rating of
l50 psi that is part of the fire control system, All this information  and more! would be captured
within a STEP file.

EXPRESS, the data modeling language of STEP, readily supports many object-oriented
concepts, making it well suited to an object-oriented CAD design.

Compttter Related Terms
It is important to de Ane some concepts here that will be referenced later in this paper.

A business object is an entity that exists within the domain of a specific business environment.
Some examples of shipbuilding-related business objects are ship, pipe, pump, antenna, hull, and deck,

Product model data is a collection of graphical and non-graphical information that describes a
business object over its entire life cycle.

An object-oriented impletnentation is an implementation that utilizes business objects to
describe the product niodel data information,

Object-oriented language is a computer-interpretable language, such as C++, that supports the
concepts of modularity, inheritance, data encapsulation, and defined behaviors,

A file-based CAD system stores its data and relationships in a sequential file format. Due to file
size liinitations and ease of access, the data is typically stored and configuration managed as inultiple
files. A database-based CAD system stores its data as information within a single database.

A geometry-based CAD system is dependent on the existence of a geometric representation of
the business object in order to store the business object in the CAD system. This business object may
or may not be stored as a separate entity, depending upon the capabilities of the CAD system, but its
properties are commonly defined as attributes assigned to the geometric entity. An object-based CAD
system can store a business object as a separate entity before any geometry is created. The business
object's geometric and non-geometric properties can subsequently be assigned to the business object,
as the information becomes available. The crucial difference here between the two types of systems is
that the geometry is not essential to the creation of the business object in the object-based CAD
system. Figure l illustrates the conceptual difference between geometry-based and object-based CAD
systems data.
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0~beet. Deck
Name = "Main Deck"
Geometry = Planar surface

Ob'ect: Planar surface
Name = "Main Deck"

Type = Deck

Figure 1 � Geometry-based Versus Object-based

Figure 2 � Associative Geometry Example

A legacy system is any existing "last generation" system, These are typically file-based,
geometry-based CAD systems. The business object data is typically stored as text attributes assigned to
the geometric entity. The relationships between the objects are typically stored in a relational database.
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Explicit geometry is geometry that is explicitly defined by geometrical elements such as curves
and surfaces. Associative geomerry is geometry that is defined topologically relative to other existing
geometry, For example, in Figure 2 below, the Oily Bilge Tank compartment volume is defined by its
topological boundaries: the surfaces of the main deck, the sides of the hull form, and two bulkheads.
The original tank geometry is shown as solid lines. By modifying the z value for the deck, and the x
value of the forward bulkhead, the volume was automatically recomputed as shown by dashed lines.
Derived geometry is geometry that is calculated by the systein based on the relationship between the
objects themselves.



Implementing STEP in a Shipbuilding Environment

Prototype STEP Shipbuilding Translator Implementation Proj ects
Members of the SEASPRITE program  a European maritime STEP development effort! and

the U,S. NSRP "Convert NIDDESC APs to ISO APs" project have defined an initial set of
shipbuilding APs to support international product madel exchange requirements. These APs are
developed and maintained by consensus with the ISO TC 184/SC4-T23-shipbuilding committee. There
have been several pilot programs that have iniplemented prototype STEP translators for the
shipbuilding environment. Under the European MARITIME and SEASPRITE STEP implementation
projects, a modular approach to defining data models for shipbuilding applications was devised. This
modular data modeling approach involves the creation of mini-schemas, each having a few EXPRESS
entities, which define a specific concept or unit of functionality. These mini-schemas are called
"Building Blocks." The shipbuilding APs are built from a collection of Building Blocks, some specific
to the AP and some shared by multiple APs. The building block approach supports the object-oriented
design requirement of modularity, The use of the ISO building blocks has been adopted by the
MariSTEP project. MariSTEP, a U,S. DARPA-funded program, represents a consortium of U.S,
shipbuilders and CAD software vendors. The MariSTEP team has successfully implemented STEP
translators for the ARM  Application Reference Model! of four shipbuilding ISO standards. The
standards consist of data definitions for ship arrangements  AP 215, see Reference 3!, ship moulded
forms  AP 216, see Reference 4!, ship piping  AP 217, see Reference 2!, and ship structure  AP 218,
see Reference 5!.

Implementor's Agreements and Improvement of the Shipbuilding APs Prior to SAvufardization
A primary goal of the first prototype implementation projects in both the U.S. and Europe has

been to validate the content of the APs Application Reference Models which document the
requirements for exchange of product inodel data for the particular ship design discipline, These early
prototype implementations have been used to test the validity of the ARM requirements using realistic
ship design data and to assess the ability of the various, dissimilar CAD systems to support the
requirements that are progressing through the international standardization process, While the STEP
standard is being developed as the next-generation capability for sharing of data, it was expected, and
proved to be true, that in most cases the legacy CAD systems in use at the various shipyards could not
completely fulfill the requirements for data exchange as documented in the Shipbuilding APs. In order
to assure useful exchanges using the legacy infrastructure in spite of this limitation, both SEASPRITE
and MariSTEP found it necessary to define and document implementor's agreements, For
SEASPRITE, these agreements were documented in the Implementation Agreements Log. For
MariSTEP, the agreements were documented in the System Requirements Document  SRD!.

The MariSTEP SRD documented such agreements as which entities were required for
exchange, attribute definition interpretations, required attributes that could be ignored, and attributes
that were optional in the schema but were required for exchange. In many cases, the SRD documented
informal agreements to allow successful exchanges between CAD systems with very different
underlying architectures; in others, the SRD served to document proposed changes to the ISO schemas.
In general, ISO changes were proposed if the need for the agreement fell into one of the following
categories: 1! the APs ARM was found insufficient to support the requirements for a production
environment exchange; 2! modifications to the APs data model would facilitate future
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implementations; 3! text definitions for the AP entities and attributes were unclear or subject to
multiple interpretations. Each change proposed to the ISO schemas was presented at meetings of the
ISO STEP Shipbuilding Committee for resolution by those parties involved in development of the
appropriate shipbuilding AP.

The continuing goal of the various implementation projects is to feed back all lessons learned
into the standards development process to improve the quality of the standard while it is most cost-
effective to do so, before final international standardization. A parallel goal is to improve the CAD
systems in use at the U.S, shipyards to fully support the content of the STEP shipbuilding APs. In this
way, eventually, lrnplenienlor's Agreements and modifications to ihe requirements as documented
within the AP data models will no longer be needed.

A Sample MariSTEP Translator Implementation
To illustrate a concrete example of the modularity and inheritance found in the STEP data

models, a sample of the EXPRESS data definition for a ship moulded form is shown here. The ship
moulded form application protocol; ISO 10303-216,  a,k.a. AP 216! specifies the data necessary to
define the hull form and interior decks and bulkheads of a ship. The data definition of these moulded
forms is captured in the ARM using the EXPRESS language. The MariSTEP project implemented
translators for lhe ARM of AP 216, defining a subset of the data model for exchange.

In the MariSTEP implementation of ship moulded forms, a deck  business object! on a ship is
modeled as a moulded form. Attributes specific to the design lifecycle stage of the deck are captured
within the moulded form design definition, The EXPRESS entity definition shown below reflects
the moulded form entity as well as its related moulded form design definition,

ENTITY moulded fortn
SUBTYPE OF  item!;

END ENTITY;

ENTITY moulded form design definition
SUBTYPE OF  design definition!;
usage : moulded region usage;
intended location: OPTIONAL spactn~osition;
boundary defi nitt'ons: OPTIONAL LIST OF bounding moulded form;

END ENTITY;

TYPE moulded region usage = ENUMERATION OF
 blending surface, bottom, deck, hull appendage, �,!;

END TYPE;

TYPE bounding moulded form= SELECT moulded form design definition,
external moulded form design deimition!;

END TYPE;

ENTITY spacing position
SUPERTYPE OF  ONEOF  longitudinal position, transverse position, verticat~osition!!;

position number: OPTIONAL INTEGER;
name OPTIONAL STRING;
locarion : length toeasure;

END ENTITY;
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The moulded form design definition is a specialized type of design definition that in turn
is a specialized type of definition. Through the attribute inheritance mechanism of EXPRESS, the
moulded form design definition also inherits the attributes of the design definition and definition
entities,

The STEP data model inay also be represented graphically as shown below using EXPRESS-G
notation. Each box represents an object with its attributes. These attributes can represent a relationship
to another object. The thick lines represent a subtype relationship  specialization!.

The moulded form's specific data includes properties of the deck, such as the name,
description, associated documentation, and ship context. The documentation attribute identifies
specifications or related drawings that control the design of the deck. The ship context attribute
identifies the ship entity where the moulded form is located; this could be a particular hull within a
fleet of ships for which this deck is applicable.

The moulded form design definition entity is linked to its related moulded form entity
through the defined+or attribute that it inherits because it is a subtype of the definition entity. The
moulded form design definition also inherits the id, version, and local units attributes from
definition and the representations attribute from design definition. The id represents a global id,
which is a globally unique identifier, The version identifies the version of the instantiated object. The
id combined with the version defines a unique, immutable object in the product model database, The
local units attribute allows the instantiated object to be defined in a local system of units, in addition
to the global units defined for the ship,
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The design definition's specific data is the representations of the instantiated object, or in this
e, the deck. The representations, as implemented in the MariSTEP project, describe the explicit

':,"geometry and geometric topology of the deck, e.g., the faces, surfaces, edges, trim curves, vertices, and
';:,:;@ints that define its shape.

The moulded form design definition's specific data includes usage, intended location, and
.;:;',:boundary definitions. The usage is an enumeration of possible functions that a
'j;::iitotilded form design definition might possess, such as deck, transverse bulkhead, hull surface,
Ni~arid blending surface. The intended location attribute specifies a relationship of the deck to a
;-",;'Apacin~sition, A spacin~osition is a reference plane defined along one of the ship's inajor axes,
I~'.;:-,'',,':,::,X; Y, or Z. A ship is defined in a CAD system by a global X, Y, and Z axis. The ship's baseline is
,;:;;:;: 5efined at zero along the Z axis. The deck's vertical height above baseline can be located by specifying
!.';;:'iin offset from a reference plane, or spacin~osition, defined along the Z axis. The deck's shape is
>'~~'tupologically defined by its boundary definitions, For example, a flat deck,  one with no camber or
lj,".',:Shear! is initially defined as an infinite plane along the X and Y axes. But in reality, the deck's length
~'!,'fetid width are bounded by the hull form and interior bulkheads. The intersection of the bounding
~~';:;;;Stirfaces with the deck's surface define the explicit shape of the deck as seen in Figure 3 below,
'ri: '
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Figure 3 � Topological definition of a deck

::PariSTEI' Implementation for a Legacy CAD System
qi4k' MariSTEP translators were implemented in a variety of shipbuilding environments. Most of the
3Nplementations involved legacy CAD systems. So, not surprisingly, most of the reported problems
I'4!th the implementations were related to importing inconsistent geometrical and topological data.
'consistent, meaning that the geometrical and topological representation exported from the sending
'ski:tn differed from what the receiving system was expecting. The geometrical and topological data
lit 'was exported was all valid STEP data but inconsistent with the receiving system's modeling
'6h'ventions. Also, geometric tolerance and data precision played an important role in converting the
. !ta. %'ithout the geometry, the translators built on top of geometry-based CAD systems failed to
�,' sfer any of the relevant product model data. For the translation to be successful, importing the
, 'tnetry rather than the relationships between the business objects was the most critical operation for

jose systems.
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MariSTBP Implementation for an Object-based CAD System
Conversely, for the MariSTEP translators that were developed on top of object-based CAD

systems, import of geometrical data did not pose a major obstacle. As long as the native CAD system
could support the business object being imported, the main issue was where to store the imported
object's attributes and relationships to other objects. To an object-based CAD system, geometry is just
another attribute of the business object. If there were problems with importing the geometric data, ii
was not a major concern. As long as the relationships were established, the geometry could be derived
by the receiving CAD system. For example, when importing AP 216 moulded form data in an object-
based CAD system, the moulded form's shape was implicitly defined by its relationships to other
moulded forms. If the relationships were not specified in the exchange, then the fallback was to import
the explicit geometry defined in the exchange. This mechanism allows for relationships to be
established at a later date so that the geometric representation can be regenerated based on the related
objects.

A MariSTFP Approach to Support Both Object-based And Geometry-based CAD Systems
One of the MariSTFP schemas, AP 218 ship structures, attempted to bridge the gap between

the geometry-based and object-based core issues by establishing a mechanism to support explicit and
implicit geometrical data. In the EXPRESS fragment below, taken from the AP 218 schema, a
SELECT type was used to allow for specification of plate part boundaries as either explicit geometric
curves or as relationships between objects, such as the plate's relationship with a seam or the boundary
of the system to which the plate belongs.

This approach proves problematic to both the geometry-based and the object-based CAD
system. The legacy CAD system can easily import and export the explicit geometry, e.g., the plate's
border if it is a bounded curve, But, for the case of the plate's border being represented by
relationships, the legacy CAD system must somehow extract or derive the geometry from the
relationship since it is the geometry that is stored in the database. The relationship data may or may
not be maintained by defining text attributes on the geometry, referred to as "attributed geometry."

With more advanced geometry-based CAD systems, the relationship data may play a role in
deriving a new, revised geometric representation of the object. This feature is sometimes referred to as
"associative geometry." In Figure 4 below, the curve geometry underlying the seam is also one of the
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curves defining the border of plates I and 2. The application knows that if the underlying curvechanges, the border of the plates change also. earn

X

Figure 4 � Deck Plate with Seam

For an object-based system, the relationship information is the key, If the seam that represents
the border of the plate is relocated, the relationship between the plate and seam is still maintained in
the database. The application retains the relocated seam and can regenerate the plate geometry on an
"as needed" basis. However, the explicit geometry poses a dilemma for the object-based system. On
export, the object-based system can easily derive the geometry from the object relationship data. The
derived geometry can then be extracted into the data exchange format. But on import, the receiving
system must now store explicit geometric data that may conflict with the system generated geometry
obtained from the relationships stored on the object. For example, the receiving system imports a plate
with a seam border and derives the plate's geometry. If the derived geometry differs from the explicit
imported geometry, what should the receiving system do? Since an object-based CAD system does not
store the geometry because it can be derived, the explicit geometry is discarded and the relationship
data, which can be maintained, is persisted. However, if the relationship data is missing, or invalid, the
object-based systein must somehow persist the geometry since that is the only graphical representation
of the object. This approach is fundamentally inconsistent with object-based architecture.

Problems with STEP

Even though the STEP data model is specified in EXPRESS, a computer-interpretable language
that can be used to generate translators, the data definition alone is insufficient for the development of
a successful translator. There is a significant amount of engineering knowledge embedded within the
text of the STEP AP documents which must also be implemented. Collaboration is required between
both software development staff and domain experts who can interpret the intention of the data model,
The MariSTEP consortium was an example of such a collaboration of shipbuiMers who are familiar
with the domain of shipbuilding data models and CAD vendors who are relying on the shipbuilding
experts to relay the semantics of the shipbuilding data model.
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Due to shortcomings of the EXPRESS language, it is possible to circumvent the intention of the
data model. For example, it is allowable in EXPRESS to exchange an empty string for a name
attribute's value, even though name is a required attribute in the data model. STEP also allows the
specification of optional attributes, ineaning that the receiving system cannot depend on those
attributes being populated,

Within the MariSTEP project, it was decided that optional attribute did not require storage by
the receiving system. However, this issue was raised to the ISO committee because many felt that the
receiving system should not throw away data that may prove valuable to another system. Storing of
this data may require CAD system enhancements, And it is difficult to say generically that a specific
optional attribute, for example description, is irrelevant in all cases; it may have a semantic meaning�
considered optional for one moulded form entity but relevant for another moulded forin entity, Also,
many STEP data models used optional attributes as a mechanism to store life cycle phase dependent
data, For instance, in the functional phase of ship design, a coinpartment on a ship may be specified to
occupy a certain volume, but the decks and bulkheads that form its boundaries may not be defined until
a later design phase. For this reason, the boundary data for the coinpariment is made optional in the
STEP EXPRESS definition of the compartment. If an exchange of data occurs during the functional
design phase, the compartinent will have no boundaries, but at the later design phase, the boundary
attribute will be populated with data.

Future of STEP

The future of STEP as a universally accepted neutral data exchange mediuin will be determined
in time. But regardless of that result, the benefits of STEP must be recognized. STEP does not solve
all the problems but has contributed to major progress in data exchange for the U.S. shipbuilding
industry, even considering the MariSTEP early prototype implementation issues. Most importantly,
STEP provides a mechanism for defining and reaching international consensus on application-specific
data models. These data models may be implemented using various other technologies working with
STEP data. With the advent of the Standard Data Access Interface  SDAI!, access to these application
specific data models will enable consistent data definitions in heterogeneous systems and provide the
basis for a shared data environment, both internally and externally to the enterprise. A modification to
the STEP architecture that is currently being refined is applying a modular approach to defining
application-specific data in smaller modules. This process will provide a simpler and faster
implementation of units of functionality within a specific application domain, rather than
implementing an entire application protocol, This modular approach to STEP will hopefully provide a
more readily accepted standard for the definition of product model data and will make its
implementation faster and cheaper.
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Conclusion

STEP through EXPRESS, enables some of the positive aspects of object-oriented design,
namely inheritance and rnodularity. Though legacy CAD systems can make use of STEP data rioOdel,
they are still geometry-based and, being file-based, access to the relationship data proves cumbersome,
The union of STEP and an object-based system provide the best solution to utilizing the full
functionality of the STEP product data definitions. Currently, Intergraph Corporation and Newport
News Shipbuilding are jointly developing a next generation CAD system under the COMPASS
program. New hardware and software are being customized for the shipbuilding design and
manufacturing environment. The software is object-based and will support the STEP shipbuilding
application protocols. Together NNS and Intergraph will continue to pursue the development of STEP
as an enabling collaborative technology for the shipbuilding enterprise.
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THE SHIPBUILDING APPLICATION PROTOCOLS AND THE ROLE OF THE
EUROPEAN MARINE STEP ASSOCIATION  KNISA!

I tm Tttrner and John Kendall, /.loyd's Register of Shipping
/00 I eadenhall 6'greet, l,ondon, FC3A 3BP, UK

Introduction

The emerging ISO 10303 standard[1]  Standards for the Exchange of Product Model Data-
commonly known as STEP!, represents a significant opportunity for the maritime industry to improve
its overall efficiency and world-wide competitiveness by facilitating engineering data exchange,
flexible computer integrated design and manufacturing, co-operative engineering and effective life-
cycle data management.

However, rather than developing a single, Ship Product Model in a single data model, the ISO Ship
Team  ISO TCI84/SC4/WG3/T23!, have chosen to develop a suite of Application Protocols
[ll][12][13][14] which together make up the Ship Product Model. From these, a core, generic and
extensible Ship Comtnon Model[10] can be used to describe  and predict! the behaviour of the Ship
APs. This approach has it's own advantages and disadvantages which are reflected in the paper
presented.

At the European level, the maritime industry is already making a significant contribution to the
development of the ISO STEP standard and the Marine Product Model by means of a number of
national, European and industry funded projects. These projects, however, have a finite lifespan and
may well terminate before their valuable input can be formally incorporated into the ISO standard or
can be fully released by industry. For this purpose an association of organisations from the inaritime
sector has been formed which is known as the European Marine STEP Association  EMSA!.

EMSA uses a methodology  complimentary to that of the ISO mechanisms! called the Building Block
 BB! approach' to modularise the development of Application Protocols, which has been adopted by
the Shipbuilding Team within the ISO committee and is being promoted in other groups within STEP.
These are held in a central repository for which a number of tools have been developed that help with
their management and use.

EMSA promotes the use of k development of STEP in the Marine Industry through a number of
avenues. One of these is through a set of Business Cases where bottlenecks in the industry focus
attention on areas that could gain significant benefit from the use of STEP technology. These form
useful confortnance classes  or subsets! of the Ship Product Model which can be developed from the
same building blocks as those being used for the ISO models. This paper will describe this initiative
and the need for industry to start developing translators for even these small business cases,

' Initially developed tinder the hlEUTRABAS[t61 & later the MARITtMEll71 projects.
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ISO Shipbuilding AP Requirements

The design of the Ship Product Model  SPM! being developed within the ISO Ship Team currently
distinguishes between a number of systems and disciplines as shown in Figurc l.

Due to the complexity, the
scope of different systeins and
disciplines, and the potential
amount of data likely to be
exchanged with the SPM, these
requirements are being
developed independently as a
suite of APs, Those currently
identified with an AP number

are being developed in the first
phase of development.

Figure 1: Current Requirements for the Ship Product Model:::.

Simplified Application Protocol Contents
Simply put, the rnaj or items of an AP document consist of an Application Activity Model  AAM!, the.:i'.
Application Reference Model  ARM! and lastly an Application Interpreted Model  AIM!.
"1'he AAM describes activities and information flows using diagrams and textual definitions. STEP!:;:.
provides a notation for this called IDEFO, a decomposable diagramming mechanism for the descriptioiij::
of inputs, modifiers, controls and outputs for each activity. Ultimately, the inputs and outputS!i
identified by the AAM are further defined within the ARM,

Figure 2: ISO AP Document Structure
Type of element

The ARM describes the information requirements
 data! used in the domain deliinited by the AAM,
through a number of "clauses"  sections! in the intr odneti nn
document. The document structure  see Figurc 2! is
the same for a]1 APs, with the most detailed

>Ver»tel»en 2./qnr»tntive Reference
definitions being provided in section 4 consisting of

iecit»,cni .toefintrin»r, Sytnf>nle»nd
statements regarding Units of Functionality  UoF! in
clause 4.1, application objects in clause 4.2, and any -id»lnrt»ntinnitrqnirerne»t»  situ

y» 4pplie»tin» interpreted
assertions of those objects in clause 4.3. STEP Mndet t it:8i

provides a modelling language called EXPRESS sniiietnentnry
 ISO 10303-11! which describes the data in terms of
entities and attributes to represent the domain.
EXPRESS is a formal object-oriented language allowing sophisticated models to be built attII',: $
represented either textually or graphically using EXPRESS-G.

The AIM, which describes the same data, but interpreted in terms of the Integrated Resources  IR's! -::.
generic, domain independent set of constructs, is the last form of the data and represents the firI 
standardised version. The process of going from the ARM to the AIM is called interpretation. 754
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:::AIM is documented as section S of an AP. The AIM is aLso described using EXPRESS, but the
,:';'terminology of the domain is replaced by that of the generic resources and a set of complex rules,
;:which preserve the setnantics of the ARM. However, the terminology of the ARM is maintained
:...;,;,tllrough a mapping table  clause 5.1! which shows how the requirements from thc domain have been
'.''tttapped to the generic constructs of the lR's  clause 5.2!. The most important and difficult task i» the
I'::;::<lection of the particular 1R construct as the target of the mapping, To do this requires an extremely
":;;thorough and broad knowledge ot the 1Rs and how they have been used in the development of other
;':;:AP AIM». Thc purpose of this last step is to enable the use of a common»et of constructs across
>.,':,''tndus ry  rather than developing single of un-interoperable standards!.

,';::,simplified ISO Process
i",halte AP development process at ISO is constantly undergoing change in reflection to new technology.~j!i '. '
;i ',:Nld ideas, However, in recent years the basic ISO process has been as shown in Figure 3 below,
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The European Marine STEP Association

The European Maritime STEP Association
to co-ordinate the on going the European i
standard. Additionally, EMSA was create
so far and to ensure that the maximum be
of organisations from the maritime sector
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Figure 5: Members and Countries
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STEp initiative! and a number of lindependently funded! research projects in Industry, training'dijon
EMSA's own business cases  to be described!.

The F/fpf SA Approach
EMSA uses a methodology  complimentary to that of the ISO mechanisms! called the Building BJ
 BB! approach to modularise the development of Application Reference Models  ARMs!, which:",
been adopted by the Shipbuilding Group within the ISO committee and is being promoted in o '

within STEP Each B 'idin Bl ck is made up of three schemas; an import schema  to pkixp
entities from other Building Blocks!, a Ng
schema  using those entities imported:,,
defining new ones!, and lastly, an export sch;,
 to describe those parts of the model visible'
other Building Blocks!, Each BB, EXPR,
entity, type, where rule, and function etc;;i
documented as part of the development of:.'',
BB.

Figure 6: EMSA Building Block Approach'::;;:!
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:This»crves both to inform other modellers about the scope, purpose and use of the BB, and can hc
itised to document the application objects within the ARM when creating the AP.
:kuies and guidance notes in the form of a "Cookbook' have been developed for the u»agc of
';"EXPRESS within an AP to enable consistency of both the model and modelling style which provide
;;example» and strategies for alternative mechanisms for the representation of the data requirements,
'"As the AP ARMs are built upon a number of Units of Functionality  UoF's!, and that each UoF may
.:;:reference onc or more Building Blocks, the APs can be built up froin a collection of Building Blocks
'!'rovided within a "shortforin". This shortform schema enables the AP to be built up from Building
:~'Qlocks into what i» known a» the longform schema. All references arc resolved in this final schenia
;,':,''iIuring compilation. AII Building Blocks are fully documented in term» of providing textual definitions
.iaaf the entities, attributes, types and functions etc., which means that much of the effort to document an
>Ap can be automated via a number of scripts. This modular approach enables the different shipbuilding
.~~%Ps to be developed I'rom a single source of information which reduces redundancy and maintenance
$!f the niodel and helps to make the documentation process more manageable.

'!:,'8MSA also manages and controls access to the BB server, an electronic email service where all
j'izguilding Blocks are kept under revision control, automatically checking the EXPRESS syntax, posting
gj41'idate» received from BB owners/editors, or issues on the model to members, the AP developers and

2,i~ Itc EMSA web site . The same is true of the
~>~'F!ortforms and these can be used to retrievej'!>i::;:;,
~@gilding Blocks according to a particular
~~5%'tirtform that makes up a specific AP ARM.
~kjWkst developments also allow the

generation of longforms,
resolution of references,

of semantics and the posting of
es to incmbers, AP developers and
web site,

Figure 7: EMSA Server

Common Model

develop a suite of APs it was soon realised that in order to maintain con»i»tency and
ility across the APs, the team would need to define a mechanism to help identify those
erlap between the different models. This resulted in the development of a "Ship Common
CM!, which has served to provide a backbone for the development of the AP ARMs, In
idate the semantics of the models being developed through the APs, it was decided to also
a series of prototype ARM-based translators. This would also provide further opportunities
fication of the approach, the SCM and to release early examples of the potential of STEP to
ding industry

dentifies four types of information; the SCM Framework, the Product Structure, a set of
d lastly a number of Support Resources.

em»a-bbs.ore/
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~ Framework

The SCM Framework acts as a generic, core model used by all of the shipbuilding APs, It provides the
basic  abstract! entities and structural relationships between iteins, definitions and representations,
Here we allow an item to have several definitions to provide for lifecyclc differences in the model. For
example, an item  such as a compartinent'j might have a definition such as a compat1ment design
defmition, a functional definition,;> production definition, or assembly definition etc., for use during
the design & build phases, and perhaps an operational deltnjtion, a inaintenance definition etc., for usc
during other lifecycle phases.

Each definition may then have a form o!'representation, which describes the shape, or geometry of the
item defined. lterns inay then be collected together in item structures via an item relationship
restricting the attributes to consist of either another item or other item structures  sub-structures!. Itcin
relationships allow items to be associated together and because thc product structure views are both
item structures and items, these different views can be related.

Figure 8: The Ship Common Model

~ Product Structures
The SCM Product Structures arc built upon the Fratnework and provide a set of generic views that
represent a structuring of the product by  !or example! system, space, attd assembly or by connectivity.
Any one or more of these can be adapted by any protocol f' or it's own usc. Ncw protocols should use or
update those generic models rather than providing an isolated structuring technique. In this sense the
Product Structure inechanisrns are actually domain independent until specialised by the AP under
consideration. However, where a view is missing or not catered for, the model should be updated to
 ake account of the requirements in a generic ~nanner similar to those already established.

Utilities
The SCM Utilities provide a sct of support services that most APs might need, As the name suggests
they are not inandatory for use in each AP as this depends more on the nature of each AP. They are
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characteri»tically, unlike the previous parts, not sub-typed or specialised for u»e in other APs. In
gcn»r<rl they are used "as is". Therefore those AP» wishing to use employ configuration m;rnagement
»ystcnt» or other utilities such as locatton concepts, general characteristics etc., rnu»t use these parts ot
rhe SCM.

~ Support Resources'I hc Support Rcsourc»s underpin the Fratnework and the Utilities. They consist ol the STEP integrated
Rcsotlrces also known as the I art40'», and the Application Interpreted Con»tructs  AIC»!, 'I'hc»c
provide thc basic definition» ot' the constructs used in all STEP rnodcls,

Of c<>urse th» SCM can bc tr»ated just like any other AP and thc Building Blocks for thi» err<> be
c<>nti urcd accordin< ly. Figure 9 shows a planning model of how th»se Building Block» can he
cont'igurcd for thi» purpose. Where mor< than one Building Block is referenced, a»hadow effect has
hccn dr;rwn. The u»e of »u»h;1 meta model" has its advantage» and di»advantage» for both the ARM
level and Application Interpreted Model  AIM! levels. I'Igure 9: SCM Planning Model

SCMar<d ARM jevel Use

The primary usc for the SCM ha»
been at thc ARM level and in
particular to help co-ordinate the
ditTcrcnt u»cs ot' thc Building
Blocks acro»» the differ»nt AP».
Apart from thc main drivers
discussed above, the SCAPI also
help» to overcome ditferent
modelling»ty!cs and reduces the
need to develop independent way»
of organising each model, Thi»
nright be especially true in c;rse»
wh»rc there is morc than onc w;ry
to nrodel the domain. By providing

flexit>le backbone, with ready
built viewpoints on the domain, thc
modellcr i» free to cxarnine trow
hest to <nake use of the con»tructs
given, rather than develop their
own mechanism to represent thc
v iew: of thc dotnai n. 'I'hi»
mechani»m i» something frequently

only di»covered towards the cnd of thc modelling effort, when the strategy <>f the model is n>aturc and
a consistent approach to the model's organisation is required. Hence the modeller can instead.
concentrate or> the i»»ues at hand and specific to the domain.
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;:.:;characteristically, unlike the previous parts, not sub-typed or speciali»ed for use in other APs, In
:';,:::.general they are used "as is". Therefore, those APs wishing to use employ configuration management
::::;%'yfterns or other utilities such as location concepts, general characteristics ctc., must use these parts ot
,',:: 'tlte SCM.

l;,'.,>'' Support Resources

!':7be Support Resources underpin the Framework and the Utilities. They consist of the STEP Integrated
:; Resources also known as the Part40's, and the Application Interpreted Constructs  AICs!. These
'i::::,:Iirovide the basic definition~ of the constructs used in all STEP inodels.
 .

I:,::Of course the SCM can he treated just like any other AP and the Building Blocks for this can be
':i'onfigured accordingly. Figure 9 shows a planning model of how these Building Blocks can bc
'�"COnfigured for this purpose. Where more than one Building Block is referenced, a shadow effect has
::;;':ken drawn. The use of such a "meta model" has its advantages and disadvantage» for both the ARM
',:::Iev el and Application Interpreted Model  AIM! levels,

Figure 9: SCM Planning Model

SCM and AAM I.evel Use

The primary use for the SCM has
been at the ARM level and in

particular to help co-ordinate thc
different uses of the Building
Blocks across the different APs.
Apart from the main drivers
discussed above, the SCM also
helps to overcome different
modelling styles and reduces the
need to develop independent ways
of organising each model. This
might he especially true in cases
where there is inorc than one way
to model the domain. By providing
a flexible backbone, wi th ready
built viewpoints on the doinain, the
inodeller is free to examine how
best to make use of the constructs
given, rather than develop their
own mechanism to represent the
view of the domain. Thi»

inechanism is soinething frequently
strategy of the model is mature and
Hence ihe modeller can instead,

 ,

!AX,

 'i4ii]y discovered towards the end of
a4";consistent approach to the mod
 !co'n'centrate on the issues at hand an

the modelling effort, when the
el's organisation is required.

d specific to the domain.
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The entities used fram the Integrated Resources are
contained in a number of FXPRESS schemas known
collectively in STFP as "the Part 40's". These
schemas are selected based upon the entities required
as identified within the mapping table. Hence an AIM
EXPRESS Short-listing can be developed for use

Me N e I'lesC e IS M 4>Ma

j~ 'i   > >vis
,;"',rt b e

m>ep

44>V 4 44 4>

M>44 NAI Hll liar,em:I 4 I m I'V I a 92>
ro

within Clause 5.2. By resolving the Short tarm
listing, a complete EXPRESS model  longform! can
be generated.

SCffRMh ship moahled alarm schema;
VSZ FROMaic~eomeirica  y hoaadrd verefnune,
Ush' FROM appraval schema
 approvol,
approval evea>,

,gf% F.SS
i.*:5 >II I 
."'>:'k >sin
P,

approve ~>ares J:

need to be written in EXPRESS as either local or

;. lvrrbal rules to maintain the semantics. Occasionally, there is no individual lR entity to map to which
;,'divides the correct attributes. In such cases the mapping may branch in a number of directions
t','Qptifying more than one target where the use of one provides the context on another. The complexity
j@the mappings can easily become un-manageable when dealing with large rnodcls. For example,
> @ay results for AP216  Ship Moulded Farms! are indicating that there will be over 400 pages of
st!ales  just for the AIM Mappings! and this AP is the smallest of thc Shipbuilding APs that are active,

,"!r!I'erroperabitity of the final model with other translators must be considered when developing the AIM
pt!ee the first instinct is to follow the same method of abstraction of the ARM, In the Ship AP ARMs
<'p'e abstraction method is largely through the use of subtypeisupertype constructs to capture the
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However, the Mapping Rules from the document also

:,:et|tire Framework, one viewpoint of the Product Structure suite, most Utilities and Supporting
Itecsaurces. However, it also tells us that a number of new components have been added, such as the
,;Compartments, Cargoes and Arrangements UoF's, for example, shown on the left-hand side.

,'g!lre to the distributed modelling environment managed by EMSA, a change to one of the Building
':Illocks within r.he SCM means that it only need be changed once, att other APs which use that part wiII
',,:,Meed to only re-import the latest brick to be conformant again.

;;,:$CMand A.IM I evel Use

;;:,';.[he documentation of the AIM consists of Clause 5.1  Mapping Table! and Clause 5.2  AIM
~3Itartform!. In addition to this, the Interpretation Team generates an Interpretation Report describing
i'::.;:Qie methods, assumptions and agreements used to carry out the interpretation. The AIM Mapping table
~!!taws how each UoF & application object of the ARM maps to one or more AIM constructs. It is often
;«''J!e case that whilst carrying out the interpretation process, minor inconsistencies in the ARM are
4<~l!iscovered and decisions on the interpretation are dependant on how these are resolved, Ultimately,
~l>'testis results in an ARM issue, which contains the proposal of the AIM developnrcnt team. Therefore,
 <'1!ie ARM is never complete until the AIM is finalised,

",'':Qappings are described through mapping paths that target one or more entities of the Integrated
;%sources. These can then also be constrained by Mapping Rules to restrict the conditions under which
;,"I!rat mapping is to be used.

 ,'/pure 11: AIM Mapping Table & Shortform
 I'!',c



abstraction, and this was used in the initial mappings to the IRs. However, it became apparent that the
IRs make more use of entity to entity associations and association entities rather than subtyping and
introducing a new subtype of an IR entity specifically for an AP. In fact doing this will immediately
make that part of the AP un-interoperable if this would be the only AP implementing it.
Interoperability is always broken as soon as the basic constructs being used across the different AIMs
are changed in one of the translators. Hence an agreement was made to re-map the APs without the
introduction of subtypes. This was also in the light of other APs, such as the AP214 Team,
 Automotive Design! who explicitly removed all AIM subtypes where possible to be more
interoperable with other APs.

Figure 12 SCM Framework char deirnrhon

etc'

plate cutout pay!et -eratrrr'yt
For example;
� Items map as follows:
~ ship tnaps to product

which is the only product",:-:.:�:i';:-':-',' ':::i'+t't',"',;-.',Xiii''tt't'ai't&'tt'llo 0':;;"::;.::,:; "," '-,
in all ship APs

and moulded form map to .'-. " "I't~';,",:"A'ti'j'j'jest&.
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features map to
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item structures should map to group

Figure 13 Early Mappittgs of the SCM
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Other mapping agreements have been made between the shipbuilding AP teams regarding issues
around; AIM subtypes for Management Resources and PLIB Services; mapping of data type'
semantics, unnecessary attributes in target entities, mapping of ARM attributes that do not have direct':
AIM equivalents, and a range of general agreements around the mapping of the Ship Common Modek
For example, as the SCM Framework is organised in a hierarchy by item/definition/representation, thill'
hierarchy should be mapped to the Integrated Resources into a similar manner  see Figure l2! since.",
this was possible without the introduction of new subtypes. Other mapping agreements are shotttta::
graphically below in Figure 13,

Path showing
item crop topology,Ihe ndrrneel Ihng part of the

I ptyt eer eer Integrated
Peon»rr pg productp t op oh roe,

Definitian ee-cydecispedo, or proden
how the Ihrlg d dolnod ro dei frmiron

gel I Odo et IPll
product detinreo

Represett tati on



� Subtype» of both, item and item structure  like ship moulded form or. sy»tern! shall map to a
complex instance of a mapping destination of item  product definition in this case! and group
� Dctinition» should map as follow»:
~ lo product definition if the defined object inaps to product
~ trr property definition if the defined object maps to producl definition

to representation il the defined object maps to shape aspect
� Representation»hould i»ap to representation
� Representation itcin should inap lo representation item

Such igrccnicnts;irc required because there are many way» to lravcrse thc IRs from lhc initial cnlry
point on lhc graph lo the destination or target entity, Of course»ome of the ARlvl cnlitics within lhe
SCM arc ab»tract supertype» which may have many differenl. subtypes which may or i»ay not
introduce new attributes al lower level», Such»ubtypes might map to completely different IR entitie»
thus making mapping at lhc nieta-model level more complex, Traditionally, thc»e supertype mapping
would be reproduced from tliat of thc»ublypcs. However, lhi» makes the tables larger and morc
complex, where a»irnple referencing in the tables lo such subtype» should be acceptable rather thari
providing redundant information.

In gcncral, the SCM has provided a source of stability between lhe different ARM» being interpreted
»uch that a common mapping strategy can be devised. Parts of the»tratcgy are very restriclivc
 nccc»»ary to allow intcroperability!, and others not so. Most take into account the type of entity,
whether it is abstract or nol, the presence of attributes, context to the product  thc ship! and prcviou»
rnappings,

The further use ol' thc SCM v.ithin AIM implementations is still beyond the scope of this paper since
none of the Ship AP AIMs are comple c enough at present. However, when looking al the work thai is
currently under way it is possible to»ee large similarities between lhc. AIIVl of AP216 and AP218.
These»iniilarilics are in tcrrn» ot' lhe underlying mappings of the inodcls, bul ul»o many oi the local
and global constr;iint» that accoinpany the rnappings, will be the »arne. Thi» means that many of lhc
functions and code  which wilt use the rule» as a specification! will be able lo be rc-used t'rom one
translator to lhe other. Tliis will ensure interoperability between thc Ship AP». Lastly, because the. Siiip
AP» have not introduced any Ship AP � specific subtype» in the AIMs, il incan» that. most olher
traiishitors who have used the same Integrated Resources of STEP will be able lo recognise the data
I'rom the translator» built to the specification of the Ship AP AIM».

One I'inal comment on the usc of AIM-based translators is that since ARM-ba»cd translator» arc
currently being developed and tested, it means that we shall have the ability to test these tran»lator»
hack to back, or at least lo compare the results to previous exchanges of dalii.

EMSA Business Cases

Busincs» cases are identified by members of El@ISA where the exchange of data can be. shown lo
provide a comincrcial benefit and aiin lo develop pilot  ARM-based! lranslalors based upon thc»c
using the methodology de»cribcd below. The scope of the exchange must bc large enough to provide a
significant cosl. saving if irnplernenration is to be carried out, but al»o small enough that il can bc
developed rapidly. LJItimatciy, EMSA lobbies the respective Application Protocols  AP»! by rai»ing
issue» again»t the AP at the ISO lcvcl, or to accomniodate lhe»e requirements a» the basi» ol
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conformance classes on the AP. These business cases are also known a» EMSA Protocol». The
business cases, having idenlified their data requirements, can review the Building Blocl » a»d map
those requirements to the Building Blocks. This provides both a tabular documentation ol thc
requirements and forins an input for the shortform required in order to generate the EMSA Protocol.

EMSA ha» a number ot business cases that are currently a«tiv«. On«c»»tre» upon the inter;ictio» ot';i
shipyard with a classification society during the dcsig» approv;il ph;i»c of the lifecycle., whilst the
second involves a shipyard or dc»ign office a»d a model ba»in. ag;iiii duri»g thc dc»ign period.

The Hull Cross Section Business Case
Hull cross-section information i» commonly exchanged hctw«c»»hipy;ird» � or other engineering
offices � and classification societies during thc design pha»c of ih» ship life cycle. The exch;mgc» are
for the purpose of plan approval ot' the shipyard dc»ign. A hull cro»»-seciioii i» the collection ot' all
those parts of the ship structure at a specified longitudi»al position th;it are relevant for longitudinal
strength. For the analysis the ship is viewed as a beam, with a length ol' approximately ihc length
between perpendicular» and with eros» sc«tional propertie» that vary over length.

Currently the required data for approval are rno»tly communicat»d L»in technic;il drawin s. The
drawings are output from ship design and construction»ysiem», At th«classification»ocietie» ol'l'icc»
the drawings are either checked manually against the rulebook», or th»y;irc entered into a»;ippriival
system. Based on this input the cia»sification society produce» «n;ipprovalrcport that highlights
deficiencies of the ship design if this i» necessary. The defi«iencie» may be noted down by re<i-mai I ing
the drawing. In case of computer-aided approvals an a»tom;iticiilly pro<luccd rcport returns dct'iiled
results to the shipyard. Already for thc near fuiurc it i» envisaged io u»c digital data excha»gc ai»o»g
the ship construction systems and the analysis package» ot thc «la»»ification soci»ties. The
implementations based on this business case specification will co»tribute lo the new way of ivorking.
They will imply that electronic copies of three dimensional ship de»igns,irc»eiit to cia»»ification
societies via e-tnail or similar means. Nowadays hull cross se«tion approv;il i»»till ba»ed on two-
diinensional data, with all the limitation» this means for secure analy»is.

Figure 14: Typical 2-D Mid-Ship Section Plan Figure 15: Some 3-I! Huil t'ross Section
elements

Without major human interaction the ship construction data will be re;id into a»ship»tructur;il analy»i»
and approval package. Deficiencie» of thc design will be re«og»is«d a»d corre»ponding notes be add«d
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to the reccivcd inodel. The validated and marked digital model will be returned. It will bc irnportcd
into  hc consiruclion system of the design office and changed to satisfy the classification sociely
comme n t».

1'hi» future»cenario leaves the roles of the players in this business case untouched; design and anal v»i»
are»trictly»eparated. Such activities today typically take in the order of »ix weeks, but with this
»cenario it is possible to foresee that at least. a 50% reduction in this lead is possible. Ilowever, with the
new data exchange technology the proces» can be made even morc efficient. The analysis tool» can be
given to the dc»igners»o that they cari check their draft designs iinniediately; no cros»-coinpany
communication would bc required. The classification societies would finally be handed a ship design
that ha» already been verified and which only needs a finai approval, In summary, the shipyard or
de»ign office may in the future do the verification by analysis themselves, This, however, require» a
scarnle»» coiiiinunication between ship constructioil and structure approval systeins, as airncd for by
thi» busine»s case spccitication. This bu»inc»s case is seen as the basis of a conformance cia»» for
AP218 Ship Structures.

Towing Tank Business Case
The other business case rcvoivcs around the interaction of a shipyard and model basin during i.tic
generation and tesi.ing ol the hull form. This business case is seen «s the basis of a conformance class
for AP216.

1'hc inoulded forin ol the ship is sent to the model basin from thc yard for a seric» of hydrodynaintc
tests. Thc hull shape is iinported into the model basin's coinputer aided modelling systein in order to
produce thc phy»ical model. After the tests the model basin uses the te»t rc»ults to suggest a moditied
hull form that i»»cnt to the yard. In this iterative process, the information may need to bc several
exchanges made between the»hipyard and model basin,

A niodcl basin typically handles one hundred ship geometries per year. This geotnetry handling
implies the transfer of information from paper drawings or a variety of digital forms, to a format
readable by the model basin's CAD systems. Each transition requires three to five inan-days work for
translation and verification of the data unless the CAD systems used by the model basin and shipyard
are the,sarnc and il the information is paper based additional time i» required for postal transaction.

A similar situation exists in thc application of Computational Flow Dynamics  CFD!. All CFD tools

Figure 1G Examples Moulded Form using Traditional l,ines and Surfaces
used require inforination about the hull shape to be translated to a proprietary forrnaL t'or further
processing, When the shipyard receive» the modified hull form it i» usually tran»ferred into tw<i
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systems. It is translated to the native CAD format used by the yard for further design and eventually
building of the ship. It is also archived in its current format for future use,

With the in roduction of STEP, each of the companies  the shipyard and thc nrodcl basin! uses
translators from their CAD system's format to the S'1'I P file format, Such tr;inslation requires around
quarter of an hour. The electronic transfer of the tile will  ypically take quar er of an hour r<sing
standard systems. The shipyard can also usc 'hull moulded form' STEP inodels to help integrate the
different phases of the ship design, build and through life support.

EMSA has a number of other Business Cases being developed for the following  ypcs of data;
~ Design Data � A yard pl;iys thc role ot the Main Contractor  MC! who subconlrac s ou  a part of

the ship's design. The Engineering SubCon ractor  ESC! then in par'illel to  hc MC, produces;r
detailed design. It is possible to updale modificauons made by th» MC into the system of the ESC,
and in the reverse situation, the MC has to add modifications to the data tron> the ESC into his
system. Collating all the design data, the MC sends a cornple e A de >riled design to a Pn>duction
SubContractor  PSC!. Reality shows that there is no s raightforwiird tlow of data and several
iterations are needed to complete thc dc ailed design;<nd to send necessary modifications to the
production yards, So it i» necessary to usc also use tools f<ir configuration managerncnt of' thc da ir.

~ As-built data - When thc ship is completed thc as-built ship producl data will be transferred to lhc
ship owner and the classifica ion society. This hull detinition data can then  orrn thc basis lor
systems used for monitoring the condition of the hull and recording lhc results of surveys. The
ability to exchange lhe as-built hull data automatically bc ween the computer systems involved w'ill
reduce by several weeks the time taken for the classifica ion society to configure these sys ems
according to the specification of each diffcrcn  ship.

Other suggestions have been rnadc but v ith only finite resources. only those above have hccn dcf'incd
fully,

Business Case Implementations
EMSA supports implementation projects such as SEASPRITE[2] and CALYPSO[5] to help develop
and implement the business cases that have been identified. SEASPRITE i» a 3-year project, involved
in the implementation of transia ors using the EMSA Business Cases dcscribcd above. These were
reported in EMSA's Newsle  ers[3], showing successful results of the prototype  ranslators dating front
January f998 to May l998. Work has continued on these transla ors and i» also being reported at
ICCAS [4][6][7] elsewhere this year. It also possible that  hese translators will be demonstrated ai
olher events during the year . The CALYPSO project has also been using lhe Towing Tank business
case to exchange hullform data between shipyards and model basins for use with Computational l.luid
Dynamic  CPD! analysis.

A similar initiative has also been active in the USA under the MariSTEP[8] project, who hav» hccn
developing similar schemas for the US shipbuilding industry, 1 hcsc initiatives are broi>dfy
complenientary and will hopefully he brought together under mutual co-opcration at the level of
EMSA and NIDDESC .

Eor example, PDT-Days Europe, Sravanger, Norway Apr>l 15/16 1999 ISO TC I t�/SC4/WG3 T23 Mccr<ng,
t.illel>a>iuiier, Norway rune 1999 or NorS >ipping, Sravanger, Norway Junc 19r/9
eNavy Indrrsrry Digital Dar > Exchange  '<n>>rnitrec, c<lui valent <>rganisa>i<>n t<> EMS>e< in the US<'<
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FMSA i» now irivestigating thc mechanisms to help verify to which level the translators produced
<recording to the EMSA Protocols actually conform to the specific;itious. This i» scen as a nccc»»ary
»tcp towards acceptance trom the industry that has now started to actively request for software
confvrmar>t to STEP, Tho»c EMSA Protocol schema» that act as conformance classes vnactual Ship
AP» will of cour»e become obsolete when those AP» are finally produced, but such translator» will not
bccorlle redundant for some tinic.

Immediate Future

13y putting ARM-based transl;itors into usc as soon as possible, the impacts by which the businc»s
processes thernsclvc» will need to change will begin to become apparent with the associated the
busiriess benefits, When the AIM translatvrs in the future replace these, most customers will only be
aw;irc oi' an update to the sr>ftware being used, ARM or AIM usage will become corrrplelely
transparent. H»nce the development and use of ARM-bascd translators will not be wasted when rhc AP
AIM» become siandardiscd, for two main reasons. Firstly. the former translator» will provide a
mcchani»rin for v;ilidation ol' the AIM-hased systems ensuring that the semantics of the ARM have
been rnainurined in the AIM. Secondly, by using mapping languages such as EXPRESS-X, a further
 pluggable! processor woold be able to take the ARM-based instance data from any existing»ystein
and tv translate those into AIM-based in»tancc data  and vice-vcr»a lor importing data!, This will
provide an upwardly conrpritible add-on to ruake ARM-based translators conformant, A project to
research thi» idea has already been set up  SEANET[18]!.

FMSA is al»o interested in ensuring that the Building Block met.hodology i» upwardly compatible iv
such new initiatives as the Modules Approach, This could involve a mechanism for merging vl'
Building Blocks into Modules at the level of UoFs. At this level, the AlM spccificritions could then b»
added»ince this is the lcve] at which the interpretation process is carried out, Hence a new "UoF shvrt-
listing" cr>uld be designed to accompany thc existing one for Building Block».

Conclusions

The rrdvantage» ot' the Building Block approach for the development of' the Ship AP ARM» has been
shov n, The approach has also been»hov n to help AIM development. t>roups within ISO have now
been building upon this and other approaches to define a new "Modules" approach, which further
cont'irms this as the type of approach required in AP development in the luturc,
EMSA provides a»igniticant 1:uropean input to the development of thc lSO APs through the Bu»in»»s
cases that focus attention on industry bottlenecks. It also provides»upport for the continued use ot the
Building Block methodology, thc FMSA Server and Ship Cornrnon Model. EMSA will produce a»ct
of guidelines on how tran»1;rtors tor the EMSA Protocols will be verified such that customer» c;in he
satisfied that the underlying technology ha» been proven, industry need» working solutions now. The
ISO process i» a neccs<a>try hut voluntary and expensive one, which requires con»i»tent and sustained
effort bet'orc Lhc final fruits will become available. 1!ntil this time, ARM ba»cd tr'rnslators will provide
the drivers lor today. Modellers and vendors should seize the opportunity to stimulate the market now.
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NEUTRAL FORMAT DATA EXCHANGES BETWEEN SHIP PRODUCT
MODELS AND ANALYSIS INTERFACES

Alan K. Crawford and Greg Harrington, Newport Nevvs Shipbuilding, ¹wport News, VA
Robert M. Ames and Richard T. Van Eseltine, NSWC, Carderock Divi>ion, West Bethesda, MD

Abstract

During the past decade, significant effort has been expended on the development of neutral
format exchanges of CAD and, more recently, Product Model data. These efforts include IGES, PDES,
NIDDESC, and the morc recent STEP initiatives, These efforts have been driven by the need to
exchange data within or between companies and government agencies. There have been many
successful projects which depended on the exchange of data using these neutral formats, but most have
concentrated on the exchange of data between similar systems, primarily CAD and drafting systems,
This paper addresses the need to access data frotn emerging Product Model systems to l'eed legacy
analysis systems, A data exchange was developed and tested between a ship product model and several
naval architecture analysis systems. The transfer included, among other attributes, the molded form
detmition, compartment deflnition, and connectivity information. To support this effort, a server was
developed to provide the ability to create, query, and retrieve the important geometry and relationships
for ship molded forms and cornpartmentation for a given analysis task or set of tasks. An interface was
created to load the server from a Newport News Shipbuilding workstation VIVIDS product model
using a modified STEP format file. On the other side ot the server. interfaces were developed for
several standard analysis program». This paper will provide an overview of this project including the
geometry server, the interface to the product model, and the interfaces to the analysis programs. lt will
discu»s the project philosophy, the attempt to follow the existing STEP standard and to use existing
software technology, and noted capabilities and deficiencies r'n the currently available standards and
technology.

Disclaimer

This document presents the opinions of the authors which do not necessarily reflect the official
positions held by Newport News Shipbuilding.

Introduction

Two years ago, the Naval Sea Systems Command initiated a task to study data exchange
between design and analysis data. The concept was developed by a group of Navy personnel as a
benchmark to measure progress toward establishing a collaborative modeling and simulation-based
engineering environtnent within the NAVSEA community; and, to provide recommendations to the
CAD and standards development communities a» to the requirements associated with the future
viability of the NAVSEA collaborative environment.

The focus of this initiative was to design and implement software necessary to take geometric
product data and perform analysis on it. The test of this capability wa» demonstrated using Newport
News VIVID'< product model geometry and PME equipment data with the analysis performed using
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the Ship Hull Characteristics Program  SHCP!, and the Ship Vulnerability Model  SVM!. Software
tools and services were designed to provide a means to communicate product data to the analyst in the
form that they require in order to perform their functions. The approach was not to perform these
services in a way specific to the VIVID. geometry or to any specific analysis, but rather in a generic
fashion applicable to many types of analysis and multiple sources of product model geometry.

Because of the wide varietv of geometry models and the lack of "intelligent" topology in mov
CAD systems necessary for complex design, it was determiiied that a new geometric topology wa»
critical to success in translation to many discipline-specific analysis applications. The use of standards
such as STEP to translate product data from product model geometry to a common geometry server
was pursued as the desired approach; but liberty was given where necessary to allow extension of the
standard where necessary to support this new topology and its new geometric entities,

The requirement for intelligent geometry i» particularly evident when inodeling and analyzing
complex parts such as naval combatants. The resultant effort by the Naval Surface Warfare Center,
Carderock Division  NSWCCD! to provide this intelligent geometry as a service to applications was
one of the major outcomes of this effort. The implementation of this capability, called Geometry
Object Structure  GOBS!, was a Common Object Request Broker Architecture  CORBA! service that
provides the required CAD-to-CAE linkage. Impletuenting GOBS as a CORBA service was
determined to be more beneficial than a flat neutral flle because it provides methods as well as data
with the geometric objects, This allows applications to use the service to interrogate the geometry
and/or construct additional data entities like section curves without requiring each application to
possess an equivalent geometry engine. Each analysis application was also wrapped as a CORBA
client/server object,

The demonstration of this environment with associated test applications and product model data
is shown in Figure I,

Analysis ProgramsProduct Models

Geometric Data Equipment Data SHCPSVM

Figure 1 � Demonstration Environment

Product Model Technology

There is no single accepted definition of a "Product Model" in industry or even within thc
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shipbuilding community. It has been used to describe geometry based Computer Aided Design  CAD!
models and solid topological models. The Newport News Shipbuilding view of a product model goes
beyond these definitions to describe a product model as an all-encompassing model of a ship project,
A ship product model takes advantage of the available computer tools for describing the geometry of a
ship, but it also includes all attributes necessary for the design, production, and operation of the ship.

The product model for a product as complex as a ship is not likely to be defined by a single
computer system. It will likely require the use of a series of systetns that work within their own
domain and communicate with other systems through public interfaces. A simplified view ol some of
these domains is shown in Figure 2. The division between domains is arbitrary. Some may choose to
combine the production planning into the design and geometry definition model. Others may split the
design and geometry definition model into modules for design, detailing, and inanufacturing.

Figure 2 � Demonstration Environment

Newport News Shipbuilding has chosen to concentrate product model development on the
design and geometry definition inodule. The key to this model is to capture the information needed at
each step in the process to allow each step in the process to build upon the outputs of the previous step,
The model presents each user with a view of the model suitable for a specific task. In an ideal product
model, each decision will be made once, as early as practical, and propagated through the remaining
steps in design and construction. Changes to the design are accomplished by changing the decisions at
each step, with the results propagating through to the geometry.

The configuration of the design and geometry model defines an organization, a topology, and a
set of representations for the data, The organization allows the data to be accessed by logical
groupings or views. The topology defines the logical and physical relationships between the model
elements. The representations are generated as a result of the topology. The focus of this project was
structural design and this focus will be used to simplify the definition of the above concepts,

The primary organizational elements are systems, spaces, and assemblies. Systems define the
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functional elements for the ship. This includes plate systems and profile systems. Plate systeins are
decks, bulkheads, hull shells, and general plate systetns. Spaces define the spatial arrangement of the
ship. They can be either compartments, which define physical spaces within the ship bounded
generally by plate systems. or zones, which define logical spaces within the ship bounded by arbitrary
boundaries or by plate systems, Assemblies define the construction sequence for collections of parts.
An assembly can be defined either bottoin-up from a set of parts or top down as all parts contained
within a geometric volume,

The topology of the inodel is defined by conncctivity and bounding relationships between
elements. These two concepts are integrally related, in that a bounded object is logically connected to
the bounding object. However, it is possible to have connected elenients that are not involved in a
bounding relationship. This topology is crucial to the generation of the final geometry from the base
geometry and decisions defined at each step in the process.

Representations are viev s ot the geometry for a ship. Each representation may contain a
combination of independent geomeiry not affected by the topology and derived geometry that is
dependent on the topology and related geoinetry. The supported representations are design detail, and
manufacturing. These three views are shown in Figure 3 for a sainplc bulkhead.

1'igure 3 � Three Representations of a Bulkhead

Consider the example of a deck system. Initially the deck is a concept that a deck is needed to
serve some purpose. The exact height for the deck may not be known, but the deck can he defined as
bounded by two frames and the hull shell. When the deck surface and the surfaces of the frame» and
hull shell have been established, the deck will he trimmed by this bounding geometry. A planar deck
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surface can be defined by a single value for the deck height. The design representation of the deck is
the trimmed face defined by the deck surface and its boundaries. The deck can be assigned attributes,
such as thickness and tightne»», that will drive the generation of part details on the system, but these
details will not be shown in the design representation. The deck can also be split by seams to indicate
changes in the system attributes for different portions of the deck.

When parts are generated on the deck, they automatically inherit the properties of the parent
deck, including surface, boundaries, seams, thickness, and tightness. These attributes are used to
generate the detailed representation of the plate part. Unlike the design representation, this detailed
representation shows the effects of thickness and other details, For example, it is a solid that shows its
true thickness, the edges have been trimmed to account for the thickness of bounding plates, and
cutouts are present on the edges in way of stiffeners and seams. Ideally, this representation can be
generated autornaticaliy from the system and topology definition, but it may require some alteration» at
the part level.

The part contains attributes, generally driven by rules, that define the manufacturing
requirements for the part. These attributes can include such items as added material for assembly,
weld bevel details, and weld shrinkage factors. With this information, it is possible to develop the
manufacturing view of the part from the detailed view. This view depends on the specific
manufacturing plant capabilities, but it is generally a curve based geometry that details the edges and
marking lines on one or both faces of the plate, For curved plates, it includes the flat pattern for
cutting the plate and may also include templates required for forming the plate,

The space model of the ship defines the boundaries of the spaces via relationships to the
bounding plates and arbitrary geometry. It also defines the attributes of the space, such as tightness.
The connectivity between spaces is also defined, along with connection attributes that define
accessibility between spaces.

The assembly model of the ship is a hierarchical taxonomy where the ship is divided into
assemblies and parts. Each of these assemblies is also composed of assemblies and parts down to the
lowest level assembly. An assembly can also contain a topological definition that defines a region
within the ship. In this case, the list of parts and assemblies is derived.

Geometry Object Structure  GOBS!

The GOBS technology allows CAD system geometry and attributes to be presented to
engineering modelers and analysts in a form that allows for convenient discretization according to the
requirements of their models. The GOBS model purports that geometric product model data is defined
and represented as 'views' of geometric objects. The word "view" is in quotes because it is actually an
object that appears as geometry, This is not to say that GOBS does not allow geometric objects to
represent geometric product model data only that another more powerful approach is available. This is
contrary to most CAD representations where the geometry defines the view and the object
sitnultaneou»ly. In addition, GOBS contains connection entities that define common boundaries
between objects like the intersection at a deck edge and the hull. The boundary of the deck knows
where it is located on the hull and visa versa.

A discussion of some of the GOBS objects follows. It is important to understand that due to
space con»traints not ail GOBS objects are discussed nor are the various methods available to
applications as a CORBA service.

To understand one aspect of this new geoinetry topology, an example of three compartments
within a ship, depicted in Figure 4, is illustrated. This three compartinent case, while simplistic in
appearance, actually poses a number of challenges to product modeling. Consider the "knowledge"
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that must exist at transverse bulkhead 2,  Trans-2!. Thi» bulkhead plays a number of roles one of which
is the boundary of three compartment».

The bulkhead is connected to the bull, port and starboard, the longitudinal bulkhead, and both
decks above and below. In addition, there are locations on this bulkhead that tnay be of interest to
analysts such a» the corner points at intersections with other surfaces  longitudinal, hull, deck. etc.!
This bulkhead also plays a role as a boundary, or I.acc, of each individual compartment.. These
boundaries can be described as "views" of the bulkhead as seen by each compartment and unique to
each compartment. Consider also that the object Trans-2 may play a role, or roles, in many other
"views" such as a watertight bulkhead hounding a zone on the ship.

Lc u g 'r run»-l
Hull- pDeck-2

Hull-»

Figure 4 - Three Compartment Test Case

Product Model Views

In GOBS "views" of product model data are actually objects that compose existing geometry
into unique physical objects. Similarly there are views that associate physical objects into like
groupings. Views that create physical objects from geometry elements are called Topological View's,
Views that associate Topological Views into common groups are called Common Views.

To olo ical Views
The term Topological View i» foreign to most familiar with geometric modeling. It's best to

think of them as traditional »urfaccs, trinuned surfaces, and Brep solids, with additional capability,
The construction of Topological Viev,s allow» for member shape objects, like surfaces and solid», used
in the creation of a Topological View, to also play a role as geometric members in others Topological
Views.

Common Views
Common View s do not have any spatial constraints. Unlike Topological Views, they are simplv



a logical grouping of Trrpologicvl Views. Comnton Views can also have other Commo>i Views as
members. Comnion Vietvs are the primary vehicle by which domain analyst or designers will view or
interrogate the product model, One example of a Common View could be "Habitability Spaces on
Deck 3". Another Common Vieii called "Ship Habitability Spaces" could contain the Coninurn View
'Habitability Spaces on Deck 3" as a member. Similar uses of Commrrn Views could include -Exterior
Surfaces", "Compartments", 'Machinery Spaces", or "Mast".

Some distinctions should be made of the dift'erence» between GOBS shape objects and what
can be considered typical geometric entities in applications that use and compose geometry such a»
CAD»ystems. In GOBS, geometry  Topological Views! i» the association of shape and Properrie».
Current shape objects are Surf lice», trimmed surfaces  Facesj, and manifold brep Solids.

One major difference in GOBS modeling is the representation of Faces. Currently CAD
systems today consider a Face to be composed of a single Surface bounded by a single outer boundary
and any number of inner boundaries. The typical CAD model doe» not allow the underlying Surfiice to
bc used in the construction of any other Face. It requires that a copy of that Surface be made, GOBS,
on the other hand, allow» for a single Surface to be used in the construction of any number of Faces',
where the Face object contains reference to one Surface, one outer EdgeLoop, and any number of inner
EdgeLoops. This concept is illustrated more clearly in Figure 5, where thc deck on a ship i» shown
highlighting three Faces used as compartment boundaries. All three Faces share a common deck
Surface and are defined by a»election of Edges that compose a bounded EdgeLoop.

Because Surfaces, Faces, and Solids are shape objects they have no Prolrerties, In GOBS the
Topological View clas» a»sociates member shape objects with physical characteristics or Properries
and can be thought of as a geometric component, or part. The Topological View has Properties of a
physical or performance nature, where the underlying Surface, Fvce, or Solid object, is simply
providing information on its shape. As Topoiogica/ Views are composed, the grouping into Common
Views is the next natural step.

In Figure 5, Tolrological Views of regions on a deck are illustrated. [n this case they appear as
"Comp 1 Deck", "Comp 2 Deck", and "Comp 3 Deck". Each Topological View use Faces  "FAI",
"FAZ", "FA3"! to define the shape of a compartment  Common Views named "Compartment 1",
"Compartment 2", "Compartinent 3"!, Similarly these Common View compartments are also shown as
members of a single Common View defining a zone  "Zone 1"!. In summary, this example
demonstrates how each compartment derives its shape from Faces, These Faces are defined as simple
boundaries  FdgeLoops! on single underlying geometric element which is a Surface  Deck I! defining
the entire deck shape, These compartments are then associated in a Common View to support design
domain knowledge.
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Figure 5 - Three Compartments on Deck 1
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Figure 6 � CoEdge Spline Dependencies
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With this topology the ability to traverse boundaries, both logically, explicitly, and with
information on the relationship of surface parameter space affords many advantages, Clearly the
ability to grid or mesh across trim surface boundaries with node continuity is the inost obvious.

With the GOBS objects available as a CORBA service to legacy applications, the
communication of a single product model geometry in multiple views provides an efficient and
effective means for rnultidiscipline analysis.

VIVID. Product Model to GOBS Converter

There is a fundamental difference between the definition of a ship in GOBS and within a
product model such as VIVIDO>, The GOBS definition is concerned with a ship definition of topology
and geometry. The product model combines a functional approach with topology for its definition.
Fortunately, the product model provides the information and relationships required to create a GOBS
definition. This is an advantage not shared by typical CAD models.

In the product model, the topology and geometry are not directly associated to all dependent
objects. For example, a part on a decl has no surface and a compartment has absolutely no geornctry.
Thc GOBS model requires a direct relationship between all objects and its defining geometry. The
product model derives this relationship when it needs to access the geometry, Note that this does not
imply inefficiency in the GOBS deflnition or storage standards. The geometry and topology are
shared, not duplicated,Figure 7 shows a much-simplified mapping of the objects in the VIVID. product model
required to support the export to GOBS. Of these, the analysis tools to be served using GOBS are
mostly concerned with plate systems and spaces. Structurally, a ship can be defined by collection of
plate systems. Although the intersection of these plate systems forms enclosed areas, these have no
meaning without the definition of a Space object, Plate systems are used primarily for structural
analysis. Spaces can support any number of other forms of analysis � flooding, HVAC, cargo
capacity, and accessibility, to name just a few.

Figure 7 � VIVlD00 Elements Required to Support GOBS

To illustrate the conversion method from VIVID. to GOBS, Figure 8 shows the process for
two compartments. To export the entire ship, this would be expanded to include all plate systems and
spaces, First a sheet body is created to represent each plate systeni forming the boundary of the
compartment. The bodies are then united, forming internal edges at the intersections between the
sheets. Typically, only a portion of a large plate system forms the boundary for a compartment,
leaving unwanted geometry at this stage of the model. The faces with free edges on the united body
are removed to leave only the faces on the perimeter of the space.
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One difficuiiy wa» encountered in the generation of the geometry for this project that wa»
unrelated to the primary goals of thc project. This represented the first time that hull surface data
developed outside of Newport News Shipbuilding was used in VIVID%. Hull surface data for the test
case was provided by NSWCCD. This data represented perfectly valid NURB surfaces, but it
contained internal degencracies and other mathematical definitions that the VIVID. modeler could noi
handle,

VIVIDO< uses a conimercially available modeler toolkit that requires siinpler surfaces than
those provided for this test. The surfaces used for VIVID% production projects are developed
specifically to avoid these problems by defining the hull shell with a large nuinber of simple hull patch
surfaces. Thi» is a costly process that was not performed for the purpo»es of this test, This did noi
prevent thc production of output for the test, but it did limit which areas of the ship could be produced
faithfully. The areas that could not be modeled were limited and did not impair the overall success of
the project, However. this i» an area for further work; either in the area of improving the modeling
tools or in making it easier to split a hull surface into simple patches without changing the shape of the
surface or introducing gap» between the patches.

Legacy Analysis Tools

Legacy analy»is tools play an important role in the design of Naval vehicles, These tools have
been verified and validated through years of use. Many contracts specify which tools are to be used
for different types of analysis. The analysts under»tand the limitations of these tools as well as their
strengths. This includes the ability to select tools that will produce reliable and accurate solutions
under specific situations. Legacy analysis tools represent huge investments of inoney and time, Thus,
there has long been a need to access data from CAD systems for use by legacy analysis tools. With the
emergence of product model systems, the need for legacy analysis tools to access the data from these
systeins also exists, Acquisition reform has intensified this need by its requirement for integrated
product and process developinent.

This project involved two analysis programs that were to obtain their data from the Geometry
Object Structure  GOBS! CORBA server. These analysis prograins are the Ship Vulnerability Model
 SVM! and the Ship Hydrostatics Characteristics Prograin  SHCP!. For brevity, only SVM will be
discussed, However, SHCP also involve» the same issues that were addressed with SVM during the
course of this project. This section of the paper will discuss how GOBS was used to obtain geometric
data that was used to generate SVM ship structure data.

Product Model Definition Required By .Ship Vulnerability Model �VM!
Many levels of topological fidelity are feasible with GOBS. A robust level of fidelity for

GOBS is needed to provide information necessary to construct input for legacy analysis tools. SVM
needs information about the faces that are shared by compartments and whether faces have bulkheads
behind them. Additionally. two major views of the ship geometry are needed to generate SVM ship
structure data, These views are the ship decks and the ship coinpartments. The ship decks are needed
to determine SVM deck levels and the ship compartments are needed to generate SVM coinpartment»,
SVM plates, and SVM points. A GOBS object with a robust level of fidelity provides this information,

GOBS CornmonView object» were defined to provide the view information for SVM. Thc first
major CornmonView object represented all the decks of the ship. This CornmonView object was
composed of CorninonViev objects where each of these objects was a ship deck, Each CommonView
object representing a deck was composed of TopoiogicalView objects. These TopologicalView
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objects described the geotttetry of the deck.
The second inajor CommonView represented a view of all compartments on the ship. This

object was composed of CoinmonView objects where each of these objects was a ship compartment.
Each of these CommonView objects was compo»ed of TopologicalView objects that werc the
compartment faces. These TopologicalView objects also contained the material type for the face and
the thickness of that rnatcrial.

GOBS Interface Methods Used by .Ship Vulnerability Model  S VM!
The GOBS server has many methods available for use by legacy analysis programs. These

methods provide the means to extract topology and attribute information. These methods also allow
for the evaluation of points on a surface and/or curve a» we11 a» other important functions needed hy
legacy analysis programs.

The interface to SVM uses many of the methods available from the GOBS server. For brevity,
only a few will be discussed here. Methods are used to determine if surfaces and faces could be
considered flat as well as if curves and curve segments could be considered straight, The»c method»
are iinportant in the algorithm» used by thc interface to SVM. Methods to extract the relationships
between CoEdge objects and Edge object» are also used. These methods are impoiiant in
understanding what faces are shared by compartments and what I'aces have bulkheads behind them.
These methods allow the interface to in»ure that SVVI plates were not duplicated.

Interface Iinp/ementation to Ship Vulnerability Model  SVM!
The Ship Description File  SDF! provides the input data nece»»ary for SVM. BRIDGE is an

existing program that edits an SDF file allowing data to be added, modified, deleted and displayed.
SVM uses the SDF file created by BRIDGE and is run separately. The High-Level Architecture
 HLA!, which was developed by the Defense Modeling and Simulation Office  DMSO!, defines a
template for Simulation Object Models  SOM!. A SOM wa» developed for the SDF. A CORBA
server was then developed to implement the SDF SOM. Because of resource and tiine constraints,
only the ship structure and vital component sections of the SOM were irnpleinented. A SVM Builder
CORBA client was developed to interact with the GOBS CORBA»crver and the SDF CORBA server.
This client provided the vulnerability analyst with the capability to generate a SDF file for BRIDGE,
Figure 9 depicts this irnplernentation.

Figure 9 - Overall Structure for SVM Interface Implementation

The CORBA client aided the analyst in building the SVM points, SVM plates, and SVM
compartinents. This wa» generally accomplished by the following step»:

I. Retrieve CouunonView object that contains all decks from the GOBS server,
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Process this CommonView object to determine SVM deck levels.
Retrieve CommonView object that contains all compartments from the Gobs server.
Process compartments by constructing SVM plates for each face of each compartment.
Specify the SVM points that represent the corners of the each compartment.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The SDF server constructed SVM points, SVM plates, and SVM compartments given
information from the client, When the SVM ship structure was completed, the client retrieved the SDF
object from the SDF server and wrote it to the file specified by the vulnerability analyst. This file
could then by processed by BRIDGE to add the additional information needed to execute SVM,

Conclusions
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The primary objective of this project was to demonstrate the use of a neutral representation to
provide data from a product model to legacy analysis programs used in ship design. In this case, an
object server, rather than a simple flat file, provided the neutral model as a service to analysis. This
allows the client programs to access the data for a ship as a single entity without having to create a
single large transfer file from the product model. It also permits iricremental update of the data without
re-executing the entire transfer. Secondly, this effort tested the STEP standard as a means of loading
this neutral representation from an external product model.

The GOBS server performed well as a neutral representation for the test cases attempted for
this project. It provided the topology and geometry required to run SVM and SHCP. It should provide
the data required for other analysis programs as well, since it was not tailored specifically to the above
two programs but to general analysis program requirements, GOBS provides a set of objects that
allow for the communication of the ship model as an intelligent, connected structure; along with
methods to access and interrogate the geometry.

Although VIVIDS was the only product model to actually load the GOBS server, the server
architecture was developed independently from the VIVIDS portion of the transfer and no changes
were made to the format of this data to cater to the needs of the VIVIDS product model, Any product
model that can provide the geometry, topology, and required attributes could load this server.

This project demonstrated the use of STEP Part 42 entities. With a few exceptions, all data
required by GOBS could be handled through Part 42 entities. STEP AP 216  Molded Forms! and AP
215  Ship Arrangements! were demonstrated as part of this project, As emerging standards, they were
used to load some of the data into the VIVID. system and in its export,

The project also identified a few key areas for further development iu data transfers between
systems requiring this type of data. In several areas of the STEP schema definition, particularly in the
topological entities, there are several ways to represent the same type of entity. The participants in this
project had to agree to a specific definition in these areas. This is reminiscent of the "flavoring"
required to transfer IGES data between unlike systems, but it was actually surprising how few of these
problems were found in STEP. Further development of surface healing technologies and greater
modeler tolerance for surface "anomalies" is required. Fortunately, this is an area that is being
aggressively pursued.





APPLYING THE STEP SHIPBUILDING PROTOCOLS AS A BASIS FOR

INTEGRATING EXISTING IN-HOUSE SHIP DESIGN APPLICATIONS

Stein Ove Frikstad, MARINTEK A/S
Dariusz F. Farhi, MARINTFK A/S

Trondheirn, Norway

Abstract

In this paper we discuss how the STEP shipbuilding protocols can be used as a means to
achieve a low-budget, product model oriented integration framework for a preliminary ship
design system. Today, MARINTEK has several applications for the advanced analysis of the
hydrodynamic performance of the ship, such a» resistance, propulsion, seakeeping and
rnanoeuvring. In the paper we describe how these applications can be brought together using a
STFP-based product model for data integration, and a component-oriented, web-based
"workbench" for the integration of presentation and user interaction,

Introduction

IVIARINTEK has a long tradition of developing advanced methods for the analysis of
ship resistance, propulsion, manoeuvring and seakeeping behaviour, To make these methods
available to the industry, they are typically packaged as software tools that can be used in the
design process

Until now, these tools have been developed as standalone applications, each having an
independent user interface, and an independent representation model of the relevant parts of the
ship. Some of the programs have graphical user interfaces, while others are batch-oriented.
Figure 1 shows an overview of some MARINTEK programs related to ship
hydrodynamics/hydrostatics and their need for input data. A number of translators exist to allow
for some degree of integration through file-based data exchange and to some extent, the ship hull
geometry files are the same. However, this integration mechanism is not satisfactory � it is
difficult to implement and maintain, it requires a lot of resources when used, and it doesn't offer
the level of seamless integration that is required by the iterative process in the early stages of
ship design.

As can be seen from Figure 1, many of the programs need very similar input, in particular
related to the loading condition information and the ship hull geometry. Regarding the ship hull
geometry, the hydrodynamic codes in the figure are either based on strip theory, which basically
needs descript..on of' ship sections, or panel methods, which need a 3-dimensional description of
the ship hull by means of flat panels,
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The motivation for a stronger integration of these codes hy means of a common
representation mocel can be summarised into the following points:

From the developer's point of view, developing new programs very often requires
much of the same input as existing programs, and much of the programming effort
is spent re-using old routines for reading geometry files as well as internal
repr=sentation of the ship hull. Typical derived quantities, such as the ship' s
displacement, wetted surface etc. are a}so calculated in each program or given
manually as input. Hence, there is clearly a benefit hy means of programming
time and error sources by accessing the input data through a common
repr=sentation model and common program components, This gives the developer
 whtch in our case are tnainly hydrodynamicists! more time to concentrate on the
mor= interesting parts of the computer code, i,e. solving the actual hydrodynamic
problems rather than spending time on modelling.
From the user's point of view, there is also a clear benefit of having a common
representation of the ship: The data needs only to be given once, and time spent
with conversion of data between different programs, as well as the possible error
sources of keeping the different input files synchronised and up-to-date can be
min <mised.

In addition to the clear benefits of having a common representation of the ship and
other input data, there is also a clear benefit of re-using graphical user interfaces
and giving them the same familiar look and feel. For the developer, this means
that only the user interfaces needed for input which are not yet implemented in the
comtnon framework need to be programmed, In addition, there will be a defined
framework for developing new components. For the user, thi» will mean less time
sperit learning to use new programs, as the user interface is essentially the same.
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A» a consequence, MARINTEK has undertaken an effort to develop a framework, called
ShipX, which will bring both current and future analysis tools together into a single, integrated
design environment

Figure 2: A possible way ahead'

What we wanted to achieve

In the development of the ShipX framework, we initially stated a»et of design goals that
should be guidelines in the development of the system architecture. These can be summarised as
follows:

Simplicity
Due to limited availability of time and resources to develop an initial solution, the

application framework to be implemented should be simple and cost effective. This ruled out the
alternative of developing a complete, comprehensive in-house product model from scratch � an
alternative that has become increasingly more common in large corporations today. Instead, we
chose to go for a solution that to a large extent re-used existing technology and used off-the shelf
software components.
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Flexibiltty and Exi'ensibility

In the first version, the analysis programs that we want to integrate are mainly related to
the determination of the hydrodynamic characteristics of the ship, Thus, we have also liinited the
scope of the representation model to focus on the ship moulded form representation,

However, in later versions we want to have flexibility with respect to extending the
functional scope, covering such areas as global strength analysis, preliminary steel weight
estimation, cost estimation, and intact and damage stability. This requires that we at an early
stage take into consideration both how the representation model can be extended, and how new
analysis modules can be "plugged into" the existing framework,

Weak bindings to platform and programming language
Traditionally, most analysis software developed by MARINTEK has been and still i»�

programmed in FORTRAN, Taking into consideration coding efficiency, execution speed, and
in-house programming experience, FORTRAN is still a viable alternative, In later years, utilising
other progratnming languages»uch as Visual Basic, Java, and C++ to create graphical user
interfaces hase been used more and more common in MARINTEK, In ShipX we need to take
this into cons.ideration, allowing components developed in different languages to co-exist within
the same fratriework.

ShipX will primarily be developed for the WinNT platform, Still, it would bc
advantageous to have a high degree of platform neutrality, allowing the use of existing
MARINTEK soft~are packages developed for the Unix platform. This is most important for the
server part of the framework.

Design Principles

Taking the above mentioned goals into account, we have applied the following design
principles for ShipX:

Data integrati.on using a product model

As prt viou»ly mentioned, the existing applications we want to integrate into the ShipX
framework are each having a separate representation of the hull form that is customised for the
specific needs of the application. These different representations are io a large extent overlapping
in scope. Still, in order to exchange data today in a typical iterative design process, translator
software needs to be used extensively.

~8~ ~OUI: ~9 I ]

AW 2 App-3

Translators

Figure 3; From separate representation and storage tn data integration using a
product model
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In order to achieve the necessary level of integration, the different applications need to share
common data through a single representation model and corresponding storage service. For this
we want to use a product model that >s based on the shipbuilding protocols in STEP, as
illustrated in Figure 3. The relevant parts of the STEP mode! will be translated into a class library
and made avai!ab!c to the client applications through the ShipX Information Services layer. For
persistent storage, we use an object-oriented database  ObjectStore [2]! that integrates tightly
with the other parts of the information service.

Presentation and control integration Ising components and tveb technology

For the end users to perceive the different applications in ShipX as a single, integrated
design environment, thc interfaces for user interaction and presentation must also be given a
uniform look and feel, We want to achieve this by using components as the standard building
block in the user interface. These contponents will be developed either by wrapping up existing
applications as single components, or by dividing existing applications into pieces, In addition,
we plan to develop a number of new components that will provide functionality common to the
existing applications.

These t omponents are brought together in a container app!ication � or "workbench" � to
form a complete and consistent user interface  Figure 4!. For this we v, ant to use a standard web
browser, for th" following reasons:

The browser itself is free, widely distributed, mu!ti-platform and in constant
development
The browser is capable of hosting a wide range of component technologies
The combination of mark-up languages  HTML, DHTML, XML!, a standardised
programming model  Document Object Model � DOM! and scripting allows for
cost effective development and configuration of the user interface, and enables the
implementation of dynamic behaviour and work process support.
For future versions of ShipX it opens up the possibility of distributing updates and
extensions using the Internet.

~Qvl .. ] I GUI J L oUI

Are ~ AP!s. 2 A!sly'3

Figure 4.' Presentation and control integration through components and web
technology

Layered archi tectttre
ShipX is divided into a set of clearly separated layers. Each !ayer has a well-defined set

of responsibilities, which is exposed to adjacent layers via a !irnited number of interfaces, thus
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encapsulating the internal implementation. This layered iirchitecture � which seems to have
become a standard in information systems development � reduces the dependencies between the
different parts of the system, thus supporting flexibility and extensibility. The main layers and
corresponding responsibilities in ShipX are illustrated in Figure 5.

Responsibility Layer

Figure 5; The different layers in ShipX and their responsibilities

Why Use the STEP ShipbuiMing Protocols?

For us, it was the suitability for implementing a product database that was of interest, and
whether this offered an appropriate common representation model for ShipX. Our experiences so
far indicate that this was a sound decision, and we can sumrnarise the main benefits in the
following poin ts:

The STEP models incorporate extensive domain knowledge and experience. This
comes as a result of the shipbuilding community spending substantial resources
over many years developing these inodels, involving a large number of domain
experts in the process. The models have from the very beginning been designed to
be a common representation across the native, system-specific representation,
Thi» makes them suitable for being a basis for integration of existing applications
in ShipX. To a certain degree they have also been tested in real-life scenarios
through the EMSA business cases [4j, with promising results,
The scope of the STEP models covers a large part of the shipbuilding domain.
This means that even though the initial focus in ShipX will be on the ship
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Our main motivation i' or using the STEP»hipbuilding protocols as a basis for our
representation model was the limit on available time and resources. The alternative solution of
developing an in-house product model from scratch would in itself require more resources than
we had available, Thus, to a certain degree we were forced to re-use an existing model.

Until now, '.he main focus of the marine industry has been on appiying the STEP
shipbuilding piotocol» for the exchange of information between different systems. However. as it
is stated in the introduction to each of the protocols, they are suitable "not only for neutral file
exchange, brit also as a basis for implementing and sharing product databases and archiving"
[3!.



moulded forms representation, we can extend the scope in later versions by
integrating other applications within the ShipX framework.
The STEP models are consistent across the different application protocols. This is
achieved by having a common meta-model � the Ship Common Model � that
serves as a basis for all ISO-STEP Ship Application Protocols. Consequently we
can extend the ShipX representation model in later versions without having to do
major restructuring of the first phase implementation.
A representation model based on STEP makes information exchange ~ith other
systems easier to accomplish. Using the STEP protocols as the underlying
representation model in ShipX, it means that STEP-based information exchange
with other systems only implies a one-to-one mapping from ShipX's internal
representation to a neutral STEP format.

Handling Complexity Using Model Facades

Based >n the aforementioned arguments, our general impression is that the STEP Ship
Application Protocnls offer a suitable and cost-effective starting point for an in-house product
model, due to qualities such as consistency, extensibility, standardisation and completeness.
However, such qualities seem to have a corresponding cost.

Our initial a~sumption was that the client applications should have complete knowledge
of the common representation model, and that they would retrieve the data required for the
analysis tasks by traversing the model object by object, accessing the values of relevant fields
along the way. However, this approach turned out to be less attractive when we started the
integration of the client applications � from their point-of-view, the STEP-based representation
model was too complex to provide an efficient interface to persistent data. This complexity can
be characterised as follows:

Model fragmentation, The STEP models consist of a large number of re!atively
small objects, each having a fairly limited number of fields.
Deep inheritance hierarchies. In order to ensure a coherent modelling approach in
the different shipbuilding protocols, each protocol is based on a common
foundation consisting of a set of abstract, general modelling concepts in the Ship
Common Model, From this framework, the more concrete entities in the different

application protocols are derived.
Large size of modeL This characteristic comes partly as a consequence of the two
others: Many small objects and many levels of abstraction tend to make the model
large.

Thus, In order to gain access to the information necessary to perform a certain function,
the client application will typically have to traverse a long chain of objects. This tends to make
the implementation of client applications more difficult and error prone, and the large number of
objects that has to be accessed turns into a performance overhead.

A solution to this is to use a model facade, as illustrated in Figure 6, The facade design pattern
provides a unified, high-level interface to a subsystem, making it easier to use for clients. It also
helps reducing the dependencies between the subsystem and its clients, promoting portability,
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flexibility and independence of the subsystem. In ShipX, the facade pattern implementation has
the following advantages:

It hides the complexity of the STEP-based representation model from the clients.
offering instead a simpler interface that is specifically designed to serve the
particular needs of the known client applicatians.
It wi,l contribute to correct usage and consistency of the model by encapsulating
common functionality.
It makes it possible to change and extend the representation model  say, due to
new revisions of the STEP AP's! without affecting client applications. Only the
facade implementation  on the server side! needs to be changed or extended.

ShipX Client Applications

GIB

ShipX Information Server

Figur< 6i Applying afagade design pattern some of the complexity of the STEP-
based representation model is hidden from the client applications

In addition to this, the model facade also serve a more strategically iinportant purpose in ShipX.
In the first version of ShipX, the information server will primarily serve "dumb" objects
according to tl e common representation. Most domain behaviour  business rules and methods!
will be contained within the client applications.

However, in the longer term it is our goal to be able to share more of the doinain
behaviour thai is common between the different applications. This can be achieved by
"migrating" this behaviour from the client layer to the server layer. For this purpose the facade
model seems to be a more appropriate host than the STEP-based representation model, in term»
of object granularity and abstraction level.

Implementation Considerations

An overview of the technologies chosen for the different layers in the ShipX
implementation is illustrated in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: The main layers of the ShipX architecture, rvith cnrresponding
responsibilities and i mplemerr tation technology

Mapping the S /'EP model into a Java-based Infortnation Server
The implementation of the representation model can broadly be summarised through the

following steps:

'I'he relevant parts of the EXPRESS schemas were mapped one-to-one into a
corresponding UML model using Rational Rose [5]. The different entities were
made part of UML packages corresponding to the EMSA Building Blocks in
order to maintain a perceivable span of control.
From the UML model, a corresponding Java class library with default
Implementations of the basic model behaviour was produced, using the code
generation facilities of Rational Rose,
For persistent storage, we chose an object-oriented database, ObjectStore PSE Pro
'.or Java. This database solution integrates the persistence mechanism seamlessly
:.nto the Information Server � any Java object that is created within a transaction
and referenced by another persistent object will be automatically made persistent,
without having to make any explicit arrangement for this object in the database
ap- fron t.
[n the development of the facade model, we initially captured the information
requirements from the client applications through a set of UML use-cases. From
these. a limited number of central domain objects were derived with
.orresponding methods. These facade objects will never be persisted themselves�
they serve only as "wrapper" objects encapsulating a part of a complex underlying
representation model,
Further, a set of services was implemented as a thin layer above the ObjectStore
database, encapsulating some of the more complex aspects of database
man agement,

Our general impression is that implementing the STEP-based representation model has proved to
be an achievable endeavour even within the limited resources. An alternative solution could have
been to use a third party STEP toolkit that could make available a database solution directly
based on the EXPRESS schemas of the relevant application protocols, However, while this is an
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obvious choic» for a large-scale system, it is not compatible with our requirements 1'or a
lightweight solution that can be developed and distributed at a limited cost.
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The key question we have tried to answer in this paper is whether the STEP shipbuilding
protocols can be used as a means to achieve a low-budget, product model oriented integration
framework for a preliminary ship design tool.

Our experiences so far indicate that the answer is "yes". We avoid the initial spending of
large resources in developing a common representation model, relying instead on the assumption
that the STEP models are sufficiently expressive, complete, consistent and effective. This
approach makes it possible to maintain the focus on the development of tools and model
behaviour related to marine technology and hydrodynamics.

However, w. see the need to encapsulate some of the inherent complexity oi' these
models, in order to make the client application's access to data more efficient. This is achieved
through a mod:l facade, which offers a level and scope of model interaction that is specifically
designed for the known needs of the existing applications we wanted to integrate. It is here our
main focus will be in the future development of ShipX, by the migration of domain knowledge
from today's client applications.



The VIRGINIA Class Data Transfer/Sharing Evolution

Gregory Morea
Engineering Supervisor

Electric Boat Corporation

Introduction

The late 1980's were a time of great optimism for the submarine construction
community, particularly for Electric Boat Division  EB! of General Dynamics
Corporation. The TRIDENT ballistic missile submarine construction program was in full
swing with one ship per year being built solely by EB, SSN 688 attack submarines were
being built at a total rate of four per year by both EB and its rival, Newport News
Shipbuilding  NNS!, and both shipyards were continuously busy with this work. In the
planning and design stages was the Navy's newest attack submarine, the SEA WOLF.
Planned to be the successor to the long running SSN 688 program, the SEA WOLF was to
be a 30 ship class, designed jointly by both EB and NNS, incorporating the latest
technologies in design, construction, and mission performance. It was projected that both
EB and NNS wnuld compete on construction contracts, assuring both a favorable price to
the Navy and stable employment at both shipyards.

This vision was not to last into the 1990's, however, as world events dictated severe
changes to the Navy's shipbuilding program. The collapse of the Soviet block lessened
the Navy's need for an ambitious new submarine construction program, In response, the
Navy cut the number of TRIDENTs needed &om 24 to 18, a 25'/o reduction, More
severely, in 1991, President Bush cancelled almost the entire SEA WOLF program;
leaving EB with little more than the lead ship to finish and perhaps go out of business,
Subsequent negotiations over the years have added two more SEAWOLFS to the
construction program, but the challenge was on for EB to figure out how to maintain a
submarine design and construction capability with a fraction of the business of previous
years. It was in this environment that the New Attack Submarine  NSSN! was first
conceived. If one wishes to examine the data transfers required for NSSN, however, we
must first look at the work in this area done to support SEA WOLF.

SEA%'OLF, The Basis for Electronic Data Transfer Established
When the Navy embarked on the design of the SEAWOLF, it put into place an
arrangement never seen before in Navy shipbuilding, the idea of two shipyards
concurrently carrying out the design, with the explicit understanding that construction
couM be carried out at either yard. Figure 1 shows the design split of the SEA WOLF.
To improve efficiencies with the flow of data between the two design agents and the
construction yard s!, the Navy funded and participated in an extensive digital data
exchange development effort. The focus of the effort was to develop and implement
methods to electronically transfer design and construction information, in selected areas,
to minimize the amount of manual re-entry of data throughout the design/construction
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process. 'I'he selected areas v.ere a! non-processable text  word processing!, b!
processable text  database!, c! drawings, and d! product models. Working groups were
formed wi".h participation from the Navy, EB and NNS personnel, and over a multi-year
period, each of these areas had processes developed and implemented to transfer data.

Figure J, Design Split of the SEA O'OLF

The working group concentrating on word processing largely focused on procedures to
share documents between the Navy, EB and NNS. A list of acceptable word processors,
e.g,, Wordperfect, Word, Wang, was agreed to, and procedures for translating between
formats was documented. There was very little technical development to be
accomplislied a, commercially available products were utilized,

The database working group faced a more formidable challenge. To design and construct
a submarir..e, numerous databases had to be maintained and transferred between the
involved parties. Included were files such as the Engineering Parts List  EPL!, Master
Drawing Schedule  MDS!, Controlled Pipe Joint List  CPJ!, and the like. Each of these
databases resided at either EB or NNS, and they were written in proprietary formats. 1 o
enable the transfer of these databases, the working group established a Data Element
Dictionary  DED!, which contained the layout of each record of each involved database
w'hich was used to format transfer files. The databases could then be set up and used in
any manner at bath shipyards, and the DED record layout would govern the transfers.
This process is still in day to day production use.

The drawing working group was chartered with the task of developing a way to
electronically transfer two-dimensional drawings between the Computervision  CV!
system used by EB and the CADAM system used by NNS, The assumption behind this
transfer was that shipyard specific information could be added by each yard in their
native system arid then publish the drawing for construction use, Figure 2 shows this
process. The mechanism chosen for this transfer was the Initial Graphics Exchange
Standard �GES!. IGES is a neutral file transfer mechanism designed specifically for the
transfer of information betwee~ dissimilar CAD systems, and it is an ANSI National
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Standard. During the development of this task, the working group participants became
heavily involved in the development and maintenance of IGES itself, a relationship that
continues today Although the working group developed a production capability for
drawing exchange, this capability was seldom used in production due to the ultimate
selection of a single shipbuilder and the extensive use of hard copy drawings by the

shipbuilder.

IGES r

File

on

TapeDrawing from Drawing
an CADANICV

Fignre 2, IGES Exchange Schematic
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While the drawing exchange was not extensively used in production, the final area of
working group development, product models, was and is. One must be careful here to
realize that the use of the term "product model" in the context of SEAWOLF refers to
three-dimensional models of pipe and ship's structure that would be used in
manufacturing. The structural models are three-dimensional wire-frame models  Figure
3! of plates and shapes that the shipbuilder receives from the design agents to begin the
plate lofting process. The models are broken down into two-dimensional templates that
guide plate cutting operations. Again, IGES is used as the transfer mechanism, and the
same CV and CADAM systems are involved.



Figure 3, Typical >Vire-Frame ~Model

In a similar manner, piping fabrication models are exchanged between EB and NNS.
These models contain pipe centerline, pipe attribute, and component origin, orientation
and part ni.imber information. This information is used by the shipbuilder to feed
automatic pipe fabrication programs without manual re-entry of the data. IGES is used
here as the transfer mechanism, but it is specifica! ly tailored to pipe transfers, Thus,
entities such as "pipe flow path" are found in IGES files to support this transfer, and the
processors to generate the files were custom written for both the EB and NNS systems.
The specific file format for this exchange was inade available to industry as the "3D
Piping IGES Application Protocol", available as a companion to the IGES standard.

The significant aspect to all of the efforts described above is that they were all designed
and iinplernented to e ectr onically rransfer data from the design agent to shipbuilder to
increase efficiency in the construction process. The Navy, EB and NNS were all keen to
realize tha: these transfers could and did alter the manner in which a shipbuilder receives
data from a design agent, In today's environmenL inany of these types of transfer are
taken for granted, but they had their start in the SEA WOLF prograin.

SEAWOLF Lessons Carried to ASSN, the Beginnings of an Integrated Environment
As construction began on the SEAWOLF, the Navy and EB recognized the need to go
further in improving efficiencies in communicating between design agent and
shipbuilder. In fact, for EB it became a matter of survival. With the terinination of the
SEA WOLF program, EB management in the early 1990's realized that the entire process
of designing and constructing submarines had to be overhauled v ith significant cost
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driven out of the process for the Navy to continue to procure submarines, and thus EB
stay in business. This led to the formation of a corporate-wide initiative to re-conceive
the entire design/construction process within EB, PADP, or the Production Automated
Design Process. A detailed description of PADP is the subject for another paper, but
suffice it to say that one of the key areas examined was the movement of data within the
organization.

One of the ways in which control was put over movement of data was the selection of
one CAD environment for the majority of the company's design work. After studying
several alternatives, EB concluded that CATIA would be its CAD system of choice for
design work in the future. At this point, it is crucial to understand that the environment
that was implemented at Electric Boat included a number of products under the umbrella
"CATIA.' To store and effectively manage the design data, the CATIA Data Manager
 CDM! was selected. As the power of visualization was clearly understood, EB designed
and constructed several rooms where large scale walkthroughs could be conducted, and
links were custom developed between CATIA and the commercial visualization tool,
IGMP. Finally, links were established between CDM and the many material, standard
parts, and related databases required to design and construct a submarine. Figure 4 shows
this environment.

Of more importance than the actual choice for CAD system, EB realized that a new
design/constructionprocess had to be implemented to successfully design and build any
successor to SEAWOLF, To accomplish this process implementation, EB evolved the
PADP effort into a program designated as 90/10; 90/o capability with 10/o of the risk.
The charter of this program was to develop a process that would be state of the market
without incurring undo risk due to reliance on emerging technologies. Since the start of
90/10 in the early 1990s, this philosophy of achieving state of the inarket has allowed EB
to create an environment where design can be accomplished more efficiently than was
done for previous classes of submarines. One might ask, "why not state of the art?"
Under the 90/10 philosophy, it is felt that the risks inherent with state of the art outweigh
the benef>ts of early implementations of technologies. Figure 5 is a high-level view of
this process.

With both a process and comprehensive array of design tools in place, EB was able to
negotiate a unique arrangement with the Navy to both design and build the successor to
SEAWOLF, the New Attack Submarine, or NSSN. Unlike all earlier submarine
programs where separate contracts were awarded for design and construction, the NSSN
was to be both designed and built under a single contract at Electric Boat. This would
allow both design and construction efforts to maximize efficiencies at EB by tightly
coupling. In this way, the Navy and EB felt that the best value could ultimately be
delivered to the Navy.

This tight coupling of design and construction activities took place in many areas, and it
utilized many new technologies brought to EB by the CATIA environment. Key to this
coupling was the involvement of the shipbuilder much earlier iii the design process.
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Rather than being given a stack of drawings and told to build from these, shipbuilder
representatives sat on design/build teams which planned, arranged and designed major
areas of NSSN. Using the visualization tools available, these teams were able to not only
make sure each area met its mission requirements, but they were also able to make sure
that the area was buildable. Interference checking was done during visualizations, not on
the boat duiing construction. Suggestions made by the design/build teams on design
changes were then fed back to the design baseline, which was being developed as solid
models in CATIA and stored in CDM. This process, combined with computer links
between design and manufacturing databases, was allowing the shipyard unprecedented
abilities to I!Ian for NSSN construction.

It is import<int to realize that this entire program was taking place at EB, with input from
the Navy. ".. he NSSN program was geared, down to the smallest detail, to be designed
and fabricaled by one organization. A decision made by Congress in 1995 was to change
this prograri sigr iflcantly, for in that year, Newport News Shipbuilding was directed to
participate in the NSSN program.

A Second Shipbuilder is Brought into the NSSi>' Environment
For over on: hundred years, Newport News Shipbuilding  NNS! was actively involved in
the design and construction of both commercial and Navy ships. Unlike EB, NNS builds
both surface ships and submarines. In the early 1990's, however, NNS found itself the
victim of the same market forces that were effecting EB, a declining Navy workload and
fewer prospects for new Navy work. In addition, with the cancellation of the SEA WOLF
program, ard no MSSN successor program in sight, NNS and the Navy were realizing
that this shipyard would soon lose its submarine construction capability. For the Navy,
this would mean having only one shipyard capable of building submarines, EB,
Realizing tl:.is, Congress passed legislation mandating that NNS participate in the NSSN
program as a follow shipbuilder.

Putting business =oncerns and the natural rivalry between EB and NNS aside, the
challenges faced by both shipyards and the Navy iri impleinenting this new direction to
the prograrr. were enormous. As was discussed above, allowing EB design and
construction to tightly couple their processes and data flows, thereby taking advantage of
the specific capabilities of EB, drove the cost efficiencies of NSSN. Now, NNS had to be
given sufficient data to build NSSN, without introducing undue cost or schedule impact
to the overall progratn. To begin to figure out how to get NNS the right data to construct
NSSN, the involved parties, EB, NNS, and the Navy turned to the lessons learned from
the last subinarin: data transfer program, SFA WOLF, as a starting point.

The SEA W<3LF digital data exchange development was carried out in a number of
working grc ups, discussed above. Accordingly, a number of working groups were set up
with the charter of deterinining the most efficient ways of transferring data from EB to
NNS for ship construction. Groups were forined for 2D Data  drawings, piping data!,
'Textual Databases, and Engineering Reports  ERs � a method of design change control !.
As with SEAWOLF, the groups had members from each shipyard and the Navy. Each
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had a leader, met regularly, and the groups all reported back to a Steering Committee
made up of EB, NNS and Navy management. Timetables were given for the working
groups to complete their work, and the groups met throughout 1995 and into l 996,

While the model for the working groups was based on SEAWOLF, the technologies and
end products involved were considerably more advanced. As an example, it was
determined that drawings should be transferred two ways, raster and vector. Raster is
akin to faxing a document, pictorial accuracy is maintained but changes are not easily
accomplished. Vector drawings can be readily changed, but may not be pictorially
accurate. For NSSN, it was determined that all drawings would be transferred via a raster
exchange, and those that needed subsequent updating by NNS would be transferred via a
vector method, IGES.

Another area that was investigated was HVAC duct information. It was determined that
since both EB and NNS fabricated these from standard shape parameters, these
parameters could be transferred as a series of ASCII tables which would feed sheet metal
fabrication processes at NNS. Likewise, and similar to SEAWOLF, a piping transfer was
planned around the specially developed IGES processors for piping information.

As EB was hai ing impressive results with visualization on the NSSN project, the
working groups planned for a transfer of visualization data to NN'S. NNS was to procure
an IGRIP system similar to EB's, and EB was to transfer the entire baseline of NSSN
models te NNS on a regular basis. NNS would be able to use this baseline for
construction planning. Figure 6 shows this visualization transfer.

As mentioned above, the transfer of Engineering Reports was the subject of an entire
working group. During the construction of SEAWOLF, it was discovered that timely
transfer and receipt of engineering changes was critical to keeping to the construction
schedule, For SEAWOLF the transfer evolved into faxes and hardcopy mailings. With
this knowledge in hand, the ER group for NSSN planned for transfers starting with faxes
and progressing to direct database queries over time. The key to the NSSN transfers was
that strong configuration management would be built into the process from the start.

As we have discussed what was included under the charters of the working groups, it is
equaHy iinportant to discuss what was excluded from the discussions of the groups. This
can be summarized into two closely related areas: structural loAing data and 3D CA1 IA
models. Early in the working group development stages, the idea of transferring 2D
templates of IoAed plates was considered, Due to the amount of post processing of the
templates required by NNS, this idea was not pursued further. Because EB considered
the 3D CATIA models of the ship's structure company proprietary, the transfer of these
models was not considered. Thus, it was decided that NNS would do their structural
lofting based on the drawings that they would receive.

Within each of the working groups the plan was first for agreement to be reached on an
area of transfer. Any necessary software would be developed and then the process tested,
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After the process of transfer was documented in procedures, the transfer would be placed
into production. Data then could be sent from EB to NNS for ship construction. In some
areas, it would be necessary for data to be transferred from NNS to EB as EB was design
agent. Plans were made for these transfers as well.

From the above descriptions of the actions of the working groups, it is clear that the
intent wa.; to transfer data from EB to NNS, without integrating computer systems or
processes. Although transfers would take place using wire links between the two
shipyards, neither party would be utilizing the other's electronic data environment.
Thus, NNS would function in the traditional role of follow shipbuilder; data would be
provided by the design yard, and NNS would build from that data, The use o f electronic
data transfers would only make the transmission of data more efficient; it would not
impact the construction process.

The Relationship Between EB and NNS Evolves to Teaming
While the various data transfer working groups were developing methods to transfer data
from EB to NbiS, senior management of the two shipyards and the Navy were discussing
more profound changes for the NSSN program. Again, the necessity for these changes
was a need to further reduce program costs. The relationship of EB and NNS as
lead/follow shipbuilder meant that both shipyards would have to learn the same
construction techniques and intricacies for the NSSN, thereby doubling the learning
curve, Costs for this would thus be doubled, ln an era of reduced funding for new ship
construction, this was a situation that needed to be rectified.

The solution that was agreed to by the three organizations was for EB and NNS to team
to build NSSN. This was, and is, an entirely new concept in submarine construction,
Under this arrangement, several of the NSSN modules would always be built by EB and
several would always be built by NNS. Each shipyard would alternate assembling the
modules into a completed submarine, and then the assembly yard would test and deliver
the ship to the Navy. The rationale behind this arrangement was that each yard would
gain the construction efficiencies associated with building the same modules over and
over again. These modules would thus be built in a more efficient manner as time went
on, reducing program cost. EB would continue its role as design agent for the NSSN, and
it would be the final assembly yard for the first ship. Figure 7 shows how NSSN would
be constructed under teaming.

Figure 7, Showing the Brea/r-up of N'SSN Under Teatning
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With the decision to team agreed to in 1996, the challenges faced by the data transfer
working groups grew significantly. For teaming to deliver the projected cost reductions,
every effici:ncy in the design/construction process had to be exploited. This included,
prominently, data transfer. A major part of teaming wouJd be for both shipyards to
integrate as much as possible their manufacturing databases and achieve significant
commonality of use in production systems. The environment that EB created for NSSN
design/build was to be enlarged to include the NNS environment.

To support ".earning, several significant changes occurred in the development process for
data exchange. Since EB and NNS were planning their own destiny in the teaming
arrangement, data transfer/integration became an internal issue to the teaming partners.
Accordingly, the working groups ceased operations in 1996, and this activity would be
picked up by one of the fifteen EB/NNS teams established to implement teaming across
both shipya: ds, These teams were organized to oversee specific aspects of teaming such
as facilities, nuclear work, ship test, and digital data transfer.

The next change!o happen under teaming was the movement away from only
considering data 'ransfers to now consider data sharing. Where data transfers would
actually ma ve daia from one system to another via download, neutral file, or the like, data
sharing would allow the same data to be used by both parties. Data sharing could be
accomplished by having access to terminals for the same system located at each shipyard
or by having translators work on the fly allowing ready access to data across systems.
The intent of data sharing is to drive the efficiencies gained by electronic data transfer
one step furher by not having multiple copies of data exist. Because of this, multiple
copies do not have to be kept in synch, nor do transfers have to take place. There is only
one copy of the data with the ability of multiple users, in different environments, access
to it. Figure 8 shows the data sharing environment under teaming.

The last major change to happen to data transfer/sharing under teaming was that a
significant i.acrease in the amount of coding was required to support teaming.
Accordingl>, a series of Technical Requirements Documents  TRDs! were developed
listing all of the t rsks that would require coding and how it would be done. These tasks
became a to >1 to manage the coding efforts, since they could be scheduled, monitored and
budgeted, Coding was, and is, accomplished by EB, NNS, and CSC personnel. CSC is
Computer Sciences Corporation, the company that EB has outsourced most of its data
processing to.

Completion of each task places into production one more step in the establishment of an
effective environment to construct the VIRGINIA Class of submarines; the Navy having
renamed NSSN to VIRGINIA in 1998, An example of a task is the extension of pipe
bend detail sheet printing to NNS with NNS specific production information included.
Another is the automatic generation of table data to support HVAC fabrication at bath
shipyards, and yet another allows both shipyards to obtain Bill of Material data. These
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tasks are all managed and reviewed by personnel from both shipyards as each affects the
teaming environment.

As was noted irt the discussion on the NSSN working groups, there were two areas of
data that were not included in the transfer agreements, structural data and 3D CATIA
models. Because teaming meant a partnership between the two shipyards, resolution to
these two areas became possible. Since it is most efficient to perform structural lofting
directly from a 3D model, and efficiency was a prime consideration in teaming,
agreement was reached whereby the 3D structural models would be cleansed of any EB
proprietary information and then transferred to NNS. NNS would then perform lofting
 Figure 9! with these models for the portions of the ship that they would be building.
This agreement to cleanse and transfer models was also extended to the rest of the
VIRGINIA class design models. In this way, NNS would have the entire design
electronically tc do construction planning on.

Figure 9, Typical Lofterj Part

Note that above, data transfer is again being discussed. Although the goal of data flows
in EB/NNS teaming is to do as much data sharing as possible, it was recognized by the
involved parties that this would not happen in every case where data would be accessed
by both paries, There were databases that EB did not wish NNS to have access to and
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vice-versa, In addition, there were production processes in place at both shipyards where
the use of the saine database would not be possible. In these cases. to the maximum
extent possible, an electronic transfer would be implemented. With a transfer, the
receiver ot data could use the data configured in the necessary way to support production.

Structural lofting and construction visualization were two such cases. To support their
entire construction operation, NNS maintains its own CATIA system, not directly
connected to the EB environment. It is in this system that NNS performs VIRGINIA
class lofting and related activities To support these functions, a transfer of CATIA
models is accomplished from the EB CATIA environment to this system at NNS. The
transfer occurs on a regular basis, and NNS configuration manages the data in their
system,

As with any large-scale data transfer program, effective configuration management of the
data before, during and after the transfer/share is crucial to the success of the program.
Recognizing this, the teaining arrangements on data transfer/sharing contain extensive
and comprehensive procedures on how to configuration manage VIRGINIA construction
data and use it for construction. With teaming not only linking two shipyards, but
placing actual construction of the same submarine in the two shipyards, effective CM of
the data ~ ill be one of the keys to the success of the program. Successful coinpletion of
the teaming arrangements for data sharing/transfer will be another

Conclusions
At present, V1RGINIA is starting the construction process. Several prototypes have been
completed to show how the design/build and data sharing processes work, and many
valuable lessons-learned from these have been gained. It is certain that many more will
become evident as the construction process progresses. Although much will certainly be
said and written about the concept of building the same submarine at two shipyards
concurrently, it will be important to realize that effective data sharing will be one of the
keys to make the entire process work.

Also, what is known for certain, however, is that the overall process is being made more
efficient by the entire concept of data sharing and selected transfers. All involved parties
can use the same database or a recent transfer of one and know that they are working to
the latest infoiination. Because so much of the information is electronic instead of paper,
concern about using out of date data is greatly minimized. Since the sharing/transfers
span both shipyards, this applies to personnel at both EB and NNS.

The natural question to ask then is what does the teaming arrangement, and in particular
the data sharing effort, have to offer the future of Navy shipbuilding? To answer this,
one does not have to look any further than the current round of programs under concept
formulation or design. All are some form of collaboration between two or more
shipyards, and all must be concerned with the movement of data between involved
parties. The programs considered here are LPD-17  Bath Iron Works and Avondale!,
CVNX  Newport News Shipbuilding and Electric Boat!, and DD21  Bath Iron Works
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and Ingalls!. Thus it seems that teaming will be here for the forseeable future, and
teaming, by definition, involves data sharing/transfer.

If one looks at the history of data sharing/transfer for VIRGINIA, one can see that it was
an evolutioriary process, It started out with close parallels to the work done to support
SEAWOLF, took advantage of advances in technology as the working groups progressed,
and ended up in the mode of data sharing as the teaming agreement was agreed to. It is
safe to assuine that similar paths would be taken on programs in the future; start with a
successful niodel of past data movement and build on this. Trying to start from scratch
with unproven and untested processes and technologies could end up costing more in the
long run,

Finally, one should take away from this effort the thought that data sharing/transfer must
be firmly rooted in the process it is supporting. Electric Boat developed a process to
support a design, and this philosophy guided not only the VIRGINIA design, but also the
evolution ol'Newport News Shipbuilding into the program. For VIRGINIA, data is
shared or transferred in as close to a usable form as possible, at the appropriate stage in
the process '.o share or transfer. Elaborate translations are not done, nor is data
transferred too early or late in the process. Thus, if data is needed in wire-frame form at
start of construction, it is transferred in wire-frame and at the start of construction.
Nothing elaborate, just common sense applied to the process,
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THE APPLICATION OF PRODUCT DATA MANAGEMENT  PDM!
TECHNOLOGY TO IN-SERVICE SUPPORT

Torty Fry, Head ofILS  Navy!, MoD Foxhill, Bath BA l .5AB, United Kingdom
Richard Spitrling, Marconi Naval Systems, Barrow-in-Furness, l.A/4 lAF, United Kingdom

Executive Summary

This paper describes the application of an enabling technology, known as Product Data
Management  PDM!, to the through-life support of surface ships and submarines. The document
introduces the concept, key capabilities and benefits of an ln-Service Product Model, which will
become the single source of information needed to operate and support a warship throughout its
operai.ional life.

The benefits of PDM technology, particularly when implemented as part of a multi-disciplined
or Concurrent Engineering approach, have been validated by investment appraisals within numerous
industry sectors. Typically cycle-time and cost reductions of 30-40% are being realised. Significant
improvements in personal productivity can be achieved through the elimination of time spent looking
for information and its subsequent validation for accuracy and applicability

In the UK naval defence sector, PDM technology is currently being used to capture and manage
the evolving product definition of the LPD R!, the Auxiliary Oiler and Astute Class Submarines. It is
timely therefore to examine how PDM technology could be used and developed to provide the
necessary support capability, once these and future ships enter service with the Royal Navy.

The paper provides an insight into the capability of PDM to address the management of legacy
data. An initial comparison of PDM functionality with that specified for the engineering aspects of
Project UPKEEP has also been made.

This paper is the first in a series of documents, seminars and demonstrations that are intended
to increase awareness of the benefits to the NSC of implementing PDM. A practical example of how
PDM could be used within an In-Service environment is being developed by HILS  N! and Marconi
Marine, for demonstration in March 1999. The technology demonstrator will utilise real data extracted
from the product development phase of LPD R!.

'I'his docuinent wa» sponsored by HILS  N!,



Introduction

Product Data Management  PDM! is an enabling technology that helps engineers and others
manage both information and processes. PDM technology keeps track of the volumes ol'data and
information required to design, manufacture, assemble, test and commission and then operate, support
and maintain products. This paper describes the use and potential benefit of PDM in support of in-
service ships arid submarines, during all phases of their life-cycle.

Information management within and between the Procurernenl. Executive and Naval Support
Command  NSt"! is a major task, which consumes significant resources. The recent adoption of PDM
technology by industry has been shown to offer signilicant benefits by improving data accuracy and
product quality. whilst reducing costs, rework and manufacturing time. This new class of information
systems is air:ady being successfully deployed on a nut»her of large and complex technical
prograrnrnes in the aerospace, automotive and oil industries, In the shipbuilding industry, Marconi
Marine, DCN and General Dynamics are all early adopters of the technology,

Iit July last year the Defence Secretary directed that the Strategic Defence Review  SDR! should
include a Smart Procurement Initiative. 'l'he SDR supporting essay on 'Procurement and Industry'
identified the following. '"Central to its findings is a 'I'hrough-Life Systems Approach' to procuremcnt,
which defines a new equipment or a new capability in the context of its relationship with other
equipment and wider defence capability areas. A coherent process for co-ordinating a new equipment's
requirement, linkag with the research programme, specilication, acceptance and through-life
management is a prerequisite for improved equipment acquisition"  Ref. I !, Multi-disciplined groups
using PDM pro:esses a»d systems oÃer the potential to manage the relalionships between these diverse
requirements,

Commercial pressures to reduce cost and achieve better 'value for money' have extended beyond
Product Developmer t into the In-Service phase of the product life-cycle, There is an increasing trend
towards the inclusion of Through-Life Support requirements into the initial procurement specification.
This places greater emphasis on life-cycle costing as a design consideration. PDM technology provides
the inherent configuration ma»agernent capability to support this requirement. Effective management
of support-related data is a prerequisite to reducing through-life support costs.

1. Strategic Defence Review and supporting essays published by  he Stationery Once Ltd.

MoD ar proactive in their adoption of CALS and CALS-like initiatives. The CALS acronym
may not be used in all cases, but the concepts are being used to progress Concurrent Engineering  CL'!
and Business Process Re-engineering  BPRE! strategies thai aim to provide improvements in
competitivenes: in an increasingly tough global market-place. PDM technology provides lhe core
capability to create, manage, share and re-use information within all those organisations involved in
complex programme:, often described as the 'extended enterprise'. This environment is also capable of
supporting the MoU requirement for a Contractor Integrated Technical Information Service  Llk!
 C ITIS  UK!! initiative,



'I hrough its adoption of PDM technology and revised business processes, the UK shipbuilding
industry has risen to the challenge of significantly reducing cost and cycle-time for design/build
contracts. 'Ihe challenge now facing MoD is how can they utilise the resultant electronic product
definition to re<iuce support costs and increase warship availability, throughout its operational life.

A number of awareness sessions and technology workshops have already been held to promote
the concept of product data management within the RN Naval Support community, To further develop
the concept, a technology demonstrator is being developed. This will serve the dual purpose of
increasing awareness of PDM whilst providing a mechanism l' or the capture of a detailed Stateinent of
User Requirements. PDM facilitates a shared information environment between MoD  PE'! and NSC
for all phases of the product life-cycle.

The long-standing requirement for open systems, seamless data exchange and the management
of legacy data is rapidly becoming a practical proposition following recent developments in product
data management technology, in particular the adoption of Internet-based standards, This paper defines
how the NSC requirements might be served by these emergent technologies, which offer the potential
to ineet NSC data management requirements well into the next century

Within the 5SC, a recent initiative to procure new information systems and technology has
stalled in the face of technical dif5culties and protracted project timescale and scope. PDM appears io
oAer a solution to some of the diAiculties encountered by Project UPKEEP. Specifically, PDM
addresses the central issue of coniiguration management and has the capability to collate and manage
data from a nuinber of disparate systems. An additional user benefit of PDM is the ability to relate part
intorrnation to its associated graphical representation and/or other attribute information  e.g. weight,
material, supplier etc.! for ease of part identification. The ability to share information electronically
within a distributed environment is also a key advantage.

What is PDM? - Defiaition and Key Capabilities

All the information that may be needed throughout a product's life-cycle can be managed by a
PDM system. PDM is not limited to inanaging data in the acquisition phase but, according to user
needs, can manage product conception, detailed design, prototyping and testing, manufacturing or
fabrication, operation, maintenance and update.

PDM is the enabling technology that helps manage, share and re-use both data and processes
throughout a product life-cycle. In today's extended enterprise PDM provides the capability to:

~ enable integrated product team working;
manage information, processes and people;

~ provide a communication focus;
~ ensure inlormation integrity;
~ provide information for decision-making;



~ support cultural change;
~ deliver direct and indirect benefits;

~ manage product configuration

For the liurpose of this paper, the term 'Product' will be used to refer to the ships, submarines
and major equipltent operated by the Royal Navy. The sub-set ot'applications, product information and
processes that relate specifically to the maintenance and. support of these ships and submarines will be
referred to as the 'In-Service Product Model'  see Annex I - Cilossary of Terms!.

Figure I. In-Service Product Model Extended Enterprise
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Figure I describes the 'extended enterprise' that it is envisaged would be involved in the
creat.ion, managemeni and re-use ot'an In-Service Product Model, The main benefit of a common data
source under configuration management control is that everybody has access to the same, up-to-date
and accurate inf'ormation.

POM systems and processes provide a structure in which all types of information used to define,
manufacture anc support products are stored, managed and controlled. I'ypically, PDM will be used to
work with electronic documents, digital files and database records.



These can include but are not limited to:

~ Customer requirements.

~ Product confi gurat ions.
~ Part definitions and other design data, including part /stock numbers,

~ Speci l ication:;.
~ 3D CAD inodels and associated drawings.

~ Images  scanned drawings, photographs, etc.!.
~ Engineering analysis models and results.

~ Logistic analysis and spares provisioning.
Manufacturing process plans and routeings.

~ Maintenance schedules.

~ Computer 'Numerical Control part programs.
~ RAMP data files.

~ Software components of products.
~ Electronically stored documents, notes and correspondence.
~ Electronic Technical Documentation  IETPs!,

~ Audio and live video annotations.

~ Project plans.

The product life-cycle process is managed, as well as the product information, PDM systems
control product information states, approval processes, authorisations and other aspects related to
overall configuration management. PDM systems also have the capability to manage diAerent life-
cycles for dinerent types of information. By providing data management and security, PDM systems
ensure that users always get and share the most recent, accurate and approved information,

Data from other computer applications is controlled by the PDM system's assumption of roles
ot file access and saving. This is accomplished either by embedding:

~ PDM commands in other applications that create data  such as CAD, word processors,
spreadsheets, desktop publishing or specialised soAware!;

~ commands from those applications into the PDM system.

l.egacy documents, such as drawings on paper or aperture cards, or other hard copy records can
be captured by scanning and storing them within the electronic vault as images, Some users prefer to
convert images of textual documents by Optical Character Recognition  OCR! into computer readable
text. It is feasible to convert some Raster  scanned! iinages of drawings into vector data via soAware,
while some users prefer to capture data by digitisation techniques.
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An electronic vault is used as a repository to control all kinds oi product information. l'he vault
is a data store ".hat contains some data within itself and controls other externally-generated data by
managing access to ii. Two types of data are stored:

~ Prod~et data generated in various applications, such as specifications, CAD models, CAl= data,
maintenance records, and operating manuals.
Meta-data, which is data about PDM-controlled information.Meta-data is stored in a PDM database

and supports thc fi.,nctions perf'ormed by the PDM system.

The functionality of PDM systems falls into two broad categories: User functions and Utility
functions. User functions provide the user's interface io the PDM system's capabilities, including data
storage, retrieval and manageinent. Different types of users exploit difTerent sub-sets of the user
functions. 'I hese functions are divided into five categories:

~ Data Vau!t and Do:urnent Managemeni..

~ Part Classification and Component Management.
~ Product Structure Management,

~ Workflow and Process Management.

~ Programme Management. Figure 2. PDM l iser Functions
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U tility functions provide support that facilitates the use of the system. Utility functions interface
with the operating environment and insulate its functions from the user, Tailoring permits systems to
operate in conformance with the user's environment. The graphical user interface can be made role
specific, i.e. presenting the user with access to only those applications needed to perform his/her task.
e.g, Maintenance Engineer, Planner, Operator, Configuration Control Engineer, Estimator, Commodity
Manager. etc.

Utility functions include:

~ System Administration and Security.

~ Communication and notification  e.g. E-mail!.
~ Data Access and Distribution,

~ Data Translation  one application to another!.
~ Image Services  e.g, visualization, view and mark-up!.

The Proposed Role of PDM in the NSC

This seel ion of the White Paper describes a 'vision' of how PDM could be used in the Naval
Support Command  !qSC! to improve warship availability and reduce through-life operating costs,

Defence Standard 00-60 defines the Ministry of Defence  MoD! requireinents for the
application ot Integrated Logistic Support  Il.S! principles and through-life management of equipment.
lt provides the discipline for ensuring that supportability and cost factors are identified and considered
during the design stage of equipment, so that they may influence the design with the aim of optimising
the Life-Cycle Cost  LCC!. 1t is intended to be used, whenever relevant, in all future designs, contracts,
orders, etc. and whenever practicable by amendment to those already in existence.

Figure 3. Overlap between Design and Support Data
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Consideration is being given to the way in which a sub-set of the product development
information, suitably enhanced by specific through-life support information, can be used to satisfy the
requirements of Defence Standard 00-60 in both the design and in-service phases of the product life-
cycle, The figure below indicates the overlapping data requirement for design and support.



It is envisaged that the comprehensive data set to support both the design and in-service support
phases will contain, but not be limited to, the following information:

~ Full Electronic Product Deimition  functional and physical representations!.
~ Configuration Management Data  inc. Version and Revision, EA'ectivity, Alternatives and

Substitutes!.

Manufacturiiig Data  inc, RAMP!.

~ I.ogistic Support Analysis Record  I.SAR!,
~ Availability, Reliaoility and Maintainability  ARM! Data
~ Maintenance Management Data,

Spares Provisioning Data and Tools.
~ Interactive Electronic 'I'echnical Manuals  IFTMs!.

~ 'I raining Documentation  including simulations and 'virtual reality' representations!.
'test and Evaluation Documentation and associated Data.

~ L.ife-Cycle Cost Data.

~ Human Factors D;ita.

The anticipated users of an ln-Service PDM t'all into seven main categories:

~ Support Ageiicies - TechnicaVDesign Authority.

~ Shore-based Provisioning Depots.
~ Repair/Refit Authority.

~ Contractors/Suppliers.
~ Training Esteiblishtnents.
~ On board.

~ Disposal Authorig

Each of the abcve will require access to information as outlined on following page.

Figure 4. 'Virtual' Extended Enterprise access to the ln-Service PDM
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The entire Support organisation can be treated as a 'virtual' extended enterprise, each has access
to the relevant infoririation within the In-Service Product Model. Shared access ensures the various

elements of thc enterprise have timely and accurate information for their decision-inaking and planning.

The management of legacy data is a major consideration for the NSC, The introduction ol the
latest 'Internet-based' PDM systems makes linking disparate databases a practical possibility. Legacy
data exists in a variety of formats which makes integration by traditional 'point to point' methods
extremely ditTicult, expensive and in some instances impossible.

Modern information systems make the exchange of data between disparate elements of the
'virtual enterprise' possible through the use of neutral data formats and 'de facto' standards for data
exchange, such as the STEP Application Protocols and CORBA.

'I'his capability supports the CALS objectives for the creation of a Contractor Integrated
'I'echnical Inforiiiation Service  CITIS!, allowing all project data to be held, managed and distributed
electronically.

PDM and the Potential for Project Upkeep

Project UPKEEP addresses the provision of maintenance, update and repair services to ships
and equipment, iogether with the associated spares purchasing, supply and accounting within the Naval
Logistics area. It is envisaged that Project UPKEEP will support the following:

~ HM Ships, Subinarines and RFAs.

~ Shore Establishments.

~ Store Depots and Warehouses.

~ Central Administration,

~ Elements of the Fleet Air Arm.

~ Eleinents of the Royal Marines.

As currently defined, Project UPKEEP represents an enterprise-wide integrated inforination
systems capability. The functionality offered by such an integrated business solution typically consists
of three major elements:

~ Programme Management  Planning, Budgets, Management Control and Reporting, etc
~ Product Manageinent  Technical Definition, Configuration Management!.
~ Materials Management  Material and Resource Planning, Financials, Inventory Control Part

Management, Supplier Management, etc.!.



Figure 5. Integration of key business functions
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The functiona,ity oA'ered by PDM systems has been developed to manage, share and re-use the
product definition and provide the underlying configuration management of product-related data. Data
Accuracy and Configuration Management are the most important aspects to consider when designing
information systems. To ensure inaxirnum flexibility in the managemeni. of data it is important to h.
able to treat each element as an object in its own right, each with its own life-cycle.

~ Access Control and Life-Cycle Management  Change Control!.
~ Product Structures - used for data navigation and part identification.
~ Visualization - ideritification and understanding of parts within the context of an assembly.
~ Distributed Vault - to allow data distribution across an extended enterprise.

~ Workflow - tc manage the product definition and change management process.
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ln addition, the following basic features of PI!M systems make the management and control of
data easier and inore readily accessible:



Table I, Assessment of'Project UPKI-:I'P requireinent

The Table above illustrates how the Project UPKEEP requirement can be satisfied by
'Commercial-off-the-Shelf  COTS! applications. Each application is accessed through a single
common Graphical User Interface  GUI!. The user need not be aware which application is used for
which purpose. Access is managed by core PDM utility functionality.

Figure 6. Single Common GUf provides access to all applications
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Business Benefit

'I'he implemeritation of PDM requires a major commitment to process and technology change
within an organisation, It is usual to undertake an investment appraisal prior to entering into this
commitment. The benefits of adopting PDM have been proven in a variety of industries and can bc
summarised by the following:

Improved Coiifiguration Management.

~ Improved Data Accuracy and Access.
Reduced Cycle-Time.

Reduced Cost,

~ Improved Quality.
~ F',fTective use of Resources.

~ Improved Cominuriication,

These are equally applicable to the Naval Support Command, resulting in increased warship
avaitabil ity and reduced through-life operating costs,

[.inking PDM with Concurrent Engineering techniques lo build coinplex products such as ships,
aircraA and automobiles has been shown to oA'er reductions in Cycle-Time and Cost ot the order
of 30-40'r'o.

At a business level, one of the major benefits of PDM is the ability to manage information
throughout the whole product lif'e-cycle, from cradle to gravc. It supports the sharing of information
between all involved in the project, i,e. customer, contractors and suppliers, within the 'virtual extended
enterprise', The ability to exchange information electronically between enterprise partners is consistent
with the aims arid objectives of CALS.

Within an organisation, the adoption of PDM can significantly improve productivity through the
re-use of data arid the adoption of common standards. The ability to share information and associate it
with product development process enhances the corporate knowledge. Tearnworking, empowerment
and improved communications are all facilitated by secure and controlled access to a common source
ot accurate information.

Personal productivity can be significantly enhanced by the implementation of PDM. Studies
have shown that the time spent looking for and validating inforination can represent 60~/0 of a typical
working day. Acces; to information through PDM can reduce this time by half. Powerful search
capabilities provide rapid access to information wherever it may be held. The ability to support data
exchange between systems also avoids the need for re-keying information.

Improved quality and reduction in rework are benefits that can be directly attributable to the
implementation of PDM. Experience in both aerospace and shipbuilding indicates that reductions in
rework of up to 90 o can be achieved. The ability to manage 'As designed', 'As built' and 'As
maintained' configurations supports faster response to customer queries, leading to reduced cycle-time.
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PDM supports process improvement through the automation of activities and workflows.
Docuincnt management and engineering change control benefit from the ability to leave behind the
traditional paper chase, Accurate Bills of Material  BoM! associated with automated work orders
provide a capability to ensure the right information and materials are available at the right time,
I'.xperience in industry has shown that BoM accuracy in excess of 98/0 is typical. Access to process-
based metrics provide the basis for continuous irnproveinent.

Coaclttsioas aad Next Steps

AAordability is a prime requirement to be satisfied by any defence programme. The pressures
on the national defence budget have resulted in even greater emphasis being placed on achieving 'value
lor money' in all areas of defence procurement.

ln his introduction to the Strategic Defence Review, the Secretary of State for Defence identified
the need to ",.apply modern management methods to ensure that we deliver results as efficiently as
possible to the taxpayer". The appointment of a tri-service Chief of Defence Logistics creates a single
point responsibility "...who will be responsible for delivering best business practice throughout our
support services .

PDM ha.', been implemented as an essential element of Business Process Re-engineering at all
the leading shipyards. The challenge for the NSC is to build on this technology and ensure the seamless
transfer af inforination between design and support. This represents a low risk enhancement of proven
technology, which has been shown in related industries to deliver significant business benefit.

Any solution developed for the NSC is also likely to be applicable to the other services as part
of a meeting the tri-service support requirement defined in the SDR.

Recent devek>pments in inforination systems provide for increased flexibility in database
integration. This means that business solutions are easier and quicker to implement, leading to reduced
costs and increased functionality, It is appropriate to investigate how these advances can be used by
the NSC to define an enterprise information strategy, capable of meeting its requirements well into the
next century.

HILS  N! are developing a PDM demonstrator, which will utilise real data from the LPD R!
contract, to show 'proof of concept' within the extended NSC community. It will be used to increase
awareness of PDM and can be used to elicit a Stateinent of Requirements from potential users, e.g,
technical support authorities, repair and refit authorities, training establishments, nominated suppliers,
contractors, and onboard. This will feed into the enterprise information strategy for the whole of NSC.

Pending the definition of an overall strategy, it is recoinmended that work continue in deploying
PDM for the in-service support of LPD R! and AO. This will provide a combination of improved
definition of requirement and early benefits in the quality of support data. The inherited design data
will be enhanced with support-specific data such as ILS, RCM and RAMP.
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Annex 1 Glossary of Terms

Auxiliary OilerAO

ARM Avar'!ability, Reliability and Maintainability

Bill of MaterialBoM

BPRE Business Process Re-engineering

Computer-Aided Design

Computer-Aided Engineering

Continuous Acquisition and I ife-cycle Support

Concurrent Engineering

CAE

CALS

CK

CITIS  Uk!

CORBA

COTS

GUI Graphical User Interface

Head of Integrated Logistic Support  hlavy!

Hyper- Text Mark-up Language

Interactive Flectronic Technical Manual

H]I.S  N!

HTML

IETM

Interactive Electronic Technical PublicationIETP

Integrated Logistic Support

International Standards Organisation

Li fe-Cycle Cost

Landing Platform Dock  Replacement!

Logistic Support Analysis Record

Ministry of Defence  Procurement Executive!

ILS

ISO

LCC

LPD R!

LSAR

M09  PE!

NSC Naval Support Command

Optical Character Recognition

Product Life-Cycle Support

Product Data Management

Rapid Acquisition of Manufactured Parts

Reliability Centred Maintenance

OCR

PLCS

PDM

RCM

Royal Fleet Auxiliary

Strategic Defence Review

STandard for the Exchange of Product Model Data

SDR

STEP
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A PRODUCT MODEL FOR SHIP FUNDAMENTAL DESIGN
BASED ON WORKFLOW ANAI YSIS

Hiroyai'i Yau>aro, Takeo Kaama, Akira Fr<rhi»>i, Hir<>shi AA<rada a»<i Akifi<r>>i i>v«ri>ira,
 lniver.>ity o/'Tokio, Tokyo, Japan

Abstract

ln gen»ril. the product m»dci may be deflined h;iied on ihc phyiical structure of the p>»duct.
fl<>w»ver, ihe product model >nuit comply with the design pr»ccdurc. In this paper, the product
n>odeling methodology is discussed to include the deiign process haied on the workflow analy»i», The
design workI'l»<s ii repre»ented according to IDI F3 nieth<>dology  o deline thc proceii and d;ita
traniiti»n. General Product Modeling Environment hai Common Frame Library, which is a collection
of ihe contmonly usable classes of parti of ihip. C<PME has bccn used to add a ipecific cia»» to
represent the interntcdiate product definitions in the deiign procei» ai a part of Extended Frame
l,ibrary. And the effectiveness of the methodology ii illustrated by ih» corruga cd bulkhead itructurc
design.

Introduction

'I'he product inodeling ii thc main concern for thc informed ihipbuilding industry. Thc iingle
iource data niay bc rno»t effectively available for the Coniputer Integrated Shipbuilding from very
basic conceptual deiign through the ship production and even for the maintenance, The product model
muii he eaiy to get and to give data in every stage ot the deiign, production, operation until
dec»mr@i»»i<in, The product model can be mainly achieved by examining thc phyiical structure of
thc product. However, it is rather difficult to take account of the work process, especially the design
proces~, into the product model structure,

On the othei hand, the workflow analy»i» is becoming one of hot issuei receni.lv in order t»
»ireamline the design and production process for higher cfliciency in lime and labor. Some effective
mcthodologiei such as IDEF3 have been proposed, The workflow analysi» enablei to clarity
knowledge concerned with the work process. The result of workf low analysis ii useful for the
development of a product model to support the design proce»i.

In this paper, authors would like to di»cuii the workflow analysis and product modeling
methodology in the ihip structural design to include the design perspective into the product model,
To represent the workflow by IDEF3 to capture the data handled in each activity, and reiult» obtained
by thc IDEF3 an;ily»ii i» combined to the product model generation. General Product Model
Ei>v iron<!icni wai u»ed io add the cia»i corresponding with design procedure,

Workflow analysis

The w<srkfl<>w analyiii ii necessary to clarify the intci mediate dcl'initioni in the design procci».
Thai i» bccauic the requi»itc intermediate definition» deeply depend on thc design w»rkflow and they
are influenced by the way of design. In thi» chapter, the design workllow analy»i» methodology will he
preicntcd.
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Formal woritflott representation
The design process i» not clearly dcfincd cspcctally in industries whose product» are cot»plex

as shipbuilding industry, Ambiguity or options to lake may exist in man> aspcc s of the design process,
Even though skilled designers cannot state their way of design in a concrete and unique manner.
However, to implcmcnt the workflow on the computer, it is necessary  o describe the design work Iow
in a formal way. Anc not only thc process hut also t >c transitive in crrnediate product da a mu»  be
represented clea ly.

IDFF3 Process Description Capture Method
In this aaalysi», IDEF3 Process Dcscr ption C'ap urc Mc hod I I] was used. IDEF3 is onc <~ 

IDEF, an acronym of Intcgra ed Aimputer-Aided Manufacturing DFFin<tion, methods that are used to
pcrforrn modeling w<trk in support of enterprise in cgration �]. IDEF3 provides a mechanism for
collecting and documenting proce»ses, lt enables  o express knowlcclge how a particular»ystc»>,
proces» or organization works accurately.

As shown in l.igurc I, IDEF3 has two description modes to show the work and object transition
in thc process. 'I'hose are a Proce»» Flow diagram and an Object State Tran»i ion Nc work. OSTN,
diagram. The capabili y of describing in two diffcren  pcrspec ives i» a great advantage of IDEF3.

Object State

cia

Process I'"low Diagram,: OSTN Diagram

Process-Cert tered View red View

Figure 1, Concep  of II!EF3 Description
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Process Flow' diagrams show  hc workHow a» a ch;iin ot iinits of behavior, 'L' !B»,  o capture
proces»-cen crud vicv s of processes. Prccedcncc link» repre»ent  lie oider of UOB» and Junc ion» do
the logic i>f proces» branching. 'and', 'oi', 'synchronous and', '»ynchronou» or';ind 'exclusive or.'
Thc shadow of UOB indicates  ha  one or more deco~posit~on diagram» arc associiited with the UOB
for n>orc detailed description.

OSTN diagrams capture object-centered views ol' pr >cc»se», »ummarizing the allowable
  ansi ion» that objects can undergo  hroughout a particular proces». The relation io Proces» Flov
diagrams c;in bc vi»iblc hy using Referent», each of which corresponds wi h onc of the UOBs in
Proces» Fh>w diagrams. Referent» are al»o used in Proce»» Flov, diagram». OSTN di;>gram» are
 ypicallv devel,>pcd only for the important objcc s ot' hc pri>«e»s description. OSTN diagram» arc iiii>»t
i>fteii developed alt«i Proce»» Flow diagram; howcvc>, it i» cii»icr to begin with OSTN cliagrarn» in
sonic ca»cs. There i» no definite procedure to develop those two diagrams.

Erich clement in the tw<> diagram» can have I-:lab >ration to»tore dc ailed docunicntation. Thc
eh bura i >n document typically includes listing» <>f the objects, facts and con»train s, al»i> a textual
de»cripiion of  ha  «l«inent,

ILL'I'3 application  rr the design process analysis
As»tatcd above, IDEF3 mc hodology wa» u»«d in thi» .inalysi». But IDEF3 was designed for

the analy»i» o.. gcn«rally v;irious busines» processc» not only for thc design process analysis. lt i»
neccssiiry  i> dctcrm>ne how to ripply IDEF3 me hodology to the ilc»ign proces» analysis liir making  he
'iniily»i» >r><>rc cft'eclive. So author» defi led soiiic policies ol IDEF3 applic' lion  o thc iicsign proc«s»
analysis a» lollowiii".

UOlk~M>cr1rao
ln this rese;irch, especial UOB elaboration di>curnent» arc attached to each LOB». They enable

readers to un<ler»tand thc meaning of UOB more clearly. Figure 2 shows the UOB et;iboration
clocumcnt forni use<I in this analysis. It includes a textual general definition of activity and li»tings of
the work item.�cre'i cd data at thi» activity, reference data created in preceding activities and extern;il
information 4 kno>x ledge. The work item» become UOB» in ihe decomposition diagram of  hat 'UOB.

U !H t;k>t>orna>o»  !»«i>nien 

I.igurc 2, UOB elaboration document fnrm for thc design workllov aniily»i»
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In this analysi,, as the objects ol'interest are the produ«t definitions, OSTN diagr.uns sht>uld b»
developed for capturing the transition of the product detinition» through the process. It may be natural
that existent drawing» and technical documents in actual work are made ob3ects of OSTN diagrams,
But it i» not co'zveni nt for the development of product model hecau»e the product definiti<>n» lor
designers are elements represented in drawings and document~, not drawings and docuincnt»
thcmselve». The object ol'OSTN diagram in this,inaly»is i» regarded as a conceptual dc»ign object foi.
ihe designer, such as the mid»hip structure, the bulkhe;id structure, the triinsvcr»e v eh»tructurc,;ind»o
on.

l'ro,Sim

ProSim j I!,;> tool to support IDEF3 methodology, v"is used in this paper. Pr<>Sim is;i softw,irc
tool developed by tlie Knowledge Based System», lnc., ind this provides the environincnt to>
developing IDEI'3 dc»criptions, Thc IDEF3 analysis v a» achicvcd very easily by using thi» software.

WorkAow analysis of a bulk carrier hul! structural basic design

In thi» cltaptct; the workflow analy~i~ of a bulk carrier»tructural design will bc presented.
Figure 3 is a picture ol'.'i typical bulk carrier con»idcrcd in this;inalysi».

Figurc 3. Picture of a typical bulk carrier

Hull structural basic design
In thi» research, the phase ot' hull structural basi«design was anal vzed. As shown in I igure 4, ii

locate» bctwccn;i preliminary design and a detailed design in whole hull structural design. Thc output
i>f the hull structural basic design is called 'Key Plan'. that is basic dctiniti<>n» of htill structure;in<I
contain» di igrams of ntidship section, construction pri>tile, deck plan, »hell cxpan»ion, and si> on, 'I'hc
intcrmcdiatc dcfinitioi>» of hull structure in thc ba»i«design .irc ni>t «lear and accuiatc because thc
definitions of hull structure in this phase i» inostly rough and;ihstract. 1he fact i» a»ignil'i»ant f'ictor
why»y»tems in this domain are not integrated weII,>nd »ann<>t provide sufficient »upport I'or de~ign
work.
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Preliminary Design Dept.

I'j.-'>w%Ri~
Basic Design Dept,

,I ':;:�:,':3!I". ' ';-', " ",;;.',".'!,"m
Detailed Design Dept,

Upstream Stage Downstream Stage

Figurc 4. Hull structural de»ign

:!''.''Captured descriptions in this analysis
In this section, sornc of the captured diagrams in thi» analysis will be presented

"j::;app! y IDEF3 methodology for the design workflow analysis
Figures Sa and Sb together show a top-level Process Flow diagram of hull

,~;:::de»ign. It show» it workflow from thc design policy decision till getting approval of th
j'::is thc ntost abstract but overall description of the hull structural basic de»ign. Each
'j'.'''sltadow contain a decomposition diagram lor more detailed description.

Figurc 6 show» the Process Flow diagram of tnidship section longitudinal
!",,;,>vbich is a decornpo»ition diagram associated with the UOB De»ign midship sect
I,": tnember' in the top-Icvcl Process Flow diagram. Much tnore detailed decompositio
-I!i.,':itnder the»hadowcd UOBs. A lot of decomposition diagrams are captured like thi».

Figurc 7»bows an OSTN diagram for the midship structure dcttnition». Sche
,';.",rtf each oval were also represented in Figure 7. The lai.tcr part of the diagram i» not
!i';Figure to avoid lengthy description, The development of OSTN diagrams i» based on
':,::Of Proce»» Flow diagratn». By making OSTN diagrams, the transition of product o
'i!ecarne clearly under»tandablc like this.
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Figure Sa. Process Flow diagram of hull structural basic design  l of 2!

Figurc 5b. Process Flow diagram of hull structural basic design � of 2!
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Figure 6. Proces» Flow diagram of mid»hip»ection longitudinal metnber de»ign

Structural

4800

 nn~rB llqm Longl
Space 800

Boffom Lonrtl
Space. 800

Space-2400
Floor
Space. 2400

Figure 7. Tran»ition» of Midship structure delinitions  fore part only!
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KVL deve!opment based on the workflow analysis

GPMF. and its frame librariex
GPME is an environirlcnt to provide;ul object-oriented product inodel cf'ticicntly u»able in lhe

wide variety of the automotive, construction, shipbuilding and so f'orth [4] [5! j6!. GPME is a product
of lhc consorliuin rese'irch project executed by Ship and Ocean F iundation and majoi Shipbuilders in
Japan, The architecture of' GPME is shown in I igurc N.
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GPME in this paper has the first vcr»ion of Extended Frame Library for Shipbuilding, EFL/S,
The first version ol EFL/S can represent thc ba»ic hull structure. However, it is nol suf'ficicnl for the
ship design process to rcprescnt intcrrncdiale definitions of lhc product under design. Additional EFL
development for more eft'ective design support should be necessary, and thi» can be accomplished
through lhe workflow analysi» ol ihc design proces».

In thi» chapter, an overview of GPMI'. and its frame libraries i» described f'irsl and;i suggestion
and a prototype of cxtcnsiiin for hulk carrier transverse corrugated bulkhc;id structure ilefinilions i»
shown next as a concrete cxanlple of'the additional EFL development.



product instance can hc hrowsed with ProdEditor. GPME has been evolved in the conscculivc research
project nick-named Advanced-CIM after the end of the original project in 1997. However, the original
GPME without sophisticated CFL was used in this paper, The original GPME has thc first version of
EFL/S. Figure 9 shows distinctive classes introduced to the structural design FL in EFL/S, The
intermediate definitions cannot be completely represented and the hull structural basic design are not
sufficiently supported by this FL.

Plate Met!! bee

Figurc 9. Distinctive classes of thc structural design FL in EFL/S

::An example: FF1. to design corrugated bulkhead structures
Figure 10 shows the corrugated bulkhead structure in a bulk carrier, It is composed of upper

':'at>d lower stools, and a corrugated plate.

Upper Stool

Corrugated Plate

Lower Stool

Figure 10, Picture of a corrugated bulkhead structure in a bulk carrier
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Figure I I shows thc tran»ition ol all corrugated bulkhead structure» c«ptured in this analysi».
According to the diagratn. the following de»ign proec»» can be read and understood:

Before the hull »truetural basic design, only the positions of <II bulkhead structures have
already been determined. In the proce»» of hull structural basic design, the midship bulkhead structure»,
i.e. bulkheads in the rnid»hip area, are de»igned first and the other bulkhead structures are designed
later. Thi» i» shown in the mezzanine three oval».

Figure I l. Tran»iti<in of «ll eorrug«tcd bulkhead structure» definitions

Actually, more detailed object state tr«nsition is included in thc LJOB 'Design midship bulkhead
structures' in the lowest four oval». It indicate» that four detailed object. states cxi»t hctwccn the object:;::,':
state 'BHD positi<ins detertnined' and thc object »tate Plaid»hip BHD structure» designed', This,'..
transition expre»scs the following:

In the design procc»s ol tnid»hip bulkhead structures, the basic din>en»i<>ns of bull heal,,;;,t;
»tructure shape is determined lirst. Thc border shape adjustment for individual bulkhead. which meat>» ';:
the rnodit'ications of bulkhead structure»hapc ba»cd on the basic dimensions, i» executed secondly. The,';:
configuration and attribute» of primary mcmhers are de»igncd thirdly. And thc arrangenicnt an<I:::�"
attribute» ol secondary ntemhcr» «rc dc»igned la»tly

It »hould be considcrcd tltat definition» nf thc ba»ie dimen»ion» in thc oblcct »tate '8:<sic':",iI
dimcn»ion» determinetl' arc actually intended tor not only the midship bulkhead»tructures hut al»o tl!e::�'4>."

other bulkhead structures. And the h;<sic dimensions arc dc»igned by»trcngth rcquirctnent». In»tret>gtI>'.;:::4
requirements, all ot bulkhead structures in a hulk carrier;ue regarded a» onc of the two types, i.c;;::,ii>'
watertight bulkhead and deep tank bulkhead, So  wo definition» of the basic dimensions normally exlsl;:::j~,.
Each individual bulkhead structures are designed on the basis of the two dcl'inition».
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According to thc above interpretation that is extracted from thc OSTN diagram of corrugated
bulkhead structures definitions, authors considered that the object structure of corrugated hulkhcad
structures definitions in the design process should be as Figure 12. It i» composed of objects that
express individual bulkhead structures and objects that contain the basic dimension definitions of
bulkhead structure.

Basic dimensions

of bulkhead structure»

I I I I
'I I I

' No.5 hold is a ballast hold in this case.

FR70 FR100 FR130 FA160 FA190 FA220

Figure 12. Object structure of corrugated bulkhead structures definitions in the design proces»

The first version of EFUS cannot suppo<1 for representation of these instances. Authors tried to
design additional classes to the first version of EFL/S 1' or expressing;<nd handling them. The kcy

. features of extension arc as f<7llows:

~ Add a class that expresses a unit of individual corrugated bulkhead structure
~ Add a class that contains the definitions of basic dimension»
~ Add a function lor rough shape calculation of individual bulkhead structure» on the

definitions of basic dimensions
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Class Name . 'additional class for EEL/S

Ctsss fststme: class in the first version of EFL/S
c Dime

basic dimens>ons

bbd

s.orru sated wali
upperstool deck
upperstool aslope
upperstool a slope
lowerstool deck
lowerstool f slope
lowerslool a slope

ftHD Members

..�, s

functiona~lcom
menrbert

tnmmrns bnds

Figure 13. Extension tor corrugated bulkhead structures definitions

Figure 13 illustrates the extension for corrugated bulkhead structures definitions. Classes that;,",~>
are expressed by gray boxes are included in thc first version of EFL/S and the other classcb and':,."
relations are extension that i» suggested in this paper.

This extension wa» developed on GPitvIE and the sample program using thc additional classes".~>
was also created, Figures 14, 15, 1ff «nd 17 show the sample program result browsed with ProdEditor;.,:,'i';',
In this sample program, trough shapes of individual bulkhead s ructurcs arc autom'ltically calculate�;:::;zj
on the definitions of basic dimensions, i.e�W,T,BHD and D,T,BHD. Figure 14 shows base shapes of .�''>',
all bulkhead structures, Figure I S shows trimrncd shapes of all bulkhead structures, Figurc 16 shows a,,"!i
base shape of one bulkhead structure at  rarnc number 70, i.e., FR70 BHD. And figure 17 docs a:::.",".",;".g!tt
trimmed shape of FR70 BHD. Those Figures show that the FFL obtained as shown in Figurc 13 calf::,j>l
support the design nicely,
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Ft~utc Id. Swtnplt. ol BHD
rough shape c;tlculation I
 all BHDs. hase shape!

Figure IS. Sample of BHD
rough shape calculation 2
 all BHDs, trimmed shape!



Ftgure l6. Sample ol BHD
rough iltape culculution
 FR70BHD. h tie ~hope!

Figure l7. Sumple ot' BHD
rough ~httpe cttlcultttion 4
 FR70BHD, trimmed chapel
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Canclusian

In this icseaich, firstly, Authors tried to clarify intermediate definitions of hull structure in
actual design p.occ»» by the workflow analysis of hull structural basic design in order to develop an
effective product model. The workflow analysis based on IDFF3 methodology was made.

And»e«.>ndlv, Authors tried to discuss how io develop additional FL to the first version of
EFL/S on GPIVIE ha»ed on their analysis, In thi» papci, Author» exhibited a suggestion and;i prototype
<>I extension foi bulk carrier  ran»verse corrugated bulkhead»tructurcs definition as a concrete example
ot' ihe a<lditiona I I'I. deveh>pmenl..

Finally. Author» have obtained following conclu»ion»:

Design workllow analy»i» with IDEF3 methodology is effective to clarify intermediaie
definition» ot product in actual design proce»»
The worktlow analy»i»result» can provide useful information for EFL development in

GPME.
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SHIPBUILDING INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT
 SHIIP!

Tom Bando, Electric Boat Corp., Cr'roton, CT
Lisa McCabe, Electric Boat Corp., Groton, CT

Introdn etio@

The Shipbuilding Information Infrastructure Project  'SHIIP! is a three year, $22
million project funded jointly by the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency
 DARPA' MARITECH program and by industry. The MARITECH program, begun in
1993, is devoted to improving the competitiveness of the U.S. shipbuilding industry. The
SHIIP project i» led by Electric Boat Corporation  EBC!. The SHIIP team consists of
»hipbuilder»  Bath Iron Works, NASSCO, Atlantic Marine. Avondale, Todd Pacific! and
technologists  VIIIP/IBM, Computer Science» Corp., Deneb Robotics, STEP Tools inc.,
Data Access Technologies !.

The goal of the SHIIP project has been to support the integration of systems
technologies within the IJ,S. shipbuilding industry. The SH11P project has sought to
identify, develop and deploy standards-based protocols that can be adopted by the U.S.
shipbuilding industry as a whole. A standards-based protocol may be endorsed by an
international standards body, it may be an emerging standard, or it may be a de facto
standard, The salient pre-requisite has been that the protocol bc implemented by more
than one vendor so that the use of the protocol does not unduly tie a shipbuilder to any
one technolog> provider. To a certain extent, U.S. shipbuilders have been at the mercy of
systems technology providers. In its current state the industry does not have the
wherewithal to make the technology providers respond to it» needs. Rates of production
are low. 'l'he number of U.S. shipyards is small and compartmentalized; first tier yards
have syst.m» technology requirements that are quite different from those of seconil tier
yards. Moreover, the industry is highly competitive and ha» rarely spoken with one voice.

Recent advances in systems technologies, especially technologies developed for
the Internet and based on the Java programming language, have for the first time made it
possible tor an enterprise to deploy an information infrastructure on which its industry-
specific application components can be a»sembled. The»hipbuilding information
infrastructure provides the systems integration l'oundation which formerly wa» available
only within high-priced, proprietary, monolithic software application». Many of the»e
technology advances were developed and proved out by the National industrial
Information Iritraslructure Protocols  NIIIP! prolect.

SHIIP Deployment

Although it is an infrastructure deployment project, the SHIIP project has chosen
a particular shipbuilding business domain in which to 1'ocu» it» efforts, To date rno»t of
the sy»tern» technology inve»tment in the shipbuilding industry has been in support of
design and engineering processes. At Electric Boat there i» substantial amount of design
information available in digital form. However, there ha» been very little activity devoted
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Figure I - SHIIP Deployment Process

In some ways, the SHIIP infrastructure is a comprehensive Intranet for
shipbuilding as shown in Figure 2. Central to the infrastructure are the communication
protocols that connect the SHIIP services and applications. Although several protocols
were chosen, they are all practical, Internet protocols, and the objective of the project has
been to enable only required services and to find the most appropriate protocol for each
service. Table 1 summarizes the protocols selected:
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to making this information available to the shipyard work force in ways that would
streamline the production processes. While deploying broad-based information
infrastructure technology, the SHIIP project has also used the infrastructure to support
applications which make more information available to shipyard team leaders, foremen
and mechanics.

The SHIIP project is a shipyard initiative. The SHIIP project works closely with
EBC's production information systems team. In cycle 2 the SHIIP project selected the
Foreman Work Assignment application, which was under consideration by EBC's
production systems developers  see Figure I!. The SHIIP team participated in the
gathering of functional requirements, which was led by EBC's operations. After the first
round of functional requirements was collected, the SHIIP project led the development
and demonstration of a prototype deployment of the Foreman Work Assignment
application. This work was performed in parallel with the ongoing architecture definition
work of the supporting information infrastructure. The demonstration was then used to
elicit feedback from the users in order to refine the functional requirements. At this point
the application development was turned over to EBC developers for production
deployment. Finally, the architecture and selected components have become available for
re-use in subsequent production applications.



Table I - SHIIP Communication Protocols
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Figure 2 - SHIIP Iutranet

Since the SHIIP infrastructure is comprised of distributed services and
inf'ormation obiects, a directory service is essential so that users can readily locate objects
as needed, These directories can be as straightforward as the directories of users and their
role» or as complex as directories that represent the ship's product and parts objects and
their relationships.

One ol' the most significant services of the inf'rastructure is the enterprise data
management service. The purpose of this service t» to provide uniform access to
enterprise infortT<ation, which may be stored in legacy data»tore» as diverse as file
systems, hierarchical databases, relational database» or legacy applications. Thi»
iytformati<m also spans a number of busincs» process domains � such as up-front
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requiremerits arid concept formulations, physical ship design information, a»d ship
assembly «nd outfitting information. The selection of technology for the enterprise data
management service was the most difficult challenge of the project.

A service that provides users with timely notification of significant business
events has been identified in the Integrated Development Environment  IDE! concepts of
operations described in a number of recent naval shipbuilding programs. The SHIIP
project has designed and demonstrated such a service using software agents.

The user interface into the shipbuilder»' Intra»et i» a key element. The SHIIP
project has designed and demonstrated a user interface component called the SHIIP
Desktop, The SHIIP project ha» designed a Desktop with two inodes, and both have been
demonstrated in the second year of the project. ln conjunction with providing the user
interface, the SHIIP Desktop supports the strong authentication of users to the enterprise
system,

Th» service most in demand by the shipyard work force is the distributed
visualization of .he ship product model, The SHIIP project has identified a number of use
cases for distributed visualization. These use ca»es have been formulated in detail, and
appropriate visualization technologies have been mapped to each use case. The
conclusion of the SHIIP project is that it would be a mistake to attempt to apply any one
visualizaticin technology to all use cases.

The rem;under of this paper describes how each module of the infrastructure wa»
deployed i» the second year of the SHIIP project.

Enterprise Data Management: CORBA or Java'

An enterprise data object  sometimes referred to as a 13usi»ess Object! is a
specialized type of data object. An enterprise data object inherits the features that are
needed in crder io be used in an enterprise software application: persistence, transactions,
security, arid load-balancing. What signifies that an object is an enterprise data object i»
that a large number of users need to have access to the object simultaneously. Such an
object is significantly differem from an object that has been designed to run in a
standalone personal computer application.

If a user today processes an enterprise data object, such «s an assembly in the
ship's procluct structure, the expectation is that that a»sembly will still be available
tomorro~  per»istence!. If a user moves a part from one assembly to another, the
expectation is that if the system fails after the part is deleted from the original assembly,
the part w:11 not disappear from the product structure  transactions!. If a user is not
authorized io change parts in the product structure. the expectation is that the sy»tern will
prohibit that activity  security!. And finally, if a hundred users nee<l to access parts at the
same time, the expectation is that the system will not make ninety-nine users wait until
the first user is finished  load-balancing!.

So called "middleware" technology represents the state of the art in enterprise
data management today. This technology supports a multi-tiered architecture, in which
application. are separated from the underlying database in order io make it possible to
keep database management functions independent of application or business logic. One
goal is to begin to free application developers from the overwhelming complexities of
today's information technologies. There are three prominent middleware technologies;
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The goal of the CORBA standard is to support the technical interoperability of
distributed objects. At the time the OMG was formed, there was a perception that
industry's highest priority was to be able to construct complex systems from software
modules written in different programming languages. Moreover, the OMG felt that the
requirement for 'technology independence" was incumbent on them, that i», in order to
be univers;illy applicable, OMG standards should not be tied to any implementation
technology. When the SHIIP project began, CORBA was the only available distributed
object standard. One objective of the project has been to determine whether CORBA
could be used to benefit the shipbuilding industry. Consequently, a substantial amount of
the prototyping in the first two years of the SHIIP project was b;ised on CORBA. The
results of that prototyping and investigation has produced a number of lessons learned:
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Microsoft's DCOM, the Object Management Group's  OMG! Common Object Request
Broker Arcnitecture  CORBA!, and Sun Microsystem'» Enterprise JavaBeans  EJB!,
Because of its commitment to standards-based, non-propriety technologies, the SHIIP
project has focused on CORBA and EJB as the two alternatives for evaluation. The
objective was to identify the systems requirements of the shipbuilding industry and to
determine if either technology is better suited to satisfy these requirements, As part of the
evaluation process, the SHIIP project implemented two prototypes of the Foreman Work
Assignment objects � one using CORBA business objects and one based on the EJB
»pecification as»hown in Figure 3. A» a result of the evaluation and of the prototype
work, the SHIIP project concluded tha  EJB is the technology that i» best-suited to satisfy
the requiren>ents enterprise data management for the shipbuilding industry,



~ Technology independence, while useful in theory, should not be pursued at the
expens: of developing working implementations.

~ Techni:al interoperability is not a requirement for the development of an industrial
information infrastructure. Supporting applications and software components for the
information infrastructure are homogeneous enough to be implemented in a single
implementation technology,

~ OMG, while advocating separation of services, has produced, in the arena of domain
standards, wrappers for monolithic application».
OMG lias been hampered by the inability to reach timely consensus,

The Enterprise JavaBeans specification was published in April, 1998 � near the
end of the second year of the SHIIP project. Java technology has a different prime
requirement than CORBA technology, Java i» dedicated to portability. the notion of
software development whose goal i» "write once, run anywhere." Our experience ha»
been that this capability is much more valuable to the shipbuilding industry than technical
interoperability. Across alliances of shipyards, throughout the maritime supply chain, and
within a single shipyard, it i» very important to have access to software that can be run on
any hardwiire/operating system platform available. Java provides a universal computing
environment.

In addition, Java and Enterprise JavaBeans brought along some unexpected
benefits that quickly persuaded u» to turn to this iechnoiogy to provide the foundation of
the shipbuilding information infrastructure. Java provides an iinplernentation technology.
Java i» not a conceptual object definition language. In fact, Java incorporated the
strengths and purged the weaknesses of the C++ programming language with such
success that Java developers are consistentIy more productive than C++ developers.
These productivity gains are not only widely reported but were also noticed within the
SHIIP proj "ct, Sun Microsy»tems ha» also been very successful at delivering timely
specifications  and implementations!. Finally, Java comes at»uch a low cost of entry that
it promises to be adopted by second tier as well as first tier shipyards,

In this development cycle, the project prototyped two middleware technologies,
CORBA business objects and EJB objects. The busine»» object infrastructure was used to
irnplernent the Foreman Work Assignment application. With this application, a foreman
can access EBC's MRP systein through the SHIIP Desktop in order to assign work items
to member: of hi» crew, Ultimately, mechanics could use the system to designate their
own work lilan», The first challenge wa» to retrieve the Work Order data from the legacy
IMS database on the mainframe. An Oracle procedural gateway was used for the
prototype. Two teams of developers produced Work Order business objects for the
rniddle tier application. One team modeled the objects using OMG s Interface Definition
Language IDL!, and the other inodeled the object» using Java and the EJB specification.
Since there wa» no commercial EJB server available at the time, SHIIP developers
simulated the EJB environment by adhering strictly to the EJB specification. On the
client side, the EJB specification was also used to define the remote interfaces to the
Work Order objects. Even the CORBA client »tub» were wrapped with these interfaces,
ln this way it was possible to develop one set of user interface components that supported
both prototypes.
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Notification Service

Figure 4 illustrates an overview of the SHIIP Notification Service. This includes
work that has been coinpleted as well as work that is scheduled to be done in the final
year of the project  which is indicated by the shaded box!. The foundation of the
Notification Service is the delivery system. Notification of interesting business events is
performed by an asynchronous messaging system. The message conveys information
regarding the occurrence of a business event to a user. The messaging system must be
portable enough to deliver messages to a wide range of clients. The first prototype was
based on the CORBA Event Service. This approach depends on the availability of
CORBA clients throughout the shipyard. The next prototype will be implemented using
the Java Messaging Service  JMS!. Both the CORBA Event Service and JMS implement
a publish-and-subscribe design pattern. After a business event is generated, it is turned
over the messaging system. The messaging system permits users to subscribe for types of
events, When events of this type are received at the messaging system, they are delivered
to interested users. If there are no subscribes for a message, it is not delivered. The final
delivery to the user will be selected by the user and can range from an email message, to
a pager message, to a notification on the Desktop.

Figure 4 - SHIIP Notification Service

One innovation of the SHIIP Notification Service is the use of software agents. A
software agent is a small software application that can be highly personalized to meet the
needs of an individual user. Software agents are often rule-based and are intended to play
the role of "agents" for their users, The enterprise notification service is an especially apt
application for software agents. An automatic notification system may threaten to deluge
users with unwanted messages. The ability to subscribe only for designated types of
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events may not be sufficient to protect a user from such a deluge. The notification agent
can be configured by each user to provide a much more intelligent filter for potential
messages. Throrrgh a simple interface, the user can specify not only what type of events
are of interest but also under what condition» the user wishe» to be notified or not be
notified of the event. The agent makes these decisions based on rules that have been
added to the agent and based on the attribute» attached to the event, For example, a
foreman may request to be notified if a stop work order is attached to one of his jobs-
but only if that job i» currently on the schedule horizon.

The next. version of the prototype will tocu» on the event definition and event
generation portions of the service. Until now, event» have been generated by polling the
database for significant state changes, This approach i» non-obtrusive but may impose
burdensoine overhead for a database with a high transaction volume. In the next cycle,
the Notification Service will become more integrated. The design and prototyping of the
Notification Service has demonstrated a need for an explicit model of ihe events that are
of interest throughout the shipbuilding process. Following traditional practice, the SHIIP
project has developed object inodels  data dictionaries! for the entities and relationships
that are coirtained in the enterprise data management system. Object definition languages,
however, do no: typically provide facilities for the modeling of Business Events. The
SHIIP project has begun to define a methodology for a formal definition of Business
Events.

The inclusion of Business Events as part of thc shipbuilding object model
»uggests that the enterprise data management system should be more closely integrated
with the Notification Service. The u»e of JMS in the next version of the Notification
Service prototype is designed to accomplish that goal. With thi» approach it will be
possible to implement transactions that encompass both database updates and resulting
events. The transaction will guarantee that if an update i» requested but fails, the message
will not be delivered.

SHIIP Desktop

One responsibility of the SHIIP Desktop i» to authenticate the user, that is, to
guarantee to the enterprise systems that the user i» really who he claims to be. One typical
method of authentication is to provide a user id and password. This approach tends io
become inconvenient to users when they are suddenly given access to scores of services
through th information infra»tructure. Inevitably, different services end up using
different user id's; and as services demand new passwords, it becomes challenging to
keep track of which passwords are currently in effect for which services. Another method
relies on public key/private key technology. With this method, each user is provided with
a private key  often on a floppy disk!, the corre»ponding public key i» managed in the
enterprise person directory. This method becomes inconvenient when the user needs to
move about the =ompany. In this scenario. the u»er must bring hi» private key file with
birn and install it on each client machine that he uses.

The SHIIP Desktop ha» prototyped a third method, based on iButton technology,
The iButton is button-sized Java computer. It can connect through an inexpensive adapter
to a serial or parallel port on a PC, It i» powered by its host computer. The iButton is
capable of . toring a user's private key, distinguished name, and the unique identifier of
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the iButton. In addition, it can generate time stamps. With these capabilities, the iButton
can generate a string of characters that represent the user's "credentials". Figure 5
illustrates the authentication interactions that have been prototyped by the SHIIP project.

LDAP Server
Person Directory

da: John Doe
roles "a", 'b"
ceriiaicaies:

 da, pobhc key!
IButton

Authentication
Server

Deskto

Insert Button:

I . ]

Figure 5 � Authentication
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When the user starts the SHIIP desktop, an authentication window prompts the
user to attach his iButton to the client computer. The authentication window drives an
authentication applet, which asks the iButton to provide the user's credentials. The
iButton generates a string with the user's distinguished name, the ring id, and a time
stamp. The iButton encrypts part of this string using the user's private key; this represents
an authentication message "signed" by the user. The authentication applet sends the
credentials to the authentication server. The authentication server is responsible for
determining whether the user is, in fact, who he claims to be. The authentication server
relies on the enterprise Person Directory to make this determination. The Person
Directory is implemented using the LDAP protocol and an LDAP server. LDAP is the
Internet protocol for directory services. The directory entry for the user is located in the
directory based on user's distinguished name. The user's directory entry manages the
user's public key, which is sent back to the authentication server. If the authentication
server can successfully decrypt the credentials with the user's public key, then the user is
strongly authenticated. The authentication server allows the user to access the Desktop.

The LDAP server is also the service that manages the roles that the user is
authorized to play in the enterprise. This service is the foundation for managing access to
enterprise services based on role. Access control within the information infrastructure
will be designed and prototyped in the next year of the project. Also scheduled for the
next prototype is the integration of the strong authentication service with a commercial
off-the-shelf EJB server.



The SIIIIP Desktop is illustrated in Figurc 6. As the IIgure shows, the SHIIP
Desktop is designed to work in conjunction with a Web browser. The SHIIP Desktop is
implemented using JavaBeans technology. The Desktop is divided into two regions. The
Type Manager Bar houses icons which control operations applicable to "types" of
objects, such as creating, deleting, and locating, For example, the Work Order  WO! type
manager would be used to create a new Work Order. The palette region houses business
object instances, icons, and lists of icons. The Work Order user interface component is
used to preserit the contents of Work Order to the user. Every business object has two
possible representations on the Desktop � as a complete user interlace and as an icon.
Each icon rep;eseni.s a business object. Double chcl'ing thc icon causes the Work Order
user interface to open; dragging and dropping the icon adds a Work Order to some other
Desktop object. Thc Desktop also manages lists nf business objects, which representresults sets frcm some query against the system. Ce y  Wemeres

Type yry p
 r  r

~ W  Lee
' ~ Wl   L

I'  leyte

Figure 6 - SHIIP Desktop

The Desktop presents a familiar graphical user interface in which objects appear
to be resident in the user's personal computer but are, in fact, dispersed across the
enterprise. When a user drags a file icon to trash can on a stand alone PC, the file itself is
on the PC, and so is trash service which deletes the file. When a user drags a Work Order
icon to the trash bin on the Desktop, the Work Order may actually be an object that
resides on an enterprise server and is stored in a mainframe database, and the same is true
of the service which deletes the Work Order. The Desktop extends the range of the
personal con|putej to provide the authorized user with access and control over every
component in the enterpris's information infrastructure.

In order for the Desktop to be an effective user interface into the enterprise
information,nfrastructure. there are a number of technical challenges or requirements
that must bc satisfied. The Desktop must, first, provide an interface to distributed
business objects. I". must be practicable to deploy across thousands of personal computers.
It must enable the co-operability of business objects from a variety of application
domains. It must be able to represent objects implemented across the entire range of
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enterprise component and Web technologies. Finally, the Desktop must be customizab!e
to suit the requirements and preferences of the entire population of end users.

As an element of the enterprise inforniation infrastructure, the Desktop will
potentially be deployed on hundreds, possibly thousands, of computers. In a production
environment the result is a substantial configuration management burden. Whenever
there is a new version of client-side code, every client must bc re-configured. If the
reconfiguration process should ever falter, the result is that there will be client computers
in the field with incompatible combinations of application code. Some combinations may
seem to work for some scenarios but mysteriously tai! for nther scenarios. Some
combinations may not work at all. In any case, the potential disruption to production
users is a iiightrnare. In the virtual enterprise, where resources are managed by entirely
different support staffs, the problem is even more severe.

The SH!IP project has deployed two»tyles ot Desktop and has attempted to
document the architectura! considerations that identify the scenario» in which one style is
preferable to the other. The second style of Desktop has been called the lightweight
Desktop. It is illustrated in Figure 7. One use case that was identified as part of the SHIIP
project was delivery of work package» to the mechanics through a browser. The idea was
that this approach would streamline the current process in which voluminous printed
documents represented the only format for trade work packages. There were many
complaints about the paper-based process:

~ it was not possible to print only the page or two at a time that were needed;
~ it was difficult to trace the cross-references throughout the many pages;
~ the volume of paper led to inefficiencies;
~ it was iime-consuming to track down reference documents.

This use case presented requirements that were quite different from the Foreman
Work Assignment application, The application was largely read-only; at most the user
would need to fill in a form or two. Use of the»ystem would be more intermittent and
users would expect a quicker response time for these short-lived sessions. The process
could be further streamlined if the client was a handhe!d or portable computer. For the
E!ectronic Work Package task, the Lightweight Desktop wa» used. The Lightweight
Desktop is ba»ed on the Web browser. Only HTML pages are delivered to the client.
There is no requirement for the client to download or process sophisticated JavaBeans
applets.

Nevertheless, it was possible to reuse»ignificant portions of the Foreman Work
Assignment objects for the Electronic Work Package application. As illustrated in Figure
7, the Electronic Work Package uses the EJB objects related to Work Orders. Work
Orders are stored in an IMS database on a mainframe, Work Order data is accessed
through an Oracle procedural gateway in order to populate the EJB business objects.
These ob ects could be accessed directly by the Desktop client. However, in the
Electronic Work Package application these business objects are accessed by a server-side
Java program known as a servlet, The serv!et is a client to the business objects, and it
translates Work Order data into HTML forms, which are sent to the Lightweight
Desktop. !n the next development cycle, XML will be used in place of HTML. XML is



an Internet protocol that has the added feature that it can represent data that can beinterpreted by computer applications. Browaer
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Figure 7 - Lightweight Desktop

Distributed product visualization

One of the most promising opportunities for increasing shipyard efficiency with
improved information sharing is distributed product visualization. The SHIIP project
conducted numerous workshops with shipyard personnel in order to identify the
shipyard's visualization requirements, From these meetings it became clear that the
shipyard's visualization requirements were not exactly the same as the visualization
requirements of the design and engineering processes. Yet most of the visualization
research and development among shipbuilders has been driven by design and engineering
organizations. The shipyard visualization requirements can be summarized as follows.

Efgcient display of large modets
In order to aid in the installation and outfitting processes, it is necessary to

provide visualizations up to the size of a work area. A ship may be the most difficult of
all industrial visualization challenges, being comprised ot' as many as ten million parts,
The efficierit display of large models entails two aspects: time to load the model and
response tinie when viewing,

Ability to extract a portion of the ship for viewing
In today'; shipbuilding design applications, the ship is represented as CAD

models which are organized in accordance to the needs of the design work force. This
organization cannot possibly suit the needs of all production and test processes. The
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shipbuildir.g visualization system must be capable of' representing the ship in a number
views for a number of different users, Some of these views include:

~ planner's view hy schedule activity,
~ oper;itions' view by work order hy hull,
~ oper;itions' view by work area,
~ testing'» view by system by test section.

ln order to support the diversity of required views, the visualization must be
capable of providing an arbitrary visualization ba»ed on query that can designate items at
the part level.

Guarante~ that the visualization accurately reflects the design configuration baseline
Because of the duration of' the ship'» design lif'e cycle and the inevitability of'

changes to follow-on ihip», there are often several vcrsioni of the design of the ship
available;<t any time. Different versions are applicable to different hulls, In practice, the
visualization service will likely be loosely coupled with the design databases. In any case,
the»ysteni must guarantee that when the shipyard worker requests a visualization, it
corresponds to the latest version in the design configuration baseline.

Enable the user to navigate from the visualizatinn to the appropriate design data
The visual representation of the ship ii very valuable information; however, there

is other valuable information available in the design and engineering databases. The
system must provide links so that the user can retrieve design and engineering data for
each part in the visualization.

Visualization L'se Cases
Three visualization use cases were ident~fied by the SHIIP project, and solutions

were prototyped in this development cycle. The scenarios are illustrated in Figure 8. Thc
first, and most demanding use case, involves the production startup team meeting. The
idea is that the team leader or foremen uses the iisualization service to conduct a briefing
with the shipyard work force, In this use case, ii is necessary to visualize an entire work
area of the ship and to highlight work items that are scheduled for installation. It should
be pos»ible to use this meeting to schedule the sequence of imminent installation steps
and to illustrate possible interferences, The design for this service depends on a dedicated
visualizat on server that is capable of displaying thou»ands of pieces at a  ime. In
addition, the SHIIP prototype employed a cache  library! of visualization data that had
been extracted from the company's CAD models,  In the next development cycle, the
SHIIP prc<ject will focus on the synchronization of the visuafizatinn and CAD data.!
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Figure 8 - Shipyard Visualization Use Cases

A second use case involves the situation in which a user needs to review the
contents of a team meeting visualization session from a remote client PC. In the SHIIP
prototype this was accomplished by enhancing the visualization server with the capability
of freezing each view of the session as a two-dimensional image. This image is sent to a
client PC. Since the image format is GIF, only a browser is needed to display it. The
image contains controls that enable the user to manipulate the view in three dimensions.
ln this way, the browser provides all the view navigation capabilities of a 3D viewer.
This approach is especially promising for very large models because the size of the image
that moves over the network is independent of the size or complexity of the model. All
geometric processing takes place on the visualization server. An entire work area can be
displayed on a laptop.

The third use case entails the visualization of a single work package by a
mechanic responsible for performing the work. This use case differs from the other two
in that the size of the typical visualization is substantially smaller than the work area
visualization, In fact, for a work package visualization, today's technology is a adequate
for client-side viewing of the 3D model. In this scenario, the complete 3D visualization of
the work package is downloaded to the client, The SHIIP has prototyped the use of the
Virtual Reality Modeling Language  VRML2.0! l' or work package visualization, There
are some benefits that accrue from the use of VRMI.  as compared to the use of the 2D
images!, VRML viewers are based on Internet standards and are widely available. VRML
2.0 support., the interaction of the visualization session with other Java processes on the
client. Finally, the client-side processing of model visualization contributes to the load-
balancing of th» enterprise's computing resources. If all geometric processing is
performed on the visualization servers, these machines could be overburdened, If the
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client can be u»ed to perform the visualization processing for an entire category of
visualizatit>ns, more server resources will be freed up. There i» no additional imposition
on client resources because the same client» would be used for the 2D GIF-sty!e
visualization. The SHIIP visualization systems have been architected so that the same
underlying visualization data can be used in etther scenario � making it much easier to
switch frotn image to model visualization for the purpose of the balancing visualization
load among resnurccs.

Conclusion

At the end of it» second year the SHIIP project has successfully demon»trated the
use of »eieral advanced technologies for the shipbuilding industry, The work of the
SHIIP project has formed the basis of the Advanced Shipbuilding Fnterpri»e's  ASE!
Strategic !nve»trnent Plan for Systems Techno!ogy. The ASE will be the primary vehicle
for co!!abcrative research and development for I'.S. shipbuilding. As a result, the SHIIP
project ha» provided a foundation on which systems technologies can be applied to
improve the competitiveness and the t!ua!ity of the U.S, shipbuilding industry into  hc
twenty-fir>,t century.





BREAKING THE SHIP PRODUCT MODEL INFORMATION BOTTI ENECK

l!an Wooley, Newport New Shipbuilding, Newport ¹ws, Va.
Mark Pettitt, PE, Intergraph Corporation, Huntsville, Al.

Abstract

Today's sxp modeling systems require extensive formal training and months of intensive use
before an experienced ship designer becoines fully proficient. A casual user  a person that only needs
access to the model a couple times a week! is forced to rely on an expert user to get to the model data,
This is an inconvenience to both the casual user and the expert who is distracted from primary production
functions, In addition to the difficult user interface, today's ship modeling systems require a very
expensive workstation. These two facts limit access to the rich set of data contained in the ship model.
The next generation ship product modeling system, Global Shipbuilding Computer Aided Design
 GSCAD!, is being designed to dramatically effect the two problems described above. First, it is being
designed to run on a Windows NT personal computer. This will reduce the cost of the workstation
required to access the ship model and greatly increase the number of workstations able to access the
model, Second, it is being design with a very familiar  Microsofl Windows! and intuitive user interface.
This will reduce initial training costs and enable casual users ro access the ship model without the aid of
an expert user.

This paper examines the key technical innovations in computer hardware and in software User
Interface design that combine to break the ship product model bottleneck and describes the potential
impact on ship design costs and schedules.

Product Model Definition

The term "Product Model" over the last few years has been over used. It has almost as many
meanings as ther» are people that using the term. For context of this paper the term product model means
a complete descr.ption of a product. For a ship product model this includes whole ship, system and sub
system functional requirements and behavior, complete physical description, complete fabrication and
assembly information, and complete operational and maintenance information.

People sometimes think that the ship product model concept is a new idea, but the product model
has always existed, usually in the form of paper documents. Only since the development of computer
tools that can capture the ship representation have users dreamed of a product modeling system that can
contain the complete ship product model,

Current Capabilities

Today's ship product modeling systems, to varying degrees, are capable of capturing a large
portion of the ship product model. But tons of paper documents are still being creating because of the
current limited a»cess to the digital ship product model, There are several important barriers that today' s
product modeling systems present that prevent the necessary broad access to the data,

The ease of use of today's system is a huge barrier. Today's product modeling systems require
weeks of forrnal rraining and months of constant use before a user is considered productive at creating and
accessing the ship product model data. As a result of this learning curve, only a few highly trained and
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very specialized users have direct access the product model data. Thousands of other potential users
involved in the design, planning, management, construction, operation and maintenance of a ship are
forced to rely on the documentation, mostly on paper, generated by these product modeling specialist.

The cost and specialized nature of the current product modeling system's computer hardware is
another major barrier to broad access to the ship product data. Most of today's product modeling systems
only run on powerful UNIX workstations. These workstations are expensive to acquire and maintain.
The number of workstations that a project can afford is therefore much smaller than the number of people
that need access to the product model. This ratio can be as high as I workstation to 50 people.

The previous generation product modeling systems were even worse than the current generation in
terms of both ease of use and number of workstations. For example, in the mid 1980's Newport New
Shipbuilding was using the product modeling system VIVID. to design the Seawolf submarine.
VIVID's. user interface, although state of the art at the time, was very difficult to learn. The forrnal
training required 2 or 3 weeks, depending on the user's specialization, and the user required a minimum
of 6 months of constant experience with the system to gain full productivity, VIVID., at that time, ran
on an IBM mainframe and, based on today's standards, used very expensive workstations. Only 52
workstation were available. These were used three shifts a day and there was significant un-met demand
for access to the product model data. Expanding the number of workstations, however, was impractical,
due to the cost of the additional workstations and increased the main frame capacity.

Future Vision

It may be several computer system generations before we develop product modeiing systems that
are as easy to use as paper documents. However, significant progress is being made. The next generation
ship product modeling tools will significantly reduce the product model access barriers. With the next
generation product modeling systems the ease of use will allow user to focus on the product definition,
with less time devoted to how the computer tool is used. The learning curve for the next generation
product modeling tools will be a fraction of the learning curve of today's product modeling tools. The
GSCAD learning curve for an experienced ship designer is expected to be 5 to 6 weeks as compared to 6
months with today's tools. Figure I illustrates this difference. This will allow engineers to develop the
design directly in the product model, as opposed to today's paradigm where the engineer sketches a
design on paper and a product modeling specialist builds the model.

0%

Productivity

100 ~/a

1 Month 2 Months 3 Months 4 Months 5 Months 6 Months

Figure I - Learning Curves
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The dram:itic irnproveinent in ease of use of the next generation product modeling systems will
reduce one of th: primary product inodel access barriers. It will enable engineers to develop ship
designs; manager: to review and monitor design progress; planners to develop build strategies; customers
and suppliers to participate in design decisions; logisticians to develop operation and support information;
and shipbuilders to extract manufacturing data directly in the product modeling rather than relaying on the
product modeling specialist to create documents,

The productivity improvement would be comparable to the drainatic impact that the personal
computer and office automation tools have had on the way we do business, In the early 1980's word
processing was done by a group of dedicated data entry personnel, Documents were first hand written
and then submitted for processing. A finished document was returned on paper. The document was then
marked up and submitted for correction by the data entry personnel and a finished paper document was
the result. Today documents are developed directly by the authors and distributed as digital files over the
internet.

The next generation product modeling tools will have a siinilar impact on the ship design,
planning, construction and support processes. Today's ship design process is not inuch different from the
1980 word proce: sing exainple. The ship design is developed on paper or multiple independent analysis
tools. The design is then communicated to the product modeling specialist who creates the ship model.
Drawings are then generated and marked up by the engineers. The product model is then updated and
final drawings generat:d. With the next generation tools the engineers will create their designs directly
in the product niodehng tool, product modeling specialist will add detail, reviewer, customers, and
manufacturing personnel will all access the product model data directly. The need for drawings will be
greatly reduced. In many cases, product model "snap shots" will be used in place of forinally
configuration managed drawings.

The hardware requirements of the next generation product modeling will tear down the other
major product niodel access barrier, Today's product inodeling tools all require expensive UNIX
workstations and separate networks. The next generation product modeling tools will execute on the
same personal computer that the user accesses ofFice automation and internet access tools. No longer will
projects be faced with the 50 to I users-to-workstation ratio, Instead, I to 1 ratios will be the norin. The
requirement to acquir» and maintain separate network software for the product-modeling tool will no
longer exist. All this results in lower equipment and soibvare costs but more importantly it results in
improved access to the ship product inodel. This improved access will enable major process
improvements that result in lower costs and shorted schedules.

As the computing power of personal computers continues to go up and the price and physical size
continue to comi: down further advances in accessibility can be expected. One example already being
contemplated is ivearable computers for onboard maintenance and configuration control,

Global Shipbnilding Computer Aided Design  GSCAD!

The Glob~! Shipbuilding Computer Aided Design  GSCAD! product modeling system is being
developed by Int»rgraph and a international team of world class shipbuilders, GSCAD is being developed
using the latest Ivlicroso11 technology. The Microsoft Windows user interface is very familiar to any
Microsoft Office user. The Microsoft technology allows the system to execute on an inexpensive NT
network using low cost personal coinputers. The minimum hardware requirements have not been
determined at the time of writing this paper. However, they are expected to be within the range of office
automation personal computers.
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The user interface for GSCAD has been designed to guide the user through the tasks of creating,
modifying and managing the ship product model. The key functional concepts are; task focus, intelligent
commands, flexible access to product data, and common tools across task environments.

Task Focus

At the very heart of the user interface design are the Task environments. Each Task environment
is a separate application designed to support a specific task. There are currently over 60 Task
environments designed for GSCAD. Figure 2 shows the GSCAD main menu "Tasks" option. This
option is used to switch between Task environments. The user simply selects the Task environment
desired and the system opens the new environment keeping the views and workspace content the same.
One of the over 60 GSCAD Task environments, for example, is the Molded Form Task enviroiunent.
Within the Molded Form Task environment the user creates and modifies plate systems  Decks,
Bulkheads, Shell!, stiffener profile systems, beam profile systems, openings, and seams. Pipe is routed in
the Route Pipe Task Environment. The Task Environinents are not just a command hierarchy. The
soAware is designed to permit the different Task Environments to be enhanced at a different pace. The
application is not a single massive whole, but a sum of many component parts that work together through
Component Object Model  COM! standards. The careful division of functionality into environments is
based on a deep understanding of how ships are designed in the real world.

Figure 2 - Tasks Main Menu Pulldown

Intelligent Commands
Each command in a Task Environment presents the user with a ribbon bar that guides the user

through the creation or modification process, The ribbon bars follow the concept of layered exposure of
complexity, The goal is to present only what the user needs to see and no extraneous commands or
controls. For example, the Molded Form Task environment allows the user to create plate systems such
as decks, bulkheads, floors, platforms, girders and the shell. The surface definition of a plate system can
be as simple as a single plane or as complex as a skinned surface. The surface geometry complexity
therefore determined the organization of the plate system commands. Each surface type has its own
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ribbon bar. This way a user creating a simple single plane plate system does not have to wade through all
the commands and options presented to a user creating a non-linear projected surface.

The GSCAD user interface also subdivides a given lower-level task as represented by a command
into steps and then presents only the controls needed for the current step. This simplifies the display to
show only what the user needs to see as he accomplishes the task. SmartStep is the term given to this
step-oriented interface. Each GSCAD ribbon bar reads from left to right and begins with a series of
SmartSteps. Each SmartStep changes the ribbon bar to show the commands and options for the specific
step. The SmartSteps for the planar plate system command is used to illustrate this point,

Figure 3 is the ribbon bar for creating and modifying a planar plate system. The four SmartSteps
are Settings, Plane Definition, Boundary Definition and Finish. Each SmartStep changes the remainder of
the ribbon bar to present the user with commands and options needed for that step. The first SmartStep in
every GSCAD ribbon bar is the Setting step. This step presents a multi tab form that allows the user to
modify the non-geometric properties of the object being created or modified.
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Figure 3- Molded Form - Planar Plate System Ribbon Bar
Figure 4 is the ribbon bar displayed when the Plane Definition SmartStep is selected. It presents

five additional commands that can be used to define the single plane. Each of the additional cominand
will display additional input options and user prompts.
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Figure 4 - Plane Definition SmartStep Ribbon Bar
Figure 5 is the ribbon bar displayed when the Boundary Definition SmartStep is selected, It

presents the user with two additional commands that allow the user to select bounding objects by name or
to define a bounding curve using a 2D sketching metaphor. Both of these are optional boundary
definition methods. The default method and prompt is to select the bounding objects in the graphic views.

Figure 5 Boundary Definition SmartStep Ribbon Bar

Once an object has been created, SmartSteps are also used to modify the object. The modification
process begins mth the user selecting an object in the graphical view or by name in the workspace
navigator. An edit ribbon bar, very similar to the create ribbon bar, is presented to the user. The user
selects the SmartStep that deals with the aspect of the object that needs to be changed. The system then
presents the existing object's current definition for the selected step. The user can then modify the
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definition. For example, suppose that a transverse bulkhead plate system existed that was defined with a
single plane on frame 25 and a boundary consisting of the shell plate systein and the main deck plate
system. If this plate system is selected an edit ribbon bar is displayed that looks just like the planar plate
systein create ribbon bar described above. If the user selects the plane definition step, the existing plane
definition is higMight~xi. In thiscase the transverse plane on frame 25 would be highlighted. If the user
selects a new reference plane, for example frame 30, then the transverse plane on frame 30 is highlighted.
If the user then selects the finish step, the transverse bulkhead plate system is moved to frame 30 and its
boundary is recomputed and any plate systems or profile systems that are bounded by this plate system
are recomputed.

Flexible access t~oduet data
The ship product model database is huge. Users need to view different aspects of the product

model depending on their assigned task. Traditional file-based CAD models of the ship data have proven
too inflexible for the many different design needs. The files  rigid collections of design data! bring either
too much or too little information to the user's workstation. The GSCAD product model database design
permits users to load only that portion of the model that is of interest for the task at hand. The user can
select to load information by a very flexible query that can include system, assembly, and design
responsibility assignments. Only the visual representations of the selected objects are initially loaded to
the PC. As the user selects objects to edit, the GSCAD system automatically retrieves other related data
a»d objects from the database as necessary to support the edit. In ship product model a change in one
object may cause another object to change. The GSCAD associative system's automatic data loading and
change propagation makes selective data loading by the user possible.

Another traditional file-based CAD problem is that write access is locked on the entire file. that
contains a large portions of the design, thereby limiting concurrent design access. In GSCAD, loading the
information to th: PC does not write lock the data. Write locks are created only when the user attempts to
edit the information. When information that has been loaded in the PC memory is referenced  as input for
a design operation!, the system automatically assures that it is up to date with the database. All additions
and changes the user makes on the PC are immediately posted to the database to support concurrent
design with other user;.

GSCAD provides a shipyard control over the automatic propagation of changes by creating
boundaries of responsibility. The shipyard may elect to automatically stop associative-driven changes
based on access control. A notification is provided in the form of a "To Do List" to permit the responsible
individual to review and accept changes in his area of responsibility. For example, an outfitter may locate
a piece of equipment at a specified distance from a bulkhead. If the structural designer moves the
bulkhead, the equipinent whose position depends on the bulkhead gets an automatic associative update.
However, since tae structural designer does not have write access to the outfitting equipment, the system
records the requi;ement to update position in a "To Do List". The outfitter must issue the permission to
carry out the chaiige.

As with all Microsoft Windows applications a ToolTip and Tool Message are presented when the
mouse is held still over a command so the user does not have to remember the command's icon. Figure 6
is an example of i ToolTip and Tool Message.
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Figure 6 - ToolTip A Tool Message Example
The system also provides prompts at the bottom of the screen once a command has been selected. At each
step in a task the system prompts the user with what it is expecting next. This frees the user from
remembering the command sequence. An example of a system prompt is shown in Figure 7 below. The
example is from the Planar Plate system command. Once the user has finished the plane definition step
the system moves to the boundary definition step and displays the system prompt shown.

i' ' '. ~Salad bowdeg'obii:ge.;

Figure 7 - Boundary Step Prompt

Common tools across Task Environments
Another guiding principle of the GSCAD user interface is to accomplish similar tasks in a similar

way across all the Task environments. A common set of tools are available to the user and are presented
as needed regardless of which Task environment the user is in. The follow paragraphs describe some of
these common tools,

QuickPick is a common tool used by most of the GSCAD Task environments. The nature of ship
design requires users to display thousands of objects in a single view, Graphically picking an individual
object can be very difficult. As the user moves through the SmartSteps, each Task Environment tailors
the select command based on the currently needed objects. This filters out many of the objects in the
view leaving only the needed object types as pickable. Among the many pickable objects in a view
QuickPick allows the user to quickly select the desired object. Within a GSCAD graphical view when
there is more than one pickable object under the mouse the system first highlights the object on top. If the
mouse is held still for a moinent a question mark appears next to the mouse icon. If the user left mouse
clicks a QuickPick window is displayed. As the user, with the inouse up, moves the mouse over the
QuickPick window's numbered boxes the object associated with the numbered box highlights in the view.
The user selects the numbered box associated with the desired object. Figure 8 illustrates the QuickPick
process.
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Figure 8 - QuiekPiek Example

SmartSketch is a common capability that allows the user to define geometric constraints for the
object being created or modified. The Task environment determines what constraints are available to the
user. The system anticipates what constraint the user may want based on the objects under or near the
mouse and displays a small symbol next to the mouse. If the user left mouse clicks while the constraint
syinbol is displayed then the constraint is established. The user can control which constraints are active.
Figure 9 shows the SmartSketch form that controls the active constraints for the 2D sketcher environment.
It shows the constraint and the syinbol that is displayed by the system when it determines that the
constraint can be placed.
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Figure 11 - Pinpoint Example

The Step option on the Pinpoint ribbon bar allows the user to establish a grid of points that the mouse will
snap to. The user can also constrain the mouse location by entering a value in the X, Y or Z fields on the
ribbon bar. In the figure above the user has entered a step value of G.l meters and an X value of 10
meters and therefore only the Y & Z values will be allowed to change and their values will round to the
nearest 0.1 of a meter.

Point On Element is another common tool, similar to Pinpoint, that allows the user to obtain a
location on an existing curve. The user selects an existing curve and then defines a target on the curve.
Unlike Pinpoint's display of XYZ coordinates next to the mouse, the Point On Element displays the girth
distance from the user defined target to the mouse location. The existing curve can be an edge, a landing
curve, seam, or intersection curve.

Conclusion

GSCAD is a next generation ship product modeling tool that provides a quantum step forward in
ease of use over today's ship product modeling tools, The ease of use of the system will reduce the costs
associated with a product modeling tool learning curve. But more importantly the ease of use will make
the rich collection of data contained it the ship product model more accessible to the decision makers
throughout out the ship's life cycle. This improved access will enable significant process improvements
and eliminate the need for many of the documents produced today to communicate the ship design.

GSCAD's low hardware requirements and Microsoft Windows environment will allow companies
to combine office automation and a powerful product modeling tool on a single personal computer. It
will dramatically increase the number of ports that can access the rich set of data contained in the product
model.
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ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF ACIM PRODUCT MODEL AND ITS
VERIFICATION THROUGH PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

Yut'aka 1Vagase, Toshiyuki Amemiya, Fumiaki Tanigaiva, Yuichi Sasaki, Xoichi Ujigawa,
Ship & Ocean Foundation, Tokyo, Japan

Abstract

Advanced CIM  ACIM! for shipbuilding project sponsored by the Nippon Foundation, with
participating 7 major shipbuilders in Japan, was launched in 1997 with plan for 3 years.

The vision of ACIM project is to enable highly effective, efficient and flexible collaborative
engineering er..vironment for shipbuilding on the basis of the knowledge sharing. One of the most
important R&l! tasks in the project is to establish the practical product model for shipbuilding, which
expresses the ontology of shipbuilding and plays the key role for the knowledge sharing in ACIM
environment,

When developing the workable product model, maximum use was made of GPME  General
Product Modeling Environment! which has been developed in the preceding CIM project, detail of
which was reI>orted at ICCAS'97. GPME is composed of two major components; one is coinmon
ontological information model for assembly industries implemented as so-called CFL  Common
Frame Librar!! and the other is a product model development environment, i.e. a set of tools for
extending the class libraries. In the GPME project. CFL was extended into EFUS  Extended Frame
Library for Shipbuilding! which includes ontology for shipbuilding. However, it was limited
extension to verify the usefulness of GPME through the execution of small-scale sample applications.

In ACIM project, extension is being tried of FFUS to much more practical level. The product
model is real:zed by combined use of CFL and EFL/S and becomes a base for the engineers'
collaboration. EFUS is intensively extended in two directions. One is to enhance the product model
so as to be r ch i' modeling flexibility, this leads to the easy design alteration and simulation.
Another is to "xtend the expression capability so as to express most of the hull structures including
details and almost all outfitting of actual ships, Although the development is still under way, the
practical EBS will be completed by March 2000. The characteristics of ACIM product model will
be discussed in detail,

The fi..nctionality of extended product model is verified through the execution of newly
developed 2 applications, i.e. application for block breakdown and process planning. The paper also
describes the features of these practical applications.

Introduction

The ccrc of ACIM project is related to the product model in the same way as in the past R&D
for CIM for shipbuilding which has been conducted by the project teams of Ship & Ocean
Foundation for the past 10 years. In ACIM project, concepts of intelligent agent and process model
are introduced to support collaboration by sharing knowledge, and this paper will show ACIM
product mode. and practical application based on its product model, while overview and collaborative
engineering of this project are referred to papers submitted by other authors. The concept of the
product tnodel had already been reported at ICCAS'94 and ICCAS'97, The concept of product model
now being presented is a developed one in which ontology of the shipbuilding was expressed with the
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Entity-Relatioriship model, and it is realized in the coinputer based on the object-oriented concept.
The product model includes not only data but also behavior. By having data and behavior together,
more advanced model at higher level can be expressed than those with the usual database.

To share knowledge among participants, they and computer systems should have same
ontology, or in other words, product model based on ontology is necessary to share knowledge.
Frame Library  FL! has been defined as a class library to build a product model, and 'Extended
Frame Libr~ for Shipbuilding  EFL/S!" which is Frame Library that was extended for the
shipbuilding ir GPME project is now being developed as ACIM EFL/S of higher level, which it is
hoped to be used actually in the shipbuilding industry.

Expansion of Frame Library

ln GPlv E project, Common Frame Library  CFL! has been defined for assembly industries on
a general basis, and it consists of 6 parts  Common, Structural design. Piping design, Fabrication &
assembly, Producticn planning & control, Production resources!. Among these, it appears that
"Production pl;uining & control" and "Production resources' are generally applicable to practical use
in shipbuilding, since there are few characteristic aspects in these fields of this industry comparing
with others. Therefore, these 2 parts of GPME CFL can be adopted as they are, Accordingly, in the
present project. rem;uning 4 parts of CFL are being expanded to EFL/S to build the product model of
the utility level, As ihere exist few shipbuilding-own features in Common part of EFL/S, this will be
excluded from this paper, and expansion of remaining 3 parts of EFL/S is to be shown,

ACIM EFLUX for Structural Design
As have beeri developed by GPME project, there exist advanced data structure and capacity in

EFI./S to realize the capability of variety which could not be implemented by legacy CAD system.
GPME EFL/S is saicI to have a superior flexibility in the model construction and adjustment.

However, for the expression of the details or special structure, the expression capability of the
GPME EFL/S is not suflicient from the viewpoint of practical use. This is due to the fact that GPME
EFI./S had not necessarily been expanded for the practical use and the extent of its expansion had
been limited, although it was developed for the shipbuilding industry.

GPME EFL/S for structural design was reported at ICCAS'97 in detail. Following the same
procedures, this EFI./S is being expanded further for practical use in ACIM project. There are two
targets in the expansion of ACIM EFL/S for structural design. One is 'To improve the manipulation
of the model" and th other is "To expand the coverage of the model" as shown in Fig. l.

  

ACIM KFL/ Figure 1. Targets to Expand EFL/S
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"To iml>rove the manipulation of the model" aims at more advanced product model by
improving the r>ianipulations such as defining or modifying the ship data in the product model more
easily and efficiently. "To expand the coverage of the model" aims at the sufficient coverage to
express the whc le actual ship data in the product model.

l. To Improve the Manipulation of the Model
Many fiinctions are necessary to support the work which ACIM EFL/S for structural design

 called "ACIM Structural FL" hereinafter! intends to cover. Functional requirements for ACIM
Structural FL, «specIally from the viewpoint of advanced manipulations, have been recognized as
follows.

I> Iexiblc counter action in case of design change:
At the early stage of the design, changes of the product model occur frequently since the

design proceeds in trial and error method. Usually, when the designer makes a change in design,
consequent changes should be made in other part where contradiction occurs. In other words, when
the related design is leA as it is, contradiction will arise. Therefore, the design which has been
affected by the desi, n change has to be surely modified to keep consistency. If such consequent
changes are done one by one manually, there always exists the possibility of human errors, Thus,
AC'.IM Structural PL is required to automatically adjust such related members i» accordance with the
rules based on the co>»mon knowledge and practice of the shipbuilding,

The model which has the common knowledge of the shipbuiMing:
There is various common knowledge in shipbuilding; for example "Longitudinal frame goes

through the tr >nsverse bulkhead". Each kind of structural member, such as longitudinal frame,
bulkhead, etc�sas individual characteristic which is regarded as coirunon knowledge in shipbuilding.
Without expressing such conunon knowledge, for example when two structural members intersect
each other, it ce.n not be distinguished in the product model which one should penetrate the other one.
Therefore, ACIM Stiuctural FL is required to have such knowledge which is common in shipbuilding,
and it can co»struci the product model of ships efficiently, meeting the common knowledge in
shipbuilding.

To keep the consistency between structural design and assembly method:
The assembly method is expressed in the CiT code and the network  assembly tree! of the

intermediate products. Without expressing clear relatio»ship between these objects and structural
members, whe» any change occurs in assembly methods, inconsistencies between assembly method
and structural rneinbers/parts, which are once determined according io the assembly methods before
changed, can not be detected in the product model. To solve such problems, ACIM Structural FL is
required to rec<>gnize the affection on structural design by the change in assembly method.

To meet thes» requirements, ACIM Structural FL has been expanded as follows.
To introduce the relative definition.

'I o expand the application of trim relation.
~ I'o defme affections among partition walls, structural members and structural parts.

I'o keep the design intention.
~ I'o keep the information which is the basis to define layout of structural members.
~ To express the role of structural inemb»rs.
~ lo keep the consistency between structural design and assembly methods.
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2. To Expand the Coverage of the Model
In ACIM project, it is required to have the FL of practical level. To ineet this requirement,

ACIM Structural FL has been expanded on large scale in expressing capability of hull structures
including deta.ls. As a result, almost all the hull structures which are found on merchant ships are
expressed practically in ACIM Structural FL. The structures that are expanded in ACIM project are
as follows;

Rounded gunwale:
By expressing the plate inember that is trimmed by the free edge of other members, rounded

gunwale can be expressed.

Pillar:

A pillar meniber is added newly in ACIM Structural FL, and it can express pillar specifically.

StiNening member connecting to more than two members:
Expansion i. made to express a stiffening member connecting to more than two members,

such as a stiffening member connecting outside shell and upper deck.

Structural details:

ACIM Structural FL is expanded to express the existence, type and shape of structural details
as shown below. Thiis, no lack of information will be ensured in the course of data exchange with the
existing shipbiiilding CAD system.

Structural details of stiffening member
~ Structural details of face rnernber

~ Structural details of pillar member
~ Opening, air hole, drain hole, etc,
~ Scallop
~ Slot, collar plate
~ Doubler

~ End bracket

~ Tripping bracket
~ Appendage: No information on its shape, but its location is expressed.
~ Pad

~ Rib

~ Joint

A CIM EI'LfS for Outfitting Design
I, Requirement

GPME CFL contains the FL for piping design  called "GPME Piping FL" hereinafter! which
has the remarkable features such as;

~ To express piping systems as design objects, and to be capable of constructing a model
which has consistency between the piping system and piping layout.

~ To express physical connections between piping elements, not as attributes of piping
elements, but as independent objects. Thus to be more flexible and rich in expressing
the physical connections.

Howev:r, GPME CFL and EFL/S do not have any FL for outfitting other than piping design.
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2. Outline of AClM Outfitting FL
To rnee". the requirements mentioned above. ACIM Outfitting FL has been developed as

follows.

Class:
From the viewpoint of natures of information, ACIM Outfitting FL consists of 4 groups, i.e,

design object, element, catalog and relationship. Furthermore, design object group consists of system
specification, s ~stem and system space. Schematic object-model diagram of these groups is shown in
Fig. 2.

I System Specificsnon sysi. g System Space

etiicni

Figure 2, Schematic Object-Model Diagram of ACIM Outfitting FL

On the other hand, from the viewpoint of outfitting aspect, ACIM Outfitting FL consists of 6
fields, i.e. macltinery, piping, electrical fitting, ventilation ducting, traftic fitting and supporting. Fach
field has corresponding groups of classes according to its characteristics as shown in Table I.

Table 1. Summary of Classes in ACIM Outfitting FL

Otttfi

Syste
~secit
~Sste
~Sste

+; To have corresponding class es!
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In most Japanese shipyards, expectation to have an advanced systein for process planning is getting
higher, To fulfil thi, expectation, not only piping but also other outfitting eleinents have to be
expressed in the sam» product model.

From these points of view, requirements to ACIM F.FI.,/S for outfitting design  called "ACIM
Outfitting FL" hereinafter! have been recognized as follows.

~ 1o express all kinds of outfitting elements so that process planning is able to be carried
c ut on the product inodel.

~ 1o express not only piping system but also other outfitting systems as design objects,
consequently to be capable of constructing a model which has consistency between the
systems and layouts.

~ To express not only physical connections but also other relationships as independent
rbjects, thus assuring to be more fIexible and rich in expressing various kinds of
relationships.



The System Group consists of piping system class, electric wiring system class, ventilation
ducting class azd traffic system class.

The Element Group of each outfitting field has sub-classes that represent actual outfitting
parts. For exaniple:

~ The Piping Element Group has pipe class, pipe equipment class and pipe fitting class.
The Electrical Element Group has electric cable class, cable tray class and cabling
equipment class,

~ The Traffic Element Group has vertical ladder class, inclined ladder class, platform
class, handrail class, etc.

The Catalog Group expresses the catalog information for outfitting parts such as shape or
parainetric pattern of shape, inlet/outlet points and directions, etc.

The Re..ationship Group consists of'.
~ physical connection between outfitting elements
~ physi:al connection between outfitting element and hull structure
~ penetration to hull structure by outfitting elements
~ indirect relationship
The incirect relationship expresses situations of objects which are not physically coimected

but related eacli other in view of function, restriction, etc. Such situations are for example:
o Specific stiffener under the deck plate is arranged for reinforcement against the

machinery located above.  Physical connections are not able to express this situation
xactly since they only express the relationships of "machinery" - "foundation for

Tiach.inery" - "deck plate" - "stiffener for reinforcement".!
e Specific two valves are installed in different piping system, but have to be located

:losely as they are to be operated simultaneously.
~ Specific handrail should be located 4,000mm or more apart from this magnetic

:ompass according to the rules by the regulatory bodies.
By having such indirect relationships in a model, the model is able to find which outfitting

elements are affected and should be checked when modifying an outfitting element, even if they are
not physically connected.

Methocl:

The classes ~n ACIM Outfitting FL are provided with methods necessary to maintain the
consistency of the model structure. Such inethods are for example;

~ 'I'o create an element instance, simultaneously creating the association between the
clement and the corresponding catalog
'lo deiete a system instance, simultaneously deleting the elements in the system

Frame Library for I abriea tiara and Assembly
As for fabrir.:ation and assembly, there are various phases of engineering from the block

breakdown at initial stage to the work order and instruction at actual fabrication stage. In ACIM
project, from tI>e viewpoint of their weight in the whole work and their infiuence on production
efficiency, concentration has been made on developing FL related to the block breakdown and the
process planning.

The block breakdown is named "Initial Production Design  IPD!" in ACIM project, since it is
regarded to be included in the production design in wide sense,

1. Initial Prodiiction Design
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ACIM E FL/S has been provided with the following two remarkable functions for the initial
production design.

To expr.ss relative positions:
In general, the position of a block boundary is defined relatively from a certain object with a

certain distance This is regarded as one of the intentions of the block breakdown designer, From this
viewpoint, ACI VI EFL/S has been required to express relatively defined position of block boundary.
To meet this re<Iuirernent, attributes to express the relative definition between block boundaries and
an! other objecis have been provided for the block boundary class in ACIM EFL/S. For example. by
referring to these relative definitions, it is able to modify the block boundaries maintaining the initial
intention.

To recognize characteristics of structural member:
For exainple, stiffening members should noi. be divided longitudinally in their faces or webs

even in case o: misoperation in application systems. Also secondary structural members such as
brackets shool» not be divided as far as possible. Instead, understanding such characteristics of
structural memi!ers. block breakdown designer should judge whether to modify block boundaries or
arrangement ol' structural members. From this viewpoint, ACIM LFL/S has been required to
recognize whetlier th objects are dividable or not. To meet this requirement, objects in ACIM EFL/S
are classified a.cording to their characteristics if they are dividable or not, Then, it is possible to
prohibit dividing a stiffening member anywhere other than its fitting line, by warning the designers if
a block boundar y and a bracket intersect each other or not, and so on.

2. Process Piaiining
Process planning is the engineering work to define order of assembling, workshop where the

work to be doric, arid working procedures. From this viewpoint, following two key functions are
implemented in ACI Jvf EFL/S.

Coherent process planning for structural parts and outfitting parts:
To get a.n optimum assembly process, coherent planning with hull structure and outfitting is

required. To meet this requirement, it is necessary thai all the parts of hull structure and outfitting are
to be expressed in th» same format, as well as they are distinguished into classes accordingly,

In ACIM EFL/S, both of structural parts and outfitting parts are abstracted as a super class
named "parts class' which is associated with "intermediate product class". Then, in process planning,
it is able to m,manipulate instances of parts by any intermediate product without distinguishing the
kinds of parts. On the other hand, it is also able to distinguish the kinds of parts easily since they are
categorized in sub-classes  e.g. machine class, pipe class, etc.!. Fig. 3 shows schematic object-model
diagram of the ~arts lass.

Intermediate Product

Figure 3. Object-Model Diagram of "part class"

To keep the consistency between structural design and process planning:
There ire important relationships between shape of hull structure and assembly method.
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Consistency of this relationship has to be kept in computer system. Fig, 4 shows a typical example in
case of the typ» of slot and how to install the transverse frame, i.e. to set it down from above or to fit
it horizontally .n line with longitudinal frames by inserting into slots.

Each coinponent in assembly process is expressed in a class named "intermediate product
class", and its assembly inethod is expressed in an attribute of that class. Then, for exainple, type of
slot can be def:ned,o as to match the assembly method of the intermediate product to which the slot
belongs. The d:tailed procedure is as follows.

~ Step l: Search slot instances which are being designed.
~ Step 3: Search the intermediate product which is related to those slot instances, and

get it.' assembly method.
~ Step 3: Choose the slot type in consideration of assembly method.
~ Step 4; Define the slot instances according to the appropriate slot catalog.

down from above

fit horizontally in line
with longitudinal frames
by inserting into slots

Figum 4. Slot Type and Assembly Method

Result of Expansion of Frame Library

The expansion of EFL/S is still under way, and the expanded FL is now being verified in line
with the progress of the implementation. The whole object-model diagram of ACIM EFL/S is shown
in Fig. 5. One sheet in the figure is for EFL/S of Common, Structural design and Fabrication k.
assembly, and the other is for Outfitting design, The classes that express the patterns of structural
details are not shown here.

Exampl s of constructing and manipulating the product model of double hull tanker by using
EFL/S which are already implemented are shown in the accompanying figures. By this verification,
the expansion of EFL/S is confirmed to be as specified. Based on these results, the specification is
now being reinvestigated for the purpose of further improvement in the function.

Fig. 6 shows that the trimmed walls follows the movement of the trimming wall, and it is
obvious that tae shape of trimmed ones  longitudinal bulkheads and boats'n store deck! are
transformed accordirigly aAer the moveinent of trimming one  transverse bulkhead!. Fig, 7 and 8 are
examples of structural details. Fig. 7 shows the openings and doublers, and Fig. 8 shows twisted
stiffening members.
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Figure 5. Overview of Object-Model Diagrams of ACIM EFL,/S

AAer the movementI!efore the movement

Figure 6. Automatic Transformation of Trimmed Walls
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Fig. 9 shows an example of arranging some outfitting elenients including those of the 6
outfitting fields. Fig. 10 shows an exainple of defining associations between a system instance and
element instanc:s in the traffic fitting field.



Figure 9. Arrangement of Outfitting Elements

Figure 10. Association between System Instance and Element Instances

Figure 7. Openings and Doublers
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Figure 8. Twisted Stiffening Members



Verification of Expanded Frame Library by Practical Applications

In ACIM project, functions of the FL which are required for the initial production design and
process planning have been extracted as described above. To verify especially these functions of the
FL as well as ol:hers, 2 practical applications have been developed. One is an application to support
initial production design so-called block breakdown  ACIM IPD; Initial Production Design!, and the
other is an application to support process planning  ACIM CAPP; Computer Aided Process
Planning!.

NG

m l
Initial state

S I AINT
Calculation ol

parameterc for eralua

Figure 11. Operating Procedure in ACIM [PD

"Block-. oints definition" phase includes the tunctions such as:
1'o define a transverse block boundary based on a certain transverse object.

~ 1'o define a longitudinal block broundary based on a certain longitudinal object.
~ 1'o make a block boundary following the base object.
~ 1'o define joints in the location where block boundary intersects structural member,
~ To define a joint in stiffening member in the direction that crosses fitting line of

stiffening member.
~ Not to define joint in secondary member such as brackets.
Fig. 12! hows a screen image of ACIM IPD.

iatat7 lp aia aerr1a 9ora 45 'ailte

Figure 12. Screen Iinage of ACIM IPD
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ACIM IPD

l. Outline I>f ACIM IPD

ACIM ll'D is an application to define block breakdown. Operating procedure in ACIM IPD is
shown in Fig. 1 i.



2. Systetn Architecture of ACIM IPD
ACIM lPD is composed of APP, GF and DFF according to the ACIM reference architecture,

which is referred to eke papers by other authors. Fig, l 3 shows the system architecture.

DFF

in] ~

8 scrv<
PM

Figure 13. System Architecture of ACIM IPD

Main body of ACIM IPD corresponds to APP in ACIM reference architecture, which calls
necessary services in GF and DFF to carry out block breakdown,

GF services called from ACIM IPD are such as;

e Open a product model
~ Close a product model
~ Start a transaction

~ End a. transaction

All the functions necessary for ACIM IPD are implemented in DFF. and those functions are
categorized inta DFF IPD  DFF for Initial Production Design!. DFF IPD includes functions such as:

~ To create wrapper objects of structural member instance, block boundary instance,
joint instance and block instance, These wrapper objects have the methods of the
corresponding instances as well as their attributes.

~ To access wrapper object of structural member instance.
~ To access wrapper object of block boundary instance.

To access wrapper object of joint instance.
~ To access wrapper object of block instance.

3. Verificatioii of Expanded Frame Library by ACIM IPD
Following fi0ictions of ACIM EFL/S have been verified by ACIM IPD with satisfactory

results.

~ Functions of ACIM Structural FL in general
~ Function to express relative position
~ Function to recognize characteristics of structural member

ACIN CAPP

l. Outline of ACIM CAPP

In ACM EFL/S, the assembly method is expressed in intermediate product class. Therefore,
ACIM CAPP is regarded as an application to define the instances of intermediate product class.

2. Operating I'rocedure
Fig. l4 shows the flow chart of ACIM CAPP. The operation procedure is as follows.

I'o read the characteristic of the intended shipyard such as assembly method practice
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and facility. Automatic process planning and the verification of the consistency
between facility and assembly method are made based on these data.
To read the data of hull structure design and outfitting design, and automatically
define the network tree of intermediate products using rule-base which keeps various
knowledge of process planning, Where it is diA>cult to define the network tree
automatically, it shall be manually defined or modified from the automatically defined

one. Figure 14. Flow Chart of ACJM CAPP
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3. Expression of the Knowledge
To expcess the knowledge of process planning, "Frame knowledge" and "Rule knowledge"

are defined in ACIM CAPP, based on the inethodology of ordinary knowledge-base systems. "Frame
knowledge" expresNJes the information of the subject product itself, such as number of the parts,
position and direction of the parts, etc. "Rule knowledge" expresses the knowledge which helps to
deterinine the issembling order of parts, such as "A support for pipe should be fitted to hull structure
before the corr:sponding pipe".

Process planning knowledge of structural parts:
Two types of logic are defined; one is "Facility oriented design" and the other is "Product

oriented desigri". The former defines the process by facility and fabrication shop, and the latter does
in consideratio a of product's own characteristic,

Process planning knowledge of outfitting parts:
For the automatic design of outfitting parts, following 3 rules are defined.
~ Rulel: Define the procedure of the outfitting parts in consideration of structural parts.
~ Rule: !: Define the procedure by the kinds of the outfitting parts.
~ Rule3: Define the detail procedure in each kind of outfitting parts,
As exainples of Rule 3, Fig. 15 shows an expression of the rules and Fig, 16 shows a result of

applying the rules.

IIIII/II//II/Ill/Ill/I/Ill/I/Ill/ Ill /I I I ll/J////1//I s J c' I' '1 NNS f!% N� I& m
sSJ/N  N J/OMLSIV�c! c tel IN   ~ 'fcctt  artcc»N II'J IS!~ 

f ~ ~S  NtcccN S   !  SN~SJC ~ !   - i ' M IVI
! ff I I Att Nlm !fcct ~ /1SS II I!fofl   J cC '4 %%%%» I/CCJ!.! '

I JN /  ~SN»ve'cchf ~ N I t! fNc t Sflt CC  CJ lf N NN,N S J Jt I I!SIM ltt ', t WSM» !IIt~ 1 ; JN~d NINQ I  MMSJ ! I � ]! I71%C It W Ill �'IS . III
.I  fill I m ~ .~ ~ I.

Jcct +I  ~. ct SNSM, I t, !licfl I  cNclcct/ct tt MNf St L, ~M ' ~ 1'11N lf l  c S    , tvI I I c/ct fN!cf t a. tc 1 'ic. !N'ff !/ tt/I ft tc N ~ . ftt  SM S. ' ~ I!lo ll ! I H  SNf SM, !.I!

~  Ski!S l»tt I C! f'c i. JN't I ~ Itff~ ftMS! �1S ~ S! Nt  S M ~t!lfl m Sc/tlt Weft»N MI  SM NII! ''C!C I!!
Ja

Figure 15. Process Planning Rules for Outfitting

Figure 16. Example Result of Applying the Process Planning Rules for Outfitting
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4. Verification of Expanded Frame Library by ACIM CAPP
Followirig functions of ACIM EFUS have been verified by ACIM CAPP with satisfactory

results.

~ Functions of ACIM Structural FL and Outfitting FL in general
I'rocess planning for structural parts and outfitting parts concurrently

~ I;eeping consistency between the structural design and the process planning

Conclusions

l. Expansion c f FL
ACIM project has been expanding FL from two points of view. One is to add intelligent

functions or im>rove the existing functions, and the other is to improve the capability of expressing
actual ship data. From these two viewpoints, the task of ACIM project has been decided with
functional requirements. It is in progress just on schedule.

2. Development of 2 application systems
The practical ACIM/IPD and ACIM/CAPP have been developed to meet the latest user

requirement. As a result, following two objects have been carried out. One is to extract requirements
to a process planning application, and the other is to verify the expanded FL

3. Verification of ACIM reference architecture

ACIM/IPD and ACIM/CAPP have been developed based on ACIM reference architecture,
and their practical use with the expanded FL and the actual data has been proved. Thus, the validity
of ACIM reference architecture has been confirmed.
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PROTOTYPE STEP DATA EXCHANGES IN SHIP INITIAL DESIGN AND THE
PROVISION OF AN APPLICATIONS PROGRAMNIER INTERFACE TO

"TRI BON".

Don  'utley. Kockums Computer Systems  UK! L d.

Abstract

'I'his papei discusses the background requireinents for a modern shipbuilding system, and
highlights some o: the advancements which are taking place concerning data exchanges. The paper is
based both on the;iuthor's experience as Chairman of the Design Methods Committee of the International
Ship and Off'shore Structures Congress. who have collated a wealth of relevant information in successive
state-o 1'-the-art Reports, and in his involvement with three research projects, viz: Calypso and
SEASPRITE in Et>rope and Mari STEP in the united States. These projects are each concerned mth data
exchanges using STEP protocols.

For any modern-thinking shipyard, a computer-based solution is now essential. Implementation of
computer integrated manufacturing systems provides unique challenges to all shipbuilders. An applicable
solution must be dedicated to the special demands of the complex process and its effective application
requires proper fcrmal training of all appropriate staff and a proper integration of the management,
computer and production functions. The implied specialised knowledge of the industry and the
requirements of its production practices means that it is beneficial to use special purpose soAware.

Efficiency and reliability of data storage and data communication to cover the lifecycle of a ship is
now of paramouni importance to a modem shipyard and their partners. Typical usage scenarios require
co-operation between designers, owners, shipyards, model basins, approval authorities, sub-contractors
and machinery and component suppliers, Increasing standardisation of the data and its presentation are
focusing on the ne d for a Product Information Model which is flexible to the special purpose needs of the
shipbuilding industry. STEP compliance of data structures will be of assistance. especially for the long
tertn storage of ship dat;i.

As part of their involvement in each of the above three projects, KCS have taken part in several
prototype STEP data exchanges and are continually assessing the merits of alternative, evolving related
technologies. This paper focuses on work concerned with the AP216 ship moulded forms schema and
also AP215: compartrnentation. Data files conforming to either SEASPRITE or MariSTEP schemas
can now be impo:ted to and exported from the TRIBON Initial Design Surface module. Furthermore,
an Applications Programmer Interface  API! has been developed during the Calypso project to enable
CFD vendors to interrogate the geometry of TRIBON Initial Design Surface or, via STEP exchange,
more general surface models.

Colleague' are currently leading KCS involvement with related developments concerning
AP218: structures and AP217: piping, see for example Reference 1.
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Background to the Requirements of the Modern Design Process

The demand. on the competitive design, production and maintenance of a ship are reflected
nowadays in the following efforts:

- Impro~iemerits/refinements to the design and production processes,
- Seeking the optimum design/production process based on effective and extended use of
compu zrised methods,

- Increased concern for and checking of life cycle aspects.

The initial design phase for a new ship is one of the most crucial phases in the lifecycle for the
shipyard. Extra time spent in hull design delays the ordering of the steel; this in turn has a direct impact
on lead-time. 'Ihus there is pressure to shorten the design phase. Transfers of data between shipyard
and model basiii are a time-consuming part of this process and oAeri still paper-based. There is a strong
need for improved communications which avoid the redefinition of data and for analysis tools which
reduce the design work and are convenient to use.

Innovative ship designs and more rigorous international regulations for ship safety and protection
of the environm nt have increased the complexity of the design and production process. For example, the
introduction of;i double hull increases the cost of production by some 15-20/0 and then the maintenance
costs are much higher. Shipbuilding is a 'one of a kind' industry with short lead times, and also a tendency
for late design:hanges which must be accommodated without recourse to extensive reworking of the
design. Unlike the situation in mechanical engineering, no prototype is built to test the design; a partial
solution is for designers to become more involved in the design and optimisation requirements.

Advancements in the ship design process are such that almost all design activities are now
supported by the use of computers. Computing power has never been so cheap. Hardware, which would
previously have been well beyond the means of small- to medium-si7wd shipyards, is now within the
budget scope of a one man consultancy. Portability, standardisation and integration of good marine
software has b:en significantly improved recently but has only partially achieved the status of
international staiidardisation.

From design, the computer revolution has moved io automated manufacture, p1anning and
material control Th correct level of investment in and educated use of computer-based systems is
imperative for <i yard or design agency to secure or maintain an all-important market edge against
increasing coml:etition. Shipbuilders are improving their facilities and operational procedures in a re-
engineering of their processes and the organisation of the work carried out in their yards. Increasingly, the
information reqtiired by the shipbuilding processes is being handled electronically. The challenge is to
broaden the extended automatic transfer of data, and its integration and flexibility of access to those
involved, so as t«secure benefits at every stage,

The shipbuilding process is typically top-down and single discipline based, i.e. the structure is
designed for the total ship and then divided into assemblies and piece parts, There is then a bottom-up
design process t«combine the piece parts into interim products of sub-assemblies, assemblies, units and
blocks, The simiiltaneous requirements to also model the distributed systems  cabling, piping, ventilation
and accommodaiion! imply a high deinand for the application of well organised, concurrent engineering
solutions and management systems. In the modern process it is the ability to generate, organise and
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manage the vast information flow which is important. The challenge is to utilise a continuum of
information in tlie data flow through sales, design, production and maintenance such that work can be
accoinplished more effectively and designs can be morc thorou~~y optiinized for production. Much of
the current efforl focuses on the key requirement to have an efficient Product Information Model for the
project. Progress has been monitored in a series of 1SSC reports. cited as References 2-5.

Status of Shipbuilding Solutions

For any iaodern-thinking shipyard, a computer-based solution is now essential. Implementation of
computer integrated manufacturing systems provides unique challenges to all shipbuilders. These
challenges and potential solutions  within budget! are not only different for each shipyard but also differ
signi scantly between large and small shipyards, Software packages which are to be applied should be
dedicated to the special demands of the complex processes involved and should enable the build strategy
to be decided at in early stage. The implied specialised knowledge of the industry and the requirements of
its production p.actices mean that it is beneficial to use special purpose soAware, as compared with
general purpose CAD/CAM engineering software.

Before acquiring a computer-based system it is vital for a shipyard to consider carefully the
benefits involvec'.. The aim should not necessarily be for total automation in one step but for that degree of
automation which results in the most efficient computer/human symbiosis possible. This will vary per
yard and will depend on the constraints of the hardware, soflware and personnel. Thus it is strongly
recommended that a yard should first consult closely with an experienced vendor who is fully conversant
with the particul u demands which the shipbuilding process wil1 place on the system to be supplied.

Effective use of a cotnputer-based system requires proper formal training of all appropriate staff
and shop fioor workers and a proper integration of the management, computer and production functions,
Set up costs are reducing but extend beyond the initial cost of the software; however, the medium to long
term benefits cai> be immense. Sof ware vendors can assist the transition process by providing suitable
training courses and materials which are specially adapted to the needs of the industry. Major shipyards
world-wide are already benefiting from the advances which have been made to available ship design and
production soft~ are over the past decade or so. Case studies which emphasise the benefits are available
from KCS; see also Reference 6,

Figure 1 give. a general conceptual overview of a total shipbuilding systein. The key function
which is most likely not to be in place in a yard is the production management system. The initial design
of a ship is heavily dependent on human designers having a rich experience. This process generally
proceeds throug~ three stages: concept design  parametric studies!, preliminary design  precise vessel
definition to me:t the requirements and constraints! and the contract design  plans and specifications!.
Design for production is an important aspect which should be considered no later than the preliminary
design. The know-how of a design team and a database of previous designs are important elements. The
computer systeni can be used to encapsulate the human expertise and create automated systems. The
environment is changing with the introduction of new technology but the concept of the design process is
not. Expert systems are currently only in limited use. Series building and design standardisation offer the
opportunity for i important gains in time and cost.
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CAD
CAE
CAM

= computer-aided design
= computer-aided engineering
= computer-aided manufacturing

FA = factory automation
NC = nutnerical control

Figure 1: General Overview of a Total Shipbuilding System

During detailed design,  i.e. post contract design! the structure and outfitting systems are pi
in detail in order to satisfy strength requirements and then achieve a cost and time effective building cty'ttr'!Nz'
The detailed design stage i ~ influenced by the build strategy  i.e the block breakdown! snd considerttttt!tgt!!
of producibihty and maintainability. The production activities use the information created in the dettiilgt't!
design stage to build the ship. The production can be divided into three steps, viz: parts rnanufttc~>�4 
assembly, tests and trials.

The designer is continually checking the proposals against the requirements and constrain8:Q  '
has no way of assessing how closely the optimum design is being approached, Without tools it is'0
possible to explore enough cases to be certain that all the changes have been made in the best pmsrIt
way. AAer probably many iterations, the designer ensures that the ship wiH meet statutory appr'tIg
operational, strength and safety legislation and rules.

The detailed design of a ship includes many different engineering disciplines. Until receiill
ship was created by various disciplines working separately; only after completion of individual e'6!
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were the results integrated into one cohesive design package. This approach was inefficient and
uneconomical because it generated an overlapping and duplication of effort as well as conflicts and
interferences thrc ughout the design. Implementation ot'the concept of concurrent engineering and the
use of an appropriate CAD/CAE/CAM system offers the potential to resolve many of these
inefficiencies. Ivtoreover, the introduction of open, distributed systems will be needed to support the
engineering tasks, Today most major design calculations are carried out by computer.

To meet the demand of reducing the building costs by improving productivity and reducing the
tiine for design, the designer needs efficient exploratory tools. The use of computer applications
specifically developed or customised for shipbuilding is recognised as the most effective approach.
The requirement is suitability for initial design, detailed design and production. The available
computer applications in most common use for initial design are mainly for preliminary design,
drafting and engineering of the structure and the outfitting.

The high "omplexity of the final product implies an intensive design and planning process where
many tasks have to be performed in parallel. The need for the highest quality at lowest prices and shorter
times froin order to delivery means that the number of overlapping activities must increase; manageinent
of the information flow necessarily becomes more complex. This situation can be described by the
philosophy of concurrent engineering, also referred to as horizontal integration.

The processes involved generate a huge amount of data, typically up to one million related objects
have io be connected in multi-level assemblies, and require an efficient management and control of the
information flow There is a general trend towards closer integration of technical production data and
information concerned with planning, estimating and materials systems  procurement, stock control,
materials traceability, materials allocation and cost control!, In future, this will not be separated
information but will be automatically produced for central "viewing" by the various shipyard functions.

Due to s:vere coinpetition throughout the world, during the past decade especially, and the
changes in the shipbuilding business brought about by market forces and advancing technologies, much
effort has been made by shipyards to reduce shipbuilding costs by improving productivity and by reducing
construction time. Specific examples relate to reiiivestment in different areas such as: modern equipment
 robots!, new facilities and use of computer technology at each stage of design through to the production,
Particularly in Ejrope, the less competitive shipyards have been hardest hit by the continuing severe
climate and increased competition from other nations expanding their activities and/or rnodernising.

A distinciion must be made between large and small shipyards concerning the use of computer
applications, The large shipyards have clearly understood the benefits of using a coinputer but this is not
the case in most small shipyards. In large yards the use of computers in the different stages of design is a
cominon objective and some yards have developed their own applications for at least part of the total
system, A typical current requirement of a large shipyard is to update these applications by using new
technologies and associated developments. Of concern is the avoidance of re-input or re-definition of data
since this is tedio m and inefficient, thus expensive, and can lead to errors and inconsistencies.

In paralk-I to the technical activities, important organisational and financial activities must be
performed, viz: planning, materials control and financial considerations, in a general information flow of
increasing volume. Thc non-technical activities will generally become better integrated in the next phase
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of developments. Emphasis is now on product definition with automatic document generation rather than
the foriner pr<icess of drawings creation. Previous document- and drawing-based activities are
increasingly bemg replaced by integrated computer based systems. Working practices must change in
order for the maxiinum potential benefit to be realised, This involves a re-education and thorough training
by specialists oi all personnel involved in the activities of the shipyard,

Maintenance,md repair considerations of the vessel impose design constraints such as demands on
the structural arrangements and the availability of a suitable model with which to conveniently moiutor
the effect of deterioration.

The main objective of the use of a computer system at the design stage is to have a model of the
complete ship, i,e, the Product Information Model �, 8! from which any data can then be extracted at
any stage in whatever convenient format is required. The information related to the Product Information
Model is stored in the product data base which is the backbone of a CAD/CAE/CAM system  see Fig. 1!,
as well as the c<>mmon and only source of information for all disciplines participating in ship design and
production. Be:ause of the magnitude of the complex characteristics associated with naval ship design,
the application <>f a CAD systein is then even more necessary. The benefits are discussed in detail in Ref.
�!. The comprehensive description of the Product Informatio~ Model requires a vast amount of data to
be provided by concurrent engineering activities  9,IO!. These data are often introduced by the users
through a series of repetitive input operations.

To meel the requirements of design for production, the computer system should contain all the
data and associated information necessary to support the complete life cycle of the ship, i.e, all aspects of
the marketing, c.esign, production, operation and maintenance. This is precisely the Product Information
Model, The CAD/CAM systems produce information for individual parts manufacturing but oAen much
less informatior. for assembly, the most costly activity in the yard. The combination of CAD/CAM
systems, functi<>ns for work preparation and MRP-II  manufacturing resource planning! forms a
shipbuilding CIM  integrated! system.

Work pr para<ion starts with a definition of the build strategy which is defined in parallel with the
initial design. The detailed asseinbly definition is added later. Using this structured information the
assembly production information and part lists are extracted from the Product Inforination Model. The
information required by the workshops can also be stored in the model. A workshop needs to be able to
request the information when it is needed; the trend is for the information to be transferred electronically,
i.e. no paper de.ivery to be made io the various shops. In cases where a total integrated system is not
implemented, st:mdar<iised data transfer is increasingly being demanded.

Use of computers in ship production has already resulted in major cost and man-hours savings in
scheduling, mat:rial tracking and computer-aided drafting �!. Reliable data are required to ensure a
correct topology of components, correct structural detailing and assembly information for NC control of
robots and other machinery. Accurate data for efficient piece-part cutting and fitting are demanded for
efficient produci.ion. However, the dimensional accuracy of the steel profiles from the mills is still a
potential problero for automatic manufacturing,

Relevant existing or emerging technologies for computer integrated manufacturing are;
- Artifici 8 Intelligence/Knowledge-based Systems,
� Just fn 'I ime Practices,
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� Vendor Relationships/Electronic Data Interchange  EDI!,
- Concurrent Engineering  CE!,
� CAD/CAM Systems,
� Rapid Prototyping Systems,
- Flexibl» Manufacturing Systems,
- Virtual Realiiy.

Stimn1ary of Benefits Expected from a Modern Shipbuilding System

Typical tcnefi ts to the users of an effective shipbuilding system can be summarised as:
- A quicl er response to requests for quotations and tenders; shorter lead times,

Increaad accuracy, detail and quality of information and presentable documents for
administration and production systems,
- Availability of a database of reference information, for example a hydrodynamics database of
model te: t results,
� Availal ility of a Product Information Model for concurrent engineering activities, viz: outfitting,
structura anal rsis, hydrodynamics, noise, vibration,
- Better c.esigns through rigorous evaluation,
� Flexibility for design modifications,
� A more controlled environinent for the purposes of standardisatIon,
- Improv:d cost control,
� Elimination of tedious manual and repetitive calculations
- Less rework,
� Greater material throughput,
� Less skilled labour needs to be employed although there is still a requirement to monitor the
work, especially for design and lofting,
- Storage of lifecycle data for the ship.

Recent TRIBON Developments

Improved accuracy in design and production is well illustrated by application of the TMBON
DOTORI function, see Figure 2. This term is from the Iapanese meaning quality and close fitting of parts
 similar terms aie nike biki and koshi!. The function improves the accuracy of parts manufacturing and
construction and reduces hours in the assembly and erection processes. It enables more productive use of
automatic welding and welding robots. The latest NC cutting machines for both plate and stiffener piece-
parts have the capability of controlling and changing the angle of the cutting heads, Within TRIBON the
angle of the cutting heads can now be varied according to rules established by the customer. Benefits are:
improved structi.ral integrity and acceptability, less material waste and a quality finished product.

TRIBE has a unique approach to the management and communication of design and production
information in the shipbuilding industry. This approach focuses on the underlying information, i,e, not
just the graphical presentation of the design in drawings or 3D graphical models. The database has an
object-oriented i.pproach so that all data are stored in the form of "objects" such as systems, assemblies,
pipes, equipment, brackets, cables, stiQ'eners, etc. Once the design of the main hull envelope is finalised
in TRIBON initial Design, the building of the Product Information Model is a refining process of the
information regi. tered in the system. The principles of concurrent engineering are well catered for and, in
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later stages of the desig», it is easy to refine the already registered information. Furthermore, the database
promotes the integration of data so that new information is instantly available to all users in each
discipline, The database structure has been designed so that information can be extracted across a whole
project by specifying from a wide variety of selection criteria. Ciearly the value of this information can
further be improved by making use of it in new application areas and by exploiting the available data in
even more detai 1.

tr 130fr l30

3727

Dotori  varying angle!
bevel

Conventional approach
prior to possiiile marmot
moctificatio n

Vigure 2: illustrated Advantages of the Dotori Function in TRIBON

A third generation of design software is available &om KCS. The design and production stages
'th th TRIBON .', stem have been integrated and the production process can now directly access a»d

refine the Product Information Model which is established during the initial design. KCS have adop e e
underlying technology of ACIS  supplied by Spatial Technology Inc.! for the design of the main h
surface patches and their topology. This is an object-oriented approach using carefully defined entity
types building upon the fundamental, standard building blocks supplied by ACIS. The SURFACE
module of TRIBON Initial Design is now well defined as the basis for a Product Information Model to

ed in th< TKBON roduction software suite. A module for the interactive definition o
compartments l.as been developed as a natural extension of SURFACE; COMPART1VIE gives anNT ives an
object-oriented database of the connected major surfaces of a ship and their interrelationships.

Togethe.- with certain key partner shipyards a»d under a high priority development project, KCS
are further deve.oping TRIBON ISD  for initial structural design! as a concept design tool to assist in the
detailed design stage. The user is able to define the main internal structure of a ship hull without explicitly
creating this detail in the sense of traditional CAD; the structural elements are defined using a symbolic
representation. The work at the detailed design stage is expedited by providing a model which can be
used for rapid prototyping and is convenient for the design process. By referencing libraries of standard
parts and representing them symbolically rather than explicitly, standard drawings for approval purposes
and calculations such as the shell expansion, weights, etc. can be obtained. Broader aspects of the design
process including the initial definition of work content and duration can be covered and also, by li ing
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object data to finite element calculation processes, strength calculations will be facilitated. Subsequent to
successful analysis, product data are immediatelv available to the production modules of TRIBON, i.e.
avoiding redetinition i f the structural components. 1 he information flow will provide data in a format
convenient for the redesign or approval process.

TRIBON ISD is able to deal with structural items on different levels of complexity and allows for
the detinition of individual items and groups of items, including surfaces, plates, blocks and zones, 1$D
is a soft, open ru.e-based system where the a~butes of structural entities are calculated from algorithms
or from rules which the user can define. The interactive generation of objects using computer graphics
and the symbolic representation of the structural items on the graphics screen is possible. This enables the
user to view part of ihe model with a limited amount of associated information prior to its explicit
defuiition. Sample output is given in Fig. 3 which shows an arbitrary black breakdown of the centre cargo
holds of a bulk crier.

ln December 1998 KCS embarked on a software development programme that will effectively
promote the irnl:lementation of STEP AP21S translation technology within ISD. This new initiative
involves the implementation of an Object Interface framework designed to handle the necessary
interactions thai exist between ISD, the TMBON Hull data modelling engine, configuration
management fur ctions and data retrieval and storage processes  Fig. 4!. The proposed framework
architecture will comprise a number of software 'components'. Collectively, these will provide the
necessary degree of:,ndependence between each TRIBON application, the data modelling keme1,
translation interfaces and the chosen database implementation. When completed, ISD will be able to
directly utilise tlie AP218 STEP interface as currently implemented in TRIBON Hull, Thus a STEP
interf'ace will be;ome available for data exchanges between ISD and Classification Society approval
software in the e.arly phases of the hull structure design process.

Figure 3: Exauiple Block Breakdown Output from TRIBON Initial Structural Design
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Figure 4: Integration of TRIBON Initial Structural Design
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Data Exchange Standards

As outlined in the preceding sections. for a inodern shipyard, elTiciency and reliability of data
storage and dat;i conununication to cover the lifecyclc of a ship is now of paramount importance,
especially for usage scenarios in design through to production, '1ypical scenarios require co-operation
between designers, owners, shipyards, model basins, approval authorities, sub-contractors and machinery
and component . uppliers, Increasing standardisation of the data and its presentation are focusing on the
need for a Product Information Model which is flexible to the special purpose needs of the shipbuilding
industry. STEP compliance of data structures wil] be of assistance, especially for the long tenn storage of
ship data  some 30 years of operation is demands!; it can be expected that increasingly more use will be
made of a Produ."t Information Model for lifecycle aspects.

Commercial ship owners, navies and shipyards have the responsibility for design, acquisition
and life cycle support for a vessel, During its life cycle, design agents, shipyards, equipment suppliers,
the operators and classification societies have to fulfil this responsibility. The wide variety of
functions carried out by each of these interested partners, often distributed over different countries
world-wide and using various types of computer-based systems, emphasises the need for international
standards withir the maritime industry.

Archivirg and retrieval of product information involves accessing a growing mountain of
related data itenis as they are created and modified during the evolving design. The increased use of
CAD has led to a data explosion and potential significant data management problems for all shipyards
which have invested in the technology. Today the complete Product Information Model data for a
commercial vessel can be expected to be in the range of two to ten Gigabytes, depending on the
complexity of:he v=ssel and the coverage of the digital model, As systems become even more
powerful this figure will increase considerably. For use of product data beyond the design and
production part of the life cycle archiving is also of interest, We/1 organised recording of the design
versions of the ilata is essential.

The use of an integrated systetn is recognised as the most efficient base for operations within a
shipyard or design agency but the increasing use of specialist sub-contractors and partner initiatives
implies that the need for openness must be satisfied, In response to increasing demand for standardisation
and openness of modern computer-based systems, protocols are now well advanced for the definition and
handling of convenient data structures, It is anticipated that, as a result of international co-operation
projects such as, previously, ITi'S, MARITIME and ShipSTEP �1! and, currently, SEASPRITE,
MariSTEP and Calypso, designers, model tanks and shipyards will, in the near future, have common
access to improved data models for the convenient exchange of ship product information.

The previous collaborating research projects indicated the potential of the STEP methodology to
integrate different systems used in the design and production process chain. This work has now been
much extended under the current projects with more extensive prototype exchanges being demonstrated
and formally tested. Ivlajor progress has been made; implementation schemas for the main shipbuilding
applications protocol .  AP's! are now available as a result of the above activities, see Figure 5. Dedicated
work from those attending the regular ISO meetings and international co-operation between the major
groups is encouraging. although there remains some sympathy for a viewpoint taken from outside of the
STEP comrnuni ty that it may still be difficult to appreciate the real progress being made.
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Figure 5: The STEP Ship Product Model Applications Protocols
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For this part of the project, pre- and post-processors have been written by KCS using a tate
binding approach. The EXPRESS-X mapping facility  EDM STEP toolkit! has beerr applied to defme
and utilise a convenient, custamised intermediate EXPRESS schema. For the AP218 related part of
the project, on the other hand,  a first successful exchange of ship structural data under SEASPRITE
was reported in Janu.try 1998!, KCS have adopted an early binding approach  ProSTEP/GIDA toolkit!
and are developing a customised facility for efficient mapping between C~ data structures. Thus the
merits of alternative techno/ogies are being assessed by KCS within the SEASPRITE project.

The partners c f the further EU project Calypso  Computational Fluid Dynamics in the Ship Design
Process! decided to adopt the SEASPRITE AP216 model as a standard for the exchange of hull surface
arid appendage geometry data which may be accessed by alternative flow analysis packages, This project
has further extended the practical application of SEASPRITE. The CFD tools require information about
the hull shape to be translated into a proprietary format for further processing. Marin are using STEP to
communicate heal moulded form data. On the other hand, Flowtech have adopted an Applications
Prograrmner Int rface which has been written by KCS as a further level  on top of STEP! to enable the
interrogation of the hall geometry from TRIBON or an alternative geometric modeller when generating
surface grids to be used subsequently in their volume grids, Figure 7 gives a schematic view of the data
flow which is planned to be completed and then utilised with plug and play facilities via a Designer's
Workbench before project completion in summer 1999. With valuable input &om Frank Stolte �4!, the
basis of a hydroiuech'epics inodel was also written as an EXPRESS schema for Calypso and this has been
adopted for consistency across the data structures of the Workbench interface and the database.

Primarily, the Designer's Workbench is a workflow system supporting the process of designing
a ship hull, esp  cially with respect to integration of CFD tools. The approach, however, is to integrate
ALL relevant systerrrs into one single environment, and enabling unified parameter generation and
passing to generalised categories of tools, i.e. the geometric rnodellers, the mesh generators and the
CFD solvers.

Direct Iriterfaces froin Tribon Initial Design Geometry modellers to the CFD codes have also
been developed These provide a quick and easy method of transferring geometry data  offsets and
patch distributions respectively! to the CFD codes. Where more sophisticated geometry or patch
distributions are required, the model may be accessed via the API. As an iinportant part of the project,
validation work has been carried out to provide information &om which the user of CFD tools can
judge the applir ability and accuracy of the CFD tools, This aspect is indispensable for a successful
introduction of the CFD tools at shipyards. The information will be available in a so-called
cookbook'. A validation archive will be set-up, containing detailed reference and CFD information.

Users of the CF l3 tools intend to continuously update the validation archive, after the Calypso project.
The validation archive may also be used as a starting point for future shipyard design work.

MariSTKF  Developinent of STEP Ship Product Model Database and Translators for Data
Exchange Between 'U.S, Shipyards! is a collaboration between U.S. shipyards, sofbvare vendors,
research institutions and the "virtual" shipyard represented by the U.S. Navy and the NAVSEA CAD-2
program. A System Requirements Document  SRD! specifies the STEP translator and product
information model requireinents covering the Data Model, Function, User Interface and Diagnostics.
Mari STEP schema are defined for each of the APs 215-8,
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TID = TRI6ON Iniliel Design

Figure 7: Calypso Project; Data Communications

During the project any changes which proved to be necessary were made to the SRD rather' ii46n the schemas, Thus, following project completion in June 1999, it will be necessary to update the;':�"Xliemas to reflect on-going changes in the Ship Common Model. The MariSTEP consortium thusI",'Iiroposes to continue its efforts to assist in standardisation of the product models needed for the
 '!shipbuilding industry and to implement translators supporting the exchange of this product model data.

KCS translator work associated with AP216 and AP215 within MariSTEP has utilised the' ".':,'EXPRESS-X intermediate mapping facility to minimise the impact on the database interface access
r~s' ding of the differences between the SEASPRITE and MariSTEP AP216 schemas. The translators'!'a've been greatly extended for the more complete implementation of AP216, internal structures,
@t'ripartments and zones. Figure 8 illustrates an example model in TRIBON created by importing a set;~'4f STEP test data files  AF216 and AP215! after export from the Newport News Shipbuilder's VIVID
',:;+stem. Data files have also been exchanged with Intergraph Corporation and are planned with Electric<bloat Corporation and Ingalls Shipbuilding lrc. in the second track phase.

Future Perspective

Progress which has been made with shipbuilding solutions is now such that the commercial
' ccess of a shipyard is strongly influenced by the availability of an effective Product Information
,�',,odel. This is the singly most important concept and applies not only to the large shipyards but also
,0 the medium- and even small-sized shipyards.
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Figure 8: Import into TRIBON of STEP MariSTEP AP2I5 Data

Ship owners and operators will begin to take advantage from the availability of Product
Information Model data for reference in maintenance and repair. S'I'I'P compliance of data structures will
be of assistance, especially for the long-term storage of ship data. Prototype data exchanges have already
occurred; exchanges on a far wider basis are now anticipated.

In the near future simulation-based design, e.g, structural design based on FEA, is expected to
have a significant impact on the design process. The use of robotics in automatic production will continue
to find new cost-effective applications. Producibilily of the product, considering the manufacturing
appliances and manpower of each production stage, will be assessed by virtual production, i.e. simulation
prior to production, Virtual reality will be put into common use, especially for crew and maintenance
training in hazardous environments.
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OBJE .'T-ORIENTED WELDING INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR

SHIPBUILDING
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Byung Yoon Kang, Research Ins itute of Small and Medium Shipbuilding, Pusan, Korea

Abstract

Welding is the major manufacturing process in shipbuilding industry and has a

great influence on the productivity and quality of ship consiruction. Shipbuilding
process needs a lot of information and welding information is the important part ot it.
Welding information is required throughout entire shipbuilding process, from design
stage to the final erection stage.

Ihis paper aimed to develop a welding information system to provide the
suitable ir.form. ation necessary for each stage of shipbuilding in an easy and rapid way.

For this work. the properties of the welding information used at each stage of
shipbuilding and the information flow were analyzed systematically in the viewpoint of
the object-oriented paradigm, Welding information distributed in various sources such
as classifi:ation society rules, practices and standards of a shipyard was integrated into
the object-orierted information model. To get the high effectiveness and extensibility of
the information system, database system was combined with the information model,
Estiinatioii of the quantity of welding material consumption, joint design standard.
guidance. or welding technique and welding procedure specification are the inain output
of the int'ormation system. Event-driven programming technique and graphical user
interface were used to give the richer interactive user environment and the flexibility ol

the application.

Introduction

Shipbuilding is a highly integrated technology and belongs to fabrication
industry. A ship consists of several hundred thousand of members, They are made by
many kir.ds ol material processing method and fabricated each other by welding.
Shipbuilding process goes with a great information flow. A lot of information is
required;it each stage of shipbuilding process and they are closely related to each other,
'lherefore, an integrated mformation system is a very important tool to improve thc
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productivity and quality in shipbuilding. Welding information is a major part of
fabrication information. It is used over almost all stages from design to erection.

This research aims to develop an object-oriented welding information system for
shipbuilding. For this work, the types and the characteristics of the welding information
for shipbuilding were analyzed from the viewpoint of object-oriented method. The flow
of we. ding information and its relationship to other information were also investigated,
To de: cribe and process this welding information, a suitabl.e object-oriented data model
combined with relational database was proposed from these works. The proposed data
model con ists of two base objects, the member object and the joint object, and the
innumerable derived objects from them. The data which each object contains are saved

in the database. The various combinations and operations ot these objects according to
the us:r's requirements or classification rules give the useful welding information such
as we ding material consumption, welding procedure data etc by calculations or data

searching.

The welding information which is distributed in the different stages of design
and production is integrated into this object-oriented data model. This model can be

easily connected to the other information of the design and other fabrication stages. It
can b used as a part of CIMSiIComputer Integrated Manufacturing System! for
shipbi.ilding.

Characteristics of 8'elding lnlormation in Shipbuilding Process

Most of welding information in shipbuilding is given in the design stage
although it is used in the fabricating stages aAer the ship design stage, The ship design
cycle can b» subdivided into four steps: concept design, basic design, detail design and

production design. Each design step is directly related to stages of the shipbuilding

process. The drawings and documents at each step are made by the correspondent

design group such as hull form design group, structural design group, outfitting design

group, etc..

providing welding information is a part of the work of the structural design

group. Welding information is prepared in line with ship structural design process, and

inserted in the structural drawings step by step.

In general, a shipyard has several standards or guideline booklets for design and

constructior. to get a lot of weMing information more accurately and more comfortably.

These publications are referred throughout the entire shipbuilding process.
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Flow of Welding information in the Shipbuilding Process

Thc complete ship structural design process and the corresponding welding

inforination is shown in Fig. I. Each design step has a different task and requires a

different ~velding information. Concept design deals with the topology and overall

geometry of tl'.e structure, Overall structural layout and principal dimensions are

determined by general requirements such as beam and draft limitations, cargo capacity

and others rather than by structural considerations. At this step, the quantity of welding

material c«nsumption is estimated and the information for special welding joints of the

nonstandard structural members is also considered. Structural engineers

communicated N ith hull construction production engineers concerning requirements for

nonstandard structural joints.

Th main works at the basic design step are the scantlings of all main structural

members, drawing up the key plans and some naval architectural calculations. Size and

scantlings of hull structural member is determined on the basis of rules and regulations

of classification societies. The welding information decided at this step includes

selection «f appropriate steel grade, location of erection butts and seams and detailed
joint shape for the major structural joints.

Detail design is concerned with standard building block, which should be
heavily dependent on the shipyard practice and facilities. The information generated at
the basic design step is refined at the detail design step, and the amount of detail
information is greatly expanded. The leg length of fillet joints, joining location of each
component and welding procedure specification code number or symbols are given ai
this step.

Production design is to complete the detail design and to prepare shop drawings

used for tlie actual construction of the ship. All the joints which are not yet defined in

the previous steps are supplemented. The instructions for parts fabrication and assembly
are inserted in the shop drawings. At this step concrete welding procedure data which
include welding sequence, welding conditions and inspection method should be

provided.

Docunientsfor the 8'elding Information for Shipbuilding
Welding information for shipbuilding is distributed in the various documents.

The classification rule is the most important reference for the ship design. It does not,

however, cover all design aspects, therefore, other materials besides the classification
rule and variou.. categories of information are necessary for the structural design.
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The goal of design and engineering is reductio» of the production cost and it can

be realize<l through standardization of design and construction practice which comes

from the a:cumulated experiences and data. The standards are developed to accomplish

the high design performance and quality. They can be used as a tool to convey the

design information to the shop in concise manner. Selection of appropriate material,

detail design of the joint and matching of quality assurance requirement are the main

part of the n. It is possible to design more reliable hull structure in a simple and efficient

way by use of tkie standards.

Technical criteria and design guidelines concerning the welding information are

formulated in the classification rule, the shipyard's hull construction practice and the

standard v< elding procedure specification booklets.

1. Rules for regulations of Classification Societies

'I'h. cia..sification society rules prescribe some requirements to ensure the hull

strength, tliat is, steel grade and scantlings of structural member, rough guidelines ol'

structural details, suitable welding materials, kind of fillet weld and fillet weld size,

These rules are referred as a part of standards for design and construction throughout the

entire shipbuilding process. Technical considerations and useful information for

welding i» the classification rules are usually incorporated in shipyard's practice to

siinplify d:sign procedure and to eliminate time-consuming works

2. Shipyard's hull construction practice

This document is made in order to overcome an undesirable situation in

shipbuildiiig procedure, such as repetition of the same work, errors in fabrication. It

contains the valuable information and guidelines for the overall ship design and

constructi<!n process, such as various symbo!s, abbreviations, joint details. Using this

practice d sign process can be simplified and the design productivity can be greatlv

improved. For instance, it is very simple to choose the right size and shape of joint

details for sound structural quality. Most of shipyard's hull practices include the welding
practices vhich are described commonly in the form of welding symbol on structural
drawings.

3. Standard Welding Procedure Specification booklets

St'indard welding procedure specification is a document that includes the

correspondent certification code number, and the detailed welding information, that is,
groove shape, welding process, welding material, welding sequence, welding conditions
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and heat treatment. It serves also as one of the quality standards for hull structures. All

of the welding techniques and data included in this document must be verified through
the performance qualification, Welding procedure specification and performance
qualification should be certified also by the classification society.

Modeling of Welding Information for Shipbuilding

Target and Scope of'Modeling

For modeling of welding information the above-mentioned properties of welding
informatiori for shipbuilding must be considered and its target and scope should be
decided to be able to realize the practical welding information system. The target and
scope of modeling in this research are as follows:

 a! The information model of welding should be consistent with the flow of ship
design information.

 b! The applicable scope of the pilot information system is confined io two unit

blocks for a specific class, a specific ship type and size,

 c! Database is built to store the standardized welding information,

 d! lt is focused to generate and to retrieve the welding information itself rather

than the information which belongs to the ship design or construction

 e! The welding information served by this system is joint shape and dimension,

welding process, welding sequence and techniques, code no and data of

welding procedure specification,

Obj ect-Oriented Information Model for Welding 1nformation
The welding information model for shipbuilding consists of two basic objects

and nzner<ius derived objects from them, The two basic objects are 'member' and

'joint' object. The member object is a basic unit composing a hull, while the joint object

is a b isic unit fabricating two or more pieces. The member object is divided into two

object, 'plate' and stiffener' as its derived objects according to its geometric shape.

Hundred thousand of hull pieces are derived from one of them. They have the common

attributes inherited from plate or stiffener object and their own information additionally

given by their location in the ship, class requirements and so on, The joint object means

a weld joini.. According to AWS American Welding Society!, weld joints are classified

into 5 type., butt, T, lap, corner and edge joint. Roughly speaking in a viewpoint of

shipbuilding, however, the weld joints can be composed of two types, 'butt' and 'fillet'.
Each type of joint objects contains at least two member objects and a lot of inforination
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related to weldI.ng such as joint shape, weld process, weld size and length etc. Each

object pos: esses a lot of operation functions which determine the attributes of the object

from varic us sources, They transmit a useful information to other related objects also.

F'ig. 2 shows the inheritance hierarchy of the objects and their aggregation relationship

which are represented using OMT Object Modeling Technique! methodology suggested

by Rumbaugh.

lid
!Or

Fig.2 Hiearchy of objects and their aggregatin relationship

Ar, object is created from a class which is a template for the object. The

definitions of class for member and joint object and the derived ones from them are

shown in Fig. 3. Fig,3 Detinitions of classes for member and joint object
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System Description for Modelirr g

The final result of this system is the welding information which contains
concrete welding process, kind and size of welding material, welding procedure
specification, the quantity of welding material consumption and other welding data.
They are distributed in the several databases. They are searched from the databases and
gathered into objects. They are presented as the final results through the modification
and calculation processes according to the requireinents of user. The components of the
system is iJlustrated in Fig, 4,

Fig.4 System components

1. Sc lection of an unit block of ship structure

As the first step, an unit block of ship structure is selected to get the welding
inforniatiori for the selected block. At this step, load state, available welding processes
and correspondent rule requirements are determined from the rule requirement database.

2. Creation of joint and member objects

Joint objects are created by selecting the specific joints in the selected structure.

At creating a joint object the rnernber objects owned by the joint object are also created.
The at tributes of member objects such as member type, material type, thickness and size
are determined from the values stored in the standard member database. These values

can bc changed according to the current ship type, size and owner's requirements. The

standard values of the joint object attributes such as joint geometry, welding process and
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position, w:Ming material and weld length are obtained from the standard joint database,

They can b also edited by the same reason as for the change of member attribute values,

This creation process is repeated until all the joints in the selected block ol ship

structure are created.

3. Creation of welding information

The fina.. step is creation of welding information for the selected joints. This

informatioii corries from the various sources, Weld size and welding method of fillet and

butt joint is given in the requirement of rule and regulation and hull construction

standards, Some queries can be sornetirnes introduced to determine a definite solution of

available choices. Welding procedure data such as welding condition, pre- and postheat

treatment, back cleaning and so on are stored in WPS and PQR database, The

estimation of the quantity of welding material consumption is calculated using the

appropriate equation and the correspondent coefficients stored in the special database
for this purpose.

Application Test of the System

Th» developed system was tested to verify the rightness and the usefulness ol
the output result. This system can be used double bottom and side hopper tank block in
the midship section because the database of this system has only data of those blocks up

to the present,

Developtnent Tool and System Envir ontnent
Th» welding information system was developed using the following tools and

system en' ironment.

~ Hardware; IBM PC compatible/Pentium

~ OS: Windows NT

~ l.anguages: Visual C++ and Visual FoxPro Language inclusive SQL
~ Database: Visual FoxPro

Test of the System Step by Step

l. Selection ot an unit block

Fig. 5 shows selecting an unit block of 5 unit blocks in the midship section of
hull. When an unit block is selected, the corresporident rule requirements are searched

from the database and the next detail drawing of the selected unit block is prepared.
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Fig. 5 Selection of an unit block of ship structures

2. Creation of member objects

Member objects are created when a joint object is created. In this system all the

inember objects are created before the creation of joint objects for higher efficiency. The

creating process of member object is shown in Fig, 6. The number on the drawing

corresponds to a hull piece, that is, a member object. Clicking on a number creates a

member object and enrolls it in the grid in the right side of the figure which contains the

already created me~hers. Steel grade or thickness of the created member objects may

be changed as shown in Fig. 6. The non-standard members such as special brackets,

collar plates and other auxiliary pieces, which are not presented in the drawing, can be

also created.

3. Creation of joint objects

The creation of a joint object by clicking on the number on the drawing is

illustrated in Fig. 7. The type of member objects of a joint and the type of the joint are

already known by its location in the block, The detail information is therefore entered

only by deterinining a combination of the available members for the selected joint as

shown in Fig. 7.
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4. Obtainment of welding information

The next step is to obtain the suitable welding information by searching the

database and to assign it to the attribute values of the joint object. To get the detailed

welding information, several dialog steps of query and answer are given. Groove shape,

fillet weld type and fillet size, welding process, welding position, other welding

techniques and compartment requirements are determined through the dialog processes
interactively, as illustrated in Fig. 8. On the basis of these data, the concrete welding

procedure data are searched from the database and presented as the final result, as

shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 8 Dialog for searching the welding procedure data

Fig. 9 The welding procedure data as the final result
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Conclusion

Welding information is required over all stages of shipbuilding process and

should be given at the design stage. Therefore. it is a very important task to develop the

effective information system which is able to provide the appropriate welding

information and to be easily used by a designer. This paper proposed an object-oriented

information model combined with database system for welding which can give various

welding information necessary for each step ot shipbuilding. This information model

consists o f two basic objects and numerous derived objects from them, which contains a

lot of properties and operations to store and to process the welding information, The

welding information distributed in the various sources could be integrated by using this

information model, The use of object-oriented technology and the integration lead to

effective generation and easy handling of information, consistency of welding

information with the information in various stages of for design and construction.

Additionally, the database system connected to this welding information system made

the storage of the vast welding data for shipbuilding and the easy and prompt search

from theni possible. In the future, the parametric modeling technique will be introduced

into this systerr. and CAD system for shipbuilding will be connected to this system.
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AN IMPLEMENTATION OF LARGE-SCALE PRODUCT MODEL
VISUALIZATION IN SHIPBUILDING

Bedpan Marz, Newport News Shipbuilding, Newport News, VA
Rob Lisle, Newport News Shipbuilding, Newport News, VA

Abstract

Newport News Shipbuilding  NNS! has investigated the latest emerging visualization
technologies for interfacing with large product model datasets. From this investigative research, a
solution has been reached for implementation at NNS to address the multi-operational needs of
shipbuilding, including but not limited to operational analysis, preliminary and detailed design review,
manufacturing, and training. The solution was designed for collaboration efforts, between local and
off-site participants, and includes iminersive capabilities. This paper will provide an overview of the
visualization efforts undertaken at NNS and how visualization is being itnplemented within the
shipbuilding process.

DiscIaimer

Reference herein to any specific conunercial products, process, or service by trade name,
trademark inanu.t'actuter, or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement,
recommendation, or favoring by Newport News Shipbuilding. Statements and opinions expressed in
this paper are those of the co-authors and do not necessarily state or reflect those of Ne~rt News
Shipbuilding.

Introduction

In the arvw of computer science, designers and engineers have always been faced with the
problem of inefficient or lack of computational capabilities to help in design and analysis, Rapid
changes in computer hardware technology are now allowing software engineers to greatly iinprove the
functionality and usability of applications on a daily basis. One area in particular that is beginning to
show great strides in improvement is the graphical visualization of siinulation and analysis projects.
In the past, NNS has used VIVID. for performing large scale visualization, VIVID@ is a proprietary
product modeling system developed at NNS specifically to handle the requirements of solid modeling
for ship design and manufacturing. During the design of the US Navy's new fast attack submarine,
SEAWOLF, VIVID. was successfully used as a virtual prototype to replace the traditional full-scale
physical mock-up. Because VIVID% was specifically designed to facilitate concurrent system
development in a solid modeling environment, it enables the designer to load and visualize an entire
ship's compartment. This capability is fundamental for an efficient product model centric design
process. Many products that cotnpete with VIVID are now using third party visualization products to
bring together an entire view of the composite design. This is extreinely inefficient for product
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modeling on a day to day basis since the designer must continuously switch between applications.
VIVID. offers a inuch better solution for ship cornpositing since the designer can always see the
entire design. However, VIVID. is essentially a static environment. As the utilization of product
modeling has grown, so also have the requirements to have the product model inore representative of
all aspects of the virtual ship, For this reason, NNS has undertaken an implementation of third party
visualization applications to be used in the shipbuilding enterprise. The objective in this
implementation effort is to augment the existing legacy systems with a dynainic environment. This
dynamic environment will allow everyone in the enterprise to interact with or within the synthetic
shipbuilding environment. This paper will discuss the process that was used to determine the
appropriate technologies to achieve these objectives.

Approach

To begin the eirfort, a business model was developed to associated industry efforts, NNS user
requirements and areas with the greatest potential return on investment. From this document, NNS
developed a high-level business case for visualization implementation. During the industry research
phase the folic wing areas were studied..

~ Business or user requirements
~ Display Devices
~ Software Options
~ Hardware Options
~ Infrastiucture Requirements
~ Security Issues

Implenientation Strategies

Business Requirement and Impfementation Strategies
The top-le >el requireinents for visualization can be easily stated as the technology that can enable

products to be developed better, faster and cheaper. In order to understand how these technologies can
be implemented one must first have a good understanding of your business processes and where
visualization <an enable these efforts. Essentially visualization technology is best deployed as a
means of furdamental communication. Most people will agree that their primary sense of
communication is visual. Consequently, NNS feels that the greatest return on investment  ROI! is in
implementing visualization technology to facilitate your organizations processes for communicating
product data iriformation. The NNS business model is comprised of three primary tiers as shown in
figure 1.
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Figure 1. Visualization Tiers

The highest tier; which we call large-scale visualization, presents the biggest challenge. Large-scale
visualization in this inodel is defined as the interaction of large voluines of ship product model data for
large design and design review teams. Design review teains may range typically from around 12 to 60
people. Shipbuil<ling presents a scale problem like no other industry, A typical ship's inachinery space
may contain 10,000 parts equating to upwards of 10 million polygons, NNS has estimated that to
visualize a complete NIMITIZ class aircraft carrier the technology would have to support models of
greater than 10 million parts and files on the order of 200 gigabytes in size. Navigation speed is also
an issue when working with large teams. If the system's performance is slow and there is significant
time spent waiting for the display, teams tend to lose their focus and side ineetings begin to occur.
Therefore we can derive several requirements for the large-scale tier; accommodate very large models
and large design teams. These requirements then decompose into specific requirements for facilities,
display devices, hardware performance and software functionality. The middle tier, which we call the
engineering tier, represents the personnel who are doing the day to day design tasks working in a
product-modeling environment. Model sizes will be smaller and collaborative efforts may usually
involve only 2 to 12 people. Consequently there is a different set of requirements for display
technologies, hardware performance and software functionality. In the lowest tier, which we call the
enterprise tier, oar goal is to provide some collaborative visualization technology to anyone operating
in the business enterprise,

~ Workstation Desktop Viewing
~ Large Flat Screen Viewing

Large Desk Projection Systeins
Large Wrapped Screen or lmmersive Viewing

~ Stereoscopic Viewing  desktop, flat or wrapped screen!
0 CAVES

~ Helinet Mounted Display Systems

Increasing
Levela of

Immersion
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Display Devices
There are a number of possible display mechanisms for visualization solutions. The options run

froin personal computer monitors to fully iminersive virtual reality headgear. The following list
provides a range of potential options:



The most pressing business need for new visualization technology at NNS will be in the area of
large volume visualization for electronic inockups with our customers. This particular area will most
likely drive the performance requirements for both hardware and software. Very few people in
industry are trying to visualize datasets as large as what is required for shipbuilding. The industry
leaders in this area are the aerospace and auto industries. Our datasets will most likely be 1000X + the
size of their typical datasets. NNS has considerable business experience in performing electronic
mockup reviews. This approach was pioneered by NNS on the Seawolf program during the mid to late
1980's. During the Seawolf program, there were typically two levels of design reviews preformed:
large audience space reviews and individual system reviews. Consequently, our primary driving
visualization display requirement is to be capable of large audience viewing �2-60 people!.
Additionally, immersion technology provides a significant advantage in that it allows the viewers to be
more enveloped in the visualization environment; and, thus, the effect or sense of spatial realism is
increased.

For NNS, we have selected to implement large wrapped screen centers as well as flat screen
centers depending on the need for immersion. All sites will be capable of stereoscopic viewing. We
have chosen the Panoram System  ~htt://wwwyanoramtech.corn/! as the typical implementation. Figure 2
depicts a typical center.

Figure 2, Panoram Display System

For the engineering tier we are implementing smaller flat screen single projection systems. Personnel
compositing in the product model will also have workstations  both NT and Unix! that will be able to
display large volumes of geometry. The enterprise tier will utilize common network PCs for
displaying web based visualization applications. There are also a host of other display technologies
that may be implemented; however, the intent of this paper is to focus on our core shipbuilding
requirements.
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through the ship interactively. This is needed in case anyone within the review wants to take a closer
look at a compartment or piece of equipment. The benchmark that we are striving for is a minimum
continuous refresh rate of 10 Hz.

Colkrborative Review

A collaborative review is the ability of multiple users in multiple locations to review and
manipulate a common model. This is becoming increasingly important with travel budgets dwindling
and the desire to keep design team members informed with regularly scheduled meetings. Ideally,
these reviews should require a minimal amount of preparation and special software, and should
perform adequately on a rnid-range engineering workstation. The objective is to be able to perform
interactive distributed design reviews within a central model in conjunction with video
teleconferencing technology. Requirements address areas such as cost, platform, ease of use for casual
users, avatar technology, telecommunications technology, ability to coordinate effort, ability to create
and collect comments as well as many others.

Equipment Remo val
An important consideration of ship design is ensuring equipment can be removed with minimal

impact to other ship components, Creating, maintaining, and presenting these equipment removal
paths should be easy and time effective. The paths created should be able to be saved and used in
conjunction with collision detection. The software should be able to simulate the removal process of
ship's equipment There should also be rnechanisrns for capturing these simulations in video format
for use later in training and life cycle support.

Collision Detectum

The ability to perform analysis to determine location and extent of interference and collisions
between components describes collision detection. This process should be capable of being performed
parallel to other capabtlities. Methods for collision detection should be a core feature of the software
and contain some method of compiling and retaining collision data.

Manikin Technology
Manikin <echnology includes the use of manikins to obtain detailed information on human

interaction with the product model. This includes items such as adding scale to the product model,
logistics functionality  e.g. How effective are the planned routes from general quarters to battle
stations?!, ergonomics functionality  What can this person see and reach?! and physical stress
functionality  Is this task physically possible and/or what are the limitations?!. The manikin
technology should address the multi-level requirements of different users. For example, still images of
static manikins may be needed for technical manuals, simple human interface simulation may be
needed by desigri teams and detailed anthropomorphic ergonomic analysis may be needed for safety
and man-machine interface design. Each of these levels requires a different set of functionality. For
example, the design teams working on human simulation within the product model do not necessarily
need all the overhead of a full-featured ergonomics model. The design team needs quick
straightforward answers whereas the ergonomics analysis needs very detailed answers, The two
different applications will most likely result in different levels of time performance.

Desktop Visualization
Many hours of preparation are typically needed to design and build a large-scale presentation

for use on a high-end computer. This preparation will likely be performed on desktop machines, Thus,



Hardware and Software Options
Initial research indicated that there were two potential options in the market for large scale

visualization: SGI's Onyx 2 Infinite Reality Supercomputers and HP's new Pixel Flow Technology
Machine being developed in conjunction with the University of North Carolina. However, at the time
of aur investigation, HP had decided to abandon the Pixel Flow Machine because there was not a
sufficient bus iness case. Therefore, the SGI Onyx2 Infinite Reality was chosen for our large-scale tier.
There are many different visualization applications on the market today. It should be noted that the
performance iind functionality requirements for every organization might be different depending on the
nuances of the business requirements that need ta be filled. In general, NNS looked at a variety of
different appI.ications. For our business requirements, we grouped the applications into several
categories as shown below;
~ large Scale Mockup and Simulation
~ Virtual Human Siinulation

~ Enterprise Collaboration
Later in the paper, we will discuss detailed requirements for evaluating various software alternatives.

Infrastruefunr and Seeunty Requirements
For NNS our priinary requirements are centered around the design and inanufacturing of aircraft

carriers and submarines. These involve very large enterprises that must deal with both unclassified and
classified information. Again each organization will have its own unique requirements. For this
discussion we wou.ld like to simply point out that a fundamental piece of iinplementing visualization
for many companies will require research, planning and development in network technologies and their
associated security issues. These technologies may include:
~ Computer Hard ware Requiretnents
~ Secondary Hard. ware Requirements
~ Signal Processing Requirements
~ Encryption Devices
~ Internal and External Networks  Servers, Hubs, Switches, Fiber, etc.!

Software Requirements and Testing Criterion

In the pro.ess of determining visualization software requirements, a quality function
deployment process was utilized to drive software requirements from core business needs. The
following section will briefly discuss some of the major requireinents for NNS. The software was
graded based on twelve of NNS' most importan visualization requirements, Each category had a
weighted value anci was given a scare of 1-10. Short explanations of these requirements and the
criterion on how they were scomd are listed below.

High End Visuulizakon  Real one Fly-through!
The ability ta sinoothly fly through and inanipulate large data sets constitutes a primary goal of

visualization. The software must be able to move through large portions of ships in an iinpressive, real
time manner with little or no hesitation, The intent of NNS is to construct several visualization rooms
throughout the yard for reviews with integrated product teams, Many of these reviews will be upper-
level management meetings where a review of the whole ship will occur. Being able to load a large
portion of the ship, if not the whole ship at once, is important. The user should be capable of flying
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a requirement of desktop visualization is the ability to adequately run the software on a typical desktop
machine with a 1 uge volume of data loaded.

User Interface
The user interface of the software can either guide the user through his/her options, or act as a

maze that forces the user to endlessly search through a labyrinth of functions. It should allow an
average computer user  with two to four hours of training! to create a replayable, simple fly or walk
through. The controls should be straightforward, and should not require any special inotor skills to
use. In addition the interface should have good on-line help documentation as well as a screen with
the capability to be customized to suit the user's preferences.

System Integration
System integration is the ability to integrate the software with existing NNS software that will

be the data source f' or visualization. How well will the visualization software fit into 'total
visualization solution'? How well will the software fit into future NNS tools? How can the software
be utilized to integrate the many different product-inodeling applications used in the shipbuilding
enterprise?

Data Integration i
Data for projects may be supplied from multiple sources. The nuinber of sources will likely

increase as we move to a inore collaborative environment. Data integration is the ability of the
software to import data from these sources and integrate thein into one cohesive model. Data
Integration scales the entire visualization pyramid. It must be able to interface with multiple CAD
systems, multipl: PDM systems, and inultiple graphics/product model standards such as VRML, STL,
SLA, Inventor, DXF, IGES and STEP.

Cost

The cost of the software should be structured such that it supports the many different budgets
and requirements of the organizations in the enterprise.

Customer Support
How well doe. the software manufacturer support the end user after software purchase? This is

based on discussions with references supplied by the vendor or obtained through others means.

Business Viability
How well is the company currently positioned in the inarket? There are a variety of good

sources that continually evaluate software companies relative to their technology, market share and
balance sheet.

Benchmark Data

For eacl. of the requirements, a benchmark was established as a tnethod for comparing the
different applications. This data represents empirical data gathered during the evaluation process. The
scores are norttialized to 10. The geometry/product model data should be based on an actual test
scenario and model developed by the shipyard and supplied to each of the vendors being evaluated.
Vendor supplied demos are wonderful for seeing the functionality contained in an application but it is
our experience that the application must be stressed with real world data specific to your organization
and industries processes. By developing your own bid package you can stress the application and



determine not only its strengths but also its weaknesses. Once the applications are validated and put
into the weighted evaluation, a composite score can be derived for each application.

Conclusion

The objective of this paper was to provide the user with a high-level example of how a shipyard
can go about the process of implementing large-scale visualization, Emphasis has been placed on the
front-end evaiuation work that is required in order to bring together the best solution for your
company. Shipbuilding presents a very big challenge for visualization technology. Ships are the
ultimate products shen discussing large-scale visualization. No other industry really compares.
However, because shipbuilding provides such an enormous challenge, the existing hardware and
software solutions on the market today do not satisfy all of the requirements needed in our industry.
Nonetheless, visualization technology is only beginning to emerge and NNS believes that this
technology alcng with other distributed network technologies will shape the processes of ship design in
the future.
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GEOMETRIC MODELLING FOR
SIMULATION BASED SHIP DESIGN

John L Martin C Eng. MRINA, Marconi Nava! Systetns, UK

Introduction

Marconi Marine  VSEL! have implemented a Concurrent Engineering process with supporting
information systems that are being applied to aH current surface ship and submarine design build
contracts. The process is also being used for concept design studies where Simulation Based Design
technologies are being developed and evaluated.

A tree based product structure model is currently applied to ship detail design activities. This
process has the tunctionality and data management capabilities for effective use on concept design
studies where 3-D geometric models with associated behaviour attributes can be used to visualise the
operational aspects of design options at very early stages of the design process.

3-D CAI3 modelling technologies and methodologies are well established throughout the
shipbuilding industry as an aid to detail design, draughting, and manufacturing. Simulation tools and
techniques are evolving for use in engineering and marine design to verify that design solutions meet
operational or f unctional requirements. Combining the results of analytical simulation with 3-D
geometric representation gives a high quality visual display for assessment of the design and its
effectiveness in a range of operational scenarios. Using results of the simulation algorithms, the 3-D
CAD model is aiumated in real or slow thne to enhance visual presentation.

To achieve this the 3-D model must be constructed such that geometric objects may be
associated with attributes, constraints and behaviour determined from physical liinitations or
operational specification. Simulation results can then be associated with the object geometry to
visually illustrat: the design in an operating condition.

Marconi Marine's VSEL site have created 3-D models for use in a siinulation based design
process applied to studies to assess the operational effectiveness of aircraft stowage, preparation and
sortie management on future Aircraft Carrier. The modelling techniques are also used for creation of
general arrangeinents in 3-D to show vehicle stowage loading and disembarking options on Logistics
Landing Ship cc ncept designs.

Marconi Marine  VSEL! use the product structure trees and concurrent engineering
methodologies for tbe creation of 3-D ship models io create an environment which is suitable for
implementing simulation based design applications on future ship concept design studies,

Simulation

An English dictionary definition of Simulate is to "make a pretence of, copy, reproduce or
repiicate the conditions of a particular situation ", Under this definition, the application of simulation
based design tools to the ship design process spans a wide variety of situations
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Simuletioe Ch ervie w

The nxist basic and simplest form of simulation is the creation of a 3-D model of the geometry
of an object cr set of objects that may be reviewed visually against some criteria such as spatial
acceptability, shape. ergonomics, and/or operational feasibility. 3-D digital models have been created
in engineering environments for many years as the alternative to a costly and time consuming physical
inodel prototype. Model technologies used have evolved from full-scale wood mockups, through
accurate scaled pla.tic models  l/5 and l/20 scales being common! to digital CAD and Virtual
Reality models.

Enhancement of the 3-D models to enable animation af objects and their component parts
increases the value of the visual simulation and provides improved verification of the design as
selected objects may then be assessed within their envelope of operation. The animation movements
range &om the simple action of opening a door for maintenance access and reserving 'soft' space for
the extraction af internal parts, to complex actions such as proving a route for the withdrawal of an
item of equiprr ent from a compartment for replacement.

Behavioral characteristics which are calculated using accurate physics based algorithms further
enhance the ariimation when detailed analysis is required on a chosen design option against original
requirement and/or performance constraints. A simulation of the operational aspects of the design
under a range of scenarios will give a representation of the physical behaviour of components and
verify their suhability.

Real-time siinulation in which the object behaviour includes time constraints and
characteristics will give a time-based analysis that reflects a true to life operation of the object. When
several interdependent objects are operating as a logical group, real-time simulation will show the
sequence of events of each object and their effects on other objects in the group. The inclusion of the
time behavioui allows interaction between the simulated objects and human operators which inay be
used in human factors studies.

Discrete event simulation also uses the behaviour of the objects for accurate calculation of
operational sc«narios, however in this case the interest is in the logical sequence of events and
interrelationships between objects and their status rather than the effects of time. Discrete events are
analyzed using event rules and operational processes which verify that the design satisfies all of the
constraints anc. conditions which inust apply before any action can be carried out on the selected
object.

The atMdysis of human factor aspects of the design may be achieved by introducing a manikin
model with behaviour algorithms that closely rnatch human movements. For human operations to be
assessed for operational effectiveness using simulation, the geoinetric inodels involved must have
monitoring  di iis, gauges, displays etc.! and control  hand-wheels, levers, switches etc.! components
detailed and positioned accurately. Figure l illustrates an operating position in which the operator
needs access to turn levers &om a standing position on a platform.

Simulation tools have been used and proven over many years in engineering design and
shipbuilding for study of specific aspects of the design Merging the simulation results from these tools
is a desirable objective, and with use of modern geometric display technologies can provide a
visualisation of the operation of the objects being simulated and their interrelationships.

The Ckalleege
The challenge is to use an Engineering Data Management/Computer Aided Design

 EDM/CAD! systein, normally used for static detail design modelling to create geometry data suitable
for use in dynainic simulation modelling systems.
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Figure 1 Manikin Verifying Operating Position

To effectively visualise design simulation studie~, a process is required in which the geometric
models are constructed to enable attributes and behaviors to be allocated to component parts for use
when animating the model during display, This can he achieved if the geometry is decomposed as
hierarchical asserribly components that are controlled and managed through a product structure tree.

Table 1 Models and behaviour considerations

Modelln Re uirement or Simulation

Aircraft Model split into bod~lus wingttps
Lift modelled as platform with corresponding
owning in deck geometry
Truck and tow-bar modeled separately, wheels
modeled as component parts of truck
Steering wheels, forks modelled as component
arts of truck, load is a se arate model

wing

es such as aircraft tow-truck

P
Box model with separate lid and internal weapon
Pulleys Modelled with separate geometry for wire
Fuselage, rotors blades and folding tail section
modeled as corn nent arts of assembl

;e box containing missile
!r wires

r blades and tail � folded and

ion
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Behaviour Modelling
Ships and submarines involve many component parts that may have a simple or complex

behaviour that can be verified by use of simulation tools. Figure 2 illustrates some critical items
involved in the ol>eration of an aircraft carrier flight deck which may be considered as items in which
simulation can show their effectiveness during operation. Table 1 lists the model considerations
required for each item.



Figure 2 Flight Deck � Operational Equipment

Geometric Modelling
To create a 3-D definition of the layout of a ship design, a product structure tree may be

built with selected nodes allocated a geometric reference that points to the appropriate geometry
libraries or database to extract the geometry. The product structure also defines the location and,;,:::
orientation of each item of geometry used to give a true representation of the physical design. The.; ':;
geometry consists of the ship structure and steelwork, equipment and components, connecting services,::,'.;:

and operational items, Figure 3 Arrangement Layout
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3-D models that are to be used for displaying simulation results must be constructed such that
all coinponent part geometry affected by the simulation is independently modelled and allocated a
unique identifier. This wil! ensure that the parts may be selected and manipulated as necessary. The
form and content of the component part geometry is dependent on the level of simulation to be
undertaken. For simple general arrangement layout it is sufficient to create one-piece geometric
components and locate them as required within some boundary as illustrated in the simple layout in
figure 3

As a design evolves, several options are considered when trying to achieve stated requirements,
the optimum solution will be selected after full analysis of the options against the requirement criteria.
Using the product structure tree, each option may be modelled and the appropriate supporting data
attributes allocated to tree nodes, The optional solutions can then be reviewed by selecting one or more
subsets of the product structure tree and analyzing the results.

Animation
For animated components, the geometry must be further decomposed to model the parts to be animated
in the simulation, for example an aircraft lift will be modeled as the platform and the critical
component parts of the lift assembly. During simulation the mechanisms will be animated in
accordance with the behaviour calculated from the kinematics see figure 4.

Figure 4 Aircraft Lift for Simulation

Design options
When design options are to be considered, a product structure tree is used to define a common

origin for the options as a tree node and then define the options as sub-nodes, Each option can then be
selected from the list of sub-nodes for display. The design option technique may be used to verify the
effects of each of the possible options during design review with simulated assessment of the
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operational effect of each option analyzed and either the appropriate option selected or several options
proven. See figure 5 and figure 6

Figure 5 Small superstructure option

Figure 6 Large superstructure option

Simulation Considerations - Physical Characteristics
Physical items that form component parts of the ship have associated restraints or constraints,

which affect their behaviour in operation. The constraints may be directly associated with partial
geometry such as a hinge along one edge of a door or a rotating component on a shaft. They may be
associated with movement of an object having one or more degrees of freedom, or may involve a
change of form of the object itself.

To simulate the physical behaviour of component parts of an object, the object must be
represented by a model constructed such that all geometry affected by the simulation is individually
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identified and controlled. A product structure tree has the functionality to enables this to be achieved as
well as allowing behaviour attributes to be allocated to all parts.

For complex simulations in real time, the component geometry being simulated will have
location and orientation provided at specific titne intervals from the simulation calculation to convey
the impression of movement within the model. To maximize performance, the component geometry in
this case wil! be optimized in level of detail  for example, the simulation of an aircraft on an Aircraft
Carrier will use an aircraft geometry which minimizes level of detail whilst providing a reasonable
representation of the aircraft see figure 7!.

Figure 7 Aircraft on a Aircraft Carrier

To manage the geometry models for components and their individual parts requires a structured
<>';:,'''database with individual controls for each part and a hierarchical relationship between the parts. This
'.can be achieved using a product structure model as provided in modern EDlVUCAD systems.
;;Furthermore, if the simulation involves mixed discipline geometry of large complex data sets such as
,:ships and submarines then well defined database technologies and concurrent engineering philosophies
!"'are desirable to guarantee the data capture and access required.

The Product Model

':: Concurrent Engineering
The implementation of concurrent engineering is well documented as being a complex task

::,:; involving a combination of people, processes and technology issues. The concept and ideas that enable
':"concurrent multi-discipline working demand the flexibility and functionality to decompose cotnponent
: parts of a design into a logical hierarchy for controlled data management, access and sharing. This
;;::.gives the option of attaching attribute data and conditional status to individual, logically grouped or
:,': yhysically grouped object representations.

The ability to allocate non-geometric attribute data to the nodes of a product structure tree and
i control the access and extraction of selective information from the hierarchical structure during design
.';: development allows object behaviours to be recorded for each component part of the design.

In the concurrent engineering environment customer and suppliers contribute to the operational
; ',::;aspects of the design requirements for the vessel and its component parts using their knowledge and
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experience to specify the expected behaviours of systems, individual equipment and the ship itself
under stated operational conditions. This information can be managed through a product Model.

Single Source l hta
The requirement for single source data is critical to successful iinplementation of concurrent

engineering. At! data users to ensure consistency, accuracy and effectiveness share the single source.
The data capturi:, management and control must be arranged such that individual or selective groups of
data are owned by a pre-determined creators whom have full write and edit access and accountability
for the quality:ind content. The data will then be extracted and used by project team members with
read on! y acces, authority,

In practice the management and control of a single source of product data may be achieved
using the product structure concept. The product structure also allows geoinetric data and associated
behaviour attributes to be stored and managed in a logical manner making it a good tool for dissecting
geometry into c component parts, ideal for simulation.

Product Structure Tree

The pr<iduct structure tree manages the configuration of the model, its operational
characteristics and design options and specifies the relationship, location, orientation and function of
all items on the ship. Optional design details may then selected for review, comparison a»d
manipulation or an advanced visualisation  VR! display technologies,

Data review, approval and release of all information that defines a product can be achieved
through the product structure tree with the status of individual or grouped subsets of the data recorded
as attributes ori the iree nodes, Using a product structure tree, the design configuration can be
maintained froni concept design, through production and in-service life of the product see figure 8

Figure 8 Extract from Product Structure Tree

Attribute Data

The definition of a ship involves a very high volume of data in a wide range of formats and
inedia types, al of which contribute to the final configuration of the product design. The data will
include requirements, specifications, design calculatio», systems definitions, equipment lists, cost
estimates, applied standards, build criteria and the geometric layout of the vessel. In concept design,
feasibility studii:s and design class evolution, the definition may have several optional design solutions
from which the optirnurn is selected for a particular product. The product structure tree can manage the
configuratio» a»d all of the attribute data associated with the design giving a single weil-controlled
specification of the product, its component parts a»d their status at any time during the design cycle,

A produ=t model based on a hierarchical tree structure offers the functionality to capture, and
manage design attributes and options as component parts, as required for input to simulation tools.
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Project VITESSE � A Practical Example

Overview
The Ministry of Defence  UK! department of Naval Architecture and Future projects have a

vision to adopt Simulation Based Design in the procurement process for future warships, The process
will merge the simulation results for specific detail of concept designs to verify the operational
effectiveness of the options studied. To achieve the vision, the project, named VITESSE chose the
CVF UK future aircraft carrier concept design options to illustrate the application, accuracy, and
potential use of simulation and interface technologies to prove the operational effectiveness of the ship.

The objei:tive of the project was to create an environment using 3-D geometric modelling with
the capability to display concurrently, and/or in real time, the results of several siinulation studies
involving aircral't sortie rates, Simulators used for flying the aircraft, the behaviour of the ship ir>
various sea state: >, and human factors in preparing aircraft for flight were remotely located and merged
over a distributed network using DIS technology with visual display of the simulations at each site.

Project Architecture
To achie ie the objective of the project, several industries were invited to contribute their skills

and expertise to the project. The principle tasks were to develop the ship hull form and ma~or
subdivisions, create a 3-D CAD model of the ship. To calculate the physical behaviors of the ship and
its components, link the ship model and its simulated behaviors to aircraft flight simulators and present
a combined display showing the aircraft landing on the ship, refueling and weapons loading and take
off operations.

Contributions from industry involved companies working closely to develop data models then
convert them and use them in a range of simulator tools. the resultant architecture as shown in flig 9

Figure 9 Project Architecture
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Data Conversion

Geometiic representations of ship designs are created using computer aided design  CAD!
systems. Modem CAD systems capable of handling large complex data volumes use hierarchical
structures to manage the design geometry. Assembly Modelling and/or Product Structure Trees are
used to manage the relationship between the component parts of the design.

When converting the design from the source CAD systetn to a visualisation/simulation
environment, the assembly/product structure relationships are critical in defining the design and must
be converted ac urately along with the geometry files for the components, The hierarchical structure of
the assembly or product structure may contain the location and orientation data essential to create the
assembled model, failing to convert this data results in all component parts of the geometry being
located at the model origin.

A convi:rsion process from an assembly based CAD system involves two steps, first the
assembly model or product structure tree is converted to the target system, then all of the component
parts used in the assembly are identified, extracted from the CAD library and converted.

In the VITESSE project, three visualisation technologies were evaluated and the master CAD
data converted for input to each. One converter, provided by a system vendor and used by Marconi
Marine for design review visualisation, considered the product model structure and delivered a usable
converted model for visualisation/simulation with minimum effort and time.

Two other converters supplied from specialist third party companies did not consider the product
structure with tl>e result that all part geometry was converted to the target system format and located at
the model orig.n. Manual correction was required to redefine the location and orientation of each
geometry item tin the ship in accordance with the product structure data.

Scope of Modelling Tasks
Marconi Marine  VSEL! was allocated the task of generating the 3-D geometry, which would

be used to eva'.uate several simulation and visualisation systems during the VITESSE project. The
scope of the work was to deliver inodels for three concept ship designs that could be used to study
operational aspects of the aircraft and their sortie rates. To do this, the models addressed exclusively
the tlight deck, aircraft hangar and magazines, The task involved input of a huII form and creating
product structures and geometry models for areas to be studied.

The main input to the process was an IGES format wire frame model of hull forms. 3-D
solids/surface inodels were then created using Marconi Marine  VSEL! Concurrent Engineering
processes base<1 on 'Parametric Technology' Optegra/CADDS5 systems with visualisation using
'Division Ltd,' dVise VR products, Output to third party companies for simulation studies involved
data formats in< luding CADDS5  with product Structure tree!, dVise, Open Flight and IGES files.

The Flight Deck details with major markings, superstructure, operational items for aircraft
launch and recovery, aircraft lifts, maneuvering and other service vehicles, and other operational
equipment weri modelled in the CAD system with a component breakdown to suit the simulation
behaviour cri ter ia.

The airi.raft hangar and magazines were detailed in the CAD system. Magazine weapons
stowage was represented by simple block models of groups of weapons cases with one case of each
type modelled as box, lid and weapon to enable weapons handling simulation and animation.

In order to etfectively visualise the model using standard display technologies, the geometry
representing miiving components such as doors, blast screens, and lifts were modelled in open and
closed condition, selected via the product structure tree, with one or the other switched on for viewing
at any time. This enabled the CAD data to be displayed in optional positions/conditions without the
need for simula;ion software or advanced visual tools.
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Spatial Layout
Spatial layouts of ship arrangements are have been created on CAD systems for many years

and the techniques and processes to achieve an acceptable arrangement are well proven. However, at
the concept design stage several options need to be considered and their effects taken into account on
the overall requirements for the ship. To address the issue of a mix of aircraft types on the ship, and the
requirement that each will need to be parked, moved, stored, maintained and serviced, the model needs
the flexibility to show each of the potential aircraft at al! possible operating spots.

This is achieved in the EDM/CAD system by using the product tree to identify the location of
the aircraft with a reference node and define all possible aircraft as tree nodes that are created as
'children' of the reference node. Any one of the aircraft options can then be switched on for display,
and the spatial requirement for all possible aircraft can be considered, Using this principle figure 10
and figure 11 show the effect of selective aircraft display showing two of the many options.

Figure 10 Selective Aircraft Display I

Figure 11 Selective Aircraft Display II
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Kinematic Simulation
The operational process for aircraft movements on the flight deck of an aircraft carrier requires

complex kinematic calculations involving a four wheel steer truck as shown in figure 12, a linkage bar
with hinged connections at both ends, an aircraft turning wheel, and the turning behaviour of the
aircraft itself.

Figure 12 Tow-truck Photograph  showing linkages!

To visualise the results of a simulation of the above process, behaviour attributes must be
associated with the geometric model components affected by the calculation. For example, the tow-
truck wheels, the tow-bar linkages at each end, the aircraft wheel, and the truck and aircraft bodies will
each have turning and maneuvering characteristics. The 3-D model of the truck is thus created to
ensure that moving components can be manipulated independently of the main body geometry. See

figure 13 Figure 13 CAD Tow-truck with linkages
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Project Resttlts
The VITESSE project completed successfully in March 1999 with a demonstration to senior

MOD staff of aircraft carrier models for two concept ships and the in-service ship HMS Invincible.
The demonstration showed the ships in various sea states, the maneuvering of aircraft to service points,
aircraft fueling and weapons preparation. Qualified pilots in a remote flight simulator carried out
landing and take-off operations on the carriers. The ship geometry being displayed in the flight
simulator and the position of the aircraft displayed in the ship simulator, controlled by data messages
sent along a network using DIS  distributed interactive simulation! technology,

The objectives of building CAD models as 'master data' for a simulation exercise were
achieved, with the functionality of the product structure tree playing a major role in the flexibility of
the geometric data. This gave the ability to model and manages several options for selectively review
and consideration from very early stages of ship design, The CAD data was converted to a variety of
visualisation/simulation technologies with variable levels of success

Simulation of the kinematics of the tow-trucks and aircraft was also achieved, the simulation
engineer suggesting that models be decomposed into appropriate component parts prior to simulating,
The real time exercises involving flight simulators were achieved with some difficulties in response
caused by the complexity and size of the CAD models. Although the models were created with
considerations for minimizing levels of detail, they were compromised to give reasonable visual
representations,

Figure 14 Aircraft Approaching for Vertical Landing

The Future
The success of the VITESSE project in developing models, simulation applications and a

distributed simulation network demonstrated the technology as feasible. VITESSE will be followed by
an in depth study over several years on application and use of the technology as an aid to warship
procurement.
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Conclusioas

General

Creation of the CAD 3-D models for the VITESSE project involved some consideration of the
requirements c f simulators to define component parts of assemblies and allocate behaviour to them as
appropriate. 9/hen creating EDM/CAD models for the layout of ship compartments the principle
consideration is spatial arrangeinent of equipment and services, which requires representative
geometry rather tlan high definition manufacturing detaiL Use of a product structure tree
representation of a ship is also acceptable to shipbuilders who often work with structured work
breakdown def initio ns such as weight groups.

The only aspect of concern when preparing CAD geometry for simulation is to identify the
component parts to be considered during the simulation and break down the product structure to a level
to suit this requirement. The process is thus a minor deviation from normal shipbuilding practice, the
costs in resource being to add additional nodes on the product structure tree and decompose the CAD
model into coniponent parts  we used to do this often with CAD layering technology!!.

In terms of mal-time siinulation, such as the flight simulators feeding positional information
through DIS, the inajor consideration is for the animated geometry  in this case the aircraft! to be
modelled with the lowest level of detail that gives acceptable visualisation. This will inaximize
visualisation performance.

Speci/&
The us» of simulation based design tools and technologies is evolving «s a stable environment

which may be applied with minimum effort over aud above the current work of preparing and
executing indelx:ndent simulation studies on critical aspects of the design.

The development of EDM/CAD systems with structured data management and attributes
associated with geometry offers the controlling mechanism for defining databases which can be used to
detail component parts of assemblies with relative ease.

The high performiuice visualisation systeins offered by CAD and Virtual Reality vendors can
display large diita models and have the capability and performance for real-time visual display.

Combining the above statements suggests that simulation based design is achievable, the
technologies involvcxl have been proven and are further developing  DIS network is being replaced
with more powerf'ul HLA technology for example!. In addition the process required to prepare the data
does not deviate &om normal ship design practice other than to add more detail to selected
components.

Cowcepr D~
The VITESSE project vision is to develop a simulation based design environment suitable for

use in ship procurement. This implies that the simulation based design activities will start at the very
early concept stages of the design process, The technology is available to achieve this, as illustrated by
the VITESSE project. Naval Architects and Ship Designers, however, need to adopt the use of product
modelling and CAD 3-D arrangements to replace traditional 2-D drawings in order to gain advantage
from the process and technologies.

Developing concept designs using 3-D arrangemeuts in a modern product structured
EDM/CAD environment has the advantage that geometry created will be stored in the database and
may be selected for use in future designs. Adding appropriate generic attributes to this geometry will
develop a libras of n:-usable 'blocks' which may be selected and used in future design considerations
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and adopted in a block based design philosophy to create quick, accurate and flexible design options at
concept stage, Verifying this with simulation results gives a high confidence of the expected
performance of tlte de: ign options studied and a means of selecting the optimum design, If the 'block'
attributes includ» cost models and build considerations, selectuig an optimum design will not only
consider design expected performance against requirements, it will also consider costs against
performance.

Srunmary
Simulation Based Design is an evolving technology that may be used Rom the early stages of

concept design to select kom several potential options
The underlying EDM/CAD processes do not deviate Irom normal shipbuilding practice and

may be brought lorward to the concept design stage. If the selected concept design becomes a contract,
then the product structure tree can be extended through the design build cycle.

The VITI:SSE project has shown the technology to be feasible.
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Abstract

In this paper we discuss collaboration support for engineering activities in shipbuilding. Ship
design is a complex process and involves inultiple engineers to work concurrently on different parts
of an overall design. The demand of short lead time has created a highly concurrent engineering
practice in the real world.

We take a process-based approach to achieve coordinate engineering activities. In this
approach, engineering activities are prescribed by a set of pre-definabl and dynamically updateable
active process models, An agent-based approach has been taken to implement the active process
models. Bach agent is associated with an engineer. It helps the engineer to get inforrnatian from
process servers, and report status of, and the exceptions generated from, the engineer to the process
servers.

We will present active process models and the framework of process-based collaboration
support. After that, we will show a collaboration support case example that uses the proposed
framework far collaborative engineering support to prove effectiveness of our approach.

This research:is one of the main works in on-going ACIM Advanced CIM! project, which is
funded by Ship snd Ocean Foundation with participating 7 major ship-buidding companies in Japan[1,
2].

Introduction

Large sctde engineering problems, such as ship design, require multiple engineers to work on
different parts of an overall problem. At any time, different engineers may work on interrelated
tasks � i.e., the result. or decisions of ane designer may have significant impacts on those of other
designers. To prevent inconsistency in results and reduce redundant activities, engineers must
collaborate effectively so that information flaws correctly and timely and engineering activities are
well coordinated.

Sharing engineering information through a common product model has been proven an
effective way for engineering team members to identify inconsistencies and generate timely
information flows. By accessing a logically centralized product model database, an engineer can
retrieve the latest engineering information generated by other engineers and pass his or her task
results to others through the database. While shared product model can be used to facilitate
information flows among engineers, it contains only the results generated by engineers. The
information of the process through which the results were generated is not part of a product model.
Furthermore, the antral information that defines how engineering activities should be carried out
and how they re'..ated to each other is also missing from inost product models,
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In this paper, we propose a framework based on a process-driven and agent-supported
approach to collaborative engineering support called 'Active Process,' Active Process has a
capability to describe 'how engineering tasks should be done' in order of precedence. It is powerful
hut still not sufficient because engineering task procedures will be often changed according to
situation. To meet this problem, agent-supported approach is introduced to Active Process[3, 4]. Each
participants In the system has its own agent who is interested in negotiation with others to acquire
information. Agent has intelligence to modify pre-defined process based on negotiation and can offer
participants useful information to ask them for instruction if the situation is too difficult to judge.

The I:asic ideas behind this approach are:

l. Engineering activities can be prescribed by a set of pre-definable and dynamically
u~>dateable process models;

2. Taese process models can be used as points of reference as well as points of control for
engineers to coordinate their engineering activities; and

3. Ir telligent agents can be developed to support the "referencing" and "controlling" based
o» the predefined process models.

The overall goal of our research is to develop a process-driven and agent-supported
framework c>llaborative engineering support and test framework through prototyping and applying it
to example scenarios. The specific goals of the research include:

I. T<> clarify requirements of process-driven collaborative engineering support,
2. T<> ider>tify process elements and develop a process model for engineering support
3. T<> define a process-driven work paradigm based a set of engineering task scenarios.
4. T<> develop intelligent agents and an agent-network for monitoring and controlling the

etigineering processes based on the process models,
5. T<> test the concepts and the framework by developing prototype systems and testing

scenarios.

To achieve our research goals described above, we are taking a modeling-prototyping-case
study approach.

Process-Driven Work Paradigm

To support engineering collaboration, we propose a process-driven work paradigm. There are
two basic research issues that must be addressed in order to realize the proposed work paradigm, One
is how to mcidel the process information, and the other is how to apply and manipulate the process
information for engineering work and collaboration support.

The Need of Ptmess Mode 

%hilt knowledge about engineering products captured by product models is important for
engineering support and needs to be shared among distributed engineers and systems, another
important aspect of engineering knowledge is about engineering processes. Engineering tasks are not
carried out iz a random way. Rather, they are well planned and managed based on the planned
processes. A> engineering process is composed of a set of interrelated activities that collectively
realize certain engineering objectives. A process model is a representation of a engineering process in
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a form which supports automated manipulation or enactment by a process management system. The
process definitioit consists of a network of activities and their relationships, criteria to indicate the
start and termiriation of the process, and information about the individual activities such as
participants assoi:iated IT applications and data, etc.

From an .ngineering point of view, process models are needed to support engineering process
design and plarming, process knowledge sharing, and engineering collaboration. The goal of
engineering pro ess design is to generate a document that prescribe a set of tasks and the ways in
which the tasks should be carried out by whom using what tools, A well defined process model will
help process designers and managers identify key activities, required participants  resources! and
define their relationships. Since process models can be made machine readable, it makes it easy to
use process management systems to manage process execution. Furthermore, the process information
in a process model can help coordination among engineers. Engineers can share the process model so
that they are aware of the whole engineering process, in terms of who is responsible for which
activity, who is busy, who is advanced and who is behind. This information about current situation
can help engine  rs determine whom to ask for information, to whom to route a certain task, and who
needs help.

Process-Driven Engineering Task Management
As described above, a process model is a representation of a business or engineering process

in a form that supports automated manipulation, such as modeling, or enactment by some process
managetnent systems ar programs. Figure I illustrates how process information represented as
process models can be used to support engineering work and collaboration.

Process design: Engineering process design starts from putting together process ideas  e.g.,
relevant process:s, activities! about a specific engineering task. The ideas may come from experience
or from a process repository that contains all known process ideas about an engineering domain. As
shown in Figure 1, the process ideas are applied to define a specific process model.

Execution, Work and Collaborate: Once a process model is determined for a given task,
then the model is used to guide the execution of the process by human engineers, project managers as
well as computer controlled systems. Based on the task specification described in the process model,
each engineer c uries out his or her task and coordinates with others when needed, Interdependencies
predefined and dynamically generated are explicitly represented in the process model for
collaboration support,

Monitor; Report, Evaluate: The execution process information can be monitored by certain
systems, e.g., intelligent agents, or reported directly by engineers. The execution information can be
used to evaluate how well the engineering team is following the process plan. For example, by
comparing the progress information with the original process model, it will become clear whether the
project team is ahead of the schedule or behind.

Control and tnodify: One output of the evaluation is the instructions or control of the project
team to improvi: theii. performance. If the evaluation result shows that  he process model does not fit
the current project team well, then the other output of "evaluation" will be to modify the original
process model to make it more achievable by the project team. This loop, middle loop in Figure l, of
process model application is quite similar to a feedback control system in which the process model is
used as a reference or input to the system and the monitored information is used as the feedback for
generating cont.ol instructions.
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Imprr ve and Store: Another way to use the monitored process information is for "long term"
process knowledge improvement through learning, as shown in Figure 1. The accuinulation of the
monitored pr~ss execution information can provide important insights on how effective and
efficient the arigirial process model is. By analyzing the information through benchmarking the
executions of different process models, one can acquire new process knowledge and improve
understanding of the known process models. The new knowledge can then be stored into the process
repository.

Task management based
on predeilned processAgent supported coiiaboration based

on dye amies lly updated process Long-tenn process
. improvement

Figure 1. Process Model and its Application for Engineering Support

Thos» 2 feedback loops described above are based on process model, which are defined in
advance. But it is very difficult to pre-define all the processes because of the complexity in
shipbuilding. So it is preferable to get dependencies in processes dynamically during operation. Using
intelligent agents, we introduce this function which is represented as the inmost feedback loop in
Figure 1.

~ent-Based Ikork Support
To make the task management framework a real engineering work support system, the issues

of systems design and implementation must be addressed.
Figure 2 illustrates the conceptual system image of Active Process System APS!.
We ha'ee id:ntified three important system components that will be explored through ihi»

research. The components are: Intelligent Agents, Process Server and Enterprise Resource Server.

Intelligrertt-Agents; Most important funciion that intelligent-agents will do is to extract
dependencies in processes from monitored results dynamically. It can compensate uncertainty or
complexity of shipbuilding engineering processes. Intelligent Agent can facilitate appropriate local
operations sert ice for its engineer as well. This may include local application management, operation
bookkeeping «nd communication management. And the agent cari function as a systems interface
between Process Server and human engineers. This function makes it possible to make the Process
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Server more gen:ral and leave engineer specifics to Intelligent Agents to manage.
Process Servers: The functions of Process Servers include capturing process models and

managing process execution based on the process models. Process models must represent "planned
 or intended!" processes, "simulated" processes, and "executed  or real!" processes. For process
execution management, Process Servers must be able to generate activation signals, control the real
process by reas<ming based on the given rules and the data of "planned", "simulated" and "real'
processes. Process Servers may be organized in a hierarchical way so that the higher level servers can
take care of mote "global" issues of the process while the lower level ones can manage activities at
more engineering or task specific levels.

Enterprise R<eource Server: To manage engineering processes, resource information is very
important. Enterprise resource server centralizes resource information logically. It has also process
templates and journal information. Process templates are typical pattern of process combination.
Those will be enhanced through the outmost feedback loop in Figure 1. Journal information means
the results of eny'neer's operation or communication. Dynamic dependencies may be extracted from

journal information. Figure 2. Active Process System
Process Mode!iag

The purpose of process modeling is to develop an ontology, i.e., a set of concepts and their
interrelationshiIis, that can be used to capture process knowledge and information and to manipulate
 i.e., design, nionitor, control! the process information. In this section we show the process
description language in Active Process.

Active .'?rocess is a dynamic work process model, Unlike existing process or workflow
models, Active Process is intended to be able to meet not only pre-definable process, i.e.
activities defin d later! and dependencies among them, but also unforeseen, finer work unit
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dependencies. Our model has description capability in compliance with granularity of tasks,
One feature of Active Process is that processes will be linked to product model data, Product

model represents component data which comprise a product and their inter-dependencies. Execution
of process results in the evolution of product model data.

I%hat is Process?

The definitions of process can be given according to the following two view points, As a
description model view point, a process is defined as a network of interrelated activities. As a control
mechanism v.ew point, a process is defined as a set of continuous or discrete behaviors that can be
observed and controlled, As general features of a process are as follows. For description and
documentation, a process expresses concepts, relations, requirements and properties. For enactment, a
process has the information related to the behavior, performance, environment and feedback
 learning!.

General Characterization of Process
The process is generally characterized as follows;

P t! = A,U,D,R,Q;t!

Where,
A: act:vlty,
V: resource.,
D: product,
R; rel ition,
Q. requirement,

A=  a�a�, ... a,!
.!

D=  dl dz ~ ~ dl!
R=  R',R" R" R'" R"' R"'!
Q =  q. q'-.- q.!

R'=  r'1 ~2 'r'F!R": activity relation,
R": resource relation,
R': ptoduct relation,
R'": r< sourc:e assignment relation
R": p: oduct assignment relation
R"': relation between resource and product

Implications i~f Process
We have to notice the implications which process has. P t = t<,! is a "complete" description of

the process st ate at t = t,can be described as a static process description. The analytical properties of a
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Active Process Model

Following components are addressed in the Active Process model.
1. Pr mess: A process is composed out of a set of activities.
2. Activity: An activity is a unit of behavior of a process and used to describe a process at

most abstract level for process design. Detailed dependency relationships between the
ac.ivities should be investigated for collaboration support.

3. Resource; A resource is an object that is used or produced by one or multiple activitIe~.
Prjduct is a specific resource,

4. Dependency: A dependency relation defines relationship between activities, or an activity
and a resource, or resources.



process can be acdressed. From a P t!'s point of view, the unit of analysis is Activity. On the other
hand, process is a continuous behavior changing from P t = t�! to P t!. The above mentioned
characters of process, A, U, D, g, Q, all evolve and/or change over time. This means that addressing
P t! requires behavior models of A,U,D,R,Q. Also, this need to move unit of analysis from Activity to
components of Activity.

Another i:nportant impHcation of process concerns about R, relations. The complexity of a
process P is largely determined by R =  R; R", R', R, R", R""!. Also, the uncertainty of process
comes from R, r< Iations. Practically, a complete information of R =  R", R", R', R'", R", R' ! is not
available both in t = t�and t. To acquire more information about R requires interaction and also costs
time and money. Furthermore, R changes over time. This means that better or lower level model of R
is needed.

Activity
Activity i a unit of a behavior of a process. The definition of an activity is as follows;
a =  o, d, u, q; B!, where o =action,8= Behavior

The function of an activity can be described as foHows:
Function =  o, d!, e.g.,  design, hull!

Action o is resource relevant concept.
Behavior B means manipulation and completion of activity components. Behavior 8 can be

described by following method:
complete behavior: differential equation based
computat ional behavior; discrete event simulation
Proximat: human behavior

Those are the formal definition of Activity. This model is intended to be applied to ship-
building tasks. From the viewpoint of application of the model to tasks in ship-building, we assume
Activity to be corresponding with the manageable granularity of tasks.

Moreover, we introduce WorkElement, Event, Exception and Performance in our modeling concepts.

Work Flement
The concept of Work Element has been introduced to express the running of Activity or the

behavior of Activity. An action o is performed by an actor/designer on a set of components d;  i = l,
..., S; d',C d! of product d.

A work c Iement w', =  o, d',! is defined as a component of an activity a, i.e., w', C a, i = 1,

The reason why a work Element w' is not an Activity are as follows;
WE is too simple: All w', =  o, d;! are within individual's reach
WE is too complex: Because R cannot be clearl.y defined so that teamwork is needed. If all R

are clearly pre.defined, each designer can proceed his/her task according to the predefined
instruction.

The status of Work Element is basically described as one of two conditions, i.e. pre-start and
completed. The requirement or possibility to describe intermediate status of Work Element depends
on domain & problem. Work element relations composed of intra-relations in a Activity and inter-
relations between Activities. That is, a Work Element may have a relation with other one belonging to
the same activity, or other activity. Work Element relations are essential model to capture underlying
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mechanisms vf activity relations. The relation is dynamic. It is generated when recognized/identified.
And it becorr es strong / weak when manifested in a process.

Work element is defined as a unit of work that can be measured or evaluated based on the unit
progress of product information d';, in the definition of w',! being generated from engineering design.
Work elemer<t is introduced to link product model with process model for work and collaboration
support.

The connection of process model and product model is a significant feature of ActiveProcess.
Product model has a complete data set for a product while it has not information of process. That is,
product model has information on 'what a product is' but has not information on 'how to make it'.
Process mod<:1 offers that information. On the other hand, the progress of process can be represented
based on the subject state of product model data. Those two models are complementary to each other.

How Do Relations Evolve?

The ielations are identified by working together at work element level. As the process
proceeds, new rel.<tions are detected through the fact that two designers have contact each other, lf
the relation once identified are manifested again, the relation is strengthened. Figure 3 illustrates this
situation schematically. event

t2

etai

ish

WorkElement
dependency

Figure 3. Relation between Work Elements

Events

The concept of event is used for process monitoring. An event e is a notable arid noteworthy
happeiurig iii ai< activity a and associated with one or more work elements w',. An event compound e' is a
recognizable s:t of events that can approximate an recognizable action o.

e' = -'e�e~ ..., ez!; o � <.'

Know edge is needed io generate e'arid o based on observable events.
Events E represent observable behavior of activities. The underlying mechanism of the E is

not assumed, i.e. events can be outputs of a simulation program or can be human actions.
Interpretation of events means to infer "what needs to be done" from e. I-to-1 mapping based

interpretation is useful for fully. On the other hand, the reasoning based interpretation of events may
involve uncertainty as shown in Figure 4.
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Exceptions
Exceptior.s are unexpected situations when executing a plan. In Active Process, exceptions

are departures from a planned/ideal project process. In Active Process, agent detects/anticipates the
exceptions from exception category, While exceptions can occur for many reasons, it is expected that
they have a relatively .:mall number of kinds of categories that include. Example of categories may be
as follows;

Inquiry: � Ask for status of work elements
- Prediction

� Communication failure

Change: - Design status change, change of design process
- Requirement q change

Wrong doing:
- Break commitment

Conflict: - Critical and non-critical conflicts

Figure 4. interpretation of events

Active Process System Architecture

Active Process has two aspects: process modeling capability and management capability for
modeled process. As described above, it is very dificult to define all the process precisely in advance.
To overcome this difficulty, it is indispensable to collect or modify process dynainically during
operation. Therefore we adopted agent-based approach as Active Process system architecture.

To collect d.pendencies dynamically, our system is modeled as collection of intelligent
agents each responsible for one activity or task. Since each agent can work autonomously on behalf
of human designer, they are expected to identify both problems and opportunities with the current
design process. The initial definition  or design! of the design process will not be followed as a static
teinplate. Instead, it will be actively revised and updated by agents who are interested with each other
to acquire inforination and to negotiate revision. We implemented prototype system to examine those
ideas.

In this, ection, we show Active Process system architecture based on agent approach.

Active Process .'system
Figureli illustrates the prototype system architecture. Intelligent agent is assigned to each

coinponent. Designer + Intelligent Agent is I client unit. Communication is performed through
agents, All the information which is necessary for collaboration among engineers i.e., dependencies
with activities other engineer does, progress state of other activities, state transition of product model
data, etc.! will Le captured by an agent instead of an engineer himself. Those iiifonnation is stored in
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Enterprise Resource Server explained later! as engineering task journal.
Components of the system are detailed below.

Figure 5. Prototype system architecture

Function of 1ntelligent Agent
Intelligent Agent is a state-of-the-art IT[5, 6, 7]. Intelligent Agent is regarded as a core

technology tc realize engineering collaboration support system using process model. One of the
feature of Intelligent Agent is to support system operation and participants in the system intelligently
and autonomously. Agent's intelligence does not mean all the knowledge that engineers will depend
on when they meet engineering tasks. In this architecture, Agent is a kind of facilitator who may
provide engineers useful information, i.e., state of other engineer, past examples, alternative options,
Those information will help them to make decision. Agent has learning capability as well. It has
knowledge that what infortnation should be offered to its engineer depending on cases, and this
knowledge will be modified and enhanced through the interaction with its engineer or other
participants. As for process model, this learning capability enables to obtain dependencies among
WorkElements dynamically.

In Act.ve Process system, Intelligent Agent has four functions as follows:
1. G!mmunication function with other agents.
2. Event Monitoring function.
3. Exception Detection function from events information.
4, Task Execution function in compliance with events/exceptions.
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Intel! igent Agent

Control Unit

Unlc

Unit Pr

PlttginOomain Ontology
Dependent

Figure 6. Intelligent Agent Architecture

Ilt telligent Agent Architecture
Figure 6 shows architecture of Intelligent Agent implemented in the prototype system. It

consists of 3 mo<lules: communication function module, message interpretation function module and
local service moc.ule. Intelligent Agent is implemented with Java.

KQML Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language! is used as communication protocol.
Contents of message are expressed in the form of KIF Knowledge Interchange Format!. Terminology
in messages coniorms to domain specific ontology. The part which is domain specific is just only
ontology. This nieans that Intelligent Agent architecture is applicable to any domain just only to
change ontology.

Process Server and Eztterprise Resource Server
Process Server has three functions. It defines a process activities and inter-relations among

thein!, supports r source assignment and monitors progress state.
 a! Proc:ss definition; Activity level process is defined through GUI. It may be generated

newly or r<iay be extended based on templates which will be stored in Process Repository.
Processes defined in Process Server are able to be separated and spawned to several
client participants recursively. That is, one process may be assigned to an engineer and
he/she can separate it into pieces and assign them to other engineers. Information defined
here are as follows: task contents, schedule, dependencies, responsible workers, etc.

 b! Resource assignment: Available engineers lists and machines lists are available as
resoiirce information, Those resource information will be referred during process
defir.ition, Processes are optimized during operation if idle resources we call them
slacks! ar» found. We call this approach slack driven process management.

 c! Progress .;tate monitoring: Process server asks all agents who are responsible for each
engineer about the progress of their activity and collects the current status. It will be
displayed and broadcasted to all agents. Every engineer can know the whole progress
status in real-time through his/her agent.
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Enterprise Server integrates information needed for collaboration support, that is, process
repo'itory, resource information and journals information. The contents of those information
are as follow.

 a! Process repository: This contains typical process templates which will be extracted out of
journa! information in previous projects.

 b! Resource information: This contains organization information departments of managers
aad engineers!, personnel information name, dept., agent name, current project, skills,
e.c,! and available facility resource information tools, machines, data, operation schedule,
c constraints, etc.!.

 c! Journal information: This contains communication logs between agents and dependency
data generated from communication logs. After the project finishes, more detailed
proces.' may become evident with analyzing journal information. This helps to improve
e engineering process. Moreover, en@'neering knowledge can be shared and organized.

Ranning hnage of this prototype system
Here we show how Agents work in our prototype system.

 a! M'ter L process is defined, Agent of a project manager notifies agents of each engineer
that activities are assigned. If an engineer accepts, communication link between a project
ntanager and an engineer is established and dependencies or progress state information
will be exchanged through this channel.

 b! After activities are assigned, each activity is carried out under agents supports. Agents
ntonitor its engineer and provide appropriate information when needed, i.e. how to notify
other engineers if a design change is occurred.

 c! During operation, agents accumulate its engineer's work logs as an engineering task
jourua!. and agents retrieve dependencies out of the journal. For example, an engineer
may have to look for an appropriate engineer to notify his design change for the first time.
But after that, his/her agent will notify automatically pertinent agents when a design
change on the same part occurs.

 d! C~n the other hand, project manager can manage the progress status based on the
information reported by all the agents. It enables him/her to re-order engineers to catch
up with pre-defined schedule.

Case Study

The objective of this case study is to examine the validity of Active Process approach and
retrieve extract problems. Building the Blocks game is met here. This scenario is intended to be
simple but still cover as many as possible features of process description and enactment that can be
seen in typical collaborative engineering problems.

Game Scenari

An 8" 8 area Figure 7! needs to be built with four kinds of blocks which have different
colors Red Block:RB, Blue Block:BB, Green Block:GB, Yellow Block: YB!. Three constraints are
defined:

1. You can't place a block to a certain area if its under area is vacant.
2. Cost and time consumption are attributed to each block locating

�kB: $1, 4min., BB: $2, 3min., GB: $3, 2m in., YB: $4, 1min.!
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Cost must be less than $160 and time consumption must be less than 160 min.
3. All adjoiniiig blocks in horizontal must have diferent color blocks.

The objective of this game is to fill all the area with the cheapest cost and the least time
consumption. Th» number of participants are not liinited but there are two kinds of players: Project
manager and workers. Project manager assigns tasks to workers, The lowest cast and time
consumption as a whol is desired. In this game, all participants are required to collaborate each other
to carry out their;issigned tasks under those constraints.

Analogy Mth Mrdels
Numbered shapes in Figure 7 coinprised of several small squares represent Activities in

Active Process madel. Small square represents a Work Element. Tasks are assigned to workers in the
unit of Activity. For example, some worker may have to deal with Activity 1, Hand 11 Planned
workflow  right-hand:in Figure 7! represents activities dependencies which comes from geometry
constraints of replacenient. Workers can begin his task in the unit of Work Element, that is, he/she
can place a block on a new activity area even if current activity has not finished yet.

Following twc points should be noticed:
1. Con=urrent Activity Execution: Activity 4 may be processed though Activity 1 has not

beer finished for example.
2. Necessity of negotiation: Adjoining blocks in Activity 1 and 2 must have different

colors so that workers who are responsible for each activity must negotiate each other.
Dependencies of Work Elements will be accumulated during operation by agents. How to

support effectively workers and managers based on acquired dependency information is the point ofthis prototype sys tern. 2 3
Figure 7. Activities and Planned Workflow

Veri+catio through Prototype System
Active Process has two aspects: process modeling capability and process manipulation to

support engineering co.'Ilaboration. Prototype system was useful to:
Visualize and embody modeling concepts.
Examine process manipulation mechanism  in particular, agents' motion!.

The game was pli.yed by several people and we gained following insights.
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First, to know information needed for a task, neighboring status in this case, contributes
significantly toward the increase of task efficiency, Though the case here seems to be simple, it is
important to be able to obtain necessary information timely by agents, without knowing whom should
be appropriate participants with regard to the information. Agents asks Process Server an appropriate
participants' agent and establish communication with the agent to gain desired information. This
game proved agents to be useful greatly information collecting.

Secondly, dependency relationships accumulated in real-time enable prompt reaction to
changes of circumstances and prevention of inconsistency occurrence because of lack of
communication.

Thirdly, tne possibility of 'super concurrency' was suggested. In this game, players could
grasp progress status, in the unit of not Activity but WorkElement. They could start their
tasks WorkEjement! though the previous activity had not finished yet. Actually the manager could
grasp the whole progress status in detail so that he/she could give instructions to players timely. This
means that the game management becomes smooth and the total playing time will be shortened.

Lastly, players operation journals were recorded, so that strategy planning for high-scaring
became easy

As shown above, this prototype system proved that process models and agents mechanisms
in Active Pr<>cess was effective in supporting multiple participants' collaboration and was able to
manage the v hole process smoothly.

Conclusions

In this paper we discussed collaborative engineering support system using process model and
agents approach. To connect process model with product model and enterprise resource data,
dependencies of product components are transformed into dependencies of engineering processes and
those information are used as workflow data. As for unpredictable dependencies Work Element
dependencies!, ag< nts collects dependencies monitoring engineer's operation. Followings are our
conclusions.

We proposed Active Process model which has capability of learning dependencies of
finer granuality task level. It is difficult to do for existing workflow tools.
Active Process can meet dynamic unpredefinable! process modeling as well as
stat:ic predefinable! process modeling.

~ Intelligent-Agents approach are adopted as Active Process mechanism.
Active Process was verified through prototype implementation using a simple
scenario building the blocks!.

~ Modeling-prototyping-case study approach was so effective that we could gain many
insights.

Futur» research will be focused on refining Active Process framework in terms of
modeling description capability! and mechanism agent-approach!, through examining scenarios in
various design phases in shipbuilding.
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